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PREFACE.

V

THE Fourth Volume of this Work is now presented to the pub

lic. The writer entertains no misgivings about the success of his

labours, because, when he set about the work, he troubled him

self, perhaps, too little to inquire how it would be received. In

respect of the political power of the Papacy, and its connection

with European civilisation and government, he was persuaded

that the public was very superficially informed. He thought he

could present the subject to the world in a more complete and

authentic form,- but he did not flatter himself that he could,‘

either by the charm of style, or the brilliancy of picture-writing,

awaken an interest for it not generally felt. There are, how

ever, persons in the world who are not quite satisfied with the

sciolism of newspapers and periodicals,—-pers0ns who will look

for solid information wherever there is any prospect of finding

it- The writer thinks he has afforded such a prospect, and looks

f0!‘ 110 more favour than he may derive from the fulfilment ‘of

the expectations of those who really want to know something

more about the matter than may be collected from the ordinary

Sources of information. c

It Will he noticed, by those who may think it worth their

while to look into the work, that the present Volume carries on

the history of the Papacy to a period of thirty-seven years be

yond the limit indicated in the Preface to the Third Volume

(p'_xil-l- This extension arose from a desire to bring the nar

mllve down to a more definite historical period than the death

if Gregory VII. afforded. The Concordat concluded at Worms

“1 the Year 1122 offered such a period. Besides this, an accu

Inulation of materials lay before the Writer which threatened to

swell the Work to a far greater bulk than he had ever contem—

Plated. A great deal of collateral matter was therefore laid 011

one side, and it was determined to admit nothing that should
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in any way divert, or interfere with the main current of the nar

rative. This change of plan involved the sacrifice of the labours

of many months; but, as a fifth volume was the utmost extent

the author could look forward to, it became necessary to lop off

all collateral branches, and to speed the growth of the work to

the stature originally designed for it, viz. the culminating point

of the political power and influence of the Papacy, as displayed

in the illustrious pontificate of Innocent III. (A.D. 1198 to 1216).

The author thinks this a fit opportunity to recall the atten

tion of his readers to the real objects of the work before them.

He finds that it has been treated by more than one of his

reviewers as a theological treatise. This, he presumes to say, is

not its true character. He contends that his work is essentially

a political history, composed with a view to exhibit as fully as

possible the origin and growth of the temporal power of the

Roman pontificate, embracing an account of its territorial and

secular expansion, as well as of that mighty political influence

it was enabled to exercise under favour of its religious claims

and pretensions. With this view, it was of course essential

that those claims and pretensions should be fully stated, at least

as far as they were directly instrumental in, or serviceable for,

the extension of its political influence. It therefore became

necessary to touch upon those theological theories and contro

versies from which the power of the Roman sacerdotium over

the minds and consciences of the Christian world was derived,

and to submit the Roman canon law, grounded, as it was, upon

the idea of an institution legitimately descended from the Mosaic

priesthood, to a more particular examination. It was requisite

tosstate the more important of the theological demands of the

chair of Peter upon the allegiance of government and people,

and to dwell with some detail upon the doctrines and forms in

which the sacerdotal army was disciplined and arrayed. Occa

sional incursions upon the domain of ecclesiastical history were

therefore unavoidable. But, if the author has not mistaken his

own object, it will be found that the references to purely reli

gious topics have relation only to the political designs imputed,

rightly or wrongly, to the papal system; and that these topics

are discussed in close connection with those external events of

which they were the causes or the provocatives ; as, for instance,
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with social institutions, dynastic changes and revolutions, p0

pular disturbances, ignorance and barbarism, and, generally, the

mutual attrition and conflict of sacerdotal and political rights

and pretensions,—all of them topics which enter into the history

of every kind of polity, nation, or community within the limits

of the papal atmosphere.

I with those Who Write professedly upon religious or ecclesi

astleal history. With what justice his censor [of the Saturday

Rmew has drawn his work into parallel with that of the Dean of

.St' Paursg uPon the History of Latin Christianity, he is hardly

m a Posltlon to determine, not having read beyond the title-page

ofthat Work-9‘ He thinks, however that his ignorance of the

11:23:22’; hadva’ntagfs * Probably the most solid information. The Cathedra

many ea; [Qwsver’ m a’ great Part Written (though not prepared for the press)

fished gm 5] e ore the appearance of the Dean's work. The volumes he has pull)—

that chm ,9 york of 8' layman; and the writer desired that they should sustaln

school 0 er‘; the fianger, therefore, 0f falling into the views of any theological

upon“J eavolded, even at the risk of those errors which so often attend

e neglect ofsome of the ordinary means of information.

*
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contents of that work admits of an apology. On the other hand,

he submits that an apology is due to him from his censor in the

Literary Churchman* for the strange misconstruction in which

he has indulged of a passage in the first volume of the Cathedm

Petri, in which it is observed, that “ the Roman Church dated her

birth from the palmy days of the universal empire.” A little

attention to the professed object of the work might have con

vinced the reviewer that the observation could have reference

only to the political, not to the religious birth of the Church of

Rome as a Christian church. All the world knows that the esta

blishment of the religion at Rome was one of the earliest events

of Christian history. Taken in the sense of a religious birth,

the statement would not be a “ platitude,” as it is politely termed,

but ‘a blunder, which it was not creditable to the reviewer to

impute to the writer.

* Of April 2, 1860.
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AT the death of the last emperor of the Saxon line, the

RELATION 0F papacy had, to outward appearance, become

THESTATETO merged in the state. The acts of the Pope

THE Cannon“the end 0fon all occasions of importance seemed to flow.

thetemh rather from imperial than from Pontifical pre

cemury' rogative. The arbitrary erection of arch

bishoprics, bishoprics, and ecclesiastical foundations, and

the uncontradicted power of appointment to the highest

dignities of the church by the monarch, and, in many

instances, by the influential laity, point to a more inti

mate fusion ofthe two powers than appears to have taken

place since the dissolution of the empire of the West in

the year 476. Yet neither in this combination, nor in

the analogous state of things under Charlemagne,a do we

discover any deliberate intention to encroach upon eccle

siastical privilege. The idea of the alliance of church

and state was practically denoted by a reciprocity of

patronage. The church had partaken largely of the ad

vantages at the disposal of the secular powers, and the

state had as frequently aspired to a large participation

in ecclesiastical emoluments and appointments. Yet

neither party had any clear idea of the relation thus in

troduced, or of any definite limit to their respective claims

against each other. It may indeed be reasonably doubted

whether, in the Latin scheme, there had not at all times

lurked a secret protest against any limit whatever, or

that it ever contemplated any equitable adjustment of

the powers of church and state in ecclesiastical affairs.

Neither the papacy nor, at heart, the prelacy Of Latin

Christendom fairly admitted the idea of temporal reci

procity, or manifested any enduring sense of Obligation

to the state in return for the boundless sacrifices it was

perpetually called upon to make to the cupidity and am—

bition of the clergy. The latter indeed desired it to be

understood, that for all this liberality their spiritual ser

vices were an ample equivalent; and in this light those

services might have continued to be regarded as long as

the laity could be dissuaded from counting the cost. To

prevent so serious an inquiry concessions might frequently

“ Conf. Book VI. c. ii. p. 60, and 0. iii. p. 90.
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be requisite, and in such cases a temporary departure

from the rigid demands of ecclesiastical ilnmunlty might

be submitted to without danger to the principle, provided

no binding stipulations, no express conditions, were in

troduced into the compact. Charlemagne and the Othos

were satisfied with the patronage there was no one to

dispute with them, and therefore never thought of re

ducing the terms of their alliance with the church to a

formal treaty or concordat. Thus the idea of any do

' finite limit of competency was kept as indistinct as ever

in men’s minds, and the church was left at liberty to

reassert the principle of immunity in the broadest terms,

as soon as the temporary pressure which weighed upon

it was withdrawn.

But in this temporary combination there was enough

to show that both parties felt their dependence Grants of re

upon each other. In every instance the nrbi- galcrowns

trary interposition ofthe Saxon emperors in the afl'qairs of

the church was habitually aflirmed and approved by the

popes of their appointment; while the participation of

the latter in matters of a nature altogether secular and

polltlcal was as earnestly solicited, or as freely admit

ted. Thus it happened, that when Bolislns, the newly

converted prince of Poland, was ambitions of a royal

crown, he applied, in the first instance, to Pope Sylves

er. The pope, with the assent of his master, cm. .1),

entertained the petition, and despatched the re- 1000

guired crown with the envoys who brought the request. It

1s remarkable that exactly at the same moment Stephen,

11 e or prince of the Hungarians, preferred a similar

request to Pope Sylvester, and the latter in like manner

sent a consecrated crown from the altar of St. Peter to

t c petitioner with th ' ' I I
style and title’.b e pm-Hlege of assuming the loyal

be vested in the “Roman Emperor ” as

long as the title survived. When Na

poleon I. revived the empire of Charle

magne, he professed to grant the royal

_ - dignity to his vassal princes by virtue of
em e eerfloyalwas "1 fillet always the Imperium vested in him. The papal

imperial di 5-‘ mt Prerogative of the writers,however, assure us that the cere

g l y, and was conceived to mony of sending a crown-royal with the

I’C'urtm'tiue Vit S S '

, . . te ham, a .Byron. A 1000,§ 12, p. 40]}; .F'leurgy
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These acts of high prerogative were beyond doubt the

Gerber, as concurrent acts ofemperor and pontiff. Neither

P0P9- Otho nor Sylvester could be Willing to endanger

the existing harmony by setting up exclusive pretensions.

The emperor could entertain no jealousy of a pontiffraised

to the throne by his favour, and supported upon it by his

arms alone. Little reflection could be requisite to con

vince a man of Gerbert’s penetration that for along time

past Rome had ceased to be the seat of life to the pontifi

cate, and that that life now resided far away from the

centre of her political existence. His views for the pre

sent must have been confined to the task of securing an

asylum for the papacy where it could be found; and,

under present circumstances, it was clearly to be found

only under the wing of a power strong enough to check

its domestic enemies, and to fix the yoke firmly upon the

neck of its own subjects. The time had not yet arrived

for casting off the chain which anchored the papacy to

the empire. Two serious impediments to independent

action still remained to be overcome,‘ viz. the factions

anti-papalism of the Romans, and the dangerous resist

ance to the decretal scheme which had manifested itself

in France and elsewhere. Gerbert, as pope, could not

feel himself safe against a scrutiny like that of St. Baso

lus, if that profane curiosity by which he had himself

been led astray from the true path should continue to

spread. With his own suspicions fully awakened, he

could not but tremble for the safety of a scheme founded

upon ignorance, and sustained by forgery.

But, whatever his secret opinion of the fabrications

roduced at St. Basolus under the names of
Inefl'ectual .

defence of amasus and Eusebius, Sylvester II. was no

ecdtslastical longer the humble and obsequious Gerbert, and,

privilege. . . . .

1n h1s new position as patron of the scheme he

had once himself assailed, little likely to divulge it. The

pontifical consecration is equivalent to a

coronation by the Pope in person, and

makes the crown to move from the

Baron. ubi sup. Conf. Mascou, Com

ment. 0. i. p. 106; and Pertz, Monum.

Germ. iv. p. 129. To avoid any such

papal grant as fully and absolutely as

if he had placed it on the head of the

candidate with his own sacred hand.

inference, Napoleon I. took care to place

the imperial crown upon his head with

his own hands. Alison, viii. p. 381.
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decretals were as‘ yet safe. The Gallic prelat-es had, it

is true, slipped round them, but had failed in exposing

the cheat. Gerbert was now pope, and the voice of

Arnulph of Orleans was never again heard. The truths

he had uttered within the walls of St. Basolus were soon

forgotten, inasmuch as the church of France, though

she had for the moment vindicated her liberties, had

grounded her defence less upon principles of ecclesiastical

law than upon political motives and present expediency.

As soon therefore as, by the aid of their temporal pro

tector, the pontiffs should have shaken ofi“ the trammels

of domestic faction, there was nothing in the actual state

of the religious world to prevent them from resuming

the lofty station they had occupied under Nicolas I. and

Hadrian II.

The sudden death of Otho III. again cast loose all

the bonds of civil society in Italy. The rinces Henry 11_

of Germany had elected Henry duke ofpBava- “1- 1002

na to the throne of that kingdom. The new king was

a collateral of the house of Saxony, and recommended

to the sufli'ages of his constituents by the possession of

the vn'tues most in esteem in that stage of civilisation.

But from the moment of his accession he found himselfin

volved in ‘domestic broils, which detained him in Germany

for a_ period of eleven years, and disabled him from be

stoWlllg'nlore than a passing attention to the affairs of

the Italian dependencies of the empire. Postponing,

therefore, for the present what occurred upon occasion

of h1s two earlier visits to Italy, we draw attention to a

6W particulars of domestic policy, more immediately con

Ilfectedlwith the subject of this Work; especially the mode

E dealing with the ecclesiastical constitution, and the re—

Hglous interests of the Germanic realm, adopted by king‘

enry II_

Elle Prevailing idea. of civil government in the mind

gsltfi new lung was in most respects the same

cond- at of his predecessors the Othos. His anddispo

f . uchwas directed by the rigorous principle 13mm‘0 identity of interests and strict communion, my '

Character
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religious and political, between church and state. Henry

himself was, in a high degree, susceptible of religious

impressions, and strove to administer a practical rebuke

to the license of the times by those personal austerities

which stood out in the strongest contrast to the vices he

desired to correct. In this disposition he renounced

every pleasure of the senses; he is even said to have

declined intercourse with his consort; he submitted to

rigid penances and frequent fiagellations for the subjuga

tion of the flesh; and spent his hours of recreation in

cordial converse with the learned divines of his court,

and his special spiritual directors.c Within a reign of

twenty-two years he founded and endowed three new

bishoprics, and added greatly to the territorial wealth of

the clergy. His merits in this respect were much en

hanced by the personal attentions and honours bestowed

upon churchmen of all ranks, but more especially by the

humility with which he accepted instruction or rebuke,

and the rigour with which he adopted the favourite de

votional practices of the age. But this deferential habit

did not, in his case, degenerate into blind submission or

spiritual servitude. He aspired to the character of a

reformer of manners and morals among all classes of

his subjects; and applied his rule of personal purity with

impartial severity both to the clergy and the laity of his

realms. In this reign the bishops of Germany were se

lected for their learning, zeal, and integrity. The pri

mate Aribo of Maintz, the archbishops Peregrinus of

- Cologne and Poppo of Treves, Unwin bishop of Bremen,

the venerable Everhard, the first bishop of Bamberg; the

able and learned Meinwerck of Paderborn, the great

promoter of clerical education; Adelbold of Utrecht, the

first mathematical scholar of his age; the learned Bruno

of Augsburg, and Burchardt of lVorms, the compiler of

the most esteemed collection of canon law,d gave a cha

racter of dignity and a weight to his court and councils

'-‘ A sermon preached before him at Schweinfurth, who was then a prisoner

Prague by the saintly bishop Godes- in his hands. Baron. A. 1005, § 3, p.

chalk of Freisingen moved him to that 443.

degree that he released on the spot his '1 Conf. Book VI. c. viii. p. 216 of this

capital enemy Markgrave Henry of work.
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worthy of comparison with the glories of the reign of

Charlemagne.

In return for so much favour, and for the identifica

tion of his temporal interests with those of his Promotions

churches, the clergy s ontaneously relinquished and appoint

to him the selection of candidates for the minis- if? g}:
try. And, in fact, throughout the Work of bi- y

shop Thietmar or Ditmar of Merseburg—the historian of

Henry II.—extending over a period of eighteen out of

the twenty-two years ofthis reign—we do not meet with

a single instance of resistance or contradiction to his right

of appointment whenever he thought proper to exercise

it. The course usually followed in the institution and

induction of bishops was either that of a direct nomina

tion by the crown, or of a humble recommendation of a

fit person by the chapter, accompanied with a request

that the king would confirm their selection. Solicita

trons, or even remonstrances, were not resented; but the

king did not hold himself bound by any capitular or

purely clerical nomination, unless it agreed with his own

wishes, or was consistent with the interests of his go

vernment.

‘And for this mode of dealing with the great digni

tance ‘of the church there existed a political

Ilecesslty so urgent as to leave no reasonable Gm‘zndsagd

alternatwe to the sovereign of a body consti- hli]: 5311:0

tuted hke that of Germany. It is 'ust possible “3335;335

that so plous a prince as 'Henry Il. may have PA.D.1002 '

felt tlIGIdIffiCHltY of his position between the Antfma

Imperative interests of his government on the i i I

gllehqnd, and the equally imperative rules of canonical

1sc1phne on the other. But this antagonism was in his

case kept out ofpublic view by the personal character ofthe

Pg}: and the absence of any special provocation which

‘mg t have called forth opposition. The pontiffs of

fafigllfgai we shall presently find—had, for the present,

a b 86 ‘III'EO the dependent position from whlch they

Occurriall lescued by the Othos; and at home notlnng

doubt to suggest to the mind of Henry any serious

as 130 the legltimacy of his ecclesiastical policy. The
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superior clergy of his realms—Italian as well as Ger

man—had become in all material respects temporal

princes; they were at the same time the representatives

' and executive oflicers of the crown within their dioceses

and abbey-lands, and in that capacity invested with the ju

dicial and administrative powers of government. Like the

princes and free-barons of the empire, they were tenants in

capite of the crown, and bound in respect of their fiefs to

attend the diets of the realm, to wait upon the person of

the sovereign, and,upon occasion ofthe accustomed muster

ings or of the general array, to bring with them their un

dertenants and the armaments of. their baronies, for the

sovereign’s state and personal defence, and the execution

of the ulterior measures of government; such as the sup

pression of rebellion, and the carrying on of his foreign

wars and military enterprises. The effect of the severance

of so important a part of the national force as that of

the ecclesiastical baronies from the control of the central

government cannot be fully comprehended until we shall

have contemplated this important subject more in detail.

For the present We only observe that up to this moment

no suspicion had arisen in the minds of the clergy that

their duties as subjects were in any respect at variance

with their spiritual rights, or with their obligations towards

the head of their church. This view of their duties was

indeed not likely to be disturbed as long as the character

of the reigning prince was in harmony with the religious

temper of the times, and with the interests of the prelacy

itself. And after all, an attentive perusal of the annal

ists of that age leaves the impression that the interference

of the crown in the government of the churches Was in

its nature incidental and customary, rather than theo

retical or legal; so that one might easily conceive how

that, even in this saintly reign, if the king had set up

a peremptory or dogmatic claim of right on behalf of his

crown to nominate to vacant prelacies, abbeys, or eccle—

siastical benefices, the demand might not have passed

without contradiction.e

B _These impressions respecting the have been gathered from the contem

earher years of the reign of Henry II. porary annalist Ditmar or Thietmer of
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As a religious reformer, Henry II. was in some re

spects in advance ofhis age. He sincerely pro- Secuhriw
fessed to regard secular aflfiairs as subsidiary to tion of the

his spiritual duties; he observed with unfeigned “lergy'

distress of mind the bishops of his kingdom sotoverbur

dened with worldly occupations as to be withdrawn, or

even alienated, from their sacred functions. Besides the

ordinary attendance on his court and person, and their

services in the array of the empire, they were charged

with the defence of their baronies and estates against

the fi'equeiit encroachments of the 'laity, and became

often involved in sanguinary feuds with their more

powerful neighbours. In this position they were com

pelled to increase the numbers of their dependents, and

_ to purchase support by multiplied subinfeudations, to the

serious impoverishment of their sees; they were put to

great expenses in building castles, and in surrounding

their towns and residences with defensive works. With

such absorbing occupations, we are not surprised that

they should have, in a great degree, divested themselves

of the sanctity and decorum of the clerical character,

and that they should have adopted a mode of life closely

resembling that of the lay princes and nobles.

Within the first years of his reign, this desertion of

duty by the dignified clergy seemed to call for Reforms of

a remedy at his hands. To that end he as- Hen‘YH“

Sembled a general synod at Dortmund in West- 5.1231235,

Phaha for the purification of the church from ‘tn-1°05

the manifold scandals and abuses that had crept in. In

the year 1005 he opened the session in person. He ar

reigned the prelates of Lorraine and Germany of general

211? lilulpable neglect of their spiritual powers and duties;

1111 t 6_ abuse which excited his liveliest indignation was

t e facility with which licenses were granted to powerful

Pets?“ t0 glarry within the prohibited degrees of consan

tgulmty- The bishops,” he said, “ had, with the effron

er)’ of Jews and pagans, united in holy matrimony

Mersebiirg, booksv ' ‘
.~viii.,1n all t t -

ripe passages. See the whole wovflgflallyl

ertz,Mon. Germ. iii. pp. 723-871. The

version of Ursinus (Dresden, 1790) has

also been used. Conf. Fleury, tom. xii.

pp. 453 el; sqq.; and vSchmidt, Gesch.

dei- Deutsch. ii. pp. 81 et sqq.
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persons who stood to each other within the third degree

of consanguinity,—they had permitted the line of de

marcation which, according. to the sacred canons, ought

to be regarded as inviolate even to the seventh generation,

to be nefariously overstepped,—dumb dogs they were, that

would not bark,—time-servers, who pandered to the vices

ofthe great, and connived at the overthrow of all religion!

There,” he exclaimed, “ there stands Conrad duke of Lor

raine, our own near kinsman, and others with him, the

noblest of the land, who have taken unto themselves wives

so near in blood, that we tremble lest the Wrath of God

should instantly fall upon and crush them,——nay, not

only upon them, but upon ourselves and our kingdom,

for that we have hitherto abstained from bringing their

guilt to the light of day i”

This passionate harangue took the meeting by sur

F ,1 m prise. Few of those who heard it had probably
3.1 “1'90 15

Pmiect of any knowledge of the canons appealed to by the

“$333M king; and the majority shrunk from the perils

' of so violent an attack upon the interests and

afl'ections of the all-powerful laymen present. Conrad and

his friends did not refrain from expressing their indigna

tion by threats and execrations; some ofthe bishops openly

espoused their cause 5 and the meeting adjourned amid the

coarsest display of anger and disgust.f But the public

mind was not yet prepared for the ruder experiments of

ecclesiastical despotism, and the attempt of the pious mon

arch to remove the scandal of uncanonical marriages fell

‘ Thietm. Chron. lib. vi. 0. 13, ap.

Pertz, iii.; but principally Vita S. Adal

beroni, ap.Pertz, iv. pp. 653, 658. Cont‘.

Pagi Crit. ad Baron. An. 1005, § 4.

The holy Adalberon, bishop of Metz,

was the champion of canonism at the

s nod of Dortmund. He thus explains

t e charge against Conrad of Lorraine:

his father Otho was son of a. daughter

of the Emperor Otho the Great, whose

sister Gerberga, wife of Louis IV. of

France, had married her daughter to

Conrad king ofTransjurane Burgundy :

now Mathilde, the issue of this marri

age, had married Conrad of Lorraine:

thus, said the zealous bishop,Conrad and

his wife are grandchildren of brother

and sister: to make the matter worse,

the bishop rejects the brother and sis

ter from the computation, and brings

them down to the second degree of con

sanguinity. But this was a manifest

exaggeration: his computation is at

variance at least with the later rule of

the Latins, which deduces collateral

consanguinity from the common ances

tor, and which would bring it down in

this case to the third degree, even ad—

mitting the absurd rejection of the bro

ther and sister from the pedigree. In

serting this link, it would be brought

down to the fourth degree. Cont‘. Greg.

IX. Decret. lib. iv. tit. xiv. c. 7, 8, 9, ap.

Richter, Corp. Jur. Canon. ii. pp. 673,

678, 679.
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to the ground. But the stern formalism of the. king was

not openly disputed by any but those whom it person

ally touched, or who foresaw and dreaded the dlfliculty

or the danger of carrying it into practice. In the fol

lowing year (1006) Henry assembled a diet and synod at

Frankfort-on-the-Mayne, and there announced his inten

tion to found a new bishopric at Bamberg. At the open

ing ofthe session he bowed himself to the earth before

the bench of bishops, and continued in that posture of

devout self-humiliation till the primate Willigis raised

him from the ground. After this ceremony he Henry II. de

announced to the assembly that, having ab- "fgejefilfizglf

jured the natural means of progeny, he hadnotyvithstsné

declared Christ his heir, and had therefore re- m‘;gri:§e_

solved to devote all he possessed, and all he A.I>.1006.

might thereafter acquire, to the service of God and His

church; and as an earnest of this his deliberate purpose,

he had determined, with the permission of the archbishop

of the province, to found and endow a new bishopric at

Bamberg.g

Though formally announced at this diet, the project

of Henry was delayed by a variety of unforeseen impe

dlments. Up to this point of time no portion ofhis re

venue could be diverted from the demands of the public

service. Domestic disturbance incident to the existing

state of the Germanic constituency, and the revolt of the

Itahan dependencies of the empire, absorbed all the re

sources of the crown; and it was not till some years after

Wards that he found himself in a. condition to execute a

Project probably dearer to him than any accession of

Worldly power or dominion.

As in all subsequent ages, the Italians, as a people,

were averse from the German yoke; and, had -

the government which they substituted for italfii‘i‘l'éigis

been of a less tumultuous and selfish character, t° flf‘ehpefple

our sympathies would more pleasurably follow 0 ay

the national desire. After the death of Otho III-, in the

year 1002, the princes and prelates of Lombardy has

‘ ThiehmChromlib. vi.c. 2a; Pertz, iii. p. 814; Baron. An. 1006, § 3.
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12 CATHEDRA PETRI. [Boon IX.

tened to renounce their dependence upon the empire, and

to resume that freedom of election to which their neigh—

bours of France and Germany laid claim. The state

practice of this age clearly shows that whatever prestige

might attach to reigning families, no right of succession,

analogous to the modern idea of legitimacy, had as yet

made any way in the public mind. In the succession to

feudal estate the legal incidents of homage and allegi

ance might be tolerably well defined; but it does not

appear that the incidental performance of that ceremony

by the prince or sovereign of an independent state to a

foreign power necessarily created such a relation of per

manent dependence as to divest the subjects of that state

of the right to fill the vacant throne upon the demise or

the forfeiture of the sovereign; that, in short, it did not

bind them servilely to wait upon the choice of a strange

constituency, with which they had neither interest nor

sympathy in common.h

Availing themselves of their liberation from the su

selmmanch perintendence of the empire by the death ofthe

Pation 0mm last emperor ofthe Saxon line, the Italians un

itglifggé animously elected Ardoin Markgrave of Ivraea,

' ' ' or Piedmont, at a diet held at Pavia in the year

1002. But the motive which prompted the movement

had little of a patriotic spirit about it. The feudal con

stituency—princes and prelates—were anxious to throw

off the checks which the strong hand of their foreign

masters had imposed upon their ambition and rapacity;

probably, too, to avenge the losses and insults they had

been compelled to put up with from the rude horde so long

quartered upon them. With all this they had no serious

desire to create a strong government capable of making

head against the imminent danger of a renewal of Ger

manic pretension. The powers conferred upon Ardoin

b If any such rule had been agree

able to the practice of the age, the Ger

manic Csesars might as reasonably have

set up a claim to France as a feudal

dependency of the empire, grounding

the claim u on the homage of Odo or

Eudes of axis to the Emperor Ar

nulph. See Book VIII. 0. ii. p. 441.

The oath of allegiance of Berengar I.

(Id. p. 443) did not prevent the Ite

lians from electing successively Louis

the Blind, Rodol h of Burgundy, Hugh

of Provence, an Lothar and Adalbert.

without a thought of any feudal depen

dence upon Germany.



Carnal] STATE OF ITALY AND THE PAPACY.

were limited by the same fatal restrictions as Election of

those which had proved so detrimental to Italian Amm

independence during the whole course of the tenth cen

tury. But though his dominion extended but little to

the south of the Po, and was not felt at all in the central

districts of Italy, yet the reéstablishment of an indepen

dent Lombard kingdom had the important consequence

of cutting off the communication between Rome and the

empire; reawakening, indeed, the spirit of liberty, but at

the same time unchaining the demon of faction which had

hitherto thwarted every effort to cast ofl' the yoke of the

empire or the papac .

We are told that Otho III., in the ardour of his at

tachment to the beautiful widow of his victim C _

Crescentius, had appointediher son John Cenci thiefiilltg‘éi,

or Crescentius imperial prefect of the city of“1d ‘1? 'ff‘ls‘

Rome and governor of the adjoining region.cu an um‘

Whether the tale be true or false, it is certain that im

mediately after the death of Otho the civil government

devolved in a great measure upon Crescentius the younger,

supported by the party attached to his father. ‘The Tus

culan faction, however, held the balance of power pretty

evenly. Encouraged by the establishment of Ardoin

upon the throne of Lombardy, and the cessation of in

tercourse with Germany, the prefect acted without re

ference to any interests but those of his supporters. He

embraced his father’s polic , and dropping the title of

Prefect, assumed those of enator and Patrician, under

which Alberic, Octavian, and, after them, his own parent,

had exerclsed supreme power in the republic. Mean—

whlle the Tusculan faction was strong enough to carry

the election of two successive popes, John XVII. and _

John XVIII.i But after the decease of the John XVIL,

latter, in the r ' -
_ year 1009, the popular party, 1n Job“ Xvm,

the Interest of the Patrician, took the lead, it‘isfiigél‘? ,

and enthroned Sergius IV. But this pontiff, A'”- 1009'

of Wh_0m nothing of historical importance is recorded,

occuplefl the papal throne for the short period of two

years, 111118 months, and twelve days.j His death once

i an. 1003 to 1009. i Ciacone, i. p. 765-
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more opened the lists to the two factions; the nobles

elected Benedict VIII., a member of the family of the
counts of 'I‘usculum,k while Crescentius and his friends

enthroned a pope of their own by the name of Gregory.

Finding the popular party in Rome too strong for him,

Benedict retired to the court of Henry II., then re

siding for the Christmas holidays at Polden in West

phalia, and committed his cause to the hands of the

emperor, from whom he obtained a promise speedily to

set matters right, and shortly to visit Rome for that

purpose.l

The history of Lombardy, between the election of

Expedition Ardoin in the year 1002, and the re-conquest

_and corona- by Henry II. in 1014, is enlivened only by

ti‘f‘a‘ffigggyfan event of a nature lamentable indeed, yet so

Iwly- inexplicable as to leave us at a loss how to sug

A'D' gest any plausible cause. Between the years

1002 and 1004, it seems, the Lombards had seen reason to

regret the choice they had made. Ardoin had managed

to forfeit so entirely the affections of his subjects that

King Henry was encouraged to reclaim the crown of

Italy. In the latter year he accordingly invaded Lom

bardy with a considerable army; Ardoin was driven

back into the mountains of Piedmont and Savoy; and

Henry II. was, by acclamation, saluted and crowned

King of Italy at Pavia. At that moment his popularity

does not appear to have suffered any check; no symptom

of disafi'ection from any quarter had occurred to awaken

suspicion, and no precautions had been taken for the

 

‘‘ Ciacone, i. p. 767.

I Thietmar, Chron. lib. vi. 0. 61 ; ap.

Pertz, iii. p. 835. The passage is am

biguous: “ Hujus (Papae) crucem rex

in suam suscepit custodiam, et a. ca:

teris (?) abstinere praecepit, promittens

sibi (illi, viz. Papas), cum ipse adhuc

veniret, haec secundum morem Ro

manum diligenter fiuiri.” This may

mean either that the king took the

pope’s crosier into his custody, with a

view to its safe deposit, till he should

determine by appeal to the law and

custom of the Romans which of the

two popes had a. right to it; or that he

took the cause of Benedict into his

own hands, admonishing him not to

stir personally in the matter till he

should arrive in Rome to settle him

upon the papal throne. The Annalista

Sara (A. 1012, ibid. tom. vi. p. 662)

copies Ditmar, but commits the blunder

of bringing Gregory instead of Bene

diet to the court of Henry II. The

promise to be guided by the law or

custom of the Romans, seems to indi

cate a hesitation’ as to the title of the

applicant.
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safety of the king, or the maintenance of the public

peace during the festivities that were to follow the coro

nation. On the evening of the ceremony Henry had

retired with the nobility and principal oflicers of his

court to the banqueting hall of his palace. While

sitting at table in social converse, suddenly a vast con

course of the armed populace surrounded the building on

all sides, and furiously assailed the gates with yells and

execrations. The attendants 0f the king, and a small

party of his body-guard, whom he had introduced rather

for the purposes of state than with a view to his personal

safety, with great difliculty maintained possession of the

palace till daylight. Meanwhile rumours of the insur

rection and of the danger of the king reached the several

detachments of the army, quartered in the villages and

forts at some distance from the city. Not a moment

was lost in hastening to the rescue. The gates Destruction

were burst open, the walls scaled, and in the “Pavia

alarm or fury ofthe onset the houses were fired in several

quarters at once. The king and his brave defenders

were indeed saved from imminent peril; but it was no

longer possible to check the savage fury of the soldiery;

fire and sword raged for many hours in the unfortunate

city, till scarcely a dwelling remained unconsumed. The

total destruction of Pavia, and the slaughter of the in

habltants, wrung the heart of the king, and he quitted

the I'LllHS of the once-flourishing capital of Lombardy

with undissembled horror and compunction. It is pro

bable that the civic population, perceiving the defence

less state of the king, and his distance from the out

lylng detachments, had been suddenly fired with the

0pc of ridding themselves of their unwelcome guests by

a bold stroke at the chief. But their measures had been

badly concerted, and the gallant defence of the castle

ad given time for the news to reach the camp; the

promptitude of the succour, and the neglected defence of

the walls, insured the ruin of the assailants and their

clty- Yet, singularly enough, the victory remained with

the Vanqulshed. The Germans had, it seems, followed

‘my 111130 Lombardy with reluctance ; many of them,

CHAP. L] DESTRUCTION OF PAVIA.
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indeed, had deserted him in his advance, and many more

quitted the ranks after the catastrophe of Pavia. The

Retreat of rest were neither numerous nor bold enough to

Henry II. encounter the storm of hatred and revenge

fmm Italy‘ which the massacre of the citizens and the de

struction of the city had kindled in the breast of the

Italians. With such a prospect before him, the chances

of a peaceable settlement of the kingdom were not worth

the risks to be run in the attempt; and not many weeks

after the ruin ofthe capital Henrywithdrew into Germany,

laden with the curses of the people who had but lately in

vited him to rescue them from a domestic tyrant.m

The period of nearly nine years following the tragedy

Henry II. re- ofPavia is singularly barren ofevents. Ardoin,

“$3111; it is true, was recalled to the throne; but we

Italy. have no suflicient information as to the cha

M" 10“- racter of his government, or the dispositions

of the rising cities and the turbulent nobles of the

kingdom. After his retreat from Lombardy, king

Henry II. was, during the whole of that period, de

tained at home by a variety of important affairs. His

attention was divided between frontier warfare, the re—

pression of his rebellious vassals, and overcoming the

reluctance of the prelacy to the establishment of the new

episcopal see, upon which he had set his heart. In the

year 1013, however, his troubles appear to have come to_

an end 5 and Benedict VIII. found him at liberty once

moreto take an actiire part in the affairs of Italy and

the holy see. In the spring of the year 1014 he ac

cordingly recrossed the Alps with a powerful force;

Ardoiu was a second time driven from the throne to his

mountain lair; the fickle feudatories of the kingdom to

a man abandoned his banners, and did homage to Henry.

After restoring tranquillity in Lombardy, the king con

tinued his progress to Rome; passing through Ravenna,

he deposed the Archbishop Ethelbert for some unspe

cified offence, and in his place instituted and inducted

“‘ Thietm. Chron. lib. vi. o. 4-7; ap. Gesch. d. Deutsch., vol. vii. pp. 375

Pertz, m. p. 804~807. Conf. Luden, 377.
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his own brother Arnulph.“ Meanwhile Pope Gregory,

alarmed by the advance of the Germans, had hastily

abandoned the city; and Benedict hurried forward to

receive the homage of the versatile republicans, and to

be in time to give solemn reception to his and“

friend and benefactor. Henry arrived before crowned

Rome between the 14th and 26th of Febru- empmr'

ary," and a day or two afterwards he and his consort

Cunegunda received the imperial crown and unction from

the hands of the restored ontiff.

Every opportunity a orded us for determining the

mind and intent of the pontiffs who conferred, Ceremony of

and of the princes who received, the imperial the corona

crown is of importance. That intent can only mm‘

be collected from the acts of the parties to those solemni

ties, and from the scanty and often partial accounts of

the contemporary annalists. The coronation of Henry II.

by Pope Benedict VIII. is thus described by the bishop

of ilerseburg, who appears to have been present upon the

occasion: “ On Sunday the vith (or Xvi‘h of the calends

of March, in the year ofour Lord 1014, in the thirteenth

year of his reign, our gracious lord King Henry, with

his illustrious consort, Queen Oune unda, appeared be

neath the porch of the church of gt. Peter, where the

pope was waiting to receive him. He (the pope) was ac

Companied by twelve senators, six ofwhom were smoothly

shaven, the other six wore long bushv beards; all the

twelve carried wands and staves of oflice. Before the

{Hg was introduced into the church, the pontiff put to

{m the following solemn interrogatories: ‘Art thou, 0

mg; firmly of purpose to be henceforward a faithful

patron and defender of the Roman church? Art thou

resolved to be in all things faithful to us and our suc

063501‘5?’ The king, having devoutly replied to these

I]

hadTtgetllalmsence ofBf‘rlledictvIII. may '' A various reading of the Chronicle

up roved tehpresumption that the Pope of Ditmar leaves a choice between the

in e likele transient)“ ‘ he was 110$, vi. Cal. Mart. and the xvi. Cal. Mart.

mention is y :10 dlsaPPmVe- Yet no Cont’. Pertz, ad 100. iii. p. 836, note (e)

charged or 21? 9’ elm." of the Offence The German version of Ursiiius adopts

resembling W112?y trial 0!‘ Pf'oceeding the latter reading ; Laden (xii. p. 412),

‘luisite to found a. 1:21 canomcauy re‘ the former‘

C

Jana";--_-._‘-5-H“‘a ,

‘.m“._.,,ml.‘‘L11,_..m-.."-25.,VT
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questions, both he and his consort were introduced into

the body of the church, and then solemnly anointed and

crowned by the pope with the imperial crown; after

which the king commanded his prior (or royal) crown to

be suspended over the altar of St. Peter, the prince of

the apostles. On that same day the pontiff entertained

the emperor and empress at a sumptuous banquet in the

palace of the Lateran.”p

In this ceremony, as in all those which preceded it,

ob , we observe the same spirit of caution, lest the
servations . -

onyhehn- nnperl l crown should appear to the world to

Pe’gziiggw move from any other source than the sponta

' neous act or bounty of the holy see. The popes,

on all these occasions, were anxious to discountenance

the notion that the right to the imperial crown was in

any respect unconditional, or discharged from the duties

which they might think fit to attach to it. Conditions

were accordingly always appended; promises were ex

acted; and all the symbolical acts accompanying the

several ceremonies were so contrived as to point signi

ficantly to the source from which they desired it to be

considered as flowing, and sensibly to lead the mind,

both of the recipient and the witnesses, up to the pontiff

of the holy see as the patron and bestower.q Though

there are in the scanty narrative of the coronation of

Henry II. no very special circumstances difl'ering from

those attending the consecration of his predecessors, yet

we perceive the same anxiety to impose conditions, and

the same unreflecting submission to the pretension, as on

P Tlzietm. Chron. lib. vii. ; Pertz, iii.

p. 836.

'1 The reader is referred back to the

following passages: 1. The coronations

of Pippin and Louis, sons of Charle

magne, Book VI. c. iii. p. 88. 2. The

coronation of Charlemagne himself,

ibid. 0. iv. pp. 109, 110. 3. That of

Louis the Pious, by his father, ibid.

p. 113. 4. Coronation of the same, by

ope Stephen IV.,ibid. pp. 117, 118.

5. That of Lothar I., ibid. c. v. p.

129. 6. That of Louis II. as king of

the Lombards, Book VII. 0. i. p. 234.

7. That ofCharles the Bald, by P. John

VIIL, ibid. c. iii. p. 289. It may be

observed that popes and churchmen in

general were desirous of encouragmg

the impression, that no title to crowns,

whether imperial or royal, could be

complete or definitively binding upon

the subject without the solemn adoption

and sanction ofthe church. Though not

formally adjudged to be sacraments,

these acts were always regarded by the

clergy as partaking of a sacramental

character, that is, as imparting a special

grace to the recipient, and thereby com

pleting the prior inchoate title. To this

opinion of ours we think the reader will

be irresistibly brought to assent b cir

cumstances hereafter to be notice .
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former occasions. Connected with the’ later R ,
c I u - - omanview

imperial coronations, there is a circumstance 0mm right

which is worthy of observation. We notice,

namely, that since the discontinuance of the ‘

empire in the line of Charlemagne, the popes had, on

several occasions, bestowed the imperial crown upon

strangers to the legitimate succession. They had there

by ostensibly laid open the field of competition for that

supreme dignity to the princes of the world, and thereby

—as far as the implication could carry it—practically

negatived any exclusive claims ofthe Germanic monarchs

as the political heirs and successors of Charlemagne. To

such a claim the pontifl's might now reply that, in the

choice of her temporal advocate and protector, the church

had simply vindicated her right to select him from any

quarter whence the requisite support might be expected;

In every such' instance she had taken no notice of any

claim of_right; she had, in fact, by her acts disowned

such claim, and frequently chosen her protectors and

patricians from those who were nearest at hand, or best

able: to perform the duty; it was, in truth, the physical

ability and the faithful will, and not the right to the

protectorate, which constituted the meritorious title to

the crown; and of those qualifications the Roman pon

tlff was to be the sole judge and arbiter.r

_ he exclusive right of the Germanic sovereigns to the

Imperial crown was further impaired by the ,

011g abeyance ofthat dignity occurring between {ifthefleath of Beringar I. in the year 922 and its the German

relilrival b Otho the Great in 962. During the pmces'

X’f :11: i(iiethaft period Rome had kept the sacred symbol

deat P0f 2a 6 under her lock and key. _Again, from the

W 0 ad rnulph (AJ). 899), theolast king of Germany

Otho th Worn the crown of empire, to the accession of

6 Great, a period of sixty-three years had elapsed

' Both Sergius II

_ . and John VIII.
mtlliipéormer at the coronation of

the Ba‘ ., the latter at that of Charles

~had repelled the obligation

_ _epe_ ence u on the ~

11.11:,v3nd maintained thatpthe 0011:5

Bs absolutely spontaneous on the

part of the papacy, and implying no

sort of reciprocal duty, except that of

spiritual service and support, and that

only upon condition 0 a. strict per

formance of all the obligations the

pontifi‘s might think fit to impose.

L,
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without any claim on the part of the Germanic princes;

while during forty out of these sixty-three years that

dignity had been wholly in abeyance. The pertinacity,

in fact, with which the German Caesars maintained their

derivative right as the representatives of Charlemagne

is not easily accounted for. They could lay no claim to

lineal or family descent from that prince, nor could they

pretend to be in any other respect his successors than as

the rulers of the largest fragment of his vast dominions.

Since the death of Charles the Fat the crown of Ger

many had passed first into an illegitimate branch of the

Carolingian family; and thence, throu h an absolute

stranger in blood, to the first prince w o asserted the

title. Three of these princes‘ had never advanced any

such claim; they had not even set foot upon the Italian

side of the Alps or put in a pretension to the crown of

Italy. But the pontiifs of Rome had all along affected

to treat the possession of that crown as an indispens

able qualification for the imperial dignity, and upon that

ground alone they believed themselves justified by the

current of prepossession and precedent in excluding those

who had no standing-ground in the original residence

and domicile of the imperial power, and were thereby in

capacitated from performing the duties connected with it.

While thus, in the usual course of things, the claim

Extent of of the Germanic princes to the imperial crown

the tight could be affirmed upon no intelligible ground

Pgfiftzgf' of prescrlptive or hereditary right, that of the

splendid boon was fortified by all but uninterrupted ex

ercise,‘ and by public declarations and precedents which

had been encountered by no direct contradiction or resist

ance on the part of those most affected by them. The ab

solute right to confer a benefit implies, indeed, an equally

unfettered right to withhold it; ret the pontifi's wisely

pontiff of Rome to the abso ute disposal of that ‘

' Louis surnamed the Child, son of into execution. Mascou, Comm. 85c.

Arnulph, Conrad I. of Franconia, and

Henry the Fowler of Saxony—though

the latter is said, in the last year of his

life, to have projected an expedition into

Italy with a view to the imperial crown,

but died before he could put his plan

i. p. 22, quoting Witikind the Saxon an

nalist, lib. i. ad fin., and Otto of Frei

singen, Chi-on. lib. vi. c. 18. i

1 The only exception we can point to

is that of the coronation of Louis the

Pious by his father Charlemagne.
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threw this inference into the shade in dealing with the

powers of the world, and were for the present contented

to be regarded as the sole channel through which the

imperium could pass to the claimant. And in this view

of their function they were not likely to meet with any

material opposition. The Germans regarded Rome as the

sacred capital of empire; and the pope as the authorised

minister through whose hands the crown of empire must

pass to the rightful candidate; though in such wise that,

when their sovereign appeared in his capital to demand

it as heir and successor of Charlemagne, the pontiff could

not lawfully withhold it.

On the eighth day after the coronation of Henry II.

at Rome, a serious affray arose between the Hem H

German soldiery and the populace. After some at Brim:

bloodshed on both sides, night parted the com- ‘D’ 1014'

batants. The arrest of the ringleaders, probably per

sons of condition,“ put an end to the disturbance, and the

emperor became absorbed in the arduous task of reform

mg the manifold abuses which had crept into the Roman

church. The deposition of Ethelbert, archishop of Ra

veuna, has been, already adverted to. That prelate, it

seems, had obtained the see by usur ation upon the rights

of a prior occupant. Henry at fii'st insisted upon his

degradation from the priesthood, hut'was prevailed upon

to commute the punishment for banishment to the minor

blshopric of Arezzo. At the same time he directed" his

brother Arnulph to be solemnly enthroned and conse

erated by the pope in person. The state of the his ecclesias

pnesthood inspired him with serious disgustficahefmm

h; therefore insisted strenuously upon the observance of

t e canomcal rules, especially in the dispensation of holy

orders. He found that many unfit, and often very young

at _1nexper1enced, persons had been, in direct contra

riletlion to all canonical ordinance, consecrated to bishop—

cs7 presbyters and deacons were ordained at ages 0f

‘ .
Hecgmxs “fumes fhree brothers, Huge, soners.

0 n N ccelm’ as the Principal " “Prsecepit” is the expression used

trans art-ed eury caused them to be by Ditmar to describe the set.

P '0 Germany as state pri
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\

preposterous immaturity both of body and mind; and a

general neglect of all canonical regulations seemed to

threaten the overthrow of ecclesiastical discipline.w The

language of the writer who describes these attempts at

reformation sounds as if the emperor and the pope had

for the moment changed places. The spiritual powers

were, it seems, allowed to flow into the hands of the

prince, and his pretensions as a religious reformer were

no less submissively recognised in Rome than in his

native realm.

Though tranquillity was for the present restored in

Abeyance of Rome, the state of Lombardy was less promls

the sovereigning. After a few weeks’ residence in the capltal,

P‘i‘tv‘flgvfn the emperor’s presence in Germany became—

as usual after an Italian expedition—impera

tive upon him. At Pavia he was this time received with

marks of attachment, and even of affection.1 Neither

assurances of favour nor substantial bounties, on his part,

were spared to confirm the Lombards in their allegiance;

yet a few rigorous acts of justice sufiiced to cancel all

obligations, and Henry had scarcely turned his back

upon Italy before Ardoin once more descended from his

mountains and possessed himself of the strong town of

Vercelli. The conquest, however, proved of little value.

The crown of Italy was by this time almost divested of

the last remnant of constitutional power, nor was the

royal name of any virtue but as an instrument in the

hands of princes, barons, and prelates, for the promotion

of their own selfish purposes. The first acts of sovereign

authority drove away his ephemeral supporters from his

standard ; the town of Vercelli fell back into their hands;

and king Ardoin, broken in health, and disgusted by the

treachery of all around him, retired heart-broken to his

monastery of Fructuaria; where he solemnly deposited

his crown and sceptre upon the altar, shaved his beard,

and assumed the monastic cowl. And here he finished

his unhappy career on the 30th of October 1015.y For

" Thietm. Chron. lib. vii. cc. 1, 2 ; ubi sup. lib. vii. c. 2, ibid. p. 937. _

Pertz, iii. pp. 836, 837. Y T/iietm. Chron. lib. vii. c. 17; “bl

‘ That is, if we may credit the as— sup. p. 844. Conf. Laden, vol. vii. p.

surances of Ditmar. See his Chron. 430.
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a term of ten years from his death the Italians con

sented to recognise the kingship of Henry II., but dives

ted of all the attributes of sovereignty. More important

affairs in Germany deprived him of the time and the

means of restoring the prerogative of the crown in Italy,

and thus a fairer opportunity was afforded for the chaotic

elements of Italian society to mould themselves into those

more definite forms in which we shall hereafter have to

contemplate them.

After his retreat from Italy, in the year 1014, Henry

was for some years detained at home by repeated

disturbances on his military frontiers, both in

the East and West. The settlement of the affairs of

TransJurane Burgundy, as an appendage of the empire,

and the doubtful loyalty of the unsuccessful candidates

who had originally disputed the kingdom with him, gave

him much trouble and anxiety; nor can we desire a

clearer proof of the real weakness of the central power,

even _in Germany, than in the almost insuperable dif

ficulties he had to encounter in carrying his plan for the

establishment of the new bishopric of Bamberg into exe

cutlqn- From a short review of this transaction we may

alfquire some notion of the degree in which the power of

g‘iprfflacy balanced that of the crown,_and perhaps in

il gle in an anticipatory conjecture of what might be the

Pew t of a rupture of that loose union which, for the pre—

hgd tOg'ether the ecclesiastical and political elements

arded ermaiiic empire._ If history may be properly re

got be 38,3 digested register of human experience, it can

comi; unimportant to mark even the faintest shadows of

using evepxts as they pass across the stage of the world’s

grounds- n B, in the midst of the profoundest calm, the

'irecfioiwe doften Warns the'discerning mariner of ‘the

m b 3P force of the coming gale, so alike warning

0 yo 313 Ol‘ded to the political pilot from the heavings

0,515Wa1‘13r class-aspirations and passions in the affairs

tion of H21‘ - 1_ familiar knowledge of the normal direc

steer for tehpo 11311031 hurricane may ‘at least enable him to

t e d - 6 Ca in, though he may not altogether escape

fingers of the first blast.

Anticipation.
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Shortly after his accession to the throne of Germany

Foundation Henry II. had commenced building a church

“the at a spot called Babenberg or Bamberg, situ

biiigiiiéigif ated on the river Regnitz, in Franconia, with

‘*1’- 1007- the intention of erecting it into an independent

episcopal see. But for many years he had to encounter

the most determined opposition on the part of the estates

of Bavaria and Franconia, who supported the bishop of

\Viirzburg in his resistance to the dismemberment of his

diocese, from which the new bishopric was to be carved

out. But opposition served only to inflame still more the

pious ardour of the monarch in favour of an undertaking

involving, as he believed, his honour and reputation in this

world, no less than the salvation of his soul in the next.

On the 1st of November in the year 1007, he had con

voked an assembly ofthe prelates of the empire at Frank

fort-on-the-lllayne, with a view to overcome the reluct

ance of the bishop of Wiirzburg through the united inter

cession of his episcopal colleagues. The primate \Villigis

presided, and the king opened the synod in person. But

observing with alarm that the bishop of Wiirzburg was

not in his place, Henry threw himself at the feet of the

fathers, and remained in the posture of anxious supplica

tion till raised from the ground by the archbishop pre

sident. Thus comforted, he addressed the assembly in a

few earnest words: “Illustrious fathers and lords,” he

said, “ so sensible am I of my own unworthiness, that I

have placed myself and my design in your sacred hands.

Listen, therefore, with indulgence to that which I may

say, and give your sanction to the purpose which, by the

grace of God, and from fervent love I bear to my Saviour

Christ, I have conceived in my heart. For inasmuch as

I have renounced the hope of an heir of my body, and

look only for my recompense in the life to come, I have

constituted the Lord Jesus Christ my heir, and have for

man years past devoted myself, my body and soul, and

all have, either in possession or expectation, to the

service of God. Now it is my purpose to found a bishop

ric upon my lands at Bamberg; and this I have hitherto

striven in vain to accomplish by friendly negotiation with
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my bishop, Henry of Wiirzbnrg. I therefore come be

fore you in the full determination to leave no means un

tried to succeed in this the desire of my heart. I im

plore your piety to permit neither his disloyal absence

from this meeting, nor his unreasonable behests, to stand

in the way of my will and pleasure on that behalf. Be

hold, here I produce before you his ‘pastoral staff, which he

hath pledged to me in token of his acquiescence, and as a

manifest proof that he has failed in his attendance here,

not from motives of duty'to God, but because he cannot

extort from me that undue increase of dignity he craves.z

Let it, I pray you, come home to your understand

logs that by these insolent pretensions he hath thrust his

own ambition in the way of the interests of holy church.

Behold, again, here by my side, my own consort, and

my only brother and coheir,a who have cordially assented

to my wishes, knowing that I shall be ever ready to com

pensate them richly for any sacrifice they may make in

compllance with my purpose. Finally, if the bishop of

Wurzburg shall be pleased to attend here, and to accept

my proposals, he shall find me ready to perform all you

may think right and proper concerning the same.”

The chaplain and advocate of the bishop of Wiirz

burg protested against the severance of any Opposition

portion of the diocese of his master, and eX- “dame”

hlblted the charter of privilege and endowment, which

secured the integrity of his rights. The members, each

equally Jealous of encroachments upon his own jurisdic

tlons, hesitated to sanction the infraction of such solemn

gual‘éfntees- _Observing these symptoms of uneasiness,

the lung agaln fell upon his face before the fathers, and

Pepeatedthe same imploring gesture as often as he ob

served smnlar indications of hesitation. Overcome at

length by the importunity of Henry, the archbishop put

the question to the vote, and the synod resolved that the

royal purpose, not being contrary to law, ought to be

, Th . _ . .gisiiiil'vzlgfifa’igihttté‘tfiei‘mil‘it statement“;hearers:
lshopne, and that Bam- counter.

berg should be held a '

~ sasufi'a f a B h fAu sbur .church; ascheme which wdulgdlgrg- “mo, hm Op 0 g g
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carried into effect. Henry, determined to afford no time

for retractation, immediately nominated his chancellor

Eberhard to be the first bishop of Bamberg; and on

the very same day be caused him to be consecrated by

Archbishop Willigis.b

Amid all the vicissitudes and cares of public life, the

Cons-emtion mind of the' emperor clung to this favourite

of the new foundation with undiminished affection. He

“Egg,” regarded it as the child of his age, and the

VHI. pledge of his dearest hopes in this world and
‘D1020’ the world to come. But he was not Without

apprehension that a birth, attended by so many painful

throes, might, after all, be of no long life; and when, in

the year 1020, Pope Benedict VIII. once more appeared

in Germany to lay before the emperor the perilous state

of Southern Italy, and to crave his aid against the

banded Saracens and Greeks, who were then threatening

the estate of the church with imminent peril, his first

care was to prevail upon the pontiff to adopt his spiritual

offspring into the great family of the Latin episcopacy,

by a so emn dedication of the church of Bamberg, and

its endowments, to the Apostle Peter; with a reserva

tion of the sole protectorate to the holy see, to be in

future denoted by the render of the annual fee of a white

palfrey, with caparisons complete, to be delivered to the

pope at Rome.0

Benedict arrived at Bamberg on the 14th of April

1020, and on the 17th of the same month he solemnised

the ceremony of dedication with all the pomp and cir

cumstance that might most effectually engage the atten

tion of the witnesses and fix the act in the memory of

future ages. The emperor, in person, conducted the

pontiff to his throne in the church, after which the

service proceeded under the ministry of twelve arch

bishops and bishops, accompanied by an innumerable

b Thzetm. hb. v1. 0. 23, u. s. iii. p. cation was, in fact, in the nature of an

814.“ _ ' enfeofl'ment from the emperor to the

¢ Et apostollco praesuh ex tune pope of the new bishopric, so that the

ct sgmper dependendum commendavit, bishop should therefore hold the see

&c. Adalbertz_ Vita St. Henri II. c. of the pope as his immediate superior.

25; ap. Pertz, 1v. p. 807. This dedi<
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choir of singers, the princes and people in countless

multitudes expressing their exultation with loud Ho

saunas.d

Upon occasion of this visit ofBenedict VIII. to Ger

many a document is in a subsequent age pro- The 5 “ions

duced to us, purporting to be a compact or Pactfm or

charter of confirmation from Henry II. to that $3593?‘

. . . . . 3 .pontiff of “ all the cities, towns, territories, re

ceipts, rents, and renders theretofore given and granted

to the holy see by the donations of Pippin, Charle

magne, Louis the Pious, and Otho I.” A glance at

the extant document, however, proves that it is almost a

literal copy of the spurious charter which passes under

the name of Otho the Great, an instrument itself now

known to be equally fictitious _with that of Louis the

Pious. The intent of the forgery, as well as it may now

be ascertained, was to invest the pontitfs with the abso

lute sovereignty of every atom of territory comprised in

all prior documents of the like nature, genuine or ficti

tious ;e with a simple reserve ofthe temporal protectorate,

and the obligations incident to it. The renunciation of

the aluminium supremum on the part of the emperor over

the regions enumerated Was, by the words of the transfer

put into the mouth of the emperor, as broadly implied as

It Well could be.f This charter, moreover, assumes the

tone of a simple confirmation of all prior donations: it

recites, indeed, the ordinances of Lothar and Pope Eu

genius II.g for the regulation of the papal elections, but

makes no allusion to the obligation of allegiance to the

emperor professed by that pontiff; nor does it provide

any security to the protecting power, excepting a vague

Stlpulation that the choice shall be made in the presence

of the imperial commissioners, yet with an absolute eX

s .
,fdalb‘ Vlt" 8“- “bl's- ; Anflalista Lyons in the year 1245; z'.e. two hun

= ‘131311. 1020; Pmz' “- P' 674- dred and twenty-five years after its

,0 mod!) coiifirmamns (viz. the supposed execution. It is without a.

53856;?“ of th? “141 ttfl‘l'itories) ut in date, and appears to be a mere transcript

Bto (da'p'w) (detmemt'lu'e’ Principatu, of the spurious Pactum Ottonis (see

‘F? We‘ - Book VIII. c. iii. p. 473), and repub

ee the 61.1fm charter, up. Pertz, lished under the name of Henry II.

174g“m'phiom' “' Calm’ Spuria'i 85°- P- K A.D. 824. Cont. Book VI. 0. v. pp.

' ‘5 dwmnent medeits first ap- 131 132 of this work.
penance at the Great Council held at l
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clusion of all vote, interference, or veto on their part.h

These indications point, we think, clearly enough to the

§Its'probable secret intent of the forgery to get rid of that

"mm"- reciprocity of obligation which had always

weighed so uncomfortably upon the mind of the papacy;

so that, while securing the largest extent of territorial

acquisition that could be claimed under any title, no

matter whether genuine or fictitious, the pontiffs could

hold themselves up to the world as the sovereign disposers

of the whole, and by the same mode of action bring their

temporal possessions under the same guarantees, and in

vest them with the same character as their religious pre

tensions.

The state of Southern Italy, and the danger of the

Dang.r of papal states from the advances of the combined

1m)’- Saracens and Greeks, called the imperial pro

tector to arms. Benedict VIII. readily procured the

promise of active assistance as soon as certain pressing

affairs at home would permit, and the necessary forces

could be collected. For some years past the state of

Southern Italy had gone from bad to worse, until no

hope remained of salvation from the degrading yoke of

the Byzantines, and the more dreaded slavery of the Sa

racens, but in the ever-unwelcome protection of the rude

warriors of the north. The people of Apulia and Cala

bria had, with the assistance of a small squadron of about

two hundred and fifty Norman adventurers, made head

against the enemy for some time; but in the end had suf

fered a total defeat on the ever-memorable field of Cannae.

Pandulph, the Lombard prince of Capua, surrendered to

the Greeks, and was permitted to govern his principality

as a dependency of the Byzantine empire. The Greeks,

after this success, carried their incursions almost to the

gates of Rome, and the pontiff hastened into Germany

to claim the covenanted protection of the emperor. The

obligation was too clear and sacred to admit of hesita

tion: the pagan foe was at the gates of the holy city,

1‘ “Insuper etiam, ut nullus misso- onis argumentum componere'audeat in

rum nostrorum cuJuscumque impediti- praefatam electionem prohibemus.”
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ready to seize upon the capital of the faith,—the sacred

seat of the empire whose crown he wore ; and that enemy

the ally of a foe who impugned his orthodoxy as a Chris

tian, and with supercilious insolence thrust him back

among the bevy of vassal princes with which the vain

imagination of the Byzantines delighted to surround the

gaudy throne of their Caesars.

Nearly a year and a half elapsed before Henry’s pre

parations were completed. But in the autumn Ex edition

of the year 1021 he passed the Alps with a for- orrfenry n.

midable army, and arrived upon the scene of agrjggggg

action without accident or impediment. He Saracens.

then divided his army into two bodies, one of "D' 1021'

which was detached against the Greeks of Camerino and

the rebel prince of Capua, while the emperor in person

marched against the strong fortress of Troja, a town

about thirty English miles to the eastward of Beneven

tum, into which the Greeks had thrown a strong garrison.

Henry lay before Troja for a period of three months,

after which the garrison yielded to pestilence and famine

rather than to the besie ing tactics of the assailants.

Meanwhile the people of gapua had joyfully surrendered

to the invader, and delivered their prince a captive into

the emperor’s hands. Beneventum, Salerno, Naples, and

other places in the vicinity, were reduced to submis

sion, and Henry was every where hailed by the people

of theland as their deliverer from present servitude, and

the still greater evils in store for them from banded infi

dels and heretics.

The dangers which threatened the holy city were

thus disslpated for the moment. The Greeks, .

after this unusual exertion to recover their do- :33

Immon in Italy, fell back once more into their death "f

accustomed inactivity; the Capuans accepted Henryn'

a new Pl'lpce in whom the emperor believed he could

Place Imphclt confidence; and the remnant of the Nor

men adventurers who had survived the defeat of Cannee

geceived permanent settlements in Campania and Apulia

ut the army, after its exposure to the hardships of a

summer campaign in the pestilential atmosphere of the
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Capitanata, had suffered severely from the ordinary effects

of the Italian ‘climate u on the northern constitution.

The emperor retired to onte Cassino ; and thence, after

a flying visit of devotion to Rome, he hastened to with

draw the sickly remnant of his forces into their native

air. In the autumn of the year 1022 we find

him again in Germany. Dividing his time be

tween pious exercises, devotional practices, enriching his

churches, and adjudicating the disputes of his turbulent

subjects, he passed the remainder of his life in com

parative peace. Henry II.-—called in the Germanic

calendar St. Henry—died on the 10th of July

1024 at Grona, an insignificant town in north

ern Germany, in the fifty-third year of his age and the

twenty-third of his reign. The body of the ions and

amiable prince was buried Without parade at amberg;

a spot he delighted to honour during life, and Where he

desired to await the resurrection of the just.i

AJ). 1022.

AD. 1024.

| A more particular narrative of the an. 1022 ; ibid. vi. p. 675. And cont‘.

last expedition of Henry II. into Italy Mascou, Comm. 850. i. pp. 119 et sqq-;

may be collected from Leo Osliansis, Sismondi Rep. Ital. 8:0. vol. i.; and Lu

Chron. Casson. ap. Murat. iv. p. 362; den's amplifications, vol. vii. pp. 468 et

Hermannus Contractus Chron. an. 1020, seq.

ap. Pertz, v. pp. 119, 120; Anna]. Saar.
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CHAPTER II.

CONRAD II. EMPEROR. IMPERIAL SUPREMACY IN ITALY.

Character of papal history—Anarchical state of Italy—Disposition of the Italians

towards the German invaders—Mutual hatred and distrust of Germans and

Italians—Italians and Germans—Germany, how affected by the Italian con

nection-Period A.D. 1024—1046—E1ecti0n of Conrad II.—Insurrectioii of the

Pavians—Invasion and coronation of Conrad IL-Conrad II. in the south of

Italy—grants ecclesiastical precedence to the archbishop of Milan—Imperio

Pontifical synod—Annexation of Lodi to Milan—Ravenna—Cupidity and

tyranny of Heribert of Milan—The feudal compact—Original character and

quality of the “Feudum”—it assumes the hereditary character—State of the

Vavasors, or rear-vessels of Lombardy—Insurrection of the Vavasors of the

see of Milan—Interference of the Emperor Conrad IL—Feudal parties and

pretensions in Italy—Diet of Pavia—So-called Salic law of Conrad II.—

Object of the statute—Rigorous administration of justice—Germanic customs

as Bpplied to the secular offences of the clergy—contrasted with the canon

lBw—Carolingian law for the trial of a. bishop—Archbishop Heribert escapes

from custody—Insurrection—Ita1ian campaign of Conrad 11., 1038~Pestileiice

_—Retreat and death of Conrad IL—Henry III. and Heribert of Milan—Faction

in Italy—Subsidence—Death of Heribert—Henry 111. imposes an archbishop

on the Milanese. '

SW6’; 1t ‘branches out over so many and such Character

Varlolls fields of inquiry, that we hardly know 0f_paps1

how much of any of them is absolutely required hlsmry'

for the proper illustration of the principal subject. N0t

only the general political condition of the countries and

natlons with which Rome had to deal, but the parti

cular colours and shades of popular opinion and passion

have to be considered, with a view, if possible, to get at

the hidden springs of the spell which for so many ages

bound the nations and kindreds of Europe to her chariot

“lheels Purely religious prepossession, powerful and

enduring as the world’s history shows it to be, will not

ofltself account for the progress and enduring vitality of

THE political history of the papacy is essentially digres
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the papal scheme.‘ We must look, therefore, for the so

lution of the great problem in the intimate interlacing of

interests, opinions, passions, and ever-changing aspects

of the European world, with those of the dominant priest

hood and its chief; a process which of necessity involves

many fugitive glances at matters often lying apparently

far away from the proper subject of the narrative.

The topic, however, which lies immediately before us

Anmhical comes nearer home than others it may be here

State oflmly- after necessary to advert to. The relations be

tween the foreign intruders and the native population in

troduced by the Germanic interposition in the affairs of

Italy cannot escape attention; because, if we are not

greatly in error, it will be found that the very being of

the papacy became in a great degree dependent upon the

whole movement of political life which arose out of that

interference. The most fugitive retrospect of Italian

affairs suffices to point out the cause of the frequency of

foreign inroads upon the independence of the Italian po

lity. The prelates and barons had eagerly followed the

example of Rome in the acquisition of lands, territories,

jurisdictions, and royalties. The secular lords had in

no respect lagged behind their spiritual peers in the race

of ambition; both classes had eagerly grasped at what

ever portions of the royal domain and prerogative might

come within their reach; and to both a foreign master

’* Most of the ethnic religions ex

hibit a fixity of outward form, which

proves, we think, that they were, for

the most part, less affected by political

,revolutions than the great Christian

body. The history of Hinduism, or

Buddhism, or Mohammedanism, flows

much more smoothly in one broad

channel than that of Christianity. The

connection between the social or poli

tical and the religious life among the

European nations was always of s. cha

racter to admit of a greater latitude of

adaptation, and of course of change,

than is observable in the Asiatic reli

gions. So it was among the Greeks

and Romans, probably also among the

Germans and the Celts. Political re

volutions, changes of d nasty, military

ascendency, contact wit different forms

of religious opinion, often brought

about gradual changes, which in the

East could be effected onl by fire and

sword, or by the overwhe ming torrent

of popular migration; so that when the

transplanted creed had once taken root

in the conquered soil, it continued un

changed until another of those rarely

occurring floods and hurricanes should

again tear it up by the roots. Hence it

is, we think, that the history of Euro

pean religion brings us far more fre

quently and familiarly into contact

with thechan es and revolutions of the

times, and cal s for a more vigilant ob

servation of the reciprocal action of the

political condition and of the religious

polity of the peoples we have to deal

with.‘
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whose interest it should be to obtain their support at any

price, without being near enough to check their encroach

ments, was equally desirable. For their own special pur

poses, and at the sole solicitation of the popes of Rome,

Peppin and Charlemagne had been lured into Italy;

while, again, the invasion of Otho the Great is ascribable

to the joint invitation of the pontifl's of Rome, the pre

lates, and the lords of Lombardy. The motive was in

all these cases essentially anti-patriotic. In the minds

of the Italian dynasts selfishness or pusillanimity had

supplanted all regard for the general interests. Encour

aged by the success of this dishonest policy, and under

the dangerous impression that the sturdy barbarians of

the north might be persuaded to set no higher value upon

the crowns they had to bestow than they themselves were

inclined to attach to them, they flashed the glittering

baubles in the eyes of the kings and princes as occasion

suggested, believing that when they had answered the

purpose of the moment they might without more trouble

he laid by for future service. Such accurately had been

the use which hitherto the pontiffs of Rome had made of

theilmperial diadem, and such also were the intents with

WlllCll the lords and prelates of Lombardy had disposed

of the crown of Italy.

These delusive views, however, were in the end pro

duc'tlve of numberless and long-enduring cala- Dispositiun

Imltles both to the Italians and their invaders. “Wham”

l‘he Ideas of the latter as to their own interest toggiisaiihe

In the afl'airs of that country ran in a very invaders

dlfl'erent channel. From Charlemagne downwards the

Panklsh and Germanic princes believed in an empire

hallowed by the highest sanctions of religion and anti

quay, and subject only to the same immutable laws to

Winch It was indebted for its own origin. In this

Splrlt Charlemagne and Louis, Arnulph and Otho the

I reat, entered upon the possession, and maintained it

)Y the mllltal‘y means at their command ; relaxing their

I<P>ld only as those means failed, yet with as little thought

0 abandolllng‘ the right as of relinquishing any other

essentlal Prerogative of imperial sovereignty. In that

VOL- IV
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spirit they had found it necessary to support their preten

sions by the most powerful armaments at their command.

The numbers of the rude soldiery which poured across

the Alps in their retinues, the burdens thrown upon the

country for their maintenance, and the excesses incident

to such quarterings, inflamed the aversion which differ

ence of national character and habits always bring with

them. The provision of stores for a campaign, which, by

the terms of feudal service, each vassal was bound to

bring with them into the field, was soon expended; the

expedition always lasted longer than was anticipated,

and plunder was resorted to, to supply those necessaries

which they had neither the money to pay for, nor the

credit to procure without payment. No nation in Eu

rope was less fitted to endure privation and hunger than

the Germans; nor perhaps any people less disposed to

part with what they possessed than the Italians. Then,

again, the amount of purveyances to the sovereign and his

retinue settled by law or custom was wholly insufficient

for the maintenance of man and beast, and no alternative

remained but to take by force the supplies required for

the nourishment and health of the troops. In an age

unacquainted with those systematic requisitions whereby

in modern times the miseries of war are so materially

alleviated, more is always taken than is required; and

thus a field of alternate ra-pine and waste is laid open

which brings with it a tenfold aggravation of the evils

complained of. Hence resistance and riot on the one

part, plunder and violence ‘on the other; deadly hatred

on both ; and thus it frequently happened that the Italian

faction, which had evoked the German from his forests to

serve its own momentary purpose, hastened to compound

with all domestic opponents for no other object than to

get rid of its detested patrons.

The German soldiery were quick enough in perceiving,

Mum, and ready enough in requiting, these senti

hatred and ments of disgust and dislike. Repeated acts

d‘sm‘st' of treachery had warned them to put no con

fidence in the appearances of submission with which the

Italians had so often cloaked their deadliest assaults.
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While at Rome, Otho the Great reposed so little trust in

these outward signs of loyalty, that he enjoined his body

guard to remain close to his person even when he visited

the holy places.” Contempt and insolence on the part of

their foreign visitors were resented by treachery and

conspiracy—by sudden explosions of popular passion—

unexpected insurrections—capricious combinations of fac

tions and parties—unaccountable quarrels and reconcili

ations without apparent motive or object. But for all

the injuries the Italians had to endure there was an ever

ready avenger at hand. Their climate accomplished for

them that retribution which they wanted energy or cour

age to take for themselves. There is no instance on

record among the numerous expeditions of Franks and

Germans into Italy in which the northern armies did not

sufi‘er——in some cases almost to extermination—from the

maladies incident to the relaxing atmosphere of the south.

It is beyond doubt that the Saxon emperors sacrificed

their llVeS, and hastened the extinction of their race, b

9XPOSlI1g‘ themselves to the blighting effects of the Italian

sun.

_ Even under the most favourable circumstances, a cor

dlfil alliance between two nations differing so Italians and

widely in manners and habits, as well as in German“

thought and sentiment, Was hardly to be expected. "And

i$11011, indeed, was the settled opinion of discerning persons

evel’l, In those times: “ Neither the climate nor the peo

P19; says the historian Ditmar, “suit our countrymen.

0th in Rome and Lombardy treason is always at work.

thtirangers who _visit Italy expect no hospitality: every

115’ they require must be paid for on the instant; and

efien then they must submit to be overreached and

c Gated, and not unfrequently to be poisoned after all.”°

W Bfever-wakefnl suspicion, which this state of occult

31‘ are nourished in the breasts of the Germans, induced

tltemperors to take up their quarters, and to build their

5a aces; for the most part outside the walled towns. It

aS,bes1des, expedient to avoid quartering their soldiery

ietm. Chron. lib. iv. e. 22, ubi
b . n u5"P- p. 777. c lb. lib. vii. c. 3, ubi sup. p. .
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upon the inhabitants, and to provide against surprise

while scattered in detached houses and buildings. The

neglect of this precaution had, it will be remembered,

nearly led to the destruction of the emperor Henry and

his attendants. In general, the invaders felt themselves

in possession of no spot on the surface of the land but

that upon which they stood, or where their garrisons

were posted. When king or emperor turned his back,

and the Italians felt themselves relieved from the tem

porary pressure, all their professions of loyalty melted

away, and they returned with unabated zest to the enjoy—

ment of that anarchical liberty which shut out the idea

of national union, and prepared them for a repetition of

all those calamities they professed most to dread. Still, a

people so disposed is not easily subdued. Italy then, as

now, could only be kept in a state of subjection by thev

judicious distribution of garrisons in many commanding

stations; a measure which the conditions of feudal service,

and, indeed, the whole civil and military institutions of

that age, rendered almost impracticable. ‘

But from this state of things the Germans suffered:

G hardly less inconvenience than the Italians.
ermany; . .

how affected Irrespectlve of the vast expenses Incurred by

bz’otg‘lfeitt‘illign the expeditionary armies, without any return of

‘ ' profit, or even of military glory, and the still

more serious loss of life which attended them, the ab

sence of the sovereign from his native realms always

brought with it a host of disorders and complications

at home, which years of patient toil could hardly van

quish. Such opportunities as those which relief from the

pressure of the central power afforded to the ever-turbu

lent and ambitious constituency of Germany were never

neglected; and when the sovereign again set foot upon

German ground, rebellion and disorder glared upon him

from every quarter; and all his energies were taxed to

compound the incessant jealousies and private quarrels

of his riotous lieges. With all this, no prepossession was

more firmly rooted in the mind of the nation and its

rulers than that they were the imperial people; and that

to them belonged of right the whole inheritance of Charle
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magne, his crownand dignity. It may be indeed stated

almost as a matter of historical fact that this conception

of their sovereign prerogative was never in abeyance in

the heart of the German'constituency. The emperors of

the house of Saxony cherished this pretension with pecu

liar tenacity and affection. Otho the Great entertained

larger views than his two successors; but the latter sa

crificed every consideration of domestic policy to their

infatuated delight in the Italian connection, and gratified

that predilection not onlyat the expense of their own

family estates, but also at that of the national domains

they were, from time to time, permitted to alienate. The

younger Otho is believed to have entertained the project

of taking up his residence in Rome, and making it the

ca ital of the empire; a scheme which, if life had been

a orded him for the experiment, could only have ended

1n the loss of both realms and his own ruin.d

The period of papal history which lies immediately

before us embraces the interval of time between Period

the election of the emperor Conrad II. (the .t.n.1024~

Sahc) and the first appearance upon the stage 1046‘

of that extraordinarv man whose career raised the papal

l’pretensions to a loftier eminence than they had ever yet

lasplred to, and laid the foundation of a religious despot

lsm partaking of an Asiatic rather than a European

eharacter, yet so skilfully adapted to the wants, the pre

Judlces, the tempers of the unlettered and trusting nations

of the North, as to resist for nearly five centuries the

moderating ‘powers of advancing civilisation and know

idge- Taking the actual connection of the empire and

2h? Pgpaey for our theme, we confine our attention in

f 18 e apter to the-period of time limited by the corona

lon of Conrad II. in the year 1024, and the great council

or the reformation of the Latin church held at Sutri and

1&3? by his son and successor Henry III. in the year

1‘ Witht -
side, we hair]; idem?“ aImellsts by our a great measure adopted the stern yet

fore oin k - _
011th - _ _g g remar s home] views of the excellent German
empefoiglafgns Slfbslsttng IBetween the historian Ignatius Schmidt (Gesch. d.

n then‘ Itehan subjects, in Deutsch. B. ii. pp. 158-163).
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Q

On the 8th of September, following the death of

Election of Henry II., the princes and barons of Germany

Conrad II. elected Conrad Duke of Franconia to fill the

"D'1024' vacant throne; and on the same day the new

king and emperor elect was anointed and enthroned by

the archbishop primate of Maintz.e Conrad was detained

at home for more than a twelvemonth by the hostile

movements of the disap ointed party among the great

vassals of the crown. 11 Italy his interests were sup

ported by the powerful Archbishop Heribert of Milan.

This great prelate had been indebted for his elevation to

the favour of Henry II., and still felt his dependence

upon foreign aid to maintain him against the prepon

derant disaifection of the princes and prelates of Lom

bardy. So great was the dread of the Germanic yoke

at this point of time, that no sooner had the death of

Insurrection Henry II. become known to the citizens of

ofphe Pavia than they flew to arms, and stormed and

Pavlans' demolished the fortified palace he had reared

within their walls. These pernicious rebellions upon a

small scale served only to bring down upon the Italians

the punishment which ever attends, and ought to attend,

bad management in national struggles, even for the most

justifiable ends. Under no circumstance can self-seek

ing ambition, or partial and passionate explosions, be

come good substitutes for patriotism; and the best cause

is frequently degraded to the level of the worst by the

corrupt or intemperate motives which actuate its sup

porters. The miserable demonstration of the Pavians

hastened the preparations of Conrad for the reconquest of

Invasion and Lombardy. In the spring of the year 1026 he

coronation ofcrossed the Alps with an army to which there

22;"‘1‘32161- was no reasonable prospect of resistance, and

' ' ' was crowned king of Ital at Milan by his po

litical ally, Archbishop Heribert. he rebellious Pavians

hastened to propitiate the wrath of the offended monarch,

and purchased pardon for the outrage they had commit

ted, by rebuilding, at their own expense, the demolished

fortress, and maintaining an imperial garrison within their

- E Wziupo, Vit. Conr. II. c. 4.
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walls. Tranquillity was thus for the present restored; the

rear ofthe army was sufliciently secured; and Conrad has

tened forward to Rome, Where, on Easter-day of the year

1027, he was crowned emperor by Pope John XIX.f

The festivities upon the occasion of the coronation

were interrupted by one of those bloody broils Conrad min

in the streets of Rome, between the German the South

soldiery and the populace, which seem by this “Italy'

time to have become the stereotyped expression of the

international animosity. A similar scene had occurred

at Ravenna during the advance of Conrad; but in both

cases the valour and discipline of the invaders prevailed

over the irregular impetuosity of the assailants; and

order was enforced at the point of the sword. Still the

position of Conrad in Rome was not free from danger.

he princes of Ivrwa and Susa, of Este and Tuscany,

who had opposed his election, were still in strength to

interrupt his communications with his friends in Lom

bardy. _As long, however, as no accident occurred to

affect his actual military ascendency, Conrad resolved

not to leave his work in the South unfinished. Prince

Pandulph of Capua, whom Henry II. had deposed, had,

W1th the assistance of Guimar of Salerno, recovered

possession of his forfeited principality. The emperor

{Ilarched against the rebel prince, and the equally offend

mg Dulfe of Beneventum. Both were speedily reduced

tosubnnsslon, and the vagrant Normans—by this time

reinforced by fresh troops of adventurers from the North

~Were firmly settled in their new ossessions as a

dependent military colony, charged wit the defence of

t e Calabrian and Apulian frontier against the Greeks

itllild bSaracens of the South. Rainulph, the captain of

b? and, soon afterwards selected the town of Aversa,

e Ween Naples and Capua, for the capital of his govern

ment; and here he laid the foundation of a power destined

In @future age to exercise a redominant influence in the

3Halls of the papacy and of taly.g

f ' .

Pally-WWI"- Con' II- c- 13» 14 ; a»P- Gesch. d. Friink. Kaiser. i. pp. 24

3 npim, Is. Rr. Germ iii_ pp 469_ 28_

aulMurrZuiM' Medwl. lib. ii. 0. 1-3, s Ibid. ubi sup. p. 473. Gulz'elm.

a "V'PP- 14,15- Conf. Stenzel, Apulus, lib. i. p. 255.
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The government of the Saxon emperors, and their

He grants ac. successors, Henry and Conrad, at Rome, cor

°lesiasfim1 responded closely enough with that they were
precedence to -

the archbi- accustomed to exercise at home. In matters

E"1°P°f Milan"appertaining to external order,—for example,

the appointment of bishops and the settlement of rank

and precedence in the hierarchy,—they appear to have

freely introduced such regulations as accorded best with

their own views and interests. Hand in hand with the pon

tifl's, they convoked and presided at ecclesiastical synods

assembled for the purpose rather of registering than dis

cussing their own decrees. After settling affairs in the

South, Conrad requited the services of his friend Heribert

of Milan, by assigning to him ecclesiastical precedence

among the metropolitans of Italy. Hitherto the patri

arch of Ravenna had aspired to—and immemorial cus

tom had, it seems, conceded to him—the first rank among

the bishops of Italy; and that rank he had boldly chal

lenged at the coronation of Conrad himself. On that

occasion, we are told, Heribert, though claiming pre

cedence in right of the see of St. Ambrose, had drawn

back to avoid any unseemly altercation upon so solemn

an occasion. But after the close of the campaign in

Calabria, Conrad took the controversy into his own hands,

and in a numerous assembly of German and Italian pre

lates, and with the assent of the pope, he adjudged the

privilege of precedence to the archbishop of Milan; “ for,”

said the emperor, “inasmuch as it is the undoubted pri

vilege of the chair of Peter to consecrate the emperor of

the Romans, so also is it the unquestionable right of the

see of St. Ambrose to crown and anoint the king of

Italy; therefore, it being the duty of that prelate to

present the crowned king of Italy to the vicar of St.

Peter, to be by him exalted to the imperial dignity, it is

manifest that the first place is due to the bishop in

trusted with so lofty a prerogative.”h

The synod at which this matter was transacted pre

Imperimpomsents some peculiarities which cannot escape

L“imlsyllo‘l- observation. The meeting consisted of forty

I 1‘ Arnulph. Mediol. lib. ii. c. 3-5 ; ap. Murat. iv. p. 15.
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eight archbishops and bishops, and eighteen abbots and

priors from Italy, France, and Germany. The affairs

with which it dealt were exclusively ecclesiastical; e. g.

a schism in the ancient church of Aqueleia, determined

in favour of the reigning patriarch; and the transfer of

the bisho ric of Zeitz, in Saxony, to the town of Naum

burg. Input it is to be observed that all petitions and

applications were addressed jointly to the emperor and

the pope, and all adjudications were published in their

joint names.i .

Such a participation by the secular power in the

enactment of ecclesiastical laws, or the regulation of

ecclesiastical discipline, was repugnant to the spirit—

and almost to the letter—of the decretal scheme.j

. _An emperor and a pope enthroned side by side, pre

siding together over a spiritual body, taking at least an

equal share in the proceedings, jointly entertaining suits

and petitions addressed to both, and jointly adjudicating

upon purely ecclesiastical questions, would have been an

anomaly in the ninth, and a sacrilege in the eleventh,

century. Yet it should be remembered that through

out this whole period the papacy was in a state of tran

s_1t10n from the lowest depth of disgrace and degrada

tlon; that, like convalescent fever-patients, the pontiffs

were as yet unable to walk without support; and that

the state of the outer world as yet held out little en

couragement for those experimental trips of prerogative

by WhlCll the temper of the weapons, and the good prac

tlce of the church-militant, might be proved. But the

papal armoury was well furnished, and the anomalous

protection under which Rome was still condemned to

labour was not allowed to pass away without profit.

_ In the demeanour of the emperor Conrad we observe

Indeed no disposition to set bounds to his libertv Annexation

of dealing with the ecclesiastical bodies but of Lodi to

Such as m1ght square with the interests of his Milan‘

government. In administering to the unlimited am

‘ See Concil ed Colet S l i
. - . . HPPlem. J Cont‘. Book VI. 0. V111. of this Worktqlpj Llpp. 1247-125o. And see other passim; but Particularly Pp‘ 222 et

11:: 1011 are, ap. Petr: do Rubeis, Antiq. sqq

ccles. Aquileiens. tom. i. p. 553,

....:-,.__q_..._._..f.‘...
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bition of his temporary ally Heribert of Milan, Conrad

had taken upon himself to annex the see of Lodi to the

primacy, and with it the temporal principality of that

important city. The citizens and clergy resented this in

vasion of their rights, and resolutely refused to sink to

the condition of vassalage under their ancient neighbour

and rival. After the death of the incumbent bishop in

the year 1026, Heribert proceeded to nominate a suc

cessor. The citizens of Lodi barred out the pretender,

and Heribert laid siege to the refractory city. How

long they might have defended their walls, may be un

certain; but the citizens could not make up their minds

to witness the scene of plunder and devastation to which,

under the ruthless orders ofthe episcopal marauder, their

rich and fertile territory was exposed. They therefore

consented to redeem houses and lands from total ruin by

accepting the new bishop Ambrosius, but with the rank

ling determination to seize the first favourable chance of

retrieving their independence.k

While the citizens of Lodi were asserting their liber

R ties with so little success, the archbishop of
avenna; . . . . .

cupid“, and Ravenna was hardly less active in vindicatmg

‘gxgéff the honour of his see. Exasperated by the im

' perial decision, which divested them ofthe proud

rank which their city and church had enjoyed from the

time when Ravenna was the seat of empire, the citizens

flew to arms, and fell upon the Milanese with a fury

hitherto unexampled in the party warfare of the Italians.

But their antagonists met them with coolness and cour

age, and drove them from the field with the loss of camp

and equipage. The return of Conrad from the south put

an end to these disgraceful feuds, and restored peace at

the expense of that balance of power among the feudato

ries of Lombardy, which might have saved much future

trouble to his government. But the posture of affairs in

the south had leftthe emperor almost at the mercy of

the archbishop of Milan for the maintenance of his com

munications with Germany, and the means of retreat in

case of a reverse. These services had been repaid with a

‘‘ Arnulph. Mediol. ubi sup. p. 16.
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liberality which served rather to stimulate than to satiate

his cupidity, and to engender bitter jealousies among his

rivals for the imperial favour. For the moment, the in

fluence of Heribert in Lombardy overbore all adverse

interests; in act and demeanour he set himself up as

the arbiter of Italian affairs, and acted in all respects

as sovereign of the territories and dependencies of his

church. “ His behaviour,” says the otherwise friendly

annalist Arnulph, “ was marked by intolerable arrogance ;

and in that spirit he took no heed of aught but his own

lljflfijjftl‘gflg will, despising the rights of all the world

on es.

The eleventh century may be regarded as the period

at which the feudal polity arrived at maturity. The feudal

That scheme of social organisation had ori- comPW

ginated in convenience, and was fashioned by growing

and often fluctuating usage. Under Charlemagne and

his successors it had been the subject of occasional legis

lation, embracing rather its incidents than its principle.

As to that principle, the only point that may be con

sidered as firmly settled, was, that the fief was a con

ditional tenure, and that the right of the holder depended

upon the render of military service to the lord of the

soil; but the nature and duration of the right, as well

as of the duty, had been hitherto left to the determina

tion of local or fluctuating usage. N0 time can be as

Slgiied as that at which fiefs became hereditary in the

famihes of the holder. The right and the power to hold

on were probably for some ages identical. The practice

of granting out land in conditional tenure was the off

spring of necessity, in times when the land was the only

fund by which services could be purchased, armies could

be Pald, and public officers could be remunerated. The

 

and ,Was'; In those ages, in many respects treated as a ‘

substitute for capital or transferable wealth. But as the

value of land consists more in its permanent than its eX

chanté'ea‘hle character, possession necessarily tended to—

Wal‘ds the acquisition of the right to transmit and to dis

‘ Arnulph. Medic]. ubi sup. p. 16.
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pose of it. Against such a tendency the power of the ori

ginal grantor could not struggle with success. The con

sideration paid by the sovereign to his chief-tenant, for his

own purposes, was in like manner dealt out by the latter,

to enable him to purchase the means ofperforming his part

of the contract. The nature and value of the considera

tion was the same in both cases; and in both thetenants

strove pam' passe to convert possession into property.

Thus the aboriginal “beneficium” grew into the “feud

Ori m1 cha_um” or proper fief—that is, a customary tenure

mg“... and of inherltance, reverting to the lord of the 8011

‘111123133? only upon failure of heirs, nonperformance of

' the stipulated service, or breach of fealty. For

ages after the birth of feudalism, the succession to the

fief had depended mainly upon the personal capacity of

the tenant to perform the required service. The strong

est hand and the stoutest heart in a family carried off

the prize against the unsupported claims of descent; or a

stranger o ten stepped in, where the heir was found to be

incompetent by reason of infancy or infirmity to do the

active duty of the tenure. The very nature of the duty

lay in action, and the idea of the right followed naturally

that of the duty; that is, the right to have and to hold

lay in the power to do and to act; and no substitute had

as yet been hit upon for those simply personal qualifi

cations which formed the original consideration of the

grant. But before the expiration of the eleventh century

the difliculties arising out of this embarrassing state of

things had for the most part given way to the general

interest of families and of society. The fixity or cer

tainty of possession is one of the most marked results, as

it is one of the strongest roofs, of an advance in civilisa

tion ; and in the age of onrad II., surnamed the Salic,

the tenure of land, as distinguished from that of office

or franchise,“‘ had almost universally assumed the here

'1‘ It should be remembered, however,

that in the growth of feudalism, almost

every kind of public office, or duty, had

become the subject of feofl’ment. Offices

and honours, though mere matters of

state and ceremony,——any public func

tion which carried with it weight, in

fluence, or emolument of any kind,—

were granted out like land ; and, in the

case of the great offices of state, had

frequently been allowed to become he

reditary in the family of the holder.
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ditary character. Still the terms of the tenure Ithsslslumes

were involved in serious obscurity; they had (135,855;

been allowed to rest upon uncertain custom, mum

and the duties required were still, for the most part, un

defined by positive ordinance. At the outset of his reign

Conrad II. had taken measures to determine by law the

exact amount of service to be rendered by tenants in

capite, and all under-tenants or vavasors for their respec

tive lands, principally with a view to protect the latter

class against the extortionate demands of their superiors;

and thereby to secure a more regular and willing attend

ance to the military service, with a special regard to his

expeditions into Italy. The new regulations deprived

the lord of the fee of the strongest motive to eject or to

harass his under-tenant. More was not now to be gained

by ejecting him than by continuing him in possession;

and the transition from a precarious to a certain and

permanent interest in the vavasor was quietly accom

phshcd.

In Italy the same struggle, attended with the same

uncertainty as to the issue, had been long in , ~

progress. The archbishop of Milan, in thetoo eager pursuit of wealth and territorial ag- rear-"553“

grandisement, had wholly disregarded the cus- “Lombardy

tomary privileges of the tenantry of his church, pro

behly by the resumption of former grants and the im

position of unaccustomed and burthensome services upon

the lands, as well of the chief tenants of the see as of

then‘ rear-.Vassals. The latter, however, formed a nu

11191‘0115 and important class among the urban residents

of the episcopal cities of Italy. They were regarded as

a species of civic noblesse, supposed to be in attendance

upPl} the ecclesiastical suzeraine, and enjoying rank and

Pl'lvllege in his court and councils.“

In rehance upon the imperial countenance, Heribert

ad ventured upon innovations and encroachments upon

and igliiisofhi'hsssczslgsidfefligfsghe; gdfftiefi

short, who were raised from among the

free citiz '
ens into the rank of vas

sals :resr-vsssals, o

fiefs either in chief or as sub-tenants.

The first class was frequently desig

nated by the title of “ capita_ni.”_ See

. Ducrmge, Gloss. voc. “Capitam,” p.
by becoming possessed of 56,
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Insurrection the privileges of their tenures, which excited

of the vm- vehement discontent; and, after the departure

sors of the . .

see of of Conrad, led to open 1nsurrect10n. The arch

Mil'm- bishop, however, was prepared for the outbreak;

the citizens in general were quiescent, and the nobility

suffered severe defeats in the street-fights which en

sued. Retiring in a body from the city, they took

refuge in their rural domains and castles, and threw

themselves into the arms of the citizens of Lodi, who

were vigilantly watching their opportunity to revenge

upon the archbishop the disgrace they had so lately

been compelled to submit to. The malcontents were

speedily reinforced by many of their own class, who,

like themselves, had suffered under prelatical tyranny,

and soon found themselves in a position to attempt the

vindication of their rights and their restoration to their

homes by force of arms. Mindful of ancient rivalry,

and in resentment of the rebellion of the Lodese, the

citizens of Milan now flew to the aid of their archbishop,

and encountered the advancing enemy at a spot between

the two cities, since known as the “' Campo Malo.” After

a. sanguinary engagement, in which the loss on both sides

was pretty equal, Heribert, disconcerted by the death

of his suffragan the bishop of Asti in the thickest of

the fight, withdrew his troops. Wearied with mutual

slaughter, both parties abandoned the bloody field, still

nourishing in their hearts feelings of resentment which

left no room for concession or compromise on either side.°

Day by day the spirit of resistance to _the extra

Interference Vagant pretensions and tyranny of the bishops

Egtilreor gathered strength throughout the length and

Compad n. breadth of Lombardy. It was reported to the

“3-1037- emperor that the vassals and rear-vassals, in

conjunction with the rural population, had come to the

resolution, that unless the emperor should very shortly

appear among them and enact proper laws for their pro

tection, they were determined to make laws for themselves.

The state of the alliance with Heribert and the prelates

of his party was not at the moment very promising.

° Arnulph. Mediol. lib. ii. 0. 2; Murat. ubi sup. p. 17.
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Conrad, not best pleased with the intimation, sent word

with Germanic bluntness, that “ if the Italians were so

enamoured of law, they should not have long to wait

for a bellyful.”P Later intelligence imparted a more im

portant aspect to'the complaints of the malcontents; and

in the year 1037 the emperor appeared in Lombardy,

well disposed to inquire into the real merits of the dis

putes between the archbishop of Milan and his insur

gent subjects.

In explanation of the results of this memorable visit

of Conrad II. to his Italian dominions, it should F

be remembered that the irregular and lawless tieiussé $122

habits of the age extended over all classes who ‘91118535 in

had any thing to lose or to gain. Princes, '

bishops, and tenants-in-chief of the crown, were all

equally averse from any law that should relieve their

rear-vassals from that uncertainty of tenure which left

open a door for so much‘ abuse and oppression. The

rear-vassals, on the other hand, looked with jealousy to

any regulation which might define too minutely their

clalms upon the free tenantry and occupants of their

estates, or which might exclude them from any share in

the municipal government of the cities where they re

sided, they might be inclined to demand. The free citi

Zells, agaln, were fully aware of the little regard for their

privileges to be expected from the civic noblesse unless

they were armed with the means of checking their law

less encroachments. The sense of insecurity, arising out

Of aristocratic pretension, drew the commonalty closer to

then‘ blshops; nor were the latter insensible to the im

portance of their attachment to support them under the

Pesentments which their own infractions of the rights of

their vassals so often provoked. The civic population,

therefore,~.probably to some extent likewise the free

I'llllrf’ll Proprletors—were led to identify ‘their liberties and

telr honour with those of their bishops.q The latter

was thus enabled to command the services of the city

Piztolvgfipo, Vit- Conr. II. c. 35, up. Lodi, and Ravenna, in the Wars Phese

q H'e‘12:51:32;10 _ H d d cities undertook in support of their re

_ us servicesa or e s ective relates.
to the bishops by the citizens of Milan, P p
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militia to uphold their authority; while, on their part,

the nobles looked anxiously to the crown to protect them

in the enjoyment of their equally ill-defined and abusive

immunities. '

The task of reconciling pretensions so adverse, and

for the most part so unjust in themselves, was

beyond the reach of the legislative ingenuity

of the age. In the main, however, it was agreed that

some legal provision—though no one knew precisely what

was necessary to afford a. chance of relief from the

intolerable evils which fretted the spirits of the commu

nity, and produced a desire for any palliative that might

vary, if it might not relieve, the monotony of discontent

or suffering. The approach of the Emperor Conrad was

preceded by a rumour that it was his intention to in

terfere between Heribert and his insurgent subjects;

that he was well inclined to entertain the complaints of

the aggrieved nobles; and that he had ‘it in cont-empla

tion to rescind the annexation of the bisho ric of Lodi

to the see of Milan. These rumours, whic were pro

bably not far from the truth, gave the archbishop reason

to fear that his influence at the imperial court was on the

decline, and that Conrad was about to act under the im

pression that the present juncture might be made use of

so as to dispense with his services, and put a check upon

his ambition. Heribert, however, dissembled his suspi—

cions, and received the emperor at Milan with all ima

ginable magnificence. But on the following days symp

toms of popular agitation were allowed to appear.

tumultuous concourse of the citizens besieged the palace

gates, and vociferously demanded to be informed “Whether

the emperor approved or condemned the late conspiracy

of the rear-vassals against the rights of their archbishop?”

Without vouchsafing a reply to this insolent demand, Con

rad-—mindful, perhaps, of the catastrophe of Pavia on a

like occasion—~withdrew from the city, and issued a per

emptory summons to the estates of Lombardy to meet him

in general diet at Pavia. On the appointed day the arch

bishop, with the bishops of Vercelli, Cremona, Piacenza,

and others, surrounded by their military retinues, appeared

Diet of Pavia.
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in formidable numbers. On the other part came the

malcontent nobility in force, loudly demanding justice

against their tyrants. The list of complaints on both

sides grew apace; numberless and grave, indeed, were

the crimes to be punished, the injuries to be redressed,

the grievances to be inquired into; yet no one could

lay his finger upon any certain rule of law, any well

defined and recognised custom, upon which the imperial

adjudication could proceed. In this dilemma Conrad

became the legislator for the occasion, and took upon

himself confidently to declare the law applicable to the

position in which the several parties stood to each other

and to the crown, and by which he announced that he

would himself be strictly guided in his decision of all

matters affecting the present and the futtire relations of

, lords and vassals.

The ordinance was published in the form of a decla

ratory rather than of an original statute. The Somme‘,

prlnciples it adopted were already in operation “ Sa1ic”1ew of

111 the Germanic portion of the empire, and C°md H‘

were 1n tolerable conformity, as far as any positive law

could be so, with the general customs of France and

Italy- The first article provided “ that all tenants in

acute, Whether ecclesiastical or lay,—to wit, archbishops,

b1§h0ps,_abb0ts, dukes, markgraves, and barons, together

Wlt their rear-vassals of every grade,—that is, all per

Spns holding imperial or ecclesiastical fiefor grant, should

freely have, hold, and enjoy the same until therefrom

ev1cted by lawful judgment of their peers.” This he

declaredto be law, and to be in conformity with the

cOllstlitutlonal practice recognised by his predecessors in

the klngdom. The second article provided that if any

lassal; Vavasor, or proprietor should be adjudged by the

Jury Qf his peers to lose his fief, he should be at liberty

to ap eal_to the emperor in person upon giving siX

jveeks notice of his intention to his opponent. In the

W place, he directed that for the future the father's

estate should descend to his sons; and failing sons, to

g‘rzjtfineal descendants, direct or collateral, of the original

ee.

Yon. Iv.

E
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The principal intent of this enactment was to pro

ObJ-ect ofthe vide a remedy against arbitrary resumptions of

stame- grants and estates of long standing, and those

vexatious interruptions of ancient possession which have

always proved so fatal to the peace of the world. The

interposition of a jury of peers was simply pointed out

as the traditionary and constitutional mode of dealing

with disputes concerning estate in land. The right of

appeal from the peers to the emperor was intended, on

the one hand, to uphold the supreme jurisdiction of the

lord paramount, and on the other, to correct any in

justice or illegality on the part of the ordinary tribunal:

The third article, however, was in many respects the

most important. Though that ordinance was probably

in conformity with the prevailing usage as to inheritance

inland, yet the practical irregularities incident to the

disturbed state of society required the sustaining hand

of positive law. It was, therefore, in general terms laid

down as law, that the fief or estate should descend to the

heirs male of the last lawful tenant. Who these heirs

were, was left to be determined by the custom of the

country, though the sons of the deceased holder were, in

most parts of Europe, entitled to succeed their parent,

and singly or jointly to perform the duties of the fief.

The superior lord in this way secured a supply of able

bodied men to serve him in his wars, and at the same

time provided against those.discontinuances of the ser

vice which might arise out of disputes among the per

sons who were to perform it.r

After the promulgation of this important statute,

ostensibly to the satisfaction of the diet, the emperor ad

" We have met with no precise in

formation as to why the title of “ The

Salicr’r’ should have been attached to

the name of‘ the Emperor Conrad II.

It is true his Italian ordinance followed

strictly that of the Salic land, “ Terra

Salica,” of Germany and France ;

namely, that the land should descend

to the male heirs of the person last

seized, to the absolute exclusion offe—

males; arule so indispensable to the due

performance of feudal service that it

was no doubt the prevailing law in all

countries where that system subsisted.

The Anglican rule, derived from the

Saxon, differs from the Salic law by

restricting the heir-ship to the eldest

lineal male descendant, and his issue;

failing males, then to females, and so

on in the direct line till exhausted;

then failing all issue, male or female,

in the direct line, to brothers and their

issue by the same rule of transmission.

As to the “ Salica ten-a,” conf. Ducange,

sub voc. “ Lex.”
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dressed himselfto the critical duty ofpunishing Rigorous ad_

the crimes, and adjudicating upon the com- ministration

plaints submitted to him. The principal offender ofJusme'

called to the imperial bar was Archbishop Heribert him

self. At the suit of the vavasors of his church he was

arraigned of many acts of oppression and violence, more

especially in the cause of one Hugo, who now appeared

as the prosecutor in the cause. After such proof as was

considered in the first instance sufficient, Heribert was

commanded by the emperor to repair the injury done,

and do justice to the complainant. The prelate indig

nantly declined to make answer to the charge, and de

manded delay. The emperor ordered him into arrest,

and, to the dismay of all the Italians present, the com

mand was immediately carried into execution by the

rude hands of the German body-guard. The March

blshop was then given into the custody of the patriarch

0f_Aqu11e1a and the duke of Carinthia, and conveyed to

Piacenza. On the same day the bishop of that city,

with those of Vercelli and Cremona, were committed to

prlson foroffences of the like nature. But by this bold

stroke of 1mperial policy the diet was broken up as if

by the shock of an earthquake. Consternation spread

throughout the cities of Lombardy; the free burgesses

regarded the imprisonment of their bishops as a blow

aimed at the privileges they had enjoyed under prela

tlcal government; eneral indignation and desire for

revenge upon their éermanic tyrant put an end for the

moment to subsisting feuds and rivalries, and united all

111 Qne common resolution to shake off the yoke of the

oreigner and toliberate their incarcerated pastors.s

he panegyrist of theEmperorConrad himselfdoes not

Ventltl‘e fully toJustify this rigorous proceeding. Germanic 1W

_dm1ttmg that aftera valid canonical sentence a as aPPlied ‘0

lshop Imght forfeit his personal immunities and “$622212?

01191113, yet he intimates that before such pro- the clergy‘

ceedmg he could not be treated with too profound a rever

‘ WW0 Vit. com 11 . .
105.1 ’ ‘ :c- 3§,37. pp. 1v. . 83. Conf. Sismondz Rep. Ital.
l2 08' Armflph- Medlol- M). ii. 0. &o.pi. pp. 115, 116; Luderi, Gesch. d.

' ;Murat.1v_ ,17 18.1;Sen. Mediol. nistpiib. ii’. 0. Eofiglfliifift' Deutsch' vm' PP' 114’ 115'
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ence and forbearance. In the prosecution of the Lombard

prelates the emperor had proceeded under a purely poli

tical view of their several cases. High crimes and mis

demeanours of a wholly secular character had been proved

against them before their lawful judge. He had treated

Heribert, not as archbishop of Milan, but as a vassal de

clining thejurisdiction ofhis liege lord. It was very gene

rally held by the lay estate that a trial before the emperor

in person superseded all other judicature ; the German

Caesars had never yet admitted any difference in this re

spect between their lay and their ecclesiastical subjects;

and Conrad presiding at a general diet of the kingdom

could imagine no higher court, nor take notice ofany im

munity that could arrest the course of criminal justice in

a case which in its nature fell within the sphere of secular

contrasted cognizance. But at this point the canon law,

with the as understood in that age, stepped in to take the

can“ 1”’- ecclesiastical offender out of the purview of state

law, and to impart the privilege of a trial by his spiritual

peers before he could be convicted of crime, or be made

amenable to punishment of any kind. Though in the

case of ordinary criminals the imperial presence might

supersede the trial by the peers of the accused, it was

the general impression that no lay tribunal was compe

tent to condemn or punish a bishop. Accusers, tryers,

judges, must be of his own order ; the punishment could

be no other than that awarded by his own law, and

might be passed by no other tribunal than one composed

of his spiritual peers.‘ The clergy, in fact, laid claim to

a separate nationality; the decretal immunities of the

bishop raised him above all temporal jurisdiction, and he

! In the earlier part of the middle

age, it was, so to speak, the common

law right of every freeman to invoke the

law under which he chose to live. The

Roman chose the Roman law, the Frank

the German, the Burgundian the se

veral laws respectively current among

those nations. In strict analogy, the

clergy chose the canon law as their rule

of life, and claimed to be judged by it.

But as the laity were not supposed to

be acquainted with that “ more perfect”

rule, the ordinar tribunals were pro

nounced incapab e of applying it. The

clergy, therefore, preten ed that they

ought to be their own judges as well as

their own legislators. What that law

would turn out to be, and how it would

be applied, might be easily conjectured,

as soon as the decretal principles of

clerical immunity should come into full

glay. The reader is referred back to

00k VI. c. vii. pp. 195-198.
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could have no peers but those who were so constituted

by the law under which he claimed to live.

The Emperor Conrad may be excused for remaining

in ignorance of this transcendental pretension. Carolin in

But it is less easy to justify his abandonment law forgthe

of the pe'rspicuous laws of his Carolingian pre- T533“

decessors, by which he might have been saved P'

from the mortifications and difficulties his hasty proceed

ings drew down upon him. Those laws point out with

sutficient clearness the tribunals competent to try and

punish the civil and political offences of the clergy. The

synod of the province was the ordinary court for the

trial of a bishop, and from that court an appeal lay to

the king, or rather to the diet of the kingdom, composed

of lay and ecclesiastical peers, over which the king al

ways presided.“ The illegality of the commitment of the

archbishop of Milan, ‘however, was not the most active

cause of the universal disapprobation it excited. The at

tachment of the citizens to their bishops, and the jealous

fears which this unheard-of outrage upon the persons of

their spiritual colleagues awakened in the breasts of the

prelates and estates of Lombardy, deprived the imperial

authority ofall the support it might have derived from the

sympathies of the most loyal among them. All became

equally alarmed for their liberties, and suspicious of the

power which, in the cause of order, seemed disposed to dis

regard the rights of all. It soon indeed appeared .

that the warders to Whose custody the arch-3131,2032);

bl§h0R had been committed had no heart to de-fmmcus‘qdy

tam hunpand a very few days after his arrest he Insurrechon'

was permitted to depart, and was received by the Milanese

with ‘the most enthusiastic demonstrations of loyalty and

devotion. The ‘civic population flewto arms; they closed

their gates against the emperor, and by resolute resistance

ggf§ts§§§c§€§tfi1fiercest a:argtaztrgsaserare:
of pmceedm t0 thavebeen the course spects regular, the emperor might have

‘appearance Er :he Ieiéilme of the_ first passed over without reproach. But 11:

that,are: first“; the “5*; “time the were
9 “Mb century- The interpositidjn zllleollfw ax‘: 5:531:11?iilgtligr egorirad noh

the “Ppesl to Rome . . . . . .
' . to stop the PTO- the Diet had an or: mul urlsdictlon

ceedmgs 0f the collitlmtional court was in the cause. y 9 J
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thwarted all his attempts to reestablish his authority in

the city. The approach of the sultry season as usual

compelled him to postpone military operations till the

autumn; and he withdrew to the cooler highlands, to

await his reinforcements from Germany.

But this outburst of apprehension and jealousy ap

I _ pears to have subsided almost as quickly as it
taken cam- . . . .

paign of arose. The season of 1nact1v1ty gave time for

Cfgrfialsl- reflection, while the judicious distribution of the

' ' ' imperial force in hand prevented combination.

The party of the vavasors remained faithful to the im

perial standard; the secular princes stood aloof; and a

daring attempt of Heribert to set up a pretender to the

throne of Italy, in the person of Earl Odo ofChampaigne,

was si]gnally defeated. The Germanic vassals, for whom

these talian campaigns generally possessed a singular

attraction, poured across the Alps to the aid oftheir sove

reign; and in the course of the summer of the year 1038

the emperor found himselfin a position to mask the Milan

ese and to pursue his plans for the pacification of Rome

and southern Italy. At Parma, where he had taken up

his summer-quarters, the usual excesses of his barbaric

soldiery provoked sanguinary affrays in the streets of the

city 5" and Conrad, stimulated as much probably by the .

difficulty of restraining his followers as by his own im

patience, pushed on towards Rome in the hottest of the

summer months. At the little town of S ella, between
Perugia and Assissi, he encountered Popell3enedict IX.,

whom the Romans had recently driven out of their city.

Heribert, whom the emperor had proclaimed a traitor,

was, with the consent of the pontiff and a synod of Ita

lian and German prelates, solemnly attainted and de

ppsed; and Ambrose, a cardinal priest of the church of

dam, was consecrated to the vacant see. Proceeding

upon his march, the emperor reinstated the complaisant

pontifl’ upon the throne of Rome, and pursued his route

to the south; 'where, among other operations, he pun

ished the refractory Pandulph of Capua for the crimes

of rebellion and robbery by the forfeiture of his fiefs.

' Wippo, Vit. Com‘. II. c. xxxvii. p. 109.
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But Conrad was doomed to pay the usual penalty of

a summer campaign in southern Italy. The Pestilence‘

autumn fevers, which always more or less afl'lict- 333:3: :éld

the climates of Campania and Apulia, so enfee- Conrad 11,

bled the army that a hasty retreat to the north A-D- 1°38

seemed the only mode of saving the healthy remnant of

his troops. On his march the pestilence carried off great

numbers; among them some of the noblest and most

gallant of his followers. Among the victims of the cli

mate he numbered the consort of his son Henry, and his

stepson Herman duke of Swabia. Slowly and heartsore

the emperor quitted the graves of his devoted lieges, and

retraced his steps across the Alps. Late in the year

1038 he once more set his foot upon German ground, but

carried with him the seeds of the disease which put an

end to his career in the month of May in the following

year, 1039.w

The retreat and death of Conrad produced less serious

effects upon the imperial interests in Italy than H I I

might have been expected. Yet his son and suc- ant‘iti'sfea

cessor Henry III, surnamed the Black,‘ was °f 3%?)

unable to strengthen them by his personal pre- A'D' '

sence for a period of eight years. Though detained at

homeduring all that time by continuous warfare upon his

Sclavic and Hungarian frontiers, by the destructive pes

tilence which for three successive years ravaged the con

tinent of Europe, and by the imperative duty of checking

the perhaps still more pernicious prevalence of private war

among‘ his own subjects ;’ yet his wise policy enabled him

to support his friends in the South, and to hold so effec

tual a balance to the influence of Heribert, that before the

lapse of two years from the death of Conrad, the rebel pre

late was compelled to tender his submission. The emperor

aficel’ted his apologies, and the archbishop appeared before

his superior at Ingelheim on the Rhine; and after ample

amends for his late offences, was permitted to renew his

“ Amulph.Mediol c xiv a,

. - - . p. Murat. heard.iviibi supé(p. 18; Anal. 81110, ap. Pertz, r By the establishment of the so

‘Pit _ ' _ ' called “Treuza Dei,” Truce of God‘
is said, from the colour of his
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oath of allegiance, and was received into favour.z But

the ambitious churchmau returned to face all those em

barrassments, all that fatigue of mind which falls to the

Eamon lot of the leaders of a community infected with

in Italy- the spurious liberty of faction, boiling with dis

contents, and torn by the fury of irreconcilable party

interests. In the cities and republics of Italy the fer

mentation of the popular spirit, that should have subsided

into the clear and generous aliment of liberty, was al

ways too violent to have any better result than a draught

of gall and bitterness, extinguishing brotherly love, and

deadening patriotism by imprisoning it within the narrow

precinct in which each generation was bred and nurtured.

Rome, Milan, Pavia, and Lodi, were the nation to the

Roman or the Lombard citizen. A few intervening miles,

an insulting phrase, a trespass across the narrow border,

an offensive pretension, converted next-door neighbours

into enemies thirsting for each other’s blood as ruthlessly

as ifthey were not nourished by the same soil, breathing

the same air, conversing in the same tongue, governed

by the same social habits, professing the same religion.

Every tie which God and nature had woven around them

was wantonly ‘torn asunder ; and when success widened the

frontier of the stronger, it was not to enlarge the domain

of liberty, but to extinguish the political life of an ad

versary. Within the six following years the city of

Milan suffered all the vicissitudes of civil war. Heribert

was powerless to assuage the evil spirit which his policy

had evoked. Stricken in years and feeling the reins of

government falling from his hands, he withdrew at length

from the noise and bustle of public life. Retiring to

Monza, he devoted the last three years of his life to the

performance of those spiritual duties to which the whole

Retirement ought to have been dedicated. Shortly before

and dpath of hlS death, in the year 1045, the civil broils ofthe

Egflfgzg. Milanese were brought to a close by an equit

able compromise between the contending par

ties: time had softened old animosities ; the nobles were

readmitted to the freedom of the city, and allowed once

‘ Annal. Sm, a. 1040; up. Pertz, vi. p. 684.
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more to occupy their deserted mansions within the walls;

established law and ancient custom were thenceforth to be

the arbiters of their respective rights; and their several

privileges were placed under the constitutlonal Warranty

of the imperial authority.’

The incidents attendant upon the election of an arch

bishop to fill the chair vacated by the death of Henry 11L

Heribert sufliciently prove the state of torpid lffigshgn

exhaustion to which these civil broils had re- imam p

duced the citizens of Milan. Instead of boldly Milanese

exercising the right of choosing their own archbishop,

 

and, according to custom, sending him to the king or em- .

peror for confirmation, they selected four candidates from

among the cardinal clergy of Milan, all equally qualified

for the appointment by birth and character. A deputa

tion from the municipality accompanied the candidates,

and the king was petitioned to select one of these per

sons for the metropolitan dignity. But Henry had other

news; and he deliberately set aside the proposal of the

deputies in favour of a humble servant of his own named

Guido, an obsequious agent of the late archbishop during

the no otiations which led to the recent adjustment of

the d1 erences between him and the court. Overwhelmed

with consternation and alarm, the deputation ventured a

tlmid remonstrance against this outrageous contempt of

their privilege. They objected that Guido was a person

of obscure birth, unknown to the citizens of Milan: he

had come with them to the court without any recognised

character; and had put forth no pretensions to that high

station. Henry replied, bluntly, that neither birth nor

station were necessary qualifications for ecclesiastical

rank‘; and he peremptorily commanded them to accept

and install “Guido, the good man and true,” as their

archbishop. The crest-fallen deputies retired from the

“PPePlal presence in company with the humble compa

n1011 of them outward journey, now their lord and me

tropolitan. Whatever may have been their disposition

to resist this arbitrary mandate, they had seen enough

.3 L'l'ldulph. Mediol. Hist. a. .P t - - 1 - -d 16 17,

vm, p_ 65_ Amulph Medioli, (5;? EPiscop. Medio.ib1 . pp. ,
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during their sojourn in Germany to convince them that

the king was prepared to enforce submission. On their

return to Milan the archbishop elect was consecrated

and inducted without contradiction from any party; and

King Henry III. thus placed a fast friend in the post of

all others the most important to secure his communications

during his contemplated expedition to Rome to receive

the imperial crown.”

'’ Landulph. ubi sup. pp. 74, 75. Ar

nulph. ubi sup. p. 17. It might perhaps

be suggested by way of apology for

Henry, that the Milanese, by departing

from the custom of election, had vir

tually placed the choice in the hands

of the king. Henry, we are told, in

quired of them whether they really

wished him to nominate an archbishop ?

The reply was that such was their wish.

“ Well, then,” said the king, “ I will not

be bound by your selection, but will

rather exercise my own discretion than

countenance our 1rregularities"—so, at

least,we thing the narrative ofLandulph

may be construed. Whether Henry can

be justified in interpreting the irregu

larity as an abandonment of their fran

chise, and a remission of the whole into

his hands, does not seem so clear. But

the opportunity was too good to be lost;

and the Milanese were justly punished

for their pusillanimity.
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WF: arrive at a point of time which possesses more than

ordinary interest in the history of the papacy, The period;

a period from which it is our purpose to trace its “Immer

the origin, and to mark the direction, of those new moral

and religious forces which were about to change the

outward aspect, and to revive the indwelling powers, of

Latlnism. We have observed how, after a death-sleep of

nearly a century, the Saxon emperors had, for their own

purposes, relieved the Roman pontiffs from that domestic

pressure which was fast absorbing the sacerdotal in the

polltical state. When the chief magistrate of the Roman

commonwealth took refuge in the Pontifical chair, and

threw himself, though but for a moment, into the arms

0f a foreign protector, the spell which had called the

ephemeral republic into existence was broken; republican

Rome fell back into papal Rome, and by the same pro

tess ‘became part and portion of a foreign state, follow

lng its fortunes, and partaking in a great degree of its
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vicissitudes, under every disadvantage of an outlying

' dependency; leaving her a prey to almost all the evils

of unenlightened self-government, without even the equi

vocal benefit of political independence. Yet with all this,

the sacerdotal state was rescued; the incubus of domestic

servitude was exchanged for an association of interests

with a power to which the pontificate was essentially

useful. There could be no emperor without a pope; and

the latter might readily understand how difficult it was

to be pope without an emperor to support him in his

seat.

Such was the external position of the papacy at

Moralsme the moment when Henry III. first planted

0mm his foot’ upon the Italian soil. The internal

state was of a still darker character. Stained

' with the manifold corruptions of a century and

a half of licentious self-indulgence, the pontifical clergy

had well-nigh forfeited their spiritual character. Reli

gion had become a cloak for immorality, and religious

oflice the subject of unblushing venality. But in this

foul practice lay the master vice of Latin Christendom

in general. It was a matter of notoriety in the world

that France and Germany were, almost in an equal de

gree with Italy, addicted to a shameless traffic in eccle

‘ siastical offices and preferments; a traffic which inspired

no scrnples, and asked for neither concealment nor apo—

logy. Thus, to begin with the head of the Latin priest

hood, we find that Benedict VIII., the friend of the

sainted emperor Henry II., and his successor John XIX.

who crowned his son, Conrad II., were both indebted for

their elevation to open and acknowledged bribery. In

the case of the latter the scandal was enhanced by his

being a layman at the moment of his election, and by his

passing in one day through all the degrees of the cleri—

cate up to the highest dignity of the church.a These

two pontiffs were sons of Gregory Count of Tusculum,

the chief of the party of the Capitani in Rome. At the

death of John XIX. in the year 1033, the same party

I Glab. Rudolph. ap. D. Bouq. x. p. Murat. vii. p. 167; Baron. an. 1024, §4;

44; Romuald. Salernitan. Chron. ap. with Pagi Crit. ad 100. p. 542
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placed Theophylact, the nephew of his two predecessors

and grandson of Count Gregory, then a child only ten

years of age, upon the papal throne, by the name of Be

nedict IX. His election was a pure money-bargain be

tween the Tusculan family on the one hand, and the venal

clergy, gentry, and populace of Rome on the other.‘I

When the boy-pontiff came of age to act for himself, his

demeanour in the holy see was no better than the means

used to place him there. Few pontiffs have left a fouler

reputation behind them. As his election was infamous,

so he is reported to have used the powers of the pontifi

cate for equally infamous purposes. Yet this election did

not stand higher in the scale of impurity than that of

all the superior appointments in the church; all owed

their elevation in a far greater degree to money than to

merit.°

Desiderius, abbot of Monte Cassino, subsequently

pope under the name of Victor III., writing P fl.

about forty years after Glaber, thus fills up rgfiggcy

and colours his sketch of papal and saccrdotal Latin cle'g?

profiigacy at this period: “The Italian priesthood,” he

says, f‘ and among them most conspicuously the Roman

pontlffs, were in the habit of defying all law and all au

thorlty; thus utterly confounding together things sacred

and profane. During all this time,” he adds, “ the Ita

llan priesthood, and none more conspicuously than the

Roman pontiifs, set at naught all ecclesiastical law and

authority. The people sold their sufi'rages for money to

the highest bidder; the priesthood, moved and seduced

by avarlce and ambition, bought and sold the sacred

fights of ordination, and carried ‘on a gainful traffic with

the gifts of the Holy Ghost. Few prelates remained un

tainted with the vile pollution of simony; few, very few,

kept the commandments of God, or served him with up

right hearts; following their chiefs to do evil, the great

saccrdotal herd rushed headlong down the precipice into

the quagmire of licentiousness and profligacy: priests

and deacons, whose duty it was to serve God with clean

I’ Glab.Rud ubisu ' '

' P' -50; Vii-PO - ‘= R t of Glaber Rudolphus, ubiHf- up. Mural. n1. pt. ii.ppp. 340 et sq’; sup. epor
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hands, and with chaste bodies to administer the sacra

ments of the Lord, took to themselves wives after the

manner of the laity ; they left families behind them, and

bequeathed their ill-gotten wealth to their children; yea,

even bishops, in contempt of all shame and decency, dwelt

with their wives under the same roof—a nefarious and

execrable custom, prevailing, alas! most commonly in

that city where the laws, thus shamefully set at naught,

first issued from the sacred lips of the prince ofthe apostles

and his holy successors.d And there too it occurred that,

after several persons had of late usurped the pontifical

Benedict 1X, throne, one Benedict (IX.), the son of a Roman

Pore- consular, following in the footsteps of Simon

Magus rather than of Simon Peter, did, by profligate

largesses of money profusely scattered among the people,

take upon himself the supreme priesthood: truly do I

shudder when I call to mind the life which this man

led after he assumed the pontificate. Oh, the scene of

baseness, obscenity, and profiigacy it presented! . . . .

for that after he had for a time proceeded in a career of

rapine, murder, and every species of felony, the people of

Home at length became weary of his iniquities; they

drove him from the throne, and expelled him from their

Sylvesmlu city. Yet, no wiser grown, they selected John

P°P9- bishop of Sabina (Sylvester III.), and for a

price paid down, and in contempt of the canons, seated

im in the place of the exile : but this son of Satan had

scarcely occupied the chair for the space of three months,

when Benedict, supported b all the powers of his kin

dred, again drove him (Johnl back to his own bishopric;

and Benedict, resuming all his vices, persevered in the

perpetration of every crime. Perceiving at length that

e had, by his enormities, fallen into universal obloquy

among the clergy and the people; seeing, moreover, that

he had always preferred the life of a sot to the demeanour

of a pontiff, he at length contrived to sell the pontificate

‘1 It would, however, be difiicult to found. It is notorious that Peter him

find a. prohibition of sacerdotal marri- self was a. married man; and the fabri

age in any law or decretal of the first caters could hardly venture to extract

four centuries. Even in the Isidorian from his lips a. censure upon the mar

forgeries nothing of the sort is to be riage of the priesthood.
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for a large sum of money to the archpriest John, a man

who, upon the whole, enjoyed a better reputation for re

ligion than the rest of the Roman clergy. This Gregory VL

John assumed the name of Gregory (VI.), and Pope

administered the holy see for two years and eight months,

until King Henry III., the German, arrived to claim the

imperial crown.”° _

This indignant description introduces to our notice

three contemporary pontilfs,—-Theophylact, or State of

Benedict IX., who sold out in favour of John Rome under

bishop of Sabina as Sylvester III., but broke Gregmy VI‘

his bargain, and a second time disposed of the pontificate

to John Gratianus, or Gregory VI. This last discovered

upon his accession that he had made a barren purchase;

for that his predecessor had emptied the treasury of the

church of every farthing of money and all articles of

value; so that, with the exception of the revenues derived

from a few farms, villages, and towns in the immediate

neighbourhood, and the occasional oblations of the faith

fiil, Gregory found small provision on hand for the sup

port of himself or his household; and absolutely nothing

to supply the wants of his government, or funds to provide

protection to his people against that system of extortion

and plunder which had by this time grown into the nor

mal condition of the pontifical states. Yet it was the fate

of the new pontiff, from the first hour of his reign, to

fight for the possession of his late purchase. His endea

vours to wrest a portion of the church patrimony from the

hands of the robbers who held it against him became the

Signal of civil war. Clergy, gentry, people—all who had

filched a scrap of the pontifical domain—rose in arms to

defend their ill-gotten gains. Gregory exhorted,-preached,

' :Desldmus’ Mon'oilssin‘ a*P'Zlfw‘lli. is ill-informed, confused, and inaccu—

hv. Conf‘ 89mm’ Ad Amicllm, rate. When he speaks as an eye~wit

88'] fe 'u'." RI" 3m?“- SS~ tom- ii- P- 11855, he may be, with caution, trusted;

. Of this Bonizo it may here be re- yet in his testimony we must not look

Elirk‘gd’wm f0.‘ anrlihat his testimony for a. spark of liberality or candour.

theelj s over thls entP'e Period down to In this respect, however, he does not

VH0 Ose of the Pontlficnte 0f Gregory differ from the witnesses whom we shall

' As to an the antecedents of the have to call on the other side. Bonizo

$8M cmtmyersy between the church imputes the resignation ofBenedict IX.

sec (18 empu‘ei which occurred in the to another, yet equally corrupt, motive.

on half of the eleventh century, he The difference is unimportant.
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excommunicated in vain. He wielded, however, the

secular arm with rather more success. A horde of de

pi'edators who held out against him in the basilica of St.

eter was driven out, not without bloodshed ; something

was recovered; the roads were opened for the approach

of pious ilgrims ; and their oblations, now an important

source 0 income to the pauperised pontiff, flowed into

the papal treasury. The military achievements of the

pope incensed the Romans; he was now a homicide, a

man of blood, an accomplice of murderers; all who had

ever profited by the plunder of the church, be he count

or cardinal, gentleman or priest,joined in the cry ofpious

indignation. All classes in Rome seemed bent upon the

perpetuation of anarchy, each for its own interests. This

condition, however, was but an epitome of the state of

Italy itself. All the highroads were so infested with

robbers and cutthroats that few pilgrims now resorted to

the holy places ; and those who still had the courage to

travel found safety only in their numbers, their discipline,

and the serviceable state of their weapons. The streets of

Rome swarmed with highwaymen and hired assassins.

Even in the churches swords were drawn, and blood was

shed upon the very tombs of the apostles, it might be,

to carry off the oblations of the pious, to be spent in fes

tivities and the entertainment of lewd women.‘

Wherever a principle of religion—it may be of super

stition—lingers in the breast of individuals or

nations, it is most commonly called into action

by calamity. Nor was there ever wanting a remnant of

the pious, a true seed of Abraham, to awaken the slum

bering spirit, and to lead it in the shortest, if not the

safest, path of reform. Human passions both stimulate

and deface religious aspirations, and the holy man in

choosing his road to heaven is too often seduced into the

same path which the children of Satan pursue in their

downward career. This godly remnant beheld with pas

sionate disgust. the unutterable abominations of the age

in which they lived; they regarded the boundless rapa

city and lewdness of the times with indiscriminating ab

' Gulielm. Malm.s-b., as quoted by Fleury, xii. p. 546.

Reformers.
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horrence; it was not so much the decay of religion as

the love of gain and of sensual pleasure that loomed in

their vision as the giant sins to be conquered and ex

tirpated. They assailed the symptoms rather than the

cause of the disorder; they applied the knife and the

cautery rather to the external blains and sores of religious

society than to the constitutional derangement that caused

them. In this spirit the reformation of the Latin church

was planned; in this spirit it was pursued; and it suc~

ceeded in altering the outward aspect of social religion,

and imparting to forms the power that of right belonged

to the spirit, as it dwelt in Him who brought it into

the world. _

But there was no Baptist among them to preach repen

tance to a reprobate generation. The preacher Their appeal

began, not with an effort to awaken conscience *0 Henry III

In the multitude of the sinners, but in proclaiming rebel

hon against the man whom they regarded as the principal

oflender. Gregory VI. was a criminal in form ; he had

given money for the pontificate, though it were to rid the

church of a monster; his anomalous position, and not his

Vices, was his crime. Peter, the archdeacon of the Roman

church, inspired with holy horror at the name of silnony,

and justly indignant at the prevailing corruptions, col

lected around him those among the bishops, priests, dea

cons, and monks, who beheld with equal dismay the de

gradatmn of their order. With these he associated some

6W among the laity who were like-minded with himself;

and thewhole party publicly and formally renounced

Wmmumon with the simoniacal pontiff. Peter took upon

Imself the task of excusing the proceeding to the empe—

r01‘; he departed for Germany to lay the whole state of

the fallen church before him, and to invoke his speedy aid

'60 rescue her fi- . _
had fallen_ Om the Satanic yoke under which she

_ B}115_b6f0re we follow the Roman ecclesiastic upon

18 mission to the court of Henry 111., it is expedient to

Collect and bring into a focus the notices to be met With

VOL. IV. F '
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in the writers of that age which seem to reveal the causes,

the scope, and the amplitude of that simoniacal pravity

which to the piety of the eleventh century appeared as

the one all-comprehensive expression of every vice and

every heresy under the sun.

Abstractedly from the generally disorganised state of

’ Vices of the society, and the vices springing up out of such

clergy- a state among all classes, it is incontestable that

the special corruptions clinging to the church~those

which engrossed the attention of the more rigid church

men—~arose out of the secular occupations, more espe

cially, of the superior orders of the clergy. The greater

sees were for the most part endowed with sovereign

rights and royalties within their respective provinces.

The kings had for ages past been accustomed to regard

bishops and clerks as their ablest and most trustworthy

ministers. Bishoprics and abbeys had, under such aus

pices, grown into principalities and governments; and

to these ecclesiastical princes the largest share in the

oifices and councils of the state had been intrusted, and

the most liberal assignments upon the revenues and pa

tronage of the crown had been dispensed. The prelates

had thus become immersed in worldly occupations, in all

the business, pleasures, and amusements of lay nobility.

The ordinances of pious emperors, the sacred canons of

the church, the deeper interests of religion, were sacrificed

on the altar of worldly ambition; and the morals of the

churchmen were vulgarised and corrupted by worldly

associations. Bishops and abbots rode forth to the chase

with hound and horn, with spear and falcon; they fol

lowed the sovereign to his wars at the head of vassals

and rear-vassals clad in glittering armour; at court their

retinues were the most numerous, their equipments the

most splendid; and they outshone the lay princes and

nobles as much by the greater polish and decorum of

their demeanour as by the superiority of their display.

But the expenditure requisite to supply the means for

Sale of all this show and magnificence gradually im

ecclesiastical poverished both giver and receiver. In France
Patmnage' the house of Hugo Capet was engaged in an
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arduous struggle to sustain itself against a preponderant

vassalage. In Germany and Italy the emperors had so

exhausted the estate of the crown by their inconsiderate

alienations that nothing remained to give; expectation

grew cold, and the loyalty of the vassals was sustained

only by the frail morality, and the still more frail religion,

of the age. Yet as long as church patronage remained

in the disposal of the sovereign, the rich benefices of the

national churches offered a tempting source of supply to

the indigent court. The noble and the wealthy were in

. ‘all such cases the best customers; and thus it came to

pass that in both countries the richer and most important

bishoprics and abbeys were disposed of among the junior

branches of the eat houses who could afford to pay for

them. Conrad carried the practice of bartering away

the greater benefices to the most exorbitant excess. The

habit‘ began, we are told, in the reign of Otho II. ; it

certainly continued to gain strength down to the acces

non of Henry III.

_In Germany the traflic may be traced to the custom

of introducing all petitions and personal appli- Sale of bew

catronsto the sovereign by the presentation of ficesin

alglft in money or other valuable.‘ When a Germany‘

bishop or abbot died, it was usual in the first lace to

report the vacancy to the court. A deputation rom the

Chapter then waited upon the sovereign, and formally

delivered into his hands the ring and the crosier of the

deceased prelate or abbot; sometimes, though not often,

with a request that he would confirm a foregone election

gthelr own by the redelivery of those symbols to the

Hvoured candidate. But in general the transaction as

sume-d the character of a bargain and sale. The newly

aPPOIIIted blshop or abbot was bound by the custom to

pg'esent a gift or acknowledgment; this necessarily led

t 8311 antecedent negotiation as to the proper amount of

>ed Pl'flsent; and thus what before was a mere acknow

si gglfint (31' gratuity, took the shape of a valuable con

u fer 101(11, the giver and thereceiver were converted into

amli hall seller. The transition was no doubt gradual 5

t eless likely to alarm the public conscience, as, after

-.n—Wu-_.
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all, the thing really bargained and paid for was of a

purely secular nature.

Inquiring rather more closely into what it was that

The ring was transferred by the delivery of ring and

and cmsier- crosier, it is abundantly clear that nothing more

was conveyed than lay properly within the prerogative

of the sovereign; fiefs, lands, and secular endowments,

with the franchises,jurisdictions, and royalties annexed to

the benefice by ancient grant of the crown. No thought

was entertained that by the delivery of ring and crosier

any of those gifts were imparted that could only proceed _

from a spiritual source. Yet by a species of political

necessity the designation of the person who should exer

cise both functions was thereby placed in the hands of

the temporal sovereign; possibly the episcopacy might

ordain a bishop; but no one could introduce him into the

ranks of the hierarchy but he who had the disposal of

the location and the temporalities. The prelate, once

inducted, was in virtue of his tenure as much the ofiicer,

soldier, and servant of the crown as the lay vassal, and

bound, with certain personal exemptions, to perform the

same duties. No one as yet foresaw the dilemma in which

this untoward fusion of powers and functions might ulti

mately involve both church and state; a dilemma from

which no human ingenuity could extricate them. The

prince sold what he might plausibly regard as his own;

the churchman passed in general thoughtlessly, some

times perhaps with a kind of mental reservation, along

the only avenue which led to the highest honours and

dignities of his profession.

It may, however, be easily conceived that, as soon as

D _ the case of investiture came to be submitted to
ellvery of . . . . .

ring and cm. the scrutiny of the rigid canonist, its secular

‘$10211;clfi‘ztaspect should vanish altogether out of view;

or if taken into account at all, should fall back

so far behind the spiritual as to be wholly discharged

from his estimate of relative importance. In his view

the delivery of ring and crosier might assume the odious

features of a simoniacal compact—a bargain and sale ofa

spiritual office—a sacrilegious traflic with the gifts of the
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Hol Ghost. The character of the symbols themselves

mig' t confirm this impression. The ring and pastoral

staff were, beyond question, the emblems of spiritual

office, and in that character incapable of transmission

through any but spiritual hands. In this View, there

fore, the temporal sovereign would find himself, the mo

ment the question should be raised, in a dilemma from

which there was no escape. The various aspects of the

controversy which arose out of this natural antagonism,

in this and the following century, are subjects of the

most prominent interest to our narrative.

Following the impulse of the times, the superior

clergy lagged‘in no respect behind the, laity in General Sale

the corrupt dispensation of the spiritual offices ofchurch pre

within their patronage. ,Bishops and abbots ferment‘

‘sold theiro'hurches without shame- or remorse.‘ Point

mg to a particular period, we are told that in the reign

of Otho III. archbishops were in the habit of taking

money for the consecration of bishops; and that the

latter, in their.

priesthood.g ‘Conrad IL, whose indigence drovehim‘to

resort to any device for raising money,pcould do nos-‘other

than connive at the like-irregularities on the part of his

clergy ‘to enable them to indemnify themselves for the

Outlay incurred in the purchase of their own offices. .No

SPlrltual post or function could be obtained without an

equivalent in money to the patron who had himself paid

dearly f0!‘ the right to appoint. In Milan this practice

{id grown into an established usage, so that regulation

Pmfis _W§I‘e affixed to each grade in the clericate, and not

an individual was to be found! in the cathedral body or

t e diocese who had not conformed to the custom;

O _0 shuch a practice the censure of Desiderius of Monte

.assmo attaches without qualification, or aconsequmes

Smgile mltlgating circumstance. Here hole of nit

:f‘ief8;_5il1W&ys regarded by the. churches as pmm‘

s‘ pecia grace of the Holy Spirit, were publicly and

amelessly bartered for money, and were treated as at

' Denim in Vit. glgpthild. lib. i. c. h ee p. 61 of this chapter

? - Murat. v. p.

turn, sold ‘holy? orders to the inferior _
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the buyer's disposal, like lands, oods, and chattels. They

were bought with a price, there ore to be used and enjoyed,

like other worldly property, for the profit ofthe purchaser.

The lives of bishops and abbots and superior clergy cor

responded with this conception of their oflices; luxury,

neglect of duty, secular pursuits, concubinage, even the

grossest licentiousness, polluted the palaces, the dwell

ings, and colleges of the clergy. Though for a long

time past isolated efforts had been made, especially by

the monastic bodies, for the reformation of these abuses,

yet up to the period at which we have arrived, no material

impression had been produced upon the mass of corrup

tion which tainted the ecclesiastical system in every part

of Latin Christendom.i

We revert'now to the mission of the Roman reformers

to the court of Henry III. of Germany.

When Archdeacon Peter arrived at the royal resi

Henry HL dence with the petition of his brethren in his

’ favourable to hand, he found the monarch in a disposition

"Mn" favourable to the views of the reformers. The

mantle of his saintly namesake Henry II. appears to

have suddenly fallen upon him. The prostrate suppli

cations, the sighs and tearsof the petitioner, produced a

profound impression upon a mind cast in a nobler mould

than that of his father. Besides this, his political posi

tion was safer, and he could better afford to despise the

alliance of venality and corruption. The successors to

thrones are as often inclined to depart from the vices as

from the virtues of their predecessors; and it appears

that at an early period of his reign Henry III. had

openly expressed his disapprobation of his father’s policy

in the disposal of ecclesiastical benefices.j Throughout

1 See extracts from Mabillon, Act.

Sanct. Ord. S. Ben. ap. Stenzel, Gesch.

(1. Frank. Kais. vol. i. p. 111.

J' Glaber Rudolphus (ubi sup. p. 71)

tells us that one day an abbot had pre

sented him with a valuable horse. Some

time afterwards it turned out that the

giver had either stolen or taken it by

violence from a person of inferior rank.

While the king was on his back, the

owner approached him, and boldly re

claimed his property, complaining at

the same time of the wrong that had

been done to him. Henry immediately

dismounted, and restored the animal

to the owner, with ample amends for

the privation of his services and the

inconvenience he had suffered while ‘it

was out of his possession. The feloni

ous abbot was summoned to answer the
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his reign he resisted every temptation to enrich himself

by the sale of church patronage, and chose his personal

friends among that class of persons, clergy or laity, that

was least tainted with the prevalent abuses. He strove

zealously to restore decayed discipline, and cooperated

honestly with every effort to reform the morals of the

clergy. But he thought that the church must be puri

fied by and through herself. In this view he coincided

—as may be easily understood—with the reformers them

selves; and upon that principle he proceeded with the

work of reform, moved as much by a desire to satisfy

his own conscientious scruples as to gratify the anxious

wishes of the indignant friends of religion.

. Animated by these sentiments, Henry prepared for

i118 coronation at Rome; but before his de- Penitential

parture (A.D. 1046) he convoked at numerous synod of

synod, attended by all the archbishops and Henry III‘

bishops of the realm.k In his opening speech he ex

pressed lllS opinions upon the state of the Catholic church

with uncompromising severity. “ With a heavy heart,”

he sa1d, “I address you: I speak to you who stand in

the place of Christ in that holy church which He hath

taken for his bride, and bought with the price of his blood.

As He of his own free grace came forth from the bosom

of the Father, through the Holy Virgin, for our redemp

tlon, so likewise gave He commandment to his disciples,

Sending them into the World, saying, ‘Freely have ye re

celved; f:“Bely give.’ But you have corrupted yourselves

y avarice and cupidity; you, whose duty it is to dis

 

complaint of the owner, and for the de

ceptloupractised upon the sovereign.

e delinquent appeared, and was duly

couvicted;_ after which Henry com

mended him to la down his pastoral

m5. “_Cast asidye,” he said, “that

“'35, which you have received as the

{fit of a mere mortal like yourself.”

It e abbot obeyed, and the king taking

} up, placed it in the right hand of an

Bungle of‘the Saviour. “ Now ” said he

e sinner, “take back th
from the hand of the King Olllmnsigzf

tent, nor hold it in future from any

mortal hand; but use it freely, as be

cometh the servant of the Almighty

giver.”

'‘ The report of this meeting by

Glaber Rudolphus is entitled “De ex

tirpatioue simoniaca.” Pertz, tom. vii.

p. 71. Stenzel (ubi sup. p. 117) be

lieves this council to have been held

after the return of Henry from his

Italian expedition in 1047. But see

contra Pertz, ad loo, cit. Glaber’s

chronology is very imperfect ; we

therefore follow the learned editor of

the Mon. Germ., who dates the synod

in the summer or autumn of 1046.
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pense freely the gifts of the Holy Ghost by the laying on

of hands, have polluted yourselves with the vile lust of

gain; you have broken the holy laws of the church, and

have thereby drawn down the curse of the law upon

your own heads. And he, too,—my own father,—-for

whose soul’s salvation I stand in daily care and anxious

fear, was in his lifetime but too much given to this same

damnable lust ofgain. Let, therefore, every man among

you, who in his conscience feels the plague-spot blacken

ing his soul, remove himself from the ministry. For we

live in apprehension that it is by reason of this great

offence that divers disorders, slaughters, famines, and

sundry kinds of death by the sword and otherwise, have

come upon the sons of men. And do we not know of a

truth, that all ecclesiastical degrees and orders, from the

supreme pontiff himselfdown to the meanest door-keeper

in the house of the Lord, are already sinking under the

load of that damnation which they carry within them

selves? Are they not all fattening for the slaughter

upon the fruits of this their spiritual felony?”

“ The king spoke,” says the narrator, “ with a

The kings stern and gloomy countenance; the conscience

rebuke and stricken prelates held their peace; and well they

WW"? I might, for they trembled for their ill-gotten dig- r

nities; and, in truth, not only did this iniquity abound

in the Germanic and Frankish churches, but in a greater

degree in those of Italy; where, at this very time, the

priesthood and its offices were openly and publicly sold

like goods in the market-places.” The bishops attempted

no defence; but at once confessed their sin and craved

pardon. In the multitude of the offenders there was

safety for the particular sinner. The king, we are told,

was touched with compassion for the penitents, and dis

missed them with the comfortable words: “ Go, and that

which you have badly gained expend well; and in your

prayers forget not to intercede for the soul of my father,

who was your fellow-worker in this iniquitv, if so be that

you may still obtain for him indulgence frdm God for the

sin he hath committed.” After this general confession a

solemn edict and declaration was adopted and published,
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purporting that thenceforward no order of clergy or ec

clesiastical ministry should be obtained for money; and

that if any one should presume to give or to take any

such order or preferment for a price in money or any

other valuable consideration or commodity, he should

forfeit all his worldly goods and honours, and fall under

the curse of the anathema. “ Then arose the king from

his throne, and with much fervour pronounced this vow:

‘Inasmuch,’ said he, ‘as the Lord hath of his free

mercy and loving-kindness placed this royal diadem

upon my head, so will I to the ‘utmost of my power, in

all that concerns His religion, dispense and cause to be

dispensed and freely given that which proceedeth from

Him, without money and without price. Such is my

vow and steadfast resolution ;—an’ it .please you, be it

yours likewise.’ ”

Having recorded this solemn obligation, king Henry

prepared himself for the great work in hand by . ,

spiritual exercises of the severest kiIId.' He olgiigiillyiliill.

performed, we are told,1 very rigorous penances, ‘° “$155
and often appeared in public arrayed in all the M)‘ ‘

Pomp 0f royalty while still smarting under the cruel

flagellations he had inflicted upon his own flesh. In the

autumn of the year 1046 he had collected a numerous

army on the Alpine frontier. Here he was joined by

many princes of the empire, and a numerous retinue of

clergy; among the latter, the archbishops Halinard of

Lyons and Adalbert of Hamburg, the bishop Suidger of

amberg, and other prelates. At Mantua he was re

ceived by Markglrave Boniface of Tuscany, .

lord of Mantua, odena, and Ferrara, with a.ellghty and inauspicious submission. With .Htimy's

Jealous mlsg'iving the indigent monarch of Ger- Jea my.

many marked the immense value of the jewelry and

“l'lealth displayedat this public reception: as he passed

t rough the territory subject to his powerful vassal, he

Counted the number and strength of his castles; he sur

"eyed the lofty battlements of the proud Canossa, the im

Preg'nable residence of the Markgrave; and he weighed

  

1 Vit. S. Armenia, lib. i. c. 6; ap. Stenzel, i. p. 112.
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in his mind the enormous influence and the widely ex

tended family alliances of the house of Tuscany. It is

' more than probable that Henry suspected his great vassal

of an intent to impose on him by a display of wealth

the monarch could not rival, and to disparage his sove

reign by figuring as the hero of the pageant. Henry

took the alarm; and his bearing so strongly indicated the

offence he had taken as to give countenance to a report

current in Italy that, during his temporary residence in

Tuscany, he twice attempted, by force or treachery, to
get the person ofthe Markgrave into his power.m Indeed,

the extent, the resources, the wealth of the principality of

Tuscany, unbalanced by any counterpoise in its vicinity,

were of themselves serious enough to create alarm; and

the reflection that this wide and flourishing principality

lay upon the direct line ‘of communication between Rome

and Lombardy inspired a reasonable apprehension for

the safety of himself and his army while slowly traversing

the intervening distance.n

From Mantua Henry hastened to Pavia, whither he

DietOfPamhad summoned a great diet and synod of the

against Italian kingdom. Thirty-nine bishops from
5mm)" Germany, France, Transjurane Burgundy, and

Italy obeyed the command. The king lost no time in

announcing his intentions; he called upon the prelates

to point out the canonical mode of proceeding against

simonians, and more especially to advise him as to the

course to be pursued in dealing with the inveterate dis

orders of the church of Rome. In answer to this im—

portant question, the bishops shortly declared the law to

be that no bishop, much less a pontiff of the holy see,

could be accused or judged in his absence, or without the

fullest opportunity and facility of defence. A message

was accordingly sent to Pope Gregory VI. requesting

him to attend upon the king, as soon as possible, at

Piacenza.

The pontiff—a simple-minded and by no means ill

“ Donizo, Vit. Mathild. lib. i. c. 13; period. Tuscany, under the celebrated

ap. Mu-raz‘. 1v. p. 256. Countess Mathilda, became the point

:\ Neither were these apprehensions d’appui of the papacy in the great war

vain, though verified at a. more distant of investitures.
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dis osed erson robably not very intimately , v ,acqliiaintedJ with,tllfe rigid rules of technical pu

‘j
rity, and perhaps falling too much in with the P39 {j w‘:

loose notions of his age and education—pre- g y i ' l l

sented himself without fear before the sovereign at the .,' '

appointed rendezvous, and was received by him with allthe honours due to the representative of St. Peter; and ' l

on this familiar footing he travelled with Henry as far i

as Sutri, a small town about twenty-five miles north of .'

Rome. Here the king halted, and requested the pope to ' " ‘i

call a council, to consult on the best means of reforming ; ‘ ii

the church in its head and members. The council was . 1 r1 *

accordingly summoned, and within a very short synod of ' ' '

space of time a great concourse of superior ec- Sum

clesiastics—among them the archbishops of Aquileia and

Arles, the bishop of Augsburg, and many others from

all parts of Ital , France, and Germany, assembled at

Sutri. The first subject proposed for the consideration

of the meeting was the state of the Roman church, and

the claims of the three rival pontiffs, Benedict IX., Syl- ,

vester III., and Gregory VI. Of these, the case of 1

Sylvester was easily disposed of 5 he was adjudged to be :

a mere intruder without a pretence of title. The case of j

Benedlct IX. was rather more knotty; but it was at ' h

h l

 

hI...‘._.--.,..

  

length decided that, inasmuch as he had twice voluntarily

resigned the chair, he had thereby adjudicated against 5- . I

hlmself and abdicated the throne; and that he could not, i l; ‘

afterhe ceased to be pope, by any act of his own revive

h1s title to the pontificate. Benedict and Sylvester being . 1

thus disposed of, the more delicate task remained behind i

0f deahng with the canonical title of the pontiff from i 9 _

Whpm the judges themselves derived, and professed to r I l ;

dew/e; then‘ own powers to sit and deliberate. Individu- ,5 "i 1

all)’ ‘the prelates entertained no doubt of the simoniacal ‘Rravlty 0i Gregory’s election; they felt that his con- ‘

tllluance 1n the pontificate was a blot upon the church

t a’? must not only stand as a stinging proof of their own

Puslllanimlty, but afford direct encouragement and coun

tenance to the very crime they were assembled to con

demn and to punish. With what face could they expect
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to open out a pure stream from so polluted a source?

As long as the fountain-head of all sacerdotal authority

should be contaminated by simony, must not the deriva

tive streams pour the like poison into every vein and

artery of the ecclesiastical body?

It was determined, therefore, that Pope Gregory VI.

Proceeding should depose himself. A preliminary resolu

against tion was entered upon record, that no human

Gregmy VI‘ tribunal was competent to try or to depose a

pontiff of the holysee; that he was the sole judge in his

own cause, and that unless he could be prevailed upon to

pronounce sentence upon himself, there was no court that

could take-cognizance of the cause. The fathers there

fore humbly besought the pope, then sitting and pre

siding over the assembly, that he would take his own

cause in hand. ‘i Gregory,” says our informant Bonizo,

“being a person of surprising simplicity, upon this inti

mation, enteredupou his own defence, though indeed he

made but a sorry story of it!’ He ‘urged that he had

hitherto, by the grace of God, sustained the reputation

of a priest of unblemished life and conversation; and

that so great was the credit he had thereby gained, that

he was regarded by the Romans as a person of almost

angelic purity: that he had by. that course of conduct so

gained the confidence of his fellow-citizens that he had

been enabled to collect large funds, the whole of which

he had conscientiously expended, more especially in the

repair of the churches, in the emancipation of the clergy

from the tyranny of patricians and nobles, and the re

instatement of the priesthood and people of Rome in the

enjoyment of their electoral rights.°

The fathers, however, reverently reminded his holiness

Confession of that these intentions, however laudable in them

Gregmy VI- selves, might in his case turn out to have been,

after all, the mere suggestions of Satan wherewith to

hoodwink his conscience: he might, they said, have de

tected in them the wiles of the old enemy, since nothing

that was base and venal in its origin could be called holy.

Gregory, who seems to have honestly persuaded himself

° Bonizo, ad Amie. lib. v. pp. 801, 802, ubi sup.
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that the expenditure of the funds be had. collected and

expended in a good cause could not be misconstrued by

those who, like himself, had been earnestly intent upon

putting an end to theexisting abuses, was thunderstruck

by the figure he cut in the mirror thus held up to him by

the holy fathers. “ He opened his eyes,” says our in

formant, “ to the truth Without delay; he candidly con

fessed that he had yielded to the promptings of a zeal

Without knowledge——that the devil had deceived him into

the belief that he had been acting for the glory of God;

but that now that his eyes were opened, he clearly dis

cerned the snare that had been laid for his unsuspecting

soul, and desired the fathers to advise him as to the

course”he ought to pursue in so perplexing an emer

gency.

_Whether this request was preferred with an honest

desire for counsel under difficulty, or simply to Hisselfldepm

perplex the fathers, and to entrap them into sition and

a violation of their own principle, the latter abd‘camn'

evaded it with some dexterit . They could not advise

the pope to condemn himself?and to abdicate his illicit

power, for then the act would be theirs and not his; they

could not decline to speak, lest he should construe their

silence as implying impotency, and retain it. But they

knew their man, and thus shaped their reply: “ Re

VOIVe)” said they, “ your case in your own breast, always

remembering that it would be better for you, after the

example of the blessed Peter, for the love of whom you

say you haye done these things, to live a life of poverty

and obscurity in this world, and be rich with him in

eternity, than while on earth to glitter with the sorcerer

imon Magus in the enjoyments of earthly power and

Wealth, and with him to perish irretrievably.” This

advice left the alternative pretty fairly in the hands of

thefontlif, though clothed with the terrors most likely

t9 Impress a timid and burdened conscience. It left

hlm: indeed, with little room to misunderstand the course

6 wasexpected to pursue; he therefore yielded to the

Sbg'gestion without demur, and pronounced sentence upon

linself in these words : “ I, Gregory, bishop, servant of

I
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the servants of God, do hereby adjudge myself to be re

moved from the pontificate of the holy Roman church,

because of the enormous error which, by and through

simoniacal impurity, hath crept into and vitiated my

election thereunto.” After this he addressed the fathers:

“ Is it,” he asked, “ your pleasure that so it shall be ?”

They replied unanimously, “ Your pleasure is our plea

sure; therefore so let it be.” It is added, that as soon as

the humble-minded pontiff had pronounced his own sen

tence, he descended from the throne, divested himself of

the pontifical vestures, and sinking upon his knees, im

plolil'ed pardon for the usurpation of which he had been

gu' t .P

If it had been the general opinion of this age that

Legal chma- ecclesiastical rank or order obtained by the

$61221: payment of money voided the appointment ab
alga... Git'm'tio, the fathers of Sutri could have had as

g‘n‘y ‘71- little scruple in quashing the election of Gre

gory VI. as they felt in annulling that of Sylvester III.

But in order to constitute themselves, they were com—

pelled to resort to one or other of the three pontiffs—one

or other must be acknowledged as pope de facto, in

order to qualify them to determine whether there was a

pope de jam or not. With this view Henry III. and

is advisers pitched upon Gregory as a proper instru

ment for clearing the church of all the three, and for

, sweeping a clean path for their projected reforms. Though

there were persons who held that bribery avoided all

orders or appointments in the church, it is probable that

the fathers of Sutri were not blind to the serious incon

veniences of that doctrine, if followed to its remoter con

sequences. If simony had been held per se to vitiate an

election from its origin, there would have been a vacancy

‘of the holy see, and an incurable discontinuance of its

powers for nearly one hundred and fifty years; scarcely

a pope of the tenth century, or the earlier half of the

eleventh, but must have been struck out of the lists of

P Leo Ostz'ens. _Chron. Casein. lib. ii. this transaction is Bonz'zo, ad Amie. ap.

c: 79; ap. Marat. 1v. p. 395. The prin- (Efel. Rr. Boic. Ss. tom. ii. p- 803

cipal authority we have followed for
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legitimate pontiffs.q The sounder view of the gpinion

upon which the fathers of Sutri acted as to the e ect of

bribery or venality upon the validity of ecclesiastical

oiiices, was that it made them voidable by legal prose

cution and sentence, but that it did not render them so

retrospectively void as to annul the title of the per

sons elected, or vitiate their ofiicial acts from the begin

ning. If such had been their idea of the legal effect of

simony, they could not have acknowledged either of the

three rival pretenders; there would have been no pope

to preside over the synod; and they would doubtless have

regarded themselves as a simple convention, whose only

duty it would have been to take the measures requisite to

procure a valid election.1r

The delicate task of deposing a legitimate pope and

removing a crying scandal from the see of Peter having

been successfully accomplished, King Henry adjourned

‘1 Baronius, looking no further back his election, as notoriously tainted with

than the election of Gregory VI., slips simony; and with these Hermann the

aside from the difl‘icnlty by denying Cripple (Contractus), a writer of a

that he was indebted to bribery for the somewhat later age, fully agrees : the

see- He rehed upon the testimony of bishop of lh‘eysingen’s report is, be

Otto bishop of Freysingen, a writer sides, inaccurate in several particulars,

of the twelfth century, who says that and Baronius adopts his errors: then

Gregory owed his election to the free again, Bonizo was not only a contem

sulfrages of the Roman people, admit- orary but an eye-witness, he having

1mg, however, that he bought off Be- been actually present at the council.

nedict IX. by a grant for life of the On these grounds, Pagi concludes, no

papal revenue of England (Peter- rational doubt can exist that Gregory

pence). Baronius, moreover, quotes

two letters to Gregory from St. Peter

Damiani, congratulating him upon the

prospect his election held out to the

(lhristiamworld of the speedy extinc

tion of simony, and consulting him

upon other ecclesiastical matters. In

the lBBIb'pla/Ce he urges the notorious

recognition of Gregory VI. by Hilde

lfirand (Gregory VII.), who, when

lmself elected to the papal chair,

adopted his pontifical name in honour

s memory. a 1', however takes

the good cardinal togtask for this very

q‘uestionable apolog . The guilt of

(iregory, heDsays, was known to all

t e world; it was admitted and re

proved by all contemporary writers ; '

It was only less enormous than that of

h“ {W315i Inasmuch as the motive was

lsgnlml‘e = _Leo_ of Ostia, Glaber Ru

dP usaDesiderins of Monte Cassino,

‘"1 Bonizo, all concur in condemning

VI- bought the papacy, and that, if

simony could vitiate an election, there

had been no need ofmore trouble about

his case than about that ofSylvesterIII.

See Baron. an. 1044, tom. xvi. p. 658

et sqq. with Pagi’s notes, §§ 1-12.

I The fathers, however, did not enter

at all into the question of what were the

canonical effects of simony on the prior

acts of the guilty parties. In the follow

ing age the more zealous reformers

held that it not only vitiated the orders

of the delinquent, but that it annulled

all his oificial acts. On these matters,

however, the age of Gregory VI. had

not yet made up its mind. Benzo, a

devoted partisan of the imperial fac

tion, whose writings we shall hereafter

have occasion to notice, treats the acts

of Sutri and the deposition of the.ri

val popes as the single acts of king

Henry III.
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Clergy and the meeting to Rome, and assembled them in

P°°P1fmign the church ofthe Prince of the Apostles for the

the right of . . .

election“, purpose of electmg a pontiff to fill the vacant

Hem’- chair. The king ascended a throne placed

for him amidst the assembled prelates and cardinals of

the Roman church; on his right hand and on his left

were arrayed in due order the Italian and the Roman

nobles of every rank, among whom stood foremost the

Markgrave Boniface of Tuscany. Rising from his seat he

addressed the meeting in a short harangue : “ Hitherto,”

said he, “ O senators and citizens of Rome, you have not

made a judicious use of the great franchise intrusted to

you; nevertheless, in conformity with ancient law and

usage, you are now called together freely to choose from

among the congregation of'the priests of the Lord here

present him whom you may desire to be your bishop.”

But here a difficulty presented itself fatal to a strictly ca

nonical election. The king introduced the proceeding by

rehearsing to the assembly all that had been done at Sutri,

and exhorted the electors to look around and to point

out some one whom, in strict accordance with the rules

ofcanonical purity,they could conscientiously recommend.

After some discussion it was ascertained that among the

Roman clergy no such person was to be found; all, all

were so polluted by “simony and fornication,”s as to be

unworthy of such exalted dignity: the king, they said,

was therefore, in virtue of his oflice, entitled to direct

their suffrages, and they besought him upon their knees

to establish such regulations for the election of the Roman

pontiff as should now and for ever insure a succession of

men who, by the excellence of their doctrine, and the

purity of their lives, might lead back a perishing world

into the paths of righteousness ; and that thus the pesti

lence which had brought the church to the brink of ruin

might be stayed. After this public confession and volun

tary abdication of the franchise, the assembly resolved

that King Henry, emperor-elect, and his successors,

were hereditary patricians of Rome; and amid the loud

acclamations of the meeting they clothed him with the

' Priests married, or addicted to coneubinage.
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green mantle of the patriciate, and placed the ring upon

his finger, and the golden circlet on his brow. Invested

thus with the plenary authority ofthe electors, He ats

King Henry descended from his throne, and BN2?) of

taking Bruno bishop of Bamberg by the hand, lsg‘engflfgngn

be seated him on the vacant throne of the pon- '

tificate, all persons present signifying their concurrence

by loud and repeated Hosannas. The new pope Clement 11,

assumed the name of Clement II., and on the P°Pe

day of his nomination he placed the imperial crown upon

the head of his patron.‘

Among the reformers of the age Peter Dainiani, prior

of the convent of the Holy Cross at Avellano, Peter

near Eugubium in Umbria, stood foremost. The Damiani'

emperor was anxious to secure his aid in the great work

of rooting out simony, and restoring the discipline of the

church._ By his desire the new pontiff wrote to the prior

intimating the emperor’s wishes. The latter, however,

had no stomach for the occupation cut out for him. “I

see no good purpose,” said he in reply, “ to be answered

by running to and fro between you and the emperor.

My duties lie nearer home, and here I have indeed my

hands full. I am sick at heart when I reflect upon the

utter confusion prevailing in these parts from the conduct

of wicked bishops and abbots. What is it to us here to

be told that the holy see hath turned from darkness unto

hg‘ht, if we here are doomed still to dwell in the shadow

of death? What availeth it us to be informed that there

13 Plenty of good food close at hand, if it be kept locked

11p 1n the granary, and we be doomed to die of famine?

91'; how are we the better for the good sword by your

Elder If you are forbidden to pluck it from its Scabbard?

l . .
supleggi‘tlei'g- "1 Qhron. Cassin. ubi far more authentic, but extremely la

HL-a If; k enzoms Penesyr- Hen. conic, story of Leo of Ostia. In this

p_ 957P' Til” 8”’ ss- Rr-_Gern_!. tom. i. story we think we erceiveareluctance

us ' withe Work of this writer must to come out with all the facts; whi1e_in

rative is so (Lgmat caunon- HIS nar- that of Benzo we detect a strong desire

a pm l-sf-igured Pyexeggemion to exaggerate the imperial share in the

separate £53m that It IS difficult to transaction, and to impute to Henry an

is obgiously £518?’ be true from what extravagance of prerogative which it is

‘mum to reconcile his

- account of the kn d .“when of Clement II. with that of the we “6'

VOL. Iv_

G

We have endea- very unlikely the Romans should ac~ '
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We know that things cannot be taking a right course

when we see the robber (bishop) ofFano, whom even the

false popes put out of communion for his numberless

atrocities, or him ofOssimo, dyed equally deep in villany,

with many other criminals of the like cast, returningjoy

ously from your presence. Must not the sight of such

things convert our hope into mourning, and cause us to

wring our hands in despair? There was a time when

we trusted that you would have redeemed our Israel;

and we do now earnestly beseech your holiness to set

righteousness upon its feet again. Bring to your aid all

the rigour of ecclesiastical discipline, so that the proud

may be confounded and the humble man be edified and

encouraged!“

Peter Damiani belonged to that school of eager re

Reformers formers which looks for the fruit almost as soon

and 'ef‘mns- as the good seed is planted, and before time

has been allowed for it to germinate. As we shall have

frequent occasion to speak of this school, we may at once

conveniently designate them as the Disciplinarian, in

contradistinction to another and widely different class,

who may with equal propriety be distinguished as the

Political reformers. The complaint of Damiani was not

without foundation. For some time no definite steps

were taken against the delinquencies of which all were

ashamed, and few were honest or hold enough to grapple

with. But in the January following his coronation

First enact, Henry convoked a second synod at Rome for

meet against the suppression of simony, though unaccompa

smmy' nied with the severity of punishment which the

zealous abbot of Avellano demanded. At this convoca

tion the anathema was pronounced against all persons

who should by purchase acquire, or dispose of by bargain

and sale, any spiritual ofiice; and it was ordered that if

any one should accept holy orders from a bishop whom

he should, at the time of receiving them, know to have

been himself simoniacally ordained, he should be deemed

guilty of a grave offence," and should for the same undergo

55'; EP- Pet- Dam’ BP- Fleury. Xii- p- ' A sort of misprision of simony.
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a penance of forty days.w But so moderate a measure

did not answer the demands of the eager disci- Dissatisfac

plinarians. The course of bit-by-bit reform was “0"

equally displeasing to the party of the political church

men, who soon began to exhibit an ominous aversion

from that control and management which the emergency

of the times had thrown into the hands of the secular

power. The zealots of the party complained bitterly of

the arbitrary demeanour of the emperor during the late

transactions at Sutri and at Rome. “ The elevation of

that prince to the imperial throne,” they said, “ had, it is

true, the effect of emancipating the clergy and people

from the oppressions of their. domestic patricians, who

had indeed always been chosen from among the petty

tyrants of the city and its environs; but he had hastened

to undo all the good he had done for church and people

by unlfiwfully assuming to himself the same tyrannous

power.

Iiittle information exists respecting the office of the

patriciate smce the age of Charlemagne. All The Patrici

that is known amount-s to no more than that ate

certam officers, either appointed by the emperDI'S and

klngs of Italy, or assuming to have been so appointed,

hfldfrom time to time exercised in their names a pro

testing, or—what in that age was pretty much the same

blng—a g’Overnlng power, which they had frequently

a used. _The name of patrician came at length to be con

nected with those official tyrannies under which the R0

Hjalllf had suffered for a long time past. The delegation

gattdflftr Imperial function to inferior ofiieers had oblite

of 9m theminds of the commonalty all recollection

fol; stol‘jglqfil _1mport and dignity.’‘ It was open, there

Witfi tOhatetill-informed_to confound the office of protector

ulal' Nanny Whlch the. name denoted in the po

P acceptation. Thus Bonizo of Sutri might take the

" Co ' _ - _edit. ofngl'dleflzgd' vL-P' 926; 01‘ 111 the 176, says that it was moreover enacted

and Supple“; tm' x,1- PP' 1313, 131?, at this synod that no bishops of Rome

- 0m. 1. p 1277. This should be elected or consecrated with
counc'l' '' l 18 0P1)’ known from a letter of out the consent of the emperor.

ter Dannani to H -

Rev my arshbishop of x Cont’. Book v1. 0. iv. .107 ms.
enna. The Art de Vérlf. 8w. i. p. and c. v. p. 132, ofthis worlll.) '
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emperor to task for assuming a title odious to the people,

derogatory to his own character, and degrading to the im

perial dignity. The emperor, he urged, was too high and

mighty a personage to condescend to so disreputable a

station. “To what end,” he asked, “ could the Emperor

Henry have assumed the inferior title of patrician, ex

cept it were that he might step the more easily into

the place of the tyrants who had hitherto disgraced and

vexed the church? What more cruel mockery, than

that he who but a few days before had condemned and

punished those lay oppressorsy should avowedly set him

self up as their successor, even to the very name and

title of oflice? \Vhat other object could he have in

view but, by taking the title, to snatch the right to

which the lay tyrants had always aspired, of electing

and ordaining the Roman pontiffs 17”’

Thus early in the progress of church-reform had that

Jealousy of jealousy of the power to which the reformers

the Political were indebted for the possibility of a successful

refmmers' termination of their labours arisen to disturb

the movement, and to direct it into that channel which

political churchmen never lose sight of—an absolute in

dependence of all lay government. The real grievance

of this party is clearly revealed in the complaint of the

bishop of Sutri. He conceived the patriciate, or desired

it to be conceived by the public, as a naked tyranny——

the usurpation of a governing power never before ex

ercised by emperor or king—consequently illegal and

tyrannous in its origin. Accordingly he chose to see in

the bearer of the imperial title no other than the cove

nanted advocate and temporal protector— an office with

no reciprocal duty attached to it—a profitable barter of

Y Namely, the patricians—in the

plural. It is probable that the persons

in question consisted of upstart nobles

who had, perhaps in imitation of the

forms of the ancient republic, assumed

the rank of patricians, and exercised

powers they might ignorantly conceive

to attach to that rank.

1 Bonizo, ad Arnie. lib. v. c. 2, ap.

(Efel. Ss. Rr. Boic. ii. p. 802. The ig

norance of Bonizo would surprise us if

we did not suspect that it was inten

tional. Neither Charlemagne, he tells

us, nor his son Louis the Pious ever

were patricians of Rome (l). As to

Charlemagne, he never was even empe

ror; his son Louis the Pious was the

first emperor—neither of them could,

he says, have ever thought of degrad

ing the superior title by assuming the

lesser (ll).
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spiritual wares for hard services, personal risks, and enor

mous expenditure of life and treasure.3 The common

sense of mankind suggests that there can be no binding

bargain without a reciprocity of advantage. Where there

is a burdensome oflice, there must be the power to perform

its duties, and a right to command obedience to its legi

timate dictates. It was, however, the aim and object of

the party of political reformers to bind down their ofiicer

to all his rigorous obligations, while divesting him ofevery

corresponding duty he might claim as against themselves.

They repudiated subordination, under the plea that the

demand originated from an illegal and tyrannical usurpa

tion; they called upon their covenanted advocate and pro

tector to exhaust himself and his subjects in the perform

ance of his duty to the church, without the means of

commanding the support of pope, clergy, or people. \Ve

shall find hereafter that the objections taken to the as

sumption of the patriciate were little more than a subter

fuge to cover the designs of the leaders of the party.

Independence was but the first step to ascendency; Hil

debrand of Saona and Anselm of Lucca had already

appeared upon the stage; and under the animating sug

gestions of these men the energetic body called into life

by the_unsuspecting piety of the northern monarch was

preparing to contend with him for the scepti'e of the

wor .

B On the patriciate, see chap iv of Ital

I _ . . y, see the same passages and cont‘.
Bopk VI. On the political powers ex- chap. v. of the same Book, 1pp- 131 9'1

ercised by the emperors in Rome and sqq. '

 

 

 



CHAPTER IV.

HENRY III. EMPEROR. EARLIER REFORM MOVEMENTS.

Rise of Hildebrand—Death of Gregory VI. and Clement II.-—Appointment of

Poppo bishop of Brixen—Wazo’s opinion—Damasus II.-—his death—Election

of Bruno bishop of Toni—Leo IX. pope—Object of the fictitious narrative of

the journey of Bruno (Leo IX.) to Rome—Hildebrand and the decretalists

repudiate lay interference—Views of the political reformers—Advantage of

the political scheme—Synod at Rome—Indisoreet zeal of the decretalists—

Alarm of the priesthood—The synod supposed to have prohibited clerical

matrimony—Failure of the scheme—Hildebrand seeks for proselytes abroad—

Hildebrand and Leo IX. in France—Synod at Rheims—Reforms proposed to

the synod-Inquest and its results—Leo IX. excommunicates the French pre

lates for non-attendance—Celibacy of the clergy not yet mooted—Synod 01'

Maintz—Sacerdotal marriage condemned—Dispositions of the Italian hier

archy—Struggle of the monastic party against simony and clerical matrimony

-—The two great issues—The history of sacerdotal celibacy—its origin—its

progress—Monastic view of the nature of marriage—Peter Damiani on celi

bacy—he defends orders conferred‘by simoniacal bishops—Policy of the de

fence—Inveteracy of the Italian prelacy—Riotous synod of Mantua—Henry

III. withholds his support—Unfortunate campaign of Leo IX. against the Non

mans—Settlement of the Normans in Italy—Release and death of Leo IX.

UNDER the belief that the main objects of his expedition

Rise of to Italy had been successfully accomplished,

Hildebmi the emperor returned to Germany, carrying

with him the deposed pope Gregory VI. The exile was

accompanied on his journey by his faithful friend and

chaplain Hildebrand, the son of a carpenter of Saona in

Tuscany, who in early youth had migrated to Rome, and

soon attracted the attention of persons of rank and in

fluence, more especially that of Lawrence archbishop of

Amalfi, by whom he was introduced to the notice, first

of the profligate Benedict IX., and afterwards of the

erring but amiable pontiff, to whom be adhered to the

last hour of his life, with all the tenacity of purpose

which distinguished his daring and brilliant career. Hil

debrand derided the pleas upon which the presumptuous
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layman Henry had dared to set aside the free election

of the church and people of Rome, and sacrilegiously to

set up a pontiff of his own. He maintained both the

purity and ‘the legitimacy of Gregory VI., and refused

to acknowledge his successor in any other character than

that of an uncanonical intruder. Upon the D th f

death ofhis patron, which occurred a few months Gmghfw

after his arrival at his place of banishment, 01932:‘: H

Hildebrand retired to the monastery of Cluny '

in Burgundy, where he entered the order of St. Benedict,

and soon distinguished himself among that fraternity as

a learned canonist and divine.“

The events which followed the death of Gregory were

ofa nature to deepen the impression and to sti- Appointment

mulate the hopes of the ambitious monk. Cle- ofPqppo of

merit II. had died a few days before his un- Bnxen'

fortunate rival.b The Romans reported the decease of

the pontiff to the emperor, and recommended to him

Halinard archbishop of Lyons, as the person best quali

fled to fill the vacant throne. But for some reason of

his own Henry preferred Poppo bishop of Brixen, and de

Slg'nated him as successor to Clement. It appears, how

ever, that the emperor wished to avoid offending against

established custom; and, entertaining some doubt whe

ther he was justified in causing an election to be made

at a distance from Rome, and without the personal con

currence of the electoral body, he submitted the question

t0 Wazo bishop of Liege, one of the most highly reputed

canonists of the age. In Germany the schools of canon

IeW had survived and flourished throughout the worst pe

riods of ecclesiastical decline. Rhegino abbot of Prume,

and after him Burchard bishop of Worms, had kept alive

the knowledge of canon—or rather pontifical—lawc in

that country and the neighbouring provinces of France.

‘(1Z0 Was a pupil of that school. He had, we are told,

deiz‘oted much of his time to the study and arrangement

of the acts of the Roman pontiffs, their decrees and the

'‘ Bonizo ad Am lib vi - ubi $11 ‘=_ , . . . , p. See Book VI. 0. vm- Pp- 214, 215 °f

PP- 802. 803. this work.

'' Oct. 9th, A.D. 1047.
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authentic canons of the church,” and he had arrived at

the conviction that the supreme pontiff, whatever his

manner of life, was, by divine decree, exempted from all

human jurisdiction or responsibility.‘1 Wazo was besides

a man of unimpeached integrity and undaunted courage.

No doubt suggested itself to his mind as to what his an

swer to the imperial inquiry should be. At this moment

he was uninformed of the death of Gregory VI., whom he

still regarded as legitimate pontiff. His answer, there

wazo’s fore, was framed upon the supposition that he

Opinion- was still alive; consequently that there could

be no question as to the election of a successor, or the

propriety of any proposed mode of filling a nonexistent

vacancy. Wazo boldly condemned all the late proceed

I ings of the emperor at Rome, and denounced the depo

sition of Gregory VI. as uncanonical and irregular:

“Your majesty,” he said, “ should reflect that the pope

Whom you have ejected is still living; and that he whom

you substituted being now dead, the papacy survives in

him whom you have deposed; for if there be a doctrine

more clearly inculcated in the traditions of the church

than another, it is that a supreme pontiff cannot be ar

raigned, judged, or deposed, by any human being.”e

But by the death of Gregory the question had really

arisen; and to that question the answer of

Wazo had no application. Bishop Poppo, the

designated candidate, treated the advice tendered with

contempt; and the emperor persevered in his earlier in

tention. The pope-elect took the name of Damasus II.,

and was escorted to Rome by Markgrave Boniface of

Tuscany. The Romans welcomed him cheerfully as their

protector against domestic tyranny. The high church

reform party among the clergy, on the other hand, beheld

with indignation this fresh instance of sacrilegious med

dling with holy things. “ All this was done,” says the

zealous Bonizo, “ in the exercise of the tyrannical power

of the patriciate which the emperor had usurped. But,”

Damasus II.

'‘ Anselmiu Gest. Episcop. Leodiens. therefore dissented from the doctrine

ap. Pertz, v11. pp. 228, 229._ of self-deposition, or doubted the volun—

B Anselm. Gest. 8m. ubi sup. He tary character of the act.

“-'\J‘I'MN‘" .
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he adds, “ before twice ten days had passed over the head

of that man, filled with all pride, whom he had obtruded

upon the holy see—this Damasus—sickened and died, and

perished body and soul.” But though a matter of self

cougratulation to the zealots, the sudden death Death of

of the new pope was a subject of serious alarm Dams“ H

to the Romans. That imperial patriciate which gave

such umbrage to the Roman nobles, and their friends

the radical reformers, appeared‘ as a matter of life and

death to the citizens. Swift messengers were sent off to

the emperor to apprise him of the calamity that had be

fallen them, and a deputation followed, with a humble

request that he would lose no time in naming a suc

cessor. We are, however, assured that the Germanic

prelacy regarded the sudden death of their colleague as

a mark of the Divine displeasure, and declined not only

to offer themselves as candidates, but even to throw

of the emperor’s choice. Per

pleXed by this unexampled reluctance, Henry summoned

Bruno bishop of Toul to his presence; and, after much

entreaty, obtained from him a conditional acceptance of

the pontifical throne.f

The biographer of Bruno says, that when he was

summoned to the council, he was ignorant of r _

the emperor’s intention; but that the moment 15113353112;

he appeared he was unanimously—as it were 0”‘"11

y an impulse of inspiration—pointed out as (Leo my

the fittest person to bear the burden of the apostolic

Oflice. The Roman envoys joined in the general en

treaty ; and he yielded at length to the wishes of the

assembly, but solely upon the condition that he should

be allowed to satisfy himself beyond doubt that he was

the. free choice of the clergy and people of Rome. Mean~

Whlle he returned to his diocese; he declined the robes

and ornaments usually assumed by a pope-elect, and re

fused to take a pontifical name until he should have

assured himself of the canonical regularity of his elec

t1011- After this, avoiding‘ all distinctive apparel, and

r - -
_ Bomzo, 11b] sup..p. 803. Wibert,

tom. iii. . 291 292.m Vit. Leon. IX. lib. 1i. 0. 2, ap. Mural. pp ’
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demeaning himself as an ordinary pilgrim to the holy

places, he set forth on his journey to Rome. Upon

his arrival he called together the clergy and people, and

told them that, in compliance with the petition- of their

envoys, the emperor had recommended him to their

choice; but he warned them that the election must be the

result of their unsolicited and unbought s'uffrages; and

he assured them that no election could have any validity

that proceeded from external command, influence, or so

licitation. “And,” he added, “ of this thing be sure,

that unless I am detained by your free and united votes,

I shall joyfully retrace my steps to my own country

and my own beloved people.” 1n the end, however, the

decision of the electoral body satisfied him that the im

L901); perial choice was in all respects agreeable to

P°Pe- the constituency, and he was accordingly en

throned and consecrated by the title of Leo IX.g

Though compelled to admit the canonical validity of

the election of Leo IX., the political party in the Roman

church adhered to their charge of impiety against the

emperor. suppressing the fact, that Bruno was igno

rant of his destiny when summoned to the imperial

council, and that his acceptance of the pontificate was

conditional only, they imputed his return to the right

path to the pungent remonstrances of their hero Hilde

brand. Bruno, they assert, was from the first apprised

of the purpose for which he was summoned; and that

when the pious Odilo of Cluny heard of his arrival at

Besaneon, on his way to Rome, to assume the pontifical

crown, be determined to confront him by the way; that

when Hildebrand was informed on the journey of the

object of the intended visit, be earnestly besought the

abbot to desist, and to turn back: “ For,” said he, “if

Bruno shall have dared to assume the pontificate at the

command of the emperor, he is an apostate, and not an

apostolic pope.”“ The abbot, it is further said, listened

in silence, but continued his journey. On his arrival he

waited upon Bruno, and earnestly pressed upon him the

8 See his life by his friend and arch- ubi sup.

deacon, Wibert apud. Murat. tom. iii. '‘ “ Apostaticus, ct non apostolicus." O
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argument of Hildebrand ; be convinced him of the fatal

error he was about to commit; Bruno thereupon di

vested himself of the papal vesture, and proceeded to

Rome in the garb of a simple pilgrim, Where he pre

sented himself to the church and people, and placed

himself at their disposal, carefully avoiding all mention

of the imperial recommendation. These veracious his

torians add, that thereupon the cardinal-bishops and

clergy present. assured him that they had sentfor him,

that they might choose him for their pontiff; that the

usual proclamation was made; that the people confirmed

the election by acclamation, and that the pope-elect was

then formally and canonically enthroned in the chair of

the prince of the apostles.i

Though little credit. is due to this account of the

transaction where it departs from that ofWibert, Object of the

it is instructive to observe the anxiety of the fictitious

party to fix the blot of usurpation and impietyupon the secular state. That the election of ofBrlmoio

Damasus II. was in some respects irregular ' Ome'

may be believed; neither is it clear that that of Leo IX.

would hear a rigid canonical investigation. A presenta

tion, or even a suggestion from so powerful a patron,

may be reasonably enough supposed to detract something

0111 the freedom of the electors; undue influence may

be surmised, though it may not be conclusively affirmed.

Yet in this instance it is manifest that the emperor stood

clear of any intention to infringe the privileges or bias

the w1_ll_of the electors; and that, on the contrary, he

wa? Wllhng‘ in a great measure to forego the influence

Whlfih 111$ predecessors, when they had the power, in

variably exercised over the choice of the Romans. The

doubt on his mind was not whether he had a right to

}1$_8_that influence, but Whether he could do so in this

mltlatory stage, and while he was himself residing at a

i I u - 0

ii B23120’ ad Ami?‘ M?’ W‘ 8‘P- 9391- Liege to Rome, but both before and

appill 8', muff“ Vlt- Leonis IX. after his nomination to the papacy _by

shjmldllghlll- 1’. ii. p. 348. Wibert, it Henry III. The accounts of Bonizo

liar ii at remembered’. was the fami- and Bruno were written between thipty

not all.“ and companion of Leo IX., and forty years later, during a period

y throughout 1115 journey from of bitter political and religious strife.
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distance from the place of election. But it lay in the

ground-plan and principle of the decretal scheme, that

lay influence, in any form or shape, was nothing less

than a sacrilegious impiety ; and if it suited their policy

to acknowledge Leo IX. as legitimate pope, it was of

the utmost importance to show that he had unequivocally

renounced the imperial nomination, and thrown himself

upon the naked sufi‘i'ages of the electoral body. And

it is with this view that we believe the mythic incidents

connected with the journey and election of Leo to have

been inserted by the Hildebrandine writers.

lVe take it for granted, therefore, that Henry III.

Hildebrand was ready to admit the principle, that the free

ci'z‘tlafihsfsdfé concurrence of the clergy and people of Rome

_pudiate lay was requisite to give effect to the imperial no

Interference'mination. It may indeed be assumed that,

upon that particular point, there was no difference of

opinion between the electoral body and the secular state.

To the rigid decretalists, however, this view of the re

lative position of the parties was more especially offen—

sive, because it implied and justified secular interposi

tion—because it introduced the unhallowed hand of the

“ lay enemy” into the sanctuary—because it subjected '

the children of light to the “kingdom of darkness”—

because it was a sacrilegious prcfanation of the temple

of God, and a robbery of the honour due to Him in the

persons of his servants and representatives.j And with

these opinions deeply graven in their minds, the political

reform party, with Hildebrand at their head, followed in

the wake of Leo IX. to Rome, and speedily insinuated

themselves into the confidence of the new pontiff. Hil

debrand himself was shortly afterwards raised to the

dignity of cardinal sub-deacon, steward and treasurer

of the holy see. From this moment to his death, forty

years later, he is ever present on the stage of papal

history.

This appointment established the obscure monk of

1 See Book VI. 0. vii._ pp. 199, 200 confirm this statement of the opinions

of this work. We anticipate our au- and projects of the political reform

thorities; but the sequel will amply party.
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Cluny as the minister of the new pope, and Viewsofthe

brought him into communication with Peter political re

Damiani, the distinguished leader of the disci- Mme“

plinarian school. 0th parties were anxious to loosen

the grasp which the laity had obtained upon the offices

and possessions of the clergy. But while the political

reformers looked forward to the final separation of the

church from the state, and the ultimate political ascend

ency of the spiritual powers, the disciplinarians carried

their views no further than the purification of the clergy,

and their protection from the contaminating influence of

worldly interests and occupations. The giant adversary

against whom both parties were disposed to combine

their forces with equal zeal was the crime of simony.

That term, in its original signification, denoted a cor

rupt sale and purchase of the gifts of the Holy Ghost,

as conveyed to the candidate for ecclesiastical office

through the imposition of hands. The bare presentation

of the person imparted no gift, and gave no authority;

consequently in this definition ofsimony there was nothing

repugnant to the exercise of lay patronage, provided the

presentment was unaccompanied by a money bargain or

valuable consideration. The political reformers, however,

agreed to regard presentation, ordination, and institution

as parts of one and the same transaction; so that lay

participation, whether gratuitous or corrupt, in any way

entering mto and taking part in the sacred act, vitiated

the Whole, and imparted to it the essential character of

Slmony. They regarded the laity as concluded under

the carnal law, and denounced all communion between

the klngdom of God as represented by the priesthood,

ahd the klngdoms of the darkness of this World, as essen—

tlally corrupt and unholy. Can it be conceived, they

asked, that the carnal man, the lay enemy, whom it was

the duty of the church to subdue and to reduce to obedi

91106 to the law spiritual, should hold the keys of the

SanctuaI'.Y——should open or shut its gates at their plea

sure_should introduce his emissaries into the bosom of

the Church, and with them all the fleshly elements that

ad hltherto so utterly polluted and disgraced her ? \Vhat,
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they inquired, were this but wholesale simony, involving

both church and state in the same guilt? True, indeed,

Simon Magus offered money for the gifts of the Holy

Ghost; but was sycophancy, ambition, fear, affection, or

any other motive tending to divert the gifts of God out

of the only pure and holy channel of transmission, less

the subject to the prohibition, less justly amenable to the

like condemnation?

From the moment of their birth there could belittle

Advantage doubtwhich of these two opinions, ‘touching the

ofthe poli- participation of the laity 111 the distributlon of

“cal scheme‘ ecclesiastical oflice, would prevail. The former

laboured under the serious objection of moderation and

practicability. The views of its promoters were confined

to moral and religious improvement, and afforded little

scope for further expansion. The latter was broad and

indiscriminate: it opened an unlimited prospect of power

and dominion; it reposed upon the now consolidated

foundation of decretal law, and was thence supplied

with a store of precepts and instructions sufficient to

answer every demand of the most unbounded ambition.

Though struggling against poverty, which often re

Synod at duced him to great difficulties, Leo IX. and his

Rome. In- zealous friend Hildebrand wrought indefatig—

dls'irfffiezeal ably for the extirpation. of simony. Compelled

'iecretlzlgts- to draw upon his private resources for the sub

'D' ‘ sistence of his household, and deserted by fair

weather friends, he persevered with honest solicitude in

the path marked out for him; and at as early a period

as practicable he assembled a synod at Rome to advise

him upon the best mode of putting an end to the dis

graceful traflic in spiritual graces, which had now, once

for all, awakened the zeal and indignation of Christen

dom. Some time was requisite to bring together the

bishops of Italy, France, and ,Germany; and it was

not till the month of April, in the year 1049, that the

popesucceeded in collecting around him numbers suf

cient to give weight to his decisions. With more zeal

than discretion, the ultra-reformers proposed to annul

all orders conferred by bishops who had purchased
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their sees. The effect produced upon the assembly by

this proposal affords the strongest evidence of the ex

tent to which simoniacal practices had been carried.

The bare statement raised a storm of agitation and alarm

among the members, more especially among the Roman

ecclesiastics. > They clamorously aflirmed that such a

measure would operate to suspend almost every priest,

and to empty almost every church in Italy: that the

people would be deprived of all the ordinances of reli

gion: mass would be discontinued; piety extinguished;

and the faithful throughout the land driven to despair.

These remonstrances—more probably, perhaps, the dan

ger of a schism in the church—drove the pontiff and

his advisers from their ground 5 and they consented, for

the present, to abide by the decree of Pope Clement 11.,

Imposing a canonical penance and abstinence from sacred

Inlnlstration for a term of forty days upon all ecclesias

tics who had knowingly accepted holy orders from a

sunonlacal bishop; but with the proviso, however, that

all such offenders should be incapable of further promo—

tion in the church.k

If this bold experiment upon the penitential feelings

of the Italian churches had been even partially Alarm of‘ the

successful, a very important share ofthe church P’ies‘hwd

patronage of Rome and all Italy would have fallen into

the hands of the political reform party; to be distri

buted, of course, among the disciples of the extreme

school. The Roman clergy perceived at a glance that

the success of the proposed measure would be their ruin.

any of this class had heartily joined in the reform

mol'ementi but they knew that if required to prove the

Pul‘lty 0f the source from which they derived their orders,

11% one in a hundred could clear his title from the simo

nlacal taint. They comprehended at once the full scope

ffthe measure proposed: they perceived that the zea

Ots had followed up their principle to its extreme con

sequences; that they had settled in their own minds all

k . .as Hdid' 02315111‘ “.m“ PP- 991, 992; 1049, 21P- Pis'o’mm’ R" Germ'assss"

" _- -x1. PP. 1395 1396. tom. i. . 291. Fleury Xii- PP- ’
swzbert. Vit. Leon. 1X., ap. .Mai'at. ubi 359. P ’

up. Hermanm Contracti Chron. an. I
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the results, past, present, and future, of the charge of

simony ;. that they had set it down as the sin against the

Holy Gkost,——a heresy of so dark a hue as to be beyond

the reach of pardon; operating to the extinction of all

ecclesiastical office, to whatever stage in the course of

transmission that taint might attach. It was perceived

that to them itwas a trivial matter that the principle cast

the most painful and embarrassing suspicions upon the

efficacy of all ecclesiastical ministrations for unnumbered

years bygone; that it encouraged the most harassing

and veXatious inquisition ; that it alienated friends, exas

perated opponents, and must in the end impel its authors

into the path of inexorable scrutiny and merciless punish

ment. And in fact the ultra reformers were prepared for

all these consequences, if they had been able to achieve

even a partial success in this their first bold step. But

here they found the religion or the superstition of the

masses running hand in hand with the vital interests

both ofreligion and its ministers; and Hildebrand wisely

_withdrew from the encounter with impediments which

must bid defiance even to his strategical ability.

But no failure operated to relax the efforts of the

Thesynod reformers for the abolition of admitted abuses.

shuppOsedjO In the first 1nstance they turned their attention

5:33:20; to the prosecution and punishment of bishops

marriage guilty of the “heresy of simony.” All offend—

‘'13’ 1049' ers of this kind within their reach Were con

demned and deposed. They prevailed upon the pope to

declare void all wedlock within the prohibited degrees of

consanguinity or aflinity; and even to dissolve the mar

riages of several persons of distinction for cause of “in

cest.”' Another writer assures us that the council of

1049 made a decree that “ from thenceforth neither priests

nor deacons should marry wives ; which thing,” he adds,

“caused the old serpent to rage furiously: for the bi

shops accepted the ordinance in moody silence; and at the

suggestion of the great enemy of mankind sullenly de

termined to disregard it altogether.”m Nor, in fact, can

{ Wibert.Vit. S.Lcon.ap. Murat. iii. m Bonizo, ad Amie. ubi sup. It is

“blsup- not, however, certain that the first
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any state of circumstances be imagined mOI'B Failure of the

unfavourable to the scheme of the ultra-re- scheme

formers at home than that they were doomed to encoun

ter. The bonds of civil society had been torn asunder

by long-continued habits of rapine, oppression, and in

justice, against which the papal government was altoge

ther impotent. The city of Rome was encompassed by

a predatory nobility, who possessed garrisoned castles

and fortified posts or palaces within and without the

walls. Robber hordes haunted the streets and high

ways, and snatched the offerings of the faithful, who had

escaped the dangers of the road, from the ver_ 1 altars on

which they were deposited. Among these persons the

irregular clergy found countenance and protection ; and

the simoniacal bishops, under the banners of the lawless

capitani and suburban nobility, might safely defy the

censures of the pontiff and his puritanical advisers.

But no one knew better than Hildebrand that the

strength of the reformers did not reside in Rome ,

or Italy. Rome was not, in fact, and rarely TEES???

had been, the proper domicile of Romanism. Pl‘felyées

The stream of popular religion had more gene~ a ma '

rally flowed to than from her; and the great reformer

Dow resolved to transfer his labours to the more pro

mising field open to him in Germany, France, and Bur

gundy. In the course of his varied and intelligent

career, he had observed among the clergy of those coun

tries a richer fund of piety; a larger and more earnest

conception of their pastoral duties; a more familiar ac

qualntance with ecclesiastical law; a more honest aver

SIOI} from abuses ofall kinds, and a more stern determi

Ilatlon to apply the remedy, than could be found among

'5 e corrupt, the trimming, and time-serving Italians.

With the knowledge of his ground, Hildebrand com

310:8 in Phe two great questions of lay did not notice the question of clerical

th “mill mammony was made at marriage as a. subject of deliberation

e Coupeil pf i049‘ Damitmi, the at this meeting. It is therefore possible

Em” dtsctplmal'mk reformer 0f the that Bonizo attributed to the Roman

mgezt'refemng m thls synod, does not council :1 resolution which was actually

e lo“ a.“ “tempt to meddle with passed at Meintz a, few months after

b question of marriage. It is also wards.

o servable that the biographer Wibert

VOL. 1v. H
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bined a personal acquaintance with the men he had to

deal with. With alI his dislike of secular interference,

he was far from entertaining any objection to secular in

strumentality. The indiscriminating zeal of the empe

ror and the most distinguished ecclesiastics of Germany,

offered a prospect of cooperation of the highest value to

his scheme for overcoming the resistance of the corrupt

prelacy of Rome and Italy; and he never lost sight of

that personal influence he had established at court, and

the connections he had been careful to cultivate among

the French and German hierarchy during his residence

in those countries.

Accordingly Hildebrand and his friend Leo IX. with

Hfldebmnd drew from Rome, and sojourned for a short

and Leo IX time at the imperial court then resident in Sax

mFmnce' ony. From Saxony the pope removed to Co

logne, and thence to Toul in Lorraine, from which city he

issued his precept to all the bishops and prelates ofFrance

and Germany to meet him in council at Rheims in Cham

pagne on the first day of the ensuing month of October

(1049). It was proposed to open the council by an act

of piety and devotion, to which, in that age, much im

portance was attached.' The abbot of St. Remigius at

Rheims had recently built a sumptuous church in honour

of his patron saint. This temple was to be solemnly

dedicated by the pope in person; and the nobility,

clergy, and people of France, with the king, Henry I.,

at their head, were earnestly solicited to be present at

the ceremony, and to attend the deliberations by which

it was to be followed. But long before the appointed

day the objects of the meeting had transpired, and proved

equally unpalatable to the king and the leaders of the

French aristocracy and the clergy. “ The devil,” says

a contemporary writer, “ tempted certain powerful men

among the laity, who, by incestuous marriages and other

iniquities, had made themselves amenable to ecclesiastical

censures, as also many bishops and abbots who had slunk

into the fold, not through the door, but over the wall, and

had both themselves committed, and suffered others to

commit, many grievous breaches of the ordinances of the
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Catholic fathers; all which they knew were about to be

laid bare'and visited with condign punishment at the great

inquest then about to be held : all these persons, I say, at

the suggestion of Satan, whispered in the ear ofthe king

(Henry I.) that it would be a disgrace to his crown if a

pope were permitted to play the monarch within his d0

minions: that if he were allowed to assail the established

laws and usages of the realm, there would be an end

of their liberties: besides, there was no precedent for

opening the gates of the cities of France to any pope

coming upon such an errand: the state of affairs, too,

was unfavourable to the holding of councils ;,they had

other and more ‘important aflf'airs on their hands at that

moment: there were rebellions to be put down, civil

disorders to be suppressed, and a variety of work to be

done, which required the personal attendance and ser

vices of the bishops and abbots who had the disposal

of the largest portion of the national forces. These

suggestions,” the writer observes, “ finally prevailed

wlth the king. He gave formal notice to the pope that

he could not attend the proposed council, and requested

hlnl’to postpone it to a more convenient place and sea

son. 1‘

h In dgfianlce of this notification,

c anget e p ace or to ost one the meetin of n

the intended council; aild the king, with a vgiew iyheoigxg-t

to prevent his prelates and abbots from attend- "I" 1049'

ance on the council, took the field against certain rebellious

vassals,.followed by the whole ecclesiastical constituency

0fthe kingdom. Pope Leo IX. arrived at Rheims on the

Mlchaelmas-day of the year 1049, accompanied by the

archbishops of Treves, Lyons, and Besancon, the bishop

OfPortus, Peter prefect ofRome, but, ofthe whole French

erarchy, by the bishops of Senlis, Angers, and Nevers

only. But that which gave some degree of brilliancy and

weight to the assembly was the multitude of pious visitors

Who travelled from far and near in anxious hope and ex

Pectatlollpf a happy change in their religious prospects.

so vast indeed was the concourse, and so importunate

“ {l'welmi Itinerarium; Pagi Grit. adBaron. an. 1049, tom. xvi- p- 26

CRAP. IV.] SYNOD OF RHEIMS.

the pope refused to

.:'

i
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their desire to give ajoyful welcome to the spiritual father,

that the pope was obliged to retire to the convent of St.

Remigius outside the city walls, where he could move and

breathe more freely. Here the ceremony of the dedication

was performed, with all that religious display which might

leave a lasting impression upon the heart and memory of

the devout, and engage the imagination of the merely

curious or superstitious spectator; and on the third day

of October the pope presided in person at the first session

of the synod.

The voluntary or compulsory absence of the French

Reforms clergy reduced the numbers to about twenty

proposed at bishops, fifty abbots, and a few other superior

‘he Sy’md' ecclesiastics. But though not imposing in point

of numbers, the meeting were of one mind with the pope

and the managers ; and, what was ofgreater importance,

carried with them the public sympathy. On this occasion

Hildebrand prudently avoided the shoal upon which the

vessel of reform had heretofore run aground; he kept

out of sight for the present the dangerous ultimo ratio

of the decretalists, and abstained from impugning the

validity of orders conferred by simoniacal bishops. The

attention of the fathers was called principally to the

detection and correction of corrupt practice, and those

moral impurities and breaches of discipline which pre

vailed to so lamentable an extent in the churches of

Italy, France, and Germany. In the first place, the pope

directed that inquiry should be made into all cases of

simony; next, he called upon the synod to mark by their

censures all unlawful intrusions, and usurpations of ec

clesiastical oflices and benefices; and to put a stop to the

extortions of the laity, more especially the imposts they

were in the habit of levying at the church-doors, “in

cestuous marriages” were denounced; and the common

practice among the laity of deserting their lawful wives,

and marrying strange women was censured. In like

manner, inquiry into the prevalence of the crime of “ apos

tasy,” or renunciation of monastic vows and holy orders,

was called for; and the secular habits of the clergy, es

pecially the custom of bearing arms and doing personal
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service in the field, were severely rebuked. These and a

few minor irregularities formed the principal subjects of

discussion. Every bishop and abbot present was Inquest and

summoned (without regard to consequences) its "5111“

to declare, each for his own person, truly and upon pain

ofthe anathema, whether he had himselfreceived, or con

ferred upon others, any ecclesiastical order or function by

way of purchase. Five out of the twenty bishops present

were unable to give satisfactory answers to the interroga

tory addressed to them. The bishops of Langres and

Nantes were degraded on their own depositions; those of

Coutances and Nevers were allowed to purge themselves

upon oath; the former deposing that though he knew his

election to have been impure, yet he had been compelled by

force to accept consecration; the latter declaring that his

parents had purchased for him the see of Nevers without

his knowledge or consent. The fifth of the number of

delinquents thus impugned was no less a person than the

archbishop of Rheims himself. When the question was

put to him, he claimed privilege of rank; and his case

Was adjourned, “ dignitatis causa,” to a future synod to be

held at Rome. 7

. The resolutions of the council upon these topics were

epitomised in twelve canons, by which the L IX

abuses and errors enumerated in the pontifical excgiiimuili

programme were severally condemned. After 1.353%,

this, the council proceeded to deal out the a -lates foi‘iion

Pl'Oprlate penalties upon individual delinquents, mendme'

pretacing their judgments by the ostentatious declaration

that all these judgments were passed by the sole authority

0f the holy pontiff, “ besides whom there was no other pri

mate of the universal church.” “ This acknowledgment

was founded,” says our reporter, Anselm, “ upon the opin

lOIls 0f the ancient fathers of the faith, now publicly read

before the synod; and it was by them decreed that the

Pope of Rome is sole primate, and exclusively entitled to

he called “Apostolic bishop (‘ Apostolicus’).” Sentence

0f excommunication was then denounced against all

MOP-9 and prelates who had, under whatever pretence,

lsobeyed the papal summons to that council; an exer-.
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cise of prerogative, of which, in all probability, the pre

ceding declaration of spiritual supremacy was intended

as a justification.0 The French bishops might, consist

ently with national usage, have denied the competency

of the pope to call a general council of the kingdom

within the realm of France without the king’s sanction.

They might, on the like grounds, have objected that he

had no right to set the ecclesiastical judicature in motion,

and to command the attendance of the king’s lieges, to

the prejudice of the public service, without his permission.

They might have argued that the unsupported authority

of the pontiff did not discharge them from the duty of obe

dience to the temporal prince, or cancel their obligations

as vassals of the crown. The pope could only encounter

these pleas by placing the duties due to himself so far

above those claimed by the temporal prince as to leave

no alternative to his spiritual subjects. How could the

worldly ruler of a limited dominion, by any command of

his, supersede the obedience due to the monarch of the uni

versal church? Obedience to the prince was therefore trea

son to the church ; and the offender was no longer entitled

to be numbered among the subjects of the ecclesiastical

monarch. The principal delinquents selected for punish

ment were the archbishop of Sens, and the bishops of

Beauvais and Amiens; and with them the abbot of St.

Medard was excommunicated for quiting the synod with

out the license of the pope. After this, the like sentence

was passed upon certain lay lords for marrying wives

Within the prohibited degrees; another was punished for

bigamy; William duke of Normandy was forbidden to

marry the daughter ofthe earl of Flanders, on the ground

of the affinity of the parties; and some others were cited

before a future council to answer for divers acts of per

sonal impurity, and for offences against the immunities

of the church?

° As, under feudal law, the temporal

prince was entitled to visit the vassal dis

obeying the summons of his superior to

court or array on lawful occasions with

forfeiture of his fiefs, so here the spiri_

tual monarch inflicts punishment on his

spiritual vassals for disobedience to his

summons to his ecclesiastical Heriban.

P See the diffuse yet meagre nar

rative of Anselm at length, a . Hard

Conc. tom. vi. pp. 994-1010 ; t a same

up. Colet. Conc. tom. xi. pp. 1398-1414.
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It has been stated upon ‘the authority of Ordericus

Vitalis, a Writer who flourished about twenty- celibacy of

five or thirty years afterwards, that Pope Leo the clergy got

IX. at this meeting “treated of the chastity yetm‘me '

and righteousness of the sacerdotal character, and that

he revived certain salutary decrees, of which the pre

lates and presbyters present were ignora.nt.”°l It is not

indeed unlikely that the subject of sacerdotal wedlock was

mentioned at this synod in terms of reprobation, as it

had been in the council held at Rome in the same year.

About a century later indeed, Alberic, prior of the convent

of Trois-fontaines, assures us that the synod of Rheims,

upon the motion of the holy abbot-Hugo of Cluny, excom

municated and deposed all wived priests.r But it is incre

dible that, if any such ordinance had been then adopted,

Anselm, the reporter of the synod, should have omitted

all mention of the matter. It seems, however, tolerably

clear that the reformers were cautiously approaching a

subject from which they may be reasonably supposed to

have apprehended important consequences.

From Rheims the pope transferred his migratory

throne to the city of Maintz in Germany. He Synod of

had previously summoned thither the entire Mailm

hlerarchy of the kingdom ; and on the ap- A'D' 1049'

pointed day the emperor, accompanied by forty arch

hlshops and bishops—among the number, the primate

and the metropolitans of Cologne, Treves, Hamburg, and

 

Magdeblll‘g‘~were collected around the pontifical throne. .

But the extant account of the transactions is short and

defective. Though several writers of this and the fol

Ow‘lng‘ ages make mention of this council, no particulars

of Importance have transpired, except that the fathers

unanimously, and each for himself, under his own holo

graph, condemned and anathematised the damnable he

r_esy 0f slmony, and the unspeakable abomina- sacerdotal

tum qfsaeerdotal marriage. “ Our archbishop marriage

albert,” says Adam, the historian of the condemned’

church of Hamburg, “ as soon as he got back to his dio

q See the ext t ' ' . . 354.
D- ouq_ XL p. from 0111. Vlt. aP- " See D. Bauq. ubi sup p
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cese, did not permit these statutes to sleep : as concerning

women, he revived the ordinances of his predecessors Li

bentius and Alibrand, and banished all females from the

college of the cathedral, and even from the precincts of

the church of Hamburg.”5 The object of the archbi

shop, however, was, perhaps as a first step, to remove

temptation as far as possible out of the way of his clergy.

He exhorted, indeed, and commanded them to disen

gage themselves from the pestiferous allurements of fe

male association; “but if,” he added, “ you cannot be

persuaded or driven into a more perfect state of life, at

least take care to observe and keep the ties of marriage

with demure modesty, so that if you cannot live in chas

tity, yet live with circumspectionf“ The pope nominated

Bardo archbishop of Maintz to be the legate of the holy

see in Germany; and among other regulations of disci

pline, prohibited the clergy from keeping hounds and fol-

owing the chase; from engaging in trades, and other

secular occupations for the lucre of gain.“

The prospects of church-reformation in Italy were

Dispositions less promising. On his homeward journey the

ofthe Italirmpope preslded over a provincial synod held at

hlemchy' Augsburg. Some time before this, Humphrey

archbishop of Ravenna had incurred the penalty of ex

communication and suspension for encroachment on the

estates and revenues of the Petrine patrimony. The arch

bishop desired the removal of the censure; and after

formal submission and reparation, he appeared before the

pontiff and craved absolution. Moved, we are told, by

I Adam. Brem. Gest. Ecol. Hamb.

Pontifl‘. lib. iii. 0. 29, ap. Pertz, vii. p.

846. The words by themselves imply

that he banished all women from the

" city of Hamburg;” but the absurdity

of such a proceeding would have been

toomuch for the most bigoted of monks,

which Adalbert certainly was not.

‘ “ Si non caste, tamen caute.” Per

haps we might render this advice thus:

“If you cannot live without your wo

men, take care not to be found out.”

" Hartzh. Cone. Germ. tom. iii. pp.

112 et sqq. The precise date of this

council is doubtful. The synod of

Rheims was held in the beginning of

October; and unless the precept for the

council of Maintz had been issued be

fore the breaking-up of the council of

Rheims (a fact which does not appear),

it would have been impossible to bring

together so large a number of prelates

before the end of the year; if, indeed,

travelling in winter were in that age

at all practicable. The year, however,

ended on the 25th of March, and on

that supposition there would be time

enough, at all events, to assemble at

Maintz in any numbers before its expi

ration. We therefore retain the usual

date of 1049.
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the entreaties of the assembled clergy, the pope granted

the petition; the archbishop bent the knee to receive his

pardon; but the words of absolution had hardly passed

the lips of the pontiff than the haughty penitent resumed

his erect posture, and with a smile of derision abruptly

quitted the papal presence. In public Leo IX. grieved

over the impenitent sinner; in his private reflections the

incident could not but suggest many an anxious antici

pation of the difliculties to be encountered from the re

calcitrant spirit of the Italian hierarchy.“

From Augsburg the pontiff returiied to Rome; and

there be spared no labour to breathe into the S

lethargic body of the Roman clergy the breath thgriiiigigfig

of religious lif . He held frequent assemblies Party against

of the parochial and cardinal priesthood; andexamined minutely into their manner of life, mmony'

jplrli tllile mode in which they had obtained their titles.

‘ _W 0,_ upon inquiry, proved to have been irregularly

ofi simoniacallyordained were removed from the ministry.

_ e preached frequently to the people, and sent out mis

sionai‘ies to all quarters to exhort the flock daily, in his

$111135? walk uprightly before the Lord.“ With a view

p y e sources of ecclesiastical preferment Leo

gagiiestly strove to improve the moral and religious’ con

Ofipln ofrall classes. But to grapple with all the abuses

_ e age surpassed the power of man; and his atten

tion was chiefly directed to the extermination of simon

Zndtheabolition of sacerdotal marriage. Every qualify

{mug in it any spiritual vigour or value in tlie church

was concentrated in the monastic bodies. It is diflicult

to say where else in the church of the eleventh centur ‘w

are to look for that ‘ - y e

that _t _ strength of character, 01 a spark of

or higlltral of life, which alone can qualify the reformer

fives BB , or obtain credit for the sincerity of his mo—

but t-hat v:11:iétllliecainoniistipl orders knew of no rule _of life

ed founders. th me o t em recommended by their dei

perfection of file :I'p, and there alone, they discerned the

e igious vocation ; and of that state of

' Wibert. V‘ _ l. ..

7, up. Mum’. g-Qlggpu. IX. lib. 11. c. " Desid. de Mont. Cas. Dialog. up.

Baron. an. 1049, § 25, p. 42.

f“?.ni'!pvt“4i...,
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perfection the first condition involved a direct violation

ofthe law of their Maker.

From this point of time the two questions of simoni

The,“ acal orders and clerical celibacy grew up to

greatissues- gether in the minds of the reformers of all par

ties. The disciplinarians,—or, as we may with equal

propriety denominate them, the monastic party,—undcr

their zealous and active chief Peter Damiani, devoted

themselves with incredible energy to the task ofdissolving

the matrimonial engagements which the clergy of all

ranks and orders had hitherto been permitted to contract.

The reformers regarded this practice as a fatal relaxation

of primitive discipline; and they ransacked the reperto

ries of canon and decretal law to help them to some

positive precepts in support of their opposition.

We may therefore be allowed in this place shortly to

advert to the growth and progress of ecclesiastical opi

nion upon the important subject of clerical matrimony.

In a previous section of this work‘ will be found some

The history observations upon the origin of that opmlon.

ofsacerdoml Referring the reader to that portion ofour nar

celibacy? its rative, we add here the remark that, in the‘

ongm' days of distress and persecution, the Christian

churches were accustomed to regard with gratitude and .

admiration the sacrifice of those earthly ties to the ser

vice of God which, under other circumstances, there would

have been sin, rather than merit, in renouncingi' There

is no doubt that, in conformity with this impression, the

practice of celibacy prevailed in many Christian churches;

and among the rest, most probably in that of Home,

where the original motive had operated with the greatest

strength. But when a practice becomes habitual and tra

ditional, it often survives its cause, and reasons for retain

ing 1t are eagerly sought for when the circumstances out

of which it arose no longer exist. From the beginning

of the fourth century,—that is, when the difficulties of the

church had passed away, and with it the necessity for that

self-devotion which cast itself loose from every tie or obli

’‘ Book II. c. i. pp. 261 et sqq. a general rohihition to marry as “con

! The law of England justly regards tra bonosgnores,” and therefore void.
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gation inconsistent with the duties ofthesoldier of Christ,

—-a different reason for ObJBCUIlg‘ to the marriage of the

clergy found its way into the minds of some of the most

distinguished churchmen. It was held that those who de

voted themselves to the service of Him whose essence is

purity must abstain from all gratifications which might

' carry with them the remotest taint of impurlty. Thus,

from the earliest mention of the subject in any Christian

council,z there appears a marked disposition to restrict the

clergy in the article of marriage. In some churches they

were forbidden to marry at all; in others, the bishops

only were required to renounce intercourse with their

Wives ; in others again, priests could not marry after or

dination; or, as in the Greek church in our days, were

allowed to have but a single wife during their whole life

time, and she to be a virgin at the time of marriage. In

the Roman church, it is believed, that the more rigorous

of these rules was originally observed; yet among the

Latins generally no universal regulation to that efifect

existed; nor does it appear that, until the eleventh cen

tury, the popes of Rome had made it a condition of

communion, or, indeed, that they ever made any sus

tamed effort to enforce uniformity of observance in this

particular.

The origin of the more rigid rule is, We think, unmis

takably traceable to the prevalence of the mon- I

astic spirit, which had by this time overspread ts pmgms'

all Christendom, and gathered into itself every formal

Idea of Christian perfection. Under monkish tuition the

laity were taught to regard continence as the acrné 0f

hristian attainment; as the one virtue which secured

all the rest; as the great conquest over the flesh, which

disarmed the tempter, and placed the evil world at the

feet of the conqueror. In this attainment the monks

seemed the true distinction between the spiritual and

the c¥_lI‘I1alman—between the religious clerk and the un

sanctified layman. Celibacy was exalted into the badge

and symbol of the sacerdotal character; and the married

‘ That of El ' '
Grenada’ vira (Illibe

CHAP. IV.] OPINION UPON CLERICAL MATRIMONY.

I ris, probabl the ear 300.
in southern Spain), held abort}; y
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priest who declined to adopt it might be made to blush

at the contrast between his own practice and that of the

holy self-denying recluse. '

But in the absence of general positive precept and

Monastic uniformity of practice, a rule of life so abhor

view of the rent from the laws ofGod and nature could not

3”“? "f be expected to withstand the shock of human
arrmfl'e. - . -

° passions. \Vlthout pronouncing the observance

of perfect abstinence to be beyond the range of possible

attainment, it is clear that its rigid maintenance is in

consistent with any state of human association. It was,

therefore, afortiori, lost sight of in that age of universal

moral decrepitude which the world was destined to pass

through in the ninth and tenth centuries of the Christian

era. The decay of discipline affected every order in the

church, from the supreme pontiff down to the meanest

doorkeeper in the house of the Lord ; and even taking it

for granted that celibacy was an article of canonical disci

pline in the Roman church, the priesthood had repudiated

the obligation. The custom to marry wives had become so

frequent amonglthem that the act incurred neither censure

nor disgrace. 0t only priests and deacons, but popes and

bishops, openly took unto themselves wives without shame

or scruple. \Vhen the light of reform broke in upon this

anomalous state of things, its first rays fell upon that

great enormity. The monastic orders, among whom all

of religion or morality that still lingered in the world

had taken refuge, fixed upon this capital abuse as only

inferior to simony in the catalogue of mortal diseases

affecting the body of the church. They taught, in sea‘

son and out of season, that the clergy, secular as well as

regular, were bound by their vow to present themselves

1n living contrast to the lives of the laity. Hesitating,

indeed, to pronounce the matrimonial connection to be in

itself unholy and impure, they held it, in the case of a

priest, to be a sinful pollution. In the laity themselves

they looked upon marriage in the light of a necessary

condescension to the lamentable consequences of the fall

of man, and to be indulged only under the strict super

mtendence of those who—exempt themselves from that

u
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necessity—were alone in a position to impart imputed ’ I

purity to the connection, by the laying on _of unpolluted 1' 1

hands. And, in fact, all who felt the spiritual vocation

strong within them, whether clerks or laymen, were en

couraged to regard marriage as inconsistent with that

angelic perfection which distinguishes the spiritual from

the carnal man. But the shepherds, they said, whose

duty it was to cast off all mortal imperfections, in order

that they, at least, might stand within the pale of the

spiritual church, were bound to take their station at as

great a distance as possible from the borders of sin ; that

they must shun the indulgences, the engrossing alfec_

tions, the distracting cares of marriage ; for how other

wise could they qualify themselves to determine accurately

the limits between the licit and the illicit indulgence of

the like passion in others?

A class of men so prepared could not but lend a ready

ear to any scheme which might have the effect Peter Dam

of narrowing the circle of lawful connubium, or ailii on

of involving the law of matrimony in all the celibacy‘

intricacies of form and ordinance, in such wise that

every such connection could be legitimatised only by the

license of the priest, because he alone could impart to

it that spiritual validity which lay out of the contract

itself, and could only be imported into it by the sacer—

dotal blessing. This doctrine, indeed, pervaded the whole

scheme of instructioli adopted by the disciplinarian school,

but stood out most prominently in the lessons of their

leader Peter Damiani. This distinguished man was abbot

of the_monastery of Fonte-Avellano, near Eugubium in

Inbria. Born at Ravenna in the year 1007, he joined at

an early age the ascetic association of the “ Ei'einites,”

and soon outshone his brethren in the austerity of his prac—

tice and the intensity of his studies. He afterwards wan—

dered' from place to place as an itinerant preacher, and

Occasionally occupied himselfiii reforming the convents he

Vlslted- In the year 1046 he was elected abbot ofFonte

Ayellano, and there he introduced his peculiar discipline

Wlth good success.3 From this period of his life his active

“ Flew. _xii. pp. 545, 546; Stenzel, Frank. Kais. i. p- 127.
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career as a reformer commenced. He raised his voice in

an eloquent address to pope Gregory VI. against simony.

A year or two afterwards he published a work against

clerical lewdness. In his strictures on the delinquencies

of churchmen in their intercourse with women, he makes

no distinction between marriage and harlotry; so that

it is often difiicult to determine whether his invectives

are levelled against the married clerk or the common

fornicator. He complained to pope Leo IX. that the

incontinent clergy never declined the penances imposed

upon them, yet never renounced the evil practice nor re

signed their benefices; that the bishops were slack in

enforcing the penalties afiixed to the crime by the canon

law : and he proposed that every person convicted ofsuch

offence should, if a candidate for holy orders, be peremp

torily turned back; if an ordained clerk, that he be im

mediately degraded to the state of a layman. False

canons, he said, were often appealed to, to justify inade

quate punishments; and he referred the pope to the

more authentic and severer ordinances of the primitive

councils; whereby, as he alleged, a penance of ten years’

suspension was decreed against a priest who should

commit marriage, or, in his language, fornication; and

three years’ seclusion from the church against the layman

guilty of incontinence. These penances he urged upon

the pontiff as the proper penalties, and the best mode of

preventing a repetition of the crime.”

The pope, in his reply, recommended caution to the

He defends ardent reformer; he thought the time was not

°§gfgd°§;- yet come for driving matters to extremity

simoniacai against the numberless delinquents to be dealt

bisMPs- with. But both the pope and Damiani were

aware of the alarm which the imprudent zeal of the

ultra-reformers had raised among the great body of the

clergy. It had gone abroad that the validity of all orders

was to be made dependent upon the title of the ordaining

bishop; so that if his election or ordination was tainted

b Fleury, xii. pp 600-602. It would clergy, except some obscure regula

be difficult to find in the church of the tions of outlying churches, Such 9-5

first five or six centuries any canons those of Elvira, and perhaps of one or

directed against the marriage of the two Asiatic congregations.
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with simony, the orders conferred by him were void.

Damiani perceived that if that doctrine were to_hold

good against the Italian priesthood in its actual condltion,

infinite confusion and perplexity would be the result;

that the great majority of the clergy would be disquali

fied; that in most places divine services would be sus

pended; and that distressing doubts would be infused

into the minds of the laity as to the efficacy of every act

of religious ministration, from which .they had derived

comfort in this life, and reassuring hopes for that which

was to come. With a view to quiet these alarms, Da

miani addressed an eloquent letter to the archbishop of

Bavenna; stating it to be his settled opinion that gra

tuitous orders, though conferred by simoniacal bishops,

were perfectly good. He maintained that the validity of

orders was in no manner dependent upon the personal

or functional demerits of the ordainer. Thus, he said,

the ordinations of such popes as Liberius and Vigilius—

the former, a heretic; the latter, a notorious malefactorc

—had never been disputed: as baptism could not be im

peached by reason of the heresy of the baptiser, so neither

could holy orders be set aside or reiterated because of the

heresy of the ordainer. As to the powers of a simoniacal

bishop to confer valid orders, he seems to have taken the

dlstlnction, familiar to modern jurists, between a function

void ab mitio, and that which is only voidable by the act

of some competent authority; so that the ministerial

powers of bishops irregularly ordained might be effec

zllfilly exercised until those powers were judicially can

e e .

This view ofthe subject saved the mass ofthe priesthood

froth the peril which had, naturally enough, Policy or

Indlsposed them to adopt the principle of the the measure

tra-reformers. A large number—probably a majority

~0f_the working clergy were well disposed to the intro

uctlon of a stricter discipline into their churches; and

by these persons the tract of Damiani was hailed with

gnhounded gratitude. Though the fiery zeal of Hilde

rand may have ‘given countenance to the alarming

t It is strange that he did not come down a little nearer to his 0W11 times
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movement thus happily soothed, pope Leo IX. was not

less pleased to find himself supported in that course of

firmness and forbearance to which the good pontifl' trusted

for the ultimate purification of the Augean stable he had

undertaken to cleanse. The epistle of Damiani restored

confidence to that portion of the prelacy and priesthood

who did not fear to encounter the charge of personal

venality; and inspired the mass of the inferior orders

with a hope that their numbers, their obscurity, and the

necessity for their daily ministrations might enable them

to escape too searching an inquiry into the merits of

their appointments.d

But this “ most welcome” publication left a numerous

Invetem and far more powerful class of offenders with

ofthe Italian out a hope of mercy. In that class we may
Prelacy‘ number the majority of the 'bishops of Italy.

These prelates were almost to a man chargeable with

Open and direct purchase; and from the first publication

of the decrees against simony and clerical matrimony

they had expressed the most violent resentment against

the pope and his advisers. The bishops of Lombardy

declared their determination to resist the obnoxious mea

sures and to compass the ruin of the authors by every

means in their power. Nizo, a German prelate, resident

at Ravenna as imperial commissioner, threatened in public

that he would accomplish the destruction of his enemy the

pope, or perish in the attempt. The archbishop ofRa

venna echoed the denunciation of the’ German prelate;

and almost all the bishops and superior clergy 0f Lom

bardy joined in reprobation of the insolence of the Tuscan

monk and his helpers.e

These menaces, however, did not deter the bold and

Riotous conscientious pontifl'from carrying the war into

mgguzf the enemy’s quarters. In the year 1053 he

' convoked a synod at Mantua, with a view to

a general publication and rigorous execution of the de

‘’ Baron. an.'_1_052, tom. xvii. p. 64 ; hension of those whose osition was

Fleury,_tom. x111. pp. 600-604. This threatened by the over-Zea of the ultra

epistle 15' known by the name of “Epis- reformers.

tola. gratissima,” on account of the joy- e Wibert. Vit. S. Leon. lib. ii. 0. 8, up

ful relief it administered to the appre“ Murat. iii. p. 296.
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crees against simony and sacerdotal marriage. The

bishops of Lombardy attended the papal summons as

usual, but came accompanied by armed retinues. The

soldiery easily managed to pick a quarrel with the guards

and attendants of the pope; from words the two parties

came to blows; the populace sided with their bishops, and

compelled the pope and his ‘friends to take refuge in the

great church. Hither they were pursued by their adver

series. The pope himself, at the first alarm ofthe tumult,

hastened to meet the advancing mob. Nothing daunted

by the pontifical presence, the assailants plied their retreat

ing opponents with stones and arrows, and even wounded

them through the papal robes. Finding the rioters deaf

to remonstrance, and averse from bloodshed, the pope

dissolved the synod; the tumult ceased in an instant,

and the pontiff returned to Rome disappointed but not

discouraged.f ’

The inauspicious synod of Mantua was held by

Leo IX. on his return from Germany, after a He In

. _ . nry .Journey undertaken with the benevolent inteii- withholds

tion of preventing a war between Henry III. h“ 8mm"

and Andrew king of Hungary. He found the em

peror disinclined to go all lengths in the prosecution

of the papal measures against simony and clerical marri

age. _ He was averse from any attem t to compel the

mari-ied‘clergy to dismiss their wives. IIis piety, though

perhaps in his way sincere, was not of so severe a cha

racter as to deter him personally from the fullest enjoy

ment of the pleasures of life. The churchmen burden his

memory with the sad imputation of too strong a predilec

tion for female societ r, and that society not always of the

most reputable kind.g Yet hitherto he had not shrunk

rom any services the church could demand towards the

31_1Pp1‘6881011 of simony, the restoration of discipline among

15 Qlerg'y, and the suppression of heresy throughout his

OmmIOIIS- He may therefore be reasonably supposed

to have set his face against the project of the zealots in

' Wlber't. in Vit. S. Leon. ubi sup. 8 Glab.Rud. lib. v.c.i. up. Perlz,vii.'

.BrmunnqContract. Chron. an. 1052, ap. p. 70.

titer. Ss. Rr. Germ. tom. i. p. 296.

voL. W. I
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the matter of clerical celibacy rather from a sense of its

impracticable and mischievous tendency, than from any

sympathy with a congenial immorality. Henry may

have by this time perceived that the reform movement

had passed in a great degree out of his hands; that it

had fallen almost wholly into those of the churchmen;

and he may readily be surmised not to have felt the same

interest in its progress. At all events no further steps

were taken in Germany to carry into execution the de

crees of the council of Maintz against either of the two

capital abuses in question; and the event of the synod of

Mantua, combined with the incidents about to occupy

public attention in the south, might serve to convince the

reformers that the time had not yet arrived for throwing

off the irksome support of the secular arm, much less

for converting it into the passive instrument of sacerdotal

ob'ects.
J Soon after the pope’s return from Mantua, death de

Unformnm prived him of the assistance of one of his most

caifoaif'ig °f estimable counsellors, Halinard archbishpp of

against the Lyons. That prelate had stood by him 1n all

Nmmans- his labours and travels since the Roman synod

of 1049 ;h and his death occurred at a period when, if at

any time, the honest pontiff stood in need of faithful and

dispassionate advisers. The incursions of the redatory

Norman hordes, to whom the emperor Henry I . had as

signed settlements in Apulia and Campania,i had become

so alarming, that the pope, pushed on by his more san

guine ministers, rashly proclaimed a holy war against these

hristian brigands; he called all Italians to arms in de

fence of their country and religion, and swelled his levies

by mercenaries from Germany, and even from among

the Greek schismatics. Surrounded by a motley multi

tude of undisciplined adventurers, he rashly published

sentence of excommuiiication against these formidable

freebooters, and declared that he would accept no terms

of reconciliation but such as should once for all rid Italy

of their presence. Thus equipped with thunders spiritual

and carnal, the pope took the field in person. Encamped

h Fleury, xiii. p. 609. i A.D. 1022. Conf. c. i. p. 29 of this Book.
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at Civitella, a town of the modern province of Capitanata,

his tumultuary levies were attacked and totally routed

by the hardy and compact squadrons of the Normans

under their chiefs Humphrey and Robert Guiscard. Leo

himself fell into the hands of the victors; and, though

personally treated with profound respect by his pious

captors, they did not scruple to detain him in vigilant

custody until he had consented, not only to reverse the

anathema, but to ratify all their encroachments upon the

neighbouring principalities. The pontiff, however, felt the

less difficulty in agreeing to the latter condition, as the

subject ofNorman usurpation had never formed any part

of the productive estate of the church. Neither is it im

probable that he might, in virtue of the various genuine

0r spurious donations, to the benefit of which the pontiifs

of Rome never ceased to lay claim,j regard himself as

lord-paramount of the totality of the Greek and Saracenic

territories in Southern Italy and Sicily. To his Greek

allies it would, after the ill success of the campaign, be

a matter of indifference by what title the Normans might

hold the acquisitions obtained at their expense. And in

deed alliances for merely specific and selfish ob

Jects rarely survive defeat; and Leo IX. withoutSpl'ltple gave investiture of the duchies of Apu- man? in

he, alabria, and Sicily to the Norman captain a ‘

obert Gniscard as vassal of the holy see.“

But the negotiations which ended in this Release and

notable disposal of what had never belonged to death of

m or lllS see protracted the captivity ofthe pope Le‘) IX’

‘to nearly a twelvemonth. During all that time the Nor

l 553 1: - 27 Of this B_ook. plunder his neighbours to any extent

15 ‘:1 '1 'Mala‘eml, lib. i. cc. 14, within the territories mentioned, pro

wlfotzpg- hliluml- V- P- 553- Gualfrid vided he consented to hold his acqui—

re‘ is [story ohhe Normans in the sitions in feofi of the holy see ; or they

‘511 ° R0291‘, the brother of Robert might be construed to convey an abso

clégifard' But fills writer does not lute right so to hold the provinces ex

invesgtset out the llmlt§ of the papal tending from their actual possessions

matiouref, After mentioning the re- over the whole of Calabria and Sicily,

“Eh 01:10 the papal censures, he says: as soon as they should have reduced

ms 0311991 Wm“? qnam ulterius ver- them into possession. Cont‘. Hermann.

sin 5 asmm 8‘; Slclham lucmri 1108- Contract. Chron. ap. Mencken, tom. 1:

' "- e anew Pam), hel‘edimll feud‘), pp. 295-297; Wibert. Vit. S. Leon. nlu

m“ (mi) et herediblls Suis possidendam sup. p. 297; Chron. C'assin. lib. ii. c. 87, '

concessit.” These words mi 11 ' I I M

. _g tunply lip-Murat. 1v- PP' 302 303’ ascou,either that the pope gave him leave to Comm. 8w. i. p- 213- ,
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mans had detained him a close prisoner at Beneventum.

At length, in the month of March 1054, he was formally

set at liberty, and escorted by his captors—now his

reverential vassals—as far as Capua on his return to

Rome. But chagrin and imprisonment had irreparably

impaired his constitution, and pope Leo IX. died a few

days after his restoration, having occupied the throne for

a period of five years, two months, and nine days.‘

l The learned annalist Hermann the year. His Chronicle comes down to

Cripple (Contractus) died in the same the year 1054.
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WI'I‘H‘IN _the period upon which We are now engaged

Christlanlty was fast gaining ground among

the-nations of Northern Europe. While the 152218251803;

dlstinguishing virtues of the religion of Christ“6 ,N‘F‘her“

were languishing in their earlier home, its forms mms'

“fel‘e _Spreading themselves far and Wide over the Scan

dlnavlan, the Sclavonic, and Sarmatian wilds. In the

course of the tenth and eleventh centuries, Saxons, Nor

mans; Danes, Swedes, Poles, Sclavi, Hungarians, had

accepted baptism administered by missionaries who had

visited them in the name of the bishop of Rome, and

taught them to look up to him as the fountain-head

0 their new-born faith and hope. It is not to he sup

posed that any intimation of the deep degradation which

had, Wlthm that period, befallen the pontificate had

reached those distant regions. The teachers themselves
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——generally self-devoted religionists—were probably as

ignorant as their pupils of the degraded position of the

great hierarch in whose name they ‘preached to the

heathen; and might honestly teach their catechumens

to believe in and serve him, the vicegerent of God

upon earth, with all the faith or credulity with which

they themselves believed in and served him. In this faith

teachers and pupils might transfer to that unapproach

able divinity all the religious reverence they had before

their conversion bestowed upon the visible objects of their

ignorant adoration.

Thus it ha pened that while the influence of the papacy

P1 d in taly, France, and Germany had declined

13:11:13... under a too familiar acquaintance with the cor

a'iéhg‘fgg" ruptions of Rome and the weakness of the papal

' government, the name of Rome was still the liv

ing symbol of an unseen mysterious power in the remoter

regions of the North. With the undistinguishing zeal of

new converts, the kings of the North solicited temporal

honours from the hands of the spiritual prince; and

Boleslas of Poland and Stephen of Hungary appeared be

fore the throne of Sylvester II. as humble suppliants for

the outward insignia of that sovereignty of which they al

ready possessed the substance.’ Not even the obscene life

and conversation ofthe boy-pope Benedict IX. could avert

the regards of those distant tribes. Thus that pontiff be

came the chosen arbiter of a dispute between the Bohemi

ans and the Poles touching the right to certain relics of

extraordinary virtue and sanctity. In the course of a

raid or incursion of the Bohemians in the year 1039, they

had plundered the church of Gnesen in Poland; and,

among other booty, carried away the relics in question.

The Poles complained to the pope; and the archbishop

of Prague, to whom the sacred plunder had been con

signed, was summoned to Rome to answer the charge of

a misprision of sacrilege. The archbishop obeyed the

citation, and in defence of his right to the prize-relics,

alleged that in carrying them away his countrymen had

been actuated by the most pious motives, and that accord

‘* See 0. i. p. 3 of this Book.
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ing to the laws of war, they were quite as much entitled

to the benefit to be derived from the possession of these

precious pledges, as they were to the enjoyment of the

ordinary spoils of a successful campaign. The pope,

however, adjudged that holy relics could not be removed

from the place oftheir original deposit without the express

license of the holy see; the capture was therefore unlaw

ful, and the relics returnable to the church of Gnesen.

But by a bribe judiciously administered, the archbishop

obtained a release from the censures he might incur by

disobedience, and departed fully determined to avail him

self of the purchased impunity.h

A short time after this transaction the distant Poles

themselves appeared as suppliants at the foot-B d_ IX

stool of this worthless pontiff It had happened is128912;“;

that, after the expulsion of their king Mieces- ‘2? Win.“

laus II., the nation had become weary of the aslmlr’

mtestine broils arising out of a disputed succession. The

prmce Casimir, son of the deposed king, had found an

asylum in the convent of (lluny under the holy abbot

Odilo, and had there taken the vows of the order. The

Polish people were now agreed that Casimir was the

rightful heir to the crown, and despatched envoys to the

abbot claiming him as their legitimate king. The abbot

rephed that he had no power to absolve the monk from

he vows, and referred them to the Roman pontiff as the

0111y_00mpetent authority. The disappointed deputies ac

cordlngly set forward upon the diflicult journey to Rome.

Alter enduring many hardships by the way, they arrived

there in a sorry plight; without money in their purses,

or even decent clothes on their backs. It was obvious

to the pope that no immediate profit was to be made out

Of persons so equipped. A bargain, however, was on the

Cards, and Benedict IX. proposed as the price of com

phance with their request, that the Polish people should

engage through their envoys to pay a poll-tax to St.

_eter and his successors for ever ; and that, as a memo

ml of the extraordinary condescension of the holy see in

granting them a monk for their king, every native male

'’ Baron. an. 1039, §§ 3, 4, tom. xvi. p. 637.
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. Digression.

should assume the Latin tonsure; and that, at all festivals

of the Saviour and his Virgin Mother, they should wear

a short stole or surplice over their ordinary garments.

These terms were, it appears, accepted; the required ab

solution was pronounced,‘ and Odilo delivered the royal

monk into the hands of the deputies.c

Some eight or nine years before this (A.D. 1030) the

Rpverence of most powerful prince of the North—Knut, or

on’, Northern Canute, king of England and Norway—had

Dagger“ flung himself as a humble pilgrim at the feet

7 ' of a pontiff who, in the severer judgment of a

subsequent age, is stigmatised as a genuine disciple of

Simon. Magus. There was no doubt that this pope

(John XIX.) had obtained the pontificate by the most

shameless bribery 5 yet he had crowned an emperor (Con

rad II.), and received the reverential homage of the

greatest sovereign of Northern Europe. But Rome, like

many a great city of the East, loomed fair through the

softening distance of time and space; there was no one

to take account of that sepulchral corruption Which

reigned within; and Rome, the tomb of all holiness, was

transformed by the lurid light of ignorance and super

stition into a sacred shrine to receive the worship and

register the vows of the Christian World.

It might in some respects be advantageous to present

in this place a sketch of the progress of papal

influence among the Anglo-Saxons, Danes,

Norwegians, and Swedes, in the course of the ninth and

tenth centuries. As it regards the Anglo-Saxon church,

the importance we attach to her annals arises not so

much from the national interest they inspire, as from

their necessity to the completeness of our narrative. But

in consideration of the many even more important topics

which, during the whole course of these centuries, lie .

nearer home, it will be more convenient for the present

to dismiss-the unquestionable claims of the Northern na

‘ Baron. an. 1041, 3-11, ubi sup. in the official biography of St. Odilo of

p. 647 ; on the authority of the Polish Cluny, nor in any of the extant records

historian Longinus. Fleur-y doubts this of the monastery.

story, because he finds no mention of it
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tions to our attention; always, however, with a view to

resume them when, in the progress of events, they shall

naturally press themselves upon us, by their growing

tendency to promote or to obstruct the progress of the

papal power. The few particulars above noticed serve

merely to show that the hierarchical scheme of the Latin

church might sustain itself by its own constitutional

strength, or perhaps rather by its adaptation to the reli

gious requirements of an age of barbaric ignorance and

spurious or misdirected learning, while the nominal head

was labouring under that chronic malady we have so

lately contemplated. Under hierarchical patronage the

outward machinery of Romanism had during all this time

undergone very little change. But, on the other hand,

it had received a considerable increase of internal solidity

by the publication and very eneral adoption of decretal

legislation. The Isidorian brgeries and theT .

palmary doctrine of fliransubstantiation were Oiiiiicsiibrle

twin births of the same conception of the eccle- St‘fmiatif‘"

. . , . as eld insiastical mind. They are parts of one general the eleventh

plan of sacerdotal polity, and have from the century

beginning worked together to complete the scheme of

spiritual government. Our attention is therefore un—

avoidably called to the origin and development of that

ldpqtrine as it shaped itself in the earlier period of its

is ory.

Although many isolated speculations and dicta upon

the nature of the eucharistic sacrifice, as well pass/mi",

as upon the specific change wrought in the ele- “midterm

merits of bread and wine by the act of cause-“122531511?

cration,_may be collected from the writings of 8“

i-he Christian Fathers—in particular from Cy rian, Am

brose, Hilary, Augustine, Jerome, Gregory, esychius,

ede, and others—it may be safely affirmed that up to

thefilge of Paschasius Radbertus and the Isidorian for

genes; the dogma, “ that b ' the imposition of the hands

of the priest there ensued an actual reproduction of the

natural human body of Christ in h postatical union with

t 6 soul and divinity of the Son of 0d,” had never before

@611 dogmatically affirnied as an article of faith by any
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council, congregation of divines, or concurrent opinion

in the Christian church. But not many years after the

exhibition of the false decretals on the Field of Lies (A.D.

833) a Work appeared under the name of Paschasius

Radbertus, one of the associates of the rebel princes on

that occasion, entitled “ De corpore et sanguine Christi,“

in which the author for the first time reduced the state

ment to dogmatic form, and ublished it to the world as

an established article of the hristian faith. It is to be

observed that throughout the Isidorian fictions the actual

reproduction of the body and blood of the Saviour in the

Eucharist by the laying on of the hands of the priest is

assumed as a matter of religious notoriety,e and that

those fictions appeared within two years after Paschasius

had begun to teach the same doctrine in its

accomplished form. In that work the author

maintained, on the one hand, that in the Eucharist is re

produced, and substantially contained, the material body

of Jesus Christ, that is, the identical body which was

born of the Virgin, which lived and suffered and died

and rose again for the salvation of mankind; and, on the

other, that it contained the spiritual body, that is, the

human and divine soul which dwelt in the material body

of Christ.f

Admitting that the question of the nature of the

The work of Eucharist was not in all its elements new, it is

Jghannes aflirmed only that it came into the world in

cotus .

Erigena on that precise form from the pen of an accom

the Eucharist-plice in the publication, and one of the presumed

authors, of the Isidorian decretals. More than half a

century before the appearance of the work of Paschasius,

an Irishman, Johannes Scotus, surnamed Erigena, had

His doctrine.

d “ Upon the body and blood of

Christ."

9 Conf. Book VI. 0. vii. pp. 192, 193.

The work of Paschasius was written in

Magdeb. cent. ix. p . 212-215. Comp.

this enunciation of, the doctrine with

that of the council of Trent: “ Si quis

negaverit in ss. Eucharistiae sacra

the year 831, for the use of his disciples

in the monastery of Corvey in West

phalia; but it does not ap ear to have

been given to the world tilFmany years

afterwards, probably about the ear 859.

' Cf. Abstract of the work 0 Pascha

sius, up. Fleury, x. p. 340. See also Cent.

mento sacrum contineri vere, realiter

et substantialiter corpus et sanguinem

Dom. nostr. Jes. Christi, ac proinde to

tum Christum ; sed dixerit tantummodo

esse in ca ut in siguo vel figure. aut vir

tute,anathema sit.” Cone Trident sess.

xiii. c. i. can. i. pp. 112, 118.
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published a treatise upon the Eucharist.g This treatise is

sup osed to be still extant under the name of Bertram

or atram, a monk of the same convent, and a con

temporary of Paschasius. Though it may be question

able whether the work of Scotus and that of Ratram

were identical, no doubt is entertained that they agreed

in substance, and that they differed in some material

respects from that of Paschasius. It is, however, pretty

clear that the controversy between the two doc- points of

tors did not turn upon the reality, but only upon beiivifinlggy

the corporeity or materiality of Christ’s pre- chasiusand

sence in the Eucharist. It was not disputed that Sm“

Christ was in some occult and virtual, though mysterious,

manner present to the worthy communicant. But it was

asserted, upon the one part, that that reality was both a

spiritual and corporeal reality amounting to identity with

that body which was born of the Virgin and suffered

on the cross, in hypostatical union with the spirit which

dwelt therein; and, on the other, that the reality was spi

ritual and mystical only, and consequently that no mate

rial change took place in the elements themselves by the

act ofconsecration. Waxing warm in their opposition to

this view ofthe question, the Paschasians went a step fur

ther,and maintained that notonlywasthat identical change

actually produced, but that the preexisting substance of

the bread and wine was, by the act of consecration, ab

solutely eliminated, so as to leave no other substance

behind it but the true substantial and identical body of

the Lord as it existed during his abode upon earth.11

This important controversy, in its earlier stages, had

made less noise in the theological World than 1, f

from its excitin t ' ht ha e been ex- threoiigsciig
g na ure m1g v _ _ _

pected. For a period of nearly two centuries 21333131323

after the publication of the works of Paschasius b_y Berenga

and Ratram we hear ofno revival of the dispute. “"5 °fT°m'

_But the doctrine of the former had by that time found

lts way, in intimate association with the false decretals,

E g In the lifetime. of Charlemagne. chasius and of Ratram. ap. FleuTF/J- P

Op. Berengarn ad Richardum amicum. 649 ; and the Magd- Cenl' ad cent‘ ix‘

(gm. Colet. tom. ix. pp. 1438-1440. c. 4, pp. 150-152.

See Abstracts of the works of Pas
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into the doctrinal and canon law of the Western churches;

and when it was resumed in the middle of the eleventh

century, his opinion had manifestly gained ground both

in the numbers of its patrons and the rigour of its de

finitions. About the year 1049 or 1050, Berengarius

archdeacon 0f the church of Tours, taking his stand upon

the work of Erigena, maintained both in his published

writings and his scholastic instructions to the theological

students of the diocese, that no substantial or corporeal

change took place in the .eucharistic elements after con

secration. The doctrine of Berengar created much in

terest, but little excitement, among his auditors and

readers. The question was at first discussed with calm

ness and good humour; but, in the ordinary habit of dis

putants, intemperate words on one or both sides soon

disturbed the delicate equilibrium of controversy; and

in the year 10-30 the new heresy was oflicially brought

under the cognisance of pope Leo IX. A synod was as—

sembled at Rome to inquire into the charge; but it does

not appear that Berengar was cited, or that he was pre

sent either in person or by deputy to defend his doctrine.

His adversaries therefore might impute to him what they

pleased; and in this way, we are told, they procured an

unqualified condemnation of his opinions, or what they

might have chosen to describe as such. Berengar himself

meanwhile, whether driven from Tours by persecution,

or with a view to the dissemination of his doctrine in a

safer quarter, had betaken himself into Normandy under

the protection of duke \Villiam, and taught publicly in

the schools of the duchy. Thither, however, he was after

a time pursued by his adversaries, and entangled in a

public disputation at a town called Brione. On this oc

casion, we are assured, he suffered a signal defeat, and

withdrew from the contest; or, as his opponents affirm,

retracted his error. By his own account, however, he

had been misunderstood and misrepresented throughout

the conferences; and he distinctly denied that he had

yielded any ofthe pointsin difference, as his enemies had

reported of him.i

‘ In a letter to a former friend at Bee in Normandy. Fleury, irii. pp. 584-586.
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This theological “passage of arms” was, it seems, pro

ceeding while the examination of Berengar’s Berengar’,

doctrines was going on before Pope Leo IX. ' ix

and in the month of September 1050 he was Leo Ix.y

summoned to a council to meet at Vercelli, ‘tn-1°50

there to defend his opinions respecting the eucharistic

sacrifice before the pontiff himself. Berengar did not

appear in person, but intrusted his defence to two advo

cates, Fruard and Waldo, as his representatives. These

persons relied chiefly upon the authority of Scotus

(Erigena); the work of that writer was accordingly

examined, and pronounced to be unsound and heretical,

and was consigned to the flames; Berengar and his ad

vocates were solemnly condemned, and the latter were,

“ after the fullest confutation,”j committed to prison.

Nothing, however, is known of what passed at Rome or

Vercelli in the cause of Berengar but what A“ d

proceeds from the pen of his envenomed adver- demegaetioti'ifld-f

sary Lanfranc,k prior of they convent of Bee in Bengal’; and

Normandy, afterwards archbishop of Canter- '

bury. Whatever doubt may attach to the testimony of

a person more than commonly animated with the spite

ful spirit which distinguished the controversialists of that

age, the papal sentence against the archdeacon of Tours

appears to have had a very limited circulation, and indeed

to have fallen altogether to the ground in the country

where the controversy arose. The decisions against him

procured in Italy gave him no serious disturbance in

rance, where, in fact, the battle was to be fought out.

The Italian monk Lanfranc of Bec had before this

been 1n the habit of familiar association with Lanfranc the

_erengar, and had been suspected of partaking Opponent °f

1s_ sentiments on the subject of the Eucharist. Berengar’

_ 1th a view, it is said, to clear himself of this imputa

tlon, he made a journey to Rome, and appeared at Ver

celh as the accuser of his former friend. on his return

,9 spread a general alarm among the Paschasian canon

lsts of France and Burgundy for the safety of the sacred

1 “Confutatis maledictis.” '‘ See Hard. Concil. tom. vi- pp- 10154018
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banner under which they had enlisted; the hand of the

priest was no longer to work the daily, the hourly mir

acle of the reproduction of the Christ living in the flesh;

a blow had been aimed at'the sacerdotal character, which,

if permitted to take effect, must end in the levelling of

that lofty platform upon which for two centuries past

the decretalists of 833 had taken their stand. N0 time

was to be lost; and king Henry I. of France was pre

vailed upon to convoke a general council at Paris1 to in

quire into the nature and progress of the Berengarian

Synod of errors. The more rigid Paschasians of Ger

Paris. many, however, objected that the time for in

"D' 1050‘ quiry was passed, and that nothing remained

to be done but to confirm and execute the sentences

against Berengar already in operation. As a further

objection to the proposed inquiry, they urged that it

must be ineffective until all the delinquents were before

the council; and that inasmuch as Bruno bishop of

Angers was implicated in the heresy of Berengar, no

proceedings could be taken against him without the pre

vious license of the pope, to whom alone it belonged to

condemn and depose a bishop!“ The French prelates

yielded to this argument, and on the day of meeting

Condemna_ contented themselves with simply arraigning

tion and Berengar as a convicted heretic,“ and reiterat

decm' ing the condemnation of the work of Ratram.

For the more speedy and effectual execution of the

sentence, it was resolved that Berengar and his disciples

should be hunted down by the king’s troops under the

direction of the_clergy, until they should either be driven

' For the 16th October 1050.

I" An opinion which had by this time

become a standing article of the de

cretal creed.

" Conf. the statement ofHard. (Cou

cil. tom. vi. pp. 1021-1026) with the let

ters of Theoduin bishop of‘ Liege and

Berengar. An anecdote connected with

this synod may show the animus with

which these proceedings were con

ducted. The bishop of Orleans pro

duced to the assembled fathers of Paris

a letter from Berengar to aconfidential

friend, of which he (the bishop) with

astonishing efi'rontery avowed that he

had robbed the bearer by main force

with a view to obtain evidence against

Berengar. This letter he laid before

the meeting as conclusive proof of the

heresy imputed to the writer. The

letter, we are told, was read, and drew

forth groans of horror as each succes

sive sentence disclosed fresh proofs of

his perverted mind, &0.
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back into the bosom of the Catholic faith, or extermi

nated from the face of the earth.°

The council of Paris in 1050 is, however, more ‘re

markable for the indications it furnishes of the Alarm ofthe‘

growing influence of decretalism, than for the dfcremfists

effect it produced upon the great controversy 1n hand.

The immunity claimed for the heretical bishop of Angers

marks an abandonment of the privileges of the national

church, which had not been contemplated as late as the

close of the tenth century.p But the eucharistic doc

trine of Paschasius was too flattering to the sacerdotal

aspirations to be relinquished without a vigorous strug

gle. The transcendentalism of the decretalists had crept

silently into the heart and viscera ofthe sacerdotal body;

and now no novelty could come upon them with a more

alarming as ect than the doctrine which divested them

of the superhuman dignity of their ofiice—the power, by

the laying on oftheir hands, to reproduce the living body

ofthe Lord. The corporeity and materiality of the victim

was too necessary to sustain the character ofa sacrificin

and mediatorial priesthood to be impugned without ex

citing a storm of fear and anger; and in fact it had the
efiiect of uniting them in one combined efi‘iort to expel

the traitors from their ranks. Berengar was condemned

and outlawed; and if Bruno of Angers was allowed to

escape for the present, it was only that they might not,

1n the heedless pursuit of present resentments, endanger

a cherished principle of episcopal privilege.

Notwithstanding, however, the proclaimed outlawry

of the Berengarian heretics, nothing further is

heard about them till four years after the coun- Eilvlilaggtlhi;

011 of Paris. But in the year 1054 the clergy mug“??

of. Touraine obtained permission from popesyno o 10 4'

Victor II. to resume the proceedings against the anti

Paschasians. Lanfranc again stood forth as prosecutor

before a synod assembled at Tours. This council was

F; Hard: Cone. ubi sup.; and cont‘. without regard to the alleged privilege.

163147?’ X11. pp. 588, 589, and pp. They had expressly rejected the plea,

p‘172- and repudiated the interposition of 811991 T‘lle fathers of St. Basolus (A.D. appeal to the pope between them and

d l, It will be remembered, had 0011- the delinquent. See Book VIII. 0. vi,

emned and deposed Archbp‘ Arnulph pp. 541 et sqq. of this work
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attended by two cardinal-legates, Gerard and Hildebrand,

the latter afterwards pope by the title of Gregory VII.

It may appear strange that the legates of the holy see

should be ignorant of what had taken place under the

eye of Leo IX. at Rome and Vercelli; if it be indeed

true that the Berengarian heresy had been definitively

condemned at both those synods. The Parisian divines

urged the decree of the council of 1050 as conclusive,

and pressed the immediate execution of the sentence

of that assembly without further inquiry. The legates

were, however, of a different opinion. It is pretty clear

that they knew of no definitive sentence of the holy see

against Berengar or his imputed heresy. They.there

fore insisted upon going into the whole question de novo,

and gave him leave to defend his doctrine with all free

dom. He is, however, reproached by Lanfranc with not

having had the courage to avail himself of the privilege.

We are further assured that a full retractation of his

errors was eXtorted from him by the superior controver

sial skill of his opponents. \ In his extant writings, how

ever, Berengar frequently complains of the captious and

insidious artifices resorted to to obstruct his defence; he

denied the confession imputed to him, though he freely

admitted the inferiority of his own powers as a contro

versialist; an incapacity which he believed had often

betrayed him into the snares of his antagonists. We

Probable are therefore at liberty to conjecture either that

compromise- the alleged retractation never passed his lips,

or that the more liberal legates prevailed upon him to

accept a compromise which, without wounding his own

convictions, might be susceptible of a construction to

which his opponents, if it so pleased them, might aflix

the character of a retractation.q

It is to be regretted that the extant accounts of the

38mg" at controversy up to this period do not disclose to

‘gags-9 us the realpomts in dispute between the parties.

' ' ' Lanfranc is merely vituperative, as far as h1s

argument has come down to us ; and no other advocate

steps 1n to supply the hiatus. \Vhether Berengar re

‘! Conf. the very meagre article in the Gene. ed. Hard. vi. pp. 1041,1042.
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canted or not, it is admitted that he continued for a

period of five years following his alleged retractation

ublicly to teach the eucharistic doctrine of his master

lllrigein, probably as contained in the work of Ratram.

In the year 1059, however, we find him of his own ac

cord at Rome before pope Nicolas II., for the purpose

of defending or explaining his opinions. The report of

the conference is again to be sought nowhere but in the

works of his enemy Lanfranc, who again assures us that

he subscribed a full and specific recantation of all his

errors, but without disclosing a single argument or

reason to which he maybe supposed to have yielded.

A document, however, lies before us which borders upon

a confession of error, though it does not necessarily im

ply a recantation of any of the points in dispute between

him and his opponent Lanfranc. In this confession he

renounces “all the heresies imputed to him,” more espe

cially that of maintaining that, after consecra- Concessions

tion, the bread and wine are nothing more than “36mg”

sacramental symbols, and not the pure body and blood

of Jesus Christ, in such wise that it may be handled

and broken by the hand of the priest, and masticated by

the teeth of the faithful, and that in a real and not

merely a sacramental sense.r

his confession purports to have been drawn up

y Humbert, a cardina -priest of the Roman Ammmtand

church, and was signed, we are informed, byvalue ofithese

erengar without scruple. But it is not im- wmssms'

puted to him that he ever dénied the real-perhaps not

even the corporeal~presence of Christ in the sacrament.

The realdifficulty, we believe, lay in the assertion of his

adversaries, that the body reproduced in the sacrament

r “Ego'Berengarius diaconus indig' Rom. sedi . . . . de Sacramento Domi

mls eccleslf’e 8- Mfllll’itii Andegavensis nicae 111911532 . . . . scilicet panein et

etcanathematizoomnem haeresimzprze- vinum qua; in altari ponumur’ post

clpue’ de qua hactenus infamatus sum: consecrationem non solum sacramen

qua fdstmel'e conetlmpanem etvinurn tum, sed etiam verum corpus et san

ggregl solturl poéiuntur, post consecra- guinem Dom. nos. J. C. esse: et seri

veru “mmo Osflcramentuimetnon sualiter, non solum sacramento, sed_ in

11‘ cWpus et Sangulnem Dom. nos. veritate manibus sacerdotum tracturi et

in' sélssssizrnon P0355 Sensualiter, nisi frangi, et fidelium dentibus atteri." 8w.

tum t .a‘mento’ majmbus saceYdo- See the entire document apud Hard.

miactari, Yel frangi, vel fidehuiu Cone. vi. p. 1064.
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was the human body consisting of that identical flesh

and blood which might have been sensibly touched and

handled while He lived on earth. Berengar does not by

this confession bind himself to any such proposition; but

consents only that the real body of the Saviour is pre

sent in the Eucharist, leaving open the question what

that body is. Again, inasmuch as the confession does

not aflirm the elimination of the substance of the bread

and wine after consecration, it was open to him to admit

that as long as that substance remained, it might be

handled and broken by the priest, and masticated by the

teeth of the faithful. Thus the two points most shocking

to the Berengarians—namely, the identity of the body of

Christ in the Eucharist with his human body, and the

elimination of the original elements after consecration—

were tacitly yielded. They might even admit a cor

poreity, though of a higher nature—a body analogous

to that of the glorified saints as described by St. Paul.5

So that while he denied against the Paschasians the pre

sence ofthe earthly body, he might still avow and believe

in the presence of the celestial or spiritual body, which,

in combination with the elements of bread and wine, be

came both tangible and frangible in the hand of the

priest, and capable of mastication by the teeth of the

aithful.‘

At this hearing, as at that ofTours in the year 1054,

Roman there appears on the part ofthe Roman divines

divinesde. an obvious fiinching from the extremes of the

82:0‘; Paschasian doctrine. On both occasions we

think that they were anxious for a compromise

that might, on the one hand, satisfy their good friends

the decretalists of France and Germany, and, on the

other, disembarrass them of a perplexing and irritating

discussion at a moment when Rome had her hands full

' “There is a natural body, and

there is a spiritual body,” &0. 1 Cor.

xv. 44. The glorified body of the

Saviour can hardly be conceived to be

different from that of his companions

in that home to which He promised to

be with them to eternity,_“ that where

I am, there ye may be also."

‘ The last clause suggests a third

open question as between Berengar

and his opponents, that is, whether

there be any sacrament at all where

the recipient is an “infidelis" or un

worthy communicant. But we think

this question was not raised.
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of affairs more immediately touching both her spiritual

and temporal interests. The Paschasians were permitted

to raise their song of triumph. The confession left room

for their extreme deductions; and they of course con

tended that it established them. Pope Nicolas II. was

satisfied by the result; he sent copies of the Dame of

document to all the churches of Italy, France, NW1“ 11

and Germany, in the belief that he had poured oil upon

the waters of strife. The Berengarians, however, took

a different view, and continued with unabated courage

to inculcate their doctrine of the eucharistic sacrifice,

and to inveigh against that of their opponents.

Berengar lived and preached in peace for the space

of seven years from his ordeal at Rome. But C t

in the year 1066 the controversy was once 132525135’

more revived by the indefatigable Lanfranc, Kym:

m a work published shortly before that time. ' ' '

In that production he charged his opponent with clan

destinely propagating o inions he had publicly con

demned and renounced. lgerengar had, it appears, within

that period secured himself from the personal attacks of

lllS enraged adversaries“ under the protection of certain

powerful friends. Lanfranc took advantage of this

natural precaution on the part of his adversary to taunt

bun with deceit and cowardice. “ He had,” vehemence

he said, “evaded a combat which, if he had “Lama”

been a sincere lover of truth, he ought to have courted,

though it might have led him even unto death. If he

really believed in the creed he had so long and so ob

stmately professed and taught, why had he not preferred

closing his career by the glorious death of a martyr, t0

Rmlonglng his miserable life by deceit and perjury ‘2”’

But,’ said his accuser, ‘f the arch-heretic has on many

occasions spoken maliciously against the church and

gseTfspllii .iegfi‘l‘fi tiliielmfiifiifi'éi $532281? if‘is"3%:"3115132 .l'fyl’r‘ii

thzybibsiggdéegrllag' the proceeding of umphant fanatics to allow the halo of

of the council “1):: 3111502118 dsecree martyrdom to rest upon the brow: 2:‘

126 “this aha m n . eep. therrvictims. Supposmgallthechag

P 1" 110te( )- against Berengar were proved, which
' The death would have been certain was ‘- v

the eater h ocx 1139: he or hisenough at the hands of his furious au- enemy ? gr yp ’
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court of Rome; he hath described that church as ‘ a

conventicle of the reprobat-e’—-‘ the see of Satan rather

than of Peter :’ such blasphemies had never yet issued

from the mouth of the worst of heretics or schismatics;

not even such outcasts as those had ever failed in rever

ence for the chair of Peter: what wonder that he who

could thus slander the church should, in the like spirit,

trample upon her doctrine,—the doctrine which had been

the uniform and uninterrupted tradition of that church

of which Rome was the head and the representative?”

Berengar replied to the argument, not to the invec

Reply of tive. He affirmed that the fathers ofthe church

Berensar- were not agreed upon the nature of the eucha

ristic sacrifice: some of the most learned among them, he

said, had treated it as “species, similitude, figure, sym

bol, mystery, sacrament ;” but had come to no decision

in words, on which all, or even the most eminent among

Rejoinder of them, could be said to agree. The rejoinder of

Lanfm‘c- Lanfranc is remarkable: it was, he affirmed,

sign and reality in one; for, if it be true that the con

secrated elements are a simple commemoration, and not

a repetition of the great sacrifice of the cross, it would

follow that the Jewish sacrifices were far more excellent

than the Christian ;w for surely the manna which came

down from heaven, and the animals which were sacrificed

day by day upon the altar of the temple, were of greater

value than a mouthful of bread and wine.

Without troubling ourselves with the logical value

Real intent of the suggestion, or its real bearing upon the

F333;: g‘glt'l-le merits of the controversy, it concerns us to

corporeal mark the solicitude with which the parallel be

Presence- tween the Christian Eucharist and the Mosaic

sacrifice of blood upon the altar ofatonement—the former

as the proper sequel and continuance of the latter, even

to its daily repetition—is preserved.x Yet though of the

same general character of an atonement for sin, the

Christian sacrifice must, they contended, stand as far

‘f Availing himself with much dex- in the sense of a eucharistic sacrifice,

terity_ of Berengar s use of the term or sacrifice of thanksgiving.

“sacrifice, which he probably meant ‘ Cont‘. Book VI. 0. vii. p. 193.
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above the Jewish as the dignity of the Son of God stands

above that of the representative victim which bled upon

the Mosaic altar. By this reasoning the decretalists

obtained a substantial and tangible victim, above all

human comprehension superior in excellence to that of

the older dispensation—a victim which they, as a true

mediatorial and sacrificing priesthood, might, in like

manner, immolate day by day on their own altars. And

inasmuch as their sacrifice was real and not symbolical

or figurative, so also‘ their altar was to be conceived as

a real and not a symbolical or figurative altar. It is

hardly possible to overrate the prospects which the esta

blishment of this doctrine opened to its contrivers, more

especially to the high-priest from whom the power to

perform this miraculous atonement was made to flow as

the fountain-head of all spiritual power.y

After the example of Lanfranc, many a champion

stepped forth to do battle to the death on behalf S nod of

of the Paschasian doctrine.‘ In that day men oiiiers.

Proved their sincerity by deed rather than by “'1075'

speech; and the literary soldier who would hesitate to

shed his own or his adversary’s blood in the cause, ex

posed himself to the cuttin reproof cast by Lanfranc

upon his opponent.2 But erengar saw no particular

advantage to his cause in the honour of martyrdom, so

liberally offered to him by his adversary. His choice

turned out rather fortunate than otherwise. He lived

111 peace from the year 1066 to the year 1075. In the

latter year his doctrine was once more drawn into dis

cussion at a. provincial council held at Poitiers under the

auspices of Gerald cardinal-bishop of Ostia, the active

agent of pppe Gregory VII. (Hildebrand) in France.

the!‘ meetings appear to have been held about the same

:75“ some acifmlnt of the gradual constitutions and canons. 6. Book III.

“a oplnent of thls idea. of the Chris- 0. i. p. 3; remark on the representa

“ pnesfim‘Pd 111 its connection with tive forms. 7. Book VI. 0. pp.

reidellflhfll‘lshlc sacrifice, we refer the 192-195_

work“: if the MWIHEPFSSBgBB in this 1 Among the opponents of Berengar

2 11,13 ' 13-001‘ I‘ c‘ “1- PP- 56, 57. Fleur-y names Guitmund, adisciple of

p.90 "BEER-73’ 74- 3- Ibid. c. iv. Lanfranc; Alger, a. monk of‘ Cluny;
c-viion rlstian symbolism. 4. Ibid. Alberic, a. deacon of Monte Cassino;

psegtflp'dl‘l' 148.451; the sacrificing and the saintly abbot Worphemius.

°° - 5- Ibld-p- 56 5 Apostolical n. E. xiii. pp. 287-294.

‘
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time in the Aquitanian provinces upon the Berengarian

heresy ;a but at these meetings the controversy was con

ducted in so intemperate a spirit as to lead to no practical

result. In this state these disputes lingered on till the

year 1079, when the subject was again taken in hand by

pope Gregory VII. himself.

In that year Berengar once more visited Rome, for

Visitof any thing that appears to the contrary, with

Berengar out fear for his personal safety, and in the ex

fnRf‘g; pectation of an impartial hearing. For the

’ ' ' authenticity of this passage in his history we

are enabled to appeal to his own account of the transac

tion in parallel with that of an opponent, Hugo abbot of

Flavigny,b who flourished towards the close of the ele

venth century. It has been already observed that Hil

debrand had become acquainted with Berengar at the

conferences held at Tours in 1054.c By the admission of

Lanfranc himself, the latter was a person of great learn

ing and engaging manners‘; and it is not improbable

that the pontiff remembered him with a respect which

had improved into friendship during his year’s resi

dence in Rome, pending the inquiry of 1059 under pope

Nicolas II.d

At Rome Berengar, therefore, found himself in a

Easy pnsitionposition of comparative liberty and personal

ofBerengar safety; and he defended himself with courage

“’ Rum‘ and moderation. He acknowledged that on the

former occasion he had admitted the real presence of a

true body of Christ in the eucharistic bread ; his adver

saries replied that he had in that confession omitted the

essential word “substantially” (substantialiter), so as to

evade the true point which made all the difference be

tween orthodoxy and heresy ;e thereby virtually repu

' Cone. ed. Colet. xii. pp. 585, 586. noticed that Hugo, though described

b Flavigny was a monaster in the as an adversary of Berengar, was only

diocese of Autun and the mo ern de- fourteen years old at the period in ques

partment of the Cote d‘Or. See Hugo- tion. He was therefore not strictly a

m's Flaviuiacensis Chron. a. . Pertz, contemporary writer.

tom. viii. p. 443; Coucil. ed. olet. xii. = See p. 127 of this chap.

pp. 629 el sqq-i Marlene Bl Durand. ‘1 Supplem. Concil. ed. Colet. tom. ii.

Thes. Anecdot. tom. iv. p. 103. Conf. p. 29.

Fleur!’ Xiii- PP- 385, 386-- It is to be ° They intended, namely, to drive
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diating the elimination of the substance of the bread and

wine, and its transubstantiation into the human body of

the Saviour. But that confession, such as it stood upon

the records of the Roman church, appears to have satis

fied the pope and the majority of the learned prelates

who attended this conference; and among the rest, the

very orthodox and erudite Peter Damiani. But his op

ponents clamorously demanded a further inquiry; and

in the end prevailed upon the pope to reserve the cause

for more solemn investigation at the semestral council to

be held in the Lent 0f the following year. When that

time arrived, Berengar consented, for- the sake Investigation

of peace, to add the word substantialiter to “"1? 33”"

his prior confession. His adversaries, howeveragilgzfidby their unseemly triumph drew from him an Pmmise'

explanation of the term, which left the question pretty

much where it was before. By the word substantialiter,

he replied, he must not be understood to admit either the

elimination of the natural elements, or their transmuta

tion into the substance of the natural body and blood of

the Saviour; neither ought he, by using the words “ sub

stantlally present,” to be taken to admit a. natural and

earthly, rather than a spiritual and heavenly, substance;

whlch latter substance he verily believed was really pre

sent in the Eucharist to every faithful communicant.

Thus by the interposition of a non-natural sense he put

the controversy on its legs again, and fairly puzzled his

Opponents: Both parties confessed the reality of Christ’s

presence in the sacrament; but the question still re

malned behind, whether that reality amounted to an

absolute corporeal identity, excluding the presence of any

extraneous matter or substance,—that is, an unqualified

mlraculous transmutation of the elements into the natural

body and blood of the Lord solely and exclusively,—or

Whether it was no more than a spiritual and represen

tative identity, such as might require no substantial

change 1n the natural character and substance of the

:23“; "he alimlfision that in the con- as he was born of the Virgin Mary,

subste -bread there Was really and suffered on the cross, and ascended

b d anmny Preiem the Whole natural into heaven.

0 y’ m1’ and dwinity ofJesus Christ,
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elements, and offer no contradiction to the evidence of

the senses.

Though the appropriate name for their special doc

Imperfect trine of the Eucharist had not been uttered by

success qfl-he the Paschasians, it was in all its parts identical

Paschasians. ' - . .

with the doctrine of Transubstantwtwn, as first

authoritatively promulgated at the general council of the

Lateran (A.D. 1215) in the pontificate of Innocent III.

But on the occasion now before us their success was far

from complete. The turn which the inquiry took, and

the circumstances attending it, show clearly that the

mind of the Latin church was not as yet so thoroughly

habituated to a view of the ordinance which involved the

renunciation of the evidence of their senses, and called

for a subtlety of discrimination requiring time and incul

cation to instil it into the vulgar mind. The fathers of

Rome were surprised; they hesitated and took refuge in

compromise, and ended by abandoning the parties to

their respective expositions with no precise decision to

guide them. There is, indeed, every reason to believe

that if the Paschasians had insisted upon such a decision

—-—if they had pressed for an express declaration in con

formity with the essential doctrine, that in the sacrament

the elements of bread and wine no longer existed, but

were transformed into the veritable, substantial, and ter

restrial body of Christ, appearing indeed to the deluded

senses as bread and wine, but being in fact and reality no

thing less than the whole Christ, and nothing beside,—

they would not have prevailed upon Gregory VII. or Da

miani, or a majority of the synod, to side with them. Be

rengar afiirms that he signed his second confession at the

earnest request of the pope, who was anxious to avoid a

disturbance of the eace of the church, during his arduous

contest with the Emperor Henry IV. Every circum

Re stance attending these conferences shows that
an .

Gregory VII. the pope had conceived a great regard for Be

Berg'gu rengar, and that he was solicitous to protect him

' against the violence of his adversaries.f Up to

_ ' His personal respect for the here- the reproach of being a. Berengarian.

siarch seems to have drawn upon him The charge was certainly propagat

 

LLr2‘gg15._

~'-'u".£54‘LL45‘

MIJ~FIJJA£‘:_“is?”
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the end of his residence in Rome, Gregory treated him

with distinguished kindness, and dismissed him with an

autograph safe-conductin the amplest and most cordial

terms; threatening all persons who should molest him

on his homeward journey, or thereafter presume to call

him heretic, with the anathema 0f the church. He sent

with him a chamberlain of his own household to signify

the favour of the‘ holy see, and Wrote to the archbishop

of Tours, the bishop of Angers, and the Earl Fulk of

Anjou, to insure him against all further molestation on

the score of his opinions.

His adversaries allege that as soon as he set foot on

his native soil he hastened to repudiate his late B

. . erengarretractation, and continued as before to propa- unmolested

gate the eucharistic heresy. This might be true fill gisl‘zg'lsth

enough in their acceptation of the terms of the ' ' '

confession; but upon that topic Berengar had not left

them int-he dark, though it might suit them to heap the

SIDS of their superiors on his back. In the year 1080 we

find him again present at a synod assembled at Bordeaux

to give an account of his faith before two papal legates

and several bishops; but with what result is unknown.

But by this time he was an aged man, and the remaining

elght years of his life were spent, for aught We know to

the contrary, in the enjoyment of the reverence and re

spect of his superiors and disciples. He died in the year

_1088, in the communion of the faithful, and was interred

1n the church of St. Martin at Tours. Cenotaphs and

panegyrics by surviving friends bear witness to the ge

neral regret for his loss.g

eRieifitsg’ifiiilfi‘aifi252?; Qtllfiillnii‘éuéé'iiliy E‘f’pv‘iiiifi 122.26.:

ludlgnfltlflll against the insolent dis- ance and renunciation there is not a

SAezllllgggl‘s of this atrocious slander. shadow ofevidence, except the fact that

‘Fl ,§6_,__tom.xvu.p.483. — he actually, much to their disgust,

eury,xu1.pp. 497, 498. The Pas~ ended 1115 life in peace. Cent. Magd

chasiaus aflirm that the peaceful con- cent. xi. p- 653

clusion of his life was to be ascribed to
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IT _was observed in the introductory chapter of the pre

ceding Book, that, “ at the death of the last Connection

emperor of the Saxon line, the papacy had to ofchureh and

outward appearance merged in the empire; and fiégifiliiiltghgf

that the acts of the popes on all occasions of the elevemh

Importance seemed to flow rather from the im- century'

penal than from the pontifical prerogative.”a It was at

I Book LY. c. i. p. 2 of this work.
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the same time remarked that no such intimate fusion of

the two powers had taken place as to lead to any defi

nite adjustment of their respective competency, or to the

establishment of any line of demarcation within which

their claims as against each other might be constitution

ally restricted; and that, as soon as the pressure from

without which had driven them into the alliance should

be removed, there was nothing to prevent the repulsive

forces inherent in their nature from operating to the

dissolution of the accidental union.

That outward pressure has been traced to three distinct

Evils and causes: (1) the decay of ecclesiastical organisa

their_reme- tion and discipline; (2) the disruption of the

am bonds of society, and the confusion of political

interests in Italy and Euro e generally; (3) the increasing

power and activity of the (germanic sovereigns. To these

causes ofparalysing constraint on the vital powers of the

church of Rome we may add that of a social demoralisa

tion inconsistent with any scheme of ecclesiastical govern

ment founded, however remotely, on Christian principles.

To the‘first of these causes we ascribed the relaxation of

' the grasp upon the public conscience which had been

enjoyed by the pontiifs of Rome during the vigorous

administrations of Nicolas I. and Hadrian II. 5 to the

second we traced the suspension of those powers of go

vernment—j-that political sovereignty—which, in the then

existing state of society, was essential to the maintenance

of the vast spiritual prerogative claimed by the holy see;

to the third we imputed the substantial transfer of the

papal elections to the Germanic dynasty, and the re

duction of the papacy to an item of imperial patron

age. Then, in thefourth place, it may be added, that the

pestilential immorality which polluted alike every element

of society—that the prevalence of incontinence, perjury,

venality, rapine, and crimes of violence—had infected the

church to its heart’s core, and produced a. looseness and

a rottenness of trunk and branches which, until the re

moval of the canker, could bring forth nothing but sour

and unwholesome fruit. And to this radical disease the

attention of every honest reformer of the age was directed.
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The great object of their exertions was first to awaken

the public conscience, by a vigorous assault upon the

capital vice of the age—sexual incontinence. To that

end they made the celibacy of the clergy, and the re

striction of the laity Within the canonical degrees of con

sanguinity and aflinity, the tests of the progress made

in their warfare against the debilitating corruptions of

the age. That the monks should have set about the

gigantic task before them in their own way, that they

should have looked for the remedy to be applied in their

own moral pharmacopoeia, is no just cause of censure.

The path of reformation was marked out beforehand for

them, by the rule rescribed in the institutes of their

beatified oracles. hey cannot therefore be fairly made

responsible for the contingent mischief they may have

done, as long as they laboured honestly in the cause of

moral improvement. The benumbing pressure of two

particular vices upon the vital interests of society was

universally felt and deplored: venality and faithlessness

in clergy and laity were to‘ be encountered by severe laws

against simony: a delicate touchstone was to be applied

to try the consciences of both in the matter of the‘ dis

tribution of ecclesiastical patronage; just as the laws

agamst sacerdotal marriage and lay incest were designed

to awaken the public indignation against voluptuous in

continence in both.

If these had been the leading motives of the re

formers, and as far as they really were so ; if Motives“

they had not entertained ulterior and selfishthe "Tome"

Objects; if personal or corporate ambition had had no

share 1n their mode of warfare against the vices of so

clety; we might perhaps lament the narrow and pre

sumptuous grounds upon which they acted, but must

applaud their zeal, and respect their self-denying upright

ness of purpose, as observed in the language and de

meanour of Damiani, Ariald, Anselm of Lucca, Frederic

of Lorralne, and the primitive leaders of the disciplinarian

school. These good men, however, did not trouble them

selves to inquire whether they were throwing open the

gate to vices which, if not more shocking to the moral
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sense of mankind, were not less injurious to the religious

interests of society. Were they, it may be asked, un

conscious that continence in their mouths might mean

servitude under monastic rule,~—the conversion of the

religious world into one vast convent, with a pontiff of

Rome for its universal abbot? Were they so blind as

not to perceive that their idea of simony might, with a

little expansion, be made to include every kind of lay

patronage; to embrace every scrap of land, every de

scription of property which, through any kind of con

veyance, might pass into the possession of church or

churchmen; and so to cast one-half, or even two-thirds,

of the productive means of the community into the flesh

pots of the church, for her and her ministers to fatten

upon?

We believe that this was the case; and that such was

Special in_ in no respect the intent of the honester section

tent 0mm of the reformers of the Hildebrandine age. But

there was one among them who not only in

' tended all this, but much more; one who had

estimated at their just value the moving powers which

his unconscious coadjutors had put in action, with the

determined purpose of not permitting them to rust for

want of use. The first object of Hildebrand and his party

was to restore a self-existent, independent papacy; and

with that view to emancipate the pontificate from imperial

control. But for that purpose it was above all requisite to

restore discipline, and to reform immoral practice upon a

plan and principle which should transfer the custody of

the public conscience from the hands of the state to those

of the church. It was moreover necessary to repress

civil disorder, and to lay the foundation of a solid politi

cal interest in Italy; and upon a basis thus secured to

place themselves at the head of a combined moral, religi—

ons, and political system which should balance the merely

military preponderance of the empire, and place them in

a position to take advantage of any accidental circum

stances which might occur to favour the unlimited ex

pansion of the ecclesiastical monarchy.

These hopes and expectations were founded upon
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shrewd observation of the signs of the times. Thescheme

Many of the chances reckoned upon were of 0£Hi1ge

probable occurrence; others were such as un- m“ '

expectedly to open out prospects of advantage that might

have been looked for in vain in the ordinary course of

political events. Thus, the premature death of Henry

III., in the year 1056, ridded the reformers at once of a

master who might have baffled their tactics for many a

year to come, and made room for the thousand contin

gencies of a weak and stormy minority. The collapse of

the imperial power in Italy, which followed that event,

enabled them to turn their attention to an object of vital

interest at home. The election of a pontiff had hitherto

rested, in a great measure, with the urban and rural

nobility of Rome, controlled, on occasions, either by the

imperial mandate, or the irregular interference of the

populace under the stimulus of domestic faction. Hilde

brand felt the necessity of narrowing a franchise which

interfered with the unity of action so essential to the

success of his plan of church-government. His success

cleared from his path the most obstructive impediment to

that absolutism which distinguished the political from

the disciplinarian school of reform. The latter Theory of

regarded the powers of the church as illimitable the discipli

for the reformation of an evil world; Hilde- Darius‘

brand regarded them as equally so for the purpose of

pohtz'eal aggrandisement. Unwittingly, Damiani himself

became the instrument of the worldly policy of his col—

league, and furnished him with a principle equally service

able for the promotion of secular conquest and of spiri

tual reformation. He taught that all temporal compacts

and obligations must give way to the welfare of the

_church; ‘that that spiritual imperium which was vested

1n the body of the church was as little susceptible of con

finement within the narrow bounds ofhuman laws as the

divine power from which it emanated; that the church

Was the proper interpreter of the divine will, and con

Sequently that human enactments could be binding no

Onger than while they were in accordance with that Will

so eXpollllded: circumstances, events, necessities, colli
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sions of conflicting duty, and other independent consider

’ ations, might at any time operate to dissolve the most

solemn engagements: as the purposes of the Almighty

were inscrutable, so likewise those of His church: as His

will appeared sometimes to adopt one course, sometimes

precisely its opposite, so likewise His church was em

powered to overleap all merely human considerations for

the accomplishment of the divine decrees.b

True to the monastic principle, Damiani believed the

Application single path of salvation lay in unreasoning

“$11,213:? obedience to the divine will: but in order to
bryand and sustain the duty of obedience there must be

Damiani- somewhere an authority to command ; that

authority he believed to be vested in the church, and her

earthly chief the Roman pontiff. But he was anxious

that his church should speak the will of God; Hilde

brand, that she should be the pliant interpreter of his

own designs. With the power in his hands, there was no

real difliculty in obtaining the desired responses. Armed

with a principle so manageable, and endowed with the

ability and the determination to draw from it all the ad

vantage it was capable of yielding, Hildebrand launched

boldly upon the ocean of worldly interests and passions,

in the confident hope of constraining a reprobate world

to exchange the servitude of Satan for that of the pope

ofgliome.c The instrumentality by which he proposed to

accomplish this grand project was fully prepared, and laid

ready to his hand, within the eighteen years which inter

vened between the death of Leo IX. in 1055 and his own

accession to the papacy, by the name of Gregory VII.,

in the year 1073. The mode and manner of the opera

tion is in some respects obscure; but we hope to present

them in such a shape as to convey a correct notion both

of the scheme itself and of the ability with which it was

worked out. The most important difficulty we have to

encounter is the questionable character of the testimony

we are compelled to rely upon. Almost all our wit

‘' See the principle as laid down by Appendix I. to this chapter.

Damiani in the work entitled “Discep- ‘1 Damiani would have said, as We

tatio Synodalis inter Regis defensorem doubt not he thought, “ to the Service

et sane. Rom. Eccles. Defensorem,” in of God.”
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nesses are so deeply tainted with. ignorance, dishonesty,

and party spirit, that it is difiicult to-verify many im

portant facts, and still more so to satisfy ourselves that

we have hit upon the right interpretation. The task,

however, is not impracticable. Certain leading incidents

stand uncontradicted; and fortunately the current of

opinion flows forth so clearly and rapidly under our eye,

that if we lose it or mistake the direction, the fault must

be ours.

The first transaction which followed the death of Leo

IX. (A.D. 1055) presents us with a remarkable Discrepm

instance of the kind of difliculty Which meets us accmlmts. °f

at almost every step of this period of our nar- “$555323

rative. One witnessd assures us that after that ‘3-1055

event the Roman clergy and people pressed Hildebrand

to accept the papacy; but that he resolutely declined the

honour, and prevailed upon them to send him as their

deputy into Germany, to persuade the emperor to grant

them full and perfect liberty to choose their own bishop.

ll second witnesse assigns a different motive for the mis—

151011. N0 person, he tells us, being to be found Bonizo and

among the Roman clergy qualified for so ex- L“ "f 08”‘

alted a station in the church, Hildebrand was sent into

ermany to search among the prelacy of that distant

country for an eligible person to fill the vacant throne.

Again, the first of these Writers states that Hildebrand

was received and entertained by the emperor with great

cordiahty; that he was honoured with many private in

terviews, and that he succeeded in convincing Henry of

the guilt he would incur by conferring the pontificate as

0 his imperial prerogative: that by his persuasive elo

quence the emperor was prevailed upon to renounce the

tyrannous patriciatef'and to restore to the clergy and

Pfiople of Rome their undoubted right to elect their own_

lshoRi and that thereupon Hildebrand, as their repre

Sentative, selected Gebhardt bishop of Eichstadt, the high

steward of the imperial household,—a prelate, he adds,

d Bom'zo bisho ' . _ ,

' P of sum, it deter- ° Leo cardinal-bishop of Ostia.
advocate °f Hfldebmdine Prin— f Cont‘. Book IX. 0. p. 83.

VOL. _1v L
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personally disagreeable to the court,——and carried him

away, against the inclinations of the emperor, to Rome,

where he was at once elected and consecrated pope by

the name of Victor II.g

A third witness,h however, favours us with a totally

Benm’s different version ofthe same transaction. After

mun" the death of Leo IX., he says, there appeared

at the imperial court three Vagabond monksi from Rome,

pretending to be deputies from the clergy and people of

that city; that Hildebrand was one of these; and that,

at the instance of\ Hermann archbishop of Cologne,

they were all three committed to prison: that soon af

terwards a genuine deputation arrived at court, with a

humble request’ to the emperor to appoint a pope; that

upon learning the deception that had been attempted by

the impostors, he was so incensed that he refused to re

lease them until they had taken a solemn oath that they

would not, either on their own behalf, or that of any

other person, intermeddle in the election ofa pontiff; that

A Gebhardt of Eichst'adt was then elected by the emperor,

and accepted by the Romans with alacrity; that, how

ever, the vagabond Hildebrand stuck so closely to the

new pontiff, and became so useful to him, more especially

in the raising of money, that Victor II. was led to be

lieve that he could not do without him; and that he at

length became so insolent as to obtrude himself into his

master’s presence whenever he‘liked, whether with or

without permission.j

A fourth witness drily informs us that in the year

Herman“ 1055 the emperor assembled a diet and synod

(Contractus) at Maintz, where Gebhardt bishop of Eichstadt
account. -

was elected pope by the bzshops then present;

and that he was soon afterwards consecrated at Home by

the name of Victor II.k Adopting as unquestioned fact

8 B0nizo,ad Amie. ap.(E'fel. Rr. Boic.

Ss. tom. ii. p. 804; L20 Ostiens. Chron.

Cass. lib.ii. c. 89, up. Murat. iv. p. 403.

'1 Benzo bishop of Albi, a. devout op

ponent of the reformers.

i “ Sarabaitae.”

J Benzon. Panegyr. HenIV. lib. iv.

e. 2, ap. Mencken, Br. Germ. Ss. tom. i.

pp. 1062 et sqq. _

1‘ Hermanni Contract. Chron. Contin.

an. 1054, ap. Pistor. Rr. Germ. Ss. tom.

i. p. 297. Cont‘. Conc. Hard. vi. p. 1037.

There is an error in the date of this

synod. It is said by the continuato‘r

to have been held on the 19th of April

1054, instead of 1055.
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this laconic statement, we are at liberty to regard the con

flicting accounts of Leo of Ostia, Bonizo, and Benzo, as

the expression of the party feelings of the writers, apart

from any accurate knowledge of the facts, or any desire to

reveal, if they knew, them. That Hildebrand Probable

declined the papacy, and that he undertook the views of

mission to the court for the promotion of his Hfldebmd'

ultimate designs, scarcely admits of a doubt. It is c011—

ceivable that at the moment there was really no candi

date to be found in Rome so free from the imputation of

simoniacal pravity as to satisfy the demands of the dis

ciphnarians. It must have been a matter of equal im

portance to himself to sustain his influence at the imperlal 4

court, and to avoid exciting the suspicious or wounding

' the pride of the emperor, against whose will he must have

been conscious that neither he nor his church could at

that time contend with any prospect of success. But he

was perhaps actuated by a third motive, more powerfully

than by either of the former 5 the danger, namely, '00 the

very basis of his plans, which must arise from a recur

rence to popular election, while destitute of the means of v '

stemming the torrent of sedition and corruption which had

hlthel‘tp signalised each successive exercise of the elective

fifanflhlse in its original form. lVe may therefore presume

hlS ultentlon to have been so to balance the imperial pre

tensions against those of the electoral body as to keep

alive the claim to a free election, without foregoing the

Protective 0r corrective power of the crown. Thus, for the

Present he Was content to'advocate the right of the clergy

and, People Of ROme, without affording them the oppor

timlty t0 exercise it; with a view, we doubt not, to the

tlme When he might safely make good the exclusive pre

tens-Ions of a closer body of electors against both.l

The fact; however, stands fast, that German annal

lsts Were wholly ignorant of any participation Pmbame

0f Romans, Clergy 01' laity, in the election cllliaracter of

IQ ‘VICtOI‘ II.m Nevertheless we do not be- t a’

lele that the appearance of Hildebrand at Vlcm H‘

' Allusion is mad h '
t e _ere prospectivel II. in 1059.
0 the celebrated ordinance of Nicola); "1 lambert of Aschafi'enburg tells 115,

\

.'u..-..-.a.i‘{I
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court on behalf of his fellow-citizens was treated as an

act of unauthorised and gratuitous impertinence. Yet

it appears certain that the election was substantially a

simple nomination by the emperor in council. Neither

is it credible that Henry 111., a prince still in the prime

of life, enterprising, fortunate and persistent, should have

yielded up so important a prerogative to the persuasions

of the Italian monk; or that the latter saw any chances

of success to encourage the attempt to extort such a con

cession. Again, Henry 111. had established for himself

the reputation of a reformer, and it might have appeared

diflicult at the moment to organise any important body

of contradiction to the claims of a prince so favourably

disposed to the cause, for his patronage of which the

honester party in the church had so loudly applauded

him. The difiiculties which we discern even at this dis

tance of time could not have escaped the penetrating

glance of Hildebrand; and he was contented to await

patiently the opportunities which time, and, what is hu

manly called, the chapter of accidents, might throw in

his way for the further advancement of his all-absorbing

scheme of church-government.

1n the year 1053 the princely Boniface of Tuscany

Boniface of died suddenly, probably by the hand of assas

Tusmy- sins. His power and wealth so far exceeded

the pro ortions of a subject as to inspire the emperor

Henry 11. with alarm, while his haughty demeanour

had suggested well-grounded doubts of his fidelity. His

friends aflirm that he was a staunch adherent of the

papacy; that he loved and cherished the clergy, more

especially the monks; that to them he was always open

handed; that he was diligent at confession, and that he

performed the penances they prescribed with extraordi

nary punctuality. But all this time it is admitted that

he was exceedingly slack in the performance ofhis duties

as a vassal of the empire; his authority within his here

ditary states was that of a monarch, and his wealth so

under the ‘date of 1054, that the em- church, he sent them Gebhardt bishop

per-or having been solicited by the ofEichstiidt. Lamb. Schafl'n. an. 1054,

Romans to provide a. bishop for their ap. Perlz, v. p. 156.
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considerable as to enable him to eclipse his imperial

suzerain in the magnificence of his court.n At his death

Markgrave Boniface left a widow, Beatrix, a daughter

of Frederic duke of Upper Lorraine,° with an Godfrey duke

infant son and daughter. Shortly before his Mumme

death, Godfrey duke of Lower Lorraine had been deposed

and exiled by the emperor for a breach of allegiance;

and he, with his brother Frederic, archdeacon of the

church of Liege, retired to the court of pope Leo IX.

An opportunity to retrieve his fortunes presented itself

in the person of the widowed marchioness. In that age,

and more especially in Italy, no condition was more full

of peril than that of widowhood. The great family con

nections and personal merits ofGodfrey recommended him

to Beatrix as a husband and protector; and a .

few months after the death of Boniface, Godfreybecame her husband. This fortunate match gi‘igzvc‘f

put him in possession of the rights of guardian- 0 a '

sh1p over the infant children of the deceased markgrave,

arid the absolute, though terminable, administration of

lllS Immense estate and treasure. Meanwhile his brother,

the archdeacon Frederic, entered into all the schemes of

the reformers at Rome, and became one of the most

zealous and distinguished leaders of the party!’

The establishment of the two disaffected princes in

the very heart of his Italian dominions natu- Jealousy of

rally disquieted the emperor. He could hardly Henry HI‘

admlt a hope that Godfrey, with the vast resources of the

Tuscan principality at his command, would turn out a

more tractable subject in Italy than he had already

proved himself in Germany. Strict orders were there

fore transmitted to his lieutenants and adherents in

Ombardy to keep a vigilant eye upon his movements,

announcing at the same time that in the following year

n .

.stflefm‘l'l'l- C'lmir- Ghr. an. 1053, ap. attempts to take away his life ‘by as

his d2‘ IiIP- 294- T_lllS writer imputes sassination. Anonym. Vit. Mathild. ap

him .at “to_ f’ssia‘ssms- He describes Mura't. v. p. 392. But he is uncon

t “was udlmsslmllg mmchio, immo firmed by any subsequent writer. Cont‘.

yhmnus' Conf' Ber'wld- Costant. Donizo, Vit. Mathild. Com. 0. 15, ap.

u. an. 1052; ap. Pertz, v- p. 426. Murat. v. p. 357.

countémollymous life of Mathilda, ” Danz'zo, ubi sup. p. 353. _ _

aflir ‘as or marehioness of Tuscany, P Herm. Contr. Contin. ap. Pzstor. 1.

m that Henry III. made several p. 297,
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he should pay them a visit to take counsel with them as

to the best measures for securing the public peace.q An

additional cause of anxiety to Henry may have been

Cardinal the circumstance, that soon after his arrival

Frederic of in Rome the archdeacon Frederic of Lorraine

L‘lmme' had been raised by Leo IX. to the dignity of

a cardinal-priest of the holy Roman church, and in that

capacity had connected himself with a party which made

no secret of its hostility to the influence hitherto ex

ercised by the crown in the affairs of the church. But

during the absence of the new cardinal upon a secret

mission to Constantinople, Leo IX. died, and that event

dissolved for a time the ties which connected him with

the pontifical court. Frederic accordingly retired to the

monastery of Monte Cassino, which then was, as it long

afterwards continued to be, the head-quarters of the

Hildebrandine tactics.

Meanwhile the reports of the increasing power and

Henry In intrigues of Godfrey in Italy became daily more

W1, Godfrey alarming. Henry hastened to» pass the Alps, to

of funny‘ examine on the spot into the state of the pen

insula. The aspect of affairs, however, was less critical

than he had been led to believe. If Godfrey had ever

entertained the designs imputed to him, he was not as

yet prepared for a rupture. Instead ofa hostile meet

ing, the emperor found a vassal as submissive in profes

sion as the most loyal subject. The envoys of the duke

tendered his duty to his liege-lord in all humility; they

protested in his name against the false imputations cast

upon him by his enemies; they testified his readiness to

serve the emperor with heart and hand; and they im

plored him not to refuse a poor exile from his native

land a becoming maintenance out of the revenues of a

wife, whom he had won by honourable suit, and married

with her own affectionate consent and the approbation of

the church. But Godfrey’s transgression Was too clear,

both to himself and his suzerain, to admit of any sudden
restoration of confidence. I Besides former delinquencies,

for which he was at that very time paying the appl‘O

‘1 Lamb. Schafl'n. an. 1053, 1054, ap. Pertz, v. p. 156.
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priate penalty, he had married the widow of a tenant in

capite, and assumed the wardship of the heir, without

the license of the lord-paramount. Undersuch circum

stances, his personal appearance at the imperial court to

vouch the sincerity of his professions was out ofInterview of

the question. The duchess Beatrix, however, Beatrix with

dissembled her apprehensions; she presented Henry In’

herself boldly before the emperor, and demanded an au

dience to vindicate her personal rights and those of her

children. The emperor granted the request Without

hesitation; and Beatrix urged that in marrying Godfrey

she had exercised her lawful right to dispose of her own

person as she might think best for her own happiness,—a

right which, in her unprotected position, she was bound

to exercise in order to provide a warranty for her own

safety and that of her infant children; that in taking this

course she had entertained no design inconsistent with

her allegiance to the emperor; that as herself a free

Woman, she had married a free man, and that the em

peror could not object to the union, or attempt to dis

solve-a connection which it was lawful for every noble

lady in his kingdoms to contract, without a manifest in

fraction of law and _'ustice.r

The defence of Beatrix, though it may, for Detention

alight we know of the strict principle and ac- of Beatrix

' The feudal law of Germany vested the service of the fee. Nor could she,

the guardianship of infants in the next

of kin. But the legal guardian could

not act without suing for investitiire,

and doing homage in that character.

He then obtained possession of the

person and property, and served for

the fee in the name and on behalf of

the ward until he arrived at an age to

sue out invcstiture and do homage for

himself. Eiclihorn, Deutsche Reclits— u.

Staats-geschichte, hook ii. § 365. p.

579. But the feudal customs of Italy

made a distinction between patrimonial

and feudal estate. Beatrix was pos

sessed of both kinds of estate as guar

dian of her children: for the former

she was liable only to fealty; for the

Btter she was bound to do homage.

ut I doubt whether a woman could

admitted to homage, because, by

reason of her sex, incapable of doing

consistently with the spirit of the feudal

law (at least as it respects feudal es

tate), choose a husband without the

consent of the superior lord, who had

a right to see that a proper person was

selected to do the service on behalf of

the ward. In Germany the nearest

relative (Agnat) was intriisted with

that duty. In the case of Beatrix, it

is presumed, the husband would be

legally entitled. Conf. Heineccius, Jus

German. lib. i. tit. xv. § 318. In her

case, however, the husband was the

enemy ofthe superior lord; and though

the feudal law of Ital differed in many

points from that of’ Germany, it_is

ardly conceivable that the superior

lord should be bound to accept such a

person as a qualified representative of

the estate and its liabilities.
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tual state of feudal law in Italy, have been legally sus

tainable, involved a political anomaly the emperor could

not allow to pass. The duchess and her daughter were

not permitted to depart the court, on the special ground

that by her marriage with Godfrey she had betrayed

Italy into the hands of an enemy of the empire.‘ About

this time the infant son and heir of Boniface died, and

the emperor at once resumed all the male fiefs of the

house of Tuscany into his own hands, reserving only to

Mathilda, now sole heiress of her father, those lands

which were legally transmissible in the female line.‘ This

proceeding convinced duke Godfrey that all

hope of reconciliation with the emperor must

in Italy be vain; and he retired to the court of his friend

' Baldwin earl of Flanders, to await the turn of

the tide. His brother the cardinal of Lorraine mean

while fared no better. Bereft of the papal protection, he

was compelled to quit his asylum at Monte Cassino;

wandering from convent to convent, in the hope of better

times.“ The promptitude of the emperor had thus driven

his enemies from the field; the storm that had been fast

gathering in Italy was dispersed; and if life had been

granted him to place his relations to church and state in

Italy upon a more solid foundation, and to educate his

son in the principles of state-craft that had proved so

successful in his own hands, it is probable that no firm

basis would have been left for the political reformers to

build u on, and that the far—sighted scheme of Hildebrand

would ave fallen to the round. The friendship of pope

Victor II., the capture ofBeatrix and her daughter, and

Vigorous

policy of

Henry III.

' The continuator of Hermann. Contr.

says that Henr did not get possession

of the person 0 the infant heir of Boni

face. Chron. ubi sup. an. 1055, pp. 297,

298. The same writer charges Henry

with having broken his safe-conduct in

detaining Beatrix and her daughter.

Berthold (Annal. ad an. 1055, Pertz, v.

p. 269) repeats the charge. Bonizo (ad

Amie. lib. vi. ubi sup. tom. ii. p. 805)

assures us that he obtained possession

of the persons of the duohess and her

daughter by a stratagem.

! What those lands were, it is very

difiicnlt to ascertain. ' The Roman law,

which was at that time gaining ground

in Italy, was generally applicable to all

private estate excepting feudal posses

sions ; consequently the resumption

would extend only to the duchy ofTus

cany and other fiefs held with it by

Markgrave Boniface. Both Beatrix and

her daughter, it is not doubted, posses

sed heritable estates in Lombardy and

in Lorraine, probably equally extensive

with that of Tuscany. See Eichhorn,

ubi sup. § 237 note (a), vol. ii. p. 91.

“ Leo Ostiens. Chron. Cassin. lib. ii.

0. 89, ubi sup.
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the flight of Godfrey and his brother Frederic, for the

present dissipated all fear of injury from the hostility or

intrigues of that party. Yet the care thus bestowed

upon the maintenance of his prerogative was not allowed

to interfere with those essential reforms to which Henry

had pledged himself at his accession. Before his return

to Germany he convened the bishops of Lombardy at

Florence under the presidency of pope Victor II., and

enacted or republished ordinances against the alienation

of church estate, and against the twin-heresies of si

mony and clerical concubinage.v Many bishops, we are

told, were deposed for cause of fornication (marriage);

among them, the bishop of the city of Florence itself.

Regarding the countess Mathilda as a ward of the

crown, and her mother as the wife of an enem

' of the state, Henry resolved not to lose sight Beatrix and

of either, and carried both away with him into Mathilda

Germany. In the following year pope Victor followed him

across the Alps, in obedience to the imperial summons, to

deliberate upon certain weighty affairs relating to church

andstate in that country.“ The pontiff was received at

. ‘ the imperial residence with extraordinary honours. Fes

tivities, amusements, banquetings, and hunting-parties fol—

lowed, and all things announced a happy present and a

cheerful future. But in the midst of these social enjoy

ments the report of the total overthrow of a formidable

army lately despatched against the Lusatian and Pomera

man Sclavi (Lutitzes) alarmed the court. At the same

moment the hitherto robust health of the emperor suddenly

gaveway: In his infirmity, disappointment and Death of.

mortification preyed upon his spirits and in- Henry 111

fiamed his disorder; and, on the 13th of October 10-56, he

was consigned to a premature grave, after a reign of

. seventeeuyears, during ten of which he had worthily

worn the imperial crown.‘

' Concil. Hard tom vi . . . . .
- . ' _ ‘- - p. 1039 , mons. The emperor, it is said, did not

gmlzsodsad Amie. lib. v_i. ubi sup. tom. like to separate himself for any long

Hg‘; t- :Bomzo ascribes these ordi- time from his pope.

'1 ES 3):“ he“) Hlldebrand- X That is, from the date of his coro

er ld.Annal.au.1056,ap.Pertz, nation by pope Clement II. Lamb.

v- P- 270. Some cause of ' a u '
- J9 lo sy is Scliafln. an. 1056 a . Pertz v. . 157.hinted at as the motive for this 5mm 7 P , P

y Abduction of '
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During his lifetime Henry III. had been a consistent

Developmentiriend of reform in all matters of discipline. He

°gftlzgeviegfs had steadily kept in view the moral improve

tremesacer- ment of his subjects through that of their in

dml Part3" structors; and had thus animated the hopes and

fixed the regards of. the great religious party which de

sired no more than a return to that which they believed

to be the standard of Christian piety in spiritual and

practical religion. But this section, though perhaps the

more numerous, was the feebler party in the church.

Under the impulse of the general reform movement,

Hildebrand and his friends had instilled a principle dif

ferent in its character, yet easily connected with the com

mon purpose as its safeguard and complement. These

men acknowledged no country but the church, nor any al

legiance but to the sovereign of the church. That which

in the layman was rebellion, was in their contemplation

loyalty to God and his earthly representative. They pre

sented themselves to the outer world as the subjects of

God’s kingdom, and living under the law-spiritual, to

which all things were to be made subject, as in hem’en

to Christ, so on earth to Christ’s minister. In accord—

ance with this view, the interposition of the lay hand 1n

any matter touching the spiritual or material interests

of the clergy was a sacrilegious invasion of the kmg—

dom of God by strangers and foreigners to his realm.

Their definition of simony was expanded so as to repel

the remotest claim of the “lay enemy” to set a foot

within the sacred domain. Lay or state patronage Was

viewed as a‘ profane trafiic with the gifts of the Holy

Spirit,—gifts which could flow in their purity through the

one appointed channel alone; and the absolute seclusion

of the clergy, as the only mode of marking the boundary

between the outer world, the dominion of Satan, and the

realm of the kingdom of God and his saints. Her

ministers must, they maintained, be brought within the

close fold of the church; and (in the true spirit of the

Isidorian precepts) they must be lifted out of, and placed

upon an eminence as much above" the civil state, as the

law by which they were governed transcended in excel
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lence all human enactments.y Henceforth the clergy were

to have but one master; and it became essential to that

sing-leness of duty and purpose, that an insurmountable

barrier should be erected against the irruption of those

social affections which must distract their attention and

bewray their loyalty. The two measures were therefore

parts of one sacred scheme; they completed the type and

image of that realm where all were subject to Christ alone,

and where “there was neither marrying nor giving in mar

riage, but all were as the angels of God in heaven.”z Such

was the sacerdotal polyolbion ; our duty will be to trace its

progress, and to ascertain, as far as existing materials

permit, what was lost or gained to mankind by its success.

gy his empress Agnes, Henry III. had left an only

son enry, whom at the age of three years the Th

states of Germany had elected as their future Agfiei‘fiiii

king‘. At the death of his father, Henry IV. Hdi‘m ‘if

. enry V.was only an: years of age, and fell by the law

of the land under the guardianship of his mother. Agnes

was a woman of sense and piety, but unendowed with

that masculine spirit which could alone‘ have enabled her

to contend with the rude and turbulent aristocracy that

Surrounded the throne of the infant sovereign. Her first

great political error was therelease of Beatrix and her

daughter -Mathilda, and the reception of duke Godfrey

mto herfavour, at the solicitation of pope Victor.“ The

pope himself set forward on his return to Italy shortly

after Christmas in the year 1056; but he got no farther

than Florence, and died there suddenly on the 26th of the

following July.b .

In the interim, Godfrey of Lorraine and his consort

eatrur had resumed peaceable possession of Death of

the entire inheritance of Markgrave Boniface; Vim‘ 11

’ 0°‘.1f- B°°k W10- vii- pp. 19mm. upon his death-bed sent for duke God

. . -XXli~ 30. This singular frey, and restored to him his wife and

Fpphmhon 0f the text is not uncommon her daughter, with all the territories

g; the mouths of the disputants in the that ever belonged to her, 8:0. But of

5321-8: of the great‘ Struggle against this the German annalists are ignorant;

aegwpmlma'mage' not‘ is the fact probable in any view

B - 196"‘ Gemtlac- flr- Pertavt p. 360. of n.

“"2” (‘id Amw' “bi suit)- The slip- h Lamb. Schafi‘n. an. 1056, 1057 ;
Pery Italian assures us that Henry III. Pertz, v. pp. 155-158.
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territories which comprised the whole of Central Italy,

some large districts of Lombardy, and the capital city of

Mantua. The administrator of this wide and productive

estate had many wrongs to redress, and many claims to

urge against the empress-regent, which it might at any

time be convenient to revive. Meanwhile his brother

Frederic of Lorraine, as soon as he found the field clear

by the retreat of Henry, had returned to Monte Cassino.

1n the following year (1056) he was unanimously elected

abbot of that important community; after which cere

mony he repaired to Florence, where pope Victor con

firmed the election and advanced him by the title of

cardinal-priest of St. Chrysogonus. Frederic made good

speed back to Rome to take possession of his new dignity, .

and was about to return to Monte Cassino, when Boni

face bishop of Albi arrived in Rome with the intelligence

of the sudden death of pope Victor. The news spread

through the city; clergy and laity thronged around the

E1 _ cardinal abbot. A whole day and night were
ection of . . . .

Frederjc of spent 1n anxlous deliberation as to the person

gmmme- to be put in nomination for the papal throne.

ephen IX. . . . -

The suggestlon that the prellmmary questlon

ought to be submitted to the German court was discussed ;

but, as there was now no longer any doubt as to the pos

sibility offinding a fit candidate in the Roman church, the .

motion was negatived. Five names were proposed, that

of Hildebrand being the fifth on the list; and it was

thought by some that they ought to wait for his return

from Florence, where he was still unaccountably linger

ing.“ But the opinion of the majorit decided that delay
might be dangerous, and that it was dliasirable to proceed

to an immediate election.d The choice of the meeting

accordingly fell upon Frederic himself. ' But he had dis

appeared from the assembly; the fathers therefore pur

sued him to his residence, whence they drew him forth

by gentle violence, and in the church of St. Peter-ad

Vincula completed the process of election amid the accla

mations of the multitude. On the following day he was

c Not improbably detained by im- Beatrix.

portant consultations with Godfrey and ‘l “ Moms nequaquam esse congruas.”
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enthroned in the church of St. Peter by the name of

Stephen IX.e

By this stroke of policy the political-reform party

had lifted itself to the head of affairs. The Hildebrand

first act of the new pope was to raise Hilde- in Germany

brand to the dignity of cardinal-archdeacon of the holy

see, and to send him and the zealous Anselm da Baggio

as his envoys into Germany, to satisfy the regent of

the urgent necessity for promptitude in filling the vacant

see, and to excuse the inevitable departure which had

taken place from the customary deference due to the im

perial court. For this course Hildebrand could be at

no loss for plausible reasons. The shortest delay in choos

ing a pope, after the death of Victor became known,

would have enabled the gentry of Rome and its vicinity,

mostly the devoted advocates of all the old abuses, to

collect their strength, and to arrest the progress of re

form in limine. Again, it might be no difficult task to

persuade the empress that without the cooperation of

Godfrey ofTuscany nothing could be attempted south of

the Po by way of military intervention, consequently

that the rights of the infant sovereign in Rome could now

be protected only by the joint influence of the pope and

the duke. On the other hand, with the support of the

Tuscan prince, the powerful counts of Tusculum and Ga

lera might be deterred from any violent attempt to disturb

the exlsting state of things. Though it was felt that the

tune had not yet arrived for an open rupture with the

court, yet the success of the mission must at all events

secure the advantages of overawing domestic enemies,

securing the papal throne to a devoted partisan, and of

weakening the claim of the sovereign to a prior nomina

tlon 1n the election of a supreme pontifl'. The task of

Hlldebrand was for the present restricted to the main

tenance ofthe imperial connection, without compromising

the ultunate views of his party. He was materially

assisted 1n his negotiations by the intimacies he had, at

 

t- ' Fro"? the circumstance of the elec- lib. ii. cc. 116, 117; Murat‘ iv’ PP’ 408’

lgu ‘having taken place on St. Ste-‘P 409. i

1) en s Day. Leo Ostiens. Chron. Cass.

M‘.Hiiiirrflhm‘4H‘‘I‘M‘_[Ii

-..-..._..l..._.....‘"3,.A
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various times in the course of his active life, formed among

the German prelates and clergy.f Though no definite

intimation of the result of his embassy has come

down to us, there is no doubt that he met with

no serious contradiction or censure ; and that he at least

succeeded in preventing any inconvenient outbreak of ill

humour on the part of the proud and jealous aristocracy

and prelacy of Germany.

While Hildebrand was engaged in Germany, pope

Activity and Stephen exerted himself to the utmost 1n de

death of nouncing slmony, the marriage of priests, and

Sieghfggsx- the connubium of the laity within the prohibited

' ' ' degrees.' For these purposes he engaged the

services of Peter Damiani, and, much against the incli

nations of the modest cenobite, advanced him to the hon

ours of cardinal and bishop of Ostia. Numerous decrees

were passed for the prevention and punishment of the

presumed irregularities during the first four months of

this short pontificate. The pope afterwards removed to

Florence; but distrusting the state of his own health, he

assembled the clergy and laity of the city, and obtained

from them a solemn engagement that, in case ofhis death,

110 step should be taken to fill the vacant see in the ab

sence of Hildebrand from Rome. The motive “for the

retirement of the pontiff to Florence is not indicated; but

his residence there scarcely exceeded four months. He

died in that city on the 4th of April 1058.g

The declining health of the pope had given ample

The rival notice of an approaching vacancy, and en

Popes—Bene-courag'ed the hopes of the enemies of the late

$203125?‘ reformers, in conjunction with the turbulent

' gentry of Rome and the vicinity, of recovering

their lost ascendency. As soon as the news of the

death of Stephen reached Rome, Gregory of Tusculum,

titular count of the Lateran, and Count Gerald of Galera,

His success.

‘ Lambert of Aschafi'enburg (an. of the holy see; a man of wonderful

l_058; Pertz, v. p. 160) says that “the eloquence and knowledge of holy Scrip‘

(infant) king celebrated his Christmas ture.”

at Merseburg (Saxony); and that there 8 Leo Ost. lib. iii. 0.9; ubi sup. iv‘

was there present with him Hildebrand 418. -

abbot of St. Paul, engaged in the afl‘airs
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collected their satellites, and in the dead of the night

they surprised the city-guard, and took possession of the

Lateran. With the zealous aid of a large party among

the disaffected clergy, they lost no time in electing a

pope, and forthwith installed John bishop of Velletri in

the papal chair, by the name of Benedict X. The pro

testations and anathemas of Damiani and his party were

treated with contempt, and every friend of reform was

driven from the city. The exiles retired to the convent

of Monte Cassino; where, under the protection of the

powerful Norman chieftain Robert Guiscard, they might

defy the malice of their enemies. And here Desiderius,

who had been elected abbot of that house in the lifetime

of pope Stephen IX., was solemnly inaugurated in the

abbot’s chair by two cardinals and several bishops and

cler ‘y of their party.h _

I‘he intrusion of Benedict X. had, however, for the

moment'deranged the plan of the reformers. Election of

In pursuance with their engagement to the de- NW1“? 11

ceased pope, they could do nothing without the concur

rence of Hildebrand. The German annalist affirms that

the Romans—or, more probably, a party attached to the

imperial interests—sent a deputation to assure the young

kl'ng of their fidelity to the engagements entered into

with his father, and to request him to name a successor

to Stephen; his interference having been rendered neces

Sary by the crimes of the usurper. In compliance with

this request, the king, or the regent, nominated Gerhard

blshop of Florence, a person equally acceptable to Ger

mans and Italians, and sent him to Rome under the es

cort of duke Godfrey.i The Italian version of the trans

action is less specific. Hildebrand, we are told, appeared

Bl'omptly at Florence, where heIWas joined by his friends

from Monte Cassino, Rome, and other parts of Italy, and

soon collected around him an attendance of clergy nume

I'Ous enough to be deemed a fair representation of the

electoral college. By their suffrages, and with the con

sent of the empress, the meeting raised Gerhard bishop

of Florence to the holy see by the title of Nicolas 11.

W-__._-_=W-_a-—-—--‘—‘

h Leo Oat’ “bi suP- PP- 409,410. I ' Lamb. Schafi'n. an. 1059; Pertz, v. p. 160

---i-_‘EW-fi—q
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The new pontiff immediately issued letters missive,

He deposes addressed to all the bishops of Italy, as well as

his rival to duke Godfrey and the imperial viceroy

Benedwtx' count Guibert of Parma, for a great council

to be held at Sutri as soon as tranquillity should be

restored. With Hildebrand by his side, and under the

armed escort ofGodfrey, he marched in triumph to Rome.

The Tusculan rebels speedily evacuated the city, after

which pope Benedict flung himself at the feet of his rival,

confessed his sins, and submitted to degradation and

confinement within the precincts of St. Maria Maggiore

for the term of his natural life.j The new pope was re

ceived by the Romans with the usual honours, and in

stalled in the accustomed form. Peace seemed to be

restored as if by enchantment; all opposition had sud

denly vanished ; yet none knew better than the pope and

his minister that much still remained to be done to secure

the advantages gained.

But the time and the opportunity had, it seems,

Greatsynod arrived for the publication of the new scheme

ot'Rome. of church-government. That scheme was to

"D' 1059' embrace all the more material principles of de

cretal law, and to provide for uniformity of practice by

the concentration of power. The restoration of peace

enabled the pope to remove the great council, which was

to meet at Sutri, to the capital; and in the month of

April 1059, one hundred and thirteen bishops, many

abbots, and a vast concourse of priests and deacons as

sembled in the great basilica of the Lateran. Nicolas II.

opened the session by a concise statement of the objects

for which the council was called, assigning at the same

time the reasons upon which the propositions to be laid

before them were founded. From the tone and manner

ofthe address we collect that no discussion—at least of

princlple—was expected; least of all, that opposition or

obyectron would be tolerated. The pope reminded the

illeo Ost. lib. iii. c. 13, ubi sup. annalist may have mistaken his em

pp. 421, 422; :Bomzo, lib. vi. ubi sup. bassy on the election of Stephen IX’

p.806. We thmk that Gerhard was the for a. de utation from the Romans

nominee of the court, but at the sug- after his eath, down to which time we

gestlon of Hlldebl‘alld- The German know that Hildebrand was in Germany.
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meeting of the dangers which the church had incurred

by reason of the usurpation ofthe simoniacal heretic who

had so lately intruded himself into the pontifical chair.k

He impressed upon them the sacred duty of providing

against a recurrence of the like calamity; and Election-law

he informed them that, in conformity with the °f Niwlasn

practice of his predecessors, and the precepts of the

fathers of the church, he had decreed, and did now

aflirm and decree, that, after the decease of a Roman

pontiff, the cardinal-bishops should deliberate separately

as to the election of the future pope; that, after such

deliberation and discussion, they should call in the car- ,

dinal-clergy ,' and then, in like manner, the inferior

clergy and people, to give their consent. The pope

assigned, as the canonical reason for throwing the desig

notio persona upon the cardinal-bishops, that, inasmuch

.as every new bishop must be confirmed by his metropo

litan, the pontiff ofthe Roman church having no superior

to perform that duty for him, it must ofnecessity devolve

upon the cardinal-bishops.l In the last place, he enacted

that the new pontiff be chosen from the bosom of the

Roman church, if a properly-qualified person be to be

found therein; if otherwise, that he may be elected from

any other church. Then follows the remarkable clause:

“Saving in these matters all due reverence and respect

for_our beloved son Henry, the now king, and, The saving.

as it may be hoped, with the divine permission, clam

omperor that is to be, according to our grant and con

 

_" Damiani imputes siinony to Bene

dict X. because he suffered himself to

be enthroned against the consent of the

cardinal-clergy, in atumultuous manner,

and in the dead of the night. None of

these obyections, however, come within

any usual definition of simony. But he

adds what is more to the purpose. After

his instalment, he says his friends and

,l'BlMWeS (the counts of Tusculum and

Galera) distributed great sums ofmoney

among the people, and that they ex

busted the treasury of St. Peter to

illfl'lcl'l these sons of Simon Magus.

ppv Damian. ep. 4, ap. Fleury. tom. xiii.

VOL. W.

p. 61. But neither Bonizo nor Leo of

Ostiu speaks of bribery.

' If the fathers of the council had

had any discretion in the matter, we

must give them credit for a very small

amount of intelligence or of knowledge

to induce them to accept this miserable

sophism. In ordinary cases the con

firmation by the metropolitan followed

the election; it gave no power to no_

minute the candidate or to interfere

with the election in any way. The ut

most that could be claimed for it was

a subsequent veto.

M
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cession made to him and his successors, as soon as they

shall in person (personaliter) solicit this privilege at our

hands.”"‘

But, as experience had proved that perfect freedom

Provision forand purity of election could not always be

extraneous secured 1n Rome Itself, the pope further or
electwn' dained that in every such case it should be law

ful for the cardinal-bishops, in conjunction with the re

ligious clergy and catholic laity, though they be ever so

few in numbers, to fix the place of election wherever they

may think best; and if the person elected by them be pre

vented from resorting to the capital for his consecration,

he should nevertheless be at full liberty to exercise all the

powers of the pontificate, and to enjoy all its prerogatives

in as ample a manner as if he had been enthroned in

the usual place, and with the accustomed forms.

The decree concluded with a pontifical malediction.

Decree and upon all who should resist or impugn this “ de

“ne‘heme- cretal sentence” of the holy see. “Let him,”

saith the holy pontiff—“ let him be damned by anathema

and excommunication, and be counted among the im

pious in the resurrection of condemnation; may the

wrath of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, and the fury

of the apostles Peter and Paul, whose church they

shall dare to disturb, be poured out upon them in this

life and in the life to come; may their habitation be

made desolate, so that there may be none to inhabit their

tents; may their children be made orphans, and their

wives be widows; may the disturbers be themselves dis

quieted; they and their sons; and may they beg their

bread, and be driven out of their habitations; may the

“I The Farfensian chronicle (ap,

Murat. tom. ii. part ii. p. 645) inserts

an important clause (if genuine) into

the papal decree of election. The

former art of the ordinance stands

substantially as in the text, adding

only that the “grant and concession"

was obtained “mediante ejus (reg-is)

nuntio Longobardiaa Cancellario W.

(Wiberto);” then, in continuation of

the sentence, “ad Oonsensum novae

electionis accedant ;" namely, that the

future emperors should, after their

coronation in the terms of the sup

posed grant, be admitted to the 'elec

tion of the Roman pontiff. And in

further explanation the chronicle adds,

“nimirum praecaventes, ne venalitatis

morbus qnalibet occesione subrepat,

religiosi viri (cardinals and clergy)

cum serenissz'mo filio nostro rege Hen

rico praeduces sint in promovendo pon

tificis electionem; reliqui autem se

quaces,” 8m.
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usurer consume their substance, and the stranger reap

the fruit of their labours; may the world be at war with

them, and all the elements array themselves against

them; and may the merits of all the saints at rest con

found them, and even in this life hold the sword of

ven eance suspended over them.”

Ilaving harkened for an instant to the distant voice of

the storm that was soon to rouse the world from EX lunatic"

its slumbers, we ask for an explanation of the on e decree

indefinite and somewhat ambiguous terms ofthis "f ‘ileum’

decree. We think we find it in the more precise language

of the first of the thirteen canons enacted by the council

of 1059. The election of a Roman pontiff, it directs, shall

be in the power (potestate)“ of the cardinal-bishops; so

that if any one hereafter shall be raised to the apostolical

throne without a prevenient, canonical, and unanimous

election b them, and without the thereupon following

consent 0 the religious orders, clergy as well as laity, in

their respective turns, he shall be regarded not as “ apos

tolic but as apostatic.”° We are here given clearly to

understand that there can be no pope of Rome without

aunam'mous nomination by the cardinal-bishops :P the can

dldateflproposed by them was afterwards to be approved by

the di erent orders of the clergy, cardinal and ordinary ;

and lastly, the election was to be ratified by the suf

frages of the people, but without any reserve on behalf of

the imperial prerogative at any stage of the proceeding.

It would occur to any ordinary understanding that the

terms of the canon gave a veto to the two latter members

of the electoral body upon the initiative act of the car

dinal-bishops; and that, in case of dissent, they would

come under the obligation to propose a more acceptable

candidate. But there is so little in the later practice

f‘ The term obviously means some- P Seven in number,viz. the bishops of

thmlimmie than mere control or order Ostia, Portus, St. Rnfina Sylvae Con

3' ,dlrectlolI- :We think it properly didaa, Albano, Sabinum, Tusculum, and

eslgnates a direct power of appoint- Praeneste. These seven bishops were

$6,", though it might be only pre- attached to the immediate service of

‘mum?’ and Subject to a veto from the church of the Lateran, where (ex

fitlmle other authority, e. g. the cardinal cepting the pope) no other priest was

c ‘17%?’ the Peflple, or the emperor. _eptitled to ofliciate. Dnmz'am' Epp.

Apostaticus et non apostolicus." lib. i. ep. i. and ii.

0
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Probable of the Roman church to throw light on the in

drift of the tention of the legislator, that we hesitate to go

decree‘ beyond the limited inference that the ordinance

was designed mainly to deprive the laity more espe

cially the capitani, nobles, gentry, and populace of Rome

——of that irregular initiative in the choice of a pope which

had been productive of such manifold and distressing dis

turbances in the church ; an interference which, if allowed

to subsist, must thwart every measure of the Hildebran

dine party for the accomplishment of that ascendency

which was becoming every day more clearly apparent in

the whole course of their policy.

The tendency of that policy is ingenuously disclosed in

How“, the terms in which the imperial prerogative is

touched upon. The imperial representative,Gui

rogative of bert or Wibert of Parma, could hardly overlook

ParticiPatm- the light treatment of his master’s hitherto un

opposed prerogative. It is not improbable that the saving

clause, such as it was, owed its insertion to his vigilance.

Yet upon a closer consideration of the clause it is difficult

to say what it was that had been reserved on behalf of

that prerogative. The “ due honour” stipulated for might,

 

‘for any thing that appears, have amounted to no more

than that personal respectq to which the emperor might

be entitled as official protector of the Roman church, or

perhaps to a certain honorary right to be represented at

the ceremony of election. But it was no longer a secret to

the world that the objection ofthe Hildebrandine party ex

tended to the interference of all and every rank and degree

of the laity in the appointment to ecclesiastical oflice; and

great care was taken that the terms in which any right

or participation of the crown in the election of a pope,

- whatever it may have amounted to, should imply that it

was yielded, not as a matter ofright, but out of indulgent

regard and spontaneous benevolence, proceeding solely

from the free grant and concession of the holy see, and

claimable only when personally solicited by the sovereign

‘I That is, if the words’ of the as in the official report of the proceed

Farfensian version, “_cum fiho nostro ings of the council they appear to have

seremssimo rege Henrlco,” are omitted, been.
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as ofthe mere grace and favour ofthe holy see. The terms,

however, extended beyond this slight to the election pre

rogative of the crown. That right, whatever it might

amount to, was annexed to, and to be enjoyed in virtue

of, the imperial dignity; consequently the solicitation re

quired to impart to the emperor any elective faculty ex

tended to the imperial title itself. The words used in de

scribing that title imply an option in the holy see to grant

or to withhold the right,r so as at least to disconnect the

patriciate from the office, and to transfer it to the pontiff,

to be yielded or withheld by him at his convenience.’

As one of a series of measures for cutting off all com

munion of right or interest in the lay estate, Provision

this was ‘perhaps the most important. The Feel?“
head must be free before the limbs can have milling?

free play. The next in the series was the ex- "es‘i‘ure

pansion of the idea of simony, so as to exclude the lay

hand from all'participation in the distribution of ecclesi

astical appointments. The council, in the first instance,

condemned and doomed to eternal perdition all clerks

who should be convicted of obtaining any kind of order

or preferment by bribe or purchase. A similar sentence

Was passed upon all who should knowingly accept ordi

nation from simoniacal bishops; yet, by way of indulg

ence, and solely from considerations of expediency, the

council exempted from the incapacitations of simony those

W110 had ignorantly resorted to such polluted sources.

But it was at the same time carefully provided that this

act ‘of merciful condescension to the weakness of the co

clcsiastical body, after the long and deadly malady from

WhlCll it was but slowly recovering, should never be

dI‘aWn mto precedent. In few and simple words the

001_1nc11 then announced the crowning principle of the

Hildebrandine scheme: “N0 clerk in orders shall here

Qfler on any pretence whatever accept church or bencficc

jrom or by the procurement of any lay person ; n0 clerk

in orders shall be amenable to layjurisdiott'onm

I speratur,” 8w. Franconian emperors.

U 1 his is the view taken by Stenzel ‘ See the vi!" and x‘“ canons, as be

0 . 1. p. 200) in his history of the low.
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In the further prosecution of the like train of thought

Dame and intent, the next topic of importance em

,minst braced the social condition of the clerical estate.

Jeri“! It is a matter of certainty that a very large
arrlage. . . .

portion, perhaps a majorlty, of the beneficed

priesthood of Italy, France, and Germany were formally

and, as they believed, legally married. There is equally

little doubt that ofthe unmarried, a great number—again,

probably a majority—lived in a state ofunrebuked, ifnot

of licensed, concubinage. But in the case of a clerk in

orders, the decretalists admitted no distinction—not even

in name—between the one condition and the other. In

their vocabulary wives and concubines stood in the same

category,—-marriage and concubinage were pure har

lotry. Hence the council decreed that no Christian

man should presume to hear mass sung by any priest

who, to his certain knowledge, entertained a concubine

or held clandestine“ intercourse with a Woman: more

over, that “ if from the date of pope Leo IX.’s ordin

ance,v any priest, deacon, or subdeacon, shall be con

victed of keeping a concubine, or of having married, and

refusing to abandon his wife, he shall be suspended from

saying mass, or taking any part in the services of the

church, until judgment be given in his case by the holy

see.” By way of security for the future chastity of the

priesthood, it was enacted,w “ that all priests who would

be considered chaste, should live, eat, drink, and sleep,

under the same roof; and that all the revenues of their

churches should be enjoyed in common; in order that

bylsp doing they might attain to a truly apostolical habit

0 1 e. x

The legislation of marriage involves the most im

Policy of portant interests of the human family. It go

mepriesthoodverns and controls affections, feelings, tempers,

‘:Efrriilgnes appetites. Marriage has its own religion and

its own superstitions; and these sentiments in

variably mix themselves up with all the spiritual hopes

" “ Concubinam But subintroductam W By canon iv.

mulierem” _ X Cont‘. Book VI. 0. vii. pp. 196-200.

v Conf. Book IX. c.1v. p. 103, et sqq.
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and aspirations of man and woman, and run into every

outward relation of life. N0 great sagacity was requi

site to discern the advantage to be derived from the mas

tery and direction of this great moving power in the

human breast. The priest who should propose to himself

to establish a right of legislating for the connubial affec

tions of mankind, and all the interests they involve, could

scarcely contemplate a more commanding station for the

government of the world. The secret influence of monas

ticism had affixed a taint upon the religion of marriage

in the public mind, which could only be washed out by

artificial restrictions and unnatural regulations, excluding

all connections likely to draw closer the family ties that

might form a barrier to the interposition of the priesthood.

Marriage in families, however remote the relationship, had

turned out a serious impediment to sacerdotal influence;

both because it combined too many interests against it,

and because, in consequence ofthe family connections and

involvements it introduced, it tended to entangle the priest

hood itself in pursuits foreign from, and inconsistent with,

their exclusive devotion to the exaltation of their own

order. A society divided into separate unconnected sec

tions could be more easily mana ‘ed than iforganised and

cemented by family ties and a ections, family prospects

and interests.

_ With views such as these the council of 1059 dealt

wlth the subject of lay marriage. The eleventh Dame com

canon directs that “ no man shall take to wife cerniqglay

awoman from among his own blood-relations marmge'

withln the seventh (canonical) degree of kindred, nor in

any degree whatever of traceable consanguinity.” The

twelfth canon denounces excommunication against every

married man who shall keep a concubine. But as this

‘Subject must hereafter come under review, we do no more

in this place than point the attention of the reader to a

matter which constitutes one ofthe most interesting topics

In the history of Latin priestcraft.y

a: our notices of the council of‘ 1059 gar appeared in defence of his encha

Q§®flmctedfrom the Concilia of‘ Har- ristic doctrine. See Book IX. 0. v. p.

1". tom. vi. pp. 1061-1068. At this 129.

council, as already mentioned, Beren
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We turn for a while to the external position of the

Progress of apacy under the administration of Hildebrand.

the Normans ince the treaty of Beneventum between the

in 3123116“ Norman princes and pope Leo IX. (A.D. 1054),

y' duke Humphrey had made himself master of

the entire province of Apulia] including probably the

whole of Southern Italy, exclusive only of the ancient

Iapygia, or Calabrian peninsula. About the same time

his brother, Robert Guiscard, had conquered the more

southern districts, and divided out the newly-acquired

territory among his followers. The death of Humphrey

occurring soon after the acquisition of these extensive

provinces, Robert was left the guardian of Humphrey’s

sons, and in that character took upon himself the regency

of the Apulian principality. His government was ad

ministered in a more enlightened spirit than might

have been expected from his prior career. He protected

the native population against the oppression of his own

lawless companions, and proved himself as wise and dis

cerning a prince as he had been a bold adventurer, an

expert general, a perfidious enemy, and an ambitious

conqueror.

In so commanding a position he might become either

Hildebrand a useful friend or a dangerous enemy to the

“5111313132? holy see. Hildebrand resolved that he should

with the enact the former character. N0 friend was in

Nmmans' fact at hand but the Norman chief who could

help him to encounter the lawless assaults of his domestic

enemies, the counts of Tusculum and Galera, or to sub

due the formidable robber-hordes which encompassed the

city on all sides, and still partially maintained their foot—

ing within the walls. Besides this, it was essential to

prevent the malcontent clergy, irritated as they were to

madness by the late ordinances against simony and cleri

cal marriage, from building any hopes upon the support >

of the powerful lords of Apulia. In another view 'of his

1 comprehending that part of the region ofApulia was never very clearly

modern kingdom of Naples lyin be- defined by geographers, ancient 01‘ m0

tween the Roman States and the oun- dern. See Smith, Gr. and Rom- G805,

dance of Calabria. The province or art. “Apulia.”
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interests, it was a matter of the highest expediency to

provide against the necessity of resortmg again to that

imperial protection whlch he feared more than anarchy

itself, and for which the prevailing disorders in the R0

man states might easily afford a pretext as soon as Henry

IV. should be of age to take the government into his

own hands; if not at an earlier period, through the im

portunities of that numerous body among the prelacy,

clergy, and nobility of Italy, who felt the sting of the

late ordinances. To secure the alliance of the Normans,

and at the same time make them serviceable to his ulte

rior plans, pope Nicolas II. visited Robert Guiscard at

Amalfi, with a view to engage him in his interests for

the suppression of clerical marriage, then a general prac

tice among the clergy of Southern Italy. Upon this

occasion the pontifi', assuming to be the supreme lord of

those countries, gave feudal investiture of all the territory

acquired under the treaty with Leo IX. t0 the Norman

chieftains. He thus warranted to Richard the Pontificalem

Norman the principality of Capua, and to R0- feoffmeutto

bert the duchies ofApulia, Calabrz'a, and Sicily, the Normans‘

by oath of fidelity to the church, and upon covenant to

pay an annual rent of twelve denarii for every oxgang of

productive land within the grant.a The oath of allegi

ance converted these powerful princes into the vassals of

the holy see, and created an interest in the south that

might, upon occasion, he used to balance, or repel, the

unperlal prerogative. But the more important advan

tage was that it deprived the mutinous capitani and no

blllty of the papal states of all countenance from the

Normans, and in an equal degree saved the pontiff from

the domestic perils to which he had been hitherto exposed.

“ For,” says our informant, “ not only did they It, come

' (the Normans) trample upon the pride ofTuscu- ‘Fences

lum,_Preeneste, Nomentanum, and other hostile towns, but,

passing through Rome itself, they ravaged Galera, and

destroyed all the castles of count Gerardb as far as Sutri;

3 Ln“ Ostim- Chl‘oll- Cass. lib. iii. occurred before his own times, con

c' “11- _P Bam'zo (ad Amie. ubi founds this treaty with that of Leo IX.

S1111-),wlth his usual ignorance of all that b The patron of Benedict X.

'

\

Jug.“A
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by which achievements the city of Rome was delivered

from the tyranny of the capitani.”° There are few in

Legalchw quiries in papal history more interesting than

{aster 9f the the origin of this claim of the holy see to give

mvesmm' sovereign investiture of lands to which she had

no better title than the presumed grant ofa foreign power

which itself never held possession of the territories in

question. The question arises, what it was that she her

self acquired by that grant? Rome could not give more

than that power could give. The ppsition of the papal

possessions relatively either to the yzantine, or after

wards to the revived Latin empire, was never that of a

sovereign state. The pontiffs of Rome at no period of

their history down to the eleventh century—and, it may

be said, till long subsequently—were ever treated by the

lay sovereign as an independent, self-existent power—as

sovereigns in the secular acceptation, whatever they may

have thought of them as spiritual princes. All the estate

and endowment of the holy see—like that of almost every

great ecclesiastical establishment in Christendom—was

derived from the voluntary liberality of emperors, kings,

or private donors. What, we ask, was the kind ofdomi

nion these potentates intended to convey ? If it be afiirmed

that they intended to confer a sovereign property in the

estate granted, we reply that the whole course of history

contradicts the assumption. There is neither word n01‘

sign in any of the several deeds of donation, genuine or

fictitious, to denote an intent on the part of the donors to

abdicate in favour of the Roman pontiff, or to yield up

any of those rights over the soil and its inhabitants which,

at the date of the documents, were regarded as essential

attributes of the dominium supremo/m, or sovereignty;

neither had these donations any thing in them resembling

a cession of territory by one independent power to an

other.d The popes, on more than one occasion, took

'= Bonizo, lib. vi. ubi sup. p. 806.

d To avoid repetition, the reader is

referred to Book IV. 0. vi. pp. 386-391.

tories ceded to him by Pippin. But

neither the latter nor his successors 111

tended any such cession. See Ibid. 0.

There is reason to believe that pope

Stephen intended to acquire a sove

reignty coextensive with that the By

zantine Caesars possessed, in the terri

vii. pp. 414418 passim. See also Book

VI. 0. iv. pp. 101, 102; ibid. c. v. pp.

130-134.
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oaths of fidelity to the emperors; the latter appointed

judges, confirmed or reversed judgments, were invested

with the command of the military forces of the republic,

reformed abuses, maintained resident commissioners at

Rome, as in other parts of their dominions; they nomi

nated popes, they frequently took up their residence in

Rome as sovereigns, and, like their great 1predecessor

Charlemagne, the Saxon emperors were in t e habit of

regarding and designating that city as the capital of the

em ire.

Though, therefore, the whole usufructuary, or, as we

should term it, beneficial interest, in the estate Legal em,

of the church inured to the pontiff, there is ofthe

no suificient reason to believe that the donors conveyance‘

‘intended to dispense with the ordinary duties of fidelity,

allegiance, and military service, when required, from the

tenants or subfeudatories of the Petrine patrimony. The

emperor remained supreme judge in the last resort in

civil and criminal causes. His right to occupy the es

tate of the church by his troops when needful, though

occasionally resisted, was never denied; and it is re

markable, that whatever objections may have been started

to the personal allegiance of the pontiffs, the imperial

claim to the gbedience of their sub'ects was never re

pudiated. Though, therefore, the a ministrative powers

remained with the pope or the republic (as the case

Inlght be), yet as a temporal prince the bishop of Rome

did not at any time occupy a much more lofty station

than any of those powerful subject-princes, lay and ec

elesiastical, who divided France, Germany, and Italy

among them, with no other real dependence upon the

sovereign than that which he could enforce by the vigour

and activity of his military superintendence.

_The pontitfs, though fully aware of this defect in

their title, were not the less resolute in assert

lIlg‘ an absolute sovereign tenure, and for that

purpose they had recourse to the noted fiction

of pope Hadrian I., to which he gave the

whimsical name of the Patm'eiatc of St. Peter.‘ The

‘ Cont‘. Book VI. 0. iv. pp. 108, 109.

The pope

gives an ab

solute in

vestiture.
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temporal patriciate could not indeed be shaken olf or

repudiated; but the efforts of all the more vigorous

popes were invariably directed to the disconnection of

the idea ofsovereign authority from that of the patriciate,

or, as the latter ontiifs chose to call it, the protectorate

of the empire. ‘he Petrine prerogative was exalted by

the ingenious fiction of Hadrian 1. as much above the

protectorate as the office of the vicar of Christ rose

above that of the earthly sovereign. The apostle Peter

was constituted lord paramount; with him no terms

could be made; that which was given to him, or, what

was the same thing, to his church, must be absolute and

unconditional in its nature. Regarding himselfas stand

ing in the shoes of Peter, pope Nicolas 11. relieved him

se f from the difliculty which the temporal rights of the

empire might have interposed; and in this assurance he

granted out, in the character of lord paramount, feoif

ment and investiture of the territories in question to the

Norman chiefs, as tenants in capite of the holy see, to

have and to hold them by homage and fealty to himself

personally, and by the reservation of a quit-rent and mi

litary service, without respect to the rights of the ori

ginal donors or presumed donors of the estate granted.

There was no rule of the feudal law better known

andimms a than that to give investiture and warranty of

forfeiture of lands to hold immediately ofa vassal, discharged

122110;? of the duties due to the superior lord, operated

' a forfeiture of the estate.f Now, whatever the

rights of the em ire over the Calabrian districts con

quered from the reeks by the Normans may have been,

there is no question that the principalities ofBeneventum,

Capua, Gaeta, and Salerno, all included in the papal

mfeudation, were imperial feofl's. Regarding, therefore,

the transaction in a strictly legal point of view, it is

clear that, whatever the claim of the popes upon those

principalities might amount to, it was absolutely for

feited by the alienation to the Normans.‘g It was a

f Eichhom, Deutsch. Staats-"und lib. x. introd. This vigorous writer

Rechts-Gesch. 364, p. 537.5, vol. 11. _ rejects all donations, genuine or ficti

5 Cf- Glamwm, Stor. Civil. d1 Napoh, tious, as of legal authority to give any
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fortunate circumstance for the papacy that there was at

the moment no power extant to gainsay this wholly ar

bitrary and illegal transaction. Nicolas II. may have

acted in the firm persuasion, that by the several deeds of .

donation he stepped at once into all the rights of sove

reignty—rights which we believe were never conceded

by the donors, nor sustainable upon any grounds of

public law then known to the world. There are few

transactions which afford a more striking illustration of

the irreconcilable repugnance that subsisted between ec

clesiastical pretension and civil law. The infeudations of

Leo IX. and Nicolas II. laid the foundation of as many

calamities to the peoples whose interests they touched

as any occurrence in the history of Italy.

right to the pontifi's over the Neapo- results of a. series of trick, intrigue,

litan and Sicilian territory. He stig- and deceit, unparalleled in the history

nmtises their pretensions as simple of political fraud.

usurpations, and their powers as the

  



CHAPTER II.

HILDEBRAND AND DAMIANI.

Disposition of the clergy of Milan—Organised sale of spiritual oflices—First

movement against the married clergy at Milan—Anselm, Ariald, and Lan

dulph—Homily of Landulph—rebuked by the archbishop—Riots in Milan—

Citation of the ringleaders—Censures upon Ariald and his acconlpliceS-Jl‘he

Paterini of Lombardy—Commission ofNicolas II. against simony, &c.—-Hilde

brand in Frsnce—Pretensions ot' Damiani repelled by the Milanese—Coura

geous harangue of Damiani—His declaration of papal omnipotence—affirms

Rome to be the spiritual mother of Milan—His victory and discreet manage

ment—is satisfied with a written renunciation, &c.-The renunciation adopted

--Aversion of clergy and people of Lombardy against the canons of the

Lateran, A.D. 1059—Labours of the commissioners in France and Germany-—

Cardinal-legate Stephen in France—Decree of the council of Tours against

incestuous marriage—Anarchical state of Rome—Objections of the Germans

to the law of election—Imperialist movement in Rome and Lombardy—

Election of Alexander IL; his installation—Imperial nomination ; Cadalo of

Parms. (Honorins II.) pope—Interview of Benzo of Albi and Alexander Il

—-Declaration in favour of Honorius II. and the imperial prerogative—Hono

rius II. before Rome—Intervention of Godfrey of Tuscany—Compromise—

Indignation of Damiani—Secret history of the compromise—Position of the

regent Agnes in Germany—Perplexity of the government—Conspiracy and

abduction of Henry IV.—Henry in the custody'of Hanno of Cologne—Adel

bert, archbishop of Bremen, tutor to Henry; his indulgence, misgovernment.

and corruption—How Hildebrand won the day-The Disceptatio 0f Damianl

—Object of the work—Declaration of the papal prerogative generally—ES to

the “Patriciate"——The utility of the church controls all law, human and

divine—Invective—Censure of the “Disceptatio"—Insolent epistle ,of Damiani

to Henry IV.—Limited scope of his suggestions

THE unanimity. of the great council of the year 1059

Disposition Orv”? Slllflply apparent. The Lombard prelates

thehcaliergy of retired from the meeting in exceeding disgust

an‘ and Ill humour, and, it is affirmed, with the

purpose 0f1nterposing every difficulty they could invent

to the execution of the reformatory decrees, more espe

clally those relating to the suppression of simony and

sacerdotal marriage. It should be noticed in this place,

that though till now the peace between the great churches
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of Rome and Milan had been tolerably well kept, yet

that this circumstance was due rather to an accidental

concurrence ofinterests than to any relaxation ofclaim on

the part of the former, or any more docile spirit on that

of the Milanese clergy than that which the pontiffs had

met with among the constituencies of Ravenna or Rheims.

The pretensions of the metropolitan bishops of the Am

brosian see were never less absolute than those of their

colleagues of Ravenna or Aquileia. Quiescence was no

proof of submission; and they were now disposed to dis

pute the right of the see of Rome to interfere with the

traditional practice of their church, and to resent any

change in the customary modes of conferring orders and

regulating their private life, with as little scruple as if

they had entered the most energetic protest against the

late ordinances the moment they came to their knowledge.

In the Milanese church the sale of spiritual oflices

had, as already observed,h been reduced to a O _

regulated scale. Laity and clergy alike re- £533“

garded their rights of advowson and presenta- SPgiiual

tion as money’s worth, and to be dealt with 0 m'

precisely as any other kind ofproperty. The clergy took

to themselves wives; the noblest, from the noblest fami

lies; the rest, according to their rank in the social scale.

hus clergy and laity had become connected by every tie

of affection, interest, and kindred. Now, however, all

these sources of wealth and power were to be dried up—

these affections and attachments were to be inexorably

torn asunder. Such a work could not be accomplished

without a struggle; and we have now to trace the pro

cess from the first active movement of the reformers in

Milan, which ma ' be dated back to the year 1056, that

of the death of the emperor Henry III.

Archbishop Guido, whom, it will be remembered,i

Henry III. had raised to the see of Milan Firstmove

after the death of Heribert, had taken into 111:1" ageing‘

favour Anselm da Baggio, one of the colle- i582???

glate priests of his church 5 and at his request Mum

the emperor appointed the latter bishop of Lucca. _An

'1 Book Ix. c. iii. p. 69. l See Book IX. 0. ii. p. 57.
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selm, however, was a reformer of the modern school,

and soon became the chosen correspondent and associate

of Hildebrand and Damiani. His friends at Rome re

garded the election of the archbishop as tainted with

the worst kind of simony; the appointment had been by

lay nomination, and in derogation of the rights of the

canonical electors. Guido was classed by them among

the disciples of Simon Magus; and Anselm was charged

to keep a strict watch upon him, and avail himself of

every opportunity of abating his influence among the

Anselm, people, and weakening his powers of resist

Airiald, and ance to the plans of the reformers. A proper
andulph. - . . .

instrument for thls purpose was soon found 1n

the person of Ariald, a deacon of the church of Milan,

a canonist of the decretal school. The bishop of Lucca

took Ariald, and one Landulph, also a clerk in orders,

into his confidence. The latter was a man of good birth

and education, fluent of speech, and possessed of sten

torian lungs; all which endowments he turned to good I

account for the indulgence of his intense thirst for popu

larity.j These persons bound themselves by a solemn

oath not to rest till they should have constrained every

married priest and deacon to dismiss his wife; nor until

they should have pledged the whole body of the clergy,

by a like oath, to renounce marriage for themselves, and

to labour together with them for the total extinction of

the accursed connection. Availing themselves of the

mass of discontent existing among the inferior clergy of

the diocese, and the small respect entertained by the com

monalty for their superiors, the confederates soon collected

around them a numerous party consisting chiefly ofhedge

priests and rabble. Anselm, finding that the work pros

pered in the hands of his underlings, quitted Milan, leaving

the rough work to be done by his roistering associates.

Landulph began operations by collecting crowds in

Homily of the streets and public places, and haranguing

Landulph- them in terms of the bitterest and coarsest

scorn against the metropolitan clergy. “They were,”

1 Amulplr. Mediol. Hist. lib. iii. 0. 8, Mediol. Hist. lib. iii. 0. iv. ibid. p. 98

ap. Murat. w. p. 23. Conf. Landulph.
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he said, “ ‘dumb dogs,’ ‘blind guides,’ ‘ wretches pol

luted with the twin heresies of simony and harlotry,’—

‘Simonians and Nicolaitansk in a lump,’——-unclean con

duits through which the Waters of life could not flow, in

whose hands the sacraments were as worthless as the

dung of dogs, their churches no better than filthy cattle

pounds, animals who should no longer be permitted to

pollute the sanctuary. Let, therefore, no heed be given

to their ministrations; let their wealth be impounded,

their property be put up to auction; and, if they should

resist, let their. houses be given up to pillage, and they

and their bastards be bounded out of the city.”' '

While Landulph was agitating the rabble of the city,

Ariald was busy goading on the rustic popula- rebuked by

tion against the country clergy. Milan was the arch-_

in commotion from end to end, and the wives, blslmp'

families, persons, and property of the married clergy were

placed in the most serious jeopardy. The archbishop, a

mild and courteous person, sent for the demagogues, and

exhorted them to seek their remedy rather in a legal

way than by sedition and riot. He represented to them

that the practice of marrying was at least an ancient

and immemorial custom in the church of Milan; that

abuse and violence tended rather to harden sinners than

to correct them; that the married clergy were not, as

they pretended, mere whoremongers and adulterers, but.

had always respected the apostolic precept, that they

should be “ the husbands of one wife ;” that there was

therefore no ground for objecting to their ministrations;

and that, besides this, the gift of abstinence was a spe

clal grace not imparted to every one, and therefore not

Imposed upon every one by the divine law.m

.k Front Nimllwi, the supposed ori- in voc. “ Nicolaitani;" and Moreri, s. v.

gmator at an obscene sect of Gnosties, “ Nicolas.”

“1 the Second century of the Christian 1 Arnulph. Mediol. lib. iii. 0. 9, ubi

9'2. who are believed to have main- sup. pp. 23, 24. Muratori suspects

tamed the lawfulness of promiscuous Arnulph of inventing this oration.

Khm'edom. The legendary history of There may be exaggeration, but the

f Nicolaus seems a mere tissue of advice was acted upon; and it is quite

tilt‘ es._ By some he is identified with in character with the common language

‘a Nlcolaus mentioned in Acts vi. 5, of mischievous demagogues. _

3? i315 sect with the Nicolaitans of "1 Landulph. lib- iii. 0. 6, ubi sup.

ev- 11- 6- See Hoflmann, Lex. Univ. pp. 99, 100.

VOL. W. N
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The mob-leaders, emboldened rather than softened

mots in by this timid remonstrance, turned their backs

Mil“!- upon the archbishop with every mark of scorn,

and rejoined their confederates in the streets. A fes

tival in honour of St. Nazarius, the protomartyr of

Milan, had collected an unusual concourse of the poorer

classes within the walls. The orators took advantage of

the occasion to renew their invectives against ‘the wived

clergy with increased energy and venom.“ One person,

less prudent than the‘ rest, stood forth in defence of the

objects of the public resentment; he was assaulted by

the ‘mob, and an affray commenced, which ended in

numberless outrages upon the persons and families of

the married priesthood; their houses were speedily ate

tacked and pillaged, and their wives and children turned

into the streets. The victors then, as usual, retired to

spend their plunder in riot and debauchery.“

After this first trial of strength, Landulph and Ariald

Citation of again divided their forces. The former remained

' Milan to perpetuate the terror he had intbe ring- III

leaders- spired, while Ariald resumed his operaUOllS

against the suburban and rural clergy. Regarding, for "

the present, resistance as useless, many of the nobles and

wealthier citizens—most ofwhom were connected by blood

or marriage with the wived clergy—-fled from the city;

others'barricaded themselves in their houses, Where they

might await the abatement of the paroxysm of sedition

in safety. By degrees the panic among the victims sub

sided, communication was restored, and some protection

was afforded to those Who had escaped the first outbreak

of the popular fury. At the request of the sufferers,

archbishop Guido convened the bishops of the province

at Fontanetum, near Novara, to inquire into the causes

‘I They made good use of the artifice,

common to demagogues, of thrusting

forward a strange name or word, ut

terly unintelligible to the auditors, and

therefore supposed to convey some

thing unspeakably horrible; a practice

not unlike that of a late Irish mob

orator, who silenced the worst tongue

in all Dublin by accusing her of keep

ing a “trapezium” in her garret. The

Milanese demagogues produced a. SlIIll

lar effect by branding the objects of

their persecution with the name ofM

colaitans.

° Land. lib. iii. cc. 6, 7, 8; ubi sup.

pp. 99-101. Arnulph. lib. iii. 6- 10;

ibid. p. 24.
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of the late seditious, and, if need be, to punish the ring

leaders. Landulph, Ariald, and other persons implicated

in the riots, were cited to appear and defend their pro

ceedings; but they treated the summons as a jest, and

returned it with a scoff; and the synod proceeded to

depose and excommunicate them.p

The censures of Fontanetum operated as a sedative

of the popular excitement, and cast upon its C
authors the burden ofjustifying their measures upjglii‘ifild

to those who sent them. Until those censures ‘my: 11559
should be reversed by superior authority, the “6'0 Pic 5'

occupation of the demagogues was suspended. Accord

ingly, not long after the accession of Stephen IX. (A.D.

1057), Ariald and his friends repaired to Rome; where

at first they met with a cool reception; and persons were

found more ready to censure their unlicensed violence,

than to approve their zeal.q But by dint of exaggerated

descriptions of the abuses prevalent in the church of

Milan,—but chiefly by dwelling upon the independent,

or, as they would have it, the rebellious, spirit of the

clergy,—they managed speedily to turn the tide in their

own favour. \Vhatever suspicion may have attached to

their justification was wiped out by this well-founded

charge. “ For,” says the annalist, “the Milanese were

fully informed that the church of Rome demands univer

Sal dominion, and works incessantly to reduce all other

churches under her sceptre, in c'ontempt of the Lord’s

saying, ‘the kings of the Gentiles exercise lordship over

them 7. . . but ye shall not be so; but he that is greatest

among‘ you, let him be as the younger; and he that is

chief, as he that doth serve.’ ”' But all attempts of the

Roman'agitators to reduce the recusant clergy of Milan

t0 obedience were suspended by the troubles which fol

lowed u on the death of Stephen IX. His successor

lcolas I. was detained at Florence for nearly a twelve

P Landulph. cc. 9, 10; ubi sup. . his seditious violence had brought upon

241,102. Arnulph. c. 10; ubi suppg. his fellow-citizens. Landulph. lib. iii.

.1 C . , _ c. 11, ubi sup. p. 102. '

_ ardinal Desiderius of Monte Cas- " Amulph. lib. iii. 0. ll, ubi sup. quot

sino reproaehed Ariald in public with ing Luke xxii. 25, 26.

the calamities and bloodshed which

:zssm
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month after his election by the intrusion of Benedict X.’

But in the mean while the Milanese demagogues had not

been altogether idle; for by the time that the new pope

was firmly seated on the throne, we find not only Milan

but all Lombardy in a state of violent eifervescence either

for or against the wived clergy.

Within the year of respite—if such it was~a new

The Paterini sect of puritan reformers had arisen among

“Inward? the populace of the Lombard cities. When

a passionate sense of prevailing corruption and abuses

springs up in the minds of the commonalty, it usually

ripens into a spirit of violence, not to be restrained within

any bounds of political expediency or religious propriety.

The new party became known by the name of Paterini.‘

The object of the association was the reform of abuses

generally; but they do not appear to have entertained

any definite idea of the steps necessary to effect that ob

ject, beyond the expedient of brutal violence. Yet, as

matters stood, they became useful and active instruments

in the hands of the reformers. As their association in

creased in numbers, they formed themselves into organised

bodies in opposition to the married priesthood. They

prevailed upon the majority of the population, either by

intimidation or by exhortation, to reject the ministrations

of the wived. or concubinate clergy; the latter thus found

themselves deprived of the religious confidence of their

flocks, and obnoxious to the contempt of their fellow

citizens; and we are assured that every bishop and priest

who had taken part in the doings at Fontanetum was

from that time forward regarded as a patron of the twin

heresies of simony and incontinence.“

' Stephen died on the 4th of April

1058; but it was not till the month of

March of the following year that Nico

las was in a. condition to take the field

against his rival.

I According to Dueange (ad voc.),

from a quarter of the city ofMilan called

Pataria, where they assembled for their

separate services to avoid contact or

communion with the wived or simonian

clergy. The same name was, in after

ages, used to designate a variety of re

ligious parties generally regarded as

heretics by the church of Rome. Thus,

the Cathari, Publicani, Albigenses, Be

gardi, and many other sects, were often

comprehended under the general name

of Paterini.

" Bonizo, ad Amie. ubi sup. But

in this there may be over-statement.

Bonizo is hardly to be trusted where

the slightest colouring might be of ser_

vice to his party.
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But this state of affairs in Milan and Lombardy

generally was disagreeable to pope Nicolas II. commission

He disapproved the intemperate proceedings ofof’ Nicolas 11,

his emissaries, and was anxious to allay popular sin’nlgzimgc

disturbance, without forfeiting any of the ad- y’ '

vantages hitherto derived from it. His view at the same

time embraced a larger field of operations. The warfare

against the twin heresies was as yet unorganised in

France and elsewhere. It was essential that a general

and regulated momentum should be imparted to the move

ment; and for that purpose, almost the first act of ‘his

administration was the appointment of a special commis

sion consisting of the cardinals Hildebrand and Damiani,

Anselm bishop of Lucca, and Ariald the leader of the

Milanese reformers. These persons were instructed to

repair in the first instance to Milan, to put down all

civil disturbance; to reduce the metropolitan clergy to

submission and obedience to the holy see; and gener

ally to purify the church of all simoniacal and Nicolaitan

abuses. For a while Hildebrand displayed his zeal by

preaching in all the churches of Milan against the twin

heresies. Leaving, then, the further work to be prosecuted

by his colleagues, he pursued his journey to Hildebrand

France and Burgundy. At Lyons he opened in France

h1s_commission as legate d latcre, in a great council

against the prevalent impurities and heretical pravities of

the age, “persecuting them,” saith our zealous informant

Bonizo, from the Pyrenean mountains even unto the

Britlsh seas; and here many miracles attested the divine

approbation of his labours; and verily great ground was

gained against the powers of darkness.”v

A larger share of the labour was allotted to his 001- v

league Damiaui. Shortly before the arrival of P w _

the commissioners, archbishop Guido had aban- orrinifiigzi

doned the city, and left the two factions engaged fl’gllfd bye

in bloody warfare. Damiaui succeeded at lengtht e i l ms '

111 Hppeasing these tumults, and inducing the archbishop

to resume his station. A numerous synod from all par

' Bmlizo, lib. vi. ubi sup. p. 805, col. and Landulph. ubi sup.

2. Cent’. Arnulph. lib. iii. c. 13, p. 29;
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ties was assembled, and the legate flattered himself with

the prospect of a speedy and successful conclusion of his

labours. But his hopes were doomed to disappointment

at the outset. Though prepared for war to the knife

against the special objects of their animosity, the people

of Milan were uninformed of the fate to which their

church was doomed by the papal commission. The as

sembly was indeed startled by the bold assumption ofthe

presidential chair by the legate, in manifest derogation

of the archiepiscopal privilege; but when Damiani pro

ceeded to read the instructions which disclosed the preten

sions of the holy see in all their nakedness, the cry arose

among the congregation that the Ambrosian church ought

not to take her laws from Rome: “the pontiff of that

city,” they exclaimed, “hath no jurisdiction over the see

of Milan : God forbid that the church which our fathers

have intrusted to us free and self-governed, should, to our

eternal disgrace, become the bondmaid of the stranger!”

The rumour spread; crowds flowed tumultuously from

every quarter of the city towards the palace of the‘ arch

bishop; the bells from every steeple and tower rang peals

of alarm; the friends of the persecuted clergy mingled

with the crowd, urging them to violence and uproar; and

for a moment the lives of the commissioners and their

associates were in no little peril.

But in this emergency archbishop Guido himselfthrew

Courageous the mantle of protection over the legates, and

higang'uepf forfeited the fairest opportunity of asserting

mm" the independence of his church. Weakened by

age and suffering, harassed by the persecutions of the

reformers, and feebly supported by his own dispirited

clergy, he had thrown himself unreservedly into the arms

of the commissioners. The revival of zeal for the liber

ties of their church so suddenly called into action re

mained unimproved; and when the mob broke into the

hall ofthe synod, they found the archbishop humbly seated

at the feet of the legate.w Taking advantage of the con

sternation which this absolute surrender inspired, Da

miani boldly ascended the pulpit; and having with some

W Amulph. lib. iii. c. 12, ubi sup. 25-29.
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difficulty obtained a hearing, he began his address by

adroitly disclaiming any intention to extend unduly the

prerogative of the holy see: “ For,” he said, “even if I

were so minded, I should be attempting an impossibility.

What need hath Rome of the praises ofinsignificant man

-—she who derives her place and her honours from the

mouth of the Saviour of the world himself? For what

region or kingdom is there within the wide domain of"

earth that lieth beyond the rule and empire of her by

whose word heaven itself is bound and loosed? Patri

archates, and metropolitan sees, and bishoprics, and ab

beys, and parishes, have indeed been founded and endowed

with special rights and privileges by emperors and kings,

and godfearing men of all ranks, at their human will and

pleasure. But the Roman church was founded His declaw

and settled upon the rock of the newborn faith tionpf papal

\by Him who gave to the blessed key-bearer Qfmmpm'me'

eternal lg'fe, by one and the same act, every right, both of

‘earthly and of heavenly dominion.x The Roman church

therefore was founded, not by the will of man, but by

that‘ Word’ which called heaven and earth and the ele

ments thereof into existence. And verily she wieldeth

HIS prerogative. She reposeth upon His authority

alone. We grant that he who withholdeth its rights from

anychurch doeth a grievous wrong; but whoso striveth

ag'alnst the privileges of the Roman church,—the privi

lege of Him who is the head and chief of all churches,

—he, without doubt, fitlleth into heresy ,' and while the

former is called only an unrighteous man, the latter shall

be branded as a heretic. For he who doth despite to the

mffilher and mistress of the faith, doth despite to the

fflllth 1tself ; and verily whoso denieth her to be the chief

of all churches shall be adjudged a hardened heretic.”

. Damlani clenched the argument by putting in a spe

Clal claim to the obedience of the church of Afiirms

Milan on behalf of the holy see. Carrying his gg'ggii‘gtggl

audience along with him through a long le- mother of

gendary pedigree of their church, he proved— M'hm'

x ‘i o a a p o

I _ fROmaQEm autem ecclesiam solus mox nascentls erexit, qui beato vitae

pae “ndavltv et super Petram fidei aeternee clavigero terreni slmul et coe
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apparently to their satisfaction—that the church of Rome

was in fact the spiritual mother of that of Milan. He

boldly challenged them to search their own records, and

then, “ if they did not there find all he had aflirmed, they

might call him liar; but if they did so find the fact to

be, was it not plain that there must be an end of all resist

ance,——that they must forthwith desist from their unna

tural rebellion against their spiritual progenitrix ?”

The reader need hardly be reminded that the legend

His victory in question was fabulous from beginning to end.

and That it existed in the shape assigned is hardly

to be doubted ; and that it may have derived countenance

from documents deposited among the records of the ca

thedral. The uncontradicted relation of maternity came

home to the bosoms of his audience. The claim of Rome

was, after all, but that of duty from the fair daughter to

the fairest of mothers. The whole assembly, with one

voice, promised obedience to her injunctions; and the car

dinal proceeded to the business of the meeting, while the

minds of his auditors retained the warmth and the pli

ancy his eloquence had called forth. The searching ques

tion—how had they obtained their orders ?—WaS P11t to

every bishop, priest, and clerk present; and on the re

plies, it appeared that not one of the whole number had

obtained them without purchase: more than this, it ap

peared that in the church ofMilan—and probably in most

other churches of Lombardy—a scale of prices or fees

was established for every grade ofthe clericature, from that

of the bishop to the lowest subdeacon; extending, not to

holy orders only, but to presentations and inductions to

every kind of ecclesiastical preferment. Damiani was

discreet at no loss to perceive that if this irregularity

management were permitted to operate a disqualification, the

measure would amount to the absolute spiritual incapaci

tation of all classes of the clergy throughout the kingdom.

The law indeed was positive ; but the power, or the dis—

cretion, of the see of Peter was greater than the law.

As a canonist of no mean attainments, Damiani disco

lestis imperii jura concessit." Fleury’s Pierre les clefs de la vie éternelle an

version is incorrectz—“Donnant ;. S. ciel et sur la. terre.” H.E xiii. p. 73.
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vered that the universality of an evil practice had been

admitted on many occasions, at least as a reason for re

laxing the penalties attached to the violation even of the

most rigorous regulations of discipline: those bright and

shining lights, Leo and Gregory, had held that in such

extreme cases a departure from canonical ordinances was

justifiable on the ground of expediency.y With these

precedents in view, Damiani restricted his cor- _ t, 6 d
rectives to the simple suppression of simoniacalwiihsi v'lriiten

practice; and to that end directed that every “"“gfgiafim,

bishop and patron should give in a written en- '

gagement that he would not for the future accept any

valuable consideration from candidates for holy orders,

or for consecration, institution, or presentation to bene

fice or ecclesiastical preferment of any kind. By the

same formula, the subscriber was made to condemn and

renounce the so-called heresy of the Nicolaitans (advo

cacy of saccrdotal matrimony), and to engage further

that he would spare no effort to withdraw all priests,

deacons, and subdeacons within his jurisdiction from as

sociation with wives and concubines.

_ The single cloud which had dimmed the lustre of his

victory was thus happily dissipated. The for- The mum

mula of renunciation was signed in the first cistion

place by the archbishop and cardinal clergy of adopted‘

the church of Milan. The primate flung himself at the

feet of the commissioners, craving due penance for the

crime of permitting the damnable errors of the Simonians

and Nicolaitans to pullulate in his church. For this

offence the legate imposed a penance of one hundred

years, redeemable by the payment of a heavy annual

fine to the holy see.2 This ceremony concluded, the

Y The late pope Leo IX. had very of compassion to the weakness of the

recently condescended to the like in- newly-converted Anglo-Saxons. Nay,

dulgence in favour of the Roman clergy. he thought that the apostles themselves

The researches of Damiani in ecclesi- had on some occasions dispensed with

astical history could not fail to help the rigour of discipline from condescen

lllm to many such exceptive ordinances: sion to the prejudices of their Gentile

6-9: the case of the older Novatian he- converts.

retics, and that of theireconciled Mono-' 1 To whom else ? But it is not said

Physites under Leo the Great. Gre- to whom it was to be paid, or how ap

3")’L had, itwas said, relaxed theordi- plied. Money might be made out of

nances respecting clerical marriage, out the offence, though not by the offender.

O

O
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assembly marched in procession to the cathedral church;

the archbishop and his clergy swore upon the gospels

to strive their life long to extirpate the twin heresies,

and to suffer no clerk in orders to continue in the min

istry and retain his wife. All the clergy present took

the like oath; and after their example, the entire con

gregation, both within the church and without, by ac—

clamation.“

Such was the position to which the metropolitan

Aversion of church of Lombardy was reduced, when sum

the clergy moned to attend the great council of the Late

o‘é‘i‘fofiffi’flfiymn convoked by Nicolas II. in the year 1059.

czggigsgffléfie“ The bishops of northern Italy,” says Bonizo,

Liam... “ Were driven like a. herd of cattle to Rome,”

‘~D-1059- there, we may add, to set the seal to the degra

dation of their churches, and the disgrace and misery of

their clergy. That, indeed, which the prelates most re

gretted was the loss of income sustained by the abroga

tion of the customary dues upon ecclesiastical promo—

tions; but the indignation of the married priests and

deacons at the prospect of violent divorcement from their

wives, and the dishonour of their offspring, knew no

bounds. The bishops of Turin, Asti, Albi, Vercelli,

Novaro, and Lodi, declined, on their return to their

dioceses, to publish the decrees of the Lateran; and the

bishop of Brescia narrowly escaped being torn to pieces

by the clergy and people of that city for incautiously

divulging the ordinance against the wived clergy.b '

While these events were passing in Italy, the papal
Labour, of emissaries in France and (QJ‘rermany were busily

“30321211515- engaged in putting down simony, and harass

France and ing the married priesthood. The purchase

Gem“? and sale of ecclesiastical offices was not so

This was, perhaps, after all, only a.

mode of extracting an acknowledg

ment of tributary subjection to the

holy see.

a Banizo (ad Amic. ubi sup.) wishes

it to be believed that Damiani did

not readmit the simoniacally ordained

priesthood to the ministry, but that he

simply admitted them to communion

(lay communion), and that he intrusted

the government ofthe church to certain

select clergy belonging to the class ex

empted from the penalties of simony by

the ordinance of Leo 1X. We regard

this statement as a mere invention to

get over any canonical inconsistency in

the dealings of Damiani with the here

tical clergy of Milan.

'1 Bonizo, lib. vi. p. 806.
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common in either of those countries as in Italy; and

though the custom of marrying was very general among

the clergy, there was a feeling in the public mind less

favourable to a wived riesthood than in the warmer

latitude of the south. n the other hand, the looseness

of the-matrimonial habits of the laity struck the rigid

churchmen with dismay. The nobility and landed gentry

took no account of the canonical ordinances for the re

gulation of marriage. The feudal law favoured the

partition of the land among the male descendants of

the person last seised ; and family alliances presented

themselves as the only expedient for preventing the in

definite subdivision of feoffs, and maintaining the powers

and distinctions of the noble families. To this cause we

trace that frequency of marriage between near blood

relations which had excited the indignation of the pious

emperor Henry II.0 It was, on other grounds, of im

portance to the church to bring back the laity within

the limbo of canonical ordinance ;‘1 and in this enter

prise the priesthood was materially assisted by the higher

tone of morality, the stronger sense of duty, and the

more familiar acquaintance with ecclesiastical law, than

were to be found among the Italian clergy.

We find no notice of the doings or the successes

of Hildebrand after his departure from Italy, C d, I

leaving affairs there in charge of his colleague ‘$2.212 -

Damiani. But in the year 1060 we hear of a Stl‘iphen in

cardinal-legate named Stephen perambulating mwe'

France upon a similar errand. Two councils were as

sembled at Vienne and Tours for the suppression of

simony, the prevention of the sale and dilapidation of ec

clesiastical estate, and for compelling the married clergy

to put away their wives. Against these offences the

penalties prescribed by the council of the Lateran (1059)

were denounced; and by the ninth canon Ofpecree ofthe

the synod of Tours it was decreed that, “ IfT 512°: 2;“
any man and woman shall, with previous know- fiilcestifous

ledge or notice of consanguinity, come together mmmge

"1 wedlock, or shall, after marriage, come to the know

‘ See Book IX. 0. i. p. 9. *1 See eh. i. p. 167 of this Book.

Q
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ledge of such relationship, and shall not, in either of

these cases, immediately separate themselves from each

other, they shall be deemed guilty of incest; and if any

one shall abduct the wife of another, or shall divorce

himself from his legitimate wife and marry another

woman without the judicial sentence of his bishop, all

these several delinquents shall be deemed rotten limbs,

and shall be cut off from the communion of the faith

ful until they shall have performed due satisfaction and

penance.”e

The history of the last two centuries must have con

Anmhical vinced the sagacious agents of the papacy that

state of a solid substructure of the pontifical scheme

Rmne' was not to be laid in Rome. While those

able persons were labouring with admirable ersistency

and success in the more promising fields of rance and

Germany, the popes themselves were surrounded by

enemies equally insensible to political obligation and re

ligious censure. By the aid of the Normans, Nicolas II.

had for the time humbled the pretensions of the Roman

barons. But the counts and nobles ofTusculum, Galera,

Praeneste, Nomentanum, and numerous other chiefs of

towns and rural districts in the vicinity, were jealously

watching their opportunity to resume that irregular con—

trol over the pontificate of which the new law of election

threatened to deprive them. The maintenance of the

public peace; the necessary measures for encountering

the vexatious forays and incursions of the rural nobility,

and for coercing the turbulent proprietors of the castel

lated houses and forts within the walls, reduced the papal .

treasury to penury; and without money the aid of the

Normans, as that of the Swiss in more modern times,

was not to be obtained.f As long, however, as Nicolas II.

lived, the operations of the faction were limited to oc

casional affrays in the streets, and depredations upon

the estates of the church and the friends of the new

order of things. The proper history of the papacy

9 Cone. Hard. tom. vi. pp. 1071-1074. 45, 46- a . M t. . 328
f Paul Bernried, Vit. Greg. VII. cc. ’ p um m p

it
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wanders to a distance from the capital—to realms where

men acted less under the exclusive influence of the selfish

passions; and where principles of political and religious

duty, however desultory and conflicting, still retained

some hold upon the public mind.

In Germany the Hildebrandine policy had, however,

greatly outstripped the tardy pace of the na- Okeetionsof

tional apprehension. Murmurs of displeasure a; Germans

were heard at the late electoral ordinanceNeither the empress-regent nor the people were '

prepared to abandon the right of presenting a candidate

for the papal throne; nor could they easily be brought

to put up with the disparagement of the imperial crown

so obviously implied in the decree of 1059.g The Ger

man people habitually connected the crown of the empire

with their own electoral franchise. The king oftheir choice

was emperor by right divine and human. His title com

prehended the temporal sovereignty of Italy from the Alps

to the Straits of Messina ; and by the same right they

claimed for him the temporal allegiance of Rome and her

citizens, and an initiatory vote in the election of her pon

tiff. It could not escape their notice that the saving

clause in favour of the royal prerogative was inoperative

in its juxtaposition with a positive enactment vesting

that prerogative in another body. They had indeed at an

earlier period begun to suspect a cons iracy to defraud

their infant sovereign of his rights. “ hile,” said they,

“ the people of Rome set up an idol of their own in the

pprson of Benedict X., duke Godfrey and his confederate

lldebrand put forward their puppets in the ersons of

Frederic (Stephen IX.) and Gerard (Nicolas II), With

out the concurrence of the imperial court. Neither would

they have been brought to a sense of their duty if they

had not been admonished by the vigorous remonstrance

of (the imperial envoy) Hanno archbishop of Cologne; for

It was not till then that a respectful deputation waited

upon the king, and in token of submission laid at his feet

the robe, the ring, and the diade'm of the Patrician.”h

: See. chap: i‘ P .161 of this Book. any papal writer. But it is not im

This incident is not mentioned by probable, when we take into considera

9.
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Affairs were, in fact, ripening to an open rupture be~

Imperialist tween the malcontent clergy and the crown on

movementin the one part, and the reformers on the other.

Ilififajgd At this juncture pope Nicolas II. died, after a

y. . . .
short pontlficate of rather more than two years

and a half.i His death became the signal for a revival

of the conflicts which had been for the moment sup

pressed by his vigorous hand. A combined movement

of the discontented clergy of Rome and the nobles of

Tusculum and Galera was set on foot under the direction

of cardinal Hugo, an Alsacian German, and a person of

enterprise and talent. At his suggestion the anti-reform

party in Rome adopted the resentments of the imperial

court, and threw themselves upon the protection of the

regent. A deputation representing the clergy and peo

ple of Rome, and carrying with them the diadem and

insignia of the patriciate, was commissioned to wait upon

the young king, to salute him as the sovereign protector

of the city and church of Rome, and to request him to

take immediate steps for the election of a pontiff in the

room of the deceased Nicolas II.j Almost at the same

moment, the imperial viceroy in Italy, Guibert of Parma,

convened the dissidents of Lombardy to a synod, in which

tion the importance of a good under- glimpse of the earliest use oftwo of the

standing with the German court at the

period of difficulty and uncertainty in

tervening between the captivity of Leo

IX. and the council of 1059. But the

mission of Hanno is taken from a writer

in whom little confidence can be placed.

Benzo bishop of Albi, a devoted im

perialist, wrote a panegyrical life of the

emperor Henry IV.; and his work is

the sole organ of the party he repre

sented, open to us. It only remains to

make the best of this tiresome coxcomb;

- and remembering that he was an actor

in the scenes he describes, he may be

safely trusted, if not for facts, yet for

the opinions and feelings of his party,

with large allowance for exaggeration

and rhetorical flourish. He takes 0c

casion, in season and out of season, to

pour out unmeasured abuse upon his

enemy Hildebrand, and relates some

curious anecdotes of that person and

others. In the following account of

the coronation of Nicolas II. we have a

three circlets of the papal tiara. He

tells us that at the inauguration of

Stephen IX. and Nicolas II. he (Hilde

brand) crowned his pope with a royal

crown, upon the lower circle of which

were written the words “ Corona regm

de manu Dei;" and on the second circle

the words “Diadema imperii de manu

Petri." A similar crown, he says, was

used at the coronation ofAlexander II.

Be the story true or false, there is no

doubt but that the Hildebrandine scheme

expressly maintained that all crowns

moved originally from the throne of

Peter, in virtue of‘ the potential princi

pality of that throne over all earthly

owers. See Benzon. Panegyr. ad

enry IV., lib. ii. 0. 7, ap. Mencken, Ss.

Rr. Germ. tom. i. p. 1064.

i Nicolas’ death is dated by Ciacone

on the 3d July 1061.

j Bertholdi,Annal. an. 1061 ; ap. Pertz,

v. p. 271.
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it was unanimously resolved, that the new pope ought to

be chosen from their own body, “ for that no one could

be found elsewhere who would act with the requisite

regard to the human infirmities of the clergy.” Envoys

were deputed to lay this resolution at the foot of the im

perial throne. The two deputations arrived at court at

the same moment, and as if by previous arrangement.

They urged upon the regent that the patriciate was of

right annexed to the crown of Germany; that the decree

of the late pope Nicolas II. was an insolent infraction of

the imperial prerogative; and that if it wereallowed to

stand uncontradicted, the election of a pontiff must fall

into the hands of the enemies of the empire, to the total

extinction of the imperial right and influence.k

But before an answer could be obtained, or any effec

tual step taken to bring the imperial influence Election'of

into play for the election of a pope, the Hilde- Alexander“

brandine party had collected their strength, and boldly

anticipated the imperial nomination by raising their

champion, Anselm de Baggio bishop of Lucca, to the

pontifical throne by the name of Alexander II. Cardinal

Stephen, one of the most active and intelligent agents of

the reform party, was accredited to the court to apologise

for the election of a pontiff, without waiting for powers

from Germany, and to request the royal confirmation on

behalf of the pope of their choice. In the interim, how

eyer, the empress-regent had convoked a diet of the em

mm at Basle; the Romano-Lombard deputies were there

presented to the young king, and he was by them saluted

and crowned sovereign patrician of the city and church

of Rome. Thus it happened that, when cardinal Ste

phen arrived at court, he found that the news of the un

authorised election of Alexander II. had preceded him;

and after waiting five days in vain at the palace-gates

for an audience, he was compelled to return to his em

ployers with their unopened letters in his hand.1 But

Pet. Damiani, in _Conc. Colel. tom. 1 Hermann. Contr. Contin. an. 1061,

x“- PP-113. 114; Bvmzo,lib. vi. ubi sup. ap. Pistor. i. p. 299 ; Petri Dam. Dis

P- 506; Benlo, Panegyr. lib. vii. c. 2, ceptatio, &c.; Cone. Colet. xii. pp. 117

“hi 5'11»; Leo Ostiens. lib. iii. c. 21, ubi et sqq. Conf. Fieury, xii. p. 88.

sup. p. 431.
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the measures of Hildebrand to encounter the storm were

promptly and judiciously taken. The imperialists at Rome

succeeded for a time in barring out the new pope ; but in

consideration of a sutficient gratuity, the Norman princes

were prevailed upon to come to the rescue of the reform

his party. A bloody engagement ensued between

installa'i‘m' these mercenaries and the conservative arty in

the streets of the city; in the first assault the ormans

were beaten back; but in the night-time the active count

Richard changed the point of attack, and succeeded in

dispersing his opponents; after which he conducted the

new pontiff in triumph to the Lateran, and with bloody

hand installed him in the pontifical throne.m

\Vhether in ignorance or in contempt of the pro

Imperialnmceedings of the reformers, the imperial court

lgingtion? had 1n the mean time gratified the Lombard

155,3: relates by the nomination of Cadalo bishop of

(Honoriusll) arma to the vacant see of Rome, by the title

pope’ ‘of Honorius II. An unusually hard winter

retarded the journey of the new pope to Italy. In the

interim, Benzo bishop of Albi was sent forward to as

certain the state of parties, and to announce to his

Roman supporters the speedy arrival of their pontiff.

He found his friends in better plight than might have

been expected after their late defeat. A numerous and

well-armed body of men met him at some distance from

Rome, and lodged him safely in the so-called palace of

Octavian, within the walls.“ The retreat of the Normans

after the performance of their engagement had left Alex

ander II. without the means of keeping possession of the

whole area of the city; under these circumstances, he

agreed to a suspension of hostilities, and to present him

self before a general assembly of the senate and eople

Interview of to hear the imperial message, -of which Ilenzo

Ben_zo of was the bearer. The meeting took place on

A131,:d‘gdnthe day after the arrival of the latter; and as

soon as silence could be obtained, he addressed

Alexander in no very courteous phrase, reminding him

of the Oath he, among‘ others, had taken to the emperor

m Benzo, lib. vii. c. 2, ubi sup. n Ibid. lib. ii. 0. 1, p. 981.982
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Henry III. and his son the young king, to be faithful

to them, and to maintain the rights of the empire. He

reproached him with deserting his bishopric of Lucca,

and usurping the papacy without the license of his

sovereign; by which act he had violated his oath, and

treasonably invaded the rights he had sworn to defend: he

had, moreover, for the same treasonahle purpose, leagued

himself with the king’s enemies (the Normans); and by

their aid alone, and not by the free election of the senate,

clergy, and people of Rome, he had unlawfully ascended

the pa al throne: and all this he had done, not in the

face 0 day, but in the dead of night, without the know

ledge of his lawful constituents, and by the bloody hands

of a gang of robbers and cut-throats. In the name of

the king, therefore, he commanded him to descend from

the usurped throne, to evacuate the pontifical palace,

and to retire to his bishopric of Lucca; whence, after a

proper period of penance, he recommended him to throw

himself at the feet of his offended sovereign, and purge

himself as he best might from the foul crimes of which

he had been guilty.

But pope Alexander had come to the meeting rather

to fathom the tactics of his opponents than to Declaration

reply to their invectives. He therefore con- in favour of

tented himself by flatly denying the perjury, Hfi’fi‘fien'

and expressing his conviction that, as soon as imperial

it should be in his power to offer the roper Premgame‘

explanations, the king would be fully satisfied of the ' ,

vahdity of his election, and the perfect rectitude of his '1

acts and intentions. Strongly‘ escorted by the Leos, the

Cencikthe Frangipani, and numerous partisans among

the chiefs of the pontifical faction, he turned away from

the assembly, followed by the groans and execrations of

his opponents.0 0n the following day Benzo, as imperial

commissioner, called a meeting of the capitani and nobi- ,

hty, and addressed them as the legitimate senate of the

Pepllbllc, to whom it belonged to declare and support

the rights of the sovereign protector. He informed

them that he was instructed by the king to be in all

‘’ Benzo, ubi sup. pp. 983, 984.

O
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things guided by, their counsels; and he required them

freely to express their opinions as to the prerogative of

the crown, and the best mode of suppressing the present

disorders. The meeting, through their president Nicolas,

the master of the sacred palace, returned thanks for the

confidence reposed in them, and declared that it had

been from all times understood that the proper mode of

electing a pope had been, for the senate, clergy, and

people of the capital to report the ‘vacancy to the king,

and to request him, in conjunction with their deputies, to

nominate an eligible person to be elected pope: this

course, they declared, had been pursued in the case of

the bishop of Parma; that that prelate had been so

nominated, and had been approved by a council of all

the Catholic bishops of Italy, Germany, and Burgundy?’

that his election was therefore strictly legal and cano

nical; while, on the other hand, that of his rival was

begun in open bribery, and consummated in bloodshed.

In conclusion, the orator recommended that a special

messenger should be sent to hasten the arrival of the

legitimate pontiff at Rome.q

Both parties after this prepared to maintain their pre

Honorius II. tensions in the field. Cadalo, or Honorius II.,

berm Rmne- on his arrival, had brought with him some mer

cenaries from Germany. To these he added the armed

tenantry of the see of Parma, augmented by those of

the malcontent bishops of Lombardy.r With. the forces

in hand, he easily made himself niaster of the city of

Bologna; he was there reinforced from other quarters;

but, what was of greater importance, he obtained con

siderable supplies of money, which enabled him without

delay to continue his march to Rome. Arriving at

Sutri on the 25th of March 1062, he was saluted pope

by the senate of Rome, who had advanced thus far to

meet him, under the escort of the nobles whom, in the

preceding pontificate, the Normans had so grievously ha

I’ At the diet Of Basle. See p. 192 I‘ “Then,” 88 s the ins ired Bmn'zo’of this chapter. Cont‘. Bonizo, lib. vi. “didthesimonidyns rejoicelaind triumph;

ubi sup- _ and the whoring priests did-exult with

\ Benzo, ubi sup. greatjoy...
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rassed and plundered.s But Anselm, or Alexander II.,

had been hardly less active than his rival. Hildebrand

had been all the while diligently engaged in collecting

troops, and raising money among his adherents. The

two armies encountered each other at no great distance

from the city ;. Hildebrand was driven back with some

loss; but the victors did not consider the advantage so

decisive as to’ warrant an assault, or sufficient to maintain

possession if obtained. For some days they took up a

position on the “meadows of Nero,” before the walls;

whence shortly afterwards they drew off towards Tus

culum, whither, we are told, the capitani of Rome and

their adherents flocked to them in great numbers.‘

Meanwhile the attitude of Godfrey of Tuscany had

given grave offence and alarm to the reformers. Intervention

It was manifest that, if he had interposed, of Godfrey

Honorius could not have advanced a step on Tuscany‘

his march; the zealots of the party averted their counte

nances, and condemned him as the friend of the sinners

whom he had had it in his power to punish. Their re

sentment was in no degree mitigated, when, instead of

throwing his whole weight into their scale, he appeared

at Rome as an ostensible mediator, and the friend of

both parties. He admitted to Honorius that he had the

king’s commands to conduct him to Rome, and gently

reproved him fol‘ his want of confidence in his power and

will to do his duty; but he advised that both claimants

should leave their case in his hands; that Alexander

should return to his bishopric of Lucca, and Honorius

retrace his steps to Parma. On these terms he expressed

his willingness to lay their respective claims fairly be

fore the king; they engaging, on their parts, that the

candidate in whose favour the court decided should be

regarded as lawful pope.“

_ Without further information, we should feel some sur—

prise at the ready assent of both parties to the proposal

9f Godfrey. Indeed, the compromise excited the bitter

indignation of Damiani: “ Like the Jews of old, who had

I Benzo, “bi sup‘ p 984. n Benz‘; (3 xiii llbl $11 . . 989

' Benzo and Bonizo, ubi sup. 990- i P pp ,

~M-pou-i-fi-.....-.
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Com m chosen the son of perdition and rejected the

mise; i’ndig- Son of God, so now the Romans had de

termined to have Cadalo rather than Alex

' ander. He, Godfrey, had lent himself to this

sacrilegious act—he had become the accom lice of a

nefarious compromise—he had communicate with Ca

dalo the accursed—he had embraced the adversary of

God—he had betrayed the cause of Him who had raised

him to wealth, dominion, and renown. What but speedy

repentance remained between him and certain damna

tion !”" But honest Damiani was in the secret neither of

Godfrey nor Hildebrand. The latter was glad to avail

himself of the pen of his confederate, but was too well

aware of the unworldly temper of the man to let him

unreservedly into his confidence upon matters touching

rather the political than the religious policy of the party.

If, at this point of time, the archdeacon was in pos

secmhik session of the information of what was then

my of the going on in Germany, and which it was in the

°°mp'°m's°' power of Godfrey to impart, there would he no

difiiculty in accounting for his readiness in postponing for

the moment the claims of Alexander. If, on the other

hand, the friends of Honorius were ignorant ofthe actual

state of things on the other side of the Al s, they could

have no misgiving as to the resolution 0 the court to

abide by the solemn election and recognition of the great

council of Basle in the preceding year. Regarding the

advice of Godfrey as the voice of the court, Honorius re

treated to Parma ; his competitor, there is good reason to

believe, quitted Rome ; not, however, in virtue of the com

promise, but because—as was 'ven out among his party

—he was under apprehension fdr his personal safety.w

Havin by this able management succeeded in paci

Position of ylng the combatants for the present, and in

the regent binding over both parties to keep the peace dur

éigfzg ing his absence, Godfrey hastened into Ger

many, and became an active participator in the

' B‘mm- 5"‘ 1064i §4'7; xvii- pp. ander II. upon the credit of Ludefl,

257. 258. Ges h. d. D t . , 347,“' We take the retirement of Ahab c an sch V111 p
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scheme of treasonable violence then contemplated against

the person of the youthful sovereign of that country. Gast

ing a hasty glance upon the state of affairs in Germany

since the death of Henry III., the reader is reminded that

that prince left his son Henry IV., then a ‘child only six

years of age, under the guardianship of his mother Agnes

of Poitou. She had hardly entered upon her regency

before she had to encounter a formidable conspiracy of

the Saxon princes to dethrone the minor king, and bring

back the crown to the Saxon line, which, after the death

of Henr 1 II. in 1024, had been dispossessed by the elec

tion of onrad duke of Franconia. The insurrection was

suppressed; but the regent could not reconcile herself to

the stern policy of her late husband. For the strong

hand of power she substituted the arts of gentleness and

conciliation, and strove to bind a proud and ambitious

aristocracy to her throne by that gratitude for past favours

which expectants rarely entertain, or by those hopes of

future advantage it might not be in her power to gratify.

In this spirit she had restored Godfrey of Lorraine to

his forfeited inheritance; she had granted the duchy of

Bavaria to the ambitious Otto of Nordheim: in the for

mer instance her beneficence was requited by the unau

thorised countenance afforded to the elevation of an enemy

of the empire, Frederic of Lorraine,x to the papacy; in

the latter, by per-severing efforts to inflame the jealousies

and dlscontents which were slowly undermining the credit

of her government in Germany.

Other complications, both at home and abroad, tended

to render the task of government more diflicult Perplexity

to Agnes and her favoured minister, Henry of the

blshOP of Augsburg, a person of mean origin, government‘

but of courtly manners, jealous of power, and impatient

of control. The imperial influence in Italy, though ably
sustained by the Viceroy Guibert of Parma,uwas declining.

The law of papal election (A.D. 1059) appeared’ to the

haughty nobility and prelacy of Germany in the light of

an outrage upon the prerogative of the national crown.

The rigorous ordinances against the purchase and sale of

‘ See chap. i. p. 156 of this Book.
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ecclesiastical prei'erment, the undisguised attack upon

lay patronage, the proscription of clerical marriage, and

the attempt to enlarge indefinitely the jurisdiction of the

' church in causes matrimonial, excited a host of vague

apprehensions, which unsettled the public mind, and per

plexed the regent and her ministers. The bishops, and

a large party among the laity of Lombardy, waged open

war against the complex scheme of the reformers; while

in the south the avowed alliance of Nicolas II. with the

Normans—unlicensed intruders as they were upon the

imperial territories ~—-gave mortal ofl’ence to the Germans,

and occasioned serious uneasiness to the court.

Again, the death of Nicolas in the year 1061, and

C as im the election of Anselm of Lucca, had introduced

aid Ebduci" fresh compllcations into the affairs of Italy.

H6011“ Anselm was a notorious promoter of the ob
enry IV. . . .

noxlous measures Just enumerated ; and there Is

little reason to doubt that, whether with or without a full

knowledge of the intentions of the reformers in elevating

Alexander II. to the papal throne, the states of Ger

many assembled at Basle were unanimous in their ap

proval of the election of Honorius II. Yet by that act

the difficulties of the regent were greatly increased. She

had now a civil war on her hands, and it was doubtful

whether, in their actual temper, her great barons would

not avail themselves of her difiiculties to decry her capa

city for government, to tamper with her enemies, and to

undermine her power. The earliest symptom of such a

disposition came in the shape of aslanderous report af

fecting her personal honour. Her confidential intercourse

with her minister, Henry of Augsburg, gave colour to

malicious suggestions; and it was now seriously de

bated whether the young king ought to remain under

such questionable tuition. The “ wish was father to the

thought ;” and Hanno archbishop of Cologne, a rigid

disciplinarian, the unscrupulous Otto duke of Bavaria,

Ecbert earl of Brunswick, and Godfrey duke of L01‘,

rains and Tuscany, in concert with other barons and

lords,_entered into a conspirac to withdraw the young

king from the guardianship oiyhis mother, and to place
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him under the safer custody of the archbishop. The re

ports brought back from Italy by Godfrey in 1062 dis

closed all the weakness of the regent’s government, and

determined the conspirators to depose her. At the mo

ment of the execution of their project, their hands were

strengthened by the accession of the metropolitan Sieg

fried of Maintz; and on the feast of Pentecost of that

year, the young king—then a boy of about twelve years

of age—was enticed on board a ship on the Rhine at

Kaiserswerth, carried off to Cologne, and placed under

the custody of archbishop Hanno.y

The regent suppressed her indignation at this out

rage. She committed her cause to that naturalH ,
. . . . . enry IV. in

revulsion of public feeling wlnch steps 1n, sooner the custody

or later, to vindicate the cause of public law. $021131“

And in fact the reaction began almost as soon 5 '

as the crime of the conspirators became generally known.

The people were irritated at the danger to which their

youthful monarch had been exposed; many of the great

vassals, who had not been drawn into the councils of the

traitors, were displeased to see the kin and the powers

of government transferred into the hands of a small

number of their own equals. Neither favours nor pro

mises availed to conciliate a majority of the great barons;

and the conduct of the conspirators themselves speedily

revealed the sordid motives which led to the contrivance

and execution of their criminal design. In the name of

the king they now exercised all the powers of the re

gency, and proceeded to distribute among themselves the

Whole patronage of the crown; to the disgust as much

of the honest patriot as of the eager expectant. The

archbishop-guardian was soon made aware that unless

he could assuage these discontents his reign would be of

short duration. The young king himself entertained a

. strong resentment against the men who had so rudely

torn him away from his natural home, and had from the

first moment imbibed a violent dislike of his formal and

{The Yesfflllte youth no sooner er- only rescued from drowning by the

ffilved the intentions of those 9. out cburage and skill of one of‘ the conspi

im than he sprang overboard, and was rators, Echert of Brunswick. ‘
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morose preceptor. His public life began in the gall of

bitterness; and those passions which so fatally affected

his future career were awakened‘ by the treason and un

kindness of those to whom he was entitled to look for

sympathy and support. Hanno and his confederates were

soon convinced that they must either plunge more deeply

into crime, or find the means of reconciling the resolute

and vindictive youth they had to deal with to his tem

porary captivity. With this view they selected Adal

bert archbishop of Bremen, a man of great personal

accomplishments, of captivating manners,‘ and magnifi

cent tastes, to be the companion and instructor of the

young king.

But Adalbert of Bremen had not been implicated in

Adalbert the conspiracy, to which he now consented to

Zrfcgtiilgg become, in some sort, an accessory after the

mm to act. He accepted without scruple the favours

Henry‘ lavished upon him by the confederates to secure

his services; but while he agreed for the moment to do

their work, he was pursuing for himself a project of ecclesi

astical aggrandisement which lay beyond the limits of or

dinary ambition, if not beyond the reach of practicability.

He had indulged his imagination in the vision of a north

ern papacy, of which his see was to be the independent

centre, with uncontrolled jurisdiction over the widely

dispersed churches of the newly-converted Danish, Scan

dinavian, and Sclavic tribes. Hitherto his success had

been but small; his quarrels with the Saxon barons had

reduced him to the brink of ruin ; and the patronage of

the confederates came just in time to save him from the

worst consequences of their hostility.

In the main Adalbert successfully pursued the career

His indul_ laid open to him by his new confederates. Hi8

gence mis- .
govern’mem, agreeable manners and indulgent temper soon

and OOmp- made him the friend and confidant of his royal .

fi‘m' pupil. To ingratiate himself still more, he in—

troduced to his society the young earl Werner, a com

panion and playfellow of Henry while under the charge

of his mother. The choice was unfortunate. The

wild passions of this youth contributed to the early de
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_ velopment of that impetuous temper, which became the

source of so much misery to Henry himself, and of such

mischievous results to the welfare ofhis subjects. Mean

while the regents continued to indulge in the most scan

dalous embezzlement of public property. They enriched

themselves by extortions, forced sales, and confiscations.

Bishoprics, abbeys, and every description of ecclesiastical

preferment were put up to public auction. Adalbert and

Werner appropriated the more important favours of the

crown; every avenue to advancement was closed to un

influential or indigent merit, and thrown wide open to

all who came with money in their hands; no one, we

are assured, escaped the rapacity of these public robbers,

but those who were prepared to defend themselves sword

in hand. The archbishop of Bremen obtained for his

own share the highly-endowed abbeys of Corvey and

Lorsch ; archbishop Hanno took to himself the rich

conventual houses of Malmedy and St. Cornelius; the

primate of Maintz laid his hands upon the great abbey

of Seligenstadt; and the dukes of Bavaria and Swabia

were permitted to carry off in the scramble whatever fell

in their way.z

_ But of all the participators in this sordid and mis

chievous treason, none profited more lar ely How Hilda

by its results than Godfrey of Lorraine. he brand won

entire administration of the empire in Italy the day‘

fell into his hands. The faithful Guibert of Parma was

dismissed from the'vice-royalty, and Gregory bishop of

Vercelli was colourably substituted. But Godfrey was

the de facto sovereign; and now the true drift of the

late compromise between the rival popes became ap

parent to the world. Though Honorius was permitted

to remain unmolested in Parma, the very first act of

Godfrey after his return from Germany was to escort

Alexander II. back to Rome, and to reinstate him in

the papal chair as the pontiff approved by the court, in

apparent conformity with the terms of ‘the compromise.‘

he game of Hildebrand was won; and the reformers

1 Lamb_ schafin. an. 1064,84,. Peru.’ a Benz’), Panegyt- m). Vi. c. 15, ubi

V- pp. 166, 167. sup. p. 992.
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gave vent to their exultation in the ignorant or wilful

misstatement of the facts and events which led to their

success. They affected to take it for granted that the

pious archbishop Hanno and the court of Germany

had definitively rejected Honorius, and that the title of

Alexander was now cleared of all doubt. The report

was spread abroad that Damiani himself had been de

puted to the court of Germany to confer with the bishops

of that realm upon the merits of the two elections;

that a council had been convoked at Augsburg for that

purpose; and that Honorius had there been unanimously

rejected. This rumour, though altogether groundless,

either arose out of, or was accredited by, a Work of Da

miani, published not long after the restoration of Alex

ander II., in the form of a scholastic disputation, in

which the arguments in favour of the claim of his hero

on the one part, and the replies of the advocate of the

imperial prerogative on the other, are stated and dls

cussed.b

\Vithout attaching any credit to the supposed con

ThetDiscepference, the work of Damiani contains never

gnio’j 0? theless so pregnant an intimation of the vlews

am‘am' of the ultra-reform party respecting the rela—

- tion of the papacy to the empire, as to recommend it to

our attention. The motive of the publication is suffi

ciently apparent. Though Alexander II. was in pos

session of the holy see, Honorius still held his court at

Parma, supported by the recusant bishops of Lombardy;

and was even now busily engaged in collecting his re

sources for a fresh attempt upon Rome itse1f, His Party

in the capital had abandoned neither hope nor courage,

and were now kept in check only by the Normans, whom

Godfrey had again introduced into ‘the city; this time in

the character of friends and allies of the empire.c The

times were, therefore, critical enough to induce Damiani

*1 Some modern historians have at- mi ht have taken place at some Place

tached credit to this supposititious in filer-many, as perhaps originally 0011

couneil._ But the greater number, how- templated. See Appendix I-y infra"

ever, reject it altogether; and believe 0 Bom'zo, lib. iii. ubi sup. Benz":

only that Damiani threw his remarks lib. vi. c. xv. p. 992

into the form of a disputation, such as
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to put forth all his powers to strengthen the impression

which the late successes of his party might have pro

duced in Germany. With this view he indited an ad

monitory letter to king Henry, and enforced it by a

treatise thrown into the form of a discussion, such as

might have passed at a solemn public debate or disputa

tion. He entitles his work a “ Disceptatio,” Object of the

and supposes it to have taken place at a con- ‘mk

ference or council held somewhere in Germany.d The

object of the work was to overthrow the imperial initi

ative in the nomination of a pope, and to explain awa

the saving-clause in the late decree of the Lateran (1059).

His principal proposition is, that every infringement of

the sole prerogative ofthe Roman church is heresy. He

maintains that that prerogative is in its nature indefinite,

and susceptible of any expansion which the cir- D l t,

cumstances of the time and the interests of the “213311.22.

holy see may demand; he denies the imperial mgatilvle

. -. . . . . genera y.

right of participation, either in law, precedent,

or practice; admitting that occasional interferences of that

nature may have occurred, he explains them as altogether

exceptional and irregular; he imputes them to corrupt

management, to wars and civil confusions—they are

crimes rather than assertions of right; if it be alleged

that, inasmuch as the popes are the spiritual monarchs of

Christendom, the princes and nations of Christendom are

his proper and lawful electors, he replies that, if that had

been the course to be pursued, there never had-been a

true pope; St. Peter himself was an impostor, and thus

the title of his successors must have fallen to the ground;

but, he adds, triumphantly, this question had been for

ever set at rest by the donation of the pious emperor

Constantine the Great; for that godfearing prince had

executed an absolute and unconditional conveyance of

the crowns royal and pontifical to the sainted pope

“ He calls it “ Coneilium Osboriense,

autoritate S. Annonis Colon. Archiep.

congregatum, quo in praesentia regis,

post habitam disputationem quae infra.

sci-ibitur,_Cadalous pseudopapa omnium

acclamatione est condemnatus, et Alex

andri legitima facts. electio est confir

mata, A.D. MLxiL, ipso festo SS. Simo

nis et Judas.” By Osbor or Osbori

um he is supposed to intend the im

perial city of Augsburg. Concil. Colet.

xii. p. 117 et sqq.

..

.
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Sylvester, and expressly renounced, for himself and his

successors, all power and authority, temporal as well as

spiritual, within that holy demesne in which the Emperor

of Heaven had vouchsafed to establish the seat of His

empire. This constitution, he further maintains, had

been confirmed and reenacted by the emperors Theodo

sius and Honorius; by all which it is indisputably proved

that no worldly emperor or prince bath, or ought to have,

any power or principality whatever in or over the church

of Rome.

But as appertaining to the rights which emperor or

As to the king might deduce from the oflice of Patrician, _

"P“"i°i“‘e-" no question could, he said, arise in this case: the

king was an infant, and incapable of exercising any power

of government, much less a spiritual right like that of the

patriciate, for such rights cannot be exercised by deputy

like temporal powers; whenever the possessor is inca

pacitated from exercising them in person, they revert to

the original donor or patron—that is, in this case, to the

church; besides this, as in temporals his mother in the

flesh is his true representative, so likewise is his spiritual

mother, the church, his proper tutor in respect of his

spiritual inheritance :e but neither patriciate nor any

other prerogative could be permitted to step in between

the holy see and the exigencies of the times, or be suf

fered to interfere with or impede the exercise of her spi

ritual powers: the election of Alexander II. was a

measure of imperative necessity as to the time when, and

the mode in which, it was effected: on all such occa

sions the church is the only judge of the degree of urgency

as it may arise, and therefore fully authorised to change

herpurpose, and vary her obligations to suit her outward

position—even, to set aside all law; Yea, even the law of

God h1_mself,——when the observance of the letter might

pl‘BJIldlCG the spirit, which must always centre in the wel—

fare and preservation of His heritage: if it be objected,

_ ' “:I‘his as not an exposition, but an like character. The patriciate was a

imposition, as was said some years strictly temporal oifice,withoutacolour

ago by an able prelate of our church of spiritual privilege.

in reference to a. papal sophism of the
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that no such "urgent necessity existed in the The “may

ease of the election of Alexander II., and that {:E‘grgguglh

there had been time enough between the decease law, has.“

ofNicolas II. and his elevation to apply for the and mm"

imperial confirmation; the reply was, that such applica
tion had been made by the mission of cardinal Stephen,f

but that it was shamefully rejected; an act of such base

ness and malignity that, but for the youth and ignorance

of the youn king, it might be properly construed into a

forfeiture of all his rights: neither state-law nor custom,

neither example nor recedent, could be adduced for so

flagrant a breach of t e divine law; for even the divine

' law itself bends to the requirements of the church and her

ministers ; how much more easily, then, shall human laws,

good and excellent as they may be for their own special

use and purpose, be made to bend to the like reasons?

“ We are told lastly,” adds the advocate of the church,

“that the election of Cadalo is defensible upon I ,
the ground that it was demanded and sanc- nvecme'

tioned by a deputation from the nobility, clergy, and peo

ple of Rome. But who,” he asks, “ were these deputies?

Who were they but a gang of miscreants, murderers, and

robbers, who had every man of them been driven out of

the church, and at that very time lay under the curse

for their enormities: wretches like these are incapable of

conveying any authority, or fulfilling any duty whatever:

for, verily, to permit Gerard of Galera and his accom

phces to choose a pope were no better than to give a

power to Satan to fill the chair of Peter!”

- To the reader of our own day this manifesto, short

as the specimen is we have been able to present censure

to him, must appear more like the wanderingsmPfm, ,,

of a fever-patient than the production of a mepmlo'

healthy mind. It is hard to conceive how the common

artifice of begging the question could be carried to greater

lengths ; or how a more flippant display of ignorance or

dlsmgenuousness could have been passed 0% for argu

ment. But we have here to deal only with the principles

enounced; and they may in fact be summed up in the

' See p. 191 of this chapter.
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single phrase, “ The papacy has no lam.» :” as God is bound

by no rule but His own inscrutable will, so neither is His

representative the pope of Rome bound to any course of

conduct but such as he, in the place of God, may deem

conducive to the interests of his dominion. The whole

gist of Damiani’s reasoning, if it may be so called, lay in

the insolent assumption that he and his party constituted

“ the church.” All opponents are miscreants, robbers,

murderers; they are tongue-tied, not only by reason of

their crimes, but by reason of the curse pros ectively

launched against them by their adversaries. \ e believe

Damiani to have been the dupe of his spurious logic, as

much as of his monastic ignorance and credulity. The

“ Disceptatio” is a lamentable instance of the extent to

which scholastic quibble, perverted exposition, and ob

stinate credulity may delude men, in the main honest and

sincere, into the adoption of the most unjustifiable and

dishonest conclusions.g

The admonitory epistle to the young king which was

I written about the same time as the “Discep
usolent . ,, . .

epmle of tatio, adopts atone of solemn insolence, even in

gzg‘rianli‘lf those uncourtly times, hardly excusable in the

y ' mouth ofa subject. But the section to whichDa

miani belonged measured state-law and civil subordination

wholly by their accordance with canons, decretals, and

legendary lore. They lived under a law which lifted them

above carnal ordinances,h and exempted them from legal

Observances. The churchman spoke from the bema of

the sanctuary; his tone was oracular, his lan uage was

as the voice of the trumpet; the crowd beneat listened,

and, unless deafened by passion or interest, obeyed in

fear and trembling. The letter, we presume, was written

about the time that archbishop Adalbert had gained the

ascendency at court, and thereby the prospect of a speedy

renunciation of the cause of Honorius had become more

faint. The epistle opens with a menace: “ If,” said the

priest, “ you permit the church, which is the vesture of

' Th‘? “Discepmfio” may be read at a somewhat more expanded extract in

length 111 _Conc. Cqlet. xii. pp. 117 et Appendix I., infra.

sqq'; “6 m Bar‘mws " we have given h Conf. Book VI. c. vii. pp. 196-198.
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Christ, to be rent, must you not expect that the empire

will be-wrested from you? . . . . And what, though this

may not happen in your day ?—-surely the judgment shall

fall upon your posterity. For I make it known unto you

that the two principalities, the royal and the sacerdotal,

stand together in a sacramental union in Christ; and all

men couple them together in a mutual covenant of service

and advantage; so that while the priesthood is protected

by the right arm of the kingdom, the kingdom is upheld

by the sanctity of the priesthood: for the king is girt

with the sword, that he may goforth to ‘fight the battles

of the church; while the priest watches and prays, that

God may be propitious unto his arms. In so doing you

shall have honour and worship . . . . for then only is

honour (obedience) to be rendered to the king, when the

king renders honour (obedience) to the great founder of

kingdoms: but if he withstand the divine commands, he

shall then be lawfully dishonoured and disobeyed by his

subjects," for then is he no longer God’s king; he goeth

not forth from the camp of the church, but standeth up

for himself, and shall surely be confounded. Be you

therefore like another Constantine; cast down this modern

_ Arius, the vile heretic Cadalo; promote the peace of the

church; and then may God exalt you to imperial emi

nence and give you to triumph over all your enemies!

But if you dissemble—if with the ower in your hands

you hesitate to redress the errors 0 a perishing world—

I refrain from uttering the Spirit’s suggestion—I shud

der to contemplate the results! Be they upon your head,

and upon that of all to whom these letters may come i” "

But although Damiani adopted in the fullest extent

the decretal principles that no ordinances of Limited

man adverse to the church are binding upon the Scope of his

faithful,J he had stopped short of the important “ggemm'

corollary at which the olitical reformers had beyond a

doubt already arrived. ‘he theory of the connubial union

of church and'empire stood in his way; and even his

wlld logic must have suggested to him the impropriety

‘ Baron. an. 1064 3-7 tom. xvii. J See Bool VI. c. vii. . 191.pp. 257, 258. ' §§ ’ i . p
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“l

of maintaining the right of the church to dissolve the

union as soon as any domestic uneasiness should occur to

render the connection inconvenient. Though, therefore, he

thought that a breach of the covenant on the part of the

state might be visited with the privatiou of the rights of

sovereignty, and of the allegiance of the subjects, yet he

hesitated to- name‘the tribunal from which the judgment

should of right proceed. It may have occurred to him

that the next step in the deduction involved a dissolution

of that sacramental union upon which the mutual obliga

tions of church and empire were founded, and conse

quently the total abrogation, not only of those obligations,

but of the ordinance of God himself. We think, there

fore, that he did not contemplate the extreme theory of

the ultra-reformers ; a theory which reduced the civil

state to a mere ancillary position; for which, learned as

he was, not even the Isidorian code could furnish him

with a satisfactory authority. Yet, up to this point, Da

miani rendered invaluable services to his allies. Through

him his party engaged the attention ofthe ublic; against

him no writer of eminence kept the ba ance of public

opinion. Anti-papal literature had yet to be called into

being; and for many years to come not a voice was lifted

in the interests of the political state but the ribald pro

duction of the Lombard Benzo of Albi.



CHAPTER III.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE HILDEBRANDINE SCHEME.

The court of Germany supports Honorius II. (Cadalous)—Civil war in Rome

Anselm (Alexander II.) and Cadalnus (Honorius II.)—Honorius expelled—

ledged—Synod of Mantua, and installation of Alexander IL—Desth of H0110:

rius lL—Godfrey expels his late allies the Normans—Hildebrand and Damien!

~Council against the “ Incestuous”—Canonieal computation of consanguinity

miani—Decrees of the synod of 1063—Character of the Hildebrandine scheme;

distinguished from that of Damiani —— Controversy on simony —Damiani on

the Purchase of temporngties—Damiani’s pedigree of church property—Amal

gamation of the tempora and spiritual status of the clergy~Advantage of the

theory of Damiani to the scheme of Hildebrand.

AROHBISHOP Adalbert of Bremen was little affected by

t e menaces 0f the Italian reformers. ' At court f

e was all-powerful; his influence over the Tléeefiiilzlzliiyo

young king- increased daily, while that of the 5333's:

(‘o-regents as visibly declined. Henry was in- ‘

dulged in the society of his mother, the empress Agnes;

the Policy 0f the government in relation to the rival pon

VOL. IV. P "

l
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tiffs meanwhile undergoing no visible change.a Neither

the cons irators of 1062 nor the archbishop of Bremen

had manifested any inclination to desert the cause of Ho

norius, or to put up with the violation of the rights of the

imperial crown. The latter continued, in fact, to receive

from the German court all the encouragement and assist

ance that could be afforded, consistently with the weak

ness ofa minority, and the scanty military force available

to balance the influence of Godfrey of Tuscany, who ap

pears by this time as the declared protector of Alexander

1., and the ally of the Norman enemies of the emplre.

The Romans of the imperial party, however, remained

faithful to their enga ements with Honorius; and at

their solicitation the erman court promised military

aid to enable them to put him in possession of the city:'’

Honorius, however, hesitated, and desired to Wait untll

the Normans, upon whose support alone his rival main

tained his position, should—as they were wont to do

—exhaust his funds, and then desert him. But the

active partisan Benzo had meanwhile visited Germany,

and brought back with him the funds requisite for rais

ing an adequate force, with positive orders to move

forward. The principal difficulty which retarded the ex

pedition being thus removed, Honorius marched to Rome,

and upon his arrival was put in possession of the Leo

nine city, with the church of St. Peter and the castle of

St. Angelo.c '

For a period of nearly two months the hostile parties

_ , _ amused themselves with daily skirmishes in the
Civil war in

Rome. Streets Of the city. Hildebrand found it no easy

‘36:33:? task to keep his Norman “auxiliaries 1n good

humour, and, with a view to gain time, pI'0

“ There is so much confusion in the

accounts of the Italian writers of what

took place, both in Germany and Italy,

in the causes of Alexander and Hono

rius, that they are not to be relied upon

for details. Bom'zo (lib. iii.) tells us

that archbishop Hanno went to Rome,

and that in an interview with Alex

ander II. he reproved the pope for his

contempt of the imperial prerogative.

Benzo (ubi sup. 0. xxv. xxvi.) sa s that

before his departure for Italy, anno

assembled a synod of German bisho s,

and that it was agreed that Alexan er

should be treated as true pope till a

general synod, to be assembled at Man

tua, should decide upon the merits of

the two elections. But we cannot help

suspecting that these intimations really

refer to what occurred three or four

years afterwards.

'’ Benzo, ubi sup. 0. xv. p. 992.

‘ Bom'zo, ubi sup.; Benzo, ubi sup. 0.

xvi. pp. 993, 994.
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posed a truce to his opponents. But the proposal was

rejected; and the capitani and nobility, more confident

than ever in their strength, collected their forces from all

parts around their head-quarters at St. Peter’s; a san

guinary conflict took place between the rival factions;

the Normans were worsted, and compelled to purchase

an ignominious retreat by solemnly swearing never again

to bear arms against pope Honorius. But the results of

this success, though important, were not decisive. Se

veral quarters of the city were still held by Hildebrand ;

and Godfrey of Tuscany now stepped in boldly to the

rescue. Afresh body of Normans was-engaged, Honorius

and with their aid the quarters of the Hono- expelled

rians were confined to the Leonine city. Thus the contest

lingered on for the space of two years; Honorius could

not possess himself of the Lateran, nor did he ever pass

the bridge of the Tiber; his pressing messages to the

imperial court for further aid were answered by vague

promises, and liberal exhortations to persevere in his

loyal defence of the privileges of the em ire. These dis

appointments damped the zeal of the capitani. Disgusted

at length by the unprofitable labours they Were called

upon to undergo, they made the best terms they could

for themselves with Hildebrand ; Honorius Was permitted

to quit the city without molestation, and all the treasure

or disposable wealth he might still possess passed into

the hands of his late friends the capitani and nobles of

Rome.“

_ Honorius had in the mean time found his way, not

without difliculty, back to his see of Parma ; Compromise

and here, with the support of the malcontentsofarchbishop

of Lombardy, he continued for some time longer Hmmo'

to exercise the pontifical powers. The chronology of the

period is, however, so confused, that we cannot assign

wlth certainty the date of his retirement from Rome;e

but within the two following years a revulsion of party

‘‘ Vit. Alexand. II. ap. Murat. iii. p. accounts of the same transactions in

302; Baron. an. 1062, § xvii. p. 204; the German and Italian Humans“

and Pagzadloc. We have in vain at- s It seems most probable that his

tempted to reconcile the narrative (if expulsion took liltwe in the year 1065'

it may be so called) in Benzo with the
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politics in Germany deprived him of the support of his

earlier friends in that country, and warned him of the

approaching downfal of his cause. It is most probable

that the approximation of the Germanic prelacy to the

Hildebrandines was caused b the jealousy they enter

tained of the overbearing in uence of Adalbert of Bre

men. Howbeit, late in the year 1066 or early in 1067,

archbishop Hanno of Cologne appeared at the court of

Godfrey of Tuscany with a military escort, and at once

convoked a synod of Tuscan and German bishops, wit'ha

view to put an end to the existin schism. The resolu

tion arrived at destroyed the bafmce of parties; Alex

ander II. was acknowledged as pontiff defacto, until his

claims should be finally decided upon by a general coun

cil. Notices of this resolution were sent to Honorius at

Parma, and to Alexander at Rome, and a day was named

for a general synod to'be held at Mantua., the capital of

Godfrey and Beatrix, tolput an end to the scandalous

divisions which had hitherto distracted the church and

impeded the course of reformation.

But Hanno and his friends were not as yet disposed

Hanno at frankly to adopt the Hildebrandine policy, or

Rmne- to abandon the rights of the empire in compli

ment to the rhetoric of Damiani. We are informed that

after the late convention he proceeded to Rome, and that,

in conference with the po e and his minister Hildebrand,

he sharply rebuked the former for his contempt of the

imperial prerogative in causing himself to be inaugurated

without waiting for the imperial assent and confirmation.

The archdeacon replied for his master, that the holy

canons and traditions of the fathers gave no authority

to kings to interfere in the election of a pontiff of the

holy see. Hanno rejoined, that the king derived that au

thority from his oflice as patrician : his opponent rebutted

the pretension by references to the canon of the Roman
council held in the year 502, under pope Symmachus,f

whereby, he contended, it had become absolutely unlawful

for a layman of any rank or condition to have or exer

‘ See Book III. 0. ii. p. 78, of this ing page.

work, with the remarks in the preced
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cise any influence or authority in ecclesiastical affairs:

they whose duty it was to obey could have no right to

command; and besides, the duty of electing a pontiff was,

since the decree of 1059, vested exclusively in the car

dinal clergy.g The archbishop, who was, it seems, not

very unwilling to be convinced, so far yielded to the im

portunities, if not to the reasons, ofHildebrand as to con

sent that the synod should be convoked in theAlexander IL

name of Alexander, and should be presided over Mkuvw

by him. Such a stipulation could be regarded ledged'

in no other light than as an abandonment of the cause of

Honorius, as Well as of the understanding upon which

the synod was originally proposed. It was no longer

possible to make the title of Alexander to the chair

yielded to him as pope the, subject ofjudioial inquiry be

fore himself; and the remonstrants were put ofi' with a

promise that at the meeting he would establish the in

tegrity of his election upon incontrovertible grounds, even

though such a condescension might be deemed not alto

gether consistent with the dignity of a supreme pontiff?‘

_Alexander II. repaired to Mantua on the day ap—

pointed. It was signified at the same time to S d f

onorius that he would not be permitted to Maiiiifmgnd

present himself. The forsaken pontiff madeiflgggggfl‘if

no attempt to interrupt the meeting, and arch- '

blSllOP Hanno finally abandoned his cause. He con

ducted Alexander to the presidential throne as pope,

and nothing remained but to accept his oath of purifi—

catlon, and to pronounce him legitimate pontifl" of the

holy see.1 But of the numbers or character of the per

sons who attended this synod we have no intimation.

313.11; was got up under the influence of the German

Collsplrators Hanno and Godfrey, and was composed of

P9189118 Wholly devoted to them, appears too plainly t0

admlt of doubt. By the very terms of the arrangement

t 9 claims of Honorius were excluded from consider

ation ; thedecision was pronounced in his absence, the

5 goat’. c. i. p.161 of this Book. § 25, 26. mm xvii- P- 262

a Momzo, 11b.1n. Vit. Alexand- II. 1 Siegeb. Gemblac. Chron. ap.Pertz,

P- urat. ubi sup. Baron. an. 1064, vi. pp. 361, 362~
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meeting was held in the capital of his enemies, Godfrey

and Beatrix, and even the ri ht to vindicate his honour

was studiously and insulting y denied.j Nothing, how

. Déath of ever, appears to induce a belief that he was de

Hmmi‘“ 11- serted by his Lombard adherents; or that his

enemies entertained any confident hope of disturbing him

at Parma. He himself never discontinued his pontifical

functions, or did any act intimating a doubt of the legi

timacy of his claim to the see of Peter. But his death,

which occurred shortly after the dissolution of the packed

tribunal by which he had been virtually dethroned, for a

time put an end to the schism, and set his rival at liberty

to reestablish his authority in the capital, for which the

state of affairs there now offered unusual facilities.‘K

The taste for faction-fights in Rome appears by this

Godfrey ex_ time to have expended itself. Both parties felt

Pele his slliesthemselves equally aggrieved by the extort-ions

the Norman‘ of the Normans under Richard of Aversa,

whom Godfrey had introduced into the city. Richard

was, in fact, suspected of a project for procuring his

own elevation to the patriciate, and under that title of

retaining military possession of Rome. But duke God

frey, after the successful vindication ofthe right of AleX-\

ander II. to the pontificate, determined not to leave his

work incomplete. Without delay he collected a body of

i Benzo, Panegyr. 8w. lib. iii. c. xvii.

xviii. ubi sup. pp. 1017, 1018.

k A formal discussion of the rival

claims of Alexander II. and Honorius

II. would be a. very useless task. The

papal advocates have endeavoured to

cut the knot by standing upon the de

cree of 1059. Yet that decree pre

sented an awkward objection to the

title of Alexander himself. That of

Honorius, it must he confessed, la

boured under infirmities not easily ex

plained away. The elections in both

cases were, after all, simple party man

oeuvres; there was no well-disposed or

competent electoral body in either case;

and, in point of fact, the question was

discussed wholly upon a. different

ground, namely, that of the competency

of lay interference in the nomination

of a Roman pontiff. Upon this point

the papal advocates seem to have felt

that the weight of argument was in fa

vour of Honorius. In a. subsequent age

they did not scrnple to resort to fable to

strengthen their case. Thus the cardi

nal of Arragon, in his Life of Alexan

der II., assures us that Cadalo (Hono

rius II.) died in great distress only a

few days after the close of the council

of Mantua, and that in the depth of his

remorse he made an ample confession

of his sin, and renunciation of his

wicked pretensions. This life, how

ever, was written nearly two centuries

after the event; while no contemporary

writer knows any thing more than that

Honorius II. died a natural death at

Farms. 8. short time after the breaking

up of the Mantuan synod. Conf. Murat.

iii. preface to the Life of Alexander II_.

p- 274. See also Chro'n. Cassia. lib.c. 21, ubi sup. p. 431.
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troops against which the freebooters could entertain no

hopes of success, and marched with his pope to Rome.

The Normans beat a prudent retreat, and after some 11e

gotiation agreed to accept a sum of money in discharge

of the arrears of pay due to them for their past services,

and thereafter to abstain from all attempts to molest the

pontiff or his allies.1

The indefatigable reformers had now, to all appear

ance, a clear field before them. It may be Hildebrand

said of Hildebrand and Damiani that both had and Damiani

declared war against the outer world. The difference,

however, between them was, that the former drew the

sword in support of a scheme essentially political. He

desired to subjugate the world to the yoke of his church

and its ministers. Damiani was far more solicitous to

inure the whole Christian flock to the yoke of the Master

whom he honestly, though ignorantly, served. To him

nothing was gained until he should have reduced the

inner as well as the outer world under the spiritual stand

ard he had set up for himself. But the only measure of

perfect moral and religious purity which presented itself

to his mind was that which he found in the monastic dis

cipline. He looked for no better means ofstemming the

tide of human vice and passion but those cloistral re

strictions which should bring down all, pastors as well

as flock, to the like dead level of obedience to ecclesiasti

cal rule and government; and thus to confine the outer

and inner world within the frigid circle of monastic merit.

Hildebrand was glad of a coadjutor whose unselfish zeal

might serve to cover the nakedness of his more worldly

pollcy. In Damiani, religious abstraction from worldly

things had degenerated into aversion; and he, therefore,

was disinclined to listen to any compromise with the

wants or the weaknesses of society. He knew of no rule

to direct him in applying the laws ofGod and the church

to the state and condition of man in the world, but such

as he found in the regulations and practice of an associa

tion which professed to have nothing to do with the

1 Leo Ost. lib. iii. 0. 25, ap. Murat. iv. pp. 484, 435.
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world; and in this disposition he had been for some

time past urging the pope to declare a ainst all matri

monial connections in which any traceab e degree ‘of con

san uinity could be detected.

11 the year 1066 a council was assembled at Home

Council for the extirpation of a new heresy, to which

against the Damiani stood godfather by the odious name—

Tifstfatg- there was much in a name in that age—of the

' ' ' “heresy of the incestuous.” The council de

creed that all persons who should maintain the damnable

doctrine, that the Roman civil law regarding the degrees

within which matrimony could be contracted might over

rule or vary the canon law on that subject, or that ma

trimony within the limits disallowed by the canon law,

though allowed by the civil law, was lawful, were to be’

pronounced heretics. The church, they declared, had

always holden that any traceable deg-rec of consanguinity

was a bar to marriage,- and although the canons did not

require the excluding proof to be carried beyond the

Canonical seventh degree, yet that the degrees themselves

computation were to be computed by generations, and not,

$101335?"- as in the civil law, by persons; so that in the

y' canonical order two civil degrees form but a

single canonical degree ; thus, brother and sister, instead

of being, as the civil law ranks them, in the second de

gree, stand to one another in the first degree; the chil

dren of brothers and sisters, instead of the fourth, are t0

be ranked in the second degree; their children again, in

stead of the sixth, come to stand in the third degree; and,

in the same way, those who by the civil computation would

stand in the eighth, tenth, and twelfth, are by the ca

nons placed in the fourth, fifth, and sixth degrees. But

though the church declined to press the proofs to exclude

the presumption beyond the seventh degree, the council

carefully guarded itself against the inference that mar

riage was lawful within any degree of consanguinity to

which record or authenticated tradition should extend;

for, said they, the seven degrees include the entire nomen

clature familiarly known and used among men to de

signate blood relationship, thus making it improbable
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that any of the ordinary proofs could be reasonably ex

pected to carry the inquiry any further, or that human

memory could extend beyond that limit; that, there

fore, actual consanguinity must primztfacie be presumed

to end where the popular nomenclature failed. The de

cree furthermore declared that such had been the doc

trine of the Catholic church from the beginning; and that

all who should resume to infringe that rule be, for a

first offence, exc uded from communion, and for any sub

sequent contravention, be slain with the sword—of the

Anathema.“‘

To avoid prolixity, we do not in this place enter into

the history or the merits, legal or ecclesiastical, I“ success of

of this decree. We observe only that in the the Prohibi

earlier ages of the church a diversity of opinion “371%,?{fly

and practice revailed upon the subject. But cémonicel

in the age oiPAlexander II. a “development,” egrees'

or supplementary revelation, seems to have been vouch

safed to the Roman divines, of whom Peter Damiani

stands up as the inspired organ. It appears that, up to

the moment at which his work upon the “Degrees of

Consanguinity”“ Was Written, a strong difl'erence of opi

nion existed among the canonists themselves as to the

proper mode of computing these degrees. Upon the

whole, however, the monastic view of the question had

by this time gained the upper hand; and pope Alex

ander II. was encouragedto stamp it with the seal of

the papal approbation.o But the very indifi'erent success

of the measure soon produced the impatient complaint

of Damiani: “ Surely the devil had so hardened Lamentation

the hearts of the incestuous couples that not “Damiani

even the imminent peril of eternal damnation could tear

“' Cone. Colet. tom. pp. 147, 148. pend a short historical account of the

Cont‘. Decret. Gratiam', pt. ii. 0. xxxv. growth of the canonical principle by

q. v. o. ii. up. Richter, Corp. Jul‘. Can. which the monks succeeded in extend

tom. 1. pp. 1110-1113. ing their control over the matrimonial

“ “De Parentelze Gradibus.” The engagements of the laity. The inquiry

term ‘.‘pnrentela” is used both for con- seems a, necessary step to a fuller ap

fllmgumity and sfl‘inity, or sometimes preciation of the spirit and tendency

for the one, and sometimes for the other. of the pa al scheme. See App. II. at

See Du Cange, ad voc. the end 0 this Book.

0 To the end of this Book we ap
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them asunderf’P A second council was therefore convoked

in the same year, for the same purpose, but with no better

success. “ In this ver year,” says the apostle of ab

stinence, “ the pontiff o the holy see hath assembled two

synods, in which the ‘incestuous’ have been twice sen

tencedto exclusion from the communion of the church;

and'now, I ask, hath a single individual among so many

thousand criminals been withdrawn from the accursed

conjunction? Hath any one among them all abstained

from visiting the churches? Or, hath a single offender

been avoided and cast out by his companions or asso

ciates? Nay, truly, the contagion rather spreads the

more through all classes! For whosoever prideth him

self upon the illustrious title and noble birth of his con

cubine—whosoever is attracted by the vicious allurements

of beauty—whosoever is seduced by the prospect of a

rich dowry, the love of children, or the hope of be

getting offspring—all, all prefer to defy God openly

rather than to make an effort to disengage themselves

from the foul bonds of agreeable or profitable vice! Then,

again, when the reverse of these allurements steps in—

when men begin to perceive the natural inconveniences

of marriage, and desire to disengage themselves from its

trammels, the husband frequently produces a spurious

pedigree in order to establish a fictitious consanguinity

or affinity; he foists in false names, sustains them by

false testimony; nay, sometimes he brings forward per

jured witnesses to personate individuals whom he knows

to have died long ago: he thus becomes his own accuser;

he aggravates his crime; he profits by his own wicked

ness, and hypocritically craves the aid of the church to

help him to the shipwreck of his own soul.’"‘

We add here a few obvious remarks on the progress

Monastic of that state of opinion upon which the views of

mfg“? "f Damiani and the monastic party were founded.

,lglous . . . . '
character of Though 1n 1ts origin the movement against the

mammmy- marriage of near blood-relatives, or persons

closely connected by the ties of affinity, sprang from the

P The passage occurs in his work ‘1 Cone Colet torn xii 47 150_ . . . . p. l - -
“De Contemptn Saecuh.” See also Baron. an. 1065. p
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natural exigencies of social life, and was in its nature

purely conscientious, it was a diflicult matter to fix the

limits and regulations by which it was to be governed.

The state undertook the task with a view to social ex

pediency; the church took it in hand as a matter closely

touching the religious conscience. Up to a. certain point

the church might claim the authority of custom and state

law on behalf of her scheme of limitation. But this non

spiritual ground was uncongenial to the sacerdotal mind;

and in looking back to-the earliest views of the church

men on the nature of the matrimonial connection, We shall

find that they had uniformly built upon an exaggerated

opinion of the merit of total abstinence from the indul

gence of the carnal appetites. In the progress of ascetic

opinion, chastity came to be regarded as that lofty stage

of spiritual perfection to which the Christian man was

bound at every sacrifice to aspire: it was his chosen

battle-field—the impregnable position of the spiritual

man in his internecine warfare with the flesh. The

charge of Jerome against Jovinian, of maintaining “ the

horrible proposition, that a virgin was no better than a

married woman,” is the epitome of ecclesiastical opinion

In his age and that of Ambrose on the subject of chas

tity, or rather, of total abstinence from connubial inter

course; and since that time the opinion had become more

deeply rooted by the vast expansion which the monastic

‘system had undergone.r The triumph of monachism was

1n some sort the apotheosis of celibacy. Under the form

of the _Virgin Mother of God, chastity had become, as it

were, mcarnate; and prophets, and apostles, and saints,

were popularly endowed with it, as that quality without

which all other spiritual acquirements were to be regarded

as worthless. Denying both in precept and in practice

the merit of the purest and'most faithful connubium, the

monks desired it to be understood that marriage stood

' In confirmation of these views, the 263. (3) The opinions ofpope Gregory

reader is referred to the following pass- the Great, Book III. 0. vi. p. 224. (4)

$598111 this work: (1) Remarks on The scandal of married priests in Get

Pl'lmltlve asceticism, Book I. 0. iv. pp. many rebuked by Boniface, ‘Book IV.

9.6'98~ (2) Qpinion of the merits ofchas- c. v. p. 368. (5) Observations on the

my entertained in the age of Jerome divorce cause of Lothar 11., Book VII.

and Ambrose, Book II. c. i. pp. 262, c. iv. pp. 321, 322.
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upon the very verge and threshold of mortal sin; that it

was in itself a temptation and a snare, from which, with

out the aid of the church to urify and guard it, there

was no escape; and that, untif the whole subject should

be brought within the compass of ecclesiastical control

and superintendence, as the only power by which its natu

ral tendencies could be corrected, it must ever remain a

stronghold of the enemy of men’s souls.

These ideas of the religious character of marriage

H were materially strengthened by the extrava
OW u s - -

gtrengthened gant woes of society 1n the ninth and tenth ‘cen

perpgflited turies. Where every institution and hablt of

'men in the world was tainted with impurity,

even reflecting men could not be expected to regard re

gulated practice in any other light than as an exception

to the normal condition of society; they would not trou

ble themselves to separate the chafffrom the wheat; they

would condemn the world, its interests, its wants, its

pleasures—reasonable or unreasonable—in the mass; for

all appeared to them alike “ concluded under sin!“ Re

nouncing for his own person the privile es of matrimony,

the monk regarded the institution itse , contaminated as

it was in common practice by adultery and sensuality,

with more aversion than any other worldly indulgence.

The only conclusion he could arrive at was, that the

temple of marriage must be cleansed, reconsecrated, and

dedicated by and to the church: the institution must

acquire a derivative purity from her sanctions; and, for

that purpose, be brought as much as possible within the

spirit, though it might not fall within the letter, of

monastic ordinance. Celibacy was the law of spiritual

perfection; matrimony was the exception—a recognised

exception indeed, but admitted only on the low ground

of natural or carnal necessity, and to be tolerated only

under restrictions which should place it in all its relations

beneath the vigilant guardianship of the church and her

ministers.

These were in substance the opinions of Damiani in

the matter of the matrimonial connection. As the oracle

- Gal. iii. 22.
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of the spiritual policy of the reform party, he Hildqbmd’s

believed and preached that so desperate a dis

ease required a sharp and decisive remedy; marriage

he used the knife and the cautery with the confidence

inspired by the partial view of the subject his monastic

position commanded. The objects of Damiaui were as

limited as his ideas of human nature and human require

ments. Hildebrand was in all these respects the reverse

of his friend and colleague. His view ranged over the

wide world of present and contingent advantage. But

for the present the path of these remarkable men lay in

the same direction. Damiaui desired in his own way to

make men wiser and better; and the wisdom and virtue

of Damiani fell in admirably with the policy of Hilde

brand. It had not escaped the discernment of that vigil

ant observer, that, from several causes, the royal, princely,

and wealthy families of the Latin communion were fall

ing fast into a state ‘of clanship, which might prove dan

gerous to the pretensions of his church. Intermarriages

between powerful houses had become too common. Men

married sisters ofdeceased wives; Widows, the brothers of

deceased husbands; the marriage of uncles with nieces,

of first cousins among themselves, were familiarly re

sorted to for the purpose of counterworking the dividing

tendency of the feudal law of inheritance, and keeping

together the family estate and influence. Hildebrand

must have profited little by the history of the past not to

have perceived that as long as the power of the laity con

tlnued to work in harmony, the church was weak, that

the “ lay enemy” was then too strong for her ; and that

in such a state of things there was no alternative but that

the church must either remain under bondage to the world,

or the world be reduced to bondage under the church.‘

The fate that attends almost all attempts Ft f

at compromise in religious matters befell the 13,315.31’;

accommodation effected by Damiaui at Milan “mfg”

1n the year 1059. The admission of the clergy '

_ ‘ The reader is referred for the lead- are founded, to Appendix II- at the 9nd

mg facts, on which these observations of this Book.
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who had purchased their orders to_ the celebration of

divine service, recommended under the pressure of abso

lute necessity, was highly unsatisfactory to the puritanical

zealots of the opposite faction. The established clergy,

supported by the magistracy, the nobility, and the party

attached to the honour and inde endence of their church,

the ancient customs of the province, and the privilege of

marriage, came into frequent, and sometimes sanguinary,

collision with the rural priesthood, supported by the

country people and the fanatical Paterini. They clamor

ously repudiated the compromise of Damiani; ‘they urged

the notorious fact that the orders of all the beneficed and

cathedral clergy had been bought with money; that

every bishop of the province was a simonian heretic; that

such a bishop was no bishop at all; and that he who took

nothing by his own ordination could impart nothing to

others: they were, in short, in a lump, a mere rabble of

spiritual rebels and heretics, to whom the godfearing

people could not be expected to resort for the oflices and

consolations of religion.

The compromise was in no respect more palatable to

Itisrelmdb the clergy and their advocates than to their

ated by all adversaries. In adopting it they had yielded

Pames' only to the pressure of the juncture, with no

intention to abide by it any longer than that pressure

existed. They resented bitterly the subjugation of the

glorious church of St.Ambrose under the pontiff ofRome 5

and they were fully aware that even the most conscien

tious fulfilment of their engagements to the pope would

bring them no relief from the persecutions of their ene

mies; they recoiled from the frightful task of consigning

their wives and children to infamy and beggary; they

entertained little respect for engagements extorted from

them by fear and bodily peril—engagements which their

new master was without the power to keep on his part;

and they knew that if they sufl'ered themselves to be dis

armed, their total ruin could not long be delayed.“

This state of party warfare subsisted with balanced

advantage for a period of nearly six years.v Ariald and

“ Amulph. lib. iii. 0. l2 and 14, ubi v From the year 1059 to 1065.

sup. tom. 1v. pp. 25-30.
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Landulph continued at the head of the coun- Milita.
tr art , but destitute of all su ort exce “Mimi”:
thiitlivhidrh they could derive fromptlheir indomp- ‘iitfier 15-}?

itable zeal. At the close of that interval, Lan- balddM‘m'

dulph sank under ill health; and Ariald availed him

self of the services of Herlimbald, an honest fanatic,

brother to the retired champion of the party, and a soldier

of. reputation. He was a person of austere iety, of im

posin presence; deliberate in forming his p ans, and in

flexib e in their execution. With military freedom from

scruples which might stand in the way of his advance

ment, he regarded himself, from the moment he enlisted

under the banner of the church, as her devoted soldier

and servant; bound, therefore, to perform his duty in a

soldierlike manner. But then, as a soldier, he could not

make up his mind to act excepting under a regular com

mission from the master whom he had engaged to serve.

His friends accordingl expedited him to Rome; pope

Alexander, at the solicltation of Ariald and Hildebrand,

received him with open arms, and, “ on behalf of God

and St. Peter,” invested him with the office of “ Defender

and Standard-bearer of the church, in order that, in virtue

of his said office, all who should array themselves under

that sacred banner might wage defensive war with greater

security to themselves, and be enabled the more speedily

to reduce to obedience the rebellious subjects of the holy

see.”“" A consecrated banner was solemnly delivered to

Herlimbald, with full authority from the pope to take all

such steps as he might deem requisite for the performance

of the dutyr imposed upon him.

A military commission under the seal of Peter was a

surprise to all parties at Milan. Herlimbald was eager

" The petition to the po e ran thus:

“A _Dei parte, et B. Peii-i et vestri

mumtum (auctoritate) ipsum mihi (Ari

aldo) attribuens defensorem, et vexillam

victoriae acoipiat; ut securius militans

nos possit defendere, et tuas olim re

belles humiliate.” Landulph. Hist. lib.

in c. l_4, ubi sup. p. 104. Alexander, at

first new, hardly relished the military

form ofthe petition; it seemed to him to

smell too strongly of blood. But while

he deliberated, the impatient confeder

ates resorted to Hildebrand, to whom

the war department of the holy see was

intrusted: “ qui.” says Landulph, “ re

sidens in palatio, militiam Romanam

quasi imperalor regebat.” No such scru

ple occurred to the cardinal com

mander-in-chief, and the commission

was made out in the terms of the pea

tilion.
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Resistance to unfilrl the apostolic banner in the field of

and _riOtO at carnal warfare; he proclaimed himselfthe soldier

mm‘ of the church, and announced his determination

to drive her enemies back into the fold at the point of the

sword: “ a horrible blasphemy,” says the indignant his

torian, “ and moreover an impudent falsehood; for who

ever heard of any other standard of Peter than the

standard of the cross, which he bore according to the

command of the Lord his master V” The persecution of

the wived clergy was resumed with fresh vigour. Wher

ever they were found in the performance of their religious

duties, they were dragged from the altar and hounded

out of the churches. Archbishop Guido was reviled as a

simonian and a heretic; and the government of church

and city seemed on the point of falling into the hands of

a bloodthirsty mob. Guido was averse from the violent

measures now absolutely necessary for the reestablishment

ofthe public peace; he therefore summoned the insurgents

and the rebel clergy ofthe province to a synod to be holden

at Novara, to answer for their misdeeds. It is probable

that pope Alexander was not altogether satisfied with the .

violent proceedings of his emissaries, and that he was not

sorry to see a check put upon their inconsiderate zeal.y

The associated leaders of the rebels, however, paid no at

tention to the citation; and they and their accomplices

were declared in contumacy, and put out of communion.

Watching their opportunity to-avenge this insult upon

their leaders, the rabble of Milan burst into the cathedral

while the archbishop was officiating; they dragged him

from the altar, and left him for dead upon the floor of.

the church; they broke into and plundered the archi

episcopal palace, and perambulated the city, ransacking

and robbing the houses of the married clergy. But these

disorders awakened their opponents from the lethargy

into which the scruples of Guido had thrown them. The

 

should be maintained. But his wishes! Arnulphlib. iii. c. 15,ubi sup. p. 30.

were probably of little avail against theY The historian Landulph (Hist. Me

diol. lib. iii. 0. l5, ubi sup. pp. 104, 105)

positively states that the synod of No

vara was approved by the pope. And

so it must have been if he entertained

any desire that Damiani’s compromise

overbearing influence of Hildebrand, to

whom the means were a matter of in

difference, if they led by the shortest cut

to the attainment of his ends.
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magistracy and the wealthier classes flew to Chum"

arms; they attacked the dispersed marauders and murder

and drove them out of the city. Not content “Amld'

with their first success, they pursued the objects of their

vengeance with unrelenting animosity. Ariald, the most

obnoxious of their opponents, was hunted from one lurk

ing place to another, till, abandoned or betrayed by his

associates, he fell into their hands and was put to death

with every imaginable circumstance of outrage and

cruelty..

This inhuman act produced a revulsion of the popular

feeling in favour of the insurgents. Herlimbald Papal

rallied and brought back his exasperated bands cflmmissiml

to the charge. Under favour of the populace, he once

more penetrated into the city, and immediately proclaimed

the archbishop an accomplice in the murder of his friend.

The magistrates and clergy were reduced to the defensive,

and every street and public place in Milan was defiled

by rapine and bloodshed.“ ‘We have no positive informa

tion as to how long this state of disorder was permitted

to last. But in the summer or autumn of the year 1066b

two papal legates appeared at Milan with a pontifical

commission to inquire into the death of Ariald, and in

the mean time to enjoin both parties to abstain from fur

ther hostilities.

Though the public instructions of the legates were

plain enough, there is reason to believe that Ordinance of

they were intrusted with discretionary powers Paeifivatiofl—

beyond their ostensible commission. The ordinances of

Damiani of the year 1059 were taken as the basis of a

permanent settlement of existing disputes. The clergy

were strictly forbidden to eat, drink, or associate with

women, or even to speak with any of the hostile sex ex

cept 1n the presence of two or more witnesses of good

repute: they, were enjoined to quit their separate dwell

mgs, and to take up their abode under the same roof,

‘ Amulph tells us that they first cut a 'Arnulph. lib. iii. 0. xviii. ubi sup.

06‘ his nose and ears, and put out his p. 31; Landulph. lib. iii. c. xvii. ubi sup.

eyes; that they afterwards tore out his pp. 106, 107.

tongue. and then despatched him with ' '1 See Muratori’s observations on the

the" daggers- Hist. of Arnulph, p. 30.

voL. xv. Q
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and, if possible, in some one building adjoining to the

church in which their duties lay. But whatever penalties

might have been incurred by the irregular clergy, it was

strictly determined that they should not be amenable to

lay prosecution or punishment of any kind, but that

the archbishop should make frequent visitations of his

province, and take canonical cognisance of all offences

against discipline. The document, as we understand it,

administered a just rebuke to the confederates for the

crimes committed in their precipitate attempts to with

draw the simoniacal and incontinent priests from the evil

of their ways: such violences were not to be repeated, but

their zeal was for the future to be restricted to a watch

ful diligence in bringing all such delinquents under the

notice of the canonical authorities, in order that they

.might be dealt with according to the laws and statutes

of the church. The ordinance concluded with an act of

mutual oblivion for all injuries reciprocally inflicted by

the parties upon each other in the course of these un

hapggr disputes.

ut a settlement upon these terms was unsuited to

Qualifying the views of the political reformers. There was,

“lause- in fact, little prospect of a sincere concurrence

either on the part of Guido or the recusant ‘clergy; and,

under such circumstances, it was in vain to hope either

that Herlimbald would lay down his commission, or that

his followers would acquiesce in the state of inaction to

which the pontifical ordinance, if it stopped there, would

have condemned them. It is equally unlikely that Hil

debrand should have consented to the disarming of his

Milanese militia at the time when they were most wanted,

or that the latter would renounce the advantages won _

with their blood and that of their cherished leader. A

clause was accordingly tacked on to the ordinance, which

neutralised its effect, and opened to Herlimbald and his

faction a wide field of activity for the future. The

clause provided that when either the archbishop or the

ordinaries ofthe province should be detected in conniving

at any offence prohibited by that ordinance; or if, after

such ofi'ence should be brought to their knowledge, they

<5!
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should refuse or neglect to punish, it should in such cases

be lawful for every layman, be he who he might, to pre

vent such oifender from performing any spiritual duty,

holding any ecclesiastical benefice, or taking the bene

fit of church fund or endowment, until he should have

repented and given due satisfaction for his offence. Yet

in the performance of this duty the actors were to acquire

no advantage to themselves, and were commanded to ab

stain from taking or injuring the person or property of

the offender; but simply to sequester him from his bene

fice, and to turn him out of the possession of any church

property of which he might be in the enjoyment; all

suc funds being to be expended in the maintenance of

qualified priests only, and to be restored as soon as the

incumbent should be reconciled, or another appointed in

his lace.‘

t would be a poor compliment to the discernment of

those who placed such a power as this in such Leaves mat_

hands to suppose that the latter would pay any wrs in the

regard to the restraints annexed to its exercise. same state‘

As long as the banner of Rome waved at the head of the

faction she had created, she could not reprove her faith

ful soldiers; she could no more repudiate their acts than

dispense with-their services; and although, for the satis

faction of the severer canonists, it was necessary to ad

minister a. colourable reproof, the Hildebrandine party

took care not to bind their hands for the work they had

given them to do. Guido and his refractory clergy

escaped further animadversions for the present: the

murder of Ariald remained unavenged, because it could

not be punished without visiting alike the crimes com

mitted and the blood spilt by both parties; and thus the

state of thin s was left pretty much in the same position

as that in w 'ch the legates found it on their arrival at

Milan.c

The zealots had looked forward confidently Ira-limb,“

to the advent of the legates as the signal for‘1’ge§.’h°d§'

the deposition of archbishop Guido and the ffiiiiiisilfp

expulsion of. the cathedral clergy; and Her- Gum"

“ See Concil. Colet. xii. pp. 76-79.
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limbald now proceeded to Rome, to urge the necessity

of that step to complete the work of reformation. But

the serious objection occurred to the minds of the pope

and his minister, that such a measure might throw the

election into the hands of king Henry, and thus revive

the highly objectionable pretensions of the imperial court.

Herlimbald in vain protested that the restoration of peace

in the church ofMilan depended wholly upon the appoint—

ment of a canonical pastor, to be freely elected b theclergy and people, and ratified by the papal confilrma

tion.dl Though, for the present, there was no valid pre

tence for any violent proceeding against archbishop

Guido, yet Herlimbald had fully ascertained the incli

nations of his friends at Rome, and returned to Milan

with the resolution to seize the earliest opportunity to

push matters to extremity. But in the interim, the

archbishop, exhausted by age and anxieties, determined

to save his persecutors any further trouble by a voluntary

His migw resignation. In compliance with established

tiomappointrcllStom, and probably with the wishes of his

333,‘: clergy, he presented to the chapter Godfrey, a

y' cardinal-priest of his church, as his destined

successor, and in that character he delivered to him the

pastoral ring and crosier, admitting him at the same

time into possession ofthe temporalities of the see. God

frey hastened into Germany and laid the insignia of his

new dignity at the foot of the imperial throne. The ap

pointment was formally confirmed by the king, by the

redelivery of the symbols, and the new archbishop was
consecrated by the bishops of his province at Novara.e

But the resignation of Guido was a step in the wrong

Reaction of direction for the interests of his party. The

“my- people of Milan unanimously rejected their new

pastor,f and barred him out of the city. Hildebrand

astened to embrace the opportunity to claim the right

of confirmation on behalf of the holy see. He affected

to regard Milan as a dependency of the chair of Peter,

4 Amulph. lib. iii. 0. xix. ubi sup. pp. 106; Am. lib. iii. c. xx. ubi sup. p.33.

1, 33. ' Though on what precise grounds

' Land. lib. iii. 0. xviii. ubi sup. p. we are left in ignorance.
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and despatched the cardinal-legate Bernard to declare

the election void, and to inhibit the installation of God

frey. On his arrival, Bernard published sentence of ex

communication against the archbishop elect; Herlimbald

once more let loose his hands of marauders to plunder the

houses and ill-treat the persons of the recusant clergy

within the city, while he himself made the circuit of the

towns and villages of the diocese, administering oaths of

abjuration, and exciting the country people to acts of

violence and rapine against the adherents of the new

prelate. Finding no rest for the sole of his foot in town

or open country, Godfrey shut himselfup in the

strong convent of Varese. Here he was quickly

besieged by Herlimbald. The assault, however, was

gallantly repelled; this success put Godfrey in posses

sion of the castle of Gastillione, a strong post within view

of the walls of Milan; here, again, he was assailed by

the urban militia under his indefatigable opponent. But

the siege had hardly begun before a destructive fire broke

out within the walls, and the besiegers hurried back to

the rescue of their houses and property. Herlimbald

was compelled to follow, and Godfrey was released from

present peril.

These failures in the field produced, as usual, a divi

sion of councils in themity. The le ate and the Jealousy of

standard-bearer thought it essentia to the suc- ‘fhe $133?

cess of their scheme, that the see of Milan ligndeime of

should be at once filled by a canonical election. their church

On the other hand, it was whispered—not improbably by

the adverse party—that Herlimbald and Bernard had it

1n contemplation to abrogate the privileges of the Am

brosian church, and to reduce her to bondage under

Rome. Damiaui, as we have seen, had found it no easy

task to lull to sleep the apprehensions of the Milanese on

this delicate topic ;g and now the urgency of the legate

and his friends was regarded as a prelude to the threatened

overthrow of their independence. Herlimbald, however,

counting upon the support ofthe fanatical rabble and the

adversaries of the empire, assembled the citizens, and,

I See chap. ii. pp. 182 et sqq. of this Book.

Civil war.
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after a long harangue, proposed Atto, a youth of noble

Election of birth, though as yet only in deacon’s orders, for

Am their new archbishop. The assembly listened

in sullen silence; the legate and the clergy of his faction

approved the election, and Atto was presented to the

people as their archbishop. The crowd meanwhile re

tired in suppressed dis net; the new prelate and the

leaders of his party adJourned from the church to the

archiepiscopal palace to indulge in the con ratulations

and feastings usual on such occasions. Tut in the

midst of the revels the indignant populace surrounded

the banqueting-hall; the doors were burst open, and the

archbishop was compelled to save his life by abjuring

his new dignity. The legate and his friends fled at the

first alarm ; the former with his robes hanging in tatters

from his back. The discomfiture of the papal party was

decisive, and Bernard appeared 110 more upon the stage
at Milan.h

This singular schism produced a momentary balance

Schism of parties favourable to a calmer consideration

amonethe of the questions at issue between the more
reformers’ moderate reformers on the one hand, and the

recusant clergy on the other. The rival prelates retired

from the contest, and both were impartially excluded

from the duties and emoluments of‘the church; Godfrey

as the representative of the imperial and heretical clergy;

Atto as the creature of a foreign power. In this dis

position, an approximation between the extreme parties

became possible, and it was agreed that the whole ques

tion of clerical marriage should be freely and fairly de

bated between appointed advocates on both sides. In

pursuance of this understanding, four persons were

chosen by the wived clergy, and, three by their op—

 

“ Muratori, stran ely enough, denies

the participation of eriimbald in the

election of Atto. But combining the

circumstances,-— the late journey of

Herlimbald to Rome, his well-known

connection with Hildebrand, the mis

sion of Bernard, and the fact that Atto

was ever afterwards supported by Hi]

debrand, and more than once confirmed

by him in the see,—we cannot doubt

but that his election was part of a. pre

viously-concerted scheme between the

Roman arehdeacon and his two emis

saries for the subju tion of the me

tropolitan church of ilan. But cont‘.

Amulph. lib. iii. 0. xxiii. and Murat. iv.

p. 34, with notes 100-103.
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ponents. The discussion was conducted with forbear

ance and good humour.‘

The advocates of the married clergy relied upon rea

son and Scripture: the prohibition to marry, C f

they said, was against the law of God and na- 333 Z???

ture: neither the word of God nor the esta ‘c’leihe

blished order of the world made any distinction gy'

in this respect between clergy and laity ; what was lawful

in the latter was equally so in the former. Chastity, they

contended, was not a gift of nature, but ofgrace ; it was

a peculiar power not imparted to every one, nor more so to

the priest than to the worldling. Marriage, they urged,

was instituted for a remedy against sin; and conse uently

that he who takes away the remedy ordained by od, is

himself an accomplice in the sin committed. Then again,

the “ forbidding to marry” is a plain breach of the great

law of charity: men cannot be driven into chastity; for

marriage is a natural necessity of our nature; and it is

the duty of the church not to forbid it, but to purify it,

and to maintain chastity in marriage: the authorities are

against the practice of clerical celibacy; the most distin

guished fathers of the church upheld the marriage of the

priesthood, lest, by prohibiting it altogether, they should

give occasion for sin : Ambrose, after the example of Paul,

held that an elder should be the husband of one wife;

they (the advocates) fully adopted that advice, and there~

fore maintained that a priest could not take a second

wife ; and that, if unmarried before ordination, he ought

not to marry afterwards; but, if he be married, he shall

not be separated from his wife; for those whom God hath

joined man shall not put asunder. And so all the fathers

of the church,-—though acknowledging always the greater

merit of chastity,—had declared in favour of marriage, be

cause they foresaw that the prohibition must be attended

with the most awful calamities to the church and to

society; and that, do what you will, if lawful marriage

be forbidden, the door to every species of impurity is

thrown wide open. ~

i The curious in this matter may see
both sides in Appendix III. at the end

a fuller abstract of the argument on
of this Book.
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It should be observed, that this argument contained

Argumentof three important admissions: First, that the

the "Ewen-clergy were, as men, under the, carnal law;

secondly, that, as priests, they were subject to a spiritual

law; thirdly, that the married state was not chastity .

per se, but only a licensed compromise between the flesh

and the spirit. In the religious history of this age, how

ever, we find that chastity was universally regarded as

the rule, and the indispensable condition of the higher

grades of spiritual perfection: marriage was looked upon

as a deviation from that rule—as a condescension to

the carnal character of man. This opinion was favoured

by a very early prepossession of the Christian church,j

and the prevalence of the monastic theory and practice

had converted it into alaw of spiritual life. When, there

fore, it was contended in reply, that the priesthood was

wholly and exclusively spiritual, the ground was struck

from beneath the feet of the advocates of marriage: the

carnal condition of the priest as man was swallowed up

in his transcendental status as a subject of the law spiri

tual: the clergy were the peculiar, the chosen peo 1e,

set apart from the foundation of the world that t ey

should live in righteousness and true holiness—using

these terms in a sense to which both parties attached the

same signification. But the most popular answer to the

apologists was suggested by the theory of the corporeal

presence of the Lord’s body in the Eucharist. It was,

said they, a thing too shocking for contemplation, that

the same hand which had just served the work of conjugal

intercourse should be permitted to hold between its un

clean fingers the immaculate sacrifice of the body and

blood of Christ, and thus polluted to offer it up to the

God of all holiness and purity. Therefore, they concluded,

the priest must be pure and spotless; he must live in a

state of uninterrupted chastity, because if stained by any

kind of uncleanness he cannot rightly offer up the holo

caust unto God.“

1 See, among other passages in this k See the argument as put by Dami

work, Book I. 0. iv. pp. 96, 97, and Book ani, ap. Baron. an. 1065.

11. O. i. p. 262. ,
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The popular idea of chastity was, in fact, the basis of

the argument on both sides; and it is obvious Basis ofthe

that, as'long as the connubial state could not be argumqnt on

mentally divested of its carnal and imperfect bmhs‘des'

character, the divine ordinances in its favour would ex

tend only to the carnal and the imperfect man, that is,

to the layman; and in his case, only as the appointed

means of exempting him from the penalt ' of that which,
without it, would be a crime. Now the lyayman required

this condescension, because he lived under the law of the

flesh; whereas the priesthood, being a spiritual people,

were to be wholly emancipated and shut out from that

law: on their part, every bargain or compliance with

that law was treason against God and his people; their

normal state was one of perpetual, irreconcilable war

fare with the law carnal and its subjects; and in the

prosecution of the war they were to “look neither to the

right hand nor to the left,” to claim no indulgence, to

enter into no compromise, like that granted to the laity

in compassion for the infirmities of their natural cha

racter.‘ -

In the fervour ofhis zeal for technical purity Damiani

affirmed that no council or statute of the church Th d t l

herself could justify a similar indulgence to the “2.5.2522

clergy. “ Call your council,” said he, “ by what gmg‘jgiggg

name you please, I will not receive it, if it does y '

not accord with the decrees of the Roman pontiff.m . . .

If it be contended that the precept of St. Pauln be con

strued as licensing clerical incontinence, the like liberty

ought not to be denied to bishops, abbots, monks, and——

inasmuch as there cannot be one law for the male and

another for the female sex—likewise to sacred virgins, to

marry whenever they please, and whom they please. But

what cars would listen to so enormous a blasphemy, so

Can. 11L]

Isidorian decretals. See Book VI. c. vii.' The discussion is given at length in

' ' p. 197.
Landulph, Hist. &c. b. iii. cc. xxi1.

xxvi. ubi sup. pp. 109414. We do not

think that that branch of the argument

which ranges the clergy and laity under

the two contradictory laws respectively

can be traced furlher back than the

m The Isidorian decretals, to wit.

“ “ A bishop then must be blameless,

the husband of one wife." 1 Tim.iii. 2.

“ Let the deacons be the husbands of

one wife,” &c. Ibid. 12.
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grievous an outrage on the laws of the church, without

being transfixed with horror !”°

No man of his age bore within him a more clear and

Defects in lively testimony against the inherent sinfulness

the argument of the matrimonial connection than Peter Da

wivzg :11‘; miani. And we may readily conceive with what
gy. . . .

trlumph he put forth an argument convictlng

his opponents out of their own mouths, and showing that

their cause was lost in the very statement of their own

case. They did but pay the penalty due to those who

upon any terms consent to arbitrar restrictions upon the

laws of God and nature. They left}; the decretal distinc

tion between the carnal and the spiritual eople—the

priesthood and the laity—uncontradicted. T ey declined

to affirm the inherent holiness of the married state; they

admitted that distinctive restrictions were requisite to bring

the clergy nearer to the standard of technical purity,—

then, said their opponents, why not adopt that standard

itself in its whole extent? If it was necessary to ordain

that priests and deacons could not marry more than once

in their lives, nor at all after ordination,--if bishops,

priests, and nuns were to be incapable of contracting

marriage, there was an end of the argument. In all these

cases the law of the carnal man was set at defiance in

deference to the law of purity; and if that law was to

be obeyed at all, it was to be obeyed to the utmost ex

tent and in all its severity.p

The polemical victory in this, as in most other cases

D __ of the same kind, produced no approach to an
e osition . .

of odfrey accommodatlon between the wived clergy and

a?!‘ c‘mfirma' their opponents. Hildebrand whose influence
1011 of Atto. . ’

was now 1n the ascendant at Rome, procured a

papal brief absolving archbishop Atto from his oath of

renunciation, and assembled a synod at which, without

° See extracts from the works of Da- sion to marry accorded to the clergy.

tmiani, ap. Baron. an. 1065, 2, 3, 5,

pp. 271, 272.

P The apologists might perhaps have

derived someadvantage from the variety

of customs observed at different times

and in difl'erent churches in the permis

Damiani saw that some difficulty mig

arise on this oint, and with hap y au

dacity denie the validity of a rule

but that of the Roman church as esta

blished by the papal decretals.
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further inquiry, his election was declared to be regular

and canonical, and his rival Godfrey was depose and

smitten with the anathema. Intelligence of these pro- '

ceedings was quickly conveyed to Herlimbald at Milan,

with promises of all the support in men and money that

the holy see could afford him.q On the other part, the

prelates of Lombardy faithfully adhered to the cause of

Godfrey. Herlimbald, indeed, succeeded in maintaining

the city against the latter; but a few castles and strong—

holds in the vicinity fell into his hands; and the war was

carried on with spirit, though with fluctuating success,

until the death of Alexander II. in the year 1073.r

While the convulsions in the church of Milan, to

which we have just adverted, were increasing Abb
. . . . . ot Gual

1n mahgnlty and violence, the clty of Florence be“ and the

had been agitated by a spiritual warfare of thelike character, fomented by the same agency, g '

and carried on by popular insurrection under monastic

management. The powerful reaction which had followed

the period of moral and religious prostration of the ninth

and tenth centuries had multiplied monasteries and con

vents in every part of Italy. The cenobitic society of

Valombroso was one of that swarm ofascetic associations

which had sprung up under the prevailing religious ex

citement. Gualbert, the abbot or prior of the settlement

of Valombroso, a name since honoured with a niche in

the Roman Pantheon, was one of those zealots who as

pired to spiritual perfection through the renunciation of

every bodily comfort and the desertion of every social

duty. He was the friend and fellow-labourer of St.

Dominic the cuirassier, Rodolph and Peter of Eugu

bium, and other frantic ascetics, who believed that the

dlligent cast-igation of their own bodies entitled them to

regard with the like indifference the pain they inflicted

upon others. The secular clergy were the favourite ob—

jects of their censures. Their popularity enabled them.

to propose themselves as the censors and guardians of

‘1 Arnulph. lib. iv. c. ii. p. 86.

" Idem, ubi sup. 0. with Mumtori's notes.

_':=-:1~»-e
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ecclesiastical purity, and occasionally to take the recti

fication of clerical abuses in hand, without regard to any

form of law, civil or canonical. A rumour, whether

originating with them, or with their confederates, the

mo of Florence, was put in circulation, that the father

of Peter, bishop of that city, had purchased the see for

his son by the payment of a large sum of money to the

court of Germany. The zealous monks of Valombroso

were upon the alert, not to probe, but to adopt the report

as the basis oftheir contemplated operations against their

bishop. They proclaimed him in the streets of the city

as a simonian and a heretic. Under the patronage of

the rabble, they marked every one who should associate

with him, or accept any religious ministration at his

hands, as an accomplice of the principal sinner; and by

this process the bishop in a short time found himself

shunned by his flock, insulted by the populace, and de

serted by the more‘ timid members of his own cathedral

cler y.

amiani was shocked at this irregular mode of de

Remonstranceposlng' a bishop, and took upon him to admi

“Bami'mi- nister a sharp rebuke to the monks. The

fanatics in reply accused him as the abettor of the simo

nian heresy, and drew from him a remonstrance credit

able to his sense ofjustice and sound discipline. “ As

yet,” said he to the rioters, “ you have given no proof of

bishop Peter’s guilt. . . . . Some say one thing against

him, some say another; . . . . but with whom does the

decision rest? Not surely with you, but with the pontiff

of Rome in his ordinary council. Let his accusers appear

there, and make good their charge by manifest proofs.

And as to you monks, you have no ground to stand

upon. . . . . A bishop’s ministrations are both lawfiil and

effectual until he is lawfully evicted: till then no member

of his flock can resort elsewhere without incurring the

guilt of spiritual adultery and sacrilege.”s

But bishop Peter was not disposed to await the deci

sion from which he probably had little reason to expect

justice or mercy. He hoped meanwhile to get his

' See the epistle, up. Baron. an. 1063, § 7-2], tom. xvii. p. 259.
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enemy Gualbert of Valombroso into his power. v, 1 f '

With that view he and his armed attendants Peifittih‘gp

surprised the convent St. Salvi, not far from °iFnl°lrggga

Florence, where Gualbert was then supposed to ' ' '

be residing. But the prior was accidentally absent, and

the satellites of the bishop indemnified themselves for

their disappointment by pillaging and burning the con

vent, including the church, slaying a few of the monks,

and turning out the rest to find food or shelter where

they might. Their friends at Florence made them all

the amends they could; they supplied their wants, and

inscribed their names upon the sacred roll of martyrs

and confessors. Gualbert, as soon as he heard of the

outrage, hastened, we are told, to the scene, in the pious

hope of sharing the honours of martyrdom with his

slaughtered brethren; but, disappointed in this devout

intention, he warmly congratulated them upon their

sufferings in the cause of righteousness; he praised their

zeal, and envied them the glory they had acquired; but he

approved the advice of Damiaui, and repaired to Rome

to impeach bishop Peter of simony before the pontifical

synod assembled there in 1063.

But the martyrs of St. Salvi were not disposed to

wear their honours meekly. No secular priest Ordeal and

could now appear in the streets of the city triumph of

Without imminent peril of ersonal injury. the “gmm's'

The monks had challenged t eir adversary to try his

cause by the ordeal of fire ; the clergy deemed the propo

sal unexceptionable, and urged the bishop to embrace the

ordeal in vindication of his innocence. Peter, however,

derided the proposal, and was deserted by many of his

remaining friends. He resented their desertion by driv

lng them out of the cathedral, where they had assembled

for their ordinary duties on the eve of the Lord’s-day.

The confusion in the city increased from hour to hour;

mobs, consisting principally ofWomen, paraded the streets,

pioclaiming amid lamentations and howlings, that“ Simon

agus had driven out Simon Peter ;” and calling upon

God and the Prince of the Apostles to take pity on their

afflicted and forsaken flock. The clergy, at their wits’
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end, between their duty to their superiors and their

fear of the populace, took refuge in the convent of Sep

timum, some distance from the city, and agreed with

the monks to stake their obedience to the bishop upon the

issue of the proposed ordeal. Multitudes of both sexes

flocked to the spot to witness the solemn ceremony, or

farce. Two parallel hedges of dry faggots, each hedge

ten feet three inches in length, five feet in breadth, and

four in height, were arran ed at the distance of one cubit,

or fifteen inches, from eaci other, leaving thus a narrow

passage ofthat width between the two piles; the passage

itself eing strewed with highly combustible wood. The

torch was applied; and while the inflammable mass ex

hibited one blaze offire, the devoted champions, commend

ing themselves to the (protection of Christ, the Virgin,

and St. Peter, plunge into the flames, and—emerged

unharmed. This result decided the question; the clergy

reported the event to the pope; and in their new-born

conviction earnestly implored him to take up arms, to

call out the hosts of his church, and, summoning forth all

his powers, to set free the Lord’s flock from- their cap

tivitv under “that son of Simon Magus,” their bishop.‘

But the doubts of the clergy and people of Florence

Reversal of were more easily solved than those of Damiani

Ihejudgment and the disciplinarians of his school. A synod

by the Imps‘ was called to decide upon the guilt or innocence

of bishop Peter. No satisfactory proofs were proffered;

the council, at the suggestion of Damiani, rejected the

ordeal by fire; no such primdfacie evidence of simony

having been produced against him as would warrant an

appeal to the judgment-of God. Notwithstanding the

zealous support of Hildebrand, the monks retired dis

comiited, and the council passed to other matters con

nected with the late measures for the abolition and

punishment of simoniacal practices.“ Pope Alexander

II. was much displeased with the irregularities of the

Florentine monks. A severe ordinance was published

' Extr. from the Life of St. John tom. xii. p. 146. Vit. S. Job. Gualb. ap

Gualbert, ap. Baron. an. 1063, § 57. Baron. ubi sup. ’

'1 Binius in Not. ad Concil. Colet.
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against their Vagabond habits, and riotous meddling with

matters with which they had no concern, and consigning

them back to their convents under strict prohibition to

wander about the country preaching riot and disturbance,

to the overthrow of order, and in breach of their con

ventual vows.‘

The deposition of bishop Peter of Florence, and the

substitution of a Hildebrandine nominee, might Commmd

have been of advantage to the prospects of the mojrzgfrb

political reform party in Rome. But the stiffer its... mid

principles of the‘ disciplinarians repudiated the Dammi

summary methods the former were disposed to employ.

The dauntless spirit of Hildebrand prompted him on

most occasions to drive his enemies to extremity, and to

profit by the errors into which rage or despair was sure

to plunge them. The leader of the disciplinarians, on the

other hand, was averse from all irregular or violent steps;

the weapon of his warfare was the sword of the spirit;

and he held up the shield of the law—as he understood

it—impartially against opponents and over-zealous ad

mirers. To his coadjutor Hildebrand the spiritual and

the carnal weapon was equally serviceable, where he saw

an opportunity ofdealin a home-thrust with either. The

speculative energies of §)amiani were less easily stimu

lated into action than the practical talent of his colleague.

The former of these remarkable men could not be driven

far enough nor fast enough for the latter. Thus the

archdeacon, reversing the more cautious policy of the

abbot at Milan, stationed a soldier where the latter would

have established a preacher.w Damiani could not bring

himself to regard popular sedition, tumult, and bloodshed

as proper instruments of reform; While Hildebrand ex

tended his patronage to such champions as Herlimbald,

Ariald, Landulph, Gualbert; persons profoundly indifferent

to the means resorted to, provided they led by the short

est cut to the success of their operations. With these

differences of feeling and opinion, it is not surprising that

Damiani should have viewed with some jealousy the in—

" Baron. ubi sup. § 61; and conf. ap. Richter, Corp. Jur. Canon. i. p. 654.

Gratian. Decret. caus. xvi. q. 1. c. xi. “ Cont‘. p. 223 of this chapter.
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fiuence Hildebrand had obtained over the mind of pope

Alexander II. ;‘ nor perhaps more so that the latter

should have often pushed matters too far, with a view to

hasten the tardy movements of his coadjutor. But, not

withstanding these difl'erences of views and character,

each of them felt that he could not do without the other.

Hildebrand owed to Damiani a moral and polemical sup

port, which neither his own character nor his attainments

could command; while, if deserted by the superabundant

energy of Hildebrand, Damiani might have sunk under

the weight of an opposition for which his peculiar mode

of warfare was hardly a match.

It was observed that, after disposing of the affair of

Decrees of bishop Peter of Florence, the council of 1063

the synod of proceeded to the consideration of other matters

106 of general interest. These matters touched

chiefly upon the further prosecution of the decrees of the

‘council of 1059 against simony, clerical marriage, and

lay incest. In regard to simony, nothing more was done

than to republish the decree of the latter council. As to

the second topic, it was provided, by way of security

against the temptation to marry, that all secular priests

who desired to maintain their chastity should thencefor

ward dwell under the same roof, and “ have all things in

common,” in order, it is added, “that they may be en

abled thereby to approach to that apostolical community

of life and conversation whereby alone spiritual perfection

may be attained,” &c. At the instance of Damiani, it

was further reenacted that no one should take to wife

any woman falling within a traceable degree of consan

guinity; the computation to be limited to the seventh

X The following sarcastic epigram,

addressed to Hildebrand, is ascribed to

the pen of Damiani;

“ Papam rite colo; sed te prostratus

adoro:

Tu facis hunc dominum, te facit ille

Deum.”

Art de vér. les Dates, vol. i. p. 279.

Soon after the council of Mantua (4.1).

1067 or 1070) an altercation had arisen

between Hildebrand and Damiani, in

which the former charged the latter

with having spoken disrespectfully of

the pope. In his explanation Damiani

addresses Hildebrand as his “ Satanas"

(adversary or chastener). and sarcasti

call entreats him not to rage so furi

ous y against him, and not for the fu

ture to permit his very reverend ride

(veneranda superbia) to beat him lack

and blue. “ Spare me," he exclaims;

“ spare your very humble servant, for

his shoulders are already livid with

your thwacks, and his flesh is furrowed

with your many stripes.” Baron. an.

1064, § 27, 28.
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degree from the common ancestor, numbered not by per

sons, but by generations.y

It is remarkable that, notwithstanding the influence

of Hildebrand, the genius of Damiani should Ch

have been, throughout the pontificate of Alex- 0.533251’.

ander II., the loadst-ar of the papal govern- deglfsggne

ment. Nor can we pass a higher encomium

upon the sagacity of Hildebrand himself, than that he

allowed it so to be. The principles of ecclesiastical policy

were, in fact, in many material respects, the same in the

minds of both these eminent men: the difference lay

chiefly in the means and instrumentality by which those

principles were to be realised in practice. In the theoryr

of Damiani we discern, indeed, many of the elements of

the great struggle which convulsed the world during the

remainder of the eleventh, and the first twenty-two years

of the twelfth centuries: in the practice of Hildebrand

we perceive an abnormal principle at work, originating

wholly in the mind of one man, and having neither rela

tion nor sympathy with the natural or the moral bases

of spiritual government. However broad and compre

hensive the abstract theory of Damiani, it was useful to

Hildebrand only as a theory. But when stereotyped in

the minds of men by the indefatigable industry, talent,

and perseverance of the former, the path of Hildebrand

lay before him in a great degree cleared of theoretic ob

struction ; the object to be attained was delineated in his

own mind with admirable perspicuity and distinctness,

and the means of execution were laid open to selection

from any and every contingency in the life of men and

nations that might be conducive to success.

This feature of the scheme of his fellow-labourer,

however, had no place in the contemplation ofdis‘tinguished

Damiani. He objected to the indiscriminate from qmtof

infliction even of spiritual penalties. He found Dammm'

Y See Conc. Hard. tom. vi. pp. 1137- ‘vita communis,’ but only those after

1140 {also particularly con. iv. Conf. wards known as ‘ canonici’ (canons or

the original epistle of Damiani, ap. Ba- prebendaries). But we see no good

run. an. 1063,§37. The cardinal thinks reason for such restriction upon the

that the writer did not intend that all wording of the canon.

the secular clergy should observe the

Yon. W. R
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fault with the frequency of ecccommunications and ana

themas, and desired that those general censures by which

the best Christians might inadvertently incur spiritual

damage, without personal knowledge or fault of their

own, or for merely trivial errors, should be avoided.

He censured the carelessness of the canonists in aflixing

the same punishments to the smallest and the greatest

offences. Such, he said, was not the practice of the pri

mitive church; the pontifl's of the purer age had never

annexed the greater penalties to any but qfl'ences against

articles of Catholic faith. With all his zeal for the

independence of the church, and the exemption of the

priesthood from lay jurisdiction, he gave the go-by to

the decretal directing that “ the accusation of a bishop

should be made as difficult as possible 5’” and derided the

opinion that an inferior clerk was incompetent to bring

any charge against his bishop. “ For thus,” said he,

“the bishops are rendered careless; they think they may

live as they like, for that there is none to reprove them

. . . . Therefore let this false opinion be for ever cast

aside, and let every man who hath any complaint to make

against his bishop freely resort to his metropolitan,—

nay, let the door to complaint be thrown wide open; and

let even him who wields the rod himself feel that the

rigour of ecclesiastical law may visit his offences in like

manner with the meanest.”

This disposition to economise spiritual penalties and

Controversy terrors, combined with an anti-decretal defer

0“ sim‘my- ence for metropolitan authority, could not but

be distasteful to the fiery spirit of Hildebrand. But in

another direction Damiani did a service to the political re

formers which could not be too gratefully acknowledged.

A curious altercation is said to have-occurred between

two of duke Godfrey of Tuscany’s chaplains and the acute

abbot of Fonte Avellano, in which the proposition was

started that “ one who should purchase the temporalities

of a see or benefice, but gave nothing for consecration,

was not a simonian.” The honours and sacramental func

tions, said these persons, cannot be bought with money;

1 Cont‘. Book VI. 0. vii. p. 203.
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the purchaser buys, in fact, nothing but that which is

the proper subject of barter; he gives money for that

which adds indeed to his wealth, but which imparts no

thing that could make him a bishop; for his bishopric

he receives altogether gratis. .

The argument, Damiani replied, is a subtle snare of

Satan to entrap the souls of men. The purchase D . .

of the temporalities is the instrument by the ‘1131:1323,

means of which the spiritual powers are up- {mg

held; the purchaser makes his title to the latter '

through the former; in buying the temporalities, there-'

fore, he in effect buys the oflice and function of a bishop;

without consecration he can take nothing by his contract;

after consecration he becomes at once a simonian heretic.

Thus, though before consecration it be a mere bargain

for so much land or revenue; after that, it is as criminal

an act of simony as if he had paid money for consecra

tion so nomine. Nay, it is even more odious; for it is a

false and hypocritical subterfuge. Again, inasmuch as

the possessions of the church cannot be severed from the

church, the spiritual and temporal endowments are indi

oisiblo constituents of the one inheritance ,' he that oh

tains the latter without the former is a mere robber; and

the very act of purchase converts the buyer into a he

retic, whom no imposition of hands can transform into a

bishop. Such a purchase is therefore an antecedent dis

qualification; for thereby a severance of the sacred in

heritance is effected, and the act of sacrilege is complete

before consecration. The man, therefore, who buys the

temporalities buys the church, by buying that which pro

cures him his entrance into the church.

But the theory of Damiani extends to render church

property not only inalienably attached to the D _ _,

spiritual office, but to place it beyond all se— pet‘igi‘giifif

cular liability or supervision. He maintained “3:131;

It to have been in its origin altogether made P p 'y'

“holy unto the Lord ;” for, said he, at the birth of the

church it was the habit of the devout Christian to sell all

he had, and to lay the price at the feet of apostles and

apostolic men, to form a fund for the relief of the poorer

0
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members of the primitive community; but in after ages

it pleased the successors of the apostles to direct that

those who were converted to the Lord, instead of selling,

should transfer the lands themselves to the churches, not

for temporary use, but for a perpetual possession and pro

vision for the poor 2*‘ and so it was under the old dispen

sation; as said Moses in the law, “ No devoted thing

that a man shall devote to the Lord of all that he hath,

both man and beast, and of the field of his possession,

shall be sold or redeemed: every devoted thing is most

holy unto the Lord.”" This precept, he maintained, pre

cluded every possible alterant dealing with the thing once

devoted to holy uses; it could not be lawfully either

‘ bought or sold : consequently, to buy or to sell the tem

poralities of see or benefice was a crime in itself, without

reference to the consecration or ordination of the pur

chaser :“ all persons, therefore, who maintain that the

episcopate may in this way be bought with money must

be pronounced heretics; and those who merely raise the

question, without supporting it, are simply—fools.d

Since the publication of the false decretals we ob

Amalgama
serve a persevering struggle on the part of the

tion of the clergy to identify as much as possible their spi

spiritual and

temporal

status of the temporal possessions.

that the pastor, the privilege, and the possession,
clergy.

ritual status with their personal privileges and

It was clearly intended

should constitute the one composite idea of the church;

so that an injury to either was an injury to the whole,

consequently falling within the definition of sacrilege.

Offences against the laws or canons enacted for the main

tenance of this one and indivisible inheritance were of—

fences against the whole body of the church catholic.

And inasmuch as that body was, as a whole, lifted out

of, and placed on, an eminence above the civil state, so

a See the decretal ascribed to bishop

Urban 1., as in note 1,p. 199 of Book

VI. of this work.

i’ Lev. xxvii. 28.

' Besides these general arguments,

Damiani relied upon the false decretals;

particularly a dictum ascribed to bishop

Boniface I. (11.1). 418) and the decretals

ofAnacletus and Lucius (cont. passages

of'Book VI. 0. vii. pp. 195-199 of‘ this

work). He referred also to a. canon of

the council of Meaux (A.D. 847) prohi

biting the purchase of spiritual offices.

This canon is adopted by Gratian. De

cret. caus. i. q. vii. c. 3.

‘1 Baron. an. 1065, 36-49,
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every constituent element must in like manner he raised

above and beyond all external disposal or control.e The

inference, therefore, lay close at hand, that neither king,

prince, nor patron, could claim such a property in the

estate of the church as to entitle him to deal with it for '

his own profit, or for the benefit of his government.

The lay patron might as reasonably pretend to‘confer

orders or impart consecration, as to invest the ordained

priest or the consecrated bishop with those endowments

which, by the act of ordination, became part and parcel

of the new being—~the priest or the bishop. Investiture

implied a power and a choice in the investor; but the

principle repudiated both. All such right, power, or

choice, is determined and put an end to by the original

dedication, and the estate becomes vested in perpetuity

by the mere act of ordination or consecration.

Hildebrand could not be too grateful for so sweep

ing and serviceable an exposition of the lawAdvanmge of

of church estate. It might, he clearly dis- if; “133°? of

amiam to

eerned, be turned to account, not only for the the scheme of‘

overthrow of lay patronage, but to promote the Hildebrand

transfer of that patronge to the holy see. The theory of

Damiaui was never absent from his contemplation. The

unity qfpersan, privilege, and property, was all he could

desire for the emancipation of the clergy from secular

governance, the final divorce of church and state, and

the ultimate centralisation of spiritual and temporal

government in the single hand of God’s representative

upon earth. Whether the master intended to go the

length of the pupil may be questioned. It may strike

some readers that Damiaui put forward this extreme

view of the clerical status, rather because it furnished a

plausible answer to the argument of the chaplains ‘than

with intent to threaten the lay patron with the loss of

file accustomed rights. His-historical deduction of the

OI'Igin and destination of church property is almost too

extravagant to lead us to believe that it imposed upon

hlmself; and it is tolerably clear to us that he spoke with

° We make free to refer the reader 197 of this work.

to remarks in Book VI. 0. vii. pp. 195
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reference rather to original endowments than to that

kind of property which, at this period, formed the great

bulk of the domains enjoyed by the superior orders of

the Latin clergy. We shall, however, have hereafter to

examine more attentively the character of the vast ac

cumulation of landed wealth acquired by the churches,

with a view to ascertain whether it can fairly be brought

within the description of spiritual endowment, and so be

come entitled to that exemption from temporal control

and liability which theoretically attached to all original

gifts or grants for pious uses.

 



CHAPTER IV.

HENRY IV. AND GREGORY VII.

Merits of Hildebrand—he is proclaimed pope—his irregular election—Gregory

VII—Humility of Gregory—History of his confirmation—Improbability of

the Italian account—Alarms created by the elevation of Hildebrand—Career

of Gregory VIL—Preliminary inquiries—Corrupt administration; simony

and oppression in Germany—Hostile disposition of the Saxon princes—Dis

grace of Adalbert of Bremen—Captivity of the king—Henry's marriage and

contemplated divorce—He is betrayed by Archbishop Siegfried of Maintz—

Commission of Damiani against the divorce—Success of Damiani—Adalbert

stimulates the hatred of Henry for the Saxons—Illegal conviction of duke

Otto of Nordheim—Defeat and captivity of the Saxon princes—Alarm of the

estates of the empire—Supposed scheme of Henry IV. for the subjugation of

the Saxons—Affair of the Thuringian tithes—Threatening aspect of affairs

in Germany—Henry IV. and Gregory VII.——Educati0n and character of

Henry IV.—Accusations against Henry IV.—The policy of slander.

WITHIN the five preceding pontificates the archdeacon

Hildebrand had introduced or suggested mea- Merit, of

sures, all tending to the derogation of the Hildeb'and

imperial influence, the reduction of adverse ecclesiastical

privilege, and the suppression of domestic faction. Yet

he was respected by the self-willed emperor Henry III.,

and regarded by many of the most considerable canon

lsts and prelates of Germany as the champion of spiritual

prerogative. The authority of Henry III. in Italy

hardly survived him; and during the minority of his

son it dwindled almost to a shadow. The refractory

prelates of Lombardy were still smarting under the lash

of Hildebrand; the seditious nobles of Rome had acknow

ledged the hand of a master; and the dangerous Norman

hordes of the south had been converted into vassals and

allies of the holy see. Every blow he dealt, every shaft

be aimed, had found some vulnerable spot in the panoply

of h1s opponents. Though there is reason to believe that,
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at each succeeding vacancy of the papal chair, the su

preme power had been Within his reach, yet he waited

with admirable patience until he had matured his scheme,

collected his forces, and so far mastered all the more

powerful springs of sacerdotal action, as to secure the

support of a numerous band ofadherents, who, in serving

him, sincerely believed they were serving the cause of

God and His church.

At the death of pope Alexander II., the emperor

Hildebrand elect, Henry IV., was in the twenty-fourth

P°P°~ year of his age and the eighteenth of his reign;

and the moment had arrived when the advantages already

gained must be secured or lost. It was time for Hilde

brand to assume the supreme direction of the machinery

he had prepared, and to place himself upon that emi

nence which had long since been awarded to him by the

unanimous suffrage of his friends and fellow-labourers.

With all this, however, there was hardly a point of time

at which caution was more necessary. Any ill-calculated

or precipitate step might engender an alliance between

the imperialists and the discontented prelates of Lom

bard , who still possessed no lack of well-wishers in Rome

itself. The archdeacon, therefore, took no ostensible steps

to secure his election. In performance of the ordinary

duties of his ofiice, he superintended the obsequies of

his predecessor, and attended the funereal procession to

the church of St. Saviour of the Lateran. While e11

gaged in this solemn duty, a sudden cry arose among

the attendant populace, “Hildebrand is our bishop!”

Disconcerted by this precipitate movement, the arch

deacon ascended a kind of stage or pulpit which stood

by the way-side, and endeavoured to address the multi

tude; but his voice was drowned amid their acclama

tions, and at that moment cardinal Hugo Candidus pro

claimed him the only proper person to fill the vacant

chair. “ He had been,” he said, “ for more than a

quarter of a century the champion of the Roman church,

the rest-orer of domestic tranquillity, the protector of the

His irregular poor and the oppressed, the terror of tyrants.”

electi‘m' Without a moment’s delay the assembled people
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rushed upon him, and, in defiance of resistance and pro

testations, carried him off by force, and installed him in

the pontifical chair. The forms of a canonical election

were afterwards hastily gone through, and Hildebrand

consented without further remonstrance to assume the

goverrxirnieInt of the church by the style and title of Gre

or .a

g >Tt is not improbable that the tumultuary character

of his election was displeasing to him. It isG,ego,yv11_

to be supposed that he was seriously impressed “11°73

with the difliculties of his new position, and anxious to

avoid any dangerous objections at the threshold of his

career.b He, therefore, delayed his consecration till he

should have ascertained with some certainty the disposi

tion of the court of Germany, and the state of public

opinion in that country and in northern Italy. The news

of his election, in fact, produced no trifling sensation in

both countries. The past conduct of Hildebrand had

given a sulficient warning to the delinquent clergy of the

kind of treatment they were likely to meet with at the

hands of the new pope. They, therefore, addressed a cla

morous petition to the king to declare the election void,

on the ground that his license had not been obtained;

and they admonished him that, unless he steadfastly re

sented such contempts of his prerogative from a person

of Hildebrand’s character and pretensions, he would shortly

find himsetf the greatest srgferer by his supineness.

This advice was followed; and earl Eberhard of Nel

lenburg was sent as imperial commissioner to Humility of

Rome, with instructions to inquire into the cir- Gregmy

cumstances of the late election, and with powers to re

prove the movers of the late unlicensed proceeding; and,

1f need be, to com el Hildebrand to descend from the

usurped throne. 'Ilhe latter received the envoy with sub

missive courtesy, and listened to the imperial message

without change of countenance. In reply, he called

God to witness that he had accepted the throne with the

' See the Registrum Greg. VII. Cone. et sqq.

ed. Colet. tom. xii. p. 234—among the b See the letter quoted from in the

Epistles, lib. i., ep. 1 and 3, pp. 235, preceding note.

236; in Harduin’s ed. tom. vi. p. 1195
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utmost reluctance; that he had no motives of personal or

selfish ambition to gratify; that the government had been

thrust upon him by the unanimous voice of the Roman

people, and that he had religiously withstood consecra

tion until he should have ascertained, through some safe

channel, that his election was agreeable to the king and

princes of the empire. At the same time he signified his

intention to delay his inauguration until the king’s plea

sure should be ofiicially communicated. The king, says

the German annalist, when he received this humble and

dutiful reply, was so charmed that he sent immediate

orders to Rome for the consecration and enthronement

of the new pope.”

The Italian friends of Hildebrand, however, thought

History fit to give a different colour to the transaction.

of his_ The new pope, say they, seeing no mode of

°°nfirmatl°m escaping an elevation he so greatly dreaded,

determined to make the king himself the instrument for

divesting him of a burden he was unable to bear: to that

end he despatched two successive letters to Henry, in

one of which he announced the death of Alexander 11.,

and in the other notified his own election, intimating that

if the king should be so ill-advised as to give his assent

to the unlicensed act of the Roman people, he would as

suredly not put up with his (the king’s) irregularities.

The menace, we are told, had precisely the contrary effect

to that which the pope had expected ; so far from resent

ing the spiritual freedom of Gregory, he immediately

despatched the bishop of Vercelli, his chancellor for Italy,

to Home, with orders to confirm the election and to be

present as his representative at the consecration.d

As to facts, there is little room for choice between

Improbabimythese two ‘accounts. Gregory himself, who pre

of the Italian sents us with an almost complete autoblography,

mum‘ in the collection called his “ Registrum,” gives

no hint of any such letters. Neither is it at all probable

'= Lamb. Schafl'n. an. 1073, ap. Pertz. year (1074); but, in fact, it took place

tom. v. p. 194. Lambert is in error as on the 29th of June in the same year

to the date of the consecration. He (1073).

tells us that it was performed at the ‘1 Bom'zo, ad Amie. lib. vii. ap. (Efel

feast of the Purification in the following ii. p. 811 .
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that a prince of Henry’s temper would have remained

indifferent under so gross an insult. There were indeed

serious grounds for impeaching the re ularity of the elec

tion. The election-law of Nicolas I . (1059)e cast the

initiative (at least) upon the cardinal-bishops. In the

case of Gregory VII. no fact is more certain than that

this 'office was usurped by the populace without any pre

vious proceeding on the part of the clergy, or any mem

bers of that body,—the very danger the election-law was

intended to obviate.f The defect could not be cured by

the imperial assent; and the objection to the title of the

new pc e was still open to the Catholic world, even though

kjqng enry may have waved his right to avail himself

0 it.g

The elevation of Hildebrand inspired the party of

political church-reform both in Germany and A]
Italy with the most extravagant hopes and ex- Migntgififg

pectations ; while among the great majority of filiel‘migzn‘af

the clergy in both countries it produced intense '

alarm and apprehension. It was well known that the

principles of the new pope embraced every branch of

church-government and discipline, and that there was no

limit to the powers he claimed for their practical applica

tion. His more sanguine friends, therefore, looked for

ward to a revolution which was to seat them by his side

upon the throne of“ God’s inheritance ;”I] while his adver

saries, still writhing under the insults and injuries he had

so recently heaped upon them, were fully assured that

° See c.i. p. 161 of this Book.

‘ Bonizo, it seems, felt the pinch of

the objection, and passes over the vio

lence of the populace without notice.

But the evidence of Hildebrand himself

is conclusive upon the point. See Regist.

&c., ep. 1 and 3, ubi sup.

K Gregory himself—if he be the au

thor. of the record of election prefixed

to his “Rcgistrum”—does not appear

to have satisfied the terms of the edict

of‘ Nicolas IL; for, though he assigns

the initiative to the bod of cardinals,

he makes-no mention 0 the cardinal

bishops, with whom, in conformity with

the decree, the nomination in. the first

instance rested. Nothing, indeed, is

more striking in the history of the pa

pacy than the difficulty of determining

what was a true canonical election.

Scarcely any two such proceedings are

precisely alike in form; indeed, those

instances in which, no discernible rule

at all was observed are by far the more

numerous: hence the difiiculty of dis

tinguishing betweenpopes and antipopes.

Conf. the preamble to the “Registrum”

Greg. VII. Concil. ubi sup. xii. p. 234.

'‘ Conf. Book VI. 0. vi. p. 181. Ibid.

0. viii. pp. 216-225, The throne of God's

inheritance meant, of course, the see tre

of the world; as in Rs. 1. 12, “ he

world is mine, and thefulness thereof."
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neither relaxation nor mercy was to be expected at his

hands. The laity, and among them more especially per

sons of rank and position in society, felt their most ma

terial interests compromised, and their dearest affections

violated, by the vitiation of marriages, and the revival of

obsolete canons embracing so wide a circle that, without

the aid of the clerical genealogist, it was difiicult to dis

tinguish between lawful and unlawful matrimony, and,

of course, between legitimate and illegitimate offspring.‘

Meanwhile the court and clergy of Germany were agi

tated by vague apprehensions of a design upon the cus

tomary rights as well as upon the illegal revenues they

had hitherto derived from church property and patronage.

All these various hopes and fears spread uncertainty and

uneasiness among all the classes affected by the late re

forms; and the confusion they introduced into men’s minds

opened a wide field for the exercise of the peculiar talents

of the new pope.

But, inasmuch as we shall have to advert at some

Cmer of length to the policy of Gregory VIL, both in

‘gfesory principle and practice, it will be expedient in

.; pre- . .

Hmmry the place to map out the field chosen for their

inquiries display, and in some degree at least to dis

entangle the complicated state of political interests and

events he had to grapple with, or to direct. To that end

it will be necessary to take a somewhat larger survey of

the state of the empire in its relations to the church, and

to inform ourselves, as well as we may, from the partial

and contradictory accounts of friends and foes, of the

character, talents, and capacities of the rince with whom

he was about to involve himself in a li elong struggle of

irreconcilable principle and deadly personal hostility. It

will be equally necessary to advert shortly to the nature

and actual relations of ecclesiastical estate and endow

ment to the rights of the crown and private roprietors

in respect of territorial or landed property. 111); will then

be open to us to place before the reader a fuller and more

intelligible view of the principles upon which Gregory

‘ Cent‘. 0. iii. p. 216 et sqq. of this Book.
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VII. proposed to deal with lay as well as ecclesiastical

persons and bodies, with a view to impel them into the

channel he had marked out for them from the outset of

his extraordinary career.

It was a fortunate circumstance for Gregory that his

adversary was one upon whom his favourite Corrupt“

weapons of attack might be expected to tell minismmn

with effect. The neglected education of king Henry IV.

has been already adverted to? Archbishop Adalbert of

Bremen, though a man of talent and external polish, was

an unfit preceptor for a youth of strong emotions and un

bridled passions, goaded into premature activity by cruel

violence and injustice at his entrance into life. Henry’s

attachment to his tutor was affectionate and sincere; but

this ascendency had been gained by unbounded indulgence,

and liberty to choose his companions among the deserving

or the worthless at his pleasure. It may be easily conceived

that little discrimination was exercised in the choice; but

Adalbert, relying upon his own mental and personal ad

vantages, was contented to share the powers and emolu

ments of government with the vain and dissolute favour

ites who surrounded the young king. The minority ofthe

king was, however, an obstacle to the full enjoyment of the

ascendency thus acquired ; and in the year 1065 Adalbert

declared him—thou h he had but just completed his se

venteenth year—of full age, and begirt him with the sword

of empire. Earl Wernher, a clever but vain and insolent

youth, stood at the right hand ofking Henry; and he and

the archbishop proceeded jointly and amicably to fill their

purses and increase the numbers of their dependents by

the profuse appropriation of state patronage;

more especially by the sale of bishoprics, abbeys,

and ecclesiastical preferment of all kinds. The offices of

government were put up to auction; merit and public

services were overlooked; and every chance of advance

ment was cut off from all but those who came prepared

Simony

to disburse freely to the hangers-on and minions of the .

court. Arbitrary sequestrations and colourable resump

1 See c. ii. pp. 198-201 of this Book.
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and oppresh tions of ancient crown-grants formed in their

sion in hands a profitable source of revenue. The infec

Gem'my' tion of venality spread; and the more powerful

barons and prelates, though themselves beyond the reach

of court extortion, hastened to participate in the plunder

of church and state, and to plunge so blindly into the

prevailing peculation, that not a thought was entertained,

a word uttered, or an arm uplifted for the relief of the

sufferers or the protection of the public interests.k

In the first year of his majority the king retired with

Hostile dis_ his ministers to the remote chase or forest of

Position of Goslar 1n the Hartz-wald, with a view, as it is

‘he.S“°“ charged against him, to withdraw'himself from
pmces' the inconvenient observation of the estates of

the empire. The position of Goslar was, besides, favour

able for keeping an eye upon the movements of the princes

of the house of Saxony, who were regarded by Henry as

the hereditary enemies of his family, and cordially hated

by the archbishop for their recent inroads and depreda

tions upon the lands belonging to his church. In fact

these great vassals had neither forgotten nor forgiven the

transfer of the sovereignty from the ancient race of Bil

lung to the comparatively recent Franconian family. The

vigorous arm of Henry III. had, during his lifetime, re

pressed every dangerous movement among the disaffected

descendants of the rival house; but when it was with

drawn, the haughty Saxon chiefs were at no pains to

disguise their contempt for his infant successor ; and

watched their opportunity to revenge the severities of the

father upon the son.1 A conspiracy among them to that

end, in the year 1057, was detected and defeated by the

promptitude of earls Bruno and Ecbert of Brunswick.

Though overborne for the present, the Saxons Watched

the court and the ministers with the most malignant

vigilance. Exaggerated reports to the disparagement of

the young king’s life and habits were eagerly circulated

and devoutly believed. It was whispered that Adalbert

secretly connived at the crapulous habits of his pupil,

'‘ Lamb. Scliafl'n. an. 1063, ap. Perlz, ' Ibitl. an. 1057.

tom. v.
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with a view to reduce him to a state of imbecile depend

ence upon the ministers of his pleasures. Every rumour

that the credit of the archbishop was on the decline

encouraged them to renew their incursions upon the ter

ritory of his see; and to withhold those services and

purveyances to which they were bound by allegiance and

tenure, and from which, in that age, the erratic court

of Germany derived the means of government and sub

sistence. Adalbert improved the opportunity which these

repeated vexations afforded to instil into the mind of the

king the same vindictive hatred of the whole Saxon race

which rankled in his own breast.

The archbishop of Bremen was not more fortunate

in his foreign than his domestic management. Disgme of

After the abduction of the young king from Adalbert“

the guardianship of the empress Agnes in the Bremen‘

year 1062, the archbishop-regent Hanno of Cologne, as

long as. he held the reins of power, kept the balance

pretty evenly between the rival popes, Alexander and

Honorius. Finding himself supplanted by the influence

of Adalbert, he drew over to the party of Alexander, and

surrendered himself to the influence of Damiani and the

Italian reformers.m Adalbert meanwhile extended an

inefficient support to the cause of Honorius; the ill

success of the latter threw further discredit upon his

administration, filled up the measure of error or mis

fortune, and encouraged his enemies to play a bold game

for the recovery of power. Counting upon the general

dissatisfaction of the country, the two archbishops, Sieg

fried of Maintz and Hanno of Cologne, of their own

authority assembled a. convention of the estates of the

empire at Tribur on the Rhine, and put to the king the

short alternative of dismissing his minister or resigning

the crown. His first thought upon the receipt of this

treasonable message was to resist it in arms; but the mis

'1‘ Before the year 1065 Hanno had

been in correspondence with Damiani.

The celebrated “Disceptatio” (see c. ii.

p. 202 of this Book), and several extant

letters of the latter, are addressed to

him. Before that time Hanno had cer

tainly paid one, probably two, visits to

his confederate Godfrey of Tuscany.

It may be therefore conjectured that

mortification at the lossof power was the

secret of the holy man’s conversion.
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conduct of the favourite Wernher,n and of his own fol

lowers, deprived him of the sympathy now so necessary

to his interests; and before he could strike a blow, his

cause was lost. No course remained but to lend his

name and authority to an assemblage which the public

law of the empire pronounced an act of rebellion. He

mounted the throne as sovereign and president, but

Captivity of found every face among the lieges present

the king- averted from him. For a moment he medi

tated resistance; he attempted flight, and found him

self a helpless prisoner in his own palace.- In this

dilemma Adalbert saved him from his most serious diffi

culty by a voluntary retirement, and the king sullenly

submitted to the terms dictated by the victorious oppo

sition.
In the hope, perhaps, of weaning him from the dis

Hemys map solute habits he had contracted under the loose

riage,and superintendence of Adalbert, the two arch

“?fi‘gflg‘ed bishops now insisted upon his fulfilment of a

' contract of marriage his father had entered into

for him with Bertha, the daughter of Markgrave Otto

of Susa. Henry offered no resistance, but transferred

all the dislike he entertained for the proposers to the

innocent bride they had forced upon him. The nuptials

were duly solemnised; but the young queen, though ac

complished and affectionate, was from the moment of her

marriage regarded by Henry with undisguised aversion.

They continued, however, to live for a period of tWo

years under the same roof; and in that interval the king

assumed his proper position in the state, and filled it

with credit, yet without losing sight of his project of

emancipation from the matrimonal yoke imposed upon

him by his enemies. With a perfect knowledge of the

rapaclous character of the primate of Maintz, the king

had hoped to make him instrumental in procuring the

divorce he contemplated. The bargain was, in fact,

struck between them; but political impediments dis

abled Henry from performing his part of the contract;

11 He was slain in an affra ' with the br t 11 l ' ' -inhabitants of Ingelheim, whbm he had u a y p “named and In used.
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and the primate, unwilling, unless sure of his reward, to

incur the odium of assisting him to put away his in

nocent consort, sent secret information of the Heisbe.

king’s project to pope Alexander II. Mean— mglffig’y

while the king, in ignorance of the treachery of §§§gfrlid°gf

his accomplice, hastened to prosecute his suit Maintz‘

before a high commission-court, or synod, assembled by

archbishop Siegfried at Maintz to hear the cause. But

while on the road Henry learnt, to his dismay, that a

legate had arrived from Home with peremptory instruc

tions to inhibit the proceeding.°

That legate was no less important a person than

Peter Damiani, the most rigid moral censor of C .‘ .
. . - 01111111531011

lllS age, and dlsagreeably known to the lung ofbamiani

by the austere rebuke addressed to his friend “gdiiv'fitcém

and favourite Adalbert for the support he had '

afforded to pope Honorius II. Henry was with dif

ficulty persuaded to meet the le ‘ate. By his command

the court was transferred from aint-z to Frankfort-on

the-Mayne. The prelates and princes summoned re

paired to that city, and were followed by Damiani into

the king’s presence. The swaggering and restless man

ner of Henry contrasted disadvantageously with the

calm demeanour and venerable aspect of the churchman;

and the first address of the latter put an end to all hope

of success. Before the proposal of a divorce could be

propounded, Damiani declared the object of the commis

sion of divorce to be contrary to the laws of God and

man, repugnant to the Christian profession, and dero

gatory to the honour of the crown. “ If,” said he, “ the

king may not be deterred by man’s law, let him at least

show some regard for his own reputation; let him be

ware lest the poison of evil example, beginning with the

loftlest in station, pollute the whole mass of his people;

lest he, the avenger of crime, become himself the ring

leader in vicious indulgence. But if, after all, the king

shall not incline his ear to purer counsels, it will be the

_° Zamli. Schafi‘n. an. 1069. See arch- pp. 179, 180; Pagi, Crit. ad Baron. an.

hishop-Smgfried’s letter to the pope, in- 1069, No. i. to No. v.

serted m the Concil. ed. Colet. tom. xii.

‘101.. W. S
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duty of the pope, not as a matter of choice, but of dire

necessity, to'prevent the intended crime by force of law

and of the ecclesiastical powers intrusted to him. And,

of a truth, the holy father will not by any means be

prevailed upon to confer the imperial crown upon one

who shall, by so pestilent an example, bring disgrace

upon himself and the whole Christian profession.”

The preliminary objection ofthe legate was adopted by

Success of acclamation, and Henry abandoned all further

Damiani attempt to prosecute his suit. “ If,” he said,

“ such be your pleasure, I will strive to bear as well as I

may the burden I am unable tov cast off.” After this

declaration he sullenly turned his back upon the as—

sembly; and without honouring the legate even with a

passing salute, he set forward upon his return to Goslar,

attended by a slender bodyguard of scarcely forty knights.

Thither he was, by his orders, followed by his amiable

and insulted queen. Henry received her with his ac

customed courtesy of manner. But the rooted aversion

with which he regarded the authors of his humiliation

still clung to the person of Bertha; and though they

lived under the same roof, no further intercourse took

place till years of patient and loving endurance had over

come the unreasonable personal dislike of Henry. Bertha

afterwards bore him several children, and continued to

the end of her days his tender and faithful companion

under every vicissitude of his changeful fortunes-P’

After his resignation, in the year 1066, archbishop

Adalbert Adalbert had resided at Bremen, watching the

tfizi'ilflél‘lreetssofmovements. and repelling the repeated inroads

Hem'yt-or of his enemies the duke Magnus of Saxony

the Saxm- and the princes of the house of Billung. The

luckless issue of the divorce-cause in 1069, however,

brought with it his recall to the court and councils of

the king. After his retreat from Frankfort, Henry cast

off all show of deference for the authors of the mortifica- -

tions he had endured; and their accomplice and enemy

Adalbert at once resumed all his former influence over

the mind of the monarch. He brought back to the me

? Lamb. Schafi'n. an. 1069; Pertz, v. 174, 175.
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mory of Henry the ancient feud of his house with the

race of Billung, and stimulated him to the adoption of

measures that could lead to no other result than a de- '

structive civil war.q By forced requisitions and compul

sory labour, the numerous royal castles erected within

the Saxon lordships were strengthened and stored with

provisions, and several new forts were erected in various

commanding positions. The Saxons beheld with dismay

these preparations for their subjugation. But their remon

strances were repelled by the court, and no alternative

remained but to submit, or to combine for their defence.

Duke Otto ofNordheim, issue of a princely race, and

the possessor of extensive fiefs and demesnes In 1

within the Saxon circles, was regarded as the filial???

natural chief of the malcontents, and fell, of dfqke 0“? °f

. . . ordheim.

course, under suspicion of a conspiracy to com

bine the threatened dynasts against the crown. The inten

tion or the deed, either or both, were regarded as overt

acts of treason. At the instigation of Adalbert, Egino, a

person of noble birth, but of evil reputation, denounced

the duke as author of a plot to murder the king, and

pledged himself to make good the charge upon the body

of the traitor. In reply to the challenge, Duke Otto rea

sonably protested against the legality of a summons to

defend life, honour, and estate, against an accusation

unsupported by any proof of criminality, but the simple

deposition of a man of inferior rank, bankrupt in charac-.

ter, and in every respect disqualified to call a prince of

the empire into the lists. The king‘ peremptorily over

ruled the plea, and the gallant duke consented to wave

his privilege upon the king’s safe-conduct to and from

the place of combat. But this proper request was re

fused; the king would make no terms with a subject

under charge of treason; and the duke was informed

that except he appeared on the appointed day and place,

and there committed his cause to the judgment of God

and his peers, he would be dealt with as a convicted rebel

and traitor. The denial of the legal inquest preliminary

q Adllf'n. Bremens. lib. iii. 0. 58.1‘). 1072,1'61'11-“11-189

Pertz, v11. p. 359. Lamb. Schafl'n. an.
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to the wager of battle, but, above all, the refusal of the

safe-conduct, convinced the duke that his cause was pre

judged, and that, whatever the result, no reliance could

be placed upon the justice of the court. He and his

fellow-sufferers, therefore, resolved rather to commit life

and honour to the keeping of their own good swords than

to the doubtful faith of either king or courtier. In that

age, however, the rejection of the “judgment of God”

was almost equivalent to a confession of guilt ; and upon

the day appointed for the ordeal the assembled court of

peers saw no alternative but to pronounce a verdict of

“guilty,” and to condemn the culprit to the forfeiture

of life, honour, and estate.

Thoroughly prepared to take advantage of this mock

Defeatand cry ofjustice, the executive forces of the court

captivity or s read themselves over the Saxon principalities.

“1:52;” or nearly a twelvemonth the Saxons continued

P ' to oppose a gallant resistance to the invaders;

but either the absence of the needful preparation, or‘ the

want of combination among themselves, rendered their

efforts unavailing. Dukes Otto of Nordheim and Magnus

of Saxony fell into the hands of their enemy, and were

committed to close custody, to await their fate at the

pleasure of the king and their mortal foe Adalbert. But

at the close of the war men stood aghast at the terrible

amount of misery and devastation which the unbridled

passions of their master and his minion had entailed upon

some of the most flourishing and fertile districts of the

empire. A burning thirst for revenge smouldered in

‘every Saxon breast, and the princes of the empire beheld.

Alarm of with misgiving the anomalous composition of

the princes the armies with which Henry had achieved the

humiliation of their colleagues. It was sus

pected, that if he should, by dint of forfeitures

and confiscations, be enabled to amass. the funds necessary

to_ maintain a mercenary army, independent of the con

st1tutional militia of the empire, their honours and pos

sessions would not long survive his success. After what

had befallen duke Otto, attendance upon the court of the

sovereign, to which they were bound by their duty £15
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vassals, appeared fraught with danger; and the two '

powerful princes, dukes Rodolph of Swabia. and Berthold

of Cariuthia, declined the imperial summons to court and

council. Berthold was peremptorily declared guilty of

treason, and deposed from his dukedom; Rodolph for the

moment escaped the like sentence, only through the inter

cession of the empress-mother.

Murmurs, however, were now heard from many quar

ters it might be dangerous to overlook. In supposed

the year 1072 death deprived the king of his fa- tfichenfi? ff’

vourite minister, Adalbert of Bremen. Yielding .foffofl‘tri."

coldly and reluctantly to the loudly-expressed Samm

wishes of the estates, Henry once more called the arch

bishop of Cologne to the head of affairs. But that pre

late soon found his counsels slighted, and his measures

thwarted by the undisguised opposition of the king and his

favourites. Foreseeing the storms gathering in the ho

rizon, he resigned in disgust ; every check to the execution

of the wildest schemes of Henry against the liberties of his

Saxon enemies was removed; the hill-forts and castles

intended as the basis of operations against the principal

ities were strengthened to the utmost, and new ones were

constructed where most serviceable for overawing the dis- '

affected districts. For all these works the forced labour

of the townsfolk and peasantry was put in requisition,

and the king’s garrisons were permitted to plunder the

surrounding country without stint, in order to provide

supplies and stores for the defence of their posts. It

was rumoured, and believed at the time, that the king in

tended to expel the whole resident population of Saxony,

and to repeople that country with Swabians, in whose

loyalty he thought he could place a firmer reliance. It

was whispered abroad that the intolerable exactions of

the garrisons were intended to answer the purpose of

goading the people into revolt, and thus to furnish the

lung with a pretext for his tyrannical design. But the

Saxons, says the historian of' the period, by their admir

able patience under oppression, disappointed the hopes of

the king, and compelled him to seek some more plausible

mode of cut-rapping them into rebellion. '
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To that end he is believed to have renewed the nego

Afiuir ofthe tiation some time before entered into with the

Thurineifln venal archbishop Siegfried of Maintz, to recover

mm‘ for him the tithes of the Thuringian lordships,r

making it a condition of the compact, that, if successful,

one-half the sums received should be paid into the royal

treasury. The primate eagerly fell in with the proposal,

and, by way of giving colour to his usurpation, convoked

a packed synod at Erfurth for the 3d of March 1073, to

be held in the presence of the king.’ Among the mem

bers of this convocation two only, the abbots of Fulda

and Hersfeld, dared to make any stand for the ancient

rights of the threatened proprietors. But their proofs

were rejected; their defences were repelled with inso

lence by the archbishop; and in the last resort the two

abbots declared their intention of ap ealing to the pope

against the contemplated robbery. his resolution had

hardly passed their lips, when the king, who had u to

that moment taken no part in the discussion, leaped om

the throne in a paroxysm of rage, and swore a round

oath that “ if priest or parson among them should dare

to breathe a word in the ear of the pope, he should pay

for it with his life; nay, that he would so utterly root

out and destroy him, and all that he could call his own,

that the terrors of his vengeance should resound in the

ears of posterity for ages to come.” Resistance for the

present seemed hopeless; the abbots abandoned a portion

of their tithes, to save the rest. The abbot of Hersfeld

was let off upon making over to the archbishop one-third

of the tithes accruing upon the demesne lands of his con

vent, and one-half of those leviable upon the other parishes

and benefices appropriate to the abbey. Fulda fared

somewhat better; the abbot obtained exemption for his

demesne, but gave up a moiety of his appropriate or pa

rochial tithes to the archbishop.t

1' The stipulated price of the arch

bishop’s acquiescence in the divorce of

Henry, but which he was at the moment

unable to comply with, and which non

compliance had induced the archbishop

to betray his design to the pope.

' Lambert names only the bishops of

Bamberg, Hildersheim, Zeitz, and Osna

briick, the abbots of Fulda, Hersfeld,

and some other heads of great conven

tual houses.

‘ After some consideration, we think

the account of the contemporary histo

rian Lambert runs as stated in the text.
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The submission of the two great abbeys, it appears,

intimidated the other holders of appropriate
tithes, and they meekly submitted to the for- Tlffiii’iiié‘g

feiture. The country remained undisturbed,

and, if there be truth in the motive imputed to

the king, he failed in driving his Saxon subjects into

rebellion. But he succeeded in heaping up an abundant

store of discontent and hatred against the day of retri

bution. “ He knew," says the historian, “that what he

had done would draw upon him the displeasure of the

holy see; and such was his dread of an appeal, that,

before the dispersion of the synod, he again threatened

the two abbots with his vengeance, if, by their act or

connivance, or if in any manner, complaint against the

decision of the synod should reach the ears of the pope.”

These apprehensions were not without foundation; and

it would have been well for him if at that moment he

had had an adviser at his elbow who could have in

strueted him how to encounter the shafts of the formid

able monitor who, but a few days after the completion

of this nefarious job, mounted the papal throne.“

The character and capacities displayed by king

Henry IV. up to the moment he appears upon Henry IV_

the stage in the presence, as it were, of his and

great opponent, become of importance to the

All the conflicting interestsprogress of the‘ narrative.

Gregory VII.

of church and state were, so to speak, represented in the

The terms "curtes dominicales” are

used to denote demesne lands, Le. lord

ships, farms, or lands, held by the con

vent propriojure, and corresponding in

their nature with our tenure in Frank

almoigne. The “ecclesiee” spoken of

as attached to the convents were pro

bably “ appropriations;” that is, cures

of souls annexed to and supplied from

the convents. It appears that in this

case the archbishop set up a more an

c_1ent appropriation to his see of all

tithes, both lay and ecclesiastical, within

his province; overriding, therefore,— all

prescription or custom to the contrary.

It is possible that Siegfried founded his

claim upon some perverted construc

tion of the capitularies of Charlemagne,

which gave to the archbishop the right

of superintendence over the application

oftithes according to the then subsisting

rules of canon law. See Cap. Longob.

an. 803, § 19, ap. Pertz, Leg. i. p. 111;

Car. Mag. Capet. an. 779, § 7, ibid. p.

36. Gratian. Decret. q. xvi. cc. 44, 45,

46, 56, 57, ap. Richter, C.J.C. i. pp.

664-668. Upon the subject of “ appro

priations,” see Blacks. Com. ed. Stephen.

vol. iii. p. 70.

“ Lamb. Sehu‘fl‘n. an. 1073, ubi sup.

We have avoided encumbering our foot

notes with the citation of particular pas

sages from the Annals of Lambert, the

only thoroughly trustworthy authority

for the ecclesiastical history of Germany

within this period,
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persons of these two actors. Opportunity has already

occurred of taking some measure of the talents and de

signs of the champion of ecclesiastical privilege; we may

therefore, in this place, advantageously introduce to the

reader the contemporary estimate of the qualifications of

him on whose shoulders the whole burden of a defensive

warfare of vast difficulty and danger was about to devolve.

Excepting in the qualities of courage and intensity of

purpose, there is no single point of similarity in the two

characters; yet their fitness for the several parts as

signed to them in the great drama was pretty evenly

balanced, and the weapons of their warfare, though of

different form and temper, were wielded with no more

scrupulous regard for truth and honesty on the one side

than on the other.

Henry was possessed of natural abilitiesbeyond me

Educmon dlocrity; ‘but it is difficult to imagine any kind

and ch“- of education better adapted to give them a

wrong direction than that of which he was the

‘A subject and the victim. Petted and indulged

by the empress-mother up to the thirteenth year of his

age, all his boyish passions were suddenly called into

violent action by the treasonable abduction which tore

him from her arms. His desperate leap from the deck

of the conspirators’ vessel into the broad and rapid

Rhinev might have taught his jailors that they had no

acquiescent character to deal with. The habits of the

morose prelate, to whose custody he was consigned, in

spired him with unmitigated disgust, and taught him

the first lessons of dissimula-tion. The incongruous mix

ture of ascetic pietism with the most vulgar motives of

worldly cupidity in his tutor could hardlv escape the at

tention of the shrewd and observant yduth. He sub

mitted with apparent resignation to a state of bondage

he had no power to change; but he learnt to suppress

feeling, to cherish resentments, to mistake license for

liberty, and to regard moral and constitutional restraints

upon his arbitrary will as treason to his state and person.

Adalbert of Bremen was the person of all others best

‘' Lamb. Schafl'n. an. 1062.
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qualified to bring these dispositions to maturity. He

had undertaken to retrieve, for the benefit of the con

spirators of 1062, those affections which they had for

feited; but he bet 'ayed the bet-rayers, and diverted to

his personal profit the power which his fascinating man

ners soon established over the mind of his pupil. Adal

bert was the only person in the world, except his mother,

Agnes, whom Henry had ever loved. Under his super

intendence the boy-king enjoyed the most perfect freedom

from all those restraints which the austerity of Hanno

had so rigidly enforced; and he surrendered himself to

pleasures and indulgences which, if we were to believe

the hostile reports of his early habits, must have alto

gether broken down and ruined a mental, as well as a

bodily constitution of a less substantial cast. Asso

ciated from his fourteenth year with lawless, voluptuous,

and insolent boon companions, with the daily example of

plottings, treasons, plunderings, jobbings, venalities, and

corruptions of every shade before his eyes, the wonder is

that his mental and bodily health should not have broken

down together. And yet his boyish debaucheries do not

appear to have materially injured either.

But in these youthful extravagances there was ground

enough for slanderous tongues to heap up a Accusations

mountain of inculpation. Every error, every against

crime or mistake, whether his own or those of Henry IV‘

his guardians, companions, or ministers, was, with ruth—

less severity, and often with malignant falsehood or ex

aggeration, written down to his account. If one-half

the items in the black catalogue of crimes imputed to

him by the envenomed pen ofpriest Bruno of Merseburg

had been true, it is inconceivable how such a miscreant

should have found a friend

‘” For these libels see the first four

teen or fifteen chapters of the work of

Bruno of Merseburg, entitled “ De Bello

Saxonico," ap. Perlz, v. pp. 330335

Bruno accuses Henry of lewdness, in

cest, adulteries, murders, rapes, seduc

tions, poisonings, unnatural lusts, &c.

&c., for each of which peccadilloes he

has an anecdote in the shape ofa depu—

in the world.w Yet he did

sition or a hearsay. The only modern

German historian of any eminence who

has accepted the story of Bruno is Prof.

Leo, in his “ Geschichte v. Italien,"

vol. i. p. 440. The rest reject Bruno's

catalogue of Henry’s youthful misdeeds,

as either provably untrue, or so dis~

figured by the malignity of the writer as

to be altogether unworthy of credit.
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find friends, who adhered to him with exemplary affec

tion and fidelity—among them his own slighted and in

jured wife—throughout the most desperate crises of his

adventurous life,—friends, even among those whom, if

we were to believe his slanderers, he had most unpardon

ably injured.

But'the emperor Henry IV. only shared the fate of

The policy all upon whom the wrath of the church of Rome

“Bland” has fallen. The accursed enemy of God and

His church was an outlaw from the realms of candour,

justice, and mercy. It is a fact of no mean importance,

that, from the date ofthe great controversy of the eleventh

and twelfth centuries to that in which the mouth of Rome

was gagged by the progress of the Reformation of the

sixteenth, she revelled in cursings and slanders, which the

better spirit of some among her own most devoted sons

was prompt to rebuke. But she knew that an enemy once

divested of his good name was more than half conquered;

that an operative calumny paralyses defence; that the

curse of the church, in most minds, deprived her victim of

all right to aliving character among men; and therefore

she made it her business, by repeated blows, to crush the

last remains of social sympathy in which it lives and

breathes. There is no crime against which history 1s

bound to raise her voice with more inexorable severity

than this.

Slenzel, in his “ Hist. of the Franconiau

Emperors" (vol. ii. p. 55), points out the

inconsistencies and self-contradictions

having reference exclusively to boyhood

and youth — should be true. Laden

aboundin in the work of Bruno, and

the impro ability that any material por

tion of his criminations—all of them

(Gesch. d. Deutsch. vol. viii. p. 690,

note 2) indignantly rejects them as

worthless slander.
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\

NATURE AND INCIDENTS OF CHURCH-ESTATE.

Nature of church-estate in land—Of three kinds: 1. Tithes—To whom payable—

Division of tithes by bishops, &c.—-Attempts at restitution—2. Freeholds in

perpetuity—Tenure of church-lands under the Carolingian princes—Accumula

tion of church-estate under the Saxon princes—The ecclesiastical proprietary

and the crown—3. Lay estate orfief granted to spiritual persons and bodies—

Incidental alliance of church and state; transfers the powers of the secular

state to the clergy—Right of appointment in the crown—Antagonism of the

church—Mode of election in Germany-the ring and slaf—Direct nomination

by the crown—Clerical holders liable to the temporal judicatures—Prevalence

of simony in Germany.

WE cannot conveniently approach the history of the

great controversy which sprung up towards the Name of

close of the eleventh century, without some ac-chuych-esmte

quaintance with the character and tenure of the m laud‘

landed estate attached to or enjoyed by the church, and

of the kind of relation thereby introduced between the

political and ecclesiastical government. It must always

be a critical task to establish any firm basis of law upon

which to rest our judgment respecting the merits of the

adverse claims advanced by either against the other. Yet

where the law that might otherwise govern our decision

1s uncertain or contradictory, we must endeavour, from

custom and usage, from ancient practice and the in

dispensable requirements of civil government, to arrive at

some conclusion as to the moral and political expediency,

if not of the justice, of such adverse claims and preten

810118. We have already alluded to the pontifical theory

of church-estate,“ and it is requisite in this place to in

quire whether any, and what, portion of that vast mass of

landed wealth acquired by the church “ can be fairly

" Chap. iii. p. 244 of this Book.
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brought within the description of spiritual endowment,

and be entitled to that exemption from temporal liabilities

which theoretically attached to all original grants or gifts

for pious uses.”b

The estate and interest in lands appurtenant to

Ofthree churches in the reign of Henry IV. and his

kinds- predecessors from the age of Charlemagne was

of three different kinds: (1) Tithes,‘ Freeholds in

perpetuity ,' and (3) Lay estate, or fief held by spiritual

persons or bodies-corporate, and therefore in their nature

liable to all the incidents, duties, and services they were

subject to in lay hands. To this latter species of estate,

besides lands and other corporeal tenements, we may

reckon a variety of civil and military offices and honours

often conferred upon ecclesiastics; and in some cases an

nexed to the spiritual office by special grant or by right

of succession.c

\ 1 . With reference to tithes it must be observed, that the

L Times; properly legislative introduction of this charge

to whom on the land is very generally ascribed to Charle

payable' magne. Before his time, the charge was either

wholly voluntary, or leviable only by stress of spiritual

censures. That prince, it is said, brought tithes into legal

existence, and directed them to be received by “ the priests

of the people.”d It was at no time doubted that tithes

were in their origin and destination a specific provision

for the support ofreligious worship and the cure of souls ;

and that they were exclusively appropriated to that pur

pose. Charlemagne directed them to be divided into four

parts, of which one only was to go to the bishop of the

diocese; the other three were assigned in undefined pro

portions to the maintenance and repair of the churches,

'1 See ubi sup. p. 246.

c “The bishop of Wiirzburg," says

Adam qfBremen (1. iv. c. 162, ubi sup.),

“was before this the only prelate (in

Germany) who possessed the whole civil,

criminal, and militaryjurisdiction with

in his diocese. After his example, our

archbishop (of Bremen) so managed

matters that the same countyjurisdic

tion (the right of civil and crimiualjus

tice) within his province was annexed

to his church.” Cont‘. Schmidt, Gesch.

d. Dentsch. ii. pp. 473, 474.

d “ Sacerdotes populi"—terms under

stood to mean those priests who had the

immediate cure ofsouls within the parish

or tithable district. See Van Espen,

()p. tom. ii. p. 36: “De jure parochorum

decimis, et cui parochiaa debeantur.”

See also note (a) at the foot of the page.
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the support of the working clergy, and the relief of the

poor of the tithed district or parish.8

In the next following
ages, however, we frequently

find the bishop in possession of a much larger Div'ersion of

share, sometimes of the entire tithe of the pro- ‘tithes by

The
vince or diocese. b h &.general management '5 Ops’ ”

and distribution of tithe had, in fact, been intrusted by

Charlemagne to the bishops ;f a provision of law which

might be construed so as to
make the bishops the col

lectors and receivers, as well as the distributors, of the

tithes, and thus hold out an irresistible temptation to re

tam at least the largest share of the proceeds for their

own use. To this vicious

may perhaps trace the clai

construction of the law we

m of archbishop Siegfried to

the whole tithe of Thuringia, as appropriate to his see.g

But, in fact, throughout this and the following ages, the

practice of appropriating to conventual and collegiate

bodies, parishes, and churches, with cure of souls within

the districts or dioceses
over which their jurisdiction ex

tended, and even elsewhere, became very general.

tithes collected and received b

transferred to bishops and abb

out scruple to their own use,

the duties to be performed in

The

y them were thus frequently

ots, who applied them with

and with little regard to

respect of them. In this

way tithes soon became the subject of bargain and sale,

exchange and feoffment, like any other kind of property.

hey werevsometimes

pledged to laymen;

donations of tithes to

even granted out, mortgaged, or

and instances occur of imperial

bishops over districts lying far

away from their own dioceses.h
In this way it came to

pass that in the eleventh and twelfth centu 'ies the cathe

dral chapters and conventual bodies had possessed them

‘ Cap. Episcop. an. 801, a . Pertz,

Mon. Germ. Leg. i. p. 81. Cd}. Fran

610. an. 779, ibid. p. 36. Cup. Franco/I

an. 791, ibid. p. 73. Cap. de Villis, an.

812, zbuL'p, 181. Cap. dc Miss. Domin.

_ ‘ “Ut decimae in potestate episcopi

slut,’ qualiter a. presbyteris dispeusen

tur. Belar. Capitt. Reg. Franc. i. pp.

730 et 834. And later — “ Ut decimae

quse singulis dabuntur ecclesiis, per

consulta episcoporum, a presbyteris ad

usum ecclesiae et pauperum summé dili

gentifi dispensentur.” Id. ibid. p. 1172.

15 See chap. iv. p. 262 of this Book.

h Schmidt, i. p. 630. The pontiffs of

Rome, we suspect, were among the most

conspicuous delinquents in this respect.
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selves of almost all the parochial tithes, and that the

working clergy were compelled to live upon occasional

dues and oblations,—any thing they could pick up or

extort,'—to the great cost of the people, and injury to

the parochial poor.i

Throughout this period, indeed, tithes seem to have

Attempts at been regarded and dealt with in most respects

“Mimi”- as secular estate. Thus they were granted by

popes to lay princes upon pretence of some special spi

ritual merits towards the holy see. Princes enfeofl'ed

them to churches, and even to lay vassals, without scru

ple: kings, nobles, bishops, and abbots claimed exemp

tion from the payment on the pleas of grants and pre

scriptions of all kinds, and,'when possessed of them,

dealt with them precisely as they did’ with their own

demesne lands. Of this state of things it might be said,

without any serious exaggeration, that it presented the

spectacle of a general conspiracy, involving alike church

men and statesmen, to plunder the working clergy of

the maintenance to which they were entitled under the

most unequivocal provision of the law. It may be' said,

to the credit of the Hildebrandine reformers, that they

were not slow in taking advantage of this flagrant abuse

in their articles of impeachment against lay patrons.j

2. Freeholds in erpetuity were possessed by the

2. Freeholds churches o the eleventh and twelfth centuries

in Pe'Pemi‘y- to a very great extent. In the first fervour of

conversion, the Germanic conquerors had bestowed a large

share of the newly-acquired lands upon monasteries and

churches. Bishops and abbots thus became free tenants,

l Van Espen, Op. ii. p. 38. The rule

of the Roman canon law as to tithes is

clear enough: laymen are incapable of

holding tithes‘; as it respects monastic

and capitular bodies holding or with

holding them upon the pleas of prescrip

tion or grant, those pleas are to be con

strued with the utmost strictness and to

the letter. See also Id. c. iv. § 9, giving

an extract from the works of Thomas

a Becket (AJ). 1162-ll70)—“ Quod de

bitus decimarum ad solos clericos ha

benies cur-am animarum pertinent," 850.

3 A long series of synodal resolu

tions and papal decretals, extending

from Greg. VII. to Alexander III., 111

culcated upon all Christians the impera

tive duty of restoring the tithes to their

original uses. But no one of these pon

tiffs could afford to forfeit the support

of their friends by insisting too rigidly

upon obedience to this precept. They

were, therefore, satisfied with holding

out such ordinances as a rod to chastise

the doubtful or the refractory. See

Eichhorn, ii. p. 443 of his D. R. u. St.

Gesch.
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with all the powers and rights of lay proprietors. These

acquisitions, however, were placed under the warranty

and protection of the kings; a state of things which after

wards led to great inconvenience and abuse. In the ear

lier portion of the Merovingian period all such estates

were burdened with the duties and renders of lay domain,

more especially with the levy of the heriban or military

array of the kingdom ; and inasmuch as they were, with

few exceptions, regarded ‘as royal donatives—granted

“beneficio regis”~——and in that character closely ana

logous to the like grants to lay ministerials and leudes,

the richer-abbeys and bishoprics thus endowed were often

granted out to lay barons as a reward for past, or as a

retainer for their future services.k

But in process of time the perseverance of the clergy

in reclaiming their rights was very generally Tenure of

rewarded by the restoration of the church-lands church-lands

, . under the

to the rlght owners, discharged from most of Carolingian

the burdens which rested upon them in the Primes

hands of the lay occupants. Subsequently rights of

mint and market were added; and in time most of the

bishops and abbots of the greater monasteries acquired

the civil and criminal jurisdiction over all freemen and

non-freemen resident upon the estate of their churches,

to the exclusion of the royal judges,1 and with absolute

exemption from all lay control over the management and

application of land and revenue. With all these pri

vileges there was connected the single reserve of military

service, and the payments or purveyances requisite to its

due performance. These obligations remained unalter

ably attached to all kinds of tenure of land, without ex

ception,m and in this respect the churches could claim no

exemption. Though, therefore, the Carolingian princes

were great benefactors to the churches, yet the military

burdens imposed by Charles Martel ‘remained unaltered

throughout the reign of his successors till the death of

Charlemagne, and even to a later period. Thus it hap

" The most notorious offenders in this 1 See the diplomas of Charlemagne

malpractice were Chilperic of Soissons and Louis the Pious, ap. Eicllhorn, toe.

and Charles Martel. See Hist. of the cit. p 407.

Germ. vol. ii. p. 685. "1 Schmidt, vol. i. pp. 37l-374.

;VI Vkfl’ir
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pened that, besides the active duties of the heriban, a

variety of other renders and payments were erected

from the ecclesiastical holders, ostensibly for military

purposes, but in reality for the benefit of the royal

treasury.n In this way the lands of the churches, ex

cepting only as to personal services and the incident of

forfeiture for treason, fell by degrees into much the same

position towards the state as those of the lay vassals; a

position, indeed, which almost necessarily resulted from

their disproportionate magnitude, and the political im

portance of the tenants.

But the rate at which church-property accumulated

Accumulationulldel' the Merovingian and Carolingian dynas

“cbumb- ties was moderate compared with its advances
estate under . 0

the SEXOD. under the emperors of the house of Saxony.

Pm'ces' The bishops and abbots were enriched, not, as

heretofore, by gifts of single plots of ground or farms,

but by grants of Whole cities and towns, by cantons and

counties. Thus Otho I. gave to the monastery of Mag—

deburg several boroughs with their purlieus, and the

rural districts appertaining thereto. Otho II. granted

three boroughs out of the imperial domain to the church

of Aschaffenburg, with all the lands appurtenant.p The

1‘ See Schmidt, ubi sup. pluck at my estate, to my serious loss,

° Bishop Ditmar of Merseburg ob

serves, that the excessive piety of Otho

III. carried him much too far in his li

beralities to the churches. “ Largitus

que plurima pietatis opera absque tem

peramento.” Schmidt, ii. p. 183. The

saintly emperor Henry II. was sensible

of the inconveniences resulting from the

great increase of lands in mortmain.

The bishops, however, were too well

aware of his anxiety to “lay up for

himself treasures in heaven” to miss

the opportunity of enriching their

churches. They plied him diligently

with importunities for grants of land and

immunity. Among the most pressing of

these applicants was the saintly bishop

Meinwerck of Paderborn. Once, and

once only, the patience of the canonised

monarch gave way under the stress of‘

solicitation-—“ May God and all his

saints confound thee,” said he to the

bishop, “ for that thou never ceasest to

and the great detriment of the empire!”

-—-“ Nay," the bishop replied, “ blessed

rather art thou therein, that thy libe

rality to the church shall surely throw

wide open unto thee the gates of ever

lasting bliss.” Vit. S. Meinwerck, c.

79, ap. Leibm'tz, Rr. Brunsw. Ss. tom.i.

p. 554. _
P The grant’ran exactly in the words

of our feoifments in fee-simple, thus—

“We give and grant to the church of

A. the boroughs or towns of B. C. and

D., with the lands thereunto appurte

nant, together with all serfs, male and

female, buildings, cultivated and uncul

tivated lands, meadows, pastures, fields,

woods, waters, watercourses, vineyards,

forests. fisheries, mills, movables and

immovables of what nature and kind

soever, to have and to hold, assured, and

to be assured, to the said church toge—

ther with all things thereunto belong

ing.” Schmidt, ubi sup. pp. 185, 186.
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terms of the conveyance do not appear to have differed

at all from those used in secular grants of the like

nature. And in practice, notwithstanding the different

character and calling of the grantees, the same ideas of

the nature and requirements of the grant appear to have

been entertained by the spiritual as by the lay vassal.

Thus bishops and abbots buckled on armour, mounted

their chargers, and marched to the field at the head of

their sub-vassals and tenants, in discharge of the feudal

duties incumbent upon their lands; nor could the latter

be easily persuaded to move at all till led into action by

their lawful chiefs.q

Within the period of the Saxon and Franconian em

perors we find the bishops and great conventual The 80019

houses in possession of the best and most pl-o-siasmlprg

ductive lands in the empire; and it becomes Pzlilitzgvfxd

obvious to us that, if this important portion of '

the public force was to be withdrawn from the service

of the state, the whole fabric must soon fall to pieces.

The great ecclesiastics, indeed, so far from objecting to

these unprofessional demands, entered heartily into the

sport of war, and bore themselves in the field with a

degree of martial prowess which might become the

bravest of the lay chivalry. In their dealings with their

own vassals, and with their neighbours, they closely imi

tated the lay barons; and if, in the private feuds and

quarrels which arose out of this state of things, the

churchmen were frequently the losers, they had at least

the ear of the age, and they indemnified themselves by

filling the welkin with complaints of the rapacity and in—

Justice of the laity. Meanwhile, however, they applied

themselves diligently to the improvement oftheir military

position; they multiplied vassals and increased a war

like dependency by a profuse distribution or subinfeuda

tion of church-lands to lay followers, upon the usual con

dltions of lay tenure, more especially of military service

to themselves and their successors. By these means the

princes of the church were enabled to assemble around

‘I See Ditmar, ap. Schmidt, ii. p. 212,

VOL. w. T
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them a force superior in numbers, and even more gaily

and efficiently equipped than the most powerful of the

lay barons. At the same time, the envy which this

vain-glorious display excited among the latter served to

draw them into closer connection with the court, where

all their hopes of advancement centered. At the court,

indeed, they had become, by their territorial wealth, the

superiority of their attainments, and the influence of

their character and calling, the fittest and most trust

worthy counsellors of the monarch, and his natural allies

against an overbearing and lawless aristocracy. The

strength derived from this community of interest enabled

the crown to contend successfully against the encroach

ments of the lay estates of the realm; the prerogative of

the monarch, and the privileges of the clergy, afforded to

each other mutual support against the common adver

sary; and a compactness was thus imparted to the

government capable, as long as it lasted, of resisting

external encroachment, and preventing that reciprocal

attrition which so often disturbs the harmony of co

ordinate powers in the state. The dissolution of this

alliance was the great triumph of the pontificate of Gre

gory VII. ; the errors which led to it were the greatest

of Henry IV.’s political life.r

3. In virtue of this alliance, a third species of estate

3, Lay “mebecame vested in the hands of the clergy; an

orfief estate of a wholly secular character exclusively

granted to - . ’

spiritual conversant with mundane interests, and stand

Pe'ms’ &°~ ing in so intimate a relation to the secular go

vernment, that the dissolution of the resulting connection

almost implied a dissolution of the bonds of political so

ciety. The estate in question consisted in civil and mili

tary jurisdictions, and lucrative powers of administration

which in process of time had been annexed in fee to pre

lacies and abbeys by the liberality or the necessities of

successlve sovereigns.

The advances of the clergy to temporal power in

' See Ditmar, ap. Schmidt, ii. . 191. 5- . P " 3 d 337Adam. Brem. lib. ii. 0. 45, and lib]? iii. e. ’ ap m2’ m Pp‘ 322’ 32 'an
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France and Italy during the decline of the Ca- I _
. . ncidental

rolmglan dynasty has been already adverted name of

to? The same process, though at a slower rate chftilieand

and to a mitigated extent, had been steadily

proceeding in the Germanic division of the great Frankish

empire. The Christian hierarchy had, as heretofore ob

served, supplied the model upon which the plan of ad

ministrative government had to a great extent been

framed. The idea, therefore, of employing its ministers

as the managers of that scheme lay so close at hand,

that we cannot wonder that the sovereign should have

adopted it; or that the clergy should have stepped out

of their professional character to embrace an opportunity

so tempting to their ambition, and so conducive to the se

curity and improvement of the position they had already

won for themselves. So great, indeed, was the confusion

in men’s minds in that age as to the limits between tem

poral and spiritual duties, that few occupations seemed to

lie very clearly beyond the competency either of clerk or

layman. As it was no uncommon thing to see princes

and barons wielding the pastoral staff as bishops and

abbots, it is the less surprising to behold bishops and ab

bots fighting in the van of contending armies, or sitting

in judgment upon the causes of the laity, trying and

sentencing criminals, imposing fines and forfeitures, and

collecting tolls and civil dues of every kind.

Thus in Italy, France, and Germany, many of the

powers ofgovernment had flowed into the hands t , th

of the superior clergy. County and cantonal ,Qti‘jé'hi

judicature had become absorbed in the episcopal izct‘l‘llzzlztf‘e

jurisdictions. The ignorance and the pride of gy'

the lay barons at once disinclined and disqualified them

for the duties of the council and the cabinet. Their influ

ence, when felt, was that of brute force merely ; and when

. plan and principle were wanted, they were to be found

in the church, and there only. The sovereign, therefore,

was anxious to strengthen the hands of his clergy for

his defence against the insolence of the lay estate ; with

' See Book VIII. c. i. pp. 431et sqq.
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the simple precaution of selecting, as far as possible, the

objects of his bounty from among his own relatives, fa

miliars, or dependents. All bishops and abbots of royal

foundation were endowed with county jurisdiction, and

exercised almost all the administrative powers within

their respective dioceses and dependencies. In some

cases we find the bishops in possession of the ducal or

military power of the circle; it is uncertain whether by

positive grant, or by immemorial usage.‘ Upon the whole

it may be said of the superior clergy, that they formed

the privy council of the sovereign ; that they were his

ministers and judges at home, his ambassadors abroad,

his guardians during minority, and his viceroys in the

foreign dependencies ofthe empire. From simple pastors

subsisting and operating upon religious impressions alone,

they had been forced by the stress of circumstances into

a position which no ingenuity could reconcile with their

primitive character. Bishops and abbots had swelled into

dukes, earls, and barons; they had transformed them

selves into a constituent estate in the great council of the

realm ; and had become possessed of an amount of power

which, if deducted from the sum-total of the national

force, must leave but a slender fortune to the nation and

its chief.“

' It cannot escape observation, that in this incongruous

Right of W combination of temporal and spiritual powers

pplpeltgent in in. the clergy there lurked the seeds of serlous

° mm‘ mischief, if not of absolute ruin, to the common

wealth. The most striking aspect in the whole scheme

is, that there was but a single bond which united the in—

terests of the hierarchy with those of the civil govern

ment, namely, the right or usage, on the part of the crown,

qfnopimating and appointing to the greater ecclesiastical

dzgmties and benefices. It may, indeed, be said of the

prelates of Italy and Germany, that little remained to be .

* Thus the b1s_ho_p_of wurzburg pos- Marches. See Adam. Brem. lib. iv. @

sees-ed both the elvllJudleature and the 5; Ez'chhorn, vol. ii. §§ 222, 224, PP

nphtary command within the Franco- 32, 43.

man circle. ‘So, llkewise, Adalbert of ‘1 Cont‘. Raumer, Gesch. der Hohen

Bremen obtained the ducal powers or stautfen, vol. vi. pp. 14 15.

command-m-chief' on the West Saxon ’
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done to place them beyond the reach of the civil govern

ment, but to deprive the sovereign of the right of in

vestiture, with which the law and custom of the realm

had armed him. It is a well-established'fact in history,

that, from the age of Clovis down to that now under re

view, the sovereign had always claimed and exercised the

right of nominating the bishops, or, what was nearly the

same thing, confirming canonical elections, without taking

any special notice of the distinction between the office

itself and the temporalities attached to it. The Mero

vingian princes had assumed that power without stint or

discretion.“ The Carolingians conducted themselves in

this respect with greater circumspection. A show of

election was generally yielded to clergy and people; but

the proceeding was always so conducted as to fall out in

conformity with the expressed wish or designation of the

sovereign, in whom the power to grant investiture resided.

But it was during the reign of the imperial house of

Saxony that the principle of royal nomination was as

serted to an extent, and with a clearness of practical

comment, unknown to any former age. For more than

half a century the bishops of Rome themselves had been,

in most instances, the simple nominees of the emperors of

that time. In virtue of their supreme patriciate the pon

tiffs were inducted and installed by their precept?’ At

the same time their arbitrary appointments to episcopal

sees, and other ecclesiastical promotions, had met with

no opposition within the boundaries of the em ire. The

succeeding dynasty pursued the same course. Conrad II.

openly put up bishoprics and abbeys for sale; but this

undisguised simony, and the flagrant venality of the pre

lates of his nomination, awakened the slumbering scruples

of his German, and even of his ‘Italian subjects. The

canonists searched their armory,'and drew forth weapons

not less serviceable for the defence of decretal principles

than for their meditated assault upon the customary

rights of the laity.x Their case was strengthened by the

V See Hist. of the Germans, vol. ii. X See the comments of‘ Bon/izo of Sn

PP- 434» 485- tri upon the conduct of Henry III. at

“ See Book VIII. cc. iii. and iv.; the election of Pope Clement II. Book

Book IX- 0- 1- 1X. 0. iii. p. 83 et sqq.
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unrefiecting zeal of Henry III. against the notorious

simony of his father and his father’s prelates. Yet not

even that religious prince entertained a suspicion that the

principles of reform he had adopted with such perfect

sincerity could he pleaded in bar of his customary pre

rogative to appoint to prelacies and abbeys of imperial

foundation. As patrician of the holy see, he had seated

his friend Sudger, bishop of Bamberg, upon the chair of

Peter. In virtue of the same strictly temporal power,

grievous as it was to the rigid decretalists,y Henry, some

few months afterwards, elevated Poppo, bishop of Brixen,

to the pontificate; and after his sudden death, he re

placed him by the nomination of Bruno, bishop of Toul

(Leo IX.). But throughout these transactions, doubts as

Antagonism to the lawfulness of the imperial nominations

“the chmb- were beginning to agitate the public mind.

Henry III. himself professed deference for the elective

rights of the clergy and people of Rome; and the latest

of his nominees, Leo IX., oflicially declared his spiritual

title to be derived simply and purely from that source.

But although the Hildebrandine principle operated with

equal force against any, even the remotest, claim of vote

or veto on the part of the laity in spiritual appointments,

the emperors continued to regard that claim as the most

precious prerogative of their crown. And, indeed, it seems

by this time to have been pretty clearly understood on

both sides, that no alternative remained between its steady

maintenance and the absorption of the temporal in the ec

clesiastical element—the reduction, in short, of the crown

to a state of subordination or servitude under the mitre.

The battle-field was, in a manner, hedged in, and the

position of the combatants finally determined, by the ne

cessity of the case, fully as much as by the direct and

irreconcilable antagonism of their respective pretensions.

With reference to the future progress of our narra

Mode ofélec-tlVe, we here bestow a moment’s consideration

1,‘ ' .. . . .,2: on the mode of proceeding 1n the election and

ring and my. appointment of bishops in Germany. When a

I See Book IX. c. iii. 1). 83.
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vacancy of a bishopric or great abbey was declared,

the canons regular of the church or monastery, to

gether with the principal clergy, the lay vassals, and

ministerial officers of the church or conventual domain,

assembled to deliberate upon the choice of a successor.

When the meeting had come to a decision, it was com

municated to the minor clergy and people. A deputa

tion was then appointed to convey the ring and pastoral

staff of the deceased prelate to the hands of the emperor,

and to petition him to confirm the choice of the church,

and to instal the prelate-elect by the re-delivery of the

ring and crosier, in token of investiture of the temporali

ties of the benefice. If the person chosen was agreeable

to the sovereign, the symbols were placed in his hands,

and he then became qualified to receive consecration and

institution. If the candidate was disapproved, the em

peror intimated his dissatisfaction to the deputation, and

generally designated the person whom he preferred; in

which case the chapters never failed to adopt the im

perial choice.

But this mode of appointment seems, upon the whole,

to have been less usual than that ofa simple no- Direct nomi_

mination by the crown. Thus Adam of Bre- nation bythe

men, throughout his detailed ecclesiastical his- mwn'

tory of the great northern province, never notices any

other than the latter form of election. Bishop Ditmar

of Merseburg often speaks of crown appointments as

matters of course; yet in all contemporary writers both

modes go by the name of “elections.” For the most

part, indeed, it appears that the churches abstained from

recommending any particular person, more especially if

they had reason to believe a candidate at hand more agree

able to the court than any they could select. The church

of Magdeburg, and probably a few others, claimed a

right of independent election, but upon grounds which

rather confirm than impugn the general prerogative of

the crown. Magdeburg relied upon a special charter of

privilege, granted by its founder, the emperor Otho the

Great; yet even the saintly Henry II. did not scruple

to set aside the election of the chapter to make way for a
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friend of his own ; and when, after the death of the

latter, the chapter assembled to choose a successor, bishop

Ditmar of Merseburg was afraid to do more towards the

maintenance of the charter than to put in such a protest

as was necessary to keep alive the claim, without con

tradicting or opposing the imperial dictation. In the

same peremptory manner the canonised monarch set

aside the choice of the church of Treves, and seated his

own candidate in the vacant chair. Few princes, in

short, committed more flagrant offences against the strict

canonical rules of election than St. Henry of Germany.

It is hardly to be believed that, if his reign had fallen

twenty years later, his name would have found its way

into the Roman calendar.z

Nor do we find in the annals of this period any claim

clerical on the part of the Germanic hierarchy to be ex

hfg‘ig: empt from the imperial judicature in respect of

poral judica._ their temporalities. They hardly appear to have

me‘- apprehended any distinction between lay and

spiritual tenure in its relation to the state; and in all

causes or disputes relating to their lands and endow—

ments they submitted to be governed by the same laws

and usages as those which governed the suits of the

laity. When prelates or abbots had incurred penalties,

or fallen into disgrace at court, they were visited with

the same fines, imprisonments, and penalties, as those

imposed upon lay offenders. Abbeys and minor bene

fices were ,treated by the court with very little ceremony.

The crown frequently bestowed, or resumed, or alienated

them, precisely as other portions of the royal domain,

though not so frequently to laymen as in the preceding

century. The most ordinary pretext for these transfers

was found in the alleged poverty ofthe minor conventual

bodies, which disabled them from performing the ser

vices due to the state for their lands, either in money 01'

men.“

{The authority for this and the pre- 603; the latter, ibid. tom. vii. pp- 267'

ceding paragraph 15 to be found in the 389.

works of Ditmar and Adam of Bremen ,- *' Schmidt, ii. pp. 264- et sqq.

the former, in Pertz, tom. iii. pp. 585
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After the death of the emperor Conrad II., the prac

tice of buying and selling spiritual benefices be- Prevalence of

came of much rarer occurrence. Henry III. Siinony in

was averse from simoniacal dealings. And al- Germany‘

though his son Henry IV. is accused by his enemies of

having been a great offender in this respect,b the error is

in fairness imputable rather to his ministers and favourites,

who reaped the benefit of these corrupt bargains, than to

the direct procurement or participation of that prince

himself. During his minority, and the earlier years of

his reign, it is notorious that these persons filled their

purses by the barefaced sale of ecclesiastical preferment.

And at a later period, when he became involved in ex

pensive and exhausting wars with the popes and his own

subjects, he cannot be altogether absolved from the charge

of resorting more frequently to that mode of raising re

venue.c But whatever may have been the amount or

enormity of Henry's delinquencies, it was surpassed by

the shocking venality of the bishops themselves in the

bestowal of the church patronage in their hands. When

Peter Damiani was in Germany upon the afi'air of the

divorce of Henry IV.,‘1 his vigilant eye detected and ex

posed this foul trafiic. In the year 1070 Hermann

bishop of Bamberg, and Carl bishop of Constance, with

the archbishops of Maintz and Cologne, were cited to

Rome to answer to pope Alexander II. for their many

misdemeanors in the disposal of the preferment in their

gifts, more especially forvtaking money from candidates

for holy orders. The bishop of Bamberg, though ac

cused of having obtained his dignity by direct purchase,

managed to deprecate the wrath of the holy see by per

suasive gifts and presents; and was confirmed by the

pope.9 And, in fact, the direct buying and selling of

church preferment, or even of holy orders, was less of

fensive to the Hildebrandine party than the constructive

simony they discovered in the practice of lay investiture.

Gl'eg'ory VII. was at no loss to perceive that this right

i '1 Bruno, De Bell. Sax., lib. xv. ap. '‘ See ch. iv. p. 257 of this Book.

Peril‘ v— P- 334- 8 Lamb. Schafl'n. an. 1070; Perlz, v.

‘ Stenzel, Frank. Kais., ii. p. 59. p. 76.
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was the key to the position of the state against the

church, as he proposed to establish it; and that, unless

he could dislodge his adversary from that vantage

ground, his scheme of sacerdotal supremacy would have

to contend with insuperable difliculty.
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THE ample extant collection of the public letters and

decretals of Gregory VII. affords a key to his Dispositions

designs, and the best testimony to his personal of Gre_

character. There is a frankness in his corre- guy VII‘
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spondence which rarely leaves us in the dark as to his

real opinions or intentions. The secret of his pollcy, 1f

so simple a plan deserve the name, lay in the audaclty

of the conception and execution.a His unbounded con

fidence in himself, his contempt for the mass of mankmd,

his reliance upon the power of his fervid rhetorlc ‘over a

world immersed in ignorance and enfeebled by_violence

and vice, led him to undervalue those precautions and

concealments which perhaps as often lead to premature

detection and disgrace as they conduce to success, and

which were in their nature repugnant to the lofty 1m

pet-uosity of his temper.b

But genius or talent without opportunity does not often

state ofthe attract the attention of mankind; more especl

European ally among an unlearned and 1ncur10us genera

w‘md' tion. The state of the world in the Hildebran

dine age was, however, as favourable to the pro ects of

the ambitious priest as he could have desired. he go

vernment of the most powerful state of the Christian

constituency was 'in the hands of an ill-educated and

headstrong youth. France was ruled by a v1c10us,fa1th

less, and rapacious tyrant, hated and despised by_h1s sub

jects and his neighbours. Spain was a prey to 1ntest1ne

divisions; shared by Saracens and Christians of mlscel—

laneous descent and habits, living under different dynasties

and polities; ignorant, superstitious, barbarous, and un—

learned. The nations of the North,—Danes, Norweglans,

Swedes, and Sclavi,—then but lately converted to the

Christian faith, were in a high degree susceptible of reli

gious impressions, and accessible to the voice of persua

sion and authority. Poles, Bohemians, Hungarians,

were suffering under intestine divisions, and afflicted with

all the vices engendered between tyranny and servility.

“ “ Quid in rebus civilibus plus pro

dest? Audacia. Quid secundum? Au

dacia. Quid tertium? Audacia. In

promptu ratio est; inest enim humanae

naturaa plerumqne plus stulti quam sa

pientis; unde et facultates eae quibus

capitur pars illa in animis mortalium

stulta, sunt omnium potentissimze. At

tamen utcunque ignorantiaa et sordidi

ingenii proles est andacia, nihilominus

fasciuat, ct captivos ducit cos qu1_ vel

ingenio infirmiores sunt, vel anlmo timi

diores; tales autem sunt hommum pars

maxima.” Bacon, Works, vol. x._p. 3_2

b The correspondence in question 1:

entitled “Registrum Gregorn _VII-,

and is printed in all the collections of

the councils. The edition used here is

that of Colet, tom. xii. pp. 234538.
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Such a state of worldly affairs, when surveyed by the

discerning eye of the vigilant pontiff, disclosed a feeble

ness of moral and political life, which presented the most

encouraging opportunities to the master and mover of so

powerful a machinery as that of the reformed and reno

vated system, of which he was himself in a great degree

the author and contriver.

The first year of his pontificate was distinguished by

an increase of activity in every department ofg,regory v11,

religious superintendence.c After notifying his “gig-“532:?

election to the princes and superior prelates of denoy oi the

Christendom, in letters abounding in protesta- h°ly see

tions of his profound sense of his own unworthiness and

insufliciency for the discharge of the awful and distress

ing duties cast upon him,d he directed the attention of

his agents in the first instance to the state of Spain.

That country had been for some time past the scene of

chivalrous adventure to the restless and roving nobles of

central and southern France a ainst the Saracen prin

cipalities. Pope Alexander I ., probably at the sug

gestion of the Hildebrandine party, had encouraged this

species of crusade, and, in return for his patronage and

pontifical benediction upon their undertaking, had ob

tained from the adventurers a promise to holcl all the

lands and territories they might conquer from Scheme for

the heathen as ‘fiefs of the holy see. The ra- reducing

pid succession of these expeditions, and their tigaéggi‘fiifl

success, opened a prospect of territorial gain of the holy

to the holy see not to be neglected. Gre- see‘

gory VII. therefore sent instructions to his legates in the

south of France to demand of each new swarm of ad

venturers the same engagement as that obtained from

their predecessors.e The promises and agreements re

» quired were obtained without difficulty; and in further

ance of the interests of his new vassals, Gregory wrote to

the princes of the Spanish peninsula, informing them that

he had instructed his legate, the cardinal Hugo Candidus,

to inform them of the mode of dealing with the countries

° See his letters to his legates Hll- ‘l Rellist- OPP- i“iv' pp’ 234-237‘

bert and Albert, dated the 29th April e Illi-d- eP~ Vi- “bi sup‘ p’ 237'

1073. Ep. viii. ubi sup. p. 239.
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to be recovered from the heathen, agreed upon between

him and the Christian adventurers. In the first place, he

reminded them that the whole kingdom ofSpain was, and

had beenfrom the olden time, part and parcel of the pa

trimony of St. Peter ," and that no lapse of t1me,_no ad

verse possession, nor any of the contingencies of this tran

sitory world, could extinguish the rights of the apostle;

“because,” he said, “no territories once annexed to the

church could be withdrawnfrom her by any act of human

authority, or any pressure of external circumstances.”

He further desired them to take notice, that the chief of

the auxiliary force then in motion against the Saracens

was under strict engagement to hold all the lands he

might recover from the pagan enemy as tributary de

pendencies of the holy see ; and that although he should

not object to the Christian princes of the land makmg

independent conquests from the same enemy, yet that, If

they did so, he should bind them to hold all such con

quests on the same terms of subjection ; inasmuch as, If

he were to act otherwise, the church, instead of derlvmg

advantage, would suifer detriment from the countenance

vouchsafed to such enterprises.g _ _ _

After this fugitive survey of his chances ofacquisltlon

Hislemr- in the remoter regions of Spain, the_1ndustr10us

against pontiff became absorbed in' the affairs of Italy.

Henry IV‘ Here he stepped forth in the full panoply of

spiritual warfare; he sounded the trumpet; he pointed

out the enemy to be encountered, and strove by all the

f “Ab antiquo proprii juris S. Petri

fuisse.”

5 Gregory names the leader of the

crusade; and Prof.StenzeI (vol. i. p. 283)

identifies him with Evolus, count of

Rougy, near Rheirns. It is difficult to

conjecture upon what ground Gregory

VII. founded his claim to the sum

rainty of the Spanish peninsula. On this

subject see passage in Book II. 0. vi.

443 of this work. Cont‘. Book III. c.

vi. pp. 181-183; and ibid. c. vii. p. 226;

more especially, Book IV. c. ii. p. ‘274-6.

Baronius, ad an. 701, § 11, affirms,upon

the authority of Lucas of TuyQthat

King \Vetitza was the first to prohibit

his subjects from giving obedience to

the Roman pontifi'; from which the mo

dest cardinal confidently infers that be

fore that time they did obey him ( l). Ad~

mitting the fact, Lucas at‘ Tuy probably

meant no more than that spiritual de~

ference which united the Catholics Of

Spain to the chief of their confession.

But — valeat quantum -— Gregory VII

clearly intimates, in the epistle above

quoted, that all countries conquered

from infidels 0r heathen belonged, Jere

_tlivino, to the holy see, because, being

acquired for the benefit of the souls

of the conquerors, the church. through

whom that benefit flowed. had the fills.‘

claim upon them. See Regist. eP- m‘

p. 239.
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powers of rhetoric and authority to encourage his friends,

and to intimidate his enemies; at the same time offer

ing the strongest pledges of his inexorable determina

tion to support the former, and to punish the latter to

the utmost. A remarkable letter to his ally, Godfi-ey

of Tuscany, represents the whole world as dead in tres

passes and sins; the personal character of the churchmen

of the age standing on no higher level than that of the

laity. “ All,” he declared, “ were alike absorbed by

selfish pursuits; all were equally intent upon their private

advantage, without regard to religion or duty; but that

of all the causes of apprehension springing from this

universal corruption, there was none that gave him so

much trouble as the sinister disposition of Henry king

of the Germans.”

These strictures were addressed to Godfrey at the

moment when that prince’s friends and con-Demmciation

federates in Germany were in a state of all but agaipstthe

open rebellion against their king. Though the Mg‘

pope did not think it expedient, pending‘ the negotiation

with the court for the confirmation of his election, to

indulge in open menace, he did not scruple to apprise

the enemies of the king of the terms upon which be pro

posed thereafter to deal with him. He therefore in

formed Godfrey, that “ in all matters touching the in

terests of the church, and the due maintenance of the

royal dignity,” he should require implicit obedience, on

Henry’s part, to his commands: “ which commands,” he

continues, “ if the king shall observe and keep, we shall

rejoice as much in his prosperity as vif our own welfare

were therein involved; but if—which'God in His mercy

avert !—-he shall render unto us hatred for love, and

shall, to the dishonour of Almighty God, requite Him

for the great dignities bestowed upon him, by despising

H18 love, then will we take excellent care that by our

supineness we do not load upon ourselves the maledic

tion pronounced against the servant that doeth the work

of the Lord deceitfull , or that holdcth back his sword
from blood.”'‘ i

“ Quoting Jerem. xlviii. 10. See Regist. lib. i. ep. ix. p. 240.
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In the same strain of preparatory monition he wrote

The same to to his devout pupils, the countesses Beatrix and

testii‘i‘az‘gtll-rix Mathilda of Tuscany. It was, he told them,

and MathildahlS firm purpose to send pious persons to the

°f Tuscany- king to restore him to the love and affection of

his holy mother the Roman church, and to instruct,

and, as it were, to polish him into a state that should

make him a fit recipient of the imperial crown: “but,”

he adds, with ill-disguised bitterness, “ if he refuse to

hear us, we shall upon no consideration be induced to

desert our duties to the church, or to abandon a single

hair’s breadth of her rights; for it were better for us

to resist him, even unto the shedding of blood, than by

conniving at his iniquities to perish with him.”

The first object of pope Gregory was, in plain lan

Plans of guage, the overthrow of the imperial influence

Gregory ‘711 in Italy. One serious obstacle to this design

m Italy‘ lay in the recalcitrant disposition of the church

of Milan. The claim of self-government, which the “ Am

brosian see” had for ages past asserted, still lived in the

hearts and affections of the Milanese clergy and laity; a

claim which, if successfully maintained, would have been

as prejudicial to the ecumenical supremacy of Rome, as

the like claim set up in a former age by the church of

Ravenna.j Gregory therefore grappled boldly with the

dangerous pretension. The juncture was not unfavour

' able. By the expulsion of the rival prelates-—the one

for opposing, the other for embracing, the views ofRome“

—the church of Milan was de facto without a pastor

The people were divided between attachment to the p1‘!

vileges of their church, and their jealousy of foreign i11

terference; add to this, that both the imperial and the

papal parties were destitute of a leader to direct and

give effect to their movements. The wived clergy, how

ever, notwithstanding their late polemical defeat, were

not inclined to quit the field; nor was the great majority

of the clergy of Milan, any more than the Lombard

bishops and their chapters, better disposed to renOllnce

! Resist lib- i- (19- Xi- p- 242- k See 0. iii. p. 229 of this Book.

J See Book V. 0. ii. p. 448.
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without a struggle the revenues and emoluments they

had hitherto derived from ecclesiastical patronage or

corruption.

Though the election of archbishop Godfrey was in

oint of canonical form in all respects unobjec- H _ 1

tionable, it laboured, in the mind of Gregory,

under several incurable defects: it was desti- “(32322811011
tute of the papal confirmation; it had received y'

the royal approval; and, worse than all, the archbishop

had accepted investiture by the delivery of ring and

crosier. For these reasons the election had been can

celled by the po e, and Godfrey himself had been ex

communicated. he substitution of Atto, though want

ingin every canonical form and authority, was ratified

by Rome; and the new prelate was absolved from the

oath of renunciation, which he had taken, no doubt, to

save himself from the violence of the infuriated mob.

But about this time the archbishop of Ravenna was

more than suspected of disafi'ection towards the holy see,1

and nearly all the bishops in Lombardy were strongly in

clined to support the cause of archbishop Godfrey. The

pope therefore wrote to the duke of Tuscany, and to the

countesses Beatrix and Mathilda, complaining that by the

intrusion of Godfrey at Milan all Lombardy had been

converted into a hot-bed of heresy and schism; and

insinuating that king Henry of Germany was at the

bottom of all these enormitiesf“ At the same time he

exhorted the “faithful of Lombardy” to give no counte

nance to the excommunicated heretic Godfrey: “ ‘Cry

aloud,’ ” he said, “ ‘ and spare not; exalt your voices like

a trumpet, and proclaim unto my people their iniquities:

and if ye speak not to warn the wicked from his way,

his blood will I require at your hands, saith the Lord.’

As also saith the prophet Jeremiah: ‘ Cursed be he that

keepeth back his sword from blood.’u For it is notorious

that this Godfrey, in the lifetime of Guido, prostituted

the ever-glorious and immaculate church of Milan to

Satan by foul purchase, and that even now he striveth

' Rqgist. lib. i. ep. x. p. 241. “ Quotin Isai. lviii. l; Ezck. xxxiii.

I“ Ibid. lib. i. ep. xi. p. 242. 6; Jerem. viii. 10.

VOL. W. U
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to withdraw her from‘ the Catholic faith by polluting her

with the simoniacal heresy. All, therefore, who afford

him countenance or support are the accomplices of his

crimes; they load upon themselves the guilt of rebellion

against the holy Trinity and the blessed apostles Peter

and Paul; and verily they are apostates from the faith

of Christ.”°

The progress of the policy of pope Gregory VII.,

Progress“ however, connects itself at almost every step

his policy in with events occurring beyond the Alps; we

Italy; are therefore constantly obliged to follow it

thither, with regard to the unity of time rather than of

place. Thus it happened that the ultimate success of

the pope in reducing the church of Milan to a temporary

subjection resulted immediately from the state of public

affairs in Germany, and the crimes and errors of the

youthful sovereign of that powerful monarchy.

The people .of Thuringia and Saxony looked upon

the appropriation of the tithes of the proylnee

as a first step to the abrogation of their inde

pendence. It is possible that the intemperate menaces

of Henry at the synod of Erfurth against appellants to

Rome may have reached the ears of the pope, and been

set down in the black catalogue of offences, to WlllCll

every little addition might be useful to swell. the ac

count, and justify the more rigorous retribution. In

this process the Saxon clergy saved him a great. deal of

trouble. It may not be doubted that the garrisons of

the king’s castles continued their depredations without

check; reports were industriously circulated that Henry

had agreed with the king of Denmark and the Sclavic

princes of the northern marches for a joint and simultane

ous invasion of the Saxon principalities. The king had,

it was reported, filled his court with Swabians-—a class

in Germany.

° We do not find‘ any other specific
the investiture or for consecration. We

charge against Godfrey but this con

structive simony of accepting investi

ture from lay hands. The abdication of

Guido was quite canonical; and no spe

cific accusation is charged against his

successor of giving money either for

may, therefore, reasonably impute the

charges of usurpation, heresy, simony,

and what not, to that mendacious rhe

toric to which part spirit has, in 8'11

ages, resorted for t e purpose of pro

ducing an effect.
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of needy adventurers, to whom he had confided all the

posts of honour and profit at the court, and about his

own person, to the exclusion of the honourable and meri

torious men to whom such appointments belonged by law

and custom. It was moreover reported, and believed,

that he had been heard publicly to express his hatred

and contempt of his Saxon subjects, and his intention

to reduce them to a state of abject sub-vassalage. In

this state of the public mind, he appointed the ban of the

empire to assemble on the Saxon frontier at the feast of

the Assumption next ensuing, for an expedition against

the Poles and Sclavic borderers. But by this time the

king had wholly forfeited the confidence of his subjects;

and all the world believed that the convocation was a

part of the plot for the subjugation of the Saxons.

Princes and people flew to arms to anticipateReben, gmd

the presumed design against their liberties. M2352 of

At the head of the malcontents stood Otto, the “51:91:35 “’
deposed duke of Bavaria. Bishops and abbots, g'

princes, nobles, and freemen, grasped sword and lance,

and within a few days no fewer than 60,000 armed men

advanced against the royal castle and residence of Goslar.

Trusting in their numbers, the insurgents intimated to

the king that they were disposed to lay down their arms,

upon condition, in the first place, that the proposed ex

pedition against the Poles was countermanded; next,

that the hill-forts should be razed and the garrisons with

drawn; that he should quit Saxony, dismiss his boon

companions and evil counsellors, send away the bevy of

concnbines and lewd women to Whom he had so shame

fully abandoned himself, and thenceforth live in honour

with the lawful partner of his bed and throne; but that,

if these terms were rejected, they were determined to

keep no measures with one who, by boundless indulgence

1n the coarsest vices, had proclaimed himself an irreclaim

able apostate from the Christian faith.‘P

Henry requited this insolent message with scorn; he

dismissed the messengers of the states with contempt, and

P Lamb. Schafi‘n. an. 1073, up. Perts, v. pp. 192-196
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Henry defies retired to the 'Hartzburg, and from thence to

the insur- Hersfeld, whither he had summoned the array

gems‘ of the empire for his projected expedition

against the Poles. Some ineffectual attempts were made

to bring about a reconciliation between the king and the

Saxon 1nsurgents; but the latter declined to place any

confidence in the word of one who, as they affirmed, was

altogether immersed in the slough of iniquity, and de

clared their unalterable resolution to rid the land from

the pestilent example of crimes hitherto unheard ofin any

Christian land—crimes not to be whispered in Christian

ears. In the absence, however, of any specific charges,

these general imputations are evidences only of some

such misconduct or imprudence as sufficed to give colour

to the accusations of envenomed enemies. The personal

vices ofthe king were not likely in that age to be selected

by the laity as a serious ground of complaint. The crime

of perfidy had never yet been laid to his charge, nor could

it be justly inferred from mere looseness of moral con

duct. But, by mixing up his public acts with exaggerated

descriptions of his private vices, the Saxon clergy might,

with Bruno of Merseburg at their head, hope to give e ect

to their coloured report to the papal court; they might

succeed in driving their enemy out of the pale of reli—

gious and social sympathy; they might brand him as a

traitor to the Christian faith, and at once divest him of

all claim to credit as a man or a prince. The bitter

language of their spokesman gives us clearly to under

stand that, whatever the disposition of the laity, the

Saxon clergy were bent upon his destruction. Un

fortunately for Henry, the candid pages of Lambert

of Aschaffenburg furnish but too serious grounds of

charge; and though we may set our faces against the

unsupported imputations of Bruno, there is reason to be

heve him guilty of offences against God and His people,

for which he was about to suffer merited chastisement.

The disaffected clergy had by this time created a

Defect,“ of very general impression that king Henry was

thgppyul an irreclaimable reprobate; and when he ar

y‘ rived at Hersfeld he found the countenance 0f
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his lieges averted from him. ‘Loyalty had fled, and con

fidence was extinct in the breasts of king and people.

Princes, nobility, and clergy either declared openly

against him, or entered into a secret understanding with

his enemies. The Saxons and Thuringians drew closer

the bonds of their confederacy, and pressed upon the

irresolute estates the necessity of pronouncing the depo

sition of the enemy of God and man. Rodolph duke of

Swabia was already in the field; a known, though as yet

unavowed, candidate for the throne. The king’s castles

fell one by one into the hands of the insurgents; nor

could his most humble solicitations prevail upon his vas

sals to make an effort for their relief. In this state of

afl'airs, the Saxon leaders and the greater princes and

barons of the kingdom met in convention, for the osten

sible purpose of settling terms of accommodation With

the king. Henry was compelled to submit to

negotiation, and he was betrayed by the men

to whom he had intrusted his cause. It was resolved in

secret committee that no measure but his deposition could

heal the wounds of the commonwealth, and that G ,1 M

a competent person ought to be selected to fill “5;. of

Negotiation.

r the throne; but that, considering the numerous the king's

enemies.

friends the king might still count upon on the

spot where he had for the present taken up his residence,

it was expedient to defer the publication of the resolution

until he should have removed to some remot-er part of

the realm, where the means of resistance might be less

ready to his hand. Certain terms were then pro osed

t0 the king as the ultimatum of the insurgents; enry

adopted them without hesitation, and prepared to remove

his court to Ratisbon. Suddenly one Reginger, a knight

of the king’s body-guard, was heard publicly to declare

that he and certain of his companions had been sub

orned by the king to set upon and murder the dukes

of Swabia and Carinthia, the two most formidable of his

opponents. For the truth of this imputation he Challenge of

put himselfupon thejudgment ofGod by his own Reginger

good sword. With his ordinary impetuosity, Henry re

pudiated the foul charge, and chivalrously insisted upon
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making good his denial upon the body of the slanderer.

His friends, however, with difficulty prevailed upon

him to forego the unbecoming resolution; and the

knight Ulrich of Costheim, a nobleman of the king’s

household, whom Reginger had implicated in the charge,

accepted the combat on the king’s behalf, his own, and

that of his slandered friends. But the contrivers of the

stratagem, with a view to derive all possible advantage

from the public credulity, were in no hurry to bring

the cause to trial. Duke Rodolph cunningly referred

Costheim’s challenge to a meeting of his own friends ,I

and delays were interposed, in the hope that, before

the terms of the ordeal could be arranged, means might

be found of placing their quarrel upon a less precarious

issue.

The task ofbringing the catastrophe to pass fell into the

A _ hands of archbishop Siegfried of Maintz, lately

ssemblmg _- , . . .
and disper- the king s accomphce,now among the bltterest of

his enemies. The primate, reckoning upon the

of Maintz effect of recent defamation and the general un

agalg‘lfgfhe popularity of the king, assembled a convention

of the states at Maintz, with the avowed object

of dethroning him, and electing Rodolph duke of Swabia

to fill the vacant throne. But the character of Henry,

now in the twenty-fourth year of his age, unfolded itself

rapidly in the school of adversity. At the earliest report

of the treasonable convention, ‘he quitted his retreat in

Bavaria, and flung himself upon the enemy’s quarters.

The loyal city of \Vorms on the Rhine, not forty miles

distant from Maintz, received him with open arms, the

citizens pledging themselves to a man to stake life and

fortune in his service. This close proximity of the king,

whom they believed to be tarrying in supine resignation

in a distant spot, alarmed the confederates. Many of

the most important among them absented themselves,

and those who found their way to the place of meeting

excused themselves from proceeding further in so impor

tant a matter in the absence of their peers. Thus the

convention melted away without entering upon the busi

ness for which it had been convoked; and Henry was
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delivered from the most imminent of the many perils

which beset him.

In other respects his prospects had not greatly im

proved. The murderous charges preferred byconvention of

Reginger were still pending. It was even re- Gersmnsefl

ported that Henry had declined the challenge ; and at a

conference held at Oppenheim with the disaffected barons,

he replied to this new calumny by peremptorily fixing on

his own part the time and place of combat.q But before

that time arrived he was delivered fi'om further trouble

in the matter by the death of Reginger, not many days

before the term had expired.r The plot for dethroning

the king was laid aside for thefipresent, and Henry found

the means, though with an insu cient force, to prosecute a

winter cam aign for the relief of his beleaguered forts in

Saxony. gut though he failed in his immediate object,

he was fortunate enough to draw the Saxon chiefs into a

separate convention, which, however hard the terms,

sufliced to break the confederacy, and set his hands free

to deal with the more formidable of the rebels. It was

agreed that duke Otto of Nordheim should be restored to

his dukedom of Bavaria; that the privileges of the Saxon

province should be maintained; that the alienated tithes

of Thuringia should be restored to their right owners;

and that all the king’s forts and castles should be surren

dered into the hands of the Saxons, to be by them razed

t0 the ground and destroyed, with all their contents and

munitions, excepting only the church of the Hartzburg

and the buildings attached to it, where the remains of his

brother and nephew were deposited, and certain very

precious relics were enshrined.

This treaty, known by the name of the Convention of

Gerstungen, was scrupulously executed on the Infraction of

king’s part. With the stipulated exception, the the treaty by

castles were delivered up to the Saxons, and the Sum‘

every vestige of their late peril speedily disappeared from

' ‘l The place was to be Mainau, an of the year 1073. _

island. on the Rhine, not far from the 1’ Lambert says that the accuser died

Junction of that river with the Main. in a phrenzy of despair.

The day was to be the Christmas-day
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the land. There were, however, two parties to whom the

convention was displeasing. The return of the Saxons

to their allegiance disappointed the scheme of the preten

der Rodolph. The inhabitants of the provlnce who had

suffered most from the garrison of the Hartzburg re

garded the partial demolition of the fortress wlth susp1

cion and disgust. Indignant at the exlstence of a trace

of their late oppressors upon their soil, they tumultuously

assailed the castle, burnt the church to the ground, robbed

the treasury, broke down the altars, and desecrated the

royal sepulchres. It is not probable that this outrage

was committed with the knowledge and consent of the

chiefs, or of a majority of the Saxon insurgents. They

could not, however, but be sensible of the isolated posi

tion in which the separate treaty with the king had placed

them, or ofthe indignation it must awaken 1n the breasts

of their confederates. They were therefore inexpressibly

alarmed by the destruction of the Hartzburg, and has

tened to offer the most humble apologies to the king for

what had taken place, as they protested, without their

privity and against their will. But Henry, whose irrit

able spirit had been exacerbated by calumny, rendered

suspicious by perfidy, and wounded to the qulck by the

late outrage upon his family honour, refused to _acgept

the apologies of his repentant vassals. “ It is plam, he

said, “ that you are to be bound by no human laws; and

now, when too late, I fathom your design, first to rob

me of the power to punish your treasons, and then to

break your engagements with impunity. Henceforth I

must no longer rely upon you; I must invoke agaznst you

the laws of the church. . . . . The help of man Is denied

to me; I therefore call in the divine aid to my rescue. ‘’

Hurried onwards by passionate resentment, Henry

Henry ap_ now committed himself to the grossest error of

penis to the his political life. Messengers were immediately

P°pe' despatched to Rome to inform the pope of the

sacrilegious desecration of the sacred structure, and to

call down the sternest censures of the church upon the

' In this narrative of events in Gor- bert of Aschafi‘enburg, an. 1073, 9‘P

many we have followed the text of Lam- Pertz, ubi sup.
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authors and perpetrators. Though the extant letter pur

porting to have been addressed by the king to the pope

is a manifest forgery,t there can be little doubt that the

genuine document intimated an earnest desire for the in

terference of the pontiff between himself and his faithless

subjects, with promises of dutiful deference to the wishes

of the pope in all matters involving the government both

of church and empire. But his fortunes had not as yet

fallen so low as to justify us in believing him reduced to

that state of servile and cowardly submission implied in

the document produced against him from the papal ar

chives. Whatever may have been thelreal contents of

the king’s letter, there is no doubt that they gave that

satisfaction with which appeals of this nature were al

ways received at Rome.

Meanwhile the distresses of Henry in Germany had

strengthened the hands of the pope’s friends in C _ ,

Italy. While Gregory, from his station in Ca

pua, was watching the movements of the trou-‘Lméffe’pgied

blesome Normans of Apulia, he encouraged his y g y'

friends in Lombardy by the earliest communications of

the favourable prospects which the declining state of the

king’s affairs in Germany had opened to him.“ He had,

in fact, established a channel of communication with the

rebel duke Rodolph of Swabia; and now he proposed to

the estates of Germany, through him, to appoint a papal

commission consisting of pious and learned ecclesiastics,

who, by favour of the empress-mother and the countesses

Beatrix and Mathilda, should proceed to Germany, and

‘ there hold an independent synod, with a view to place the

future union of church and empire upon a more desirable

footing.v To prepare the way for the proposed congress,

Rainald bishop of Como was sent into Germany to urge

the personal attendance of duke Rodolph at Rome, there

‘to receive his instructions from the pope. The legate

was desired to impress the duke and his party with the

_‘ We set it out in Appendix IV., Epistles xxix. and xxx. of the First

wlth the reasons for rejecting it. The Book.

document is placed in the Reyislrum, “ Regist. lib. i. ep. xxv- p. 256

but without number or date, between " Ibid. ep. XiX- P- 250
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Terms of, to unalterable resolution of Gregory to accept of

be proposed no compromise or composition with Henry un

‘° the lung‘ less accompanied by a demonstrable moral and

religious reformation on his part; and he added, by way

of explanation, that it was indispensable that “ he who is

king and chief of all the laity of Christendom, the future

emperor of the Romans, should go before all the rest in

devotion to the church; that, discarding all evil coun

sellors, he should attach himself exclusively to persons

devoted to her advancement, and to the augmentation and

defence of her rights.”w

In Lombardy the papal champion Herlimbald, sup

Ad ported by accurate intelligence and ample sup
vantage- . .

ous treaty plles of money from Rome, successfully main

tained his position, and held possession of Milan

' for the pope.x By his patient and persevering

policy Gregory had succeeded in drawing over the Nor

man prince Richard of Capua to the pontifical interests,

and inducing him to bind himself to the holy see by an

oath of civil allegiance, irrespective of the supremacy of

the empire, over the territories he occupied. He agreed

at the same time to pay an annual tribute to the holy

see, and to place all the churches of his principality at

the disposal of the pontiff without reserve of right of

presentation; on his own part, he engaged to hold lllS

allegiance to king or emperor in conditional subordination

to his duty to the holy see, and to be bound on all oc

casions to be helpful to the pope and his successors, as

his superior lords, in reducing into possession whatever

lands or territories they might claim as belonging to the

patrimony of St. Peter.’

In Central Italy pope Gregory had, through the de

Atmhment voted attachment of the countesses Beatrix and

M3; 11349312113’! Mathilda of Tuscany, established an influence

to Gregory which terminated only with his life, and even

survived him for the benefit of his successors.

W Regist. lib. i. ep. xx. p. 231. oath runs thus: “ To king Henry, I

’‘ Arnulph. Mediol. Hist., lib. iv. e. 5; will, when required by you (the pope)

Murat. iv. p. 37, cum not. and your successors, swear fealty, but

Y. See the oath in Regist. lib. i. ep. savin always the fealty I owe to the
x_x1. p. 252. The unmeaning reserva- holy gRoman church.” The Oath was

tion of the rights of the empire in this sworn on the 24th Sept. 1073.
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Beatrix and her daughter held at his disposal the re

sources of the most extensive and the richest region of

Italy. He had imbued them with his spirit and prin

ciples: they looked upon his scheme of spiritual govern

ment as the immediate result of divine inspiration; a

- scheme, therefore, which, without reference to any worldly

interests of their own, was entitled to implicit obedience,

and uncompromising support. \Vithout uncharitably

questioning the sincerity of these pious women, it may be

doubted whether the difliculty of accurately discriminat

ing between the mixed motives which actuate the con

duct of men was not enhanced by the accident of sex.

It is not easy to suppose that either of them had dis

carded from her mind, all recollection or resentment of

the treatment both had received at the hands of their

imperial superior,z or that aversion from dependence upon

the empire was not at least as powerful a motive as

attachment to the cause of religion.

Mathilda had at an early age united herself in mar

riage to Gozelo, duke of Lower Lorraine; but The countess

their interests and pursuits in life were so wide Mathilda

of each other, that they soon parted by mutual consent.

Gozelo returned to Germany, and zealously attached him

self to the imperial court; while his consort, with truly

feminine fervour, devoted all her faculties to the service

of the pope. The separation left Mathilda sole and un

disputed mistress of the rich regions of Parma, Mantua,

Modena,Reggio, Piacenza,Verona, and the principal cities
\

of modern 'luscany. Her influence and property in the

- territories of Spoleto, Ancona, and Ferrara, amounted to

little less than soverelgnty. I_~Ier personal cha- Her chmm

racter and attainments were 1n advance of her ter and

age. Delighting in the society and conversa- Pursu'ts'

t10_n of men of learning, she had qualified herself for the

enjoyment of such intercourse by the acquisition of ac

complishments and knowledge very unusual in her sex

and station. She had collected a numerous library ; she

wrote and conversed fluently in the Italian, German, and

French languages, and corresponded frequently in all of

I See chap. i. pp. 149, 150, of this Book.

i f‘, .‘a V -
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them with popes and with foreign courts. Her domestic

affairs were conducted with indefatigable assiduity and

virile intelligence. She even superintended the discipline

of her soldiery, and regularly inspected her arsenals and

fortresses. She presided in her own courts, in a spirit of

impartial justice of rare example in that age and state of

society. To the poor, the helpless, and the exile she was

a generous benefactress; to the church she was muni

ficent beyond a rival, more especially in the articles of

pious foundations and hospitals, but above all in the build

ing and endowment of churches and monasteries. In

the exercises of private devotion no worldly occupations

were permitted to distract or interrupt her; even amid

the distresses and turmoils of war she found courage and

consolation in prayer and the reading of the Scriptures,

with which she is said to have been more profoundly ac

quainted than many bishops of her court. In the choice

of her ministers and counsellors she always leaned to

men who combined firmness of character with the devo

tional spirit she encouraged in herself.

Gregory VII. could not but feel the charm of a cha

-Boundless racter which had thus grown up under his eye,

influence of and almost under his superintendence. He

Gregmy* 8”‘ might point with exultation to his pupil as the

perfect fruit of his labours in the vineyard of the Lord,

and triumphantly contrast it with the vicious variety

brought forth in the wilderness of the world, as exhibited

in the wild career of his adversary Henry. A mind so

determined yet so humble, so active yet so docile, could

not but prove an invaluable instrument in the hands of

so discreet and able a manager as pope Gregory VII.

Mathilda had reflected as little upon the proper limits

or balance between the powers of temporal and spiri

tual government as any of her contemporaries. The ten

dencies of the papal scheme to confound or to obliterate

them stood in no danger of detection from her acuteness.

The natural feelings of the amiable and cultivated woman

widened the breach, originally opened by injustice and

ill-usage, between her and a world sunk in ignorance and

barbarism, and agitated by those wild and sordid passions
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which were strangers to her own bosom; while all these

circumstances drew her into closer intimacy with the self

denying virtues of men who appeared to her as dead to

the world, or living only for the purpose of leading—or, it

might be, driving—mankind back into the paths of peace

and righteousness. The veil which concealed the baser

motives of personal or corporate ambition in these objects

of her devout admiration was impenetrable to her limited

experience. We are therefore more inclined to admire than

to wonder at the fervent expressions of attachment to

her spiritual friend and director which fell from her lips,

when in the words of the inspired text she declared, that

“ neither tribulation nor anguish, nor hunger nor naked

ness, nor danger, nor persecution, nor sword ; that neither

death nor life, nor angels nor principalities, nor powers,

nor things present, nor things to come, nor height, nor

depth, nor any other creature, should separate her from

the love qf Peter, through Jesus Christ her Lord.”a

Up to this point of time, the events we have endea

voured to lay before the reader may be con- Posmon of

sidered as introductory to the public appearance Ggetslory ‘t’sII

of Gregory VII. upon the field of action he aofhieg gin?”

had so carefully selected and entrenched. His mime

state-craft had been successful at all points; his spiritual

position no one had dared to assail; his enemies were

dispirited by failure, and his friends exulted in the an

ticipation of certain victory. His weapons of spiritual

warfare lay burnished and sharpened by his side; and

his own spirit was wound up to the perfect achievement

of that plan of dominion over the powers of the World

which had long floated rudely, but not obscurely, before

the mind’s eye of more than one of his enterprising pre

decessors. _

We may here with propriety venture to inquire into

the scope and character of that scheme as it—isG VII
unfolded in the acts and writings of its cham- h.§e§;’.'.2;.p1.;

pion and accomplisher. In the search we shall “Emm

take it for granted that the motives and inten

’ Quoting Rom. viii. 35, 38, 89. See Sclzafl'n. an. 1077.

Baron. an. 1074, § x. p. 381; Lamb.
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tions of men may be most safely gathered from declara

tions and professions accompanying their acts, and pub

lished in the course of the transactions to which they

relate. For this purpose the collection of letters and

documents which asses under the name of the “ Register

of Gregory VII.’ is of inestimable value. All the writ

ings it contains are of'an official character, and were

written with reference to some special branch of the

general plan of papal government. The pope protests at

the outset that no motive but the hope and expectation

of performing some signal service to the church of God

in his own day could reconcile him to the dangers, spi

ritual and temporal, to which, for the last twenty years

of his life, he had exposed himself by continued contact

with a world sunk in sin and misery.b The nature of the

service he proposed to render transpires in almost every

page of his official correspondence. In his own language,

it was to establish the supremacy qf ecclesiastical law.

\Vhen we ask what that law was, we find it to be almost

wholly based upon the spurious maxims and fictions of

the Isidorian fabrications.c Almost every appeal. to ca

nons, councils, and ordinances, is traceable to some one

or other of these forgeries. Without imputing to pope

Gregory a conscious intent to confound the laws ofthe

church with decretal fiction, the unalterable fact remalns,

that his exposition of that law is derived from the same

impure source. In all matters touching, however re

motely, the alleged rights of the Petrine see, no matter

whether in things of a merely temporal or of a purely

religious character, he identifies the papal with the divine

prerogative; he places the ordinances of the holy see,

‘1 Ep. ad Hugonem Abbatem Cluniac.

lib. ii. ep. ii. p. 334.

c We give here some general refer

ences: e. g. Regist. lib. iv. 1). 379, “Ad

Herimann. Episc. Mettena,” in which

he establishes the power of the pope to

depose princes upon the Clementine for

geries; quoting the current apal ver

sion of the deposition of Chafderic III.

by pope Zachary; the fictitious privi

lege of St. Medardus, said to have been

granted by Gregory the Great to that

monastery; the excommunication ofthe

Emp. Theodosius the Great by St. Am

brose; and the exploded fable about

Constantine the Great and the Councll

of Niceaa. Again,Regist. lib. ix. EP~|XX1L

p. 522; repeating the most ofl'ensive of

the decretal pretensions, and the duty

of passive obedience and non-resistance

even to the unjust sentences of abishop

Again, lib. vi. ep. xxv. p. 451; lib. viii.

ep. ii. p. 456. With these passages in

the Registrum compare the remarks

and citations in Book VI. 0. vi. pp..

181 et sqq. of this work.
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without doubt or misgiving, upon a level with the laws

of God, and claims for both the same unhesitating, un

reasoning submission. Thus he broadly affirmed it as

the law of the churchfrom the beginning, that, as all the

powers of Christ on earth and in heaven were, through

Peter, transferred to the see of Peter, whatever was de

creed by his successors, or whatever cause they might

espouse, must be of God, and be regarded as the result of

direct inspiration. The judgments and decisions of the

Roman pontiff, acting in the name and under the au

thority of Peter, must furnish a universal inviolable rule

of conduct; and in this view he never permitted the re

motest doubt to rest upon the proposition, that “ the com

mantis of the pope were in every respect equivalent with

the commands qf God.” He that resisted him resisted

the God whose representative he was; he that was not

for him was against him ; neutrality was inadmissible, dis

obedience was as the sin of idolatry; it was self-worship,

a bowing down to the self-will of the creature instead of

the Creator. He demanded the same confidence in the

promises of a pope as in those of God himself, and the

same fear of his threateniugs as that which was due to

the divine denunciations.d _The extravagance ofGeneral drift

these pretensions renders 1t somewhat dlfi‘lcllltofthe scheme

to believe in the sincerity of the profession; yet °f Greg”?

the hypocrisy, we think, lay rather in the system than in

the individual.e We have assigned ample grounds for

believing that Gregory was not the inventor of the great

scheme of ecclesiastical polity treated of in this work.

The materials lay before him in abundance; his master

hand reduced them only to more systematic form and

‘1 On these several topics of papal

pretension, see the following passages:

Regist. lib. iii. ep. viii. p. 365, Ad Tedal

dum eler. Mediol. eg. “ Si in his, quae

Dei sunt, nostris monitis, immo diuinw

voluntati adjustitiam te acquieseere cog

noverimus,” 8w. Tedald is reminded

that the utmost power of kings and em

perors, ea even the united efforts of

the who is human race, are as chafi‘ and

ashes against the rights of the apostolic

see, and the omnipotence of almighty

God. Again, in Regist. lib. vi. ep. xvi.

p. 439, we meet with a daring intent to

ascribe to the papal denunciations the

same temporal punishments as those

assigned in the Old Testament to dis

obedience of the divine commands. He

even desired it to be believed that the

curse of the holy see brought with it

its own fulfilment as surely as that of

God himself.

‘ See a remarkable instance of this

kind of hypocrisy in Regist. lib. iii. ep.

x. p. 367.
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order; it imparted a more definite direction and a more

vigorous impulse. In the hands of Gregory VII. the

scheme embraced two principal objects: the first, so to

improve or remodel the discipline of the church as to

render it a perfectly pliable and manageable instrument

in his hands; the second, to reduce all secular princes

and rulers to the condition of responsible stewards or

oflice-bearers of the holy see, and of the ope, as the

sovereign depositary and administrator of the divine

powers of government upon earth.f 'Devoting our at

tention to those measures in the first instance which were

alike applicable to both objects, we point first to the

means adopted for improving his communications with

all parts of Christendom, and the acceleration of intelli

gence by means of nuntii and legates a latere; and

secondly, to the establishment of a universal moral cen

sorship in the holy see, embracing every class of persons,

without distinction of rank, privilege, or profession.

1. The introduction ofthe legatine power had been at

,_ Improve_ all times an operation of great delicacy. The

guqntpf difiiculties hitherto encountered had proceeded

dlsclplme' in a minor degree from secular opposition; but

the churches in general had always regarded these officers

as the natural enemies of their privileges, or as unwel

come visitors of the abuses which had crept in under the

name of privilege, and had neglected no favourable op

portunity of throwing obstacles in the way of their ope

rations. Thus they frequently succeeded in disgusting

‘the legates themselves with their task, bribing or intimi

dating them; or, by intrigue at the venal court of Rome,

disarming them of the powers they dared not directly to

impugn. But the character of pope Gregory VII. offered

the best security that no such game could for the future

be carried on with impunity. Hitherto the legatine

powers had either been conferred for occasional purposes,

or had been vested permanently in certain stationary ofli

cers, such as bishops or archbishops of the more eminent

f The s llogism was simple enough. all worldly power proceeds from the

All world y power proceeds from God; pope.

the pope is God in the world; therefore
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sees. Gregory introduced a different system of agency.

To every principal church of France, Spain, mnemt

Germany, and Italy, he attached an itinerant ' legates

legate, with ample powers of supervision, and mtwdmd'

large promises of support in the fearless execution of

his duty; though not without serious warnings against

the transgression or abuse of his delegated authority};

He took special care, at the same time, to inform the

Christian world that these legations were no novelty,

but an ordinary, constitutional, and canonical mode of

exercising the powers of the holy see; and that their

late unfrequency was not to be attributed to any doubt

about the right to exercise those powers, but partly to -

the negligence of preceding pontiffs, and partly to the

obstructions thrown in their way by bishops and princes.h -

All these persons, he said, had been alike forgetful of the ‘

solemn words of the Lord to his disciples, “ He that re

ceiveth you, receiveth me; and he that despiseth you,

despiseth me.” Every such delegation, therefore, within

its defined limits, was to be regarded as an emanation of

the divine authority which resided in the see of Peter.i

The pope consequently refused to admit, that inferiority

of rank in the church disqualified his legates from repre

senting the majesty, and exercising the full powers, of

the holy see, in pronouncing judgment upon the most

exalted offenders in church 'or state? After the ex

ample of his predecessors, Gregory VII. regarded his

legates as the eyes and ears, the arms and hands, of the

holy see ; the viceroys and satraps of the great spiritual

monarchy he desired to establish.

2. A no less important step towards the accomplish

.ment of the general plan was, to impress the 2, Universal

minds of laity and clergy alike with a profound ","Ff‘l at‘; ;

sense of that universal moral and religious cen-Iieerigizzllem ‘

sorship presumed to reside in the chair of Peter. ‘merm

The opinion he was most solicitous to inculcate was, that

K Regist.1ib.i.ep. viii. p.239; ep. xxi. ! Regist. lib. vii. ep. xii. p. 465, “Ad

p. 246; lib. ii. ep. xl. p. 327. Manassem, Archep. Rhem.,” repeating

I“ lbicLlih. i. ep. xvii. p. 247; and ep. the fabulous tale of papal legates hav

xhv- P- 269‘ ing presided over the council of Nicsea,

‘ Conf. Book VI. c. vii. pp. 187, 190. and all other ecumenical synods.

v0!“ xv. X
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the moral conduct of all men, more especially of all per

sons bearing rule or oflice either in church or state, was _

the proper subject of his corrective authority. He rested

this proposition upon the broadest maxims of spiritual

supremacy: the flesh, he maintained, must ever be sub

ject to the spirit; the state to the church; the natural

to the spiritual man. The considerations from which this

jurisdiction sprang at once defined its character and indi

cated its boundless scope. The pontiffundauntedly loaded

upon his own shoulders a general responsibility for the.

salvation of all men in authority, and claimed from them

a dutiful obedience corresponding with the magnitude of

the charge resting upon himself. “ For,” says he to his

lay correspondents, “ to this end is honour, dignity, and

power granted to you from on high, that it be expended

in the service of Him who gave it, and of His ministers;

so that by willingly imparting to them of your carnal

things, you may merit to be made partakers of their spi

ritual things.”“ His demands upon the possessors of

“ worldly things,” we are incidentally informed, included

life and substance, armed services and military aids under

the pressure of external danger, or whenever the interests

of the holy see might appear to require them.l

The great charge of men’s salvation he held to entitle

The 0 e or him to an absolute right of superintendence over

hiscogugandsthe moral conduct in general of those for whom

‘gbejudged his own soul was pledged. In the execution

yno man. . . -

of th1s charge, he peremptorily repudiated all

human censure or control. “ I know,” he said, “ that I

am blamed in many quarters, and for many things; but

to such cavillers I give no other reply than that of the

apostle : ‘ With me it is a very small matter that I should

be judged of you or of man’s judgment.’ ” In passages

too numerous for quotation, he declares that he would

not, for all that this world could give or inflict, swerve

one hair’s-breadth from the demand of implicit obedience

k Resist. lib. i..e_p. xxxvii. p. 265: “Ad contingency is generally defined to be,

Adelasiapm comitissam." Cont‘. lib. vii. “ad hunorem er, subsidium Sancti Pe

ePP- xxlll- and XX“, ad Gulielm. reg. tri.” And Cont‘. ep. xlvi. p. 271, ad

Anglor. ]- .' Ibid. lib. i. ep. lxxii. p. 288. The Gulelm' Burg‘ Comm

-'l
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to the precepts of St. Peter. “ If any one,” said he to

his Germanic confederates, Rodolph of Swabia and Ber

thold of Carinthia,-—“ if any one shall prattle against

you for your obedience to the commands of God, or ob

ject to you that you meddle with matters that do not

concern you, make answer thus : ‘ Stand not in the way

of our own and our people’s salvation; but if you object

to our obedience to the apostolic mandates, go to the

pope, and discuss your objections with him.’ ”“‘

The necessity for this general moral superintendence

Gregory deduced from the utterly corrupt state Gregorfs

of the world. And indeed, even if he had not opinioq ofhis

measured the vices of mankind by the severer °w“m“s‘°“'

standard of monastic purity, there was still more than

enough of positive moral evil in the world to offend and

' alarm a far less scrupulous monitor. “ In the church,”

he protested, “ whatever direction my eye pursues, I find

scarcely a bishop qualified for his oflice, either in respect

of spiritual title or way of life: in the world, scarcely a

prince or ruler who does not prefer his own sordid inte

rests to the honour of God and the paths of righteous

ness. Romans, Lombards, Normans, behave worse than

Jews and pagans: and if, amid all these corruptions, I

had not been supported by the hope of my eternal reward,

I should have preferred death to my abode in Rome for

the last twent years. But, having taken upon myself

the task of reforming the church, I am bound to adopt

all measures necessary to ascertain who are my friends,

and who my enemies, both among clergy and laity.”n

The object of pope Gregory, as collected from these

and other expressions of the like import, was Rebuke,

to apply the tests best adapted to disclose to Henry IV

him the numbers and enable him to calculate the

strength of the parties, ecclesiastical or civil, who were

prepared to accept or reject the measures by which he

proposed to eradicate the inveterate evils ofsociety. The

pope had adopted, or affected to adopt, the extreme views

_ _ _ vate and confidential letter to his friend

" Ibld. 11b.i1. ep. xlix. p.334; ep. xiii. Hugo abbot of Cluny.

p- 268. The former of these is a pri

"1 Regist. lib. ii. ep. xlv. p. 330.
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of the decretalists as to the proper seat of satanic govern

ment in the world 5° and he was profuse in the protesta

tions of his unswerving resolution to assail the realm of

Satan in its strongholds—the persons and the courts of

the princes of the world. He began his 0 erations with

a sharp invective addressed to Henry Iii). of Germany

against the youthful vices, the inconsistencies and shift—

ings of that prince’s conduct.p He admonished him to

do public penance for his past offences; to bring his con

duct into harmony with his professions; to accept the

precepts of the holy see as the commands of God; and

to submit himself to the pope as to God in Christ.

Some time before this a greater offender than even

and Philip 1, Henry IV. had drawn upon himself the fier

“Fmce- cest denunciations of the pontifical monitor.

Of king Philip I. he writes to Roderic bishop of Chalons,

that among all the princes of Christendom there was

none who, by cupidity, violence, and venality, had done

more to ruin the church of God, and to bring her into

bondage under the world. . . . “ The just abhorrence

with which we regard his conduct, no less than a proper

sense of our own duty, and of compassion for the fallen

churches, would have goaded us into immediate action, if

we had not been induced, in consideration of his late pro

mises of amendment, to put his sincerity to the test, and,

as a first trial of his obedience, to command him without

delay, and without gift or reward, to put the bishoplelect

of Macon into possession of his church and diocese. If,

however, after this he shall defer or refuse, then without

doubt we will, by the authority of St. Peter and St. Paul,

visit his obduracy with the utmost canonical severity;

Threatens for this is the alternative: either the king shall

331:1}; repent him of his greed of simoniacal pelf, and

and dethrone- permit qualified persons to occupy their proper

mm- sees without obstruction, or he shall surely be

smitten by the stroke of a eneral anathema, and the

French nation, except it prefer altogether to abjure the

” Regist. iib. ep. xii. p. 310. And work.

Conf. Book VI. 0. viii. p. 200 'of this P Ibid. lib. iii. ep. 1:. ad Hen. reg
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Christian faith, shall refuse to serve him any longer as

their king.”q

Philip’s promises of amendment had been ‘so fre

quently forfeited, that the pope thought it ne- His 1 ,

cessary to remind him that his future Welfare “5832?

must depend upon a far more thorough refor- 1121:“mation than that of which he had hitherto pedplgéand

given proof: the higher the station of the sin-‘Imlt‘rha‘gcceh °f

ner, the sterner the duty of rebuke, the louder '

should the trumpet-voice of warning sound in his ears.r

The king, however, did not mend his manners; and in

the month ofNovember of the year 1073, Gregory wrote

to the archbishops and bishops of France, describing in

glowing terms the utter demoralisation of the king and

people, the dissolution of the bonds of religion and

government, and even of the natural affections which

hold society together: the royal authority was degraded

and despised; private wars, assassinations, and fire

raisings abounded over the face of the land: private

morals partook of the general‘ corruption: perjuries,

sacrilege, incest, frauds, and perfidies, were so common

as to excite little attention, and to draw after them no

punishment: pilgrims to the holy places were seized and

put to ransom: merchants were robbed and pillaged on the

ighwaysz-and all this in consequence of the criminal

relaxation of the reins of government; for by such neg

ligence the king had not only given encouragement to

' crime, but by his own wicked example had seduced his

subjects into the paths of lawlessness and impiety; and

thus he, whose great duty it was to maintain law and

order, had, in his own person, become the foremost among

:the law-breakers. The bishops, he said, had made them

selves accomplices in the crimes of the king by their

silence: they were dumb dogs that bark not, nor ive
the signal of alarm when they see the wolf in the fgold.

“ But if,” said he, at the conclusion of the letter, “ you

should imagine that your efforts to arrest him in the

career qf guilt would be contrary ‘to your allegiance as

h1s subjects, you are greatly in error: for surely he that

‘1 Regist. lib. i. ep. xxxv. p. 263. " Ibid. lib. i. ep. 1xxv. p. 289.
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lucketh back his brother from the shipwreck of his soul

1s more faithful to his pledge than he who stands supinely

by, and suffers him to be engulfed in the Whirlpool of

destruction.”

Setting aside the plea of danger, or even of death, in

Threatensthethe execution of their duty, the pope directed

kingtFvith dg'them to present themselves in a body before

1'3.211211%; the king; to lay bare the evil of his ways before

withim’dict-him; to exhort him to make compensation to

all whom he had wronged or robbed; to abandon his

dissolute pursuits; and, as he would constrain others to

do what is right, to begin by reforming his own practice.

“But if,” said Gregory, “after this he shall continue

obdurat-e, you shall, in the due performance of your duty

to the holy see, without more renounce your allegiance to

him; you shell cut him Qfl'from your communion, and

interdict the celebration ofthe divine services throughout

the kingdom: and should all this fail to bring him to

his senses, we have determined to exert all our powers

to deprive him of the kingdom. And ifin this matter you

shall appear cold or slack, be assured that you shall,

without fail, be degraded from the episcopate; and, as

associates and accomplices of the evil-doer, be smitten

by the like anathema.”s

A power so incurably corrupt as that of Philip of

Doctrine of France would not be difiicult to overthrow.

sacerdotal re.The observation which strikes us most strongly

SPmgigility’ in this transaction is, the curious expansion of

' the doctrine of sacerdotal responsibility. As

the warrantors to God for the salvation of men’s souls,

the pope and clergy are to regard themselves as acting

strictly in self-defence, to whatever length of disobedi

ence and treason it may be necessary to resort. Re

bellion is a solemn duty, at delivery of their own souls, a

death-struggle for their own salvation. In his oflicial

capacity of keeper and guardian of the souls of men, the

priest could only satisfy this obligation by the sacrifice of

all earthly bonds, and'the disregard of all civil duties that

might stand in the Way of the fullest and speediest execu

' Regist. lib. ii. ep. v. p. 302. Cont‘. ep. xviii. p. 313, ad Guliel. Pictav. C0111“

J
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tion of the pontifical commands. With the progress of

the quarrel between Philip of France and pope Gregory

we are not materially concerned. It may suffice to ob

serve, that at this moment the attention of the pope was

diverted by matters of more pressing urgency; and that

thus the extreme measures contemplated against king

Philip—and perhaps others against the conqueror of

England, William of Normandy—were laid aside for

the present. Gregory had just now his hands full in

Watching the progress of events in Germany, and coun

terworking the intrigues of the disaffected clergy of

Lombardy.

But among the subjects of moral censorship of im

portance to the success of the pontifical scheme, Censorship

there were few of greater moment than oflpy

that of lay matrimony. Under the auspices marmge'

of Peter Damiani, the Roman church had sanctioned

the opinion that the purification of marriage from the

taint of sin, which naturally clung to it, was the proper

work of the church, and therefore that she was entitled

to place it under such terms and restrictions as should

be best adapted to eliminate its carnal nature, and impart

to it a spiritual character, thereby transferring it from

the category of civil'contracts to the domain of sacra

mental ordinance. The natural aversion of mankind

from connubial intercourse between the nearer grades of

kindred furnished a plausible ground for the extension

of restrictive law to every traceable degree of consan

guinity, or even of mere aflinity. The decretalists re

garded the sin as the same in all cases ; every marriage

within the prohibited degrees was, without distinction,

stamped with the odious name of incest; nor would they

presume the danger to cease until the proof of propin

quity should by its remoteness escape the detection of the

church and her ministers.t

Gregory VII. bestowed great pains in maintaining

this important outpost of the papal position. The inter

est he took in the integrity of the law of marriage, as it

‘ See the account of the Milan con- Book. And conf. ibid. pp- 210-215

troversy, c. pp. 225 et sqq. of this
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Propeeding stood upon the statute-book of Rome, was such

“3:23;; as to induce him to spare neither friend nor foe.

marriage When, therefore, the pope learnt that his pupil

the countess Mathilda had contracted to marry her cousin

in the fourth canonical degree, the markgrave Azzo of

Este, he summoned the latter to Rome to answer on alli

gation of pedigree, which disclosed a bar to the marriage,“

and severely admonished Mathilda herself to abstain from

all communication with her relative until he should have

adjudicated upon the cause." Some years afterwards it

was reported to him that Alphonso king of Castile had

contracted a marriage within the prohibited degrees. The

pope sternly commanded him instantly to cast from him

the incestuous connection, and in ‘this matter, as in all

others, to be guided by the directions of the papal legate

at his court, by whom he would be taught to walk in the

paths of righteousness. “ For,” said he, “ woman causeth

even the wise man to backslide: Solomon, the wisest of

mankind, fell by incest with women, and the kingdom

departed from his posterity. Beware, therefore, lest you

compel us to unsheath the sword of the church against

your iniquities.”w '

But the powers of the church in matrimonial causes

Gregoryvlrwere notto be restricted'to the prevention pf

meddleswitfl'llhclt marriages. - The Whole contract, both in

civilazrights' its origin and in its consequences, collateral or

' direct, was taken under the jurisdiction of the

church. The settlement of civil rights, incidentally in

volved in the dissolution of illicit marriages, was re—

garded by pope Gregory VII. as falling within his

cognizance." And, indeed, in his mode of dealing with

temporal estate, whenever its destination might be de

termined or altered by the operation of canon law, we

trace a disposition to treat it as properly belonging to

“ Reyist. lib. i. ep. lvii. p. 278. " Ibid. lib. viii. ep. iii. p. 483.

' Ibid. lib. ii. ep. xxxvi. p. 325. It X Thus, in lib. i. ep. v. p. 237, be 119'

seems that Gregory treated the mere crees, in a. divorce cause, that if, on in

proiect or design as a sin on her part, quiry, certain facts should turn up, the

an therefore commanded her to do deed of endowment should be cancelled,

penance for having contemplated the and her dowry given back to the Wife

smt‘ul conjunction.
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the spirituality, and to dispose of it without regard to its

secular character, or the civil rights of parties interested.y

Nor was be less intent upon maintaining his character as

the conservator of the integrity of marriages sanctified

by the church. The resistance of the court of Rome to

the divorce of Henry IV. corresponds so closely with

the policy of Hildebrand after he became pope, that we

have no difiiculty in putting down that measure to his

credit, fully as much as to that of his coadjutor Damiani.

Thus, shortly after his accession to the papacy, we find

him issuing general orders for the prevention of illicit

marriages, and threatening all persons who should im

pede or resist the course of ecclesiastical justice with the

curse of the anathema.z In the character of supreme

censor of public morals, he assumed the right not merely

to regulate the social conduct of men, but to set aside

the law, and to restrict civil rights whenever they clashed

with the divine law, or—in the sense in which he under

stood the term—the decrees of the holy‘see. He ap

pears even to have held that civil crimes, or even criminal

accusation, might disqualify, or at least suspend, the right

of the layman to contract matrimony.’

Turning our attention for a moment to the general

visitatorial powers claimed by Gregory VII.

over the moral and political demeanour of

princes and rulers, we notice a prudent reserve

in the public enunciation of the broad principle upon

which he rested his pretensions. Instead of alarming

the contiguous and more powerful princes by a declara—

tion of prerogative manifestly inconsistent with the inde

pendence and dignity of their crowns, he suffered his

meaning to creep out in occasional addresses to the more

The regimen

universale

asserted.

distant and less important powers of Christendom. To -

 

Y Thus in Regist. lib. ii. ep. xxiv. p.

316, we find him disposing of the “jus

titia-i” and the “administratio” of the

bishop of Poitiers. But these “justi

tue" were strictly secular rights granted

by the lay lords to the churches within

the_ lands appurtenant to or held with

their sees. The “ administratio” was

theright of managing church-estate

during vacancy, which the feudal law as

signed, together with the “justitize,” or

rights of civil and criminal jurisdiction,

to the lord of the fee. In the case here

noticed, therefore, the pope gave away,

11! der an ecclesiastical adjudication,

what did not belong to the church.

' Regisl. lib. i. ep. xlviii. p. 273.

*1 Ibid. lib. ii. ep. xlviii. p. 333. Ad

Gepitium et Maurum abbates.

_._._:__—+_____w
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Swen, king of Denmark, he might without danger .aiiirm

roundly that his superintending authority extended not

only to kings and princes, but to the whole body of

Christian people in the world; and that by force of the

regimen unicersaile, committed to him by God him

self,h it was his undoubted right, as also his bounden

duty, to exhort and bind all Christian princes to govern

their people in righteousness, remembering the great ac

count that he and they all must one day give to God.c

Still more explicitly he observes, in a subsequent letter to

the same prince, that “ it had been the custom and the

right among his predecessors, by affectionate legations

and embassies, to teach the law of the Lord to all nations;

to rebuke kings and rulers in all such things as should

require animadversion ; and by canonical discipline to in

vite all to lay hold upon eternal life: for, indeed, in an

cient days the laws of the Roman pontiifs were of higher

authority over the whole world than the laws of the em

perors; for their renown had gone forth over all lands,

and Christ reigned wherever the Caesars ruled?“l

Pope Gregory’s vision of a golden age of sacerdotal

Inimitable supremacy was doubtless equally inspiriting

polvlvelrsofthe with the Eldorados of poets, painters, politi

°y 5”‘ cians, mythologists, and enthusiasts of all ages.

Indeed, such dreams, however unreal, give a wonderful

impulse to the spirits and hopes of the dreamers; they

impart a subjective reality to their prospects, which, by

the vividness of the expression, never fail to react upon

their associates and friends; and no one among the sup

porters of Gregory was inclined to doubt that this re

gimen unicersale included of right a general power of

coercive censorship over the whole political and moral

state of princes and peoples, extending to all the require

ments of the Petrine commission, whatever the extent of

jurisdiction he might think fit to assign to it. N0 at—

tentive reader of the works of Gregory VII. can fail to

perceive that in his mouth the phrases “glory of ,God,”

b Regist. ]ib:_i. ep. ix.p. 240. '1 Ibid. lib. ii. ep. lxxv. p. 355. Ad

° Ibid. lib. u. ep. li. p. 336. Ad Sueon. reg. etc.; and see the like de

Sueonem reg. Dan. claration in lib. iii. ep. viii. p. 365.
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“honour of Christ,” “honour of St. Peter,” are but con

vertible terms for the pleasure of the pope,—-the profit,

prerogative, power of the holy see. All external objects

present themselves to his mind’s eye in the mirror of de

cretal law; no light reaches him but from that distort

ing superficies. We can give no better illustration of

the arrogant spirit thus engendered than that which he

himselfwas fond of presenting to the world. Thus he

writes to William king of England : “ Like the two great

luminaries fixed by the Creator in the firmament of the

heavens to give light to his creatures, so also“The greater

hath He ordained two great powers on earth andthelggrser

by which all men are to be governed and pre- hght'

served from error. These powers are the pontitical and the

royal ; but the former is the greater, the latter the lesser

light. Yet under both the religion of Christ is so or

dered, that, by God’s assistance, the apostolieal power

shall govern the royal ,' and Scripture teaeheth that the

apostolical and pontifical dignity is ordained to be respon

sible for all Christian kings, nay, for all men, before the

divine tribunal, and to render an account to God for their

sins. If, therefore, I be answerable before the dreadful

judgment-seat, judge ye whether you are not bound upon

the peril of your soul, and as you desire to possess your

kingdom in peace, to yield unto me unconditional obedi

ence; for that is no more than to prefer the honour of

God to your own honour, and to love Him in a pure mind,

with all your heart and with all your strength.” °

The responsibility, therefore, and the power were com

mensurate and coextensive; neither was suscep- A

tible of any limitation but the divine law, andthat law the pope carefully identified with the tlgltagfe'rld

law of Rome. He acted upon this principle, W a e’

from the outset to the close of his career, with a perse

verance and consistency which leave no doubt of his sin

cerity. He always interfered in the affairs of foreign

governments as a master invested with the amplest powers

to regulate the conduct of public affairs, and to give

them the direction most conducive to the advantage of

' Ad Gulielm. reg. Angl. lib. i. epp. xxiii. and xxv. pp. 473, 476.

I
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the church. In this spirit he issued his commands to

king Henry IV. and the insurgent barons, during the

destructive civil wars of the years 1073 and 1074, to ab

mdm dictate stain from all further hostilities until his legates

termsof should have made due inquiry into the causes
Peace’ 8w‘ ofquarrel, and dictated equitable terms ofpeace.

All who should impede the settlement were threatened

with eternal perdition: “for,” he said, “ to dissemble

with me is sacrilege; it is very shipwreck of the soul.”

He permitted no doubt to rest upon his right to take in

hand the settlement of national differences, and he gra

ciously promised that whichever party should be found

to have suffered wrong should find ample shelter under .

the wing of the apostolic power.f In a letter to Geisa

king of Hungary he wrote, in the year 1075, “ If it be

our duty to defend the rights of all men, and to establish

peace throughout all the world, there is the more urgent

reason, the more manifest utility, in establishing concord

among the great ones of the earth; for it is of the ut

most importance to the multitudes that peace should be

maintained among princes.” '4 Again, by a mandate ad

dressed to Olaf king of Norway, he inhibits him fi'om

interfering in the quarrel between the king of Denmark

and his rebellious brothers.h A little while afterwards

he wrote to the bishop of Gerona in Catalonia, directing

him to convoke a synod to restore peace between the sons

of the deceased Raymond Berengar, earl of Toulouse and

Barcelona, who had quarrelled about the division of their

father’s inheritance.i

This masterful interposition in secular affairs was ob

Quesfiomble viously susceptible of every expansion the pon

émmy of tiff might desire to impart to it. And if pope

Gregory had honestly confined it to the reesta

' blishment of peace and goodwill among man

kind, the world would have had little reason to complain

 

of his interferences, though conveyed in the language of

religious rebuke or menace. Such language, indeed, was

suitable to a state of society in which coarse and vulgar

r RegisLllibLi. ep. xxxix. p. 266. h Ibid. lib. vi. ep. xiii. p. 436.

8 Ibzd. 11b. 11. ep. lxx. p. 351. I Ibid. lib. vi. ep. xvi. p. 439.
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feelings could only be acted upon by harsh and imperious

modes of address. But it must be left to the course

of the narrative to determine whether the motive of

action was as pure as the expression was clear in the

mouth of Gregory VII. In regard to the interposition

of the pope in the affairs of Hungary just adverted to,

we find that it was based upon the unjustifiable pretence

that the kingdom of Hungary was ajief of the holy see.

Geisa was himself a usurper 5 but had been approved by

the pope, because the exiled king Solomon had done hom

age for his kingdom to the crown of Germany instead of

to the pope.- A transaction of an equally worldly and

selfish complexion, occurring not long afterwards, throws

some further light upon the uses to which he proposed

to apply the principle of the regimen anioershle. Ysi

atoslaff, the exiled grand-duke of Muscovy, had taken

refuge at the court of the king of Poland, and, while re

siding with him as his guest, had been robbed by him of the

treasures he had saved from the wreck of his fortunes.

Ysiatoslaff now applied to the pope to procure from his

treacherous friend the restoration of his property, and for

that purpose had sent his son to Rome. Without a mo

ment’s hesitation Gregory adjudged the crown ofMuscovy

to belong to the father, and the son was prevailed upon

to do homage for the principality to the see of Peter, in

his father’s name and behalf.j

The parallel pretensions at various times put forward .

by Gregory to the temporal suzerainty of Eng-H b1,

land, Spain, Na les, Corsica, Poland, Hungary,Dalmatia, and roatia, as feudal appendages of t° 53:?’

the Petrine patrimony," indicate clearly enough p0 '

that his anxiety for the maintenance of Christian dispo

sitions among the princes of the world was subordinate

to a scheme of a far more worldly and expansive charac

ter than any that had ever come under the contemplation

of his predecessors. Meditating upon this transcendental

I’

1 Registlib. ep. 1xxiv.p. 355. See tion.

Karamsin,Hist.deRussie (Frenchtrans- k Jbid. lib. v. ep. ii. p. 407; lib. vi.

lation), and the historian’s indignant ep. xii. 435; lib. vii. ep. iv. p. 458.

comments upon this impudent usurpa—
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plan, he writes to Alphonso king of Castile: “\Ve ren

der thanks to almighty God for that He hath visited you

by His grace'_ in ‘faith and devotion to St. Peter, prince

of the apostles; unto whom He hath sulgjected all princi

palities and powers on the surface of the whole earth,

and given authority to bind and to loose in heaven and

on earth; who hath also given you to know that he who

continues in the faith and doctrine of the holy see hath

certain assurance of eternal life, and that he who swerveth

therefrom is doomed to inevitable ruin.”' In his anxious

desire to impress the princes of Christendom with the

conviction that the executive powers of the holy see were

amply sufficient to enforce its precepts, he was lavish of

his denunciations of the divine wrath against the dis

obedient: at one time he threatened them with excom

munications ; at another with interdicts, depositions, sus

pensions, privations. He cast out the refractory as

rotten limbs ; he absolved subjects from their allegiance;

set aside oaths and promises and engagements ; and deli

vered over the Whole frame of human society to dissolu

tion, rather than a single contempt of the authority of the

chair of Peter should go unpunished. By such means

it was no diflicult task to keep the wayward and vulner

able consciences of the laity in a state of constant alarm

and agitation. At the same time, prospects of worldly

advantage were held out to the obedient sons of the

church at the expense of her adversaries; and a lively

expectation of future gains was thrown in, to stimulate

the pious zeal of her friends.

Adverting now to the principles involved in the

G , regimen universale of pope Gregory VII., as
regory s - . . . .

sch...“ 9f appllcable to his scheme of ecclesiastical go

mlemstml vernment, we observe that the restoration and

government. . . . . . -

maintenance of discipline, and the 1ntroductlon

of a severer system of subordination among the hierarchy,

had engaged his thoughts from the earliest period of his

public life. \Vithout an organised staff, and a well-drilled

and zealous ecclesiastical army, an aggressive policy like

I Regist. lib. vii. ep. vi. p. 459.
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his could have little chance of success. The founda-'

tion upon which he proposed to build was the perfect

centralisation of all spiritual powers in the hands of the

pope. This principle he enounced with his accustomed

boldness and perspicuity. He took it for granted as a

fact notorious to all the world, that the apostolic see, by

the direct instructions of the Holy Spirit, had of its own

mere motion framed and instituted the entire hierarchical

scheme: that she had, in imitation of the celestial hier

archy, appointed primates, metropolitans, archbishops, and

bishops, to preside over provinces and dioceses and pa-

rishes; that all these different orders, in strict analogy

with the divine government of the universe, had been

ranged by, the apostolic founders under one chief, to whom

all might freely resort; that it was with a view to this

harmonious distribution of powers among a diversity of

persons under one supreme head, that the provinces and

divisions of the empire, which some time before the advent

of Christ had been marked out and defined by the civil

state, were adopted by the apostles themselves, under the

special auspices of the blessed Clemens ;"‘ and that thus

in every region, province, and district of the empire, a

gradation of ecclesiastical ofiicers, from patriarch, to arch

bishop and bishop, had been introduced, to provide, under

the snperintendence of the holy see, for the maintenance

of the divine law, and the strict administration of ecclesi

astical justice.11

The means he proposed for the accomplish- M f

ment of the general scheme of concentration, .hji‘iiofii

and the more perfect discipline of the ecclesi- 1x51152222“?

astical host, were principally the following: '

1. Periodical, if possible annual, visits to Rome and

attendance upon the papal councils; two such councils

being appointed to be held, the first in the early spring,

the second in the late autumn.

2. The systematic evocation of all suits and contro

'“_ See analysis of the Isidorian for- specific object of this letter appears to

genes, Book VI. 0. vii. pp. 185-188. have had reference to the disputed claim

" {ad Rothom. Turon. et Senonens. of the see of Lyons to the patriarchal

arch_iep.. dated the 20th of April 1079; primacy of France.

Reyzst. lib. vi. ep. xxv. p. 451. The
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versies arising between the greater prelates and conventual

bodies, now'almost of daily occurrence, to the tribunal of

the pope.

3. The vigilant repression and punishment of all eccle

siastical irregularities, by citations, suspensions, excom

munications, and degradations.

4. The establishment of uniformity of ritual and

ceremonial usages in the public worship, and a stricter

regulation of rank, jurisdiction, and precedency among

the ecclesiastical orders.

5. Protection to the monastic bodies against episcopal

intrusion; and such an extension of the privileges of these

associations as might furnish a check upon the bishops,

and secure an obedient and well-drilled body of recruits

for the service of the pontificate.

1. Gregory VII. revived or perpetuated by positive

1, Annual precept the ancient canonical practice° of bold

Synods- ing two annual councils of an ecumenical cha

racter, at which every prelate of Christendom was re

quired to appear at least once in the course of his ofiicial

life. When, however, any extraordinary occasion arose,

he summoned general synods, at which every bishop, ab

bot, or priest, who might be specially named, was bound

to be present, without regard to expense, distance, or per

sonal inconvenience.p On these occasions none but so

called canonical excuses were to be allowed; neither infir

mity, remoteness, nor poverty was to be admitted, unless it

should amount to absolute incapacity; and even in such

cases no apology was accepted unless it was transmitted

by proper nuntii, or persons specially sent and accredited

by sufiicient testimonials.q Upon every promotion to a

higher spiritual ofl'ice, Gregory ordained that the new

'prelate should make it his first duty to wait upon the

spiritual monarch at Rome, to do homage in person for

his see or abbey : a demand offensive to the patron from

whom the preferment originated, and often attended with

prejudice to the churches, which were thereby always for

0 Cone. Niczen can. v. ap. Harduin.

Concil. tom. i. p. 325.

P Regist. lib. i. ep. xlii. p. 268; lib. ii.

ep xxix. p. 319.

'1 Ibid. lib. i. ep. xxx. p. 260. Ad

Gebeardum, ep Salzburgens.
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many months, frequently the whole year round, deprived

oftheir pastors; the business of the diocese or abbey was

suspended, and great expenses incurred, which the prelates

uniformly managed to extract from the purses of the

chapter or the monastery.r

2. In all ecclesiastical disputes of any importance, or

charges of irregularity brought to his know-2 E _

ledge, it was the invariable practice of the O}pope either peremptorily to cite the parties, “$21325 ‘0

accusers and witnesses, to appear before him- '

self at Rome, or to order them to abide the decision of

his special legates a latere; granting, however, a last

appeal to himself, if they should be dissatisfied with the

legatine adjudication.s For the determination of merely

local causes, we find him, on some occasions, delegating

the powers of the holy see to one or more neighbouring

ecclesiastics.t But the ordinary course was, without

more, to summon litigants and delinquents alike to Rome

to prosecute their suits before himself in person, on pain

ofjudgment by default, or for contumacy in case of actual

refusal.“ In the latter case, the guilt of the defendant or

accused party was always taken pro eonfesso, with the

single chance of obtaining a reversal of the decree by

throwing himself promptly on the mercy of the holy see.

In all these cases there appears to be a total departure

from every properly canonical principle of trial. The

superabundant or extraordinary powers more modestly

claimed by the earlier pontiffs—powers professedly con

ferred to meet extreme cases, or to obviate extraordinary

‘' Regist. lib. vi. ep. xxx. p. 448 ; lib.

ix. ep. xx. p. 520. William of Nor

mandy was averse from these expen

sive journeys of his prelates to Rome.

Archbp. Lanfranc incurred a. severe

rebuke from the pope for preferring the

wishes of his temporal to the commands

of his spiritual sovereign. William was

at that moment in very bad odour at

Rome, for his‘backwardness in the pay

ment of I’eter‘s pence, and his refusal

to do homage to the ope for the throne

of England. He had’gone the length of

commanding that no new pontiff‘ should

be recognised by his subjects until he

should himselfhave approved of his elec

von. 1v.

tion, and that no papal bull should be

uhlished in the kingdom until he should

ave perused and approved it. He

even prohibited his own bishops from

issuing any spiritual ordinances without

his special permission; and insisted that

no Norman should be excommunicated

without his knowledge and consent.

Conf. Regist. lib. vii. ep. i. p. 455.

' Regist. lib. i. epp. 1v. lvi. pp. 277,

278; ibid. ep. lxv. p. 284; lib. ii. ep.

xxi. . 315.

‘ )ln'd. lib. ii. ep. x p. 308; ep. xix.

p. 314; ep. xxv. p. 317. _

" Ibid. lib. i. epp. li. lli. p. 275;

epp. xliv. and xlv. pp. 269, 270.
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dangers—had become, in the hands of Gregory VII. and

the decretalists, the ordinary rule of pontifical govern

ment. The permanent dictator—the spiritual emperor

—had superseded senate and people.”

3. Adopting to the utmost the forms and principles

3.Repression0 the decretals, he pushed the prosecution of

and P‘mish' ecclesiastical offences and irregularities to the
ment ofeccle— H . D

siasoOqrirrO-verge of tyranny. lhe object he proposed to

gulamles' himself by these severities was to keep alive

an ever-present sense of his vigilance, and of the de

pendence of the ecclesiastical body upon himself. He

regarded as one of the most serious of clerical delin

quencies every resistance, hesitation, or delay, in obe

dience to the pontifical citations. He treated all such

contempts as conclusive proof of guilt, and a just ground

of condemnation. For this class of offences, the bishops

of France, Germany, England, and Italy, fell by turns

under his severest displeasure. Thus Manasseh, arch

bishop of Rheims, incurred censure, at one time for delay

ing to appoint an abbot to a monastery, with a view to

the enjoyment of the revenues during the vacancy ;‘v at

another, for general neglect of duty ;" and on a third oc

casion, for repudiating the jurisdiction of the papal

leg-ates, on the highly offensive ground that a metro

politan bishop was amenable to no tribunal but that of

the pope in person. This plea Gregory rejected with

indignation. “ It was absurd,” he said, “ to pretend that

any subordinate in the hierarchy was not answerable to

the pontifical legate, whoever he might be, when it was

notorious that the pope’s legates had presided over the

whole body of Christian pastors at the holy councils of

Nicaea and Chalcedon.”y For a similar resistance to

the authority of the papal legates, in a long-pending dis

pute between the archbishop of Prague and the bishop

of Moravia, the pontiff threatened the former with the

heaviest spiritual censures.” In France the instances of

‘’ On the principles of canonical trial, Y Ibid. lib. vii. ep. xii. p. 465. A8

see Book IH- 0- i- PP- 32-34 of this to the alleged presidency, see Book I

Woi‘k- 0. viii. p. 183, and Book H. c. v. p- 583

" Regist. lib. i. ep. xiii. p. 244. I Ibid. lib. '. . .247; e . xliv.1 use. lib. ii. Op. lvi. p. 341. p.269_ ' ep xv" P p
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citations to Rome to answer charges of insubordination,

extortion, violence, and usurpation, are extremely nu

merous.3 In Germany, Siegfried, archbishop of Maintz,

and Gebhard of Salzburg, fell under censure for their

supineness-in the great work of extirpating the so-called

Simonian and Nicolaitan heresies, embezzling ecclesi

astical funds, and unlawfully detaining tithes from the

rightful owners.h So also Liemar, archbishop of Bremen,

was suspended for disputing the authority of the pope’s

legates to preside over a national synod: the bishops of

Bamberg and Toni were deposed for simoniacal practices

and other ~offences.° The injunctions to bishops for the

effectual suppression of simony, and denunciations of

punishment against all who should, by neglect or criminal

participation, give countenance to simoniacal practices,

are too numerous for citation.d In Italy he assailed the

Lombard prelates for the open or clandestine encourage

ment afforded to the excommunicated heretic Godfrey of

Milan ;5 and at a subsequent period he denounced the

anathema against the suffragans of that see, if they

should dare to consecrate the pretender Tedaldus.f But

besides these active measures for the suppression and

punishment of offences directly affecting the general

policy and discipline of the church, we find, in the collec

tion of his letters, many instances of interference to put a

stop to local and occasional irregularities, and to punish

transgressions against the strict subordination of rank

and order in the hierarchy. In this respect, the principle

upon which he acted was, that whatever measure of

obedience he claimed for himself as against the whole

body of the church, must be rigorously exacted from all

its members to their superiors in their respective ranks,

and within their peculiar jurisdictions. '

4. The ~solicitude of pope Gregory VII. for the in

troduction of the strictest uniformity of ceremonial

' Regist. lib. i. ep. li. p. 275 ; ep. lvi.

p. 2785 ep. lxiii. p. 284; ep. lxviii. p.

11b. ii. ep. ii. p. 299; ep. xxiii. p.

ep. i. p. 358. _ _ n

d See, among others, Regzst. lib. ii.

ep. lxii. p. 347; ep. lxvi. p. 347; ep. lxvn.

p. 348; ep. lxviii. p. 349.

e Ibid. lib. i. ep. xv. p. 245.
b .Ibid. lib. i. e .xxx, , 260,

p p 1 Ibid. lib. iii. ep. ix. p. 366.
'~‘ Ibid. lib. ii. ep. lxvi. p. 356; lib. iii.
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4, Identity usa es in the conduct of public worship is not

"f “ml- the east remarkable feature ofhis policy. His

language u on this point is always rigorous and im

perative. hus he commanded the kings of Aragon and

Castile, by their allegiance to God and the holy see, to

set aside without delay all those ceremonial usages of

the national church that were not in strict conformity

with the Roman ritual; and, from and after the receipt

of that his mandate, to introduce, and for ever maintain

throughout their realms, the customs and observances of

their holy progenetrix, the mother and mistress of all

churches.g Taking for his guide the policy of his most

energetic predecessors, Gregory regarded the uniformity

of ritualistic observance as of vital importance to that

platform of religious subordination upon which his

whole scheme of ecclesiastical polity was based. He

manifested on all occasions the utmost solicitude to ex

tend not only the Roman practice and ceremonial, but

the entire decretal code of the pontiffs, to the outermost

verge of his spiritual empire. To countries, from their

remoteness or barbarism, inaccessible to this method of

legatine or missionary management, he sent letters ex—

horting the princes and great men to send their select

youths to Rome to be nurtured, “under the wing of the

apostles Peter and Paul, in all sacred and divine law,”

in order that on their return to their homes they might

disseminate the knowledge of the apostolic canons and

decretals, and thereby prepare the minds of their people

to receive and hold fast the mandates of the holy see,

with that spirit of submission in which he placed the
whole merit of the religious profession.h

While engaged in inculcating the uniformity of reli

Zealous gious form and practice abroad, he was equally '

efforts to .

estabush the anxious to prevent any departure from recog

K Regist. lib.i. epp. lxiii.lxiv. pp. 282,

283. It is not easy in readin these

letters to suppress a feeling 0 impa

tience at the false rhetoric, and still

more groundless deductions, in which

this singular man at every step indulges.

Very few of the facts he alleges are

entitled to any historical credit; and,

without charging him with deliberate

or conscious mendacity, the extrava—

gance of the fictions he adopts makes

it no easy matter to shake off the sus

picion of guilty knowledge.

h Regist. lib. vi. ep. xiii. p. 436; lib.

vii. ep. v., and lib. v. ep. x. p. 414.
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nised or canonical ritual at home. His atten- Roman canon

tion was directed to the most minute obser- 1"’

vances prevailing in the spiritual metropolis itself. In

order that no reproach might rest upon his domestic

government, and no pretext be afforded for alleging Want

of uniformity at home in excuse for the like diversity

abroad, he abolished all practical departures from his

own domestic model of religious ritual. In all eccle

siastical practice he desired that Rome should be the

cynosure of all eyes; that in the minutest, as well as the

most important affairs of the church, Roman law and

custom should form the sole criterion of legality; and

that, when that law was once dogmatically promulgated

from the chair of Peter, no allegation of varying custom

or usage should be set up to remove the anomaly from

the list of abuses.i

5. Adverting, in the last place, to the protection ex

tended by Gregory VII. to the monastic bodies, 5_ Protection

it must be observed that in his age the desire Ofto conventual

the regular clergy and monks to be delivered b‘xhes'

from the visitations of the bishops and ordinaries had

become all but universal, and had produced an obstinate

spirit of resistance to their interferences in the govern~

ment of the conventual bodies, more especially in the

administration of their estate and revenue. Those esta

blishments, we are told, whether it were on account of

their wealth or their poverty, were equally exposed to the

vexations and ‘extortions of the bishop or his chapter,

or of the lay tenants of the episcopal sees. The more

wealthy houses were in a condition to appeal to Rome;

and sometimes, under their wing, the oorer succeeded

in obtaining a hearing against the law ess acts of their

superiors: and in these cases they rarely failed of such

redress as the pope might be enabled to procure for them.

But in the pontificate of Gregory VII. we do not as yet

meet with those frequent manumissions by papal rescript

which became so common in the next following period.

There was, however, in the mind of this pontiff a very

l. l 03171;. the letter to the canons of St. Hilary of Poitiers. Regist. lib. i. ep.

“V. p. .
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perceptible inclination to regard the monasteries as self

governed bodies, under the special guardianship of the

holy see. In many instances, indeed, these bodies al

ready claimed to be their own ordinaries; and others

occur in which the right of exemption from the visita

tion of the bishop of the diocese was coeval with their

foundation.j The knowledge of Gregory VII. in rela

tion to monastic affairs was very large, and his experi

ence of the advantages derivable from their favourable

dispositions could never be absent from his mind. He,

therefore, in all cases, took care to lay the broadest

foundation for the pontifical interference for their pro

tection. In this spirit, when Gunibert bishop of Turin

was accused of violence and extortion practised upon the

fraternity of the convent of St. Michael within his dio

cese, the pope promptly reminded him that all monastic

bodies stood under the special protection of the holy see;

and that the pontiff possessed full powers, not only to

punish episcopal vexations, but to provide against a re

currence of the like annoyances, by exempting the suf

ferers altogether from the jurisdiction of the offending

prelates. “Are you,” said he, “indeed ignorant that

many sovereign pontilfs have not only taken convents

out of the jurisdiction of their bishops, but have even

detached bishoprics from their metropolitan provinces

because of oppression; thereby emancipating them alto

gether, and annexing them to the holy see as immediate

members ofthefamily of the One spiritual head? Read

but the several privileges granted by those holy fathers,

and you will find that even archbishops have been pro

hibited from exercising oflice or jurisdiction in a variety

of monasteries, except with the consent of the superior.

And this course we shall be compelled to pursue in the

case of the monastery of St. Michael, unless you confine

yourselfto the lawful exercise ofyour rights as ordinary.”

And in conclusion he threatens that, unless the bishop

shall come to an understanding with the prior, or appear

at Rome to answer his complaint, abstaining meanwhile

1 See the learned and elaborate arti- teria,” “ Regalia,” “FiBcR-lia,”ancl " Li

cles, ap. Ducange, Gloss. voc. “Monas- beta.”
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from further molestation, he should beyond question with

draw the convent from his control, and take the fra

ternity under the immediate superiority of the holy

Roman church.k

'‘ Reyist. lib. ii. ep. lxix. pp. 350, 351.

----m‘bd-
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W HILE the consequences of his own errors continued to

_ embarrass Henry IV. the enterprising pontlfl'

Ordinance of . 7 _

1074 against had nothing to fear from the interference of

 

°lerica1mab that prince with the advances of the papacy in

riage‘ _Ita1y. Gregory VII. therefore took advantage

of the crlsis to push forward his measures against the‘

recusant clergy of Lombardy with augmented vigour.

 



CRAP. VIL] GREGORY‘S SCHEME OF CLERICAL CELIBACY.

In the first week of Lent in the year 1074, he summoned

the bishops to a special synod at Rome. The prelacy

obeyed the citation ;“ and it was resolved without contra

diction: 1. that priests should not marry wives; 2. that

those who were married should put away their wives, or

renounce the priesthood: 3. that for the future no one

should be admitted to holy orders who should not pro

fess inviolable continence.” '

It may be observed here that the practical adoption

of this ordinance was essential to the success of P

the theocratic scheme of Gregory VII. The 53%;’?

first move in furtherance of this object dates rimsf’heme

. . . of celibacy.

from lllS earliest appearance upon the stage

of ecclesiastical history. The distant sound of the trum

pet was first heard from Maintz in the year 1049; it

was repeated at Mantua in 1053, but was drowned in

a general cry of aversion and indignation.c The ra

tional and gentle Leo IX; shrunk from the conflict.

Even Damiani, the Boanerges of monastic chastity, fell,

perhaps unconsciously, under the same benign influence;

and for a period of ten years the decrees against clerical

marriage were suffered to slumber. But while these good

men still did homage in their hearts to the cause of peace

and goodwill among men, the Messiah of another law

stood by their side—one to whom the peace of God was

treason to His church—one to whom the feelings and

affections of humanity were as stumbling-blocks in his

path—to whom the voice of the Lord was distinguishable

only in the storm-wind “that rent the mountains and

broke to pieces the rocks; in the earthquake and the fire”

—to whom the trumpet-sound of God’s vengeance was

‘ Jafl'é, Reg. Pout. Rom. p. 409.

'' Lamb. Schafln. a .Pertz, v. p. 217,

and note ad loc. 801w. xii. p. 547.

Lambert afiirms these ordinances to

have been in conformity with “ the an

cient canons.” But it would be difficult

to point out any “ancient canons”

against the practice. The council of

' Nicaaa had repelled the proposal to

prohibit sacer otal marriage. Some

churches,indeed,had adopted continence

as the rule of clerical life; and there is

no doubt that it had been advocated by

that of Rome for many ages past, but

practically without success. It is cer

tain that the secular clergy of France,

England, Germany, and (at least) Nor

them Italy, were almost all married

men; and it seems equally certain that

down to the year 1049 (see Book IX.

c. iv. p. 93) no pontifi' had ventured to

publish any eneral law against the

marriage of t e clergy.

'~' See Book IX. 0. iv. p. 93; ibid. p.

1 12.
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soothing music, and who caught the note of war from

the softest accents of the Redeemer’s voice. For he had

set up in his heart a colossal image of himself, and had

fallen down before it and worshiped; and in this spirit

he wrought with untiring and ruthless energy to bend

the outer world under his yoke. His emissaries had, as

we have seen,cl zealously seconded his plan of clerical celi

bacy in France and Germany; his friend Stephen IX.,

in the course of his eight months’ pontificate, revived the

edicts ofMaintz and Rheims (AD. 1049); and in the year

1059 Nicolas II. found the minds of the Italian prelacy

so far subdued as to give a silent and sullen assent to the

obnoxious ordinance. Little indeed had been practically

effected towards the execution of these decrees; but the

principle had received the ostensible sanction of three suc

cessive synods; and in the year 1066, all the preceding

canons upon this, and the kindred topic of lay matrimony,

had been repeated and republished with additional sanc

tions and penalties.e

In this state the question remained till the year 1074.

Encyclical But the decrees of this last synod were not al

letters againstlowed to become a dead letter upon the statute

thilglrarried book of Rome. Gregory spared neither threats

g ' nor promises, neither flatteries nor censures, to

push them into the promptest and most ‘vigorous opera

tion. Letters were circulated throughout Latin Christen

dom, legates were despatched commanding all archbishops

and bishops, princes, potentates, and lay oflicers of every

degree, upon pain of eternal perdition, to cast out and

dcpose without mercy all married priests or deacons, and

to repel their contaminating ministrations. The tone of

these addresses was intended to impress upon the readers

that no means they might resort to for the fulfilment of

the papal commands could be deemed amiss.f He im

for the same purpose. In his letter
'1 See chap. iii. p. 183 of this Book.

addressed to the rebel dukes Rodolphe See chap. iii. p. 210 of this Book.

‘ See, especially, Regist. lib. ii. ep. lv.

p. 340; ep. lxii. p. 345; ep. lxvi. p. 347;

ep. lxvii. p. 348; ep. lxviii. p. 348. The

last three letters are all dated on the

same day, and are obviously the origi

118.15 of three series of circulars issued

of Swabia and Berthold of Carinthia, he

advises them to prevent the simouiacal

and concubinate (married) clergy from

exercising their oflices, whether at the

king’s court or elsewhere. by force of

arm, or even to the shedding of blood;
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putes resistance to these ordinances to purely carnal and

sordid motives. “ All men,” he says, “naturally prefer

the favour of princes to the service of God; promotion

and honours and wealth to their eternal interests; earth

to heaven; the king to the pontiff. . . . . How,” he asks,

“ shall they obtain pardon for their sins who despise

him who 0 eneth and closeth the gates of heaven to whom

he pleaset ? Let all such beware how they call down

the divine wrath upon their own heads; . . . . how

they incur the apostolic malediction, instead of earning

that grace and blessing so abundantly poured out upon

them by the blessed Peter! Let them be assured that

neither prince nor prelate shall escape the doom of the

sinner who shall omit to drive out and repel, with in

exorable rigour, all simoniacal and fornicating (married)

priests; and .all who shall listen to the call of carnal

sympathy or affection, or shall from any worldly motive

‘withhold the sword form the shedding of blood’ in the

holy cause of God and His church; or shall stand aloof

while those damning heresies are gnawing at the vitals

of religion, violating and enslaving the chaste spouse of

Christ: surely, the lukewarm and the indifferent shall be

regarded indiscriminately as accomplices of the heretics,

as counterfeits and cheats.”g _

Such was the position assumed by Pope Gregory

VII. against a world which he described—and Position of

probably believed to be—sunk in trespasses Greg“?

and sins; alive only to the terrors of religion; writhing

under a mean and fruitless attrition; trembling at the

penalties of transgression, yet anxious only to elude them

at the least possible sacrifice of its darling vices. But

whether this wicked world was the better or the worse

for his rude monitions, can hardly affect the moral merits

of the questions at issue between the sinners and the

saints of the day. The cause of the married clergy was

indeed capable of a statement clear of all the subtleties

arid if they should be reproached for the 8 And conf. Lamb. Sehafi‘n. ap. Pertz,

ylolence or illegality of their proceed- v. pp. 217, 218. The contents of these

lugs, to shelter themselves under the letters seem to have been well known

Pontifical commands. to this writer.
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which obscured and complicated the controversies of the

age. Their defenders might fearlessly have taken their

stand upon the word of God and the law of his provi

dence against the prerogative of Peter, if they had had

either the intelligence or the boldness to distinguish be

tween the two principles. Pope Gregory provided against

that danger by never permitting a doubt to rest upon the

identity of these several sources of revelation. His 0p

ponents slunk away baffled from the key of his position,

and thus fairly lost the fight.

Nevertheless, the decrees of 10741 for the expulsion of

Resistance of the wived clergy stirred up a tem est of wrath

the clergy and indignation in all quarters. he storm, of

course, began and raged with the greatest fury among

that class of ecclesiastics who had sullied their cause by

notorious lewdness and irregularity of life. These per

sons appealed vociferously to Scripture and the course of

nature. The sounder ortion avowed their resolution

rather to abandon their functions than forfeit their sacred

engagements to their wives and families. “ This man,”

they said, “would compel mere mortals to live as the

angels in heaven; but in refusing to nature her free and

lawful course, he throws open the flood- ates of Whore

dom, and of every kind of impurity. I? he persist, let

him, who thinks mankind too bad for him, look to itv

where to find his angels to rule the nations and the

church of God?“ It was, in fact, from this class of men

that the most serious opposition to the decrees was to be

apprehended. There were among them many persons of

blameless lives, simple and conscientious habits, equipped

for the battle with sounder knowledge, and capable of

wielding the sword of Scripture and reason with eifect,i

if they had discerned and ventured to assail the real

point of attack; if they had dogmatically defied the chair

of Peter to alter, to add to, to_ modify, or to annul the

natural and the revealed law of God.

The first open resistance to the recent ordinances pro

'‘ Lamb. Sehafi‘n. loe. mod. cit. tram of Naumburg, to whose writings

i e g. such men as Siegebert of Gem- we shall hereafter have occasion to re‘

blours, Theodorich of Verdun, and Wal- fer.
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ceeded from a synod held at Paris in the same in France

year. The majority of the meeting came to a and Spain

resolution that no obedience should be given to the decree

against the wived clergy. In opposition to this decision,

\Valter, abbot of Pont-Isére, insisted that the commands

of the pope, right or wrong, ought to be obeyed. In

censed beyond control, the multitude dra ged the re

cusant from the hall of meeting, and beat im unmerci

fully before he could be rescued from their hands by his

friends. The archbishop of Rouen, while engaged in ex

pelling the married priests from his diocese, was assailed

by showers of stones and missiles, and compelled to fly

for his life. In Normandy, the marriage of the clergy

was sanctioned by the positive law of‘the province; the

sons of priests often succeeded to the livings of their

fathers, and it was no unusual practice to settle a bene

fice, by way ofjointure, upon the daughters of the clergy.

So late even as the twelfth century, it was the custom,

when a priest married, to give security to the parents of

the wife not to forsake her.j At Burgos, in Spain, the

papal legate, Richard of Marseilles, suffered personal in

jury while presiding at a synod for compelling the priests

of the diocese to part with their wives. So persevering

was the resistance in this quarter, that in the year 1104

Pope Paschal II. saw no mode of avoiding a schism but

by relaxing the decrees of 1074 and 1080, and permit

ting the Spanish clergy who had married before the pro

mulgation of the last decree to retain their wives, pro

nouncing, at the same time, their children capable of

ipiritual office and of succession to temporal estate.k

ven the zealous Lanfranc of Canterbury de

clined to publish-the decree in England; and

later on, no greater progress was made in that country

towards its execution than to make it a con

dition for all who applied for holy orders to

in England,

and Hungary .

J Stenzel, i. p 356, quoting from the Tironens. 0. vi. ap. Pagi, Grit. Ml Baron

Act. Sanct. 8 April, 0. 2, in Actis Gual- an. 1108.
terii. See also Orderic. Viral. lib. iv. ll‘ Concil. xii. p. 987.

p. 587, up. Duchesne, Rr. Norm. Ss. ' 4.1). 1075.

Gaufi‘id. Grossus, in Vit. Bernhard. Ab.
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be, and remain, unmarried. The same compromise was

adopted in Hungary.“1

But the agitation produced in Germany by the pro

A imionin mulgation of the decree of 1074 greatly ex

éermenv- ceeded in intensity all that had occurred in

other countries. The pope had taken care that copies of

the edict should be transmitted simultaneously to all the

prelates of the kingdom; and all of them shrunk back in ~
t)

dismay from the task imposed upon them. Archbishop

Siegfried of Maintz, with a view to put off the evil day,

ave his clergy six months to get rid of their wives and

families. Following his example, even the most zealous

of the papal prelates, as, for instance, Sicard of Aqui

leia, Hanno of Cologne, Burckhard of Halberstadt, and

Wezelin of Magdeburg, procrastinated, gave time, ex

horted their clergy to voluntary submission, and from

time to time reiterated the papal commands,—but all to

no purpose. None but the most disreputable among the

clergy availed themselves of the opportunity to shake off

ties which operated as a check upon vicious indulgences.

It was obvious that physical force alone could separate

those whom God and man had joined together.

But the more vehement the opposition, the more im

Language perious the denunciations of the pontiff against

andiment any delay in the plenary execution of his com
ommgmy' mands. He stigmatised the reserves of his

friends in Germany as cowardly half-measures; though

it might be dangerous to name the expedient which could

alone content him, he might hint at and point to it; so that

if his words should be taken literally, he might avoid the

danger of exhibiting himself to the world as the counsellor

ofbloodshed. “ ‘ He that withholdeth the corn,” said the.

pope to his dilatory ministers, “ ‘ the people shall curse

him ;’ n how much more him that withholdeth the pure spi

ritual food l ‘ Cursed be he that keepeth back his sword

from blood.’ ° ‘ Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice.’ P

"1 Stenzel, ubi sup.. quoting Mansi, " Prov. xi. 26.

xx. p.454; Conc.Winton. 1076; and the ° Jerem. xlviii. 10.

Hungarian Concilium Szahulchense, P 1 Sam. xv. 22.

ap. Mansi, ibid. p. 760, § 3.
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‘ See, I have this day set thee over the nations and over the

kingdoms, to root out and to pull down, and to destroy

and to throw down, to build and to plant.’ ‘‘ The decrees

ofthe fathers, the authority ofthe canons,demand prompt,

unhesitating obedience. . . . . He whom flesh and blood

moveth to doubt or delay is carnal; he is condemned

already; he hath no share in the work of the Lord; he

is a rotten branch, a dumb dog, a cankered limb, a faith

less servant, a timeserver, and a hypocrite.” '

Archbishop Siegfried of Maintz would gladly have

held a middle course; but the unmistakable Abmive

urgency of Gregory’s letters convinced him eftortofarch

that no delay would be tolerated; and in the 222308.11?‘

month of October 1074 he called together thetombedience

clergy of his province at Erfurth: he laid be- Thfiggin

fore them the papal command to dismiss their clergy

wives, and either to renounce their marriage-vows or to

resign their cures. The clergy exhausted their whole

stock of reason and eloquence to prove the 'pope’s man

date to be both unlawful and inhuman. The archbishop

sheltered himself alike against reason and humanity un

der the orders of the pope; against which he assured

' them neither entreaties nor arguments could be of any

avail. The clergy broke away from the synod in anger

and dismay, and came to a general resolution not to obey

the archbishop. Some of the wilder spirits among them

suggested that it would be the better course to turn upon

him, to expel him from his see, and to degrade him from

the episcopate before he could have time to excommuni

cate them. It was not obscurely hinted that it might be

necessary to put him to the death he deserved, as an ex

ample to any successor who might dare to inflict so bitter

an insult upon the clergy of his province. The arch

bishop was not slow to perceive that, in the excited state

of men’s minds, perseverance in urging the immediate

fulfilment of the papal mandate was both useless and

dangerous. He therefore sent pressing messages to the

seceders, urging them to return to the meeting, and pro

‘1 Jerem. i. 10. lxvi. 11.7347; ep. lxvii. p. 348; ep. lxviii.

' Regist. lib. ii. ep. lxii. p. 343; ep. p. 349. '
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mising that he would seize every favourable opportunity

to move the pope to mitigate the rigour of the decree.

Meanwhile the clergy were to be permitted to retain their

wives and their cures; and the good-humour of the meet

ing was so far restored, that the archbishop thought he

might take occasion to extort, from their hopes or their

fears, the concession of the Thuringian tithes, for which

he had so long negotiated and intrigued. But the clergy

were as little disposed to yield to an attack upon their

purses as upon their affections, and broke out in open

uproar. The archbishop was with difficulty rescued by

his retinue from personal violence; he retreated in all

haste to Heiligenstadt, from whence he issued, on behalf

of his avarice, that curse which neither his professed

obedience to the pope, nor the welfare of religion, could

draw from him.’

The Saxons had at all times proved themselves staunch

Persecution defenders of violated or endangered ‘rights. In

om... wived other parts of Germany the efforts of the monks

323%“ and pa al emissaries had been more successful.

y. . .
As 1n taly, so 111 Germany, these men had

shown a quicker apprehension of their master’s com

 

mands. They forthwith sounded the trumpet of perse- '

cution: they inhibited the laity, upon pain of the curse,

from attendance upon the ministrations of the wived

clergy; they frightened away their parishioners from

intercourse with them, and encouraged them in acts of

contumely or violence against their persons, their fami

lies, and their property. Princes and prelates came to

an agreement to drive them out of their churches, to as

perse their characters, to deprive them of all credit and

every means of livelihood; in short, to eject them from

human society as an infection and a curse; to make life

a burden, and death a blessing—exceptupon conditions

which none but the most worthless among them could

accept.t “ The hearts of men,” says a modern writer of

' Lamb. Schafi'n. an. 1074, ap.Pertz, tom. i. p. 449. Comp. the letter of

V- p. 218- _ Theodorich bishop of Verdun to pope

‘ See thl; lafter giltl'llljillliigdTto Wenric, Greg. VIL, ap. Martene and Durand,

a canon o e c ure 0 reves, a . Th . . . '. . 214.Martene and Durand, Coll. Amplisld. esaur Anecd tom I P
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eminence upon this period of German history, “ were

shaken to the core by the wild lamentations o forsaken

women and children; by the indignant clamour of mo

thers degraded from the honourable position of wives to

that of deserted concubines and harlots; by the disap

pointed hopes of thousands of maidens, who had looked

forward to creditable establishments under the roofs of

the most reputable class in society. But it was not only

those whose immediate interests were thus ruthlessly sa

crificed, but the most venerable and virtuous among the

clergy, from the highest to the lowest rank in the church;

men who had devoted themselves to voluntary celibacy,

whose reputation was unsullied, the genuine denizens of

the kingdom of ‘God: these men it was who most acutely

shared the general indignation against this cruel and

wanton infraction of the divine law. And to this feeling

We attribute the hesitation and procrastination of so many

bishops; the little or no notice taken of the decrees by

some, and the total rejection of them by others, having

themselves no personal interest to serve, but acting from

the simple conviction that the decrees were contrary to

the law of God and nature, subversive of His providential

dispensation, destructive of the best feelings of the human

heart, irreconcilable with the Gospel, the doctrine of the

fathers, and the universal practice of human society since

the world began.”“

CHAP. VIL] PERSECUTION OF THE WIVED CLERGY.

It has been already observed, that, towards the close

of the year 1073, pope Gregory had proposed, P G _

through the intervention of the rebel (lukegorggsprddept

Rodolph of Swabia, to assemble a general diet, ‘22;,
lay and ecclesiastical, in Germany, with a view P '

to settle the future union of church and empire upon a

more permanent footing; but upon terms to be dictated

Laden, Gesch. des Dentsch. Volks,

vnl. p. 563. Yet this writer apologises

for the author of these enormous crimes,

by speculating upon the contingent

benefits accruing to the world from the

institution of clerical celibacy. He ven

tures to weigh out so much crime and

misery against so much prospective ad

vantage to society. We think, however,

voL. 1v.

that the load of guilt for this great sin

does not weigh one grain the less upon

the authors, on the score of any s ecu

lative advantages of the nature a1 uded

to by this writer. Such advantages

form no apology for the crimes com

mitted in their achievement. Conf.

Laden, ibid. pp. 565-567.
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by the pontiff himself. These terms were to embrace

three principal objects: 1. the abolition of simony, in the

pontifical sense of the word; 2. the forcible introduction

of clerical celibacy ; and 3. the settlement of all differences

between the king and the insurgent Saxons. The papal

representation was to consist of the cardinals of Ostia and

Preeneste, and the bishops of Chur and Como, as legates

of the holy see: they were to be accompanied by the

empress Agnes, from whose attachment to the Roman

church the pope expected no little advantage. The legates

were instructed to assemble a general synod, carefully

guarding against the intrusion of any persons who might

have incurred spiritual censures, or whose devotion to the

holy see was at all questionable; and having thus packed

_ the meeting after the strict model of a Roman synod, to

take their stand upon the fullness of the papal authority as

to all matters that might be brought before them.

With a view to prepare the way for the proposed

Preparatory pacification, Gregory admonished both the king‘

“mm”- and his insurgent subjects to lay down their

arms, and to submit their quarrel to the pontifical arbi

trament. To the bishops of Magdeburg and Halberstadt,

the markgrave Dedi of Lusatia, and the other Saxon

chiefs, he wrote in a tone of profound commiseration for

the sufferings the civil war had brought upon their coun

try ; he notified to them that he had, by apostolic autho

rity, commanded the king to abstain from all hostilities

until the legates ly" the holy see should have examined

into and decided upon the merits of the whole cause,‘

and now, by the like authority, he commanded them, the

princes and prelates of Saxony, to suspend all warlike en

terprise, and without dissimulation to give their aid and

attendance at the proposed diet ; inasmuch as they must

know full well, that to lie to the pope “ was saerilege and

shipwreck of the soul.” He closed his address by cau

tioning them against allowing any doubt to arise in their

minds, either ofhis right to interfere, or of the justice of

the award he might think fit to pronounce.“

' Re ist. lib. i. ep. xxxix. p. 266.
.64 . . u‘. . .

0011f. haul. Bernried.Vit. Greg. VII. 0 ‘a? Mum 1“ p 332
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A similar monitionwas at the same time addressed to

the king, with vthe intent to impress both parties Formal sub,

with the feeling that no alternative but implicit Emission of

. . . . . enryIV. to

SllbInlSSlOIl to the pontlfical Wlll was open to e1- the papal

ther.w Henry was at this momentbetter prepared P'e°eP°'

to receive the papal mandate with resignation than at any

former period of his life. His affairs were in a deplorable

state of depression, and all his faculties were absorbed by

projects of revenge against his insurgent subjects for their

wanton breach of the convention of Gerstungen. Blinded

by passion, he was incapable of discerning the perils which

threatened him in every act, and in every word that pro

ceeded out of the mouth ofpope Gregory. In the month

of April 1074, he went to meet the empress-mother and

the papal legates at Nuremberg. In the very first in

terview, the legates applied a rude touchstone to the

sincerity of his late professions of submission to the cor

rective authority of the holy see. Before entering upon

the business of their mission, the legates informed the

king that they could hold no further communication with

him until he should have irrevocably dismissed and re

nounced five of his principal ministers—~viz. the bishops

of Lausanne, Ratisbon, and Constance, and the earls

Eberhard and Ulrich, all these persons still labouring

under the anathema of the late pope, Alexander II., for

alleged simoniacal practices,x nor until the king himself

should have done due penance, and received absolution

from the censures attaching to all persons who should at

any time have held intercourse or communion with these

heretics.y It appears that this humiliating stipulation

was accepted by the king without apparent reluctance.

What passed in private between him, his mother, and the

legates, cannot be conjectured. Certain it is that he took

the utmost care that no mark of respect or deference

should be wanting on his part to keep them in good

" Thus Bonizo (ad Amie. (Efel. ii. I‘ These censures had been but little

p. 811), “ Venerabilis pontifex nil me- noticed at the time, having been issued

lllS esse deliberavit quam ex primordio only very shortly before the death of

(negotii) regem admonere ut . . . sese Alexander. Stenzel, vol. i. p. 354.

subjectum esse S. Rom. ecclesiae recog- Y Paul. Bernried. Vit. Greg. VII, 0.

nosceret.” lxii. ap. Murat. iii. p. 332.
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humour, and to procure a favourable report of his d1spo

sitions to the pope. Against himself personally no charge

of participation in the illicit proJects of his proscribed

ministers was insinuated; and it can hardly be doubted

that the penance imposed was formal only, the absolutlon

plenary and immediate, and both so private as to attract

as little observation as possible. But the precedent was

cheaply purchased at the price of thls indulgence. Henry,

king of the Germans—the future emperor of the Romaillls

—had practically admitted that a Chrlstlan prince mig t

not lawfully retain minister or adviser labouring under

the censure of the holy see! . I f

This point gained against the monarch, 1t remamed or

The German the legates to obtain the llke ascendency over

“PM ‘le- the national church. They requlred the klng

przlsiililizsndlyeof to convoke a general synod of the Germaine

‘helegms- churches, to be composed of all the orthodox

princes and prelates of the realm, and to be 'eslded over

by themselves as legates of the holy see. ut, to then‘

dismay and disappointment, the latter_ proposal WES

utterly repudiated by the Germaine hlerarchy. T B

bishops declared that such a pretension'was unprece

dented, and contrary to the immemorial rights and PH;

vileges of the national church. Llemar, archbishop od

Bremen, a prelate esteemed for eloquence, learning, all

piety, protested that, in the personal absence of the pope,

the right of presidency devolved upon the archbishop

primate of Maintz, as hereditary legate of the holy see

in Germany, and that no delegation for that purpose pas

canonically admissible.z \Vhile this dispute was pendmg,

the king stood aloof; and the legates condemned arch

bishop Liemar to suspension for contumaclous reslstancfi

1 Blmizo (ad Amie. (Efel. ii. p. 811)

observes, that this error could only have

arisen from_ the archbishop’s ignorance

of the decretal of pope Leo the Great,

addressed to the archbishop of Thessa

lonica, which established that, though

the pope delegates his vicariate to all

primates, it is only as partakers of his

solicitude, not as sharers of his powers.

The meaning of the writer seems to be,

that this usual delegation only extends

to the ordinary powers of the holy see,

without prejudice to the siqzerabimoianf

powers as defined by pope Leo (00“,

Book II. 0. iv. pp. 348-350 of thls

work); consequently, that as the extra

ordinary must supersede_the ordinary,

the holy see cannot be divested of her

right to delegate the former power to

any persons, and as often as may be

thought expedient.
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to the authority of the holy see. Meanwhile, Henry

had consented to the deposition of his late ministers, the

bishops of Bamberg and Constance; and, in the hope of

directing the tempest of the papal displeasure upon the

heads of those prelates whom he most hated for their

sllare'in the late insurrections, he entered heartily into

the views of the legates. Anxious to involve (1,, _

those persons—among them more especially ,.,..,3';§I;Z‘,..

his personal enemy the bishop of Worms——~ ‘Sggsigtrzc

in the charge of simony, he cast about for thep ' '

like evidence against them as had led to the condemna

tion of his late ministers. Many bishops, whose con

sciences were not altogether clear on this point, exerted

all their influence to defeat the proposed congress; and

they managed so well as to make it apparent, both to the

king and the legates, that, in the actual dis osition of the

Germanic clergy, no further progress cou d be made for

the present. The legates were dismissed by Henry with

every honour he could bestow upon them; he gratified

them with munificent presents, and furnished them with

autograph letters, professing, on his part, boundless sub

mission and devotion to the holy see. But the king had,

for the time, succeeded in evading the papal scheme of

pacification, and found himself at liberty to pursue his

vindictive projects against the rebels.a The pope, though

not altogether dissatisfied with the result of his experi

ment upon the dispositions of king Henry, found that he

had a formidable obstacle to overcome in the contumacy

of the Germanic hierarchy; and he now turned his

thoughts to the best mode of making the submission of

the king available for the suppression of this spiritual

rebellion.

With these views, he wrote to the king, expressing

his lively satisfaction at the reception his legates Pacific later

had met with at his court, and the great grati- “the king

fication he had derived from his assurances, as well as

from those of the empress-mother and the legates them

selves, of the integrity of his intentions ; but he had been

more especially pleased by the firm resolution the king

a Lamb. Schafl‘n. an. 1074, ap. I’ertz, v. 216; Bom'zo, ubi sup.
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had expressed to root out' from his dominions that damn

able heresy of simony, as well as to cast out the inveterate

malady of sacerdotal fornication: calling God to witness

of the sincerity of his professions of attachment, he never

theless solemnly warned the king against the fatal error

of choosing for his ministers persons who might have an

interest adverse to that of the holy see.b

Against the German recusants little could, with any

Cw, the chance ofsuccess, for the moment he attempted.

,3?“ °‘ Gregory therefore satisfied the insulted majesty
are on . -

Liemar of of the holy see by castmg the guilt ofobstruct

Bremen- ing the pacification of Germany upon the head

of archbishop Liemar. He conveyed to him in terms of

bitter reproach the papal confirmation of the sentence of

suspension, and commanded him to appear without delay

at Rome, to answer for his contumacy ;c but he postponed

all further proceedings in favour ofthe great pro'ect with

which his brain had long been labouring, and for which

he npw believed a favourable opportunity to be Within his

reac .

The main object of the pope was the abolition of the

King Henry right of lay investiture in every form and under

_in favour all its aspects. Though we cannot beheve

Whthelmpe‘ pope Gregory VII. to have been sincere in h1s

exaggerated expressions of esteem and affection for a

prince whom he had so lately accused of almost every

vice in the catalogue of human depravity, yet he had

seen enough in the critical position of Henry’s affairs to

encourage a reasonable hope of his future subserviency.

Narrow or merely personal resentments were not among

the defects of Gregory’s character. His dislikes and his

suspicions were the results of observation and calcula

tion, rather than of weakness or caprice. Love and

hatred were nicely balanced in his mind by the interests

of his lofty ambition. Those who obeyed, he flattered

and caressed; upon those who resisted, or hesitated to

postpone every duty and every interest to his behests,

he ruthlessly placed his heel. Yet when “the wicked

b Regist. lib. ii. e .xxx. xxxi. . c Ib'd. rb. . .313.
320, 321,Dec. 1074.pp pp ‘ l ‘1 ep “m p
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man turned away from his wickedness,” he was generally ~

ready to forget rather than to forgive; and—whenever

the severity of the system, of which he was himself the

unconscious slave, was susceptible of relaxation—t0 re

mit the penalties incurred, and to restore the truant to

his favour. Gregory, in truth, interpreted the late sub

missions of Henry as a covenant of unreserved and un

conditional subserviency to the holy see, and held him

as firmly tied to surrender himself to the pontifical

lIpaniigement as the most formal treaty could have bound

1m. .

This, therefore, appeared to the pope to be a favour

able moment to allow the whole pontifical

doctrine respecting the “damnable crime of

simony” to transpire. The king had promised to obey;

and that promise was now to be exacted, in the sense in

which Gregory himself understood it. In his view, the

covenant was construed to embrace the renunciation of

all lay agency or participation in the transmission, pos

session, or management of ecclesiastical estate, endow

ments, honours, dignities, and emoluments. The con

veyance of the temporalities to the spiritual holder by

investiture was therefore in the first instance to be

abandoned, so as to give to the possessor, by the mere

act of consecration, an absolute interest in the land, dis

charged of all obligations to the lord of the fee, except

ing only the general duty of allegiance, and that only

as far as such duty might be reconcilable with the para

mount claims of the church and its supreme head.

Looking back to what has been advanced in the first

chapter of this book,e with regard to the state of papal idea of

ecclesiastical powers and endowments, it cannot invesmure

admit of a doubt that the Hildebrandine scheme, in this

1ts naked form, was irreconcilable with the independent

existence of a civil state, except as a dependency of the

sacerdotal empire. In estimating the merits of the

scheme, we are put to our election between two abso

Investiture.

‘* “To lie to the pope was to lie to particularly the remarks in pp. 142,

God.” See p. 338 of this chapter. 143

' .See generally chap. i., and more
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lutely incompatible systems of government ; and should

find ourselves at a loss to arrive at a satisfactory con

clusion, but for that preponderant moral preference which

any form of government arising out of the necessities

and requirements of civil society must always command

over a code founded upon forgeries and fictions, and con

trived for the benefit of a particular class, whose tem

poral interests were never altogether identical with those

of the lay community, more especially at a moment

when that class was about to be absolutely cut off from

the strongest, and now the last remaining, sympathies

which had hitherto connected it with civil society.

There is no reason to doubt that the plan for com

C pelling the surrender of lay rights of presenta
ensure of . . . . .

Gregoryvntion and lnvestlture had been maturmg 1n the

.“P°n.lay mind of Hildebrand and his school from the

mvestiture. . . . - .

earhest period of his career, certalnly for some

time prior to the death of Alexander II. That pontiff

had sent Anselm, the bishop-elect of Lucca, to the im

perial court to receive investiture of the temporalities of

his see; but, at the suggestion of Hildebrand, the new

prelate refused to accept the ring and crosier from the

and of the king. When Hildebrand had ascended the

pontifical throne, he made it one of his first duties to

thank his friend for the bold stand he had made on be

half of the privileges of the church against a prince con

taminated by foul communion with persons labouring

under the censures of his predecessor.f At the same time

Hugo, bishop-elect of Die in the Dauphiné, had, at the

like suggestion, refused investiture, and had accompanied

Anselm on his return to Italy. Early in the year 1074

a royal commission arrived at Rome, requiring the pope

to withhold consecration until the recusants should qualify

themselves in the usual legal form. At that moment,

however, it did not appear convenient to provoke the

controversy; Gregory laid the case before the consistory

of the holy see, who reported that the public law was as

insisted upon by the commissioners. The consecration

was accordingly deferred, the bishops still declining to

f Regist. lib. i. ep. xxi. p. 252.
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accept investiture; nor were they consecrated until a

change of circumstances enabled Gregory to set the royal

prerogative at defiance.‘ With what boiling and chafing

of spirit the pope submitted to this postponement of this

his most cherished plan, is apparent from many inciden

tal expressions in his extant letters of this period. “ The

church,” he complained, “ was reduced to bondage

under the world . . . she was the slave, the bonds

woman of the state . . she was brought to shame and

confusion of face by the wasting usurpations of the laity

and the time-serving cupidity of the clergy.”8 He for

bad the consecration of churches until they should have

been withdrawn from the control of the lay patrons ;“ he

proclaimed to the world that the princes and great men

of the earth were in conspiracy against God and his

church 5‘ hence their never-ending meddling with the

liberties of the churches, and the incessant disturbances

and pillagings of ecclesiastical estate! All these evils he

imputed to the direct or indirect operation of lay patron

age. The unmistakable object of these complaints was

to instil into the minds of his correspondents the like

aversion from the existing relations of church and state, '

awaiting the more fortunate juncture that should enable

him to break the chains which so sorely galled and

chafed him.

But in the beginning of the year 1075, the mists

which had hitherto veiled the future from his Hisdecree

view were dispersed. King Henry’s fortunes esainstley

were ‘at the lowest; his humiliation appeared "Wesmure‘

imminent, if not complete; and the pope sallied forth to

remove all remaining obstacles and difliculties with a

strong band. In the month of February in that year,

he assembled a numerous synod at Rome. Many bishops

of France, England, Germany, and Italy were cited to

answer before him for a variety of ecclesiastical offences.

The more numerous of these delinquents were the Ger

man bishops under prosecution for simony, more parti

cularly the archbishops of Maintz and Bremen, the

: fegislt'. lib. i. ep. xlii. p. 268. ‘ Ibid. lib. ii. ep. xii. p. 310.

i. . lxix. p. 286. J Ibid. lib. ii. ep. xviii. p. 313.

LL
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bishops of Bamberg, Speyer, Strasburg, Wiirtzburg,

Constance, and Augsburg. Nothing daunted by the

contemptuous non-appearance of the accused prelates, he

proceeded to confirm and re ublish the earlier decrees

against the simonian and icolaitan heretics: “ their

ministrations were void—their blessings were a curse.”

He excommunicated the archbishop of Bremen,“ and the

bishops of Speyer and Strasburg; he gave sentence of

deposition against the bishops of Pavia, Piacenza, and

Turin; he cursed Robert of Apulia for breach of alle

giance to the holy see, and for plunderiugs committed

upon the patrimony of St. Peter ; Philip of France was

threatened with the interdict unless he should give good

security for the performance of the penances imposed

upon him for his manifold church-robberies and private

vices; he repeated the excommunication pronounced by

his legates against the ministers of Henry IV.; lastly,

he obtained the sanction of the council to the following

decree: “If henceforn'ard any one shall take or accept

from any layperson any bishopric or abbey, he shall in

no wise be numbered among bishops or abbots, nor shall he

be heard in the churches as bishop or abbot; moreover,

rve interdiet and exclude all such personsfrom the grace

of the blessed Peter, and_from performing divine service

until they shall have renounced all ofiiee they have ob

tained by the double crime of ambition and disobedience,

which is idolatry.”

k For his bold defence of the liberties

of the Germanic church, see p. 340 of

this chapter.

' Pugi and Bar. an. 1075, No. 31.

Hugo Flaviuiacens. ap. Pertz, viii. p.

412. Conf. Regist. lib. iii. ep. x. p.367.

The abbot of Flavigny (born 1065, and

a contem orary of Greg. VII.) justi

fies this ecree upon several grounds.

1. The second council of Nicaea de

creed that every election of bishop,

priest, or deacon, by order of the prince

shall be void, 8w. 2. The eighth ge

neral council enacted that all promo

tions and consecrations of bishops shall

be by election of the bishops themselves,

and that no lay person or prince shall

in any way meddle with or interfere in

the same . . . yet if a layman be in

vited by the church to consult and co

operate with the electors, he shall reve

rently obey the call . . . every unsu

thorised interference to be punished by

the anathema (see Book VII. 0. vi. p.

390 of this work). 3. The Nicene

council decreed that no one ordained

against the will of the patriarch should

be bishop. (Conf. Fleury, H. E. iii. p.

145.) 4. The council of Antioch de~

cides that if an presbyter or deacon

shall obtain a church through secular

procurement, he shall be deemed a si

monian, and be cut off from communion,

as was Simon Magus by Simon Peter.

But this canon is not to be found in

those of the orthodox council ofAntioch
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' Notice of this decree was simultaneously conveyed to

all the bishops of the empire. - The pope wrote to Execution of

the archbishops of Maintz, Cologne, and Magde- ({Zf‘lfr‘l‘firfy

burg, with the most urgent injunctions to see the revulsion

it carried into immediate execution."‘ He ad

monished his friends the dukes of Swabia and Germany

Carinthia to urge-on the reluctant or dilatory bishops, and

to inhibit all clerks suspected of simony or concubinage

from performing service in the churches; assuring them

that, if opposed in the zealous execution of their duty, his

injunctions should be their sufficient warrant for any mea

sures that might be necessary for carrying them into

effect.“ Beyond these preliminary steps the pope did not

for the present venture. No notices of the like nature

were sent to the court or the lay nobility. Gregory did

not at that moment expect any immediate or general

effect from the late ordinance; the aspect of his affairs in

Germany was otherwise unpromising; the censures upon

the champion of the national church, the archbishop of

Bremen, coupled with the despotic and wholly uncanoni

cal deposition of two prince-bishops of the empire, ag

gravated the alarm inspired by the late offensive preten

sions of the papal legates. At the same time the resent

ment for the separate peace concluded by the Saxons at

Gerstungen had thrown their late allies back into the

arms of their adversary; and the king, partly by pro

mises of plunder, and partly by persuasion, had, by the

month of June 1075, managed to collect a large army

on the borders of the rebel duchies. Before a blow was

struck, discord and mutual jealousies had broken up the

Saxon confederacy. Many of the inferior gentry and

nobility had made their separate peace with Henry, and

now stood by his side, ready to wash out the recollection

of their treason in the blood of their former associates.

The dukes Gozelo of Lorraine, Rodolph of Swabia, and

Welf of Bavaria, earnestly besought the king to lose no

time in inflicting due punishment upon the rebels who

held in 341. There were several conn- ii. ap. Pertz. viii. pp. 411, 412.

oils of Antioch, most of them Arian or "1 Regist. lib. ii. ep. lxvi. p- 347; eP

heretical; consequently not likely to be lxvii. . 348; ep. lxviii. p- 349

quoted. See Hug. Flavin. Chron. 1a.. n 1 id. lib. a. ep. xlv- r- 330
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still stood out: Gozelo advised immediate action, because

he believed the time at hand for striking a decisive blow

in the king’s service; Rodolph, because he believed him

self cheated and betrayed by his late associates, and now

thirsted for revenge; Welf, because he apprehended that

if by any chance the convention of Gerstungen were al

lowed to stand good, his duchy of Bavaria might fallback

into the hands of his rival, Otto ofNordheim. These chiefs,

though from different motives, concurred in repudiating

every attempt on the part of the Saxons to negotiate with

the court. In the camp of the confederates disorder and

dismay had almost dissolved all appearance of discipline;

and in this sorry plight Henry came upon them by a

forced march in the vicinity of the convent of Hohenberg.

Battle of The surprise was so complete, that they had no

Hohenberg, time to array themselves in order of battle;

0,8311‘: duke Otto fought with desperate valour in front

of their disordered ranks, and for some time

kept the hosts of Swabians and Bavarians at bay; but as

different divisions of the king’s forces came into action,

the diminished ranks of the Saxons, now assailed upon

both flanks at once, gave way, and fled in utter panic and

confusion. In the heat of pursuit no mercy was shown,

no quarter was given; and the king returned to the

camp late in the evening to enjoy his dreary and short- '

lived triumph.”

But the aspect of the field on the following morning

Repentance brought with it sorrow and repentance. The

0251;332:1215; rage of battle was succeeded by the anguish of

ofHeni-y’s regret and the tortures of remorse. On the

mfluence- king’s side it happened that many noble war

riors had fallen, while on that of the Saxons only a single

person of distinction had perished. The leaders of the

insurgents had all escaped from the field; and Henry

knew by experience, that aslong as they were at liberty,

no great progress was made towards the pacification of

Saxony. The self-reproaches ofhis victorious supporters

° Lamb. Schafin. an. 1075, ap. Pertz, the part of the Saxons at 8000, and on

‘ v. pp. 226 et sqq. Lambert computes that of the king at 5000 men.

the numbers which fell in this battle on
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for the butchery of their countrymen was of evil augury

to his cause; and he feared that these dispositions would

furnish a plea for withdrawing from a warfare, to persist

in which must bring with it an aggravation of their guilt,

and, as they now fully believed, draw down the divine

vengeance upon their heads. But in this emergency the

remorseless primate Siegfried stepped in to the assistance

of the king. He fulminated sentence of excommunication

against the Thuringian rebels for refusing to pay their

tithes to him, and thus deprived them of much of that

sympathy which might have spared them some, at least,

of the miseries of civil war. Expecting no mercy from

their vindictive adversary, the Saxons retired to their

swamps and forests, and turned a deaf ear to the king’s

repeated summonses to surrender. Henry pursued them

as far as Halberstadt; but here the supply of provisions,

occasioned by the ruthless devastations of his wild host,

compelled him to halt. The army became clamorous for

leisure, to enjoy the enormous plunder they had collected;

and the king was obliged to dismiss them, on a promise

to rejoin their standards on the 20th of September'at

Gel'stungen, on the Thuringian frontier.

The suspension of hostilities proved in the highest

degree detrimental to the king’s interests. The The dukes

merciless cruelties perpetrated during the con-refuszivfzlcréher

tinuance of the civil war had made a profound against the

impression upon the public mind; every day Sam“

seemed to add strength to the general regrets. These

humane sentiments yielded indeed to the sense of military

duty; the greater number of the crown vassals appeared

at Gerstungen on the ap ointed day; but the dukes

Rodolph, Berthold, and {lVelfi sent their excuses in

terms of unbecoming comment upon the king’s measures

during’ the late campaign. “ They could not,” they de

clared, “ reflect without remorse upon the blood that had

been shed in vain in this last expedition; they were

shocked at the harsh and inexorable disposition of the

king towards the vanquished; it seemed to them that

neither tears nor supplications could extinguish the flame

of his wrath, nor that he could be propitiated by the
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rivers of blood that had been shed on the Thuringian

plains for the gratification of his vindictive passions.”

They therefore declined to lend him any further aid in

his sanguinary plan for the total ruin of their fellow

subjects?

This sudden change of purpose on the part of persons

Motives of who, during the late warfare, had urged-on the

refusal- king in his career of devastation and bloodshed,

with a ferocity in no respect inferior to that which ani

mated his own heart, might raise a presumption of some

external influence at work to arrest his progress, or to

enfeeble the prestige which victory had thrown around

his arms. But, irrespective of their broken promise, the

three magnates had good political grounds for declining

to become parties to the elimination of so important a

portion of the national constituency. All the legitimate

purposes ofthe campaign had been already accomplished;

the king’s enemies had been subdued and punished, and

would now listen to moderate, even to humiliating, terms

of accommodation; the honour of the crown was vin

dicated; punishment enough had been inflicted. The

determination of the king to carry on the war, therefore,

appeared to them indicative of a criminal ambition,

dangerous to themselves and to the liberties of the em

pire, of which they were the constitutional guardians.

The desertion of the three magnates, however, inclined

the king to negotiation. The Saxons, broken in spirit,

submission“ and without confidence in their chiefs, could

theSaxon not be drawn out of their places of refuge, even

Prmces' to save their princes from ruin. Deserted by

their followers, and unable to bring into the field a force

capable of resisting the royal army, reduced as it was,

they accepted the mediation of duke Gozelo of Lorraine

and the prelates of the king’s party; and, after long and

stormy debates, were at length prevailed upon to make

their humble submission to the king, with the understand

ing, confirmed by the corporal oath of the warrantors,

that they should not suffer loss or damage in respect of

life or liberty, estate, fief, or personalty; but that having

P Lamb. Sohafl'n. an. 1075; Pertz, ubi sup. '9. 234.
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publicly, and before the king himself, rendered all due

satisfaction to him, and to the'majesty of the empire,

they should go free from all further penalties, and be

immediately restored to land and liberty, without dis

paragement of rank, state, or condition.q

In their helpless position, the grant of terms involving

no greater sacrifice than that ofa momentary O f

and inconsequential humiliation might haveawakened a suspicion of the king’s intentions. andssi‘tlgmis'

The princes, however, fulfilled their part of the '

engagement to the letter. They appeared before the

king unarmed and barefooted, in penitential guise; and

in the presence of the whole army, drawn up to witness

their humiliation, craved pardon for their late rebellion.

Thus the most illustrious of the Saxon and Thuringian

magnates—archbishop Werner of Magdeburg, bishop

Burchard of Halberstadt, the dukes Otto of Nordheim

and Magnus of Saxony, with his uncle earl Hermann,

the earl-Palatine Frederic of Saxony, and other nobles of

prominent rank among the insurgents—were presented

successively to the king to go through the mortifying

ceremony; after which, We are assured, they were upon

the instant committed to the custody of the king’s vassals,

and conveyed as close prisoners to distant parts of Fran

conia, Swabia, Bavaria, Italy, and Burgundy; their fiefs

were treated as forfeitures, and distributed among the

more zealous and serviceable of the king’s friends and

favourites.r

‘1 Lamb. Schufl'n. ap. Pertz, v. p. 235.

The terms are thus stated by the his

torian: The mediators “jurejurando

coufirmantes non salutis, non libertatis,

non prtediorum, non beneficiorum, non

ceterae snpellectilis suae ullam eos jac

turam sensuros; sed postquam faciem

regis et regni majestatem momentanea

setisfactione ms. nificassent, statim de

ditione absolven os, et patriae liberta

tique, in nullis imminuto sibi condi

tionis suae statu, restituendos esse.”

" We cannot avoid suspecting some

error in the statement of Lambert of

Aschatfenburg. We cannot find that,

either at the time or ever afterwards,

any protest against this monstrous per

fidy was entered on behalf of the suf

ferers, or that the warrantors of the

treaty ever insisted upon any relaxation

of the punishment. Gozelo of Lorraine

was in his day respected as a. person of

spotless integrity; and it is improbable

that he would have allowed such a. foul

blot to rest upon his honour with im

punity. It is singular, too, that the

Saxon historian Bruno, who was ever

on the watch for occasions to asperse

the character ofthe enem of his people,

simply tells us thatithad een rumoured

that the king had promised, upon con

dition of immediate surrender, that the

captivity of the Saxon chiefs should be

of short duration; but that he after
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The surrender of the Saxons, though, as we. are

Treachery assured, made under the strongest impression

and cruelty that the kings engagements were not to be

°f Henry IV‘ relied upon, shows how deeply they had fallen;

or it may suggest a doubt whether those engagements

were of so positive a character as that ascribed to them

by the historian. At all events, both the king and the

warrantors appear to have dismissed the treaty from

their recollection as soon as the echo of their oaths had

passed away. Giving credit to this statement, we can

regard no visitation as too severe a retribution u on the

heads of the perpetrators of so foul a treachery. c this

as it may, the conduct and bearing of Henry through

out this memorable conflict was so deeply dyed with un

constitutional ambition and vindictive passion, that we

cease to wonder at the rapid decline of his popularity the

moment leisure‘ was afforded for reflection upon the ob

vious tendency of his conduct. A cause upheld by such

means must fall as soon as the moral and religious feel

ings of mankind, in whatever form, and under whatever

guidance they may array themselves, can be brought to

bear upon it. This task now fell into the hands of pope

Gregory VII.; and it is remarkable that, at the'very

moment of the king's highest exultation over his pros~

trate enemies, every engine and instrument for his ruin

was already brought into working order.

The Saxon war was brought to a close in the month

of November 1075. We must here advert for
Obscure ne

gotiations and an instant to some incidents which, in point of

intrigues‘ time, run parallel with the transactions just ad

verted to. It has been observed that the edict against in

vestitures was published in the month of February this

year, therefore nine months prior to the termination of the

Saxon war. But, almost from the first days of his pon

tificate, Gregory had kept up a correspondence with the

Germanic magnates; and he had shown himself especially

solicitous to secure the friendship of the dukes Rodolph,

Berthold, and \Velf. With the first of these we find

wards chose to forget ‘his promise, and length of time. Bruno, de Bell. Saxon

detamed them in prison for a great o. 54, 55, ap. Pertz, v. p. 348.
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him in communication as early as the month of August

1073, and about a year afterwards with all the three.“

He appears to have made sure of the attachment of

Rodolf, and expressed himself in sanguine terms of the

advantage to be derived both to church and state from

the establishment of a ood understanding between them.
With regard to king I-Ifenry, the pope assured his corre

spondent that he felt the sincerest regard for him, both

because he had elected him king, and. because his father,

the pious emperor Henry 111., had, upon his deathbed,

commended him especially to the guardianship of the holy

see, through pope Victor, who was at that time residing

at his court. But it is‘ remarkable that Gregory should

have built his scheme of a “solid union of church and

state” upon the friendship of persons whom he knew to

have been, but a few months before, engaged in active

hostilities against the head of that state. Every circum

stance leads us to believe that the terms of the union,

whatever they may have been, were discussed between

the ope and duke Rodolf at a personal interview; that

the atter had visited Italy; that he there met the empress

Agnes, the countess Mathilda, and the bishop of Como ;

and that these three, with duke Rodolf, formed a secret

committee for the management of affairs in Germany.

What hopes the duke may have brought back with him

are unknown; yet it is certain that the separate peace

concluded between the king and the insurgent Saxons

at Gerstungen must have disappointed‘them. Rodolf,

therefore, suddenly changed his policy; he became for the

moment the zealous friend of the king, and contributed

mainly to the overthrow of his enemies at the battle of

Hohenberg. The Saxon war had deranged the plans of

Gregory in Germany, and led to a series of private com

munications between him and the king, the drift of which

does not very clearly appear. The latter requested that

they should be kept secret from all but the empress

mpther, and the countesses Beatrix and Mathilda, pro

misingl that, when he should have brought the war to a

close, e would furnish the pope with the most convincing

' Regist. lib. i. ep. xix. p. 250, and lib. ii. ep. xlv. p. 330.

vor.. iv. A A
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proofs of his dutiful devotion to the holy see, and to the

pontiff personally.

Gregory had not forgotten his disappointment at the

Complaint of conferences of Niirnberg; and complained with

Greg“?- some bitterness that the explanations promised

by the king had been too long delayed; that he had

neglected to give the pope the required confidential ex

planation of his views and intentions; and that now he

had so far changed his mind as to make What was in

tended to be private the subject of public discussion. It

seems probable that, during the depressed state of the

king’s fortunes, Gregory had hoped to obtain from him

such assurances as might have the twofold effect of bind

ing him down to the measures the pope had most at heart,

and ofcompromising him with the recusant prelacy ofGer

many; but that, as affairs began to wear a fairer aspect,

the king thought himself sure enough of the support of

the estates to take them into his counsels, and to make the

papal demands, more particularly that which touched the

question of investitures, the subject ofpublic deliberation.

The pope had desired to carry his point without noise or

discussion, and therefore protested strongly against this

‘change of plan. He had hoped to accomplish his purpose .

by a private understanding with the king, and by separate

negotiation with the primates and princes of Germany;

and with that view, he affected to regard the. abandonment

of investitures simply a matter ofpersonal and religious

obligation on t e part of Henry, having no necessary

connection with the interests of civil government.t

The king, however, could not be got to pledge himself

Promsfim more deeply to the projects of the pope; and Gre

timrlegif‘lsiry gory was compelled for the moment to suppress

_ hlS resentment. Adopting the tone of a parental

monitor, he reminded the king how important it was that

the “peace of God” should be established between church

and empire, and deplored the obstacles which stood in

the way of the accommodation. There were persons, he

said, who he knew would, in the dread of retribution for

their offences, throw every impediment in the way of that

1 Ad Beatricem et Mathildam, ap. Regist. lib. iii. p. 362.
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indispensable union : for his own part, however, he was‘

still disposed to rely upon the king’s professions, and to

place himself in communication with those pious and re

ligious men to whose wisdom he understood him to have

referred all questions between him and the holy see: with

their aid, he had no doubt he should be enabled to clasp

him ‘to the bosom of holy church, to receive him as his

good lord and dear son, demanding nothing in return,

but that he should reverently incline his ear to the mes

sage of salvation, thereby rendering due honour and glory

to his Creator and Redeemer. He even congratulated

the king upon his victory over his rebellious subjects,

though he deepl deplored the torrents of blood that had

been shed, and hinted that this great success ought in

gratitude to incline his heart in all things to prefer the

honour of God and ms righteousness above every other

worldly interest.“

The least observant reader can hardly have failed by

this time to perceive the drift of these phrases Audacity

as they fell from the lipsofpope Gregory VII. of Pope

The “ name of God,” the “ peace of God,” the Gregmy'

“commands of God,” the “righteousness of God,” the

“admonitions of salvation,” and many others of the like

character, stand but for the name, the approbation, the

commands, the righteousness, the admonitions of the pope

of Rome. These were, so to speak, the manacles with

which he proposed to “ bind their kings‘with chains, and

their nobles with fetters ofiron.” " No pontiff had hitherto

ventured upon so audacious an identification of himself

with the divine Majesty; no monarch upon earth had

ever so devoutly worshiped at the shrine of self. That

king Henry IV. should have begun darkly to apprehend

the scope of the papal projects, cannot surprise us. The

pontificate floated before him like an ominous phantom,

misty and ill-defined in form, but with threatening ges

tures. He knew of no formula of exorcism by which

the spirit might be laid, or forced to assume a shape and

substance that might be grappled with. He had by the

“ Regist. lib. iii. ep. vii. p. 363.

' Ps. cxlix. 8. A quotation not unusual in his mouth.

L l'
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time perceived that the promises of submission and obe

dience made in the hour of trouble and distress were in

tended to bear a signification he had never attached to

them. The letter was against him ; there was no expo- ,

sitor or arbiter at hand to interpret between him and the

representative of Deity; and the hesitations, delays, and

inconsistencies thus engendered, enabled his skilful ad

versary at every step to deprive him of some portion of

that moral sympathy which might have assisted him in

dissolving the spell.

While the decree against investiture was thus prac

The pope tically suspended in Germany, our attention is

takes the drawn to an incident which throws a strong

Hzlirfiilggfgalight on the kind of influence upon which that,

“ntderllii and every other pretension of the papacy, was
Pm ecmm' to be based. Solomon, the brother-in-law of

king Henry, had been driven from the throne ofHungary

(A.D. 1075) by his cousin Geisa, and had taken refuge

at the court of Germany. As the price of Henry’s sup

port for the recovery of his crown, Solomon had done

homage to the empire for the kingdom of Hungary

The rival princes laid their respective cases before the

pope, and each claimed his advocacy on behalf of his pre

tensions. Geisa was the first in the field: he justified his

usurpation by alleging private grievances and the tyranny

of his competitor ; but more especially he impressed upon

the pope, that the act of homage by the latter to a foreign

prince was of itself an act of forfeiture. In his reply,

pope Gregory assured him of his approval as long as he

should continue loyal and obedient to the holy see, and

promised that, if made certain of his dutiful submission,

he would give no earto the su gestions of his adversary.w

The pope had discovered that olomon’s addresses to the

holy see were “reluctant,” “ dilatory,” indicative of “ in

attention and disrespect.” The exiled king was informed,

and claims that, if he had taken the trouble to consult the

Hungary as learned prelates of his kingdom, he would have

“£3222” learnt from them that Hungary was a domain

of the holy Roman church, irrevocably and de

W Regist. lib. i. ep. lviii. p. 279.
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voutly given and assigned by king Stephen to the blessed

Peter in full right, and of his own demesne :‘ that more

over the emperor Henry (11.), after the conquest of that

kingdom, had sent the crown and sacred lance of Hun

gary to be laid upon the shrine of St. Peter, committing

thereby, as in duty bound, the insignia of dominion to

the custody to which they of right belonged; yet Solo

mon had done his best to rob St. Peter of his honours by

accepting the kingdom as a fief of the king of the Ger

mans: unless, therefore, he speedily corrected his error,

and made due acknowledgment to hold his crown, not of

the royal, but of the apostolical majesty, he could not

expect to enjoy the grace of Peter, or the favour of his

representative; nor hope to reestablish himself in the

' kingdom without falling under the censures of the apos

tolic see. “For,” said Gregory, “ we have vowed that

neither fear nor affection, nor any personal regards, shall

move us to abate one jot of the honours of Him whose

servant we are.”y

There is no ground to believe that the acts appealed

to by the pope as acts ofhomage and surrender U _ 1,
. . . niversa ity

were meant to convey any right of suzerainty. ofpapalgo

Every manifestation of outward reverence to‘ierltuatn'iand

. Juris lotion.

the holy see was, however, open to any inter

pretation it might be convenient to attach to the symbols.

The naive desire of barbarian princes to be admitted into

the great Christian family might thus be construed into

acknowledgments of a foreign sovereignty; and kings

might be made to surrender to a stranger that independ

ence which no free people then or ever regarded as at

the disposal of the sovereign. But Gregory had assigned

to the chair of Peter a domim'um supremum coextensive

with the limits of the habitable globe ;‘ he had adopted

the principle that St. Peter was territorial and temporal

monarch of the earth : that his power to bind and to loose

was equally applicable to the political and to the moral

and spiritual condition of princes, states, and kingdoms:

he took it for granted, on all occasions, that they were as

; Conf. Book IX. 0. i. p. 3 of this Y Regisl. lib, ii. ep. xiii. p. 311.

o.v l Cont‘. chap. vi. p. 305 of this Book.
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intimately sensible of this state ofdependency as himself;

and that he was therefore at liberty to construe every out

ward act ofreverence or respect for his spiritual character

as the spontaneous expression and acknowledgment of

the paramount sovereignty of St. Peter’s chair. He at

tempted, it is true, to draw a distinction between that

sovereignty and the vulgar dependence of temporal ser

vitude. The kingdom of Hungary, he said, ought, like

every other kingdom of the world, to be subject to the

universal parent; a government differing totally from

that of the world; for she did not, like them, hold her

subjects as vassals, and serfs, and slaves, but as “dear

children ;”—hers was a parental, not a masterful, do

minion. It is charitable, because not improbable, to

believe that this distinction really dwelt in the mind of

Gregory, veiling the sordid and vulgar aspect of his as

pirations from his own view, and investing his position in

the world with the beneficence and dignity of the divine

government.‘ Indulging, perhaps, in the seductive dream

of a paramount delegation of the divine powers to a suc

cession of weak and erring mortals, we may cease to

wonder that he should have claimed for himself the same

instinctive acknowledgment, the same exemption from

human scrutiny and censure, as that due from created

beings to the Creator; he might even have ventured a

step beyond his celebrated successor Innocent III., who

modestly described the Roman pontiff as “ greater than

man, but less than God.” ‘’ Gregory always professed to

regard the reluctance of the world to admit the distinc

tion between subjection to the holy see and de endence

upon‘a foreign power as the strongest proof 0 a-repro

bate and carnal mind.

That this unregenerate spirit animated the Hun

Disregard of garian prince Geisa is pretty clear from his dis

theariirlral regard of the broad hint conveyed to him by

' the pope, that a humble application for the

papal confirmation of his usurped power might be of

: Regist. lib. ii. ep. has. p. 334. finius, Rer. Hung. time. iiQlib. iii. and

As to the Hungarian affair, see iv. Cont‘. Laden, ix. note 8, P- 568

Lamb. Schafi‘n. an. 1073, 1074. Bon
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advantage to his cause; and the demand of Rome upon

the allegiance of the Hungarians remained in much the

same state as the corresponding claims upon the crowns

of England, Castile, Arragon, and Russia.0 Elated by

his late successes, Henry IV. of Germany was at this

moment less disposed than ever to admit the parental

relation as explained to him by the pope, or to listen

complacently to the imperious urgency ‘with which he

pressed the execution of the decrees of the late synod of

the Lateran; the patience of both parties was, in fact,

Waning fast, and incidents were even now in progress,

both in Germany and Italy, which speedily led to an open

rupture.

At the solicitation of his steady friend duke Gozelo of

Lorraine, the emperor-had given the bishopric Henry IV_

of Liege to a cousin of the latter, and, without nominates

notice to the pope, had invested him with the “$33583?

temporalities of his see by the delivery of ring Lie f; and

and crosier. In this, as in every other disposal 1 an‘

of his ecclesiastical patronage since his accession, Henry

had anxiously avoided the charge ofsimony. But in the

mouths of king and pope the same word no longer meant

the same thing. The former had not, as far as we are

informed, taken any notice—certainly no public notice

of the decree of February 1075 against investitures, and

it is improbable that a simply ecclesiastical ordinance

could have the effect of cancelling so ancient and so

momentous a prerogative of his crown. Gregory, how

ever, construed the investiture of the bishop of Liege, not

only as a clear contempt of ecclesiastical law, but as a

faithless breach of that submission for which he professed

to hold the king’s autograph engagement. Events which

occurred about the same time in the church of Milan

confirmed this impression. At the close of the year

1073, Gregory had entertained the confident belief in

the sincerity of the professions extorted from Henry

IV., when, in the depth of his indignation and distress,

he appealed to the pope against his faithless subjects.‘1

He had apprised his confederate Herlimbald at Milan of

“ Conf. ch. vi. p. 317 of this Book. ‘1 Cont‘. ch. vi. p. 296 of this Book.
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the engagements entered into with the king. “ He had,”

he said, “ been assured by some of the best-informed per

sons about the court that the king would obe him faith

fully in all matters touching the church of Milan.”e

At that moment, indeed, the king was in no condition

Insurrection to interfere with the proceedings of Gregory

and death of’ in Lombardy; but the violence of his own

Eirkllzllggld faction disappointed the hopes of the pope.

' Herlimbald had continued to persecute,‘ the

simoniacal and wived clergy with relentless cruelty. But

it happened that in the year 1075 a large portion of the

city was destroyed by fire. Irritated by calamity, and

disgusted with the ferocity of the papal party, the popu

lace of Milan laid the confiagration to the charge of

Herlimbald and his fanatical militia, the Paterines. The

gentry and substantial inhabitants retired in a body

from the city, and at a general meeting came to the

resolution no longer to bear with the excesses of the

faction, or the degradation of the Ambrosian see to a

dependency of Home. With a view, therefore, to the

emancipation of both church and people, they determined

to accept an archbishop from no other hand but that of

the king. On their return to the city, Herlimbald en

countered them at the head of his party, but was killed

in the afi'ray; his satellites were dispersed; and peace was,

for the moment, restored to the vexed community.

At this oint of time the turn in the tide of the king’s

Tripleschism a airs by the battle of Hohenberg enabled him

in '31?lawn to make an effort to recover some of the ground

an‘ he had lost in Italy. He promptly despatched

earl Eberhard of Nellenburg into Lombardy, to confirm

the loyalty of the Milanese. The envoy proposed to the

cltlzens to send a humble petition to the king to appoint

them an archbishop without regard to the claims of the

actual competitors, Godfrey and Atto ; setting aside the

former because he was obnoxious to the charge of simony,

and the latter as the mere nominee of the pope. The

adv1ce was accepted, and the deputies of the Milanese,

' Regist- lib- i- err, xxv- and xxvi. dated the 27th s t a a. 9th Oct.
P- 256. These letters are respectively 1073' ep ' an e
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upon their arrival at the court, left the choice of the per

son to be accepted by their fellow-citizens unreservedly

in the hands of the king. Henry, without delay, pre

sented to them his chaplain, Tedaldus, a canon of the

church of Milan, as their future archbishop. The new

prelate was received with acclamation by the people, and

willingly consecrated by the suffragans of the province.f

If any doubt had remained on the mind of the pope

that Henry had either misinterpreted or wholly H

thrown aside his engagements with the holy P0511335.

see, the transaction which followed within two see °f

months of the installation of Tedaldus must

have set his mind at rest. About the year 1058, Her

mann, the dean of Bamberg, had openly and notoriously

bought that see from the corrupt ministers of the em

ress-regent; and he was consecrated by archbishop

biegfried with full knowledge of his simoniacal intrusion.

Though cited to Home by pope Nicholas II. to answer

the charge, and suspended for non-appearance, he con

tinued to perform the duties and to enjoy the income of

the see down to the year 1074!. Meanwhile, however, a

disagreement had arisen between him and his chapter

upon a disputed right to certain lands and revenues, of

which the bishop claimed the disposal. The exasperated

clergy of Bamberg revived the old charge of simony

against him, and called in the papal arbitration between

them and the delinquent. But Gregory VII. had anti

cipated the information conveyed by the deputies of the

- chapter ; and finding that the sentence of his predecessor

still stood nnreversed, he at once gave judgment of depo

' sition and anathema against him.g Letters were sent to

the clergy of Bamberg announcing the sentence, and

instructing them to sequester the temporalities of the see,

in order to prevent injury or dilapidation during the

vacancy. Some months afterwards, the like intimation

was sent to the king and the primate, commanding the

latter to cause a proper person to be chosen in the room

‘ Arnulph. MedioLllib. v. c. 5; ap. April 1075; lib. iii. p. i. ii. iii. pp.

Murat. iv. p. 51. Conf. Bonizo, ap. 358, 359; all three dated 20th July in

Q'I'fel. ii. p. 813. the same year.

K Regist. lib. ii. ep. lxxvi. p. 356; 20th
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of the rejected “ heretic,” and admonishing the king to

throw no obstacle in the way of a canonical election.

Hermann had, in the mean time, yielded to the storm,

and retired to a monastery; and Henry, without regard

to any authority but the established custom of the realm,

appointed Ruprecht, a canon of the church of Goslar, to

the vacant see.” .

The three appointments just adverted to were un

citation of disguisedly simple lay nomlnatlons, carrled out

archbishop 1n the form sanctloned by custom, and con

Tedaldus' summated by the ceremony of investiture by

the transfer of the ring and crosier to the bishops-elect,

whereby they were qualified to demand consecration

- from the prelates of the province.i It was hardly pos

sible that pope Gregory should regard these doings in

any other light than as deliberate vcontempts of the

statutes of his church—a direct defiance of the preroga

tive of the holy see, and infractions of the engagements,

as he interpreted them, so solemnly entered into by the

king in the days of his adversity. He therefore brought

the question between himself and Henry to an issue

upon the case of Tedaldus of Milan. The new prelate

was cited to appear without delay at Home, to answer

for his defiant intrusion into the see of Milan, and there

to abide the papal judgment. “ And if,” said Gre ory,

“there be any persons about you so dead to the t ings

that are of God as to attempt to seduce you into dis

obedience of our commands, or lead you to trust to the

favour or support of the king, or of the populace of - ’

Milan, bear in mind, we beseech you, what the Scripture

saith: ‘Cursed be the man that trusteth in man, and

maketh flesh his arm, and whose heart departeth from

the Lord ;’1' . . . above all things, remember that all the

majesty of emperors and kings, yea, the utmost stretches

'1 See the letters from the Regist. of Milan some time in September; and

above quoted; and conf'.lamb. Schafi'n. Ruprecht to that of Bamberg 011 the

an. 1075, ap. Pertz, v. pp. 219 et sqq. 30th of November of the same year’

i The three elections, or nominations, Consequently. all of them some months

occurred in the following order: Henry after the promulgation of the decree

of: Verdun was promoted to the see of against lay nominations.

Liege in July 1075; Tedaldus to that J Jerem. xvii. 5.
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of human power, are as chaff and ashes against the pre

rogative of the holy see, and the omnipotence of God.”k

This monition was followed by a menacing prohibition

to the suffragan bishops of the province to con- Gregory vIL

secrate Tedaldus. “ In direct breach of his *t‘ggngf‘ighes

promise, the king, he told them, had put an ofLorhsbati'iisy,

intruder into the church ofa canonically elected 8“.

and consecrated bishop.l The offender had been duly

cited to answer for his offence, and he threatened them

with the anathema if they should dare to consecrate him

before the papal judgment upon the case should be pub

lished; from their obedience to that precept, he should

judge which of them were true pastors, and which of

them were thieves and robbers. . . . . Hard it might be

to kick against the pricks, but harder still they should

find it to withstand the power of the holy see.”“‘

By this time the facts adverted to must lead us to

a pretty sure conclusion as to the real ground Immediable

of the misunderstanding between the king and _
the pope. When Gregory poured out his thanks Si’xle‘iigmlf

to king Henry for his professions of obedience king and the

to the holy see, and more especially of his zeal Pope'

for the extirpation of simony,“ he had given to those pro~

fessions a latitude of which the king had entertained no

suspicion. Henry believed that he had passed his word

for the abolition of direct and palpable venality in the

distribution of ecclesiastical patronage; the pope ex

panded the pledge into a positive engagement to relin

quish that patronage altogether. The future of the king

was to be the overthrow of simony; that of the pope

was summed up in the decree against investiture. n

misunder

1‘ Regisf. lib. iii. ep. viii. p. 365, dated

7th Dec. 1075. In this letter Gregor

surpasses himself in the audacity with

which he identifies his own power with

that of the Almighty. The terms of

pardon held out to Tedaldus is thus

worded: “ Si in his qua? Dei sunt, nos

tns monitis, immo divine: voluntati to ac

quiescere velle cognoverimus,” 860.

I Atto, to wit. As to the character

of this election, see chap. iii. pp. 224,

225, and chap. vi. p. 281, of this Book.

Independently of the claims of Godfrey,

there was scarcely a trace of canonical

proceeding in the election of Atto. It

was the act of a faction merely, and

destitute of all the ordinary sanctions of

sufi'rage or consent.

'" Regist. lib. iii. ep. ix. p. 366, dated

Dec. 8, 1075.

'1 Conf. chap. vi. p. 341, and p. 353

of this chap.
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Henry’s ap- Germany meanwhile the great abbeys of Fulda

Pm‘mem' and Lorsch, and in Italy the sees of Spoleto

and Fermo, had become vacant. On the day following

the appointment of Ruprecht to the see of Bamberg, the

king held a solemn council with the princes of the realm,

to choose an abbot of Fulda. A great concourse of ab

bots and priors and monks had arrived at court to solicit

the splendid preferment. “Then,” says the historian of

the age, “began a wager-race of unholy competition:

one offered heaps of gold; another proposed to barter

away the lands of the abbey; a third, to enhance his

services to the empire; there was, in short, no limit to

the bribes offered: it was as if the abomination of deso

lation had enthroned itself in the temple of God . . . .

the king listened to these solicitations in contemptuous

silence. When all had had their say, he looked around

the assembled crowd of candidates, and singling out a

humble monk who stood afar off among the concourse,

he called him forward and delivered into his reluctant

hand the pastoral staff in token of investiture.” The

king’s choice—rather, perhaps, from its singularity than

its merits—was adopted as an inspired act, and the

astonished monk was saluted abbot by the council, and

received the imperial mandate for delivery of the tempo

ralities of the abbey. Pleased with the result of the ex

periment, Henry adopted a similar proceeding in filling

the abbey of Lorsch. He passed by the candidate pre

sented to him by the brotherhood; and selecting from

among them an obscure monk named Adalbert, be pre

sented to him the insignia of investiture, and sent him

away clothed with a dignity he had neither thought of

nor wished for.°

It may be supposed that Henry intended this display

Exaspemtion of disinterested bounty to stand as the practical

of P°P° exposition of his understanding of the engage

Gregmy' ments contracted with the pope. No suspicion

of simony could, he thought, attach to his disposal of

these magnificent articles of imperial patronage. The

a

‘’ Lamb. Srlzajfn. an. 1075, up. Pertz, v. pp. 236, 237.
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recipients were obscure and humble men, known perhaps

to the royal patron by character only; without money,

without interest or influence in the state. Could he have

given a more striking proof of his resolution to discoun

tenance simony, and to raise up the humble and the

meek from unmerited obscurity? Yet all this Was but

an aggravation of his offences in the eyes of the pontiff—

it was hypocrisy and claptrap——it was mere mountebank

trick, to throw dust in the eyes of the world, and to

juggle the church out of her rights. About the same time

the churches of Fermo and Spoleto were disposed of by

Henry, with no greater deference for the decree against

investitures. The measure of his offences was thus filled

to overflowing; and the pontiff, exasperated beyond en

durance by the cool contempt of his ordinance, determined

to become the assailant. When the news of the arbi

trary disposal of the two latter bishoprics reached his

ears, his memory at once teemed with forgotten offences:

he doubted whether he ought to address the sinner, or to

send the apostolical benediction to one who still held com

munion with persons labouring under the censures of the

holy see, and declined obedience to the blessed Peter, as

became a Christian king: still, there might be room for

repentance, if he should peradventure confess his sins

and submit to the penance to be imposed by the pope.

And thus he wrote: “ In this wise do you fulfil your

reiterated romises, your devout professions ofLetters of ‘(L

filial attac ment, your boasted submission in ngonitionm

the faith, whereby with words of honied sweet- kmg Hem)"

ness you commended yourself to our favour! How and

in what sense, we ask, have you performed that which

you promised by the mouth of your imperial mother,

and of our episcopal brethren whom we sent unto you ‘.79

Wound upon wound have you inflicted on holy church,

and now, by your late unlawful appointment to the sees

of Fermo and Spoleto, have done open defiance to the

lord of the church, the blessed apostle Peter. . . . . . .

But think not that promises or engagements entered

P The legates, namely, at the confer- chapter.

ence of Niirnberg. See p. 339 of this
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into with the key-bearer of the kingdom of heaven can

be thus dealt with, or that they shall be allowed to pass

away as empty sounds. For to promise and not to

perform is a contempt, not of the pope, but of God Him

self. Hath not Christ declared, ‘ He that despiseth you

despiseth me’ ? Nor doth a true believer decline to obey

the word spoken in the name of Peter with as cheerful a

mind as if it had proceeded from the mouth of the apostle

himself. . . . Yet perchance it may be said, that the

ordinance promulgated at our late synodq imposed a

burden and a grievance . . . . . it may be that in

your case some relaxation of the rigid law may be pos

sible . send therefore to us discreet and religious

men of your realm, that we may consult With them upon

this matter, remembering always how dangerous a thing

it is, first to violate the decrees of the church, and then

at last to consult the supreme pastor. . . . Take, there

fore, upon you without delay the yoke of Christ . . . .

prefer not your own to His honour. . . . Reflect upon

the peril of infringing the liberties of that holy church,

which He hath made free and declared to be His im

maculate spouse.”r

At the moment when Gregory despatched this epistle

there is no doubt that he desired to leave an

opening for negotiation. It may have struck

him that the king’s promises, whatever they

may have amounted to, were made more than a

twelvemonth before the decree of 1075, and that he had

therefore no notice of what would be required ofhim when

he made them. He may probably not have been wholly

blind to the reasonable objections that might be raised to

the sudden introduction of a state of things which had

never before existed in the world. Hitherto he had only

asked for the extirpation of simony, and the adoption of

sacerdotal celibacy. The king had at least done nothing

a Probably a. Roman semestral sy

nod held in the Easter week 1075, re

Temper of‘

the parties

to the

struggle.

the vi. Id. Jan. 1076; but we agree with

Laden (Gesch. d. Deutsch. vol. 1x. 1).

iterating the decree against investitnres.

We possess, however, no further ac

count of this synod.

P Regist. lib. iii. ep. x. p. 367. This

letter is dated in the “ Register" as of

566, note 32) that it ought to be dated

a. month earlier, viz., vi. Id. Decemb

instead of Jan. The prior date is irre

concilable with that at which the king

received it.
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to thwart the papal project in either respect. But the

sanguine mind of Gregory generally carried Discordant

him beyond the literal meaning of his own views

words; and he expected that the minds of others should

follow him as fast. But if he desired to take the broadest

view of the king’s engagements, Henry himself appears

to have been too much inclined to reduce it to an unsub

stantial minimum; and when he found himself involved

in a net of professions and promises given to answer a

momentary purpose, he had neither the candour to admit

them, nor the tact to reduce them to their proper dimen

sions. Thus he deprived himself of the moral support

which, in the kind of warfare he had to maintain, was of

greater moment than the most showy political position.

Henry, however, relied solely upon that position; and

the same impulses which had committed him so perilously

with his Saxon subjects were now allowed to govern him

in his conflict with a power that could not be reached

by the same weapons, or any others he had at his com

mand.

After the celebration of the Christmas festival at Gos

lar in Saxony, king Henry held a great council Citation of

of the realm for the nommatlon and 1nvest-iture the pope to

of a successor to his former tutor, archbishop kgogaggf

Hanno of Cologne, then lately deceased. The answer at

bishops of the province and the chapter of the Rune‘

cathedral attended, and presented their candidate for the

king’s approval. Henry, however, rejected the person

proposed, and set before them Hildulph, a canon of the

church of Goslar, as their future archbishop. The church

of Cologne unanimously refused to accept the king’s

nomination: the king, irritated by their contumac , swore

a great oath that they should take Hildulph, an no one

else; and in this temper he rudely dismissed-from his

presence one of the most powerful ecclesiastical bodies

in his realm.‘ The offended clergy had séarcely retired

from court before the arrival of legates from Rome,

' Lamb. Schafl'n. an. 1076, ap.Pertz, worshiped by his people as a saint.

v.]). 241. The character of archbishop He appears to have een more free

Hanno is ably and afl‘ectionately from the merely personal and selfish

sketched by Lambert. Hanno was views of the clergy Of that age than his
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with a special message to the king, was announced. It

is doubtful whether the threatening letter of the 8th of

December had reached him or not. It is most probable,

however, that the legates were the bearers both of the

letter and the message, though it does not appear that

the latter had any necessary connection with the former.

Lambert of Aschafl'enburg, the most reliable of our in

formants, assures us that the legates announced to king

Henry a peremptory command “ to appear before pope

Gregory at Rome on or before the second day of the se

cond week of the ensuing Quadragesima, to make answer

before the pope himsey' to all such matters as should be

objected to him; whereof he should make default, he

would, on that same day, be cut offrom the body of the

Lord, and be smitten with the curse of the anathema?"

The monk Bruno of Merseburg, himself a contempo

Reasons for rary writer, however, knows nothing ofthe cita

this SteP- tion to Rome. The legates, he says, were in

structed to convey to the king the commands of the pope

to set the captive Saxongbishops at liberty, and to threaten

him with excommunication ifhe should disobey the pope’s

orders.“ Nor is it at all improbable that an order to that

effect formed part of the message delivered by the legates. '

The immediate liberation of the captives might be se

lected as a touchstone by which the pope proposed to try

the dlsposition of king Henry to “take upon h1m the

yoke of Chrlst, to prefer His honour to his own,” to restore

the church to the “liberty with which He had made her

free,” &c. ; 1n plaln terms, to surrender the essential pre

rogatlves of nomlnation and- investiture. Presummg the

letter of the 8th of December to have been placed by the

legates 1n the hand of the king, we take the message ‘(0

have been elther verbal, or conveyed in a writing not now

extant.v There 1s, however, no trifling probability that

contemporaries; not so from that cor- Perlz, v. p. 351.

porate covetousness which was regarded ' The letter of citation, if there was

as a virtue by the clergy, because to no such a letter, is not found in the Regis

class of men did the end furnish so trum Gregorii VII. Neither Lambert

ample an apology for the means used nor Bruno makes any mention of the

for its gratification. letter of the 8th Dec. Conf. Stenzel, i.

' Lam”- Schafi-“bisup- .379 ndL d ' . .49.
.“ Bruno, de Bell. Sax. c. lxiv. ap. P , a u en’ ‘X P
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between the 8th of December and the departure of the

legates from Rome, the pontiff had received the news of

the king’s dealings with the vacant abbeys and bishoprics

in Germany; that those proceedings struck his mind as

shutting out every prospect of an amicable termination

of the contest; that under such circumstances there was

no ground for negotiation; and that the shortest issue

had become the safest and the best. To raise that issue,

a specific demand was necessary; the cause of the Saxon

bishops was the nearest at hand,——a cause touching the

tenderest points of sacerdotal immunity, and beyond doubt

strongly urged by the emissaries of the party at Rome,

upon whose aid the pope might confidently rely in the

pending struggle with the crown. Such was the position

now taken up by Gregory VII.

This insolent and at the same time perplexing step

on the part of the pope at once inflamed the H m m

mind of Henry beyond the restraints of modera- 531...}; to‘

tion or reflection. He dismissed the legates as ‘1°P‘f9e‘he

saucy mendicants from his presence; and an- F p'

nounced a general diet and synod to assemble forthwith

at Worms, to deliberate upon the necessary measures for

deposing Gregory, and electing another pope in his place.

He opened the meeting with a speech in which he de

clared his conviction, that either he or the pope must go to

the wall, and that as long as Hildebrand was bishop, he

could not be king. But before we advert to the proceed

ings of this meeting, it will be re uisite to cast a glance

back upon the state of Rome an Italy at this juncture,

in order to obtain a clearer view of the political relations

of the papacy and the empire at the commencement of

the memorable struggle of investitures.

VOL. 1v. B B
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THE rigorous reforms introduced by Gregory VII. into

the Roman church had involved him in difficulty Domestic

and danger at home. Those among the inferior difficulties of

clergy whom he had compelled to forsake their Gregmy VII‘

wives, or their concubines, bore him a deadly grudge;

while they who, rather than abandon their duties as hus

bands and fathers, had submitted to the loss of station

and livelihood, were upon the watch for opportunity to

recover both, and ready to attach themselves to any party

that promised them redress from these intolerable griev

ances. Besides these, all who were interested in the

many lucrative abuses that had been detected and abol

ished by Gregory,‘ arrayed themselves in secret or open

hostility to his government. Among all his reforms, how

ever, there was none which earned for him more ill-will

than the compulsory introduction of the collegiate life

among the clergy attached to the churches in Rome. The

effect- of this innovation was to put them to the inconveni

ent alternative of bringing their private fortunes into the

common fund, or of relinquishing all advantage from the

endowments of the church.b Many of the inferior clergy,

unwilling to forego their private property, were compelled

to live more sparingly, and to submit to unaccustomed

privations. Their discontent was of course shared by

relatives and connections dependent u on them.

The general disaifection arising 'om these reforms

had not escaped the observation of a party Intrigues of

always on the watch to recover their lost in- mg“ 0”‘

CRAP. VIIL] DIFFICULTIES OF GREGORY VII.

_ didus and

fluence 1n the government. The capitani and the Cenci.

“ See Bonizo‘s account of the “cle

rici mansionarii" of St. Peter's church,

ap. G‘fel. ii. p. 812. To that church

there were attached under that name

sixty persons, for the most part married

men, who held watch and ward in the

church, both day and night, by turns.

All the altars excepting the high altar

were in their keeping, and were hired

out by them to devout persons for the

purpose of having masses said at them.

These mansionarii shaved their beards,

-wore mitres, and gave themselves out

for cardinals,cheating the ignorant pil

grims into the belief that they were

priests. These impostors the pope had

with some difficulty unkenneled and ex

elled.
p b “Romanis clericis dedit optionem, ut

autcammice nihil proprium possidentes,

secundum regulam sanctorum viverent,

ant relictis bonis ecclesise seorsim domi

manerent;quorum multi anteeligere pri

vati vivere, quam suave jugum Domini

ferre; qui incredibiliter erant papze in

fensi; et non solum ii, sed et eorum

propinqui.” Bom'zo, ubi sup. p. 812.

The collegiate life—“ vita communis”

—was stron ly insisted upon in the

false decreta s.

p. 199. ‘

Conf. Book VI. 0. vii. I
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principal nobles of the city, though humbled by the

ate pontiff and his Norman allies,c retained consider

able influence among the populace, and the possession of

several fortified stations within the walls. The most dis

tinguished and active leaders of this faction were the Cres

centian or Cenci family. with these were leagued all

who, from motives of ambition or sense of wrong, desired

to disturb the pope’s government. Among the foremost

of these were Wibert or Guibert, archbishop of Ravenna,

and the cardinal Hugo Candidus, the person who had

taken a prominent part in the elevation of Gregory him

self to the papal throne. The cause of the hatred this

person had conceived against his former friend remains

unexplained. Wibert of Ravenna probably shared the

dislike of the Lombard prelates for the sweeping reforms

of Gregory ; and as the prelate of a church always jealous

of the Roman supremacy, hailed every chance of weaken

ing the power of the papacy, and recovering that auto

cephaly which had been theretofore the pride and boast

of the Ravennatine church.d Hugo Candidus had been

excommunicated by the pope, and taken refuge at the

court of Robert Guiscard duke of Apulia, who was at that

moment at variance with his pontifical suzerain. While at

Rome, upon pretence of a devout pilgrimage to the holy

places, Wibert had established an understanding with the

malcontents of the Tusculan party, more especially with

their leader Cenci; and had found means, through the

exiled cardinal, to ingratiate himself with the Norman

chief. But the latter was at the moment averse from an

' open rupture with the pope; no inducements could pre

vail upon him to lend his aid for the expulsion and de

position of Gregory; and Hugo was compelled to resort

to the protection of his confederate Wibert at Ravenna.

Within the last two years the relations between the

Quarrel and pontiff and Robert Guiscard had been unsettled.

he duke obstinately retained possession of cer

gory against tain districts of Oampania, which the pope af

‘he Nmmns- firmed to belong to the patrimony of St. Peter.‘

c Chap. iii. pp. 211,214 ofthis Book. Bool VII. 0. i. . 244 et s .

4 See Book V. 0. ii. pp. 449, 450; { pp qq
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For this offence sentence of excommunication had been

pronounced against him. But the military obduracy of

the Normans had on this, as on former occasions, turned

the edge of the spiritual sword. The pope was driven to

the awkward remedy of carnal warfare to bring him to

his senses. A pressing requisition was despatched to the

vassals and allies of the holy see to send all their military

forces to the assistance of the pope; the latter protesting

solemnly that in collecting together so great a multitude

of armed men, he had not the remotost intention of

shedding one drop of Christian blood; but that his only

object was, that the enemy, seeing the great numbers

of the armed host that might be directed against them,

might be inspired with a salutary fear, and yield to the

demands ofjustice.e In regard to the mere numbers of

the Christian host thus assembled, the expectations of the

pope had not been disappointed. The countesses Beatrix

and Mathilda sent their contingents jointly with those of _

the Lombard prelates and nobles subject to their influence.f

These were reinforced by the troops of the countess Ade

laide of Susa and her provincial vassals; but, after all,

the apostolic army could not be brought to face the fierce

freebooters of the north. The Lombards, on their part,

flatly refused to stir a step in advance, and the whole

armament melted away and dispersed without beholding

an enemy. Robert was not intimidated; but, contenting

himself with retaining his conquests, he made no attempt

either to deprecate the papal wrath, or to take any further

advantage of this wretched demonstration.

Paul Bernried, the devoted friend and biographer of

‘ See Regist. lib. i. ep. xlvi. p. 123];

ep. xlix. p. 1234. The first of these let

ters was addressed to William of Bur

gundy on the 2d Feb. 1074; the se

cond to “All Christians," under the

date of the 1st March of the same year.

The pope proposed that when the humi

listion of the Normans should be accom

plished, the whole armament should

march, with himself at their head, to

the aid of the suffering Christians of

the East. This is the first intimation

we have of the state of the Christians

of the East having attracted the atten

tion of the Western nations. The pro

gress of the Seljucide Turks had in

fact alarmed all Europe; and about

twenty-two years afterwards the effect

of this revived interest may be traced

in the departure of the first crusade

under Peter the Hermit, A.D. 1096.

5 But many who had promised did

not appear, and incurred severe repro

bation. Regist. lib. i. ep. lxxii. p. 1249.
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Hostility and Gregory VII., furnishes us ‘with a very lively

intrigues pf portraiture of domestic affairs at Rome, from
the Gem" the pontificate of Alexander II. to the rupture

with the court of Germany in 1075. Making allowance

for colouring, the picture corresponds well enough with

what has already come under our observation to entitle

it to general credit. Cenei, the leader of the Tusculan

party, is described as the prince of scoundrels and cut

throats. This person had built or fortified several sta

tions of strength within the walls, for the purpose, it is

said, of “pillage and depredation,” more probably with a

view to strengthen the political interests of the anti-sacer

dotal party. Pope Alexander II. had in vain launched

all the thunders of the church against him and his ad

herents, after which he flung himself into the arms of

the imperial faction,g and helped to bring the arch-heretic

Cadalo of Parma (Honorius II.) to Rome, where he

entertained him in his houses, and caused the streets of

the city to run with blood in his service. But after the

death of Cadalo, Cenci compounded matters with the

pope,'and promised fidelity; but kept his oath only as

ong as he saw that the pontiff was too strong for him.

Meanwhile he had stealthily run up a strong tower at

the foot of the bridge OfSt. Peter (St. Angelo), and levied

toll upon all persons passing from the city to the Leonine

quarter. But one day the prefect of the city surprised

and took him prisoner; this mishap compelled him to

surrender the bridge and the toll to redeem himself from

captivity. After his liberation, ‘however, he found his

interest in the city so weakened, that he thought it pru

dent to retire beyond the walls, hoping to recruit his

forces abroad, and to return with overwhelming num

bers. ~ With that view he beat up for partisans in Apulia

and Lucania ; he frequented the lairs ofduke Robert and

other excommunicated heretics, and sought to draw them

into a conspiracy against the throne and person of the

pontiff. He despatched his son to concert measures

_ I Bemried says, "he flung himself could hardly be, since Henry was at

Into the arms of that son qfperdition that moment a youth of thirteen 0!‘

Henry IV. of Germany." But that fourteen years only.
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with archbishop Wibert of Ravenna, and afterwards

sent him with hypocritical letters to the kin , professing

the profoundest devotion to his service. aving thus

‘ set his snares, he allowed a twelvemonth to pass over,

and lay in wait at Rome watching for an opportunity to

accomplish the diabolical project he had conceived in his

heart. It was customary for the pontiff, on the Personal

eve of the Nativity, to repair to the church of attack 1113011
St. Mary-the-Greater, escorted by a retinue of the 1mm?’

clergy and laity, to celebrate the vigil of that most holy

festival: it generally happened that the procession was

accompanied by a concourse of people, who filled the

church to suffocation; but on this particular night such

torrents ofrain fell, that, says the biographer, the Deluge

seemed come again; no one ventured from his house,

were it but to speak with his next-door neighbour, much '

less to visit a distant church. Cenci, learning from his

spies that the pope was almost alone, and wholly unpre

pared for defence, so disposed his banditti as to make

escape impossible; he then entered the church with his ’

ruffians, and seized the person of Gregory, inflicting a

slight wound in the scuffle. “Gregory,” says his en

amoured biographer, “remained all this while perfectly

calm and collected; gentle as a lamb, answering never a.

word; neither struggling nor complaining, nor asking for

mercy.” After subjecting him to the mimic ceremony of

a degradation by divesting him of his pallium Hismock

and casula, his dalmatic and tunic, leaving him degradayiqn

only his camisium and stola, they placed him and “Imv‘ty'

on horseback, like a captured “thief, behind one of the

sacrilegious gang, and carried him off to one of the

dungeons belonging to their leader. But before day

light the news of the po e’s captivity had spread through

the city; the altars o the churches were stripped of

their ornaments in token of the grief and dismay of the

faithful; divine service was suspended; consternation and

mourning reigned in every street: but the sky had cleared;

the elements had ceased from their warfare; the earth, as

by a miracle, had drunk up the floods, and the roads and

highways became in an instant dry and practicable. Not
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knowing what had become of the pope, the people as

sembled at the Capitol, and watched every gate and

postern to prevent his being privily conveyed away out

of the city.” This precaution disappointed the plan of

the conspirators. The place of the pope’s captivity was

soon discovered. “ Then,” says Bernried, “ the people,

raising their united voices in prayer to God, at break of

dawn, rushed in arms against the house of Antichrist:

the garrison was speedily driven into the keep; machines

and battering engines were quickly brought up; fire was

applied to the gates; no man spared himself, no danger

appalled him; the walls were at length broken down, and

all within them became the Lord’s prey by the arm of

His deliver- His people. While these things were passing

a'm- without, a certain man and a noble matron

' had gained entrance into the tower, where they had

dressed the wounds and clothed and warmed the suffer

ing pontiff, thereby laying up for themselves an abun

dant store of merit ; meanwhile the sister of Cenci over

whelmed him with reproaches, and a satellite of the

traitor threatened him with instant death, when at that

instant a javelin, launched from without, stretched the

sacrilegious ‘assailant lifeless at the feet of the pope.

The chief conspirator, finding there was now no chance

of holding out against the populace, flung himself at the

feet of the pontifi', confessing the great sin he had com

mitted, acknowledging that he had deserved death, and

throwing himself upon the wonted mercy of the pope

towards his fallen foes. Gregory, by way of penance, im

posed upon him a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, and set

him at liberty the same day. The people, after delivering

the pope, carried him in triumph back to the church of

St. Mary, where he deliberately finished the mass in

which he had been interrupted by the conspirators on

the preceding evening.”h

After the overthrow of the party, the keeps and

Demeanour castles of the conspirators were broken down,

figggy and every article of property belonging to

victory. them was confiscated. The facts, however

'‘ Paul Bernr. Vit. Greg. VII. cc. 45-57, up Murat. tom. iii. p- 338
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coloured by the narrator, seem to prove that the pope

incurred almost as much danger from the headlong

zeal of his deliverers as from the malignity of his

persecutors. The probabilities of the case point to an

ultimate design to deliver him up to the imperialists of

Lombardy, who were at that moment in open rupture

with the holy see. That the conspirators were en

couraged by the hope of reéstablishing the dominion of

the capitani, and restoring the lay magistracy, together

with all the lucrative abuses which Gregory had abo

lished, more particularly the sale of ecclesiastical offices,

and the right of the married clergy to live with their

wives, and enjoy their property without forfeiting their

stipends, can hardly admit of a doubt. But the victory

of the pope had dissipated all these plans, and swept

away every snare from his path. The moral ascendency

of his character had displayed itself in every part of this

trying scene. Cool, collected, imperturbable in the very

crisis of danger, he no doubt reflected, that if he refused

Cenci’s petition, the desperate conspirator might strike

the death-blow, and perhaps after all succeed in fighting

‘his way through the armed rabble by whom he was

beset. Declining, therefore, to run any unnecessary

risk for the sake of revenge upon the unmasked and

powerless traitor, he contented himself with driving him

from the home and seat of his power, without the means

of further mischief, destitute of the credit which success

must have gained for him from the pope’s adversaries,

and therefore incapable of adding to their means of

future annoyance. The pope knew and felt that he was

upon safe ground; he returned to the church in his torn

and ensanguined vestures; he resumed the sacred service

at the point where it had been sacrilegiously interrupted

——a masterpiece of histrionic display; proclaiming a

spirit that soared above the accidents of fortune and the

vicissitudes of events, and affording a certain assurance

to his supporters, that as long as he stood in the front of

the battle no human efforts could eventually defeat his

designs. Such is, in truth, the stuff of which great men

are made. Danger is their element; difliculties are their
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instruments or their playthings; and every transient suc

cess becomes in their hands a pledge of future victories.

That the Cenci conspiracy had been known to or

Diet of encouraged by the German court was surmised

Worms for from the fact that Cenci himself, with all the

“$133322” more notable of the pope’s enemies in Rome,
g y' took refuge at the court of Henry IV. That

some understanding subsisted between the baflled capi

tani and Wibert of Ravenna, Tedaldus of Milan, and the

banished cardinal Hugo, is a priori very probable ;’ and

when, a short time afterwards, we find all these parties

in confidential communication with Henry, and engaged

with him in measures for the overthrow of the common

enemy, the evidence of a previous intelligence is consider

ably strengthened. On the 243th of January, in the year

1076, Henry’ opened the diet and synod ‘convoked at

Worms for the deposition of Gregory VII. Upon this

occasion the cardinal Hugo Candidus was the king’s .‘

spokesman. He produced to the meeting numerous arti

cles of impeachment against the pope 5 he dwelt upon

his mean extraction, his uncanonical demeanour, the

vulgar artifices by which he had prepared his way t0 the

pontifical throne, and the many scandals he had since

brought on religion and the church. The council adopted

all the charges, and voted that a person so tainted With

crime ought not to be pope, nor have power or authority

to bind and to loose, or to exercise any ecclesiastlcal

function. A document was drawn up in conformity with

Emperor and this resolution renouncing obedience to Hilde

brand as pope. This instrument was signed by

obedience to two archbishops and' twenty-two out of the
H‘ldebrand- twenty-four bishops present. TWO prelates

only, Adalbero of Wiirzburg and Hermann of Metz, op—

posed an argumentative resistance: they urged that it

was indecent in itself and contrary to the laws of the

church to condemn a bishop in his absence; and they in

sisted that not even the meanest prelate, let alone the

chief pastor of the church, could be legally put upOIl his

trial without the attendance of a canonical accuser, and

Competent testimony to prove the charges brought against
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him. Beyond all doubt the objection in law was fatal to

the impeachment; but William bishop of Utrecht, the

manager for the king, cut the matter short by putting the

recusants to the option of relinquishing their sees or

signing the act of deposition. Thus pressed, the two

bishops yielded to the majority, and the deed bore upon

its face an appearance of unanimity of vital importance

to the king’s cause.i

The document itself passed in review the whole of

the past life and conversation of Gregory, and Th N f

rested his condemnation upon crimes and of-imijalifnfin".

fences affecting every period of his ecclesiastical agigszfope

career, from his youth to the actual crisis. g y‘

Except by such an exposure it would be impossible,

they alleged, to explain or excuse their past obedience to

Hildebrand as the true head of the church: in no other

way could they apologise to the Christian world for having

so long connived at iniquities which, to their certain

knowledge, had disqualified him for every ecclesiastical

office. This unexampled forbearance they declared to

have arisen from the hope that after his elevation he

would have renounced the errors of his former life; and,

in fact, it might be reasonably urged in their excuse that

no earlier opportunity of testifying their disapprobation

had occurred, and that, for perfect proof of his unfitness,

it was necessary to wait till the measure of his iniquities

was full to overflowing. All their hopes having been

disappointed, and his whole life and conduct exhibiting a

downward progress from bad to‘worse, they had deter

mined to withdraw from his communion as an incorri

gible evil-doer : they therefore/now charged him, in the

‘first place, with disturbing and distracting the church

by inordinate ambition anal intolerable pride, whereby he

had, from Rome as a focus, spread the flames of dissen

sion over the churches of Germany, Italy, France, and

Spain : in the second place, with having done all that in

him lay to enfeehle the authority of the prelacy, by con

founding and reversing the orders of ecclesiastical rank;

' ‘Bruno of Merseburg has preserved Bell. Sax. cc. lxv. et sqq.; Pertz, v. pp.

copies of the letters of publication. De 351 et sqq.
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more especially by delegating the powers of the holy see

to ecclesiastics of inferior degree, and giving them the

presidency in the national councils, and imparting to them

the right ofsitting in judgment on prelates of the highest

dignity: in the third place, with having, by his vain

glorz'oas pretensions, safl‘ered the name of Christ to be

altogether eclipsed by his own ; they had, they declared,

been struck dumb with amazement at the enormity of the

' powers he had assumed; powers which must sweep away

and swallow up all the rights ofthe ecclesiastical body; for

that when any matter of accusation against a bishop was

brought before him, though it were the simplest rumour,

he snatched the power to bind and to loosej from the,

natural judges, and transferred it to himself, or to those

to whom he chose to delegate it ;—in this way he had en

couraged lawless mobs to plunder the property and to

ill-treat the persons of the clergy, so that they might be

intimidated into obedience to no bishops but those who

had basely begged their places from his “ arrogance :”

fourthly, with having, on two several occasions, sworn

that he would not accept the papacy; how he had kept

_ that oath was known to the world: jtfthly, they im

pugned his election as irregular for inconsistency with

the. decree of pope Nicolas IL: simthly, with having, by

his want of circumspection, to say no worse of it, brought

strange scandal upon the church in his commerce with

certain females,k so that it was generally reported in the

church that the judgments and decrees of the holy See

were settled in a little senate of 'momem‘ seeenthly, they

charged that his tone in addressing the bishops had been

as violent and unbecoming as his acts had been arbitrary,

—some of them he had slandered as “sons of harlots,”

and poured out upon others the most foul-mouthed abuse:

finally, in consideration of these his treasons and P61"

juries, as well as of his reprobate life and conversation,

they adjudged him unworthy of the chair he had usurped,

J The “ power of the keys,” supposed of an undue partiality.

to be vested 111 every bishop to hear 1 To wit, the empress Agnes and the

and determine in causes spiritual. countesses Mathilda and Beatrix of

k llmong them, with the countess Tuscany; probably also the countess

Mathilda, for whom he was suspected or marchioness of Susa and Provence
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and they renounced all obedience to him as their apostolic

head."'

This document, it should be observed, does not upon

its face purport to be a sentence of deposition Character

against pope Gregory VII. The subscribers, and object of‘

in the first instance, find certain articles of im- the nuclei"

peachment sufficiently substantiated to put him to answer

them, and in the mean time to justify them in withdraw

ing from his communion as pope. It cannot be disguised,

that with reference to the first, certainly to the second

and third articles, they might have called before them

some strong evidence. The allegation that he had on two

several occasions abjured the papacy rests upon no solid

foundation.“ If indeed it were otherwise, Gregory might

fairly regard himself as absolved by the act of Henry IV.

himself, in whose favour the supposed oath was sworn.

The king was equally little entitled to object to the regu

larity of the election of the pope, though it be not so

plain that if the statute of Nicolas II. was infringed, the

fathers of Worms were not justified in entertaining the

objection when officially brought to their knowledge.

The insinuation of incontinence, or female influence, had,

we may be assured, no foundation but what might be

gathered from his political regard, and probably personal

friendship for the powerful princesses by whom he had

been so faithfully supported.

But the weakness of this document as matter of

charge was not its worst defect. The appear- Th b. h

ance of unanimity was but poorly maintained. “5.53335.

It soon became apparent that, besides the two “he; i: the

protesting bishops, others had aflixed their sig- P '

natures under similar reservations. These persons has

"I See the document at length, ap. when certain cardinals had created dis

Pertz, Mon. de Legum. tom. ii. pp. 44

46. It was signed by the archbishops

Siegfried of Maintz, Udo of Treves,

twenty German, and two Italian bishops.

B It was alleged—1. that he had

bound himself by oath to the emperor

Henry III. that neither during that em

peror‘s lifetime, nor that of his son, he

would aspire to the papal throne; 2. that

turbance by their ambitious intrigues,

he had, with a view to extinguish the in

decent com etition, forsworn the throne

on his own ehalt‘, upon their taking the

like oath on theirs. No further parti

culars are stated; and it is probable that

both stories are either altogether fabu

lous. or may have arisen out of incidents

misrepresented by party rancour.
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tened to excuse themselves privately to the pope for the

part they had been compelled to take, and to assure him

of their continued attachment and obedience; calling

upon him to accept their apology, despatched, as it was,

as soon as they felt themselves out of the reach of the

intimidating influence under which they had signed, as

the best proof they could give of the sincerity of their

confession and retractation.”

On the other hand, the king’s letters to the prelates

libiifytidnelio the synod of Worms were received with uni

the R‘m‘m' versal approbation. Henry’s chancellor for

Italy hastened to take advantage of this favourable dis

position: he assembled a numerous synod at Pavia, and

procured a pledge upon oath'from the prelates in attend

ance that they would never in future acknowledge or

obey Gregory as pope.p The letters to the clergy and

people of Rome more fully disclosed the king’s intentions,

and were accompanied by the kind of argument most

familiar to that particular body of his subjects. Con

siderable sums of money were, we are assured, distributed

among the most influential prelates and nobility, and

promises redolent offuture favours were lavishly scattered

abroad. The faithful people of Rome were summoned to

join their king, heart and hand, in expelling from thelr

city and episcopal chair the “ enemy of the empire,” the

“ usurper of the holy see,” the “ false monk Hildebrand.”

The letter concluded with an earnest exhortation to la

bour together with him and the bishops of Italy, by every

means in their power to compel him to descend from h1s

usurped chair, and to concur with the king in the inaugu

ration of the person whom he should send them; one who

would be endowed both with the will and the power to

heal the wounds which Hildebrand had dealt to the

church.q

The most remarkable, however, of the documents issu

‘ ° Bruno, de Bell. Sax. c. lxv. ap. not at Pavia; and thMbiBhWDiOHYSluS

Perm, v_ p_ 351, of Piacenza was the president. a

P Paul Bernr. Vit. Greg. VII. c. lxvii. ‘I Bruno, de Bell. Sax. cc. lxvi. lxvm,

up, Murat. iii. p. 333. Bom'zo says that ap. Pertz, p. 352

this synod was held at Piacenza, and

and cities of Lombardy notifying the decree of ,
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ing from the pen of the king, or perhaps rather Vim mfive

from that of his Italian managers, was a letter 1.3.’... of

from Henry to Hildebrand himself, accompany- gm)’ ‘9

. . . e pope.

ing the proclamation to the Romans, and di

rected to be at the same time publicly read to the people.

This production was addressed thus: “ Henry, by divine

ordinance king, to the false monk Hildebrand.” . . . .

“ Such,” he said, “ is the merited salutation to one who,

like you, hath dealt out confusion rather than peace, a

curse instead of a blessing, to the catholic church. For

you have trodden under your feet archbishops and bishops

and presbyters, the anointed of the Lord, whom even to

touch were sacrilege; you have looked down upon them

as your slaves, who have not even the right to guess the

will of their master; and, by their degradation, you have

‘acquired for yourself a mob-popularity. . . . All this ar

rogance we have borne with for a time, from an earnest

desire to save the honour of the apostolic see. But you

have mistaken our meekness for fear, and blunderingly

assailed the royal authority conferred upon us by God

Himself. Of that authority you have insolently threatened

to deprive us; as if we had received the kingdom from

you, or that kingdoms and empires were in your hand, and

not in that of God; or as if the Lord had not conferred

upon us as good a title to our crown as you can claim

to the holy see. Let us, then, see by what steps you have

ascended the throne: first, there is vulgar knavery, the

bane and vice of the monk; next, pelf; and, by means

of pelf, mob-favour; by mob-favour the material of war,

and by war you ascended the throne of peace to banish

all peace; . . . arming the spiritual subjects against

their bishops, . . . setting up the laity above the priest

hood, hounding-on the people to cast down and persecute

those whom God had set over them to be their pastors.

Upon us too, the Lord’s anointed, . . . upon us, who have

no judge but God, . . . have you dared-to lay your im

pjous hand. But hath not he, the blessed, the true pope

eter, said, ‘Fear God, honour the king’ T But you

dishonour us because you do not fear God. . . . Now,

therefore, seeing that you are smitten by the anathema,
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and by our judgment and the unanimous verdict of our

bishops condemned and deposed, descend now from the

chair you have usurped, and let another mount the throne

of Peter; one who shall teach as Peter taught, nor make

religion a cloak for outrage. Therefore I, Henry, by the

grace of God king, with all my bishops, do command you,

Hildebrand, to come down,—and again, I say, ‘Come

down !’ ”'

The mode of delivering the king's letter to the pope

Insolentad- was not less insulting than the contents. A

3:23:53‘) bold ecclesiastic of an inferior order, disguised

the pope. as a herald, was selected for the duty. The

time chosen was that in which the pope was sitting in

full council at the Lateran, surrounded by the assembled

clergy of the church. The herald prefaced the delivery

of the letters by an oral address: “ My lord the king,”

he said, “and the bishops of the empire, do by my mouth

command you, Hildebrand, without delay to resign the

chair of Peter, for it is unlawful for you to aspire to so

lofty a place without the royal consent and investiture.”

Turning next to the assembly, he said, “ You, brethren,

are hereby commanded that at the ensuing feast of Pen

tecost you present yourselves before the king, to accept

a pope at his hands; for this Hildebrand is not pope,

neither is he your shepherd, but a wolf in the fold of the

Lord.” Incensed by this insolent address, the lay at

tendants of the prelates rushed with drawn swords upon

the herald, and in another instant he would have fallen

a sacrifice to their fury, if the pope, with great presence

of mind, had not at the instant covered him with his

mantle, and saved himself and the synod from the dan

gerous reproach of violating the heraldic tabard.‘

When the tumult of indignation had somewhat sub

Dignified sided, Gregory addressed the assembly with

‘Ifemeanour that calmness and self-possession which, in mo

° Gregmy‘ ments. of excitement, is best suited both to re

press unbecoming or dangerous exuberance of feeling,

and to divert the passions of the hearers into the channel

" Bruno. de Bell. Sax. ubi sup. '

' Paul. Berm'. Vit. Greg. VII. 0. lxviii., ap. Murat. iii. p. 334.
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in which they may be made to flow with a steadier and

more useful current. “ Let us not, brethren,” he said,

“disturb the church of God by noise and tumult. Doth

not holy Scripture teach us to expect perilous times—

seasons in which men shall be ‘lovers of themselves,

covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to

fathers, unthankful, unholy," not rendering obedience to

their teachers? . . . . The word of God calleth to us, ‘ It

must needs be that offences come; but 100 to that man

by whom the offence comet .’“ And unto us it is said,

in order to instruct us how we ought to demean ourselves

in the sight of our enemies: ‘ Behold, I send you forth

as sheep in the midst of wolves ; be ye therefore wise as

serpents, and harmless as doves.’v And what though at

this very time the forerunner of Antichrist hath risen up

in the church, yet we, under the instructions of the Lord

and of the holy fathers, have long since learned how duly

to combine both these virtues . . . . banishing all acri

mony from our hearts, yet not discarding the wisdom of

the serpent; for to entertain both is not an error, but the

true resource of a righteous discretion. Thus we are

bound not to persecute any one from anger or hatred,

but to bear with those who from ignorance or impru

dence do break the law of the Lord. And now, brethren,

is the accepted time, now is the day of salvation . . . .

now once more the Lord walketh spiritually among men,

crying aloud and saying, ‘He that will come after me,

let him deny himself and follow me.’ ” ‘'

It may be questioned whether the “wisdom of the

serpent” was not more apparent in this address Discussion,

than the “innocence of the dove.” But in ‘and decree

those days the balance was not very nicely ad- 35,3“31132351‘

justed. The speech of the pope produced the tip“ assign

desired effect, and the fathers vociferously be- my '

sought him to pronounce upon the “ usurper,” the “ blas

phemer,” the “ tyrant,” the “ traitor,” Henry ofGermany,

a sentence that should grind him to powder, and make

him an example to all future ages. “ Draw the sword,”

‘ 1 Tim. iii. 2. ' Ibid. x. 16.

“ Matt. xviii. 7. " Ibid. xvi. 24.

VOL. 1v. 0 C
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they exclaimed; “ execute judgment, that the 'ust may

rejoice when they behold the vengeance of the Iiord, and

wash their feet in the blood of the sinner.“ Gregory,

however, with well-timed humility, left the mode and

amount of the punishment to be inflicted to the discretion

of the synod. After some discussion, it was resolved to

recommend to the pope that the king should be deposed

and deprived of all royal honours, and that he and all his

accomplices should be bound in the fetters of the ana

thema. Gregory, then rising from his throne, and lifting

up his eyes and hands to heaven, thus solemnly invoked

the curse of God and St. Peter upon the head of his

enemy: “Thou, 0 blessed Peter, prince of the apostles,

incline thy gracious ear unto our prayers, and hear me

thy servant, whom thou hast brought up from my mo

ther’s womb, and hast, even unto this day, delivered from

the hand of the evil-doer, who hated and still hateth me

for my faithfulness unto thee : for thou art my witness,

and with thee, my sovereign mistress the mother of God,

and the blessed Paul thy yoke-fellow among the saints,

that I was constrained by the holy Roman church against

my will and desire to ascend thy throne, and that rather

than take thy place for the ‘glory of this world I would

have ended my life in exile: therefore I verily believe

and hold that it is by thy grace alone, and not by

my own merits, that it hath pleased, and still pleaseth

thee, that the Christian people especially committed unto

thee should be obedient unto me, who am thereunto ex

pressly appointed that I should stand in thy place; and

that therefore unto me, by thy grace, is committed thy

power, given by God, to bind and to loose in heaven and

upon earth: now, therefore, relying upon that power, I

do hereby, for the honour and defence of the church, on

behalf and in the name of the Father, the Son, and the

Holy Ghost, and by thy power and authority, inhibit

and drive out Henry the king, son of Henry the emperor,

from the crown, rule, and government of the kingdoms

of Germany and Italy, and do absolve all Christian men

from the bond of the oath which they have sworn, or may

1‘ Ps. lviii. 10.
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hereafter swear unto him ,' and I do forbid all men from

this time‘ forward to serve or obey him as king: for it is

right and just that he who striveth to abate the honour

of the church should himself forfeit the honour he seemeth

to have: and moreover, because he, as a Christian, hath

disdained to obey us, neither hath returned unto the Lord

Whom he hath forsaken, by holding communion with the

excommunicated, and by despising my admonitions be

stowed upon him for his salvation—of all which thou, 0

Peter, art my witness—and hath committed many other

iniquities; and by such contempts hath cut himself off

from the church by endeavouring to rend it in pieces :—

we do hereby bind him in the strong chain of the ana

thema, that all men may know and experience that ‘ thou

art Peter, and that upon thee, as upon a rock, the Son of

God hath built his church, and that the gates of hell shall

not prevail against her.’ ”y

But the spell could hardly be considered firm and

good until the chief accomplices in the king’s Gregory

transgressions should have shared his punish- bqulrlsesthed

ment. A supplementary curse was accord- $5,535.31,

ingly published against Siegfried archbishop of the king

Maintz, William bishop of Utrecht, and Rupert bishop

of Bamberg. It was thought unnecessary to republish

the sentences against the ministers of Henry, who, like

Otto of Ratisbon, Otto of Constance, Burkhard of Lau

sanne, and the earls Eberhard and Ulrich, were already '

labouring under the curse.2 But some forbearance

seemed due to those Germanic prelates who had apolo

gised to the pope for their participation in the proceed

ings at Worms.“ Their names were omitted from the

list of the aceursed ; but a day was peremptorily given’

themb to appear personally at Rome, and to abide the

sentence of the pope upon their “novel and unheard-of

rebellion against the holy see 5” or in default thereof to

1! Paul. Bernr. cc. lxxv. lxxvii. ap. king. Bonizo, lib. vii. p. 814.

Murat. iii. p. 335. h The day named was the feast of St.

1 Lamb. Schafi'n. an. 1076. Peter next ensuing. that is, Thursday,

I These apologies were, it appears, 29th June 1077. Bernald. Annal. an.

received only on the da before the 1076, ap. Pertzfl. p. 433.

anathema was pronounce against the
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fall under the like condemnation with the obdurate and

impenitent. ~

Before the synod was prorogued Gregory addressed

Exhort, an encyclical letters to “ All Christians,” enclosing

this subjects copies of the acts of the council, and command

0 renounce ' .

their an..- ing all men, as they deslred to be numbered

giance- among the flock of Peter, to accept and obey the

orders therein contained; more especially those which

related to the deposition and anathema against the king,

his “ false bishops, and reprobate ministers?" Some

months afterwards a brief was addressed to both clergy

and laity, with a view to detach them from their allegiance.

The pope informed them, in the plainest terms, that the

duty of fealty to the sovereign was conditional upon his

obedience to the commands ofthe pope; that it was their

business to prefer the advantage of the church (the pope)

to all worldly duties or interests; that this obligation

weighed upon the consciences of clergy and laity alike,

but with greater stress upon the former, since they were

“ the elect people, the royal priesthood,” upon whom was

incumbent the special obligation to “ obey God rather

than man,’"‘ the pope rather than a profligate king. Yet,

desiring rather that he should repent and be saved, he

exhorted them to give their best endeavours to bring him

to a sense of his transgressions. “But,” said he, “ be

careful to do this in such rvise that he shall never again

have it in his power to attach the church as heretofore.”

If he should still “ choose the devil rather than Christ for

his portion,” they had but one course to pursue ; for that, if

any one, whether priest or layman, should, under the influ

ence of human fear or affection, decline to withdraw him

self altogether from his society and that of the excommu

nicated persons named, he must compromise his own soul

as well as that of his patron: with such as these he com

manded them therefore to hold no intercourse; for such

were slayers of their own souls, as well as of the souls

of those who should sympathise with them; they were

'-' Regist. lib. iii. ep. vi. p. 363. VI. cha . vii. . 192 at s q. of this
‘1 See the false decretals, as in Book work. p Pp q
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sowers of confusion and ruin both in church and state.

“ For this reason,” he continued, “ we cry aloud, and spare

not: as saith the prophet, ‘ If thou declare not unto the

wicked his evil way, his blood will I require at thy hand ;’

and again: ‘ Cursed be he that withholdeth the sword

from blood.’ God is herein our witness that we are not

moved by any desire of temporal advantage, or by carnal

respects of any kind, in reproving wicked princes or 1m

pious priests; but that all we do is done from pure regard

for our high office, and for the honour and prerogative of

the apostolic see: for it were a hundredfold better that

we should suffer the death of the body by the hand of

the tyrant, than for our own profit, or from fear, to hold

our peace, and therein consent to the overthrow of the

‘ Christian law:’ for we are clearly taught by the holy

fathers, that he upon whom the duty resteth, yet neglect

eth to resist the wicked man, in reality consenteth unto

the evil; and himself commits the sin it was his duty to

punish.”'

But it was not so easy a matter to convince the more

reflecting class of his supporters of the inde- mom

feasible right of the Petrine chair to overthrowmflLuce cm“,

the civil constitutions of kingdoms and empires, mgdiffste

and thus to dissolve the bonds of civil society p p '

at a blow. The more respectable names among those who

had put in their protest against the decrees of Worms

entertained serious doubts of the legality of the retaliatory

edicts of the Lateran. The bishops of Treves, Metz, Toul,

and Verdun, inquired how they were to distinguish be

tween the persons aifected by those edicts? Where, they

asked, were the excommunications to have an end, if all

who associated with the outcasts were doomed to the like

condemnation? WVhat warranty of ecclesiastical law could

the pope produce for the late startling stretches of his

spiritual (prrerogative? In answer to the first Remy of

question regory replied, that the decree of ex- Gregor)"

communication applied to all who might be proved to

have held any intercourse, religious or social, with king

' Dated 25th July 1076: see Regisl. lib. iv. ep. i. p. 877.
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Henry,f because all such intercourse was an infallible

token of a depraved preference of his favour to the “ com

mands of God ;” while at the same time it encouraged the

criminal to persist in setting Him at defiance. The reply

to the second question involved some delicate considera

tions. The theory of indefinite excommunication neces

sarily implied the severance of all the bonds of civil

society :g it might therefore not be prudent to give a

more precise answer to this question; and pope Gregory

passed on to the third scruple~—a topic in which he be

lieved himself thoroughly at home. How, it was asked,

could he justify the pretension to expel his temporal sove

reign fi'om the pale of human society, and to deprive him

of those honours and powers which rested on the same

basis of divine appointment as those of St. Peter himself?

The pope’s reply is too characteristic of the delusion of

which he was himself the dupe not to find a place in the

narrative. “ To those,” he said, “ who deny our right to

excommunicate the king, though they be foolish persons,

yet, lest we be censured for passing over their folly too

lightly, we reply by leading them to reflect upon the words

Relies on the and actions of the holy fathers. Let them but

falsedecretalsl'ead the precepts of the holy Peter which he

“giggly,” delivered to the Christian people at the ordina

the Roman tion of St. Clement“ concerning those who should
chmh' incur the censures of the pontiff. Let them

next inquire into the meaning of the words of the apostle

Paul: ‘ having it in readiness to avenge all disobedience ;’

let them reflect of what manner of persons it is written,

‘with such an one, no not to‘ eat,’i let them consider

how that‘ pope Zachary deposed the king of the Franks

and absolved all the people of France from the bonds of

f “ Qui excommunicato regi Henrico

communicare cognoscerentur.” In this

passage, as in a. multitude of others,

the word “communicare” is not con

fined to religious or sacramental com

munion.

I Thus: A is excommunicated; B

for associating with A; C for com

muning with B; and so on to the end

of the alphabet,-—an endless series of

forfeiture of civil and religious rights !

Such a. scheme would, perhaps, take

some time to work out the putrefaction

of the whole mass of civil society, but it

would very soon produce such uncer

tainty in all the relations of political

life as the pope and his agents were

alone competent to clear up. We think

that this was precisely the result con

templated.

7‘ See Book VI. 0. vii. pp. 185, 186

of this work. The false decretals were

Gregory’s text-book.

'2 Cor. x. 6; 1 Cor. v.11.
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their allegiance ;j let them inspect the decretals of the

blessed pope Gregory (the Great), and they will find that

in the charters ofprivilege he conferred on several churches

he not only excommunicated all kings and princes who

should impugn his grants, but condemned them to the

forfeiture of their dignities and titles.k Nor will they dare

to overlook the fact that the blessed Ambrose excommu

nicated an emperor (Theodosius the Great)—an emperor

indeed both in mighty power and in manners—and cast

him out of the sanctuary of the church.1 But Kings and

perhaps there are persons who will pretend that 9111128123158;
when God thrice committed his church to the efifeihetrine

blessed Peter by the words ‘Feed my sheep,’ “mmissim

He excepted kings. But let them reflect that when He

gave to Peter, as supreme prince, the power to bind and

to loose in heaven and on earth, He excepted nothing out

of that power. He that denies that he may be bound

by the chains of the church must go on to affirm that he

cannot be absolved by the same authority. But whoso

ever aflirms this separates himself from the body of

Christ: and verily, the apostolic see, by virtue of the

principality divinely conferred, adjudicates upon Temporal

spiritual things, why should she not have power power of

to adjudicate in temporal things also ? The 3:813:81:

kings and princes of this world, who prefer their

own honour and temporal advantage to the righteousness

of God, are, as you well know, the members of him"1

whom they serve; they, on the other hand, who prefer

the will of God to their own will, and obey Him rather

.i It is almost needless to observe, that

there is no ground for this allegation.

See Book IV. c. vi. p. 375 of this work.

'‘ One such document is still extant,

viz., the notorious forgery entitled

“Privilegium S. Medardi.” Baronius

(an. 593, § 85) undertakes its defence.

Pagi abandons it to the mercy of the

critic. Nothing, indeed, could be more

alien from the character of Gregory the

Great than the idea of extending the

Petrine commission to the excommuni

cation or deposition of sovereigns or

secular princes. Conf. Book III. 0. vi.

p. 234 of this work.

1 The act of Ambrose was‘ an impul

sive, not a judicial act. “Polluted as

you are with the blood of Christians

wantonly shed, neither I nor my clergy

shall communicate with you till you

shall have convinced us of your repent

ance." It was the simple exercise of

the right of every Christian man to

shun religious or social communion with

notorious evil-doors. Ambrose—though

a persecutor and a person of unbounded

spiritual ambition—never pretended to

a general power to depose or excom

municatc emperors or kings.

'11 The devil, to wit.
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than man, are members of Christ, just as the former are

members of Antichrist. If, therefore, spiritual men (the

clergy) are, when needful, themselves brought to judg

ment, why should they not have power to punish carnal

men (the laity) for their evil lives? But perchance they

imagine.that the royal dignity is superior to the epis

copal. Now let us try the two powers by their source

and origin. The former was engendered in human pride,

the latter in divine religion ,' the one is incessantly grasp

ing at empty glory; the latter, always aspiring to celes

tial life.n And herein let them take note ofwhat the holy

pope Anastasius wrote to the emperor of the same name

concerning the two dignities; as also the difference be

tween them as commented upon by St. Ambrose: ‘ If,’

saith the former, ‘ we compare the honour and sublimity

of the episcopacy with the tinsel glitter of the diadem,

the latter shall surely fall as much below the former as the

efi'ulgence of pure gold surpasseth the dull sheen of lead.”

And it was from a deep sense of this great truth that the

emperor Constantine the Great declined to preside at the

council of Nicaea, and took the lowest place among the

bishops.”P '

Gregory was, however, apprehensive that, from some

Henrymbe misconstruction of his orders, Henry mlght

absolved by obtain a surreptitious absolution; be there

'g’ol’gehli’gtstell‘f fore directed bishop Hermann of Metz, to

p 'whom these explanations were addressed, to

make it universally known that the authority he had im

parted to certain bishops to absolve those who might have

incautiously held intercourse with the king, was in no

case to‘ extend to the release of Henry himself from the

1' Conf. the Isidorian distinction be

tween the carnal and the spiritual man,

Book VI. 0. vii. pp. 196, 197. The rea

soning seems to be the following : If

the church (the pope) is empowered to

sit in judgment u on its own members,

who are spiritua men, consequently

superior to the laity, who are carnal

men, it must have power to sit in judg

ment upon the inferior class of beings;

and this power may afortiori be exer

cised by bishops, because they stand as

much above the temporal magistracy as

the kingdom of heaven is above the

kingdoms of this nether world. _

° It would be interesting to learn

from which of the very few documents

relating to the short pontificate of Ana.

stasius I. the learned pope Gregory ex

tracted this observation. All the letters

we possess of that pope are set out in

Hard. Concil. ii. p. 947. Conf. Jafl'é,

Regist. &c. p. 60; and see Baron. ad

an. 497, 498.

P A well-known and often-repeated

fable.
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bonds of the anathema; he (the pope) having reserved

that power to himself exclusively. In conclusion, he de

clared all religious rites or services performed in his pre

sence to be of none effect ; they were a “ profanation and

an execration; for they are idolatry in the sons of dis

obedience.” ‘‘

These explanatory observations were succeeded on the

3d of September following by more specific in- b h,

struotions to the German states how to deal wining?“

with their reprobate sovereign. A general re- sugfii‘is‘ign
script was addressed to “ all the bishops, dukes, i '

earls, and the faithful generally dwelling within the king

dom of Germany 2” the king should repent, he advised

gentle treatment,-—they should not mete out to him the

mere measure ofjustice, for that would thrust him out

altogether from the government; let him therefore be

treated with that charity which covereth the multitude of

sins; still they must begin by removing all his ministers

from his presence, and carefully choose others for him,

who should have his real interests at heart--who should

love him better than themselves—who should prefer the

honour of God to their own honour; they should per

mit him no longer to imagine that holy church is subject

to him as his bondsmaid, but that she ruleth him as his

mistressf—nor to-imagine that he may still be allowed to

maintain insolent customs adverse to her interests ;’ neither

should they absolve the penitent without the fullest know

ledge and authority of the holy see. Thus they “impenitent,

were to deal with him if he should repent; but, the singed

if still impenitent, he commanded them to elect ‘20311:; :11

another king, who could and should give un- other king;

‘ questionable security to the pontiff for the performance

of all things he might require for the wellbeing of the

Christian religion and the salvation of the empire. To

that effect, and for that purpose, he imparted to them

the plenary apostolioal authority, and promised to con

firm their choice, if they should at every step transmit to

_ ‘1 Dated 25th Aug. 1076; Regist. lib. ' Alluding to investiture in any form.

iv. ep. ii. p. 379. Gregory did not fight for forms.

' “ Sed prolatam ut dominam."
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him the earliest and minutest intelligence of their pro

ceedings, comprising names, characters, opinions, and

with papal morals of the candidates, that he might judge

“"59"”- of their fitness for the office, and be enabled to

recommend them to the favour of God and of the prince

of the apostles.‘

The unmistakable effect—probably the direct object

P .. -—of these censures was to drive their victim
ohtical . . .

theory of out of soclety, to deprlve him of human sym

GrIfPe pathv, and ultimately to render impossible any
gory. v .

government but one that should be cast m the

mould of the self-constituted theocracy, with a visible,

instead of an invisible, Deity to preside over it. The

sharpest feature in the papal instructions to his friends in

Germany is the veto reserved by the pope to himself in the

future nomination of the king’s ministers: a prerogative

which, if maintained, could have no other .result than to

transfer the regards of public men from the sovereign to

the pope, and in the end to place all the essential powers

of government and legislation at his disposal. It is dith

cult to believe that these measures of pope Gregory VII.

were simply incidental or defensive. Every step he took

was supported upon principles dogmatically stated and

aflirmed: a method which excludes the idea that they

emanated from motives of a temporary nature, or that he

regarded them as any other than the logical results of

the theory of St. Peter’s chair as it stood before his

mind; nor do we find that his successors have ever in

theory departed from those principles. If he admitted

the concurrence of the emperor in the election of the

pope, Gregory claimed also a reciprocal veto upon the

election of the emperor; at the same time assuming the

right to frame the government upon his own model, so

as to elude any interposition of the civil state, when de

trimental or dangerous to the supremacy of the state

spiritual.

At no period of the history of the pontificate do We

meet with an equally favourable concurrence of circum

1 Date, 3d Sept. X076; Regist. lib. iv. ep. iii. p. 381.
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stances for the development of the principles of Arbitrary V

government thus boldly advanced by Gregory proceedings

VII. The impetuous character of the king “Hmy‘

afforded every possible advantage to his sagacious ad

versary. Accident threw into his hands opportunities, of

which he was singularly careful and sagacious in avail

ing himself. About this time the hand of an assassin

deprived Henry of the services of the only capable ad

viser unimplicated in the sweeping anathema of Rome.

Gozelo duke of Lorraine was stabbed to death by an

emissary of his enemy the earl of Flanders at Antwerp.

Henry, in whose character attachment to his friends was

as conspicuous a feature as hatred of his enemies, had often

in the course of his reign made many enemies in obliging

a. single friend. Thus in this very year“ he inducted the

unpopular Hildulph into the metropolitan see of Cologne;

and with consent of only three members of the chapter,

and a small number of the capitular tenants, caused him

to be consecrated archbishop by bishop William of Utrecht

in his own presence. For this service William received

the promise of the bishopric of Paderborn for his nephew.‘

The dissentient members of the chapter were added to the

ever-increasing numbers of the discontented; nor could

the most moderate and loyal churchman, after this, see

much to choose between the despotic pretensions of the

king and those of the pope.

But Henry made light of all opposition. Relying

upon the decrees of Worms and Pavia, he re- H

ceived the intelligence of the papal sentence ‘1191523223,,

of deposition with extreme indifference. By GHPOH

the ‘advice of William of Utrecht and the "gm

bisho s involved in the same censures with himself, he re

torted) the excommunication and anathema upon his ad

versary. The bishop ofUtrecht pronounced the sentence;

but on the eve of the day appointed for the ceremony

Pibo of Toul and Theoderick of Verdun fled the court to

avoid participation in this critical transaction.w On the

" On the 8th March 1076. is the monk Hugo of Flavigny, a vio

' Lamb. Schafl‘n. an. 1076. lent partizan. He says that William of

" The only authority for this incident Utrecht pronounced the sentence; but
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other hand, a synod of Lombard bishops, assembled at

Pavia under the auspices of Wibert of Ravenna, and at

tended by all the pope’s enemies in Lombardy, reiterated

Ci,“ discord the anathema against Gregory with exceeding

in Italy and zest. These reciprocal cursings convulsed the

Germany‘ religious world, and resolved all parties into pa

pists and im erialists.‘ In Germany civil society seemed

on the eve o 'dissolution. All the isolated masses ofambi

tion, fanaticism, or turbulence, joined the one or the other

of the two factions, as humour or interest suggested;

some embracing the cause of the king, whom it suited

them to regard as foully insulted by the insolent Roman

priest; others siding with the pope, in whom, for equally

valid reasons, and with equal sincerity, they chose to

worship the champion of religion and liberty. In such

a state of phrensied excitement there was none to listen

to that moderate party—always a numerical minority—

who might have mitigated the extravagances of both,

and pointed out a path to compromise. Like scheming

speculators, ever Y man of mettle rushed to make his

market of the public confusion.

Of these parties, that of the king was the foremost in

Henry's vim the race ofmalignant activity. After his return

dictive Open. from the synod of \Vorms to his favourite re

‘tiggsszizigsstsidence at Goslar in Saxony, he commenced

'a series of harassing operations against the

Saxons. The estates and property of the banished and

imprisoned magnates were made over to his satellites

and friends. Those who had not yet surrendered were

threatened with the utmost visitations of the royal ven

geance. The castles and hill-forts, which had been de

stroyed the year before in virtue of the treaty of Ger

stungen, were hastily rebuilt, and the miserable popula

tion of the neighbourhood compelled to contribute their

toil and their substance to rivet the yoke upon their own

that he died in the same year. See bert, nor Bruno, knows anything about

Hugo Flavin. Chron. an. 1081, ap. Pertz, an excommnnication of Gregory by the

tom. viii. p. 458. Cont’. Paul. Bernr. c. procurement of Henry IV.

lxxx. ap. Murat. iii. p. 338; and Lamb. X Bonizo, lib. viii. ap. CEfel. ii- p- 815

Schafl'n. an. 1076. Neither Paul, Lam
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necks. Thus, we are—-perhaps somewhat rhetorically

——informed, every hill and vantage-ground in the land

of the Saxons and Thuringians was converted into an

imperial garrison; the soldiery subsisting upon the im

poverished cultivators of the soil.

N0 facts or incidents in the personal history of Henry

IV. furnish us with a satisfactory explanation G _ _
. rowing dis

of that unappeasable hatred and Jealousy of the afl‘ection of

Saxon race, which appears to have haunted his ‘ltlfieezfz‘jijf

mind almost from his infancy. A passionate \ p '

conviction was impressed upon him, that either they or

he must go to the wall. The effect of this impression

resembled a perpetual nightmare, impelling him into

violent action, as one struggling to shake off a frightful

dream. Finding, however, that his vindictive measures

had thrown a dark shade over his popularity, he en

deavoured to supply its place by extending unlimited

indulgence to a very limited body of personal friends and

dependents, and by fomenting those divisions and sepa

rate interests among the estates of the empire which

might tend to obviate any dangerous combination. But

even the victory of Hohenberg had, in the end, turned to

his disadvantage. The Saxons had been but half sub

dued, and the great aristocracy of the empire had con

ceived a strong suspicion that their rivileges would not

long survive those of their Saxon fellbw-subjects. Thus,

separate and personal interests began to give way to a

general alarm for their liberties, and the magnates of

Swabia, Bavaria, ‘and the Hungarian marches, were

soon on the alert to encounter the apprehended danger.

But, besides these patriotic motives, the crisis opened

alluring prospects to individual ambition. To a few

among the eager list of waiters upon Providence an

imperial crown was held out as the prize of rebellion.

Pope Gregory had significantly pointed out the path to

‘ greatness; and his apprehension was, not that they

would miss the way, but that they should rush into it

with an impetuosity that might be prejudicial to his own

special plans.

In the Easter-week of the year 1076 the three dukes
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Meeting at of Swabia, Bavaria, and Carinthia, with the

Oppenheim two dissident bishops, Pibo and Theoderick,

and some other prelates, resenting the king’s attack upon

the pope, held a meeting at Oppenheim on the Rhine, to

take into consideration the whole state of the empire,

and to inquire into the causes of the present discontents.

It was agreed on all hands that the blame rested with

Henry. “ Since the peace with the Saxons, his measures

had undergone no change; he was still the same merci

less and wayward being: the same in vicious. self-indul

gence and association: his victory over the Saxons had

served to no better purpose than to place the lives and

fortunes of his subjects at his mercy, and to nurture all

the vices of his natural character. What hope, they

asked, remained to those who should for any cause fall

under his displeasure? Had he not already broken his

faith with the Saxons Y’ And was it likely that he would

be more observant of his obligations towards any of his

subjects ?”

These apprehensions were not unfounded; yet it was

not true that the blame rested wholly upon the

king. The ill-treatment of the Saxons was, in

a great part, the act of the complainants them

selves; and they were not at liberty to charge

the dangers resulting from their joint act upon their ac

complice in the cruelties or perfidies consequent upon their

victory.z Nor could it be alleged on their behalf that

the danger to their liberties was greater at this period

than it had been at any former crisis of the king’s affairs.

Rodolf ofSwabia was known to have been once before

in the field as a candidate for the crown of his legitimate

sovereign, upon the same ground of complaint as that

now urged against him. His communications with pope

Motives of

the confe

derates of

Oppenheim.

y An allusion, probably, to the im

prisonment of the Saxon chiefs after

their submission. Cenf. ch. vii. p.

339341 of this Book; but see note to

that passage, p. 352.

1 If the capitulation with the Saxon

chiefs had been broken at all, one would

have expected some unequivocal pro—

test on the part of the warrantors—some

public vindication of their own honour.

Yet we read of no objection to this

transaction till it suited them to break

with the king; if, indeed, the obscure

allusion in the text has any reference

to what occurred after the surrender of

the Saxons. See p. 352 of the preced

ing chapter.
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Gregory on that occasion could hardly have been 'un

known to the king; and though cancelled by subse

quent services, the treasonable design was not likely to

have vanished from the memory of Henry. The truth

seems to be, that accidental circumstances—more espe

cially the secession of the Saxons by the treaty of Ger

stungen—had disappointed the hopes of the confederates,

and of Rodolf in particular. Now, however, a second

opportunity presented itself, which, if vigorously pushed,

promised not only to neutralise any danger which might

threaten their constitutional rights, but to gratify the lust

of ambitious competition. New proselytes flocked daily

to the confederates at Oppenheim. “ But,” says our in

formant, “ that which gave them the greatest encourage

ment was the intelligence which flowed in from Italy

of the curse lately pronounced by the pope against the

kin .”“

lileanwhile Henry’s affairs in Saxony had assumed

an unpromising aspect. An apparently insig- Insurrection

nificant body of impoverished _and desperate “15””?

men had collected under two Saxon gentlemen. These

were soon joined by the nobles and gentry who had

evaded the late capitulation, or escaped from the king’s

wardens. Small incidental successes led to more dar

ing enterprise; and a very general insurrection of the ‘

country folk favoured the progress of the confederates. .

Several outlying forts and garrisons fell into their hands

by storm or capitulation; and the king’s friends were on

all these occasions expelled, and their property sequestered

to the use of the insurgents. While the attention of

Henry was engaged by the state of the Rhenish pro

vinces, nearly all the Saxon territory to the northward

and eastward of the Hartz mountains had passed into

the hands of the enemy. Still, the strong position of

Goslar, protected by the stately Hartzburg, and other

hill-forts of great strength, remained in the hands of the

king’s ofiicers. But, strange to say, the garrisons had

R Lamb. Schafi'n. an. 1076; probably Rom. p. 421. See Regist. Greg. VII.

through theencyclical letterofthe latter lib. iii. ep. vi. p. 363. Conf. p. 386 of

part of February or the beginning of this chapter.

March 1076. See Jafl‘é, Regist. Pout.
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been placed under the command of the same Otto of

Otto of NOHL Nordheim, ex-duke of Bavaria, who, till with

lgeing in the in the last twelvemonth, had been regarded and

hug sse'me‘ dealt with as the most dangerous of the king's

foes. In an access of capricious generosity, or more

probably with a view to introduce jealousies and suspi

cions into the councils of his adversaries, Henry had re

leased him from custody, and intrusted him with the

command of his forts and forces in Saxony. But Otto

was now the soldier of fortune. As long as the royal

cause prospered, he Was not unwilling to serve it faith—

fully. Without opposing the insurgents in the field,

for which probably he deemed his forces insuflicient, he

stren thened the central position by new forts, and

adde to the defences of others. Meanwhile the insur

rection continued to spread; and the news of the papal

anathema had found its way to the remotest regions of

the empire. Possibly the intentions of the Confederates

of Oppenheim were not unknown to Otto; nor could he

be blind to the fact, that the king’s fortunes were on the

His“ 1 decline. At this juncture a passionate appeal

to the 5.15.’ from his Saxon countrymen to his honour and

03;“: "f his patriotism was placed in his hands. Otto re

11 l'ymen- . -

celved the document favourably, and returned a

civil answer: he earnestly besought the memorialists to

proceed with caution, to moderate their demands, and to

abstain from further hostilities; promising that he would,

without delay, communicate with the king on their be

half, and procure for them by peaceable means that re

dress which they had hitherto in vain demanded at the

point of the sword. If the king should listen to his ad

vice, they would effect their emancipation without peril

or bloodshed; but if it should be rejected, no consider

ation, not even his oath ofjidelity, should prevent him

from defending the violated rights of his country to the

last drop of his blood.

It should be borne in mind that the oath of fidelity

The feudal or allegiance was, in its nature, a conditional

oath of alle- oath, grounded on a personal compact between

game‘ the free warrior and his self-elected chief. \Vhen
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the conditions were broken on either part, the oath was no

longer binding. The power to uphold the obligation was,

however, the only security against a capricious or dis

honest exposition of the terms. As long as the sovereign

retained that power, he was, within certain bounds, the

master of the law, and might wage his action of treason:

when it dropped from his hands, he had nothing to rely

upon but the general persuasion that the feudal vinculum

could not be broken without good and sufficient cause.

The same reciprocit of right and duty ran through and

riveted every link 0 the feudal chain, from the sovereign

to the meanest subvassal, and the same pleas which would

justify the tenant in capite against the sovereign might

with equal force be urged by the vavasor against his im

mediate superior. To this extent, therefore, the con

science and the interests of the subject concurred in up

holding the oath. But as long as it rested upon a merely

secular basis, it remained an obstacle to the papal scheme.

It was therefore requisite to remove it to ecclesiastical

ground, where it mi ht be dealt with at pleasure. Such

was the task pope regory had imposed upon himself;

the ultimate power to maintain or dissolve it must be

transferred to the holy see, as judge in the last resort of

all moral, religious, or political obligation.

Otto of Nordheim waited now only for a decent pre

text to betray his master.h He began by ten- Trmher

dering his public advice to the king to liberate of Ottopf

his prisoners, to demolish his castles, and un- Nwdhem“

‘ conditionally to restore the rights and privileges of his

Saxon subjects. But while he offered these counsels, he

withdrew the royal garrisons from the castles of Hartz

burg and Steinberg near Goslar, and entered into open

communication with the rebels. The news of these

defections in Saxony; the accounts received, about the

same time, of meetings of malcontents in other quarters,

h It may be doubted whether the feu- giance. It seems to have been some

dal law made any distinction between times held that to justify renunciation 9.

those who were in the immediate ser- relinquishment of the special office must

vice of the crown, and therefore bound have preceded it; and consequently that

by a special obligation faithfullytoper- no consideration of wrong or injury to

form their duty, and those w 0 were himself or others could justify a seces

bound only by general fealty and alle- sion like that of‘ Otto of Nordheim.

von. iv. D D
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but chiefly of the evasion of many of the Saxon hostages,

alarmed and per lexed the court. Two diets of the em

pire, the first at hitsuntide, the second on the 29th of

June, were so thinly attended, that it was not thought

advisable to proceed to business. Archbishop Udo of

Treves reconciled himself with the pope; other prelates

followed his example; they seceded from the court, and

refused to communicate with all who remained faithful

to the king. In this extremity Henry assembled his

prisoners at Maintz, under colour of treating for their

ransom. Favoured by a popular outbreak, in which a

large part of the city was burnt to the ground, many

of the captives made their escape. Still the bishops of

Magdeburg, Merseburg, and Meissen, the duke Mag

nus, the earl palatine Frederic, and other Saxons of

princely rank remained in custody. All these Henry now

admitted to his presence, and offered them a free pardon

upon a renewal of their oaths and pledges of loyalty, and

a promise to do their utmost to appease the existing dls

contents, and persuade their people to abstain from com

munication with the king’s enemies. '

These terms were gratefully accepted by the prison

H ers, and Henry felt, or affected to feel, full

liberzlgghis confidence in their future fidelity. With their

Sz’é‘l’l'érlgri' assistance he hoped to put an end to the insur

~ ' rection in Saxony. He had fulfilled the prin

cipal article of duke Otto's demands, and thought he

might rest securely upon the influence of the liberated

magnates to punish the rebels who still refused to lay

down their arms. He therefore summoned them to

meet him on a certain day with the array of their princl

palities in the March of Meissen. Otto was commanded

to join the king’s forces at the appointed time. He

himself marched with the small force in hand; on his

way through Bohemia he was reinforced by the militia

of duke Wratislaus, and entered Saxony through the

passes of the Erzgebirge. Meanwhile duke Otto had dis

missed the king’s summoner with the laconic intimation,

 

that by thus taking up arms for the destruction of hiS_

unoffending Christian subjects he had forfeited all claim
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‘ to obedience; the liberated princes replied to the king’s

summons, that, with every desire to redeem their pro

mises, the frank refusal of their vassals to bear arms

against their oppressed countrymen made it impossible

‘ to move a step in his serv1ce. In thls state Hisfaflm

of helpless desertion, Henry found himself gains: the

suddenly confronted by a body‘of seven thou- "“urgent’s'

sand well-armed cavalry, under the command of the two

ringleaders of the insurrection ; and was only saved

from captivity by the waters ‘of the swollen river Mulde,

which separated him from the assailants, and enabled

him to make good his retreat into Bohemia.c

By this time the papal briefs of the 25th of July, the

25th of August, and probably also that of the Political

3d of September, had reached their destination; effect of the

and the conspiracy in the south and west of Papalban'

Germany was drawing to a head. The dukes of Swabia,

Bavaria, and Carinthia, the bishops of \Viirzburg and

some others, met again at Ulm, and agreed to convoke a

general convention of the estates of the empire at Tribur

on the Rhine for the 14th of the following October. . Ci

tations and letters were issued, in a tone of religious ear

nestness and pious urgency, to the magnates and nobles

of the circles of Swabia, Bavaria, Saxony, Lorraine, and

Franconia, corresponding accurately enough with the al

tered basis of public law as intoned by the papal pitchpipe.

'The controversy between the complainants and the king

was shifted from the ground of individual and political

grievance to that of religion. The primate Siegfried

thought it high time to make his peace with the pope;

other bishops followed in his wake: zeal for the interests

of the church cast all moral obligations, oaths, promises,

engagements, into the shade: the king’s friends fled from

him, as ifloyalty were a crime, and association a pollution.

The hostages which the liberated Saxon chiefs had left in

his hands were allowed to escape by the king’s wardens.d

Every countenance was averted from him; every "assal

c This short narrative of events in 4 Lamb. Schafl‘n. an. 1076. See his

Germany is abridged from Lambert of interesting narrative of the escape of

Aschaffenburg, an. 1076. Bruno, de the sons of markgraves Uto and Dedi

Bell. Sax.,v has been consulted. of Saxony.
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of the empire stood aloof in consternation, or joined the

ranks of his enemies. Still, a little knot of steady and

faithful adherents clun to his fortunes; one great city

of the empire held its sheltering gates ever open to him;

above all, he was never deserted by his own sanguine and

self-reliant spirit.

On the appointed day a full convention of the estates

_ Convention of the empire assembled at Tribur. Sigard pa

Of Tribur- triarch of Aquileia, and Altmann bishop of

Passau, accompanied by a dark retinue of monks, ap

peared as legates of the holy see. They were instructed

to explain to the convention the grounds of the late cen

sures upon “Henry of Franconia,” and, in case of his

continued impenitence, to impart the pontifical license to

proceed to the election of a proper person to fill the va

Papal cant throne. But no public business was to be

Purificafiml- entered upon until the legates should have first

purified the meeting from the pollutions contracted by

communion or intercourse with the excommunicated schis

matics and heretics, more especially with the king him

self. Till then, they declined all conversation with any

member of the convocation, whatever his rank or influ

ence, who might by word or act have held commerce with

Henry subsequently to the date of the anathema; or

with married or concubinate priests; or lastly, with eccle

siastics labouring under the charge of simony. Bishop

Altmannwas specially appointed to receive the confessions,

to impart the papal pardon for these and other irregu

larities, and to impose the penances appropriate to each

class of offences. As soon as the process of purification

A _ was completed, the meeting occupied itself for
rticles of - . . . .

impeachment seven days in discussing and settlulig articles

esqipjglhe of impeachment against the kin . eginning

' with the age of irresponsible infancy, they re

hearsed every scandalous rumour regarding his irregular

life before he reached the age of puberty : they recapitu

lated every real or reported act of tyranny and injustice

committed in his riper years, charging that he had

thereby infringed the rights and liberties of his subjects,

oppressed and injured individuals, and disgraced the hon
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our and dignity of the crown: they accused him of ex

cluding the magnates of the empire from his confidence;

promoting worthless and incompetent persons, men of no

note, character, or family, to the highest offices of the

state; thereby compassing and contriving the total seques

tration of the nobility from public affairs, and their final

disgrace and ruin ; this depraved appetite for civil broils,

they said, “ had withdrawn his attention from the foreign

enemies of the empire; his mode of government had led

to a general decay of public wealth and prosperity, and

promoted the reign of violence and anarchy throughout

the realm; more especially it had led to the destruction of

churches and monasteries, the diversion of church estate,

funds, and revenue to the payment of his mercenaries;

the decay of godly zeal and reverence for sacred minis

trations, whereby men’s thoughts were diverted from holy

things to the turbulent habits of war and pillage; and

all this with a view to rob the country of the blessings of

peace, and to fasten the yoke of bondage upon the necks

of a free people: there was now no asylum left for the

widow and the orphan, no refuge for the injured and the

oppressed, no respect for law, no restraint of morality;

the church had lost her authority, the empire had for

feited its dignity. . . . . For evils such as these there was

but one remedy—the extreme remedy of every desperate

disease—the removal of the cause . . . . the king there

fore must be deposed, and another chosen in his place who

should possess the power and the capacity at once to

arrest the progress of lawless immorality and flagrant

irreligion.”

While the confederates and their ghostly advisers

from Rome were thus busy sweeping up the Fmmesshw

sins of the age, the king’s iniquities, and their miliation of

own, into one huge heap, and depositing them Henry IV’

all at his door, Henry had mustered his small band of

adherents at Oppenheim, a town on the Rhine directly

opposite to Tribur, determined to play his last stake for

life and crown. In the field, however, his chances were

evanescent; and he at length consented to humble him

self, even unto the dust, if he might thereby introduce
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hesitation into the counsels of his adversaries, or, at the

worst, rescue some shred or remnant of royalty from the

wreck of his fortunes: he promised amendment, consti

tutional government, redress of wrongs,--nay, if nothing

less would content them, he engaged to renounce the

government and transfer it to the hands of the estates,

provided he be still permitted to retain that royal name

and title of which he could not be lawfully deprived.

The confederates interpreted these proposals as a crafty

device to gain time, or to divert them from the real pur

oses of the meeting. In their reply they stigmatised

is promises as feather-light, his professions as cobwebs;

his vices they pronounced to be incurable; his eagerness

for the erpetration of wickedness like the snorting of

the war- orse for the battle; forbearance were in his case

treason to the church and the state : “ as long,” said they,

“ as our own lives and worldly honours, our merely per

sonal interests, were at stake, we bore with these evils for

Solemn w the sake of our oaths and our souls’ welfare:

nuncietion of but now that, for his iniquities, he (Henry) hath

allegmce‘ been cut 0V1)" from the body of the church by

the sword of the apostolic anathema, we can no longer

hold any communication with him withoutforfeiting our

own communion with holy church, and perilliny ourfaith

as Christians,- seeing that now, by apostolic authority, the

pope hath cancelled all our oaths, and released us from

the allegiance by which we have been hitherto bound.”

The confederates had by this time frankly enlisted

Renewalof under the papal banner, with the impression,

negotiations no doubt, that the pope’s objects and their own

were identical, and that by humouring his policy they

had struck into the shortest path to the accomplishment

of their revolutionary designs. Henry’s plight was by

this time to all appearance desperate; but, true to him

self to the last, he drew together his faithful band, with

the resolution, before he perished, once more to dye his

sword in the blood of his enemies. The confederates

prepared to cross the river, and to put an end to the

contest by his capture or death. But such a result would

not have answered the purpose of pope Gregory. With
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out apparent cause, the insurgent forces halted on the

banks of the river; the negotiations so rudely broken oil‘

were revived, and it was proposed to Henry Hem laces

that the question qfforfeiture should be re- b.5531...

ferred to the pope: that the latter should be “322111 °f

requested to meet the estates of the empire in ’

solemn diet at Augsburg ‘on the ensuing feast of the Pu

rification; and that the pope should, after hearing both

parties, give judgment of condemnation or acquittal : that

if a year and a day of the date of the papal ana

thema the king should not obtain absolution, he should

ipsofacto be deemed to have forfeited the crown: that

in the mean time he should dismiss his excommunicated

ministers and minions; that he should retire to the city

of Speyer, with the bishop of Verdun for his single com

panion, and a small retinue of servants, ascertained to be

beyond all liability to ecclesiastical censures, and there

live as a private gentleman, not venturing to cross the

threshold of any church or consecrated building; doing

no act of government, disusing all court ceremonial, and

laying aside every sign or symbol of royalty: that he

should withdraw his garrison, and deliver up his city of

Worms to the bishop of the see, and warrant him harm

less agaiost the violence of the citizens: and lastly, if

he should fail well and truly to perform all and every

of these articles, they (the confederateslshould be free

and absolved from all further regards towards him, and

be at liberty to resort to all such measures as mi ht be

necessary for the public welfare, without waiting for the

papal adjudication.

Here, then, we have the key to the policy of pope

Gregory. We may now put our own inter-Policyofpope

pretation upon his recommendation “ to deal Gregory

gently” with Henry—to extend to him “that charity

which covereth the multitude of sins,”—not to proceed to

the election of a new king until‘ they should be well

assured of his impenitence.e Gregory had, in fact, no

intention that matters should ever be brought to that

= See the letter of the 3d Sept., Ad Germanos, p. 393 of this chapter.
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pass. The confederates, he foresaw, would not be more

manageable than the depressed and humbled king. It

was no part of his plan that the estates of Germany

should succeed in placing another monarch on their

throne; a prince unfettered b conditions, unshackled

by opposition: the reins must t en drop from his hands;

the work would have to be begun over again; a position

in most respects equivalent to a defeat. If the estates

had stood firmly by their earlier resolution, the legates

would have found no ground upon which to rest the eccle

siastical lever. But, with the full knowledge of the views

and reciprocal dispositions of the leading members of the

convention they had by this time obtained, they found

no difficulty in directing matters as they thought most

conducive to their master’s plans. They were aware that

the right to the dukedom of Bavaria was an open ques

tion beween Otto of Nordheim and Welf ; they knewthat

Rodolf had not forgotten the trick practised upon him

at Gerstungen, and that Otto had never forgiven him the

havoc committed among his countrymen at the battle of

Hohenberg. Again, both these princes were acknow

ledged competitors for the expected vacancy ; the former

hoping to govern the election by the aid of the now power

ful Saxon party; the latter relying upon the great body

of the southern and western constituency. Under such

circumstances, it was probably no very difiicalt matter

to persuade both parties that they were not in a position

to proceed to an immediate election, and that it would,

at all events, be the wiser part to await the papal award,

in which, no doubt, all would joyfully concur.f

Further inducements to delay were not wanting.

Latent dm Among the Germanic prelacy the legates had

cultiesand encountered unexpected differences of opinion

“35:51:11 as to the powers of the holy see to depose a

Gerinw Pre-king 0f the Romans. It was, it seems, ob

8' jected that so extreme a measure was inadmis

sible without a due canonical inquiry, a positive term

' And thus, perhaps,if after all a new or at least enable him to make what

electlon ‘should be unavoidable, throw ever terms he might think fit with the

the election into the hands of the pope; favoured candidate.
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given, and every legal facility for defence afforded.

Some were found even bold enough to affirm, that the

pope was not justified in excluding the soverei n advo

cate and protector of the church of Rome from hristian

communion. The doubts of the zealous and influential

Hermann of Metz had been but lately removed ;g nor

can it, with reasonable probability, be supposed that all

scruples upon these important topics had been swept

from the minds even of the staunchest of the pope’s

friends. The legates, therefore, avoided the formal dis

cussion of these delicate questions; they contented them

selves with a general vindication ofthe papal prerogative,

and rested their cause upon the special reference of the

quarrel to the papal adjudication upon the grounds of

impeachment suggested by the estates themselves.h

Up to this point the game of pope Gregory had been

played with perfect success. The race was now Critical pow

between Henry and the COIlfGdGI‘fltBS—Whichtiwr ofHenry.

should be the first to gain the ear of the pontiff; H“ P°l'°y'

the former, with a view to his absolution before the ex

piration of the fatal day; the latter, to prevent all com

munication before the term that was to emancipate them

from all dependence, either upon pope or treaty, should

arrive. Henry perceived that no alternative remained

but to throw himself at all hazards into the arms of the

pope, or to fall defenceless into the hands of enemies with

whom no terms could be made, and from whom no

mercy was to be expected. IVith a view to put him

self straight with the court of Rome, he dismissed his

ministers, discharged his retinue, surrendered the city

of Worms to the bishop; he issued letters patent, can

celling every act he had committed or done against the

pope; submitted implicitly to the decrees of the holy see,

promised every satisfaction that should be demanded of

him, and engaged for the like on the part of his excom

municated friends. The convention on their part bound

8 By the pope’s letter of the 25th

Aug. 1076. See Regist. lib. iv. ep. ii.

p. 379. See p. 392 of this chap.

5 Bonizo of Sntri aflirms that the

transmontane prelates had formally an

swered both propositions in the afiirma

tive. Ad Amic. p. 815. The German

annalists leave the contrary impression.
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‘I

themselves, before they separated, by a solemn oath, that

unless Henry should within the three months, between

the end of October and the first day of the ensuing

February, obtain the papal absolution, they would regard

him as finally deposed, and from thenceforth pay him no

manner of obedience as king.i _

As soon, therefore, as Henry found himself safely

Mew 90f domiciled at Speyer, he sent archbishop Udo
the congfede- of Treves to Rome with duplicate letters ofsub

"wit: the mission, and a humble request to be permitted

P p ' to visit the holy places, and to sue for pardon

at the feet of the pontiff. To await the arrival of the

pope in Germany appeared to him to be to await his

doom at the hands of a hostile judge surrounded by im

placable enemies. This, however, was the position in

which those enemies were anxious to place him, and

they sent off the most urgent messages to Gregory

to hasten his arrival. To be beforehand with the king,

the messengers of the latter had been detained by the

bishop of Piacenza, with a view to allow the envoys of

the confederates to get the start!’ They urged upon the

pope, that any attempt 011 the part of Henry to evade

is trial, or to obtain an ea: part0 absolution, was a

breach of his engagements; and that the message now

on its way to Rome was no other than a deliberate at

tempt to overreach the pontiff, and, in the absence of

accusers and witnesses, to shake himself loose from the

conditions of his bond.

In reply to these remonstrances, Gregory contented

Evasive w himself by assuring the confederatesk that he

ply of Gre- would allow no consideration to delay his
gory’ journey, and that he proposed to arrive in

Mantua on the 8th of January (1077), trusting that

they would provide adequately for his reception and

1 Throughout the whole of these '‘ Paul. Bemried, Vit. Greg. VII. c.

transactions it is needless to say more lxxxiii., up. Murat. iii. p.338. Acopy

than that we have followed the in- of this letter (not in the Registrum) is

teresting narrative of Lambert of As- extent in the “Codex Epistolaris” of

chafienburg, with occasional references Ulrich ofBamberg, No. 147, inEocard's

to the very inferior authority of the Corp. Histor. Med. JEvi, vol. ii. p. 149

pajpal partizan, Bonizo of Sutri. Panl’s was the earlier publication.

Bonizo, lib. viii. p. 816. l.
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service, taking care that his escort should consist of

persons in Whom he could place the most implicit con

fidence, and giving all diligence to keep the peace in

their own country, so that no disturbance might occur

to prevent or delay his progress. “How many and

how stormy the contentions we have had with the nuncii

of the king,” said Gregory “in conclusion, “ and by what

arguments we repelled his instances, the bearers of these

' letters will more fully inform you.”

The die was to all appearance cast, the staff was

broken over him, and scarcely a ray of hope Journey of

gleamed through the thick darkness of king Henryinw

Henry’s prospects. A single chance remained Italy‘

—a personal interview with the pope was still within the

verge of possibility. With excellent tact and courage,

he embraced the suggestion. His intelligence of the

movements of his adversaries was minute and accurate;

the speed of the pope’s journey from Rome might be

calculated; and, the state of the weather and the roads

taken into account, his own arrival in Italy might be so

timed as to overtake the pontiff before he could cross the

Alps. Fortunately for him, the winter of 1076 to 1077

set in early, and continued with unexampled severity till

the spring. In Germany the snow covered the surface

of the earth from the 28th of October to the 24th of

March.‘ The Rhine was one sheet of thick ice from

Martinmas to the beginning of April.m Henry did not

await the return of archbishop Udo from Rome, suspect

ing that he was the bearer of a positive prohibition to set

foot in Italy. Meanwhile-the dukes Rodolf, Welf, and

Berthold, had surmised his intention of throwing him

self upon the protection of his Italian‘ vassals, and had

strongly occupied the passes over the Rhaetian and

Julian Alps. The Mont Cenis alone remained open to

him. By favour of duke William ofBurgundy he passed

without molestation into the hereditary dominions of

his mother-in-law, Adelaide, marchioness of Susa and

count‘ess of Savoy. The rapacious princess detained

lBernold. Constan. an. 1077,ap.Pertz, '" Lamb. Schafl'n. an. 1077.

tom. v. p. 433.
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him till she had extorted from him, as the price of his

passage, a grant of crown-estate to a considerable extent

in the adjoining duchy of Burgundy. The most em

barrassing portion of his journey was still before him.

The passes of the Pennine Alps were so blocked up with

snow and ice, as to require almost superhuman efforts to

clear a practicable passage. _ Undeterred by difficulty,

suffering, or danger, the king collected labourers, offered

large rewards, superintended the works, and encouraged

all by his presence and personal exertions, and in the

end succeeded in landing his little party safely on the

more genial plains of Lombardy.

The arrival of Henry was the signal of a general

Henry’swel-jllbllee throughout the land. Nobility and

“me in m1)’- clergy, with their armed and disciplined re

tinues, flocked to his standard, outbidding each other in

professions of zeal for his service and affection for his

person. The commonalty looked to him for relief from

those internal disturbances which had absorbed the wealth

and obstructed the prosperity of the country. The ma

jority were animated by a lively resentment against

the pope as the instigator of the social disorders under

which they had so long suffered; and it was probably

due to the rumour, that their king had come among

them to carry into execution the decrees of Pavia,“ that

they hastened with so much alacrity to place their

personal services, and the whole military force of the

Rage ofthe kingdom, at his disposal. The wrath of the

Pain“ P‘my- papal party in Italy exhaled itself in the strain

of malignant invective, in which the controversial talent

of the age was apt to indulge: Henry was a “ self-con

victed traitor” to God and man—“ a malefactor escaping

from the hands ofjustice ;” he had sneaked rivily from

the place of his lawful detention, because he iiad no con

fidence in the integrity of his cause; he had entered

Italy like a thief in the night, with a gang of accursed

outcasts at his heels; coward, as he was, he had slunk

away from the legitimate tribunal of his peers; he had dis

obeyed the pope s commands, and broken all his engage

“ See p. 382 of this chapter.
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ments to the estates of his kingdom.° Whether Gregory

himself took precisely the same view of the king’s con

duct may admit of a doubt. But he was fully alive to

the importance of the movement, and prepared to take

all the advantage that could be extracted from it. Upon

the first intelligence of the king’s arrival in The pope at

Italy, instead of continuing his journey to cum“

Mantua, he hastened to place his person in safety at

Canossa, a strong castle in the Modenese territory, be

longing to his devout friend the countess Mathilda,

whence he could at his leisure observe the king’s move

ments, and form a more definite opinion of his disposi

tions and intentions.

In the interim the companions and ministers of

CHARVIIL] GREGORY ABSbLVES THE MINISTERS, 8w.

- Henry, who had fallen under the papal ban, Gregnry ab_

had hastened to follow his example. The sqlvesthe

greater number of the excommunicated clergyplffllgzflgifi'

and laity had eluded the rebel guards of the migisfirsof

Alpine passes, and appeared at the gates of H Hg‘

Canossa in penitential guise. \Vith naked feet, and

clothed in sackcloth, they presented themselves to the

pontiff, humbly imploring pardon and absolution from

the dire anathema. After some apparent hesitation, the

pope granted their petition. By way of penance, the

delinquents were placed in solitary confinement, with but

one scanty meal of bread and water in the twenty-four

hours. But after a few days of no very severe suffering

the penitents were brought before the pope. Prefacing

his address by a mild rebuke for the past, and a serious

admonition to look well to their future conduct, Gregory

gave the required absolution. But, in dismissing them

rom his presence, he bade them, with a stern counte

nance, to beware of holding any communication with

the king, until he should in like manner have been re

leasedfrom the bonds of the church, excepting it were to

ewhort him to the like humiliation, and thus to withdraw

him from the brink of the perilous abyss into which a

single false step must irretrievably plunge him. .

° See Paul. Bernried. Vit. Greg. VII. c. lxxxiv., ap. Murat. iii. p. 339,
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This incident marks, to use a term of science, the

' oint of contrar fiexure in the olic of 0 e
£21238; iflérregory. If he? had meant to agt hoiiestl; llfy

‘her‘égzsfede' his Germanic confederates, no course could be

' more natural or becoming than to refer the ac

complices to the tribunal which, by his own appoint

ment, was to determine the fate ofthe principal offender.

An ex parte absolution was a virtual breach of faith to

those allies, who, in reliance upon the identity of the

pope’s intentions with their own, had relinquished the

advantages of their position at Tribur, and placed them

selves and their cause in his hands. The acts of his

legates at the convention; his letters adopting and con

firming the proposed high court ofjustice; and his own

conduct in setting forward upon his journey to the ap

pointed judgment-seat at Augsburg, pledged him, as

deeply as acts and professions could pledge him, not to

do by anticipation, and behind the backs of his con

federates, what ought to be left to depend upon the

result of the proposed public trial.

But in the mean time circumstances had occurred

Change of which materially altered the pope’s position.

poliqy; His friends at Rome had all along objected to,

‘mm’ and striven to dissuade him from, the journey to

Germany. Finding now, on his arrival at Canossa, that

his further progress was barred by the winter frosts and

snows, and, more than all, that the king had already

gained a firm footing in Lombardy, and that, by the time

the weather might permit, the latter would be in a con

dition to prevent him from quitting his asylum, no course

remained open to him but to make the best ofthe present

opportunity.p His engagements to the insurgents out

of the question—engagements entered into solely with a

view to overcome the obduracy of his opponent—there

was nothing in the actual circumstances to stand in the

way of an accommodation upon his own terms. He had

now good reason to believe that Henry and his repentant

P The motives of the pope's change Canossa on the day after the absolu

of purpose are plainly avowed in his tion of the king. Regist. lib. iv. ep. xii

letter to the confederates,written from _ p. 388.
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accomplices were of the same mind; that his spirits were

toned down to the proper pitch; and that a hint was all

that was necessary to bring him to his feet in as humble

a frame ofmind as he could desire. Hence the prompt ab

solution of the king’s ministers; hence the significant in

timation of the course which might lead to a similar result

in the case of their master. At the sameatime, all the

circumstances of Henry’s position were present to the

mind of Gregory. He knew that at that very time a

powerful military force was at his disposal, ready to lend

itself to any measures which might lead to the gratifica

tion of the resentments of the leaders against himself per

sonally. Such powers, under the direction of an active

and resolute prince, must, if brought into action, expose

the pope to the most imminent peril. On the other hand,

he knew and reckoned upon Henry’s singleness of pur

pose, whether for good or for evil; he knew that his

mind was haunted and oppressed by his engagements

with the estates of Germany, and that he looked forward

with a panic-terror to the possibility of the term of for

feiture arriving before he should have obtained the papal

absolution. Under these impressions, pope Gregory, with

out further hesitation, set aside his engagements with

the confederates, and determined to accept the king’s sub

mission. But “ he sowed the wind,” and, as will appear

in the sequel, “ he reaped the whirlwind.”

With characteristic impetuosity, Henry determined to

bring the humiliating scene to a close. He Able dip“

had secured the good oflices of his mother-in- macy of

law, the marchioness of Susa, the markgrave Gregwy'

Azzo Este, the abbot of .Cluny, and other orthodox mag

nates. He had obtained a personal interview with the

countess Mathilda, and engaged her intercession with the

pope for a merciful consideration of his case.q The pontiff

affected to listen with reluctance to the king’s advocates,

and observed coldly, that it would be quite beside the

'1 Considering the relation between ing under the ban of the church with

Mathilda. and Gregory, she is not likely out the knowledge or sufl'erance of her

to have incurred the danger of personal chief.

communication with an offender labour
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proper course of canonical proceeding, to hear the cause

in the absence of accusers and witnesses: if the king was

conscious of his innocence, he had only to meet him (the

pope) at the appointed time and place, and boldly to con

front his gainsayers in the presence of a judge whom

neither fear nor affection could turn aside from the

straight path of justice, or the strict rule of ecclesiastical

law.

The mediators admitted the justice of the pope’s

Pleading of scruples, but urged in reply, that this was an

the king's exceptional case. The kings accusers, by an

“dmales' nexing terms to which the pope was not a party,

had, in fact, taken the question of forfeiture out of his

hands; so that, if the term expired before the grant of

absolution, Henry would be z'pso facto deposed and

punished Without any participation on the part of the

pontiff: in that case there would be nothing to adjudicate

upon at the proposed congress; the king would lose all

right to a trial, or, if heard at all, to redress for what

might turn out to be a flagrant wrong: all that was now

asked was, that the pope should not, by refusing absolu

tion at this stage, deliver him up defenceless into the

hands of his enemies: that act could not prejudice the

right of the pope to make rigid inquiry into the merits of

the charges exhibited against him 5 and would leave open

the question _whether he should still retain or forfeit the

crown—a question which, if he were ale facto deposed,

could never be raised at all. '

And, in fact, the reservation of a right to depose the

Terms of king in a given contingency was a virtual with

s‘lbmissi‘m- drawal ofthe cause from the pope’s jurisdiction,

unless he had been made a party to the condition : more

than this, it indicated a disposition on the part ofthe con

vention to take the settlement of their differences into

their own hands, in case they could not make the pope an

instrument for that purpose; and introduced a state of

things in which the latter might be justified in weighing

the prospective advantages of negotiating with the king,

and of keeping faith with the confederates against each

other. Gregory was, we believe, as little disposed to quarrel
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with, or even to damp the ardour of his allies, or to give

a triumph to either party, as he was to lose the oppor

tunity of placing his foot upon the neck of the greatest

of earthly sovereigns. Thus, after a long discussion, and

with great apparent reluctance, he yielded to the instances

of the mediators; but clogged with the condition that the

king should with his own hand surrender crown and scep

tre to the pope, and in the most public manner pronounce

himself unworthy of the royal title and honour. But

this was too hard a demand upon the carnal prejudices

of Gregory’s most intimate friends and counsellors; and

so, after a becoming resistance, the pontiff permitted him

self to be gently led to more merciful thoughts. It was

at last agreed that the king should present himself on a

given day before the pope; that he should make full ac

knowledgment of his guilt; express his profound repent

ance for the insults he had inflicted upon the apostolic

throne; his deep contrition for all vices and crimes com

mitted; and that he should profess his firm resolution to

atone for all past sins and offences by his future obe

dience to the papal mandates, and submission to such

terms and conditions as the pope might thereafter deem

necessary by way of security for the permanence of his

reformation.

Strong in the stern and sullen resolution to do and

to bear all, so that he might but disappoint the Penance of

plottings of his rebel subjects, Henry accepted Henry at

the pope’s conditions, and prepared with resig- Cams“

nation for the impending ceremony'of shame and humi

liation. The castle of Canossa was surrounded by a

triple line of wall, forming two internal courts. On the

appointed morning, the king appeared before the outer

gate, and was admitted into the first enclosure. Here

he was directed to divest himself of the insignia and

attire of royalty, even to the last ve‘stige of majesty;

he was then clothed in a coarse woollen garment, and

made to stand barefooted and fasting from morn till

sunset.r “ And thus,” says the pontifical biographer,

- ' “lidiserabiliter utpote decalceatus, Paul. Bernr. c.1xxxiv. p. 339.

laneis vestibus ,indutus pen-listens.”

VOL. W. E
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“ for three entire days, he ceased not, with much weep

ing and many supplications, to implore the apostolic

commiseration, until the bowels of all the spectators

yearned with compassion, so that with tears in their

eyes they earnestly besought the pontiff to have mercy

—nay, even so that they exclaimed against the stern

severity of the man of God as smacking of cruelty: then

at length, overborne by the solicitations of all around

him, he resolved to readmit the penitent into the bosom

of the church; but only upon terms which should

either crush him effectually, or for the remainder of his

days convert him into the passive instrument of the

papal policy.“

The penance of Henry at Oanossa occurred on the

Conditions of 25th, 26th, and 27th of January 1077 ; conse

 

ebwlutiw- quently only six days before the expiration of

the term of forfeiture,t which was to fall out on the

2d of February. The stipulations of absolution accepted

by Henry were: 1. That he should a pear, on a day and

at a place to be named by the pontiff: before himself and

a general synod consisting of all the ecclesiastical and

lay princes of the empire, to answer to all such articles

as should be exhibited against him; and that if he should

succeed then and there in purging himself from such

charges, he should retain his crown; but if he should,

by the laws of the church, he adjudged unworthy of the

royal honours, he should humbly resign his pretensions

and retire to a private station, engaging at the same

time to seek no revenge upon any one for the share he

might have taken in the act of deposition; 2. That until

the trial he shouldlay aside the royal state and symbols,

and do no act of government in his own name either in

his executive or judicial administration; 3. That till

acquitted he should collect no greater amount of the

imperial rents and revenues than should be absolutely

necessary for the sustenance of himself, his family, and

attendants; 4. That until that time his subjects should

I See Reg-ist. lib. iv. ep. xii. p. 388. literally from this letter.

Paul Bernried's account of Henry’s ‘ The feast of the Purification. Conf

penance at Canossa is copied almost p. 407 of this chapter.
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continue absolved from all oaths or covenants theretofore

contracted in his favour; 5. That he should immediately

and irrevocably dismiss from his counsels Ulrich of Cost

heim, the bishop of Bamberg, and other evil counsellors

to be named by the pope; 6. That, in case of acquittal,

he should continue for the remainder of his days in all

things subject and obedient to the holy see, and helpful to

the pope in reforming all those evil customs and practices

which, in defiance of the laws of the church, had taken

root in his realm ;" '7. That if he should make default in

the observance of all or any of these conditions, the abso

lution should become ipsofacto void; he should fallback

into the condition of a felon convict, and an outcast from

all laws, human and divine; and the princes of the em

pire should in that case be at liberty, without regard to

former obligations, to elect another king.

In compliance with the practice of the age, the pope

accepted as warrantors of the treaty the coun- Actof

tesses Mathilda andAdelaide, the abbot ofCluny, absdution

the markgrave Azzo of Este, the bishops of Zeitz and

Vercelli, with some others in attendance upon his court.

After solemnly pledging his oath to the performance of

these conditions, the pope as solemnly absolved him from

the anathema. Standing in front of the altar, and hold

ing in his hand the consecrated host, he thus addressed

the king:

“ N0 long time ago a writing was handed to me by

you or yours, reproaching me with having ob- Address of

tained the pontificate by simony, and with Gregory to

having, both before and since, polluted myself the kmg‘

with crimes which would unfit me for that or any other

sacred ofiice: now, though fully assured that, by the

concurrent testimony of many good and faithful wit

nesses, having the most perfect knowledge of my life and

conversation from iny youth upwards, I have it in my

power to refute these calumnies; yet that I may avoid

the appearance of relying rather upon the witness of man

than of God ; and in order to sweep away all cause of

“ Simony, i.e. the right of investiture.
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offence by a plenary manifestation of my innocence,—

may the body of the Lord, which I now take and receive

in witness thereof, either free me from the guilt of the

crimes thus laid to my charge, or, if guilty, strike me

with sudden death!”

\Vith such and other words, calculated to enhance

the terror of the imprecation, he swallowed the half of

the consecrated bread. As soon as the transports of

congratulation which, after a moment’s pause, followed

this irrefmgable proof of his perfect purity among his

auditors had subsided, the- pope turned to king Henry:

“ And now, my son,” said he, “ if it please you, do the

like: the princes of your kingdom do daily besiege our

ears with complaints against you, charging you with

many capital crimes, on account of which they have re

moved you from the government of the empire, banished

you from the communion of the church, and excluded

you from all the relations of social intercourse: they have

demanded a day and a place of solemn inquest upon the

charges preferred against you, and we have granted their

request; but you yourself know full well how frequently

human tribunals are at fault—how often, on occasion

of public trials, the impurest motives triumph over truth

and justice,—how that falsehood is often tricked out

in embroidered speech, while homely truth, strip ed of

eloquent phrase, is overlooked orvcontemned. 0W it

is because I am anxious for your welfare—you having

taken refuge under the apostolical mantle—that I beseech

you to follow the example I have set you: are you con

scious of your innocence—are you in your inmost soul

persuaded that you are the victim of malignant slander?

If so, take the shortest and the most effectual course now

offered to your acceptance, to set free the church of God

from the scandal, and yourself from the trouble and dan

ger, of a longer struggle; take and eat this other half of

the holy bread, that you may have God himself for a

witness to your innocence—that the mouths of your ad

versaries may be for ever closed—that you may have 115

for your most zealous defender, your princes be recon

clled to you, the government be restored to you, and all
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the storms of civil war by which the empire hath been

torn and riven be set asleep for ever.” "

Boundless self-righteousness or blasphemous audacity

could alone have prompted pope Gregory in the The Sam,

performance ofthis ghostly feat. \Vithout pass- ‘1132;31:132

ing judgment upon the state of his private con- cligned by the

science, we are well assured that the “man king

after God’s own heart” would not have taken the test

proposed by this man to the erriug mortal at that

moment inextricably involved in his toils. If self-ap

proval were always conclusive proof of moral purity,

Gregory might perhaps safely take an oath embracing

the many ill-defined items of charge first adverted to."

But the high-priest had great advantages over the con

scientious layman in this matter; his head was not en

circled by the halo of sanctity which so often varnishes

over the ugly features of deceit; there was no holy pur

pose at the bottom of his heart, to which he could appeal

as a refuge against the conscious guilt which would

otherwise attach to the means by which holy purposes

are sometimes accomplished. King Henry knew and

felt that he was a sinner, and he declined the test.

Abashed for a moment by the insidious proposal, he

retired withhis friends to consult with them how to act

in this perplexing emergency. Returning after a short

conference, he replied with sense and dignity to the

pontifical address: “ In the absence,” he said, “ of the

princes of the empire as his accusers, he could have no

knowledge of the specific charges alleged against him;

neither he nor any one else could know to what particular

" M. Laden, in his diffuse History of

the Germans (vol. ix. note 37, p. 580)

rejects this latter portion of Lambert‘s

narrative. We do not perceive even a

shadow of a critical reason for this ca

prlcious severance of one portion of a

continuous narrative from the rest—a

story told by a contemporary writer, a

friend of the pope, and a man of ap

proved veracity. Bernold of Constance

tells the same tale; and though the

Italians omit the account of the sacra

mental test, yet their recitals are short,

confused, and much compressed. The

greater number, in fact, pass over the

scene at Canossa in five lines, e.g. Ar

nulph and Landulph of Milan; Bom'zo,

in his letter to his friend; Dom'zo, in

his metrical biography of the countess

Mathilda ; and even Paul Bernrz'ed

himself, in his more elaborate Life of

Gregory VII., does no more than

abridge the letter of the pope, in which

he gives an account of the king’s humi

liation. There seems, in fact, no better

reason for adopting one part of Lam

bert’s story than another.

" See p. 378 of this chapter.
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matters the proposed sacramental purgation ap lied; that

under such circumstances the satisfaction 0 ered must

be Without consequence, as it would be Without intel

ligible grounds; that no one could attach any weight to

a purification performed privately, and as it were in a

corner, and before so few witnesses: it were better, there

fore, in all respects, to remit the decision of his cause

wholly to the human tribunal, to which, after all, it

must be finally submitted; he would then know WlIO'hIS

accusers were, and what were their complaints'agamst

him; the inquiry would be conducted upon speclfic state

ments, and the decision proceed upon recognised prin

ciples of law.” .

Gregory had, however, exhibited the immeasurable

The pope dis_superiority of his own virtue before an awe

Penseswith stricken and admiring audience; the fame of

‘tifi‘foggi‘ifi his glorious self-purgation must go forth to the

“icmtwith world in dazzling contrast to the conscience

the mug‘ stricken protest of his humbled adversary. In

this mood he received the king’s excuses with com

plaeency; he admitted him to communion, and invlted

im to his table. Acting now the part at once of a

courteous host and ghostly father, he instructed him

minutely in every point of his future duty, and finally

dismissed him to rejoin the retinue awaiting him at the

gates of the castle, after taking the precaution of send

ing Eppo bishop of Zeitz before him, to impart the like

absolutiou to the king’s followers, lest he might ag’filll

contract defilement by contact with excommunicated

persons.K

’‘ It may not be superfluous to ob

serve that almost all the solid informa

tion we possess of the afi'airs of Ger

many and Italy during the period sub

sequent to the synod of Worms—per

hups for the whole period embraced in

the work~is to be sought in the Annals

of Lambert of Aschafl'enberg. We shall

soon lose him as our guide, and shall

have reason to deplore the loss. For

the account of the insurrection of 1076

and its consequences, see his Annals

for that and the following year; aP

Pertz, tom. iii.

 



APPENDICES TO BOOK X.

No. I.—-c. ii. p. 202.

THE dialogue alluded to in the text is entitled “ Disceptatio synodalis

inter Regis advocatum et Romance Ecclesiae Defcnsorem." Sec Concil.

tom. xii. p. 117. ,

The “ Defensor” sets out by affirming that every invasion of the pre

rogative of the Roman church is a heresy, and the delinquent a heretic.

This is allowed to pass by the advocate of the king. The question is

then reduced substantially to a single issue, viz. whether a pope may be

lawfully elected without the consent of the emperor l—consequently,

whether the election of Alexander II. was or was not an invasion of

the imperial prerogative l

The “Advocate” maintains that the pontifi' ought to be chosen by

those who, after election, are to become his spiritual subjects : this ap

plies to all bishops within their respective jurisdictions ; and, inasmuch

as the pope is universal bishop, and hath the whole world for his diocese,

and inasmuch as kings and princes become his spiritual subjects, the

emperor is entitled to a voice in his election.

The “De/imam" replies: If this were true, none of the primitive

popes, not even St. Peter himself, was a. true pope.

Advocate. The heathen kings and princes were not in the church,

and were not concerned in the election of a Christian bishop ; but now

they are Christians, and spiritual subjects of the church, and in that

capacity are entitled to participate, and had always participated in

the election of popes and bishops.

Defimsor. Whenever such an interference with the liberties of the

church has occurred, it is to be ascribed to extraordinary circumstances,

such as wars, tumults, public disturbances, and civil anarchy, and not

in the exercise of any such right as contended for on the other side.

On the contrary, the emperor Constantine the Great expressly gave to

the Roman church the principality over all the churches of the world :

after building the Basilica of St. Peter over the body of the apostle,

and founding the patriarchal church of the Lateran in honour of the

Saviour, he went on to exalt that church by granting to the blessed

pope Sylvester and his successors the privilege of wearing a royal

crown (conf. note h, c. ii. p. 190), after the manner of kings, with

privilege to use the robes, mitres, and ornaments appertaining to

royalty : true, the pious pope declined the crown and all other distinc

tions but such as seemed to suit the sacerdotal character ; yet Constan

tine gave to him and to his successors for ever the royal palace of the
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Lateran, with the whole royal jurisdiction and sovereignty of Italy; for

this special reason, that as it had seemed good to him (Constantine) to

transfer the seat of his empire to the East, and there to build his capital

city, and thither to transfer his person and government, it was mani

festly inexpedient that any earthly king or emperor should have any

power or authority in that city where the spiritual “imperium” was

thenceforward to reside—that city where the Celestial Emperor had set

up His throne: this constitution was afterwards confirmed by the

emperors Theodosius and Honorius ,- and proves incontestably that no

temporal prince or emperor hath any right of government in or over

the Roman church.

The Advocate does not attempt to impugn this groundless fable, and

is driven to rest his client’s prerogative ofparticipation upon his official

character as Patrician of Rome : this oflice had come down to the em

peror or emperor-elect from all time, and had been recognised by

the great council of Rome in 1059 (conf. the “ saving-clause," oh. i.

p. 161).

The Defensor does not deny the “ saving-clause,” but replies that

the king was an infant, and could not exercise the right of the pam

ciate: spiritual rights cannot be exercised vicariously like temporal

powers ; and in like manner as his mother in the flesh had been duly

empowered to represent him in his secular capacity, so likewise his

spiritual mother the Church became entitled to exercise his spiritual

prerogative during his nonage : besides, in the case of Alexander 11..

the dangers of the times were so great that it was manifestly inexpe

dient to incur the delay requisite to make application to the court ; and

in fact, in every such case, the Roman church hath power from God to

act for herself ; for God, her supreme Ruler and Antitype, hath often

changed His own statutes : Why should not His church do the like from

the like motives? This the Defensor proves by numerous quotations

from Scripture. The motive, he continues, determines the character of

the act : thus, Peter left off eating and drinking with the Gentile con- .

verts because it gave offence to the church of Jerusalem ; and though

rebuked by Paul, still continued to abstain from such converse, for m

.80 doing he acted from compassion and forbearance towards the weaker

brethren ,' while Paul, in‘ withstanding him, acted from a motive of

zeal for the maintenance of discipline, and of apprehension that others,

not possessing Peter’s powers, should by their indiscretion produce a

schism in the church : and so Paul himself, though engaged in setting

aside the law, yet obeyed the precepts and performed the ceremoniei

of the law to please one party, while almost in the same breath he taught

the other party (the Gentiles) that circumcision profited nothing (Gal

v. 2) : then, in the teeth of this declaration, he circumcised Timothy,

and himself performed vows and ordinances according to the law : if,

then, the princes of heaven and earth did not scruple in matters of so

much peril and delicacy to condescend in this manner, why should the

princes _of the church be restrained from doing likewise where the

motive is to save a city and people (Rome) from the calamities 0f

rapine, anarchy, and murder?

Advocate. In the year 1059 the emperor-elect was an infant; but

 

‘___—-__-—4
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was represented in the council then held: the church there admitted

and declared his prerogative, and aflirmed it by the penalty ofanathema

against all who should invade that or any of the other decrees of the

council : the church is therefore estopped from pleading necessity, for

the king was and still is represented in Rome and Italy.

Defensor. But the apostle Paul himself did not scruple, for the like

reasons, to incur the like anathema ; for the sake of the weaker brethren

he was circumcised himself, and he circumcised Timothy, thereby ex

posing himself to the most terrible of anathema, namely, that of having

no part in Christ : for, saith lie, “I could even wish that I were ac

cursed from Christ for my brethren and kinsmen according to the flesh”

(Rom. ix. 2, 3) : in like manner, Moses was willing to sacrifice himself

for the people (Emod. xxxii. 31, 32): so “Christ Himself became a.

curse that He might liberate us from the curse of the law” (Gal. iii. 13);

what should prevent the church from imitating such examples as these?

Why should she be reproved for doing that which apostles and prophets

did and approved, both by word and deed, and which they have taught

us to approve T

The “Advocate" gives no direct reply to these perverse exposi

tions ,' but he objects that the motive relied upon was merely colorable :

three months and more had elapsed between the death of Nicolas II.

and the election of Alexander II. Why, he asks, during all that time

was no application made for the consent and approbation of the king’!

And why, if indeed the public peril was so great, was the election so

long delayed l

Deferwor. The answer is easy:-—after the election of Alexander,

whenever that may have taken place, the agents of the king had

quashed all his acts, and disowned him as pope, thereby infringing the

liberties of the Roman church, and forfeiting all privileges resulting

from the canonical reservation of the imperial rights. After that act

no application for confirmation was requisite : but, in fact, such appli

cation had been made; Cardinal Stephen had been sent with letters

notifying the election of Alexander, and requesting the king’s approval.

But he had been refused an audience by the regent and her advisers,

after being disgracefully detained five whole days at the palace-gates,

and then sent away with his letters unopened : such an insult as this

annulled all privilege, and, but for the merciful consideration that

blame could not be imputed to the infant king for the errors of others,

the Roman church would befullyjustified in regarding that privilege as

repealed and annulled for ever.

The “ Defensor,” it is observed, gives no answer to the question of

the delay in the election of Alexander—the question at issue ; then, as

to that election, the real objection was, that it had been altogether arbi

trary and in contradiction to the prerogative, and without the know

ledge or possible participation of the crown or its oflicers, and in viola

tion of the ordinance of 1059: the “ Defensor” justifies the breach of

his church’s engagement, and claims advantage of her own wrong to

abrogate the canonically secured privilege of the crown.

The “ Advocate” justifies the dismissal of Cardinal Stephen, on the

ground that his mission was irregular and illegal, and contrary to the
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law and constitution of the state : he came without legitimate creden

tials, and was not entitled to be heard.

The “Defensor" here boldly cuts the Gordian knot: the law of

God overrides all human law or constitution ; as it is written, ‘f Thou

shalt obey God rather than man.” But besides, even if the mission of

Stephen was wrong in form, it is well known that obedience to the ‘

commands of God Himself may sometimes be sinful. Judas Iscariot

obeyed Christ when He said to him, “What thou doest do quickly;

yet by so doing be incurred all the greater damnation. So also when

Jeremiah set wine before the Rechabites, bidding them to drink, and

they refused ; yet they, for so disobeying the command of the Lord

through His prophet, were rewarded for their contumacy by the promlsc

that they should never want a man to stand before Him for ever: Nay,

God Himself had on various occasions disregarded His own ordinances

and denied His own nature for certain great purposes ,- as, for instance,

in the scheme of human redemption, where the First and the Third

Persons of the Holy Trinity appear as accomplices with Judas Iscanot

in the betrayal of Christ, and procuring Him to be put to death by

wicked men. _

The “Advocate” is efi'ectually silenced, on this part of his case, by

this ingenious specimen of blasphemous sophistry. He 1s made to

appear as admitting that the most positive precepts of law, human or

divine, where there is a preponderant motive for breaking them, may

not only be set aside without sin, but that in many supposable cases,

such as that of the mission of Cardinal Stephen, there may be posltlve

sin in yielding obedience to them. The “Advocate” therefore retreats

upon the allegation that the Romans themselves (the legitimate elec

tors), with count Gerard of Galena, the abbot of Scauri, and others at

their head, had by regular deputation solicited the election of the bishop

of Parma (Honorius II), and that in fact all the parties requlsite to a

valid election were in his case brought together.

The “ Defensor” disposes of this plea by stigmatising the Whole

deputation as ageing of swindlers, thieves, and excommunlcated assas

sins. Gerard is a miscreant repeatedly banned by Pope Nlcolas II.

for robbing a nobleman and an archbishop on their pilgrimage to Rome;

and so of the rest : they were all of the like stamp. How could such

wretches have any share in the election of a pontiff '!

The “Advocate,” it seems, is now driven to the cowardly ple&_0f

the imperial command : how were they, the king’s ministers, to Justlfy

disobedience to his ordinances '! ,

The “Defensor” replies, “ Obey God rather than man :” God Him

self has set the example ; for, saith He, “it repenteth me that I have

made Saul king,” and Samuel accordingly announced to him that the

Lord had rejected him from being king over Israel: but the case of

Cadalo is worse than that of Saul 3 ay, than of Satan himself. Was he

indeed elected by the Roman people? Nay, but by a gang of anathe‘

matised miscreants. This were indeed as if the Devil were to authorise

Satan to preside over the church of God ! Can he be a true Pontlfl

who sold his own heritage (the bishopric of Parma) to buy another,—

who slew the Romans with the edge of the sword that he might make
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himself pontiff over the Romans’! After all these enormities committed

under the imperial authority, will any one dare to say that we ought

not to elect a pope without the’ consent of the king l—that there is no

ground for fearing lest the people should perish both in this world and

to all eternity? But ye are to learn that the salus populi has always

been held to supersede ordinances: thus Augustine was on that very

ground ordained bishop of Hippo in the lifetime of bishop Valerius :

thus also Ambrose was consecrated bishop of Milan only eight days

after his baptism, and within that time passed through all the orders

of the church.

The Defensor of course triumphs. ‘He has proved, 1st, that

under a certain state of undefined circumstances of necessity a pope

may be chosen without the consent of the emperor ; and, 2dly, that no

injury is thereby done to the imperial prerogative. He does not, how—

ever, condescend to the material question of who is to be the judge of

that'supreme necessity which is to set aside all law, human and divine.

It is assumed throughout that the party to decide this material question

is that of the Defensor himself. From the beginning to the end of

the “Disceptatio” the principal question is begged. But the value of

this strange document depends less upon its logic than upon the light

it throws upon the tendency and design of the Roman church at the

period immediately preceding the election of Gregory VII. We learn

from it that the “saving-clause” of the synod of 1059 was still in some

sense acknowledged to be the law of the church ; but the modus

operandi was left to chance or craft ,' it remained undecided whether it

amounted to a previous nomination, or to a simple veto, or to a merely

honorary right of confirmation. The first of these possible expositions

is, it seems, positively denied. As to the second, it is obvious that the

Roman casuists were prepared with an abundant store of arguments

(such as they were) to render a veto inoperative whenever it should

suit them to set it aside. If the dialectic subtleties and puerilities of

the “ Disceptatio” were to pass current, it would appear that the church

of Rome would not be bound—nay, that she could not bind herself—

by any law but her own convenience ; that is, by no law at all. For

human law is but the voice of man ; hers is the voice of God Himself,

whose purposes are determined by His will alone ; and so likewise the

will of His representative church on earth. Thus the precept, “ Obey

God rather than man,” is a complete answer against the most lawless

and tyrannical acts, and a good justification for the breach of the most

solemn‘ and binding of human obligations.

N0. II.—c. iii. p. 221 note

THE so~called heresy of the Incestuous consisted in maintaining the civil

mode of computing the degrees of consanguinity against the canonical.

The civil or imperial law, with a view to the succession to pro

perty, adopted a computation by lines and degrees. The direct line
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was that of procreation,—father, son, grandson, great-grandson, &c.

In the direct line, procreation was alike forbidden by the laws of God

and man. In the collateral lines, or those in which the several degrees,

though springing from the same common source, are not begotten by

each other,—as brothers and sisters, nephews and nieces, cousins-ger

man, and so forth,—the rule for computing consanguinity was, to take

in the two persons whose kindred was reqiiired, to add the intermediate

persons up to the common ancestor, and to subtract one; the result

gave the consanguinity required.

It is to be here remarked, that in the civil law the term “ degree" is

used synonymously with “ person,”—each person in the descent forming

a degree. But, at some period between the sixth and ninth centuries,

the canonists departed here and there from the civil mode~of compu

tation in the collateral lines. Thus, whereas the civil law reckoned

brothers in the second degree of consanguinity, the canonists placed

them in the first, on the ground that there was but one physical gene

ration between father and child,-—that is, the civil law used the term

“degree” in the same sense as “ person;” the canonists used it as syno

nymous with the term “generation.” The result was, that while the

lawyers regarded cousins-german as kindred in the fourth, and their

offspring as kindred in the sixth degree, the canonists threw them back

to the second and third degrees ,' consequently, the value of the con

sanguinity expressed by the terms“ second, fourth, and sixth degrees,”

and so on, in the civil law, was estimated by these canonists as the

first, second, and third degrees, and so forth, as far as they might wish

to carry on the computation.

The precise period at which this departure from the civil method of

computation first took place is uncertain ; but we know that down to

the age of Alexander II. it was both partial and gradual. The primi

tive churches uniformly accommodated themselves to the imperial law

in all matters of civil and social regulation not inconsistent with the

Christian profession. In St. Augustine’s time there were no impedi

ments to marriage but those recognised by the law of the land. “A8

to the marriage of cousins-german,” he says, “ we all know how rarely

it occurs in our day; and this we attribute to the nearness of the rela

tionship to that of fraternity; yet such marriages may legally take

place, inasmuch as the Divine law hath not prohibited it, and as yet

no human law exists to prevent it.” (August. De Civ. Dei, lib. xv.

c. 16.) 'But, soon after he wrote this, Theodosius the Great, among

other marriages to be deemed incestuous, enumerated those'of first

cousins both on the male and female side, and interchangeably; m1

nexing the ferocious penalties of death by fire and proscription to these,

among other cases of incestuous connubium enumerated in the decree.

But in the Eastern division of the Empire, this law was first mitigated,

and afterwards—about the year 405—repealed by the Emperor Arca

dius. But in the West, the prohibition still subsisted, as we learn from

St. Ambrose (Ep. lib. viii. ep. 66). Both he and Augustine thought

that this latter was the correct practice; yet neither of these fathers

made any distinction between the ecclesiastical and civil limitations to

matrimony ; both of them looked to the law of the state as the rule by

-‘-_--c,
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mined.

Opinion probably remained in this state till the death of Gregory

the Great, in 604. In his works no change appears but What may be

collected from his celebrated rescript to the monk Augustin, the apostle

of the Anglo-Saxons,—namely, that in his day an opinion prevailed in

the Roman church that the impediments to matrimony extended to the

seventh degree of consanguinity in the collateral lines. . (Epp. Greg.

Mag. Ep. ad Augustin. Angliae Episc. ep. 64.--See Gmt. Decret.

Cans. xxxv. q. ii. c. 20; Richter, i. p. 1108.) In an extract, “Ex

Concil. Maldens.” ap. Grwtz'an, ubi sup. p. 1103, Gregory the Great is

made to express himself thus : “ De ailinitate consanguinitatis per

gradus cognationis placuit usque ad septimam generationem ohservare.

Nam hereditas rerum per legales instrumentorum definitiones sancita

usque ad septimum gradum protendit heredum successionem.” The ex

tension of the rule of the civil law, which did not go beyond the fourth

degree, to the seventh, is probably less imputable to error in Gregory, 1

than to one of those numerous changes in the civil law introduced by

the barbarian invaders of the empire to adapt it to the altered state of

society. (See a luminous account of these changes, and of the various

abridgments and compilations from the Roman laws adopted by the

conquerors in various divisions of the dismembered empire, ap. Savigny,

Gesch. des Rom. Rechts im Mittel-alter, vol. ii. 0. ix. § 3, pp. 118 et

sqq.) But in this extract we think we perceive the germ of that dif

ference in the computation of the degrees which ultimately prevailed.

Gregory seems to confound the “persons” of the civil law with genera

tions, though still under the impression that he is reckoning according

to the rule of the civil law; not noticing that, by that law, two persons

are requisite to a generation, and that it required both to form a de

gree; whereas the use of the word “generation” suggested to after

ages the erroneous idea that a step or generation was synonymous with

“ degree.” We think, however, that no such departure from the civil

mode of computation was really intended, either in that age or as far

beyond it as the ninth century; for we find in the Isidorian forgeries

(referable to that century) a dictum imputed to bishop Calixtus I. :—

“ that persons only were to be regarded as blood-relatives who were so

considered by the Divine law as well as by those of the Roman and

Greek emperors, and whom, for that cause, the laws had introduced

into the line of succession to property.”-—(G1'at. Decret. Caus. xxxv.

q. ii.; Richt. p. 1104.)

But, in the course of the ninth and tenth centuries, the influence of

monastic opinion becomes as clearly visible in this as in every other

subject of religious discipline. Almost all the superior oflices in the

church, and not a few of those of the state, were filled by monks.

The eye of the church fastened on the subject of matrimony, and with

that obliquity of vision which resulted from a religious disparagement

of the state itself. With such inclinations, nothing so easy as to con

found terms probably misunderstood by- those who used them, and,

without apparent departure from ancient usage, to substitute “ genera~

tions" for “persons 3" and thus—though partially at first—to extend
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the customary restrictions upon marriage from the seventh to the four

teenth degree of consanguinity, as computed by the civil law.

Damiani adopted that which it now pleased the disciplinarians to

call the canonical computation, with the zeal of a bigot. He stigma—

tised the civil-law method as a heresy, and importuned Alexander II.

to convoke a counciL—not to examine, but to condemn it. (See

Baron. ann. 1065, vol. xvii. pp. 273 to 275.) The occasion of contro

versy is thus described by him, in a letter to Caesenatus, archbishop of

Ravenna :—“ I was lately, as you know, at Ravenna, and found that

city agitated by doubts that may lead to very dangerous error. There

arose, namely, a great disputation among the learned men there about

the degrees of consanguinity, and an answer was returned to certain

messengers of the Florentines, purporting that the seventh generation

was, according to canonical authority, to be so computed that, after

telling ofi' four degrees (persons) on one side of the pedigree, and three

degrees (persons) on the other, matrimony might be lawfully contracted

between all degrees beyond. In order to sustain this foolish and pre

posterous decision, they alleged the Institutes of Justinian, to the effect

that ‘ No one shall marry the grandson or granddaughter of his or he!‘

brother or sister, they being in the fourth degree.’ From this they

inferred that, if the granddaughter of my brother is distant from me

in the fourth degree, then my son is in the fifth, my grandson in the

sixth, my great-grandson in the seventh degree.” This was the heresy

Damiani undertook to refute, in along tract of twelve chapters. In

the seventh of these chapters he says that a Florentine lawyer, a clever

but very pestilent fellow, had belaboured him with the decree of

Gregory the Great to the Anglo-Saxons, permitting them to marry

within the fourth or fifth generations; but that he had sufliciently

refuted him. Damiani wound up his address by eXhorting his cor

respondent to aid him with all his powers, and to exert all his autho

rity to resist this growing and ripening heresy. “For,” said he,

“chastity is a certain special virtue, which, from the beginning of the

world, flourished among the true worshippers of God, and which, in

process of time and by small degrees, became more and more deve

loped (by the introduction of monachism) ; and now that, by the Di

vine interposition, men are persuaded to cut themselves off from these

carnal pleasures, we find them prompt of their own accord to bring

these incestuous marriages into discredit. Therefore, let every man

protest against that pestiferous opinion among the clergy (that men

may marry within the canonical degrees); let the vigour of ecclesias

tical discipline be exerted against this licentious temerity. Let 110

pretext be left to the sinner,—to vanity, no room to boast. Let that

victorious serpent of Moses which eat up the serpents of the magicians

still live in the church. Let that spiritual wisdom live and abound

which consumeth the poison 0f carnal subtlety; andalet those Whom

the unbridled liberty of self-will hath unchained be reduced to submis

sion by the severity of canonical discipline.”

The result of the two councils against the “incestuosi,” held at

Rome, in the year 1065, more clearly discloses the points in differ

ence between the civilians and the canonists. “ A question," says Pope
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Alexander 11. in his synodal epistle to the churches, “ hath been lately

laid before us respecting degrees of consanguinity. This dispute was

raised by persons ignorant of the laws, who contend, in opposition to

the sacred canons and ecclesiastical custom, that brothers and sisters

stand in the second degree of kindred, their sons and daughters in the

fourth, and the offspring of these again in the sixth degree to each

other: they compare the generations by succession (of person), and

stop altogether at the sixth, and maintain that, passing that limit, man

and woman may lawfully contract matrimony: and in further pro

secution of this profane error, they quote the laws of the emperor

Justinian touching the succession of blood-relations to each other (in

respect of property), showing that brothers are to be ranked in the

second, their children in the fourth, the grandchildren in the sixth de

grees. By thus explaining the degrees in the genealogy (i. e. by persons

instead of generations), they endeavour, with a perverse subtlety, to

annul the computation of the holy fathers (l) and the ancient and

inimemorial tradition of the church. But we, having with great dili

gence in council examined both the civil law and the sacred canons,

clearly discern, that for different causes the civil and the canon law

have adopted different modes of computation : in the laws, namely, the

degrees are so computed for no other purpose than to regulate the trans

mission ofproperty by inheritance and succession among the kindred

of the same family,- but in the canons, on the other hand, the degrees

are established to ascertain clearly in what degrees persons of kin to

each other ought to abstain from marriage. . . . The duty of the bishops,

therefore, is to inculcate the computation for that purpose, according to

the rule established by the holy fathers, and the uniform custom of the

church through a long succession of ages.”

The rule and custom of the fathers here adverted to must be under—

stood to stand for the rule and custom of the Roman church ; and it is

not improbable that pope Alexander 11. correctly describes the ancient

practice of the holy see ; that practice being held by the pontifi's to be

of universal obligation. Damiani, indeed, declared that no church or .

council could have power or authority to make any rule or order not

in conformity with those of the Roman church. On that presumption,

therefore, the pope might, for aught we know, be perfectly safe ; but

ignorance alone can excuse him in aflirming that the practice of com

putation he contended for had been the same from all time.

Remembering that every motive which operated to promote the

political strength and progress of the papal scheme is of importance to

the historical development of our subject, we subjoin a very short ac

count of certain other canonical impediments to matrimony, arising

out of aflinity, adoption, and (so called) spiritual kindred, as tending

greatly to multiply occasions for the interference of the church in a

matter affecting the whole structure of society: personal honour,

station, right to property, family afi‘ectiom—all were to be brought

under the arbitrary jurisdiction of the church tribunals ,- a long stride

indeed to the absolute reduction of the individual conscience under the

dominion of the priesthood, and an irresistible encouragement to the arts

of priestcraft.
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1. Adoptiori. The civil law permitted adoption, and invested the

adopted child with all the rights of corporeal offspring. It not only

created the relation of paternity between the child and his adoptive

father, but established that of fraternity between him and the other

children of the same parent, so long as the adoption remained undis

solved. Between brothers and sisters, however, the legal kindred lasted

no longer than the adoption continued in force ; but that between the

adoptive father and daughter was indissoluble, and the impediment to

marriage between them was perpetual.

The canon law recognised this impediment (Gr-at. Dec. Caus. xxxv.

q. iii. 0. 6). “ As long,” says pope Nicolas 1., in his reply to the

emissaries from Bulgaria, “ as the adoption lasts, and a woman be still

my sister by adoption, there can be no marriage between me and her."

(Van Espen, tom. i. c. viii. § 147, p. 587.)

2. Afinity by ma/rriage. This impediment to matrimony is defined

by the more modern canonists to be—the relation introduced by mar

riage between persons standing out of the relation of consanguinityto

each other. “ Anciently,” says Van Espen, “ there were three degrees

of aflinity : 1. A brother’s wife, or a sister’s husband, stood in the first

degree. 2. The brother dying, and the wife marrying another husband,

that husband stood in the second degree. 3. The brother's second wife

dying, if her second husband marry another wife, that wife stood in

the third degree of afiinity to the brother (or sister) and all his (or her)

blood-relations.

As to the 2d and 3d degrees, they appear to have arisen out of the

false decretals ascribed to bishops Fabian and Paschal II. (Grat. Dec.

Cans. xxxv. q._ iii. 0. 3 and 22). But these impediments were removed

in the 13th century by the great council of the Lateran, under Innocent

III., owing to “ the serious peril to which souls were thereby sometimes

exposed.” The impediments to matrimony from this cause then stood

limited to the first degree. (Va/n Espen, Hist. Ecol. Univ. p. ii. sect. 1.

tit. 13, Op. tom. i. p. 586.)

3. Spiritual afim'ty. This special impediment to marriage was ob

viously adopted from analogy to the legal mode of creating a factitious

kindred by adoption. For as the adoptive father imparts to the adop

tive son the entire filial character, and imposes on both all the duties

and relations of father and son, so likewise, it was reasoned, even he

who becomes sponsor to a child at the sacred font, thereby impalts to

him all the privileges of a spiritual son ; introducing thereby a spiritual

kindred between them, analogous in all respects to that which subsisted

between the natural parent and his ofl'spring, only of a more sacred

and binding character. “A man,” says pope Nicolas II., “is bound to

love and cherish the person who answers for him at the sacred font as

his father. For as the spirit is more excellent than the flesh, so the

spiritual parentage, which is an adoption before God, is more inti

mate and more to be cherished than the carnal. We know, indeed,

that in this relation there be no degree of carnal kindred ,- for the

spirit knoweth not that which appertaineth to blood; as saith the

Apostle : “The flesh lusteth against- the spirit, and the spirit against

the flesh, and these are contrary one to another" (Gal. v. 17 But in
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the relation before us there is a voluntary and more sacred bond of

union, which, without consanguinity, createth an intimate spiritual kin

dred between these persons. ' There/bra, we adjudge that, inasmuch as

the same rule of law prevails between sons and daughters by natural

law and by adoption, so there shall be no connubium between those to

whom this spiritual kindred extends. For if marriage cannot be con

tracted by those who are united in the bond of adoption, how much

the less may this be between those who are tied together in the celestial

sacrament of regeneration by the Holy Ghost ! For he who by divine

appointment is called to be my father or my brother is so in a far

more intimate manner than he whom the lusts of theflesh have made of

kin to me. Thus we hold ourselves more especially bound to separate

from all carnal conjunction those who have been joined to each other

in the bond of heavenly love through the Holy Spirit, than in the ease

of those whom carnal kindred, and the changeable will of corrupt

and fallen man,.have joined together.” Cans. xxx. q. iii. 0. 1 ;

Richter, i. 955.)

It is singular that this baseless analogy should derive countenance

from the more enlightened decisions of Justinian’s lawyers. That em

peror decreed that no person should marry a female to whom he had

stood sponsor—“ because,” says the edict, “no consideration can more

effectually introduce the relation of paternity between them, or form a

more serious impediment to matrimony, than the case in which men’s

souls are by the immediate act of God coupled together in the reciprocal

bond of holy love.” (God. Jus. lib. v. tit. iv. 1. 26.) In the seventh

century the council of the Trullum (A.D. 691) recognised the impedi

ment of spiritual aflinity. (Concil. rl‘rull. can. 53 ,' .F'Zeury, tom. ix. p.

117.) This council prohibited the marriage of a widowed mother with

the godfather of her children, “because the spiritual aflinity is more

intimate than the corporeal.” The same persuasion existed in the Latin

church. We find in Gratian’s Decretum, under the names of popes

Deus-dedit (A.D. 614.) and Zachary (A.D. 741), a decretal purporting

that a man shall not allow his son to marry a woman to whom he (the

father) has been sponsor, because they have by the act of God become

brother and sister. (Grout. Cans. xxx. q. iii. 3 Richter, i. p. 955.)

When this impression had once taken possession of men’s minds,

it was an easy matter to multiply the impediments to marriage, in the

same manner as in the predicaments ,of consanguinity and adoption:

thus, a man might not marry consecutively two godmothers of the

same child, for they were sisters by spiritual relation (G'rat. Decret.

Cans. xxx. q. iv. o. 1, 2 ; ibid. p. 957) ; neither could a husband and

wife he sponsors for the same infant, for thereby the purity of the

spiritual aflinity sufi'ered pollution, as much as if a man and his sister

should live together in marriage. (1d. ibid. c. 6.) And although a man

who should by chance, and without any previous knowledge, happen to

marry the daughter of one of his co-sponsors, was to be permitted to live

with her in decent matrimony, yet in all other cases, such a marriage

was to be regarded as incestuous—and that the more emphatically, be—

cause the violation of the spiritual was more highly criminal than that

voL. 1v. F F
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of the cgrnal kindred. (Cone. Tribur. ap. Grat. Caus. xxx. q. iii. 0. 7; ibid.

p. 956.

In the eleventh and twelfth centuries, however, the ecclesiastical

laws upon the heads of consanguinity and aflinity had not yet been re

duced to that systematic form they afterwards acquired. The princi

ples had to be extracted from single edicts, dicta, and examples. The

Decretum of Gratian has been already described in vol. ii. 0. 12, p.

450 et sqq. of this work. It contains all that had been up to his time

determined by ecclesiastical authority. Yet we may clearly discern,

from the materials he furnishes, that it was the matured intention of

decretalists and canonists to extend the impediments to matrimony to

all degrees of consanguinity and aflinity, which it was thought human

memory could compute ; and that the limit of legal inquiry ought to

be the seventh degree reckoned by generations, and not by persons.

It is at the same time tolerably certain, that these impediments were

originally derived by the clergy from the civil law itself ;. and that, in

process of time, the genuine codes of that law having fallen into disuse,

or become known only through mutilated extracts, or imperfect and

impure abridgments, the church dealt with it pretty much at her plea

sure ; making it speak her own language, and, in the matter of impedi

ments to matrimony, construing it so as to increase them to a scarcely

credible extent. At a later period, trees or tables of consanguinity and

afiinity were framed, and the scheme of prohibition reduced to precise

rules. Yet even then the difficulties and intricacies of the inquiries

requisite to their proper application, and the evasions and abuses all

this gave rise to, were too much even for ecclesiastical industry and in

genuity; and the degrees of prohibition were limited by pope Inno

cent III., in the thirteenth century, to the fourth generation of collateral

consanguinity and of affinity. Yet, even with this important retro

gression, the restrictions upon marriage were found numerous enough

to furnish ample and profitable occupation to the Roman curia.

N0. III.--Book X. 0. iii. p. 231.

Disputation held at Milan, in the reign of Alexander 11., between the advocates

and the opponents of sacerdotal marriage; from Landulph. Mediol. Hist. lib.

iii. 0. 21 ct sqq., Mur. tom. iv. p.'108.

ON the part of the married clergy four advocates appeared,—viz., the

archdeacon Guibert, Ambrosius Bifi'us, the cardinal-deacon Orderic,

and the dean Andrew. On the other side appeared, Ariald, Landulph,

and Aginulph.

On behalf of the wived clergy it was contended :

1. That the Holy Scriptures, as interpreted by Ambrose and the

fathers of the church, forbid the putting asunder of man and wife,‘

neither is any distinction made in either of these authorities between

clerk and layman. For, according to the apostle Peter (1 Pet. ii. 5),

all the true sons of the church are priests, and live under one and the
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same law ,' so that what is chastity in the layman is equally so in the

priest. Moreover, the Gospel commands that a man shall quit father

and mother, and cleave unto his wife, and they two shall be one flesh

(Matt. xix. 5, Mark x. 8; see also 1 Cor. vi. 16, Eph. v. 31); and

more than this, whosoever shall put away his‘ wife causeth her to

commit adultery (Matt. v. 32, xix. 9 ,' Luke xvi. 8). But those who

so act as to cause sin in others are themselves guilty of as great a sin

before God. The prohibition to marry is therefore, in both cases, con

trary to the law of God and to the precepts of the fathers, more parti

cularly of Ambrose, Augustin, and Jerome.

2. The forbidding to marry is contrary to the law of nature, which

in this respect is confirmed by the revealed law. The law of nature

does not tolerate celibacy 3 it drives men into marriage; and therefore

the apostle Paul calls it an honourable estate. When excess is com

mitted, it is not the sex, but the person, that sins ; for the sex is holy.

The attempt, therefore, to abolish sex is both foolish and sinful; for no

man can change nature but the God of nature 5 men may strive against

it in words, but cannot thereby change the joint appointment of God

and nature. Therefore the former ratifies and sanctifies the dictate of

the latter, by and through the cardinal precept, “Let a man leave

father and mother, and cleave unto his wife, and they two shall be one

flesh.”

3. Chastity is not a natural gifl,—it exists in a man only by the

special grace of God; it is not to be acquired by any human strength ;

neither is it given to all men to be chaste. “I would,” saith St. Paul,

“that all men were like unto myself ; but God giveth to each one his

peculiar gift . . . . but I say to the unmarried and the widows, it is

good for them to remain as I am ; but if they cannot contain, let them

marry, for it is better to marry than to burn” (Rom. vii. 14, 15).

Therefore, according to the same apostle, the forbidding to marry is a

great sin, and a sign of the evil times of apostasy, and giving heed to

false spirits, lying, and hypocrisy, which were to come (1 Tim. iv. 1-4).

So also St. Ambrose : “It is not left to men’s choice whether they will

marry or not. God made the sexes for each other 5 therefore no man

dare to say, ‘ I will not marry," for unto all it is not given to practise

virginity or widowhood.”

4. Marriage is a remedy against sin. For, though chastity be a

great and excellent gift, yet St. Paul, describing man in general, saith :

“We know that the law is spiritual; but I—that is, I as man—am

carnal, sold under sin; for that which I allow I do not ; for what I

would I do not, but what I hate, that I do. If, then, I do that which I

would not, I consent unto the law that it is good” (Rom. vii. 14, 15, 16) ,

in other words, “I honour and consent to be bound by the law, because

of my human frailty.” Chastity, indeed, is the law spiritual, and con

trary to the carnal law of the body, and therefore not given to man as

carnal, but as spiritual only. Accordingly, the same apostle directs

that, “though it be good not to touch a woman, yet, to avoid form'ca~

tion, let every man have his own wife, and every wife her own husband”

(1 Cor. vii. l, 2). Therefore, we conclude, marriage is the proper re
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medy against evil concupiscence,—a remedy appointed alike by the

law of God, of nature, and of human society.

5. The forbidding to marry is a manifest breach 0/“ the great law of

charity ,' and it is as much so in the case of the priest as of the layman.

For though a man, feeling within him the strength of the spirit, and

thereby resolving to preserve his virginity, doeth well ; yet you should

beware how you attempt to drive men into chastity. It cannot be

spontaneous in all; and, verily, God setteth no ‘value upon forced ser

vices. Such chastity hath no merit in it,—for, after all, where it is

spontaneous it is the mere gift of God, and when ye have done all, ye

shall say ye are but unprofitable servants ; but if it be involuntary or

compulsory, beware how you fling open the floodgates of perjury and

hypocrisy; for thereby ye shall sin both against God and mam—ye

shall openly break the great law of charity. They, therefore, who

really and truly possess this great gift of chastity, let them reflect that,

instead of throwing stumbling-blocks in the way of the weaker brethren,

it is their special duty to support and aid them against the solicitations

of the flesh; that, rather than exult in the attainment of higher_sp1

ritual perfection, rather than revel in self-righteousness and spiritual

conceit, they should take to heart the divine law of charity, whlch

teacheth gentleness, and forbearance, and kindness. For inasmuch ‘as,

by reason of the law of the flesh, which reigns in our mortal bodies,

and is contrary to the law of the spirit, leading us captives unto sln,

all men cannot attain to this divine resemblance (this similitude to the

divine nature, as chastity was universally deemed to he); therefore saith

St. Ambrose, pursuant to St. Paul’s principle: “Marry rather than

commit sin; and, in order that we may escape the toils of Spil'ltllal

death into which the flesh propelleth us, let us incur the lesser ml, that

we may avoid the greater.”

‘ 6. Though marriage be in no wise sinful, yet it is ordained that a

priest shall have but one wife. And saith St. Ambrose: “The Pnest

shall not be debarred from marriage 3 for that consisteth not with the

precept of St. Paul, which directs that a bishop shall be the husband of

one wife, that he may enjoy marriage inchastity,” You, however,

say, “Let the priest who marries at all be at once put out of the

church.” And we say the same, if he marry efler ordz'rmtion; but if

before, let him not be separated from his wife. And to this rule let

him be held, and he shall be blameless and without taint of impurity;

neither shall he forfeit his priesthood. Moreover, the Lord hath said,

by the mouth of his prophet, “Let my servants be once married 3”“

and again: “He—the priest—shall take a wife in her virginity”

(Lev. xxi. 13) ; and St. Ambrose addeth: “He—the priests-shall

marry 01106, but shall not reiterate marriage, but shall have but one

wife ,'” and St. Jerome recommendeth that a priest be adorned with

the virtue of virginity, or that he live in strict monogamy. It is;

therefore, Pl‘aiseworthy to recommend chastity to the priest and the

deacon; but not without regard for the universal law of charity, 01'

fougdwe do not know in What part of the Old Testament this passage is to be
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without considering that it is not given to every one to be chaste, for

that chastity is the special gift of the Spirit.

7. But is not this violent zeal against incontinence the mere olf

spring of spiritual pride? You who would tear our wives from our

arms, are you more righteous than the apostles, more holy than the

prophets, more pure than the patriarchs’l You who, rejecting the

great law of charity, disdain persuasion, and strive, by pikes and

bludgeons, by blows and threatenings, to deprive us of a privilege

which the laws of God and man, and the uniform practice of our prede

cessors, have, in compassion to the frailty of our nature, conferred upon

us ! You insult us by the application to us of the words, “ Fornicators

and adulterers God shall judge.” But have you the hardihood to call

adulterers and fornicators those who for periods of fifteen or twenty

years have lived together as men and wives with honour and repute

among all men‘! Dare you thus to hold up to scorn and hatred these

your fellow-Christians—partakers of the same baptism, holding the

same faith, bought with the same blood, and living, like many among

yourselves, honestly and soberly with one wife’! Or is it true, as we

have heard tell of some of you, that you hold the abominable doctrine

of him of Monteforte, that men ought to have no intercourse with

women, but that the human race should be propagated after the man

ner of the bees '1“ Man here below is an imperfect creature ,' yet God

loveth us, not for what we are, but for what we shall be hereafter.

_Here on earth we are not what we ought to be 3 but you would make

us worse than we are, by depriving us of those liberties which, by reason

ofour oery imperfection, are essential to our preservation from still

deeper corruption.

8. But you ought to know that it is not the outward acts, but that

which proceeds from within, which defileth a man ; such acts are mur

ders, adulteries, perjuries. Yet these are the dispositions you would

engender in our minds by taking away the means of lawful indulgence.

But the fathers of the church, Ambrose, Jerome, and Gregory (the

Great), knew better than you, and conceded the lesser, to avoid the

greater evil. And how terrible is that evil! Have you not already

witnessed the horrible effects of forced celibacy since the clergy have, in

consequence of your violence, been compelled to abandon their wives?

Is it not notorious that, in cleansing the great water-cistern of the

theatre this very year, the bones of many children, untimely murdered

to conceal their birth, have been found’! Such crimes as these must

become common if you persist in your insane warfare against God and

nature. Nay, crimes of all kinds, murders and perjuries for the love

.

-,—._.~

‘’ We can find no account of this

Monteforte. He was probably a leader

of the Patarines, who are said to have

held many singular, and some disgust

ing opinions. As long, however, as

they were useful in supporting the pa

pal reformers, they were caressed and

flattered ; when they ceased to be use

ful, they became heretics. We cannot

trust the papal accounts of these or any

other reputed heretics. They after

wards seem to have melted into the A1

bigensian and Waldensian sects, and to

have partaken of the persecutions they

endured. It is ver likely that some

strange ideas circu ated among them.

Attempts to suppress by violence the

ordinary demands of nature are always

attended with inconveniences of the like

kind. See Pagi, Annal. ed Baron. an.

1058, vol. xvii. pp. 139-142. See also

Du Cange, Gloss., voc. “Patarini."
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of women,—adulteries, fornications, breaches of holy vows, will become

matters of daily occurrence. And thus, by preventing one lawful

union, you make an hundred harlots, fornicators, and adulterers; for

many of your followers will avail themselves of your license to get rid

of their wives, not that they may live in holy chastity, but that they

may have abundant opportunity stealthily to indulge in filthy lusts.

We have here brought together the arguments of the wived clergy

in one view, in order to avoid the prolixity and the frequent repetitions

in the original account of Landulph (Medial. Hist. lib. iii. 0. xxii.-xxvi.

p. 109-114). We subjoin here the answer of their opponents :

“ It is not inconsistent,” say they, “ with the great law of charity

to reprove and bring back an erring brother to the path of righteous

ness, whether he be gone astray through remissness or through the

infirmity of nature. In the case before us, you palliate the error

by some pretence of marriage,- but this proceeding is rather cruelty

than charity, and carries its own condemnation along with it. For he

who exerciseth charity in such wise as to lose sight of righteousness, is

no disciple of true charity. Thus St. Augustin saith, ‘If thy brother

hath a wound in his body which he desires to conceal because he fears

the surgeon’s knife, would it not be a cruelty to help him to hide it '1’

Would you not be deemed merciless rather than charitable 2 You say

that there are very few persons of a chaste mind and body, and that

Very few priests indeed are virgins ; but we, for our part, would rather

be crowned with the few in Christ, than with the many he thrust into

outer darkness. But woe unto you if ye would walk in two paths at

once ; woe unto you if ye cannot say with the Psalmist, ‘ I have chosen

thy way of truth, I have not forgotten thy commandments, O Lord I‘

Let us therefore give the honour to God ,- let us hear Him in our souls

and in our bodies 3 and in all our acts let us be, like the apostle, cruci

fied unto the world, and the world unto us; yea, let us love Him In

our bodies as well as in our souls. True charity purifieth us from the

carnal affections ,' and as death divideth the soul from the body, so true

charity setteth free the spirit from the concupiscence of the flesh

Therefore, when a man is perfect in charity, there remaineth no taint

of vice in him. You tell us St. Guibert hath said, ‘When thou art

bound to a wife, seek not to be divorced from her.’ But why did you

not cite the sequel of the passage—‘ but if ye be free from a wife, do

not seek to have one’ 'i The apostle Paul indeed says, ‘ Let every

one have his own wife.’ And we say the same; but we add—every

one to whom it is permitted to have a wife. But hear ye, brethren,

what the_ same apostle prescribes: ‘Brethren, we are debtors to live

not afler the flesh, but after the spirit. If ye live after the flesh, ye

shall die ; but if through the spirit ye do mortify the deeds of the

body, ye shall live.’ Again: St. Ambrose, whom you have so often

quoted for your own purposes, says expressly that the permission to

procreate children while in the priesthood is not within the apostolic

license; for that that license toucheth only the case of such priests

who were married before orders, but not of those who continue to live

in the married state afterwards ; neither can such persons shelter them

selves under it 5 for, saith the apostle, ‘he that fighteth for God med
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dleth not with carnal things, that he may truly serve Him whose ser

vant he is.’c And again, he saith to Timothy, ‘Keep thyself chaste’

(1 Tim. v. 22: new-av d'yvdv 'r'rjpez, ‘keep thyself pure’ Schleusner).

And so verily you must ; for it were a horrible thing to behold the

same hand which hath but lately served the work of conjugal inter

course, holding between its unclean fingers the immaculate sacrifice,

and so offering it up unto God. For the priest is called the angel of

the Lord. And again, ‘ The lips of the priest should keep knowledge,

and the people should seek the law from his mouth, for he is the angel

of the Lord of hosts” (Mal. 7). So likewise the sacred canons

decree that the priest who shall take a wife shall be deposed ; for it is

requisite that the priest should be pure and without spot, living in a state

of perpetual purity; because, if he be polluted by the uncleanness of a

woman, or by his own, he cannot offer the holocaust unto God. No

thing, therefore, remaineth but that we speedily regain the right path,

and continue in it, swerving neither to the' right hand nor to the left.

You, brethren, stand there over against us like men in full panoply,

with your books of reference, your apparatus of warfare, around you 3

but the simple truth from our lips shall turn your shields of proof int-o

gourd-leaves, and your swords of steel into laths of lead.”

No. IV.—-Book X. 0. vi. p. 297.

Supposititious letter of king Henry IV. to pope Gregory VII.

THIS letter, as stated in the text, is inserted in the Registrum Greg. VII.

between the 29th and 30th epistles of the first book, but has no num

ber or date.

It is addressed as follows :

“Vigilantissimo et desiderantissimo domno papae Gregorio apos

tolica dignitate coelitus insignito Henricus Romanorum Dei gratia rex

debiti famulatusfideliseimam exhihitionem.”

In the Latin of the middle age the term “famulus,” from which

“ famulatus” is derived, was used in several different senses,—denotin

a serf or slave, an esquire to a knight, a gentleman of the household, 9.

sub-vassal (see Du Ca/nge, Gloss. ad voces “ famulamen,” “famulares,”

“famulatus,” “famulatura,” “famulus,” and other words of the like

derivation) ,' all implying the ideas of subordination and service. The

term “ fidelis” signified the state of feudal obligation towards a superior

lord. Here is a close translation of the letter:

“Inasmuch as the kingdom and the priesthood, in order that they

may be and continue to be rightly administered in Christ, must always

stand in need of His vicarious help, it is doubtless necessary, 0 my

lord and most loving father, that no kind of dissension should subsist

between them, but, on the contrary, that they should be in the closest

manner, and indeed indissolubly, made to adhere to each other by the

cement of Christ (Christi glutino); for thus, and not otherwise, shall

‘= In allusion, probably, to Rom. vi. 16-22.
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they be preserved in the bonds of perfect charity and peace, and in the

concord of Christian unity, and the stability of ecclesiastical religion be

at the same time secured. But we, to whose lot, by divine permission,

the government of the kingdom bath for some time past fallen, have not,

as we ought, in all things dispensed legal justice and exhibited legitimate

honour to the priesthood ; we, to wit, who, as the avengers of the power

given to us by God, bear not the sword in vain, have not always, as of

right we ought to have done, by judicial censure unsheathed it against

culprits. But now we, by the divine mercy, being in some degree

consciencesmitten and turned to a better mind (in ms re'vem'), do,

by accusing ourselves, confess our former sins to your most indulgent

paternity; hoping from you in the Lord that we, being by your apos

tolical authority absolved, may merit justification. Alas ! full of crime

we are, and very wretched ; for, partly through the impulses of seduc

tive boyhood,-—partly through the liberty given us by our commanding

station and imperial authority,—-partly, also, by the beguiling deceits

of those whose counsels we, being but too easily misled, have followed,—

we have sinned against heaven and before you, and are no longer worthy

'to be called your son. For not only have we usurped the things of the

church, not defending them as it was our duty to do, but have likewise

sold the same to any one we liked, unworthy though he were, and

steeped in the bitterness of simoniaca1'gall,—men coming not in by

the door, but entering from without. But now, because we cannot by

ourselves, and without your authority, reform the churches, we do, 011

our own behalf and that of our whole people, most earnestly implm”e

both your counsel and your aid ,- that your precept therein may be

most studiously observed in all things. And now, first and foremost,

for the church of Milan, which by our fault hath fallen into error, We

pray that, by apostolical ordinance, it may be corrected; and that, after

that, the authority of your sentence may go forth to correct the rest.

Therefore we in all things will, God willing, not be wanting unto you;

earnestly requesting the same from your paternity, that you will always

be kindly ready to our help in all things. It shall be no long time

before you shall receive our letters by the hands of our most faithful

servants, from which, please God, you shall hear at greater length what

further we have to say.”

The tone of this letter is that of a repentant sinner kneeling before

his ofi’ended Maker, and confessing a total inability, without His grace

assisting him, to amend what he has done amiss. This substitution of

the grace of the holy see for the grace of God is so palpably Gregorian

as to lead to a strong suspicion of forgery. Those who are acquainted

with the Chancery style of Home at this period will notice in it a

marked identity of composition and expression with those of the Gre

gorian letters. And further, comparing it with genuine Germanic pro

ductions 0f the age, they will be still more struck with the difference;

they exhibit. Though we often remark in these latter writings ex

pressions of profound respect, and even of the deepest submission to

the holy see, there is not a trace in them of that shameless identification

of God’s attributes with those of His supposed vicar,’so conspicuous in

the writings of Gregory VII.
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It is true that Gregory afterwards often appealed to promises and

professions received from king Henry 3 but these complaints are con

veyed in language so vague and general as to afford no good reason to

refer them to this or any other document under the king’s hand. If

Gregory had been in possession of any such letter, nothing would have

been easier than to republish and to circulate it, in justification of his

claim to unconditional obedience, and the absolute surrender of all the

churches of the empire to his will and pleasure.

Again, the letter is said to have been written when the king’s affairs

were in the deepest state of depression, and for the purpose of obtain

ing the pope’s assistance against his domestic enemies, after the breach

of the treaty of Gerstungen by the Saxons. Yet it contains no allusion

to that object, but rather wears the appearance of a spontaneous confes

sion, wrung from the king by the stress of pure conscientious remorse

and contrition.

But, in truth, the king’s afi'airs were not at that moment in so des

perate a state as to drive him to that unconditional surrender of all his

secular rights in the church, implied, or intended to be implied, in this

letter. The treaty of Gerstungen had disgusted the most important

members of the Germanic body, and in a great degree reconciled them

with the king. In fact, the aspect of affairs in Germany went on im

proving throughout the year 1074 3 and in June 1075 the event of the

battle of Hohenberg flung his Saxon enemies at his feet. Thus we are

at a loss for any adequate motive for the surrender in question; and

when it is remembered that the letter was never afterwards produced

in evidence against him, we cannot but think that, independently of

the internal testimony against its authenticity, there exists an historical

improbability it is very diflicult to get over.

Professor Stenzel, on the authority of Vo'igt’s Life of Gregory VII.,

is inclined to regard the letter as genuine (Gesch. (1. Frank. Kaiser,

vol. i. p. 348) ; but Luden thinks the objections against it insuperable.

The former writer is of opinion that the transactions at Canossa, though

they occurred nearly three years afterwards, make it probable that

Henry had previously committed himself to the full extent to the

pope, after the mortifying treaty of Gerstungen, and with a view to

immediate revenge upon his Saxon enemies. Luden observes that the

argument drawn in its favour from the letter written by Gregory to

Herlimbald of Milan, informing him of the favourable dispositions of

the king at this point of time (see Reg. lib. i. ep. 25), is inconclusive ,

and that, rather than affording proof of the genuineness of the letter, it

is more likely to have suggested the forgery (see Luden, Gesch. d.

Deutsch. vol. viii. note at p. 715). He is, however, of opinion that

some letters must have come into the pope’s hands containing assur

ances highly acceptable to him at the time.





BOOK XI.

CHAPTER I.

RUPTURE AND CONFLICT BETWEEN HENRY IV. AND

GREGORY VII.

The problem of the papacy—Pope Gregory’s view of the relation of the church

to the world—The church a visible divinity-Italian complaint of the capitu

lation of Canossa—Dilemma of Henry 1V.—Impolitic harshness of Gregory—

Henry attempts to negotiate with the pope—Mutual schemes and suspicions—

Alarm and gathering in Germany—Case of the confederates against Gregory

—his explanations—The confederates dissatisfied with the pope’s explanations

—Defection of Henry IV.—Revived popularity of Henry in Italy—Instruc

tions of Gregory to his legates, &c.—The confederates propose to dethrone

Henry—Equivocal reply of the pope-Convention of Forchheim—Mcssage of

the legates—Reply—Proceedings of the convention for the election of a new

king—Election of Rodolf of Swabia—Capitulation—Unpopularity of Rodolf—

Popular insurrection in favour of the married clergy—Ascendency of Gregory

in Rome—King Henry puts the sincerity of Gregory to the test—Henry again

in Germany—Defections from Rodolf’s cause—Gregory interposes as arbiter

between the rival kings—His commission to his legates—The pope the judge

of princes—Groundless pretensions of Gregory—Insidious character of his

proposals—The civil war in Germany—The papal legate excommunicates and

formally deposes king Henry—Ambiguous policy of the pope—Embarrassing

position of Gregory—Remonstrance of the Saxons—Gregory stands upon the

actof reference of both parties-Great synod at Rome—Indecision of the pope—

Adjudicatiou and decree of pacification—Questionable impartiality of Gregory

'—Solemn decree against lay investiture—Equivocal conduct of Henry 1V.—

—Renewal of the civil war in Germany—The Saxons challenge the pope to

ratify the deposition of Henry—The remonstrances of the Saxon party—In

dignation of the Saxons, and conduct of the papal emissaries —November

synod of 1078—Reiterated decree against lay investiture.

BY this time a pretty complete manual of papal su

premacy had been published, and practically The problem

explained to the world. The capitulation of°f‘l1°P"P“°Y

Canossa seems to mark a oint beyond which it was

scarcely possible to soar. yFhe problem which still re
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mained to be solved was, how to sustain this flight of

prerogative—how to adapt the whole frame of society to

the elaborated scheme; in other words, how so to manage

matters, that kings, princes, constitutions, and peoples,

should be reduced to the condition of tractable instru

ments in the hands of God’s visible representative resident

at Rome.

The more enlightened morality of modern times takes

P no material distinction between the duty to God
ope Gre- . .

gory’s view and the duty to man—between our religious

and our social duties. We attach no greater

church to obligation to serve God than to do good to His

the “"16" creatures. \Ve regard the service of both as

parts of the same general legislation; and when we speak

of a higher duty towards the Creator, we do so only be

cause that duty includes every other.“ Neither were they

ever considered apart from each other by Him who taught

that a breach of our duty towards society is equally a

breach of our duty towards the great Author of human

associations. But when the belief that the world, or man

in the mass, is the enemy to be subdued, the church the

conquering power of God upon earth, had grown into

a principle and motive of action, a great step was made

towards the severance of the two great obligations. The

precept to “ obe 1 God rather than man” received a new

construction. The church and civil society were placed

in hostile array against each other; the church was holy ,'

the world profane: the voice of the church was the voice

of God; the voice of associated man was that of the

prince of whom man is by nature the servant and the

slave. This malign view of the human character in its

relation to the church withdrew the spiritual and the na

tural constituents of society to an immeasurable distance

from each other. The theoretical kingdom of God and

the kingdom of His adversary the world must ever be at

war. No rational issue could be proposed but that of

conflict and conquest; the world must sink into a state

of subject-ion to the church, or she must perish; the gates

' Cent‘. 1 John iii. 17, and. iv. 20, 21.
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CHAP. 1.] GREGORY’S VIEWS OF THE CHURCH, 8w.

of hell must prevail against her; the “rock” must be

overwhelmed by the flood of evil; and the chair of Peter

must become the throne of Antichrist.

It should always be remembered that Gregory VII.

contemplated the church as a visible divinity, The church

endowed with the whole power and majesty of visible

Christ upon earth—monarchy was its form and dmm‘y'

its essence: as the Monarch celestial was the head of the

spiritual church, so also must the head of the visible

church he the monarch terrestrial, to whom all the sub

jects of the spiritual kingdom were responsible: as the

church was universal, so also was her dominion: every

relation of the outer world must be laid opento her

scrutiny and censure: such a power could be susceptible

of no limitation, and pope Gregory embraced and held

fast to this conviction with the ardour ofa warrior, or,

if need had been, the spirit of a martyr. He had placed

his foot upon the neck of the proudest monarch of the

outer world; and no triumph over the reputed realm of

darkness could now appear beyond his reach.

The rumour of king Henry’s reconciliation with the

pppe spread indignation and dismay throughout It 1,
orthern Italy. The bishop of Zeitz, who held pigiiilnoi‘iiit;

the papal commission to publish the convention capgglzfig:

of Canossa in Lombardy, met with extremely '

rough treatment at the hands of the angry people. “ The

anathema of the false pontiff,” they said, “ was a scurvy

pretence: his absolution was worthless: what cared they

for the curses of one whom all the bishops of Lombardy

had rejected! What had they to do with the juggler who

had ascended the chair of Peter by the foulest simony,

who had made it red with blood, polluted it by adultery,

and disgraced his calling by the most fiagitious crimes!

The king had brought himself to shame by his ignomini

ous surrender; he whom they had chosen to uphold law,

and to vindicate ecclesiastical liberty, had by this act of

cowardice sacrificed at once the integrity of the faith,

the authority of the church, and the dignity of the crown;

and now they who, in his defence, had inflicted all the _
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injury they could upon his enemy were abandoned by

him to all the evils of civil and religious anarchy.”

In the heat of passion, it was seriously proposed to

Dilemma of depose king Henry, and to raise his infant son

Henry IV- to the throne of Italy: they were then to

march with arms in their hands to Rome, there to elect

another pope, who should place the imperial crown upon

the head of the new kinv', and reverse all the acts and

decrees of Hildebrand. The difficulties of the undertak

ing were, however, of too serious a character to be over

looked : the king assured them, under the rose, that what

he had yielded had been extorted from him by stern ne

cessity, and was intended solely to defeat the designs of

his enemies in Germany. Those who were nearest to the

scene of action were appeased by this explanation; still

the immediate effect of the convention of Ganossa was to

detach many of the magnates and prelates of Italy from

his standard. Those who remained faithful for the mo

ment showed their dissatisfaction by averted glances and

ominous murmurings; by neglectful performance of

their feudal duties, scanty purveyances for the mainte

nance of the king’s court and camp; occasionally, by

shutting the city-gates against him and his retinue, or

by attending his summonses to his bench of justice 1n

small numbers, and without the customary Observances.

WVhichever way he turned, the fatal consequences of his

accommodation with the pope stared him in the face.

The friendship of Hildebrand, even if he had sincerely

sought it, could not reinstate him upon the throne of

Germany; while his reconciliation with Rome, had it been

ever so sincere, must deprive him of the affections of his

Italian subjects. The stipulated exclusion from all the

functions ofgovernment still hung over him; he was still

bound by the terrible engagement to submit crown and

fortune to a tribunal composed of his bitterest enemies,

and presided over by a judge whose favour he was by

this time well assured could be purchased at no less a

price than the honour and independence of his crown.b I

h Lamb. Schafln. an. 1077, ap. Pertz, pp. 260, 261.

 



Can. 1.] IMPOLITIC HARSHNESS OF GREGORY.

N0 alternative, at least none that he could discern,

remained but to descend from the throne, or to 1m 1. .
, _ po me

renounce lllS engagements with the pope. Gre- harshness of

gory himself had, in fact, created the dilemma G'egwy'

most likely to defeat his own purposes. He had, it is

true, absolved the king from the curse; but he had de

prived him of the power to take advantage-of the appa

rent boon. Henry was, by virtue of the stipulations of

Canossa, no better than a prisoner at large, under every

possible disadvantage for his defence. An acquittal was

perhaps possible; but the recoveryv of his throne by such

aid as the pope could afford was not within the compass

of probability, except upon terms which would have ren

dered the tenure so precarious and discreditable as to de

prive it of all its value, and to strip it of all its political

usefulness. The character of Henry IV. was not adapted

to find a remedy for difliculties of so intricate a nature;

yet self-abandonment found no place in his mental con~

stitution. His impetuous spirit, indeed, frequently vented

its bitterness in intemperate complaints; but violence of

temper generally yielded to cooler reflection; expedients

suggested themselves; hope revived, and with it energy

to surmount each successive impediment as it arose.

With a view to improve his position without a direct

violation of the terms of his compact with the pope, he

applied for permission to receive the iron crown from the

hands of any two bishops whom the pope might nominate

to perform the ceremony. Gregory, however, interpreted

the request as a reprehensible attempt indirectly to ob

tain his release from that humiliating state of inaction

suitable to the condition of a culprit awaiting trial, and

refused the king’s petition in no gentle terms.c

However discouraging this first attempt to obtain a

relaxation of the intolerable bondage to which H
he was reduced, he still determined not to aban- .emimoai'e.

don all hopes of advantage from negotiation. 812:“ with

He abstained from assuming the crown, and pope'

even from the use of the ordinary state and insignia of

= Paul. Bemr. in Vit. Greg. VII. c. lxxxvi. ap. Murat. iii. p. 340.
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royalty. By these tokens of submission he hoped to lull

to sleep the worst suspicions of the pope, and to open a

way for a more cordial intercourse. He affected to se

parate himself from his schismatic adherents, and took

up his residence at Bianello, within a short distance of

Canossa. Here he held frequent personal intercourse

with Gregory, and persuaded him at length to convoke

and to preside at a synod to be holden at Mantua; but

with what precise views on either side we are without any

intimation. With this understanding Henry recrossed

the Po on his way to the place ofmeeting; and the pope,

escorted by the countess Mathilda and a few unarmed

followers, took the same road. When, however, he landed

on the opposite bank of the river, he was warned against

proceeding further by certain timid or designing friends,

who declared that a plot had been detected to deprive

him of liberty, perhaps of life; and that the king’s pI'O

posal was a snare to draw him into his toils. In great

alarm, Gregory hastily retraced his steps, and retreated

within the strong walls of Ganossa.d .

Whatever credit we may attach to this anecdote, 1t

Mutual is manifest that any cordial union of views or

801181130? and interests between Henry and the pope Was be

suspmmns' yond the reach of either. Neither party, We

may safely conclude, had any intention in acceding

to the proposed synod, but to obtain some advantage

over his opponent. In the state to which Gregory

had reduced his adversary, he could not but suspect

him of every artifice to shake off his chains. He could

not be ignorant of Henry’s communications with the

schismatic prelates and barons of Lombardy, at this

very moment assembled in strength at no greater dis

tance than the cities of Reggio and Piacenza,e under the

presidency of his capital enemy, Guido archbishop 0f

Ravenna; and no doubt he comprehended the king’s

present position well enough to perceive that; he-could

not drop his intercourse with the schismatics without

6 This incident is told in Donizo’s “ Paul. Bernr.Vit. 8m. c.1xxXV. ubi

metrical biography ofthe countess Ma- sup. p. 339; Bom'zo, ad Amie. lib- Vili'

tlnlda, llb. 1i. 0. i., ap. Murat. v. p. 366. p. 816.
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abandoning all hope of a reconciliation with his Italian

subjects, consequently without betaking himself back

again into the pontifical prison-house. And to this

extremity it was the obvious design of the pontiff to re

duce him. The natural suspicions created by the late

real or supposed plot inclined him to put the worst con

struction upon every step of Henry to struggle out of

his difliculties; while the backing-out of the pope from

the proposed meeting might satisfy the king that Hilde

brand did not intend to afford him the means of ascer

taining beforehand at what price a durable peace was to

be purchased, or what security would be afforded that

any instalment he might pay up would be carried to

account towards the repurchase of throne and empire.

The incidents just adverted to occurred within two

months of the king’s absolution at Canossa. Alarm and

But in the interim the news of that proceeding gathering in

had greatly alarmed his adversaries in Germany. Germany‘

The dukes Rodolf, Welf, and Berthold, the archbishop of

Maintz, and the bishops of Metz and Wiirzburg, hastily

constituted themselves into a committee of public safety,

and issued addresses to the reat vassals and prelates of

the several circles, and to a l “ who had the public in

terests at heart,” to meet them in a national convention

at Forchheim on the eighteenth day of the ensuing

month of March, to deliberate upon certain weighty

matters of state, more especially the election of a king

to fill the throne vacated by the deposition of the tyrant

Henry of Franconia.f

With a view to account for this extreme proceeding,

we recall to mind the late transactions at Tribur

and Oppenheim.g Suflicient reasons have been c‘ifi‘iidiill‘;

assigned for believing that the pope’s legates at again“ G'e'

Tribur, though perhaps not the ostensible, were

the real authors of the convention of Oppenheim. It

admits of no doubt that the estates regarded the pontifi‘,

through his legates, as a party to that convention. The

latter had there prevailed upon them to forego their

I Paul. Bernr. Vit. &c. c. lxxxv., ap. 1077, ubi su

Murat. iii. p. 339; Lamb. Schafl‘n. MI- 2 See mix. 0. viii. p. 404.

voL. w. G G
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original purpose of at once dethroning Henry, and in

its place to adopt the proposed reference to the pope in

person. They therefore reasonably considered him bound

to do no act that might prejudice the. impeachment, until

the result of the solemn trial fixed for the ensuing feast

of the Purification at Augsburg should be made known.

The terms of the treaty seemed to them to preclude any

alteration of the king’s position by the act of the pope,

more especially to shut out an earlier, or any surrepti

tious absolution that might degat the original intention

of the states to make their return to their allegiance

depend upon any thing short of a complete acquittal 0f

the king from all the charges included in the impeach

ment.h The departure of the king from Speyer was, not

without reason, regarded as such a breach of his engage- _

ments as to set them at liberty to act as they might

think best.i But now that the king was abBOlVed from

the anathema, they were at once deprived of the benefit

of the special stipulation, that if within the year he should

not be publicly and judicially absolved, the forfeiture

should become ipso facto absolute. They apprehended

that the convention of Canossa might be held to revive

their obligations to the crown, and restore the validlty

of their prior oaths of allegiance. This impression was

His explana- foreseen by Gregory, and he lost 110, time m

“m- removing it. On the 28th ofJanuary,-there

fore the day after the reconciliation of Canossa,——h6

addressed'a letter to the “archbishops, bishops, dukes’

earls, and barons of the Germanic empire,” explanatory

of his own View of the transaction. He told them that

it had ever been his steady purpose to attend the pro

posed synod at Augsburg on the appointed day, and

that he had arrived in Lombardy full twenty days be‘

fore the time fixed for their escort to meet him at Chillsa

to conduct him to them; but he had been informed, and

did them the justice to believe the fact, that the rigour of

the season had prevented them from crossing the Alps;

‘as it had him from meeting them. This accident, he as‘

1' Paul. Bernr. Vit. 800.
340 ubi sup. 1). ’ Bertholdi,

Pertz, v. p. 291.

Annal. an. 1077, E‘P

I
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sured them, had reduced him to great perplexity, more

especially when the news reached him that the king was

close at hand. Henry, he said, had, before his arrival in

Italy, signified to him his intention to sue in person for

the apostolical absolution under the most solemn pro

mises of obedience to the holy see: and thus, after long

and anxious deliberation, man}r reproofs and severe pen

ances, to all of which the king had patiently submitted,

he had at length convinced himself of his penitence; he

had thereupon released him from the bond of the ana

thema, and received him back into the bosom of the

church, upon the terms of which he had sent them

copies; by all which they would perceive that, notwith

standing his (the pope’s) earnest desire to be with them,

that intention must now be suspended for a while; trust

ing always that, till the proper time should arrive, they

would see the necessity of unanimity in all their coun

sels, and that they would continue in the same faith and

in the same love of righteousness in which they had be

gun and hitherto persevered.j

Although, therefore, the terms of the convention of

Canossa did not alter the position of Henry’s The Confede

subjects, and though the royal functions still'g‘etfi'i1

remained in abeyance, they were thereby de- pope’sexpla

pgrived ofthe right to proceed to a new election. mm“

ut in truth—and it is within the range of possibility

that the fact was known to pope Gregory—the insurgent

barons valued the papal support no further than as it

might contribute to the ruin of their enemy, and the

furtherance of their own selfish plans of ambition and

acquisition. They were indignant that the pope should

have contrived to hold them as well as the king in check

lliy the postponement of the trial to an indefinite period.

e had, in fact, named neither time nor place for the

solemn inquest: they were to have patience—they were

to repose perfect confidence in his intentions—they were

to preserve unanimity among themselves—they were, in

short, without more, to leave matters in his hands, and

l Reyist. lib. iv. ep. xii. p. 388. This 1' ‘s humiliation,“ copied byPaul Bern

letter contains the particulars of Hen- med in his Life of Gregory.
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in the mean while to do as he bade them: a language

which proved, as plain as words could make it, that he

had never cordially entered into their views, and that

they were to regard themselves as passive instruments

in his hands for the accomplishment of his own pur

poses.

But in the mean time a change had come over the

Detection of political atmosphere in Lombardy, which threat

Hemy IV- ened the total overthrow of the papal plan. The

failure of every attempt on the part of the king to obtain

a mitigation of the covenants of Canossa threw him back

into the arms of the schismatic princes and prelates of

Italy. It had become clear to him that he could not

retain their support as long as he continued the slave of

their enemy the pope, and that without that support his

ruin was inevitable: Gregory had by his own harsh

dealing brought about the crisis of his adversary’s fate,

underthe vain impression that he held him too tightly

in hand for him to escape the toils in which he had in

volved him. The first step ofHenry in breaking through

them was the recall of his proscribed ministers, the earls

Eberhard and Berthold, the archbishop Liemar of Bre

men, the bishops Eppo of Zeitz, Benno of Osnabruck,

and Burkhard of Basie. These prelates had accom

panied or joined the king in Italy, and were notorious

for their attachment to the liberties ofthe national church.

It was, indeed, known to Gregory that the king hafl,

from the day of his absolution, exercised his powers 111

every department of civil government; but it was im

possible to insist upon the rigid performance of so 1H1

practicable a stipulation; and some relaxation of the

king’s engagement to reduce himself to a cipher, Whlle

still retaining the royal title and authority, must have

come within the purview of his policy. The dissolution

of the bonds of society was beyond the range of the

pontifical omnipotence; and the pope was compelled to

connive at a breach of covenant, of which he was himself

the chief instigator and cause. A more serious ground

of complaint was the clandestine correspondence the king‘

had all along‘ kept up with the proscribed prelates, Tedal
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dus of Milan, WVibert of Ravenna, Dionysius ofPiacenza,

and the schismatic bishops of Italy generally,-that en

tire “satanic synod” that had dared to encounter the

pope with his own weapons.“ These obdurate persons had

never relaxed their hostile efforts against papal encroach

ment upon the rights—or the malpractices—of their

churches; they had captured and imprisoned two papal

legates, the bishops of Ostia and Lucca ; and the king

now, dropping all disguise, publicly resumed his inter

course with their party. His first active step was to in

tercept the communications of the pope with his German

allies, so as to prevent the possibility of his obtaining

access to that country, or of any escort or auxiliaries

reaching him from his friends to the north of the Alps.

To that end be occupied all the Alpine passes, and con

summated his defection by publicly receiving the Roman

conspirator Cenci into his society and confidence.1

The language of Henry corresponded with his acts.

He indulged in the coarsest invectives against R ,
. evived

the pope; he loaded upon his shoulders all the popularity of

calamities, public and personal, which had be- Hilglyfn

fallen since his accession to the papacy; he 5'

exhorted the Italians to unite with him in one hearty

struggle to avenge the injuries he had inflicted upon the

church and state!“ The Italian vassals of the empire now

flocked to his standard ; the purveyances for the support

of court and camp became more regular and liberal; the

revenue flowed more freely into the king’s coffers, and his

commands were obeyed with more than ordinary zeal and

alacrity. “ Thus,” says Gregory’s biographer, “ Henry

returned like a dog to his vomit, and again herded with

the simonian heretics—depraved men—men who had

conspired to retain holy church in Egyptian bondage,

and plotted to depose the supreme pastor; and thus the

king and his German accomplices had by the basest simu

lation feloniously stolen that absolution, the delay of which

for one short month must have sealed his ruin.”n

k Bernold. Constant. an. 1077, up. '1' Lamb. Schqfl‘n. an. 1077.

Perlz, v. p. 433. ‘1 Paul. Bernried. Vit. 8w. 0. lxxxv.,

I Bonizo, ad Amie. ubi sup. p. 816. up. Murat. iii. p. 339.
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Both parties now stood fairly unmasked in each other’s

Instructions presence. But Gregory was not yet inclined

ofle‘rrlegorytoto abandon the trimming policy by Whlch he

‘5 egm“ hoped to drive both into his toils. The hurry

of the Germans for the election of a new king boded him

no good. He feared that unless he acceded franklyto

their views, they would proceed without him, and thus

saddle him with a king bound by no manner of obliga

tion or engagement to the holy see. Such an event

was by all means to be guarded against. But the pro

posed convention of Forchheim could not now be fought

off or avoided. All that could be done was, if possible,

to control or overrule it, without directly involving him

self as a party to its proceedings, and so as to retain the

right, if necessary, to disavow them. To this intent he

sent the cardinal-deacon Bernhard and the abbot ofMar

seilles as his legates to the convention, with instructions

to prevail upon the confederates to postpone any df’fi'

nitive resolution till he should be at liberty to Preslde

over their deliberations in person: at all events, the le

gates were cautioned so to conduct themselves as not to

commit him personally as a party to, or as all aPPmVer

of, their acts.0

The confederates, on the other hand, were equally

Confe(1mm anxious ‘to involve the pope directly and_Pel"

propose sonally 1n the contemplated act of deposltion.

“it?” The very day after the despatch of the legates;

' earl Manigold of Verin en, and a priest named

Erchlmbald, arrived at the papa? quarters with a me?

sage from the confederates to intimate to Gregory thell‘

final resolution to depose the king, and forthwith to

elect a successor to the throne. The deputies were at

the same time instructed to prefer an earnest request f0!‘

the pope’s resence and participation at the COIIg’I'eSS to

be held at orchheim for that purpose)’ This message did

not produce any material change in Gregory’s instruc

tions to his legates. But before he dismissed the delegates

of the estates, he sent a cardinal-deacon to the king; to

° Paul. Bernr. Vit. 8:0. 100. cit. p. P Id Vit. &c c. lxxxix. ubi 8“P

340. 340 ’ '

P
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notify to him the tenor of the letters and messages he

had received from Germany, and to require him, in con

formity with his covenant, to appear at Forchheim on

the appointed day, to plead his cause before himself (the

pope) in person; for which purpose he added a peremp

tory demand for a safe-conduct and a trustworthy escort

for himself and his followers across the Alps.q

It cannot be surmised that, in making this proposal,

the pope could have entertained any hope of Equivocal

success. The message therefore could amount reply ofthe

to no more than an official notice to fix upon P°P°'

Henry the charge of a formal breach of his oaths and

engagements: “ this was the time and the place to sub

mit to his trial: hesitation, delay, subterfuge, were per

jury, the consummation of his crimes, the final end and

term of papal long-suffering.” Henry received the le

gate with perfect composure, and coldly replied, that the

public affairs of the kingdom required his presence in

taly; and that, even if he were at leisure to attend the

pope, the shortness of the time allowed to reach Foreh

heim would tax the powers of the fleetest horses beyond

their strength.r WVhen the king’s reply was received by

Gregory, it was immediately communicated to the envoys

of the Germanic states; and they hastened their return

with the welcome intelligence,s and furnished with letters

from the pope excusing his absence from the proposed

congress, on the ground that the king had completely

hemmed him in on all sides, and that, far from being able

to continue his journey into Germany, he could scarcely

now return to Rome in safety. “ Awaiting, therefore, his

arrival among them,”—an" event he sincerely trusted might

not be long "delayed,—-he left them to take such steps as,

in the mean time, the public welfare might require.t

After this the confederates, as a matter of course, held

themselves as discharged from all obligations Convention

to king or pope, so far as concerned their pur-“Fmhheim

pose to deprive Henry of the throne, and to set up a new

CRAP. I.] 'i‘HE POPE AND THE CONFEDERATES, 8w.

P—ww—w-m

'1 Lamb. Schafi‘n. an. 1077; Paul. ' Paul. Bernr. Vit. 8w. 0. xc. ubi sup.

Bernr. loe. cit. . 340.
“ Lamb. Sc/iafi'n. an. 1077. p ‘ Lamb. Sehafl'n. an. 1077.
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king in his place. On the appointed day a full congress

met at Forchheim ;“ the papal legates were called upon

Message of to deliver their message from the pontiff: the

‘he 188ml latter, they said in reply, had felt greatly dis- '

appointed at the result of the king’s visit to Italy, and

he now ‘heartily wished him fairly out of that country:

at the same time they expressed an earnest desire on the

Part of the pope—if it might be done without serious"

danger to the commonwealth—that they would defer the

election of a new king until his arrival in Germany. The

congress replied, that the measure in question

was of immediate and urgent necessity: the

perfidy of Henry was to them, as it must now be to the

pope, so notorious that no reliance could be placed upon

his words or his oaths : it would be in the highest degree

prejudicial to the public interests that such a person should

be any longer allowed to fill the throne ; the present

Juncture could not therefore be neglected for substituting

a fit and proper person. The legates answered, that 1'3

would be much more agreeable to the pontiff if the elec

tion were deferred till his arrival; as it was, however,

the convention must act on their own responsibility,

and it was therefore no part of their instructions to 01}

struct any measures they might think best for the publlc

welfare.v

Though the legates were anxious to throw the Whole

Proceedings responsibility upon the estates, they had 110

mind to abandon their influence in directing or

the electipnofCODtI‘OlllIlg‘ the proceedings. Under the ambl

“e'l” ng- guous terms of their assent, the pope was still

at liberty to accept or reject‘ the resulting measures;

and much must therefore depend upon the advantages

or disadvantages with which those measures might be

Reply.

for the crown appeared in the field. A majority declared

in favour of Rodolf of Rheinfeld, duke of Swahili, but

'I A town on the river Regnitz, be- ' Paul. Bernr. Vit. 8w. cc. xciii.xciv

tween Bamberg and Nuremberg, ajour‘

may of full three we k t x". ubi sup- pp' 341' 342' Berflgg‘lil
e s 0 an arm 0 _ _ _ . . i

an escort from Milan or Canossa. y r $921,181 an 1077’ up Putz’ v pp
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under various stipulations: some bargained for the redress

of private grievances; others desired. organic changes;

others, again, insisted upon securities for future good be

haviour. Duke Otto of Nordheim required that the new

king, whoever he might he, should reinstate him in the

duchy of Bavaria, of which he had been wrongfully de

prived by the deposed prince. The legates, however, took

upon themselves to declare all private conditions or stipu

lations to be illegal: it was enough if he who was to be

king over all engaged to do justice to all : neither was it

becoming, but rather savouring qfsimony, if, instead of a

free election, the kingdom were thus, in a manner, put up

to auction. They admitted, however, that “this objection

did not apply to every kind of stipulation ; that, on the

contrary, there were several matters of that description to

which the attention of the estates ought to be especially

directed : there were, for instance, certain unholy customs,

which ought to be abolished or amended: it should be a

condition that bishoprics and ecclesiastical preferments

should not be disposed of for money, or from motives of

favour; and that every church should, in conformity with

ecclesiastical law, enjoyperfect,freedom ofelection.” Duke

Otto and the Saxon party agreed to defer their claim to

the restitution of the duehy of Bavaria ; and it was pro

posed—at whose suggestion is hardly a matter of conjec

tare—that “ the royal and imperial dignity should hence

forward be strictly elective; that it should not be permitted

to descend, as heretofore, from father to son ; and that

though the son of a late king or emperor might not be

absolutely excluded from competition, yet, if other or

worthier candidates were proposed, the electors should be

at liberty to choose whom they liked best, Such a law

must leave the path of.ambition open enough to all as

pirants.” The conversion of the imperial dignity into a

strictly elective office was so manifestly conducive to the

extension ofthe papal influence as to meet with the highest

approbation ofthe legates. As canonists, they were accus

tomed to regard all vacant preferment, lay or spiritual, as

subject to a like rule of succession; and the reduction of

the empire to the same order of transmission as a vacant
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bishopric or abbey, was in strict harmony with all their

ideas of legal consequence and propriety. Nor could any

state of things be more favourable to the hierarchy and

its chief than the frequent recurrence of tumultuary elec

tions like this ; nor any which laid open so broad a path

to sacerdotal encroachment upon the powers of civil go
vernment.W

Upon these terms Rodolf of Swabia was elected king

E1 _ of the Germans. The act of electionx recog

ection of . . .

Roda“ of ms d and adopted the pontifical decrees against

:‘Pi-simony; the right of free election was secured

' to all ecclesiastical bodies; and the crown of

Germany itself was declared to be elective, and wholly irre

spective of the hitherto customary claims of the reigning

family. The act of election was tendered and accepted

on the 15th of March 1077, and Bodolf was crowned

king by primate Siegfried on the 26th of the same month

at Maintz. Within a fortnight of that time he was driven

Hisunpopu- out of the city by an insurrection of the towns—

lam)’- folk in the interest of Henry. At the same

point of time the people of Worms rose upon their

bishop, expelled him from the city, and declared in

favour of the exiled king. The zeal of Rodolf’s electors

had meanwhile cooled down from fever-heat to the verge

ofindifference. Great princes and barons took their depar

ture without ceremony, leaving-the new king destitute of

the means of providing a proper escort for the pope, even

if, after Henry’s deposition and his own success, he had

really wished for the advent of Gregory. The legates,

however, were resolved not to leave their share of the

work incomplete. They attached themselves to the court

of Rodolf, and receded with him before the tide of un

popularity, which had begun to turn strongly against

" Bruno, de Bell. Saxon. c. xci. ap.

Pertz, v. p. 365. Bruno no doubt re

_arded the pope as a party to this reso

ution. But this writer is always over

anxious to support the measures of his

faction upon the will and authority of

the pope. He thus describes the elec

tion-law in question : “Hoe etiam ibi

(at Forchheim) communi consensu com

probatum, Romam' pontificis auctm'itate

est corruboratum, ut regia potestas nulli

per hereditatem. sicut ante fnit consuef

tudo, cederet; sed filius regis, etiamsi

valde dignus esset, potius per electionem

spontaneam, qnam per successionis 11

neam, rex proveneret; si vero non es

set dignus regis filius, quem regem fa

cere vellet, haberet in potestate P0131!‘

lus."

’‘ “ Wahl-capitnlation."
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him and his party. The new king found himself no

whit more in favour with the population and feudato

ries of his own duchy than with those of the Rhenish

provinces of the empire. He found the rural clergy of

Swabia in a state of insurrection against the late eccle

siastical reforms and innovations; the populace sided

with their pastors, and Rodolf became involved in a petty

war with the refractory bishop of Constance, and his

powerful protector, earl Otto of Bregentz. The legates,

it is true, stood by him, and exhausted their rhetoric in

denunciations against the simoniacal and concubinate

clergy of the province ;’ but all to little purpose; and

Rodolf was forced to shift his quarters to Ziirich.

Here he found the schismatic cler y, ifpossible, more

exasperated than in the diocese of onstance. Popuhrin

The resistance to the ordinances was no longer gmflfffnflil'é

confined to districts and localities. A general married

expectation that king Henry would soon re- clergy

appear among them sustained their courage and sti

mulated resistance. “The bishops,” says the hostile

annalist, “strained their throats in vituperation of

the usurper Rodolf, and bawled themselves hoarse in

praises of Henry: these strains were echoed by the

whole rabble of incorrigible heretics, unchristian pastors,

dependent clerks, canons, monks, and rural priests; and

these again imposed upon the vulgar herd by the most

barefaced falsehoods.“ The ordinances were frankly

ignored, or set at naught; and the banished king was by

this time regarded as the champion of civil and religious

liberty. There are, in fact, many indications in the

history of the period that the rising against Henry IV.

CRAP. 1.]

1 Paul. Berm-ied. Vit. 8&0. c. xcviii.

ubi sup.; Bruno, de BelL Sax. cc. xcii.

xciii. ubi sup. p. 866; Bernold. Annal.

an. 1077, ubi sup. p. 433; Berthold.

Annal. an. 1077, up. Pertz, v. p. 293.

According to the last-named annalist,

the bishop of Constance was in the

habit of restoring the clergy evicted for

simony or incontinence (matrimony) to

their livings; probably upon evidence of

conformit or satisfaction. This prac

tice the egates denounced, upon the

ground that those offences were heresy,

which when once established against a

clerk vitiated his orders and rendered

him incapable of re-habilitation, except

by the act of the pope. A bishop, they

contended, had no power to restore a

convicted heretic; the case belonged to

the majores causes reserved to the pope.

Conf. Grat. Decret. p. ii. 0. i. q. l.

I Berthold. Annal. an, 1077, ubi sup.

294.
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was, with the exception of the Saxon provinces, generally

unpopular. The attachment of the masses to their king

and clergy had not yielded to the fear of the pope. The

anti-papal churchmen adhered to the hereditary sovereign;

they continued to resent the cruel decrees which deprlved

them of their wives, separated them from then children,

tarnished their personal honour, and wounded their con

sciences. lVith these personal grievances they connected

the obvious intent of the papal party to lay the national

church at the feet of a foreign power, and looked upon

the new king as the passive instrument ofan antl-national

movement. In Lombardy and Northern Italy the same

injuries and jealousies had produced the same effects.

The king had succeeded in recovering h1s popularlty by

assuming the character of champion of popular rights

against wanton insult and oppression.

In Rome, however, and outhern Italy, the popula

Ascendeney rity of Gregory VII. had suffered no dlmmu

of Gregory tion. The imperial party, though alive and
m Rune‘ active, was for the present incapable of effect

ing any diversion in favour of their friends in the north.

The abortive Genci conspiracy had brought the lmperlal

ists into discredit, and strengthened the hands of the pope.

Thus, when the papal prefect of Rome was murdered by

Stephen, the brother of the conspirator, the homlcide

Was imputed to the instigation of Henry.’a The enraged

populace stormed the castle of the culprit, struck ofi‘ h1s

head and hands, and gibbeted the carcass within the en

closure of St. Peter’s church. The body of the deceased

prefect was at the same time conveyed in solemn pI'0

cession to the interior of the church, and during the

ceremony was believed to have performed many sul'pl‘ls

ing miracles.b

I Bernold. Anna]. an. 1077, ubi sup.

p. 431. This annalist tells us that he

was slain “ a quodam Henriei fautore.”

h Bonizo, ad Amie. ubi sup. p. 816.

Miracles, either in proof of beatifieation

‘or reprobation, were ever at hand when

wanted. All who happened to come by

their death in the service of the pope

were endowed with thaumatur ic

powers: thus Ariald, Herlimba d,

Cenci the prefect, and others. Miracles

in attestation of the eternal reprobation

of the pope’s enemies are even_more

numerous: witness the damnation of

William bishop of Utrecht, the ‘blas

phexner of the pope (Lamb. Schqfln. an.

1077); that of the bishop of Vercelh,

for endeavouring to set up an antipope

(Bernold. an. 1077, ubi sup. p. 434); of

Imbrico, bishop of Augsburg, for com
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Intelligence of the election of Rodolfand of the doings

of the legates at Forchheim reached the king at- King He“,

Pavia. Though he was well informed as to the iggefirheof

pope’s share in the transaction, he thought it ex- Sgregog. to

pedient to put his intentions to a more positive ‘he “*5”

test. With that view, he hastened to present to the pope,

still the guest of his friend the countess Mathilda, a very

humble petition to put the usurper out of the pale of the

church. The assent of Gregory to the proposal would,

he thought, be the ruin of his competitor; while a refusal

would go far to prove the pope a party to a measure

which must, in the eyes of all men, unfit him to be his

judge, and afford a valid excuse for declining a tribunal

by which, upon no supposition, the stipulated measure of

justice could be dealt out to him.c Gregory, aware of

the ambiguity of his own position, returned an evasive

answer. “ If,” he said, “ after due inquiry, Rodolf

should be found unable to assign good and suflicient

reason for the step he had taken, he should be ready to

accede to the king’s request; but that, in accordance with

the canons, he could condemn no man before trial.” But

Henry knew his adversary too well to believe that if,

with ofiicial information of the proceedings at Forchheim

before him, with all the attendant circumstances, the pope

had disapproved of the election of Rodolf, he would

have hesitated for an instant to act upon that knowledge.

The subterfuge, therefore, was properly regarded by

EQUIVOOATION OF GREGORY VII.

Henry as susceptible of but one construction. Coupled

municating with Henry and breaking

his engagements to Rodolf (id. ibid.

and Bert/told. ubi sup. pp. 295, 296);

of Siegebert of Aqui eia (ibid.); and

others, all of whom perished by the vi

sible judgment of God for their trans

ressions against God and the pope.

he opposite party, having at this mo

ment no pope of its own, made no at

tempt to match these marvels; and

thus the canonisation of the pope’s

friends was, with good efi'ect, contrasted

without contradiction with thejudicial

damnation of his adversaries. The trick

fell in well with the popular taste; ac

customed as it was, in ignorance of any

better mode of getting at the truth, to

look for such extraordinary interposi

tion for the solution of popular doubts

and difficulties.

‘ If Gregory either procured or ap

proved the election of Rodolf, he could

not, in the case of acquittal, have res

tored the kingdom to Henry. By the

mere presence of his legates at Forch

heim, but more especially by their ac

tive participation in framing the act of

election, the cause of the defendant was,

before trial, and by the act of the judge

himself, irretrievably damaged. Under

such circumstances, it is prett clear

that the moral obligation to su mit to

a tribunal so constituted was altogether

cancelled.
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with the participation of the legates of the pope in the

act of election, and their continued residence at the court

of the usurper, the reply of Gregory left upon the mind

of Henry no room to doubt that he was irrevocably bent

upon his ruin; that his humiliation at Canossa had been

a fruitless sacrifice of feeling and honour; and that the

problem of his fortunes could now only be solved by the

> sword.d

Relying upon the loyalty of his Italian subjects,

Hem-y again probably informed of the indifferent support '

in German? afforded to his competitor and his own growing

popularity, Henry resolved to transfer the struggle to

the soil of Germany. On the 9th of April 1077 he re

moved his quarters from Pavia to Verona. Here he took

leave of his Lombard vassals, after conferring the vice

royalty of Italy upon the bishops Tedaldus of Milan and

Dionysius of Piacenza; and, under escort of a gallant

band of his native subjects, supported by earl Luithold

of Carinthia, he threw himself into the heart of Bavaria.-‘

The departure of Henry left the pope at liberty to quit

his post of observation at Canossa. There was now no

impediment, if there ever had been any, to a change of

quarters at his perfect leisure from Canossa to Carpi, to

Florence, to Sienna, and to Rome, successively. At all

these places his reception by the citizens and .people 18

described to us as enthusiastic. On the other hand, his

adversary was welcomed with at least equal cordiality by

the townsfolk of Ratisbon, where he took up his first

headquarters. Within four short months of the humili

ating scene at Canossa, the gale of popular favour had

 

veered round to the opposite quarter. In erfect con- -'

tempt of the papal thunders, the vassals of t e southern

and eastern provinces rallied round his banner. Duke

Wratislaus of Bohemia, Luithold of Carinthia, the mark

grave of Vohburg, the earls-Palatine Conrad and Her

mann, the bisho s of Strasburg, Augsburg, Constance,

and Basle, the urgundian vassals in a body—among

81'; Cont‘. Bonizo, ad Amie. ubi sup. 1)- ° Arnulph. Mediol. lib. v. c. X- P- 45
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them many of Rodolf’s family connections and former

friends,—now swelled the ranks of his enemy.f

The popularity of Henry was, however, in many re

spects of an ambiguous and delicate character. D f t,

There is no reason to doubt that the attachment £303: $3.5

of the commonalty in general, and the great ‘1:55:14

bulk of the inferior and parochial clergy, was '

sincere and hearty. The reason assigned by the papal

annalists, however invidiously stated, is probably correct

in the main. Thus, we learn from abbot Paul Bernried

that Rodolf, in compliance with his promise to the pope,

was no sooner seated upon the throne than he took the

most effectual steps to eject “ all the simoniacal and Ni

colaitan cler y,”g Without distinction and without formal

inquiry. “ hese vigorous measures,” he says, “drew

upon him the bitter resentment of all the friends of cor

ruption, and brought him into discredit with that party

from the very day of his election.“ The sudden desertion,

on the part of the great vassals, of the cause they had

embraced so recently and with so much zeal, was, in

most cases, prompted by less creditable motives. Some

changed sides because they were disappointed by the in

ability or reluctance of Rodolf to gratify their cupidity;

others, because they hoped for better things from the

known liberality of Henry. Some there were who had

deserted the usurper’s cause from disgust at his ecclesi

astical innovations; a few who acted from motives of

pure loyalty, and from aversion for the daily treasons

going on around them.i Anxious, if possible, to gratify

all classes of his supporters, Henry summoned a high

court of justice at Ulm in Swabia, and procured capital

convictions, attended, conformably to the provincial law

of that division of the empire, with forfeiture of honour

and estate, against his great adversaries Rodolf, Welf,

and Berthold. These persons, and others with them, were

condemned to death, and their rich forfeitures were with

' Paul. BernnVit. 850. c. xcviii. p. 303. '1 Paul. Bernr. ubi sup.

5' Those who had obtained their pre- ' Berthold. Aunal. an. 1077, ap. Pertz,

ferment by lay investiture, or had v. pp. 294, 295.

taken wives.
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out delay distributed among the host of greedy expect- 7

ants who paraded their loyalty under the eye of the

king.j

Gregory now found it no easy task to gather up the

Gregory in- broken threads of his complex policy. He was,

$123535‘): however, firmly resolved not to abandon any

tween the advantage that might still be derivable from

"i'alkings- the convention of Ganossa on the one hand,

and from his recent understanding with the usurper on

the other. An opening soon resented itself, the skilful

use of which might still enab e him to preserve such a

balance between the parties as should retain both in

dependence upon himself. In Germany the Warfare

between the two factions had assumed a character so fero

cious and cruel as to produce a reaction on the public

mind, not unlike that which followed the massacre of

Hohenberg.k Though Rodolf and his confederates still

boasted of a superiority of numbers, Henry had, with an

inferior force, managed to confine the dukes Berthold

and Welf to a part of Swabia, and to throw Rodolf him

self back upon Saxony. These successes and the king’s

indefatigable activity threatened to overthrow the desired

equilibrium ; it was therefore time to take some measures

to arrest his progress; and Gregory stepped forth in the

respectable character of the herald of peace and good

will. He instructed his legates to interpose between

the belligerents, and, in his name, to prohibit all plot

tings, conspirings, and breaches of the public peace. But

the stubbornness of his nature belied the assumed cha

racter: he interdicted all the customary honours, obe

dience, and services to Henry as king, without extend

ing the like prohibition to the adherents of his com

petitor. The interposition was therefore treated by both

'' Among these, two more flagrant with as little scruple as the first. Ab

cases of tergiversation and perjury than bot Paul sends both to the nethermost

those of the bishops of Aquileia. and pit for the second offence; the first was

Augsb'urg could hardly have occurred. of course purged by the apal absolu

As princes of the empire, both had tion. Paul. Bernr.Vit. ge-c. xcvii.p.

sworn allegiance to Henry; they had 342.

afterwards taken the same oath to R0- k Cont‘. Book X. 0. vii. P- 348'

deli‘, and had violated the second oath
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parties with the indifference it deserved.l The legates

continued to accompany the intrusive king; and that

circumstance was perhaps of itself suflicient to cast

grave doubts upon their master’s professions of impar

tiality. -A short time after the first communication to

the rival courts, the legates were directed to call upon

both kings, by common accord, to open to him a road

into Germany, and to send an escort composed of persons

in whom he could place implicit confidence to meet him

at the frontier, and conduct him safely to some eligible

spot for holding a solemn inquiry into‘the merits of the

two pretenders to the throne, and of awarding His commib

the crown to whichever of them might best sionto his

endure the tests be proposed to apply. “ It legates‘

is,” he said, “ a matter of notoriety, that to us and to the

apostolic see it belongs to try and determine all -‘majores

causwf‘“ And verily the war which is now raging be

tween these princes is of such magnitude, and so full of

peril, that if we were to neglect our duty, the greatest mis

chief must occur to us, to the princes themselves, and to

the universal church. If, therefore, either of them shall

disobey this our deliberate precept, you shall omit no

465 -

measures in your power, on our behalf, and by the,

authority of St. Peter, to bring the offender to reason,

whether it be by removing him from the government

altogether, or by secluding him, his aiders and abettors,

from the body and blood of the Lord, and shutting him

out of the pale of the church: you are to remind all

persons that he who disobeys the apostolic see is an

idolater; and that the holy pope Gregory (the Great)

hath decreed that all kings who shall presume to resist

I Berthold. Annal. an. 1077, ubi sup.

p. 297.

"1 These causes were such as touched

the disputes and crimes of bishops and

the higher ecclesiastics, as well as all

doctrinal questions. It was the practice

of the canonists ofthe age to disclaim all

secular rule of law in their controversies

with the laity. The parallel between

a deposed bishop and a deposed king is

accurately expressed by the monk Ber

thold of Constance, in reference to the

excommunication and deposition of

VOL Iv.

Henry IV: “ E0 (Henrico) deposito et

anathematizato, non magis illi aliqua

subjectio pro hujusmodi juramento (the

civil oath of allegiance) debebatur, quam

cuilibet episcopo a subditis suis obedi

tur, postquam ille, etiam retentfi. com

mnnione, deponitur.” Thus, according

to this writer, the contests of rival kings

were to be brought under the highest

class of ecclesiastical causes, and there

fore to be determined by canon law.

See Berthold, an. 1077, pp. 296, 297.

HH
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the commands of that see, do thereby fall from their

place and dignity.n But unto whichever of them shall

give due obedience to these our commands, you shall

give all aid and assistance, confirming him on our behalf

in the royal dignity, and commanding all bishops and

abbots, clergy and laity of the kingdom, to obey him

faithfully as their lord and king.”°

With a view to strengthen the hands of the legates,

The pope he wrote under the same date to the common

theiudse of alty of Germany, expressing his profound grlef
puma‘ and anxiety for the state of their church and

country: both princes, he said, had appealed to him; and

he was now determined, by the advice of the “friends of

the church,” to decide in person to which of the competi

tors the kingdom rightfully belonged: if, therefore, those

competitors, or either of them, were to decline his tribu

nal, they were thereby required and commanded to for

sake and disobey him ; and, without delay, to execute the

sentence in that case to be given by his legates, and to

transfer their allegiance to him who should be found faith

ful to the precepts of the holy see.p

The many misstatements these imperious mandates

Groundless comprehended could hardly escape the discern

preteusions ment ofthe rival princes. It was not true that,

°f Gregmy' under existing circumstances, Henry had sub

mitted his title to the arbitrament of the pope. He had

not covenanted to try his right against that of a rival

candidate. This novel position entirely changed the

question referred. The king was to be heard, not now

upon the merits of his own cause, but upon the con

sideration of adverse pretensions raised up by the con

nivance, if not by the direct instructions, of the pope

himself. ' Under the covenants of Canossa“ the latter had

acquired no such jurisdiction ; nor could he disavow the

complicity of his legates in the election of Rodolf at

n The decree here alluded to is the fabrication.

notorious forgery or interpolation in ° Regist. lib. iv. ep. xxiii. p. 400

the charter of St. Medardus. See Ba- dated Carpinatie, May 3151?, 1077- _

r_on. ad ann. 593 § 35. The more cri- P Ibid. lib. iv. ep- XXiV- P- 4013

tical Pagi will not vouch its genuine- Berthold. Anna]. an. 107 7, p- 299

ness. Modern critics, both papist and q See Book X, 0, viii. p. 418 of this

protestant, have rejected it as a monkish work.
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Forchheim. The intrusive king might therefore reason

ably question the right of the pope to retract his adhesion,

and to treat his right to the crown as still an open ques

tion. It was not true in any sense that he had sub

mitted his claim to the pontifical arbitrament. He had,

indeed, consulted the pope at almost every step of his

advance; he had accepted the advice tendered by the

legates, and had thereby acquired a full right to con

clude that his election had been approved and recognised

by the holy see. Now, however, he was coolly told that

he was to be again weighed in the p‘ontifical balance,

and that, if found wanting, he must be prepared to yield

up his throne to the enemy who had so recently con

demned him to the loss of life, honour, and worldly

estate.

With these facts before them, it is impossible to be

lieve that either party placed any reliance u on Insidious

the justice or the integrity of Gregory. ut character of
Gregory probably cared very little for these mpmpml'

distrusts. Rodolf he knew could not afford to throw off

his alliance; and he might calculate, both for himself

and his client, upon the prompt rejection of the proposed

arbitration by Henry. Rodolf would thus become en

titled to the benefit ofthe alternative left with the legates,

and might confidently demand the formal rejection of his

opponent, and the fullest recognition ofhis own right and

title to the crown of Germany. These anticipations were

realised almost as soon as they could have found entrance

into the minds ofthe parties. Henry frankly unsheathed

the sword. His ofiicer earl Ulrich occupied the Alpine

passes with a view to intercept the communication of the

confederates with the pope, and prevent the circulation

of papal briefs and rescripts in the kingdom. Worse,

'perhaps, than all these misdeeds—the earl was fortunate

enough to capture the papal agent Bernhard, abbot of

Marseilles, on his attempt to pass the Alps, and to place

him in safe custody in his castle of Lenzburg.Ir

Meanwhile the war had been carried 011 in Germany

' Berthold. Annal. an. 1077, ap. Pertz, v. pp. 297, 298. Cont‘. p. 454 of this chap.
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The civil war with unexampled ferocity on both sides. The
in Germany‘ indecisive results of the campaign, and the

flagitious misconduct of the belligerents, promised to

serve the pope’s turn more effectually than the pro

foundest diplomacy. A majority of the adherents on

both sides seceded from the conflict, and came to an

understanding, that both princes should be compelled to

lay down their arms and submit to the papal arbitration.

But unity and firmness ofpurpose were wanting to carry

this pacific resolution into execution; neither of these re

quisites was to be‘ found among the seceders, and the only

result of the experiment was, to rid the king of a pressure

which had almost weighed him to the earth. When, in

conformity with their agreement, the new Confederates

retired from the contest, the king, with a force consisting

for the most part of mercenaries, living at free quarters,

and supported by his steady friend the duke of Bohemia,

kept the field; he ravaged the estates of the Swabian

rebels without mercy, and found himself powerful enough

to expel the prior occupants, and to fill the sees of Augs

burg and Aquileia, and the wealthy abbey of St.‘ Goll,

with his own friends. The same process was carried on

in other quarters; the prelates ofboth parties reciprocally

expelled and supplanted each other; so that it was a

common spectacle to see two bishops of the same see,tW0

abbots ofthe same religious house, buckle on their armour

and fight out their own and their masters’ quarrels at the

head of their respective adherents among the tenants

and vassals of the estate, to the utter ruin of the districts

in which this kind of warfare was carried on.s

The cardinal-legate Bernhard, it will be remembered,

The Papal had been furnishedt by Gregory with discre

legmeXcvm-tionary power to proceed to any extremlty.

municates

andfomauy which might be necessary for the‘pacification

deposes of Germany. But the papal agent was DOW
Henry. . . - ' '

_ cut off from all communication with his prin

cipal; at the same time nothing could be more manifest

than that the secession of the peace-party had not only

' Stenzel, Frank. Kais. vol. i. p. 430. See pp. 454 and 465 of this chaPter'

1 By the brief of the Blstof May.
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failed to bring the king to terms, but had contributed to

strengthen his hands, and to enhance the confusion of

public affairs. In this extremity Bernhard considered

himselfjustified in bringin the full powers of his com

mission into operation.“ 11 the 12th of November he

accordingly assembled the lay and ecclesiastical estates

of Saxony at Goslar; he solemnly, and in the name of

the pontiff, excommunicated Henry, and deposed him

from the crown and government, which he had presumed

to usurp in defiance of the pope’s prohibition and his own

oath; and by like authority proclaimed Rodolf king,

commanding, on the part of the holy see, princes, nobi

lity, and people thenceforward to acknowledge and obey

him as their sovereign.‘

It may be questioned whether this step of the legate

suited the policy ofGregory at this precise point Ambiguous

of time. The prospects of the pope did not policy ofthe

just now wear so promising an aspect as to P°Pe'

embolden him altogether to cast aside the mediatorial

character he had hitherto sustained, and to commit him

self irretrievably to either party. He therefore neither

adopted nor repudiated the act of his legate ; and if we

may draw an inference from his subsequent language,

he was of opinion that merely delegated or contingent

owers, however full and positive, might, in virtue of the

etrine prerogative, be ignored or adopted at the plea

sure of the holy see.

In the mean time the hostility of the Lombard pre

lacy had gone on increasing in bitterness andEumarm,sing

intensity. A synod had been resolved upon for position of

the purpose of deposing pope Gregory, and G'ewy'

electing a successor. The meeting was delayed by the

death of Henry’s chancellor for Italy, the archbishop

Tedaldus of Milan. Yet we learn from the mouth of

the pontiff himself, that he had scarcely a friend left in
Northern Italy.w The sleepless vigilance of Henry and

‘I Conf. the pope’s brief of the 3131; of 28th January 1078, in which he treats

May 1077, 466 of this chapter. all the bishops of the two great pro

' Berthol . Annal. an. 107 7, ap. Pertz, viuces of Ravenna and Milan as enemies

v-fp. 303. of the holy see.

" Regist. lib. v. ep. xiii. p. 416, dated
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his Italian confederates had so completely cut ofi“ all

communication with the papal party in Germany, that

no consistent instructions could be conveyed to his le

gates or friends in that country; no authentic intelli

gence could reach him of the position and fprospects of

the parties. Thus, between the return 0 Henry to

Germany in the month of April, and the close of the

year 1077, his communications had to be kept up by

chance travellers, or messengers who might be lucky

enough to escape the Lombard scouts on the southern,

and Henry’s rangers on the northern, side of the Alps.

Thus it hap ened, ‘that between the 31st of May, the

date of the ull powers, and the 30th of August, a period

of three entire months, the pope still remained in un

certainty whether his legates had received the instruc

tions contained in the former of these briefs. On the

latter date he therefore reiterated his directions in a

letter to Udo archbishop of Treves, commanding both

princes to provide an escort to attend him to the place' of

meeting, for the solemn inquiry which was to determine

their respective claims to the crown: these injunct1ons

he required the archbishop to publish throughout the

kingdom, and to make every effort for their punctual

execution.x

But at what precise point of time within a period of

Ram“ more than five months from the date of the first

ofthese briefs they were received by the legates

' cannot now be ascertained. Such, indeed, was

the difliculty of communication with Italy, that the pro

test with which they were met by the Saxons did not

reach the papal ear till after the excommunication of

Henry by the legates, though they robably bore date

some time prior to that transaction. ithin that period

the discontent of the confederates had been expressed in

terms of bitter complaint to the pope; yet it is a matter

of equal uncertainty whether their letters ever came into

his hands. It is probable that the sentiments to which

these indignant appeals gave utterance impelled the le

gate into the decided course of conduct he adopted.

1 Regist. lib. v. ep. vii. p. 412, dated 30th August 1077
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“They had,” they said, in their memorial, “sacrificed

their lives, ruined their fortunes, and exposed themselves

and their families to penury and famine solely in sub

mission to the commands of the pope, and from fear of

the awful penalties of disobedience: but now he (the

pope) had triumphed—he had cast down his enemy at

his feet—he had reaped glory and honour—they, ruin

and disgrace. He had, behind their backs, and-without

their knowledge, absolved and dismissed unharmed the

enemy whom he himself had raised up against them: he

was not, forsooth, to be restored to the government; but

the power which removed might one day restore; and

then how would the pope deal with the oaths from which

he had absolved them, in virtue of which absolution they

had elected a new king, and pledged their oaths of alle

giance to him? Yet the pope now talked of ‘ two kings’

—two kings of one kingdom ! He spoke of sending

legates to ‘ both kings,’ and even gave precedence to the

name of the outcast Henry! He had asked him for an

escort—he had expressed his intention of inquiring into

his claims, thereby recognising him as a reigning king,

or at least as a meritorious claimant of the throne: but

to what end all this, after the whole question had been

solemnly. disposed of by a great national synod,y whose

judgment had received the confirmation of the pontifical

egates, and another king had been elected in the place of

the ejected and deposed tyrant? We cannot conceive,”

they continued, “ why, after persuading us to persevere

firmly in the course you yourselfmarked out for us—why

you should now, both by word and deed, hold out hope

to our enemy. But it is reported to us that you re

ceive his envoys with favour; that you send them away

with honours and rewards, that they may laugh at our

miseries, and make their game of our simplicity ! More

over, you chide us for not sending messengers and letters

to you, as if it were not notorious that we are prevented

by him who thus adds to his guilt by the breach of that

among other solemn oaths, not to obstruct our intercourse

with you. We trust, indeed, dearest lord, that you do

7 At Forchheim.
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all these things witlr good intent, and from certain subtle

reasons, which you keep to yourself; yet we simple folk

are unable to fathom your purpose, and therefore now

frankly lay before you the visible results of the contra

dictory prospects you think fit to hold out to both parties;

these results are—civil war, inhuman butcheries, plun

derings, burnings, immeasurable oppression of the poor,

sacrileges heretofore unheard of, hopeless failure of law

and justice in the land—lastly, such adissipation of the

crown-estate by the rivals you have set-up, that hereafter

our kings will have to subsist by plundering their sub

jects rather than upon their own proper revenue. All

these evils we are persuaded might have been averted by

a straightforward policy on your part: it may be difiicult

to abide by such a olicy, but we cannot think it honest

to depart from it. fyou think it too dangerous to speak

out in our favour, abstain at least from undoing what

you have done; for if your own most public and solemn

acts are, to suit a temporary convenience, to be buried

in silence as if they had never been done, we can in no

wise comprehend what we are hereafter to regard as

really done and concluded in your counsels: all these

things we lay before your holiness, not in the spirit of

vain murmuring, but in the bitterness of our hearts; for

surely there is no grief like unto our grief, if for our

obedience to the voice of the shepherd we be flung into

the jaws of the wolf. Surely we are of all men the most

miserable, that we should now be driven to defend our

selves against our chosen pastor.” -

These complaints were reasonable ; the ambiguous

Gregory dealings of the pope had taken the life and spirit

Smdzcmgn out of the confederate party. Gregory was sus

reference_of pected ofan intention to step aside from the act

bmh P'mws- of his legate at Goslar, as he had already done

from those of his legates at Forchheim; and the sequel

pj'oved that they were not mistaken in their conjecture.

ut the act of secession in Germany, by which the whole

question between the rival kings was referred to him,

afforded certainly a more legitimate and specious ground

of proceeding than the imputed sins of the king and his
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party; Gregory resolved to avail himself of the submission,

without relinquishing the advantages to be derived from

the errors and misdemeanors of Henry or his supporters.

The sentence of the 9th of November was therefore not

to be reversed even pending the reference; it was simply

not immediately to be acted upon, but to remain suspended

over his head until removed by a plenary acceptance of

the papal decision. Some advantage too might be de

rived from the state of exhaustion to which both parties

were reduced by this unhappy warfare; and with these

views he convoked a great council to meet at Rome in

the first week in the following Lent, for the purpose of

deliberating upon and promulgating his own plan ofpaci

fication and organising the tribunal which was eventually

to set the whole controversy at rest. Other matters there

were behind, upon which the mind ‘of Gregory was not

less firmly bent than upon his scheme for converting the

crown 0 Germany into an article of papal patronage:

matters, indeed, by the attainment of which alone the

advantages of victory could be secured.

On the third day of March in the year 1078, a nu

merous council met at Rome. The assembly Greatsynod

was composed of one hundred prelates of all at Rome.
ranks, besides many abbots, and clerks, and M" 1078'

laymen of distinction.2 As ambassadors of king Henry,

appeared the bishops Benno ofOsnabriick and Theoderick

of Verdun. These able men, we are told, pleaded the

cause of their master with so much eloquence and address,

that Gregory himself was for the moment shaken; many

of the prelates present declared openly in his favour, and

solicited the pope at once to pronounce sentence of an

athema upon the rebel and usurper Rodolf. Setting

aside the manifest extravagance of this demand, the pope

must, by acceding to it, have abandoned his character of

judge, and forfeited every advantage hitherto obtained.“

1 Bertllold, ubi sup. p. 306; Concil.

tom. xii. pp. 614, 615.

‘ Bert/101d insinuates that the pope

had no authentic intelligence of the

excommunication pronounced by his

legate at Goslar in the preceding month

of November; an allegation utterly in

credible, and probably thrown out to

shield him from the charge of inconsis

tency in dealing with Henry as kin de

facto. But the envoys of Rodolf, t en

actually present, could not have failed

to acquaint him minutely with all the

details ofthe excommunication, if it had
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Indecision of He declared that, after listening with the ut

the P°Pe- most attention and solicitude to the pleadings

on both sides, he could not as yet see his way so clearly as

to dispense with further reflection before he pronounced

upon the merits of the proposal. He therefore deferred

his decision till the following Lord’s-day, and in the mean

time directed the attention of the synod to “ certain other

important matters.”" I '

Accordingly, on the 11th of March he made known

AdjudicMkmhis decision, and published his decree of paci

and decree offication, to the effect that “ the pontiff himself,

Paclficamn' or proper legates to be appointed by him, should

repair to Germany, and at a suitable time and place con

vene before them the ‘ two kings,’ the bishops, the princes,

nobility, and learned of the realm in open council; and

after hearing both sides, and thoroughly sifting the causes

of both, arrive at an irrefragable conclusion as to the per

sons to whom, and the causes to which, the lamentable

state of confusion, perjury, and schism with which the

kingdom was now afl‘licted was to be imputed, and to

determine upon such measures as should be necessary

for the reestablishment and consolidation of God’s peace.

A solemn anathema was denounced against all persons, ~

whether kings or princes, dukes, bishops, or clerks, who

should by any art or cunning, or by any machination or

procurement whatever, obstruct the pope or his legates

on their journey to the place of meeting, or should after

wards disobey or gainsay the judgment to be pronounced

by common consent touching the matters in hand.” The

ceremony of promulgation concluded with the extlnc

tion of torches, in token of the doom which awaited the

disobedient or the refractory. After this, we are in

formed, the pope strictly enjoined the envoys of Henry

to keep the peace towards his adversaries until the result

of the inquiry should be made known ;° he wrote, at the

same time, to the Germans, devoutly calling down the

suited him to take any notice of the act pp. 306-308. We suppose the pope

of his legate, thought he had no reason to apprehend

b ‘Reinhold’ “bi sup- any inclination on the part of the B0

‘‘ Ej'lé‘d- Anna]. an. 1078, ubi sup. dolfine party to break the truce.
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divine vengeance upon all who should directly or in

directly throw any obstacle in the way of the roposed

meeting.d And he charged archbishop Udo of)'l‘reves,

on the part of king Henry, and another prelate of the

Rodolfine faction, with the choice of the time and place

for holding the solemn inquest.

But Gregory was awake to the inconveniences attend

ing the course he had adopted ; and with a view Questionable

to tranquillise the minds of the people of Ger- impartiality

many, he wrote them a supplementary letter, “Grew”

assuring them of the rectitude of his intentions; hinting

that he had received intimation that certain “ enemies of

God” and “ sons of the devil” would attempt to frustrate

the proposed synod, and warning them against their

machinations. Remembering, however, that he had all

along acquitted the Rodolfine party of every sinister

act or intention, the “ sons of Satan” in question could

be no other than the king’s party; thus giving the for

mer pretty clearly to understand against whom his mea

sures were really levelled.e But the pope’s policy was too

profound for the confederates. All they could see in the

proposed inquiry was, that the king of their choice was to

be put upon his trial ; and that the charge of usurpation

and rebellion on his part was to be gone into as fully as

if the pope had from the outset of the contest maintained

the most rigid neutrality between him and his rival. But

if the Germans could have taken the hint, they might

have formed a tolerably correct judgment of the pope’s

professions of impartiality at the forthcoming trial by

his harsh proceedings against the Henrician party in

Italy. In this very synod of the 3d of March he caused

sentence of anathema to be recorded against archbishop

‘1 He prayed that they might feel the

vengeance of Almighty God in soul and

in body, in their families, their estates,

their worldly afl'airs, and in all things

belonging to them: that in the conflict

of battle their strength might fail them,

so that in life they might enjoy no tri

umph; and that, being thus reduced to

disgrace and wretchedness here below,

they might at the last he brought to

repentance. This brief is dated the 9th

March 1078, and is addressed to “all

archbishops, bishops, clergy, princes,

dukes, greater and lesser barons of the

kingdom.” Regist. lib. v. ep. xv. p. 418.

' “ Sed quia pervenit ad nos quod

inimici Dei et filii diaboli quidam apud

vos contra interdictum apostolicte sedis

conventum procnrarent in irritum du

cere, 8w. monemus vos . . . . ut talibns

nullum adjutorium przebeatis, neque

illis communicetis." Regist. lib. vi. ep.

i. ad Germanos, p. 425.
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Wibert of Ravenna and the bishops of Cremona and

Treviso; renewing, at the same time, his denunciations

against the so-called “ Simonians” and “ Nicolaitans;”

notoriously only other names for the class of churchmen

who now formed the bulk of the Henrician party.

But, whatever might have been the intentions of Gre

Solemn d gorv as’ to the ultimate disposal of the crown
e— a u -

cree against of Germany, it was his fixed purpose to strip

‘Wigs-“i- it of its most important prerogatives, so that

' the successful candidate. should succeed to a.

throne divested of its best defence'a ainst the autocratic

pretensions of the see of Rome. mong those “other

matters” proposed to the consideration of the assembled

fathers, while he was deliberating upon the remonstrance'

of the Henrician deputies, was that of lay investitui'e.

And it was thereupon decreed, that “ if any ecclesiastic,

whatever his rank, from the patriarch to the parish priest,

shall accept from any layman bishopric, abbey, jurisdic

tion, church, tithe, or other spiritual preferment; or if

any layman, from the sovereign down to the meanest

subject, shall confer any such preferment—all such oflices,

benefices, and possessions being by ancient canonical and

legitimate tradition the sole property of almighty God,

 

and wholly devoted to His service, consequently incapable V

of passing through lay hands like other property—116

shall be accursed.” The pope then dismissed the envoys

of the rival princes. Henry’s bishops were sent away

without the pontifical blessing, upon the ground of their

master’s equivocal position.‘ The emissaries of Rodolf,

it is true, received no more public token of the papal fa

vour; but Gregory took care to send for them privately

and with the utmost caution, to assure them that they

carried with them his best wishes; desiring them to con

vey to their master his high approval of his devout at

tachment to the holy see, with the apostolical indulgence

and benediction to him and all who should persevere in‘

the path of obedience and duty.

' Namely, the doubt as to the effect under no doubt at all

of the excommunication by the leg-ate 8 Berthold. Anna]. an. 1078, ap.,Pertz,

Bernhard, about which the pope was v. p. 309. The annalist mentions thls
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As soon as they were dismissed, the envoys of Henry

made all haste to rejoin their master, who was Equivml

at that moment engaged in military operations conducwf

in eastern Bavaria. The pope at the same time Henry IV‘

appointed nuncios to the court of Henry, and sent them

away with instructions to expedite the execution of his

commands. The subsequent proceedings of Henry are

involved in obscurity. As soon as he received the report

of his ambassadors, he is said to have immediately sus

pended all warfare: hastening to the Rhinelands, be

there met the papal nuncios, but caused them to be closely

guarded, in order that the message they brought with

them might not get wind. By this artifice, we are told,

he was enabled to exhibit the presence of papal legates

at his court as proof of reconciliation and accord with

the pope,h consequently of the nullity of the excommuni

cation fulminated against him by the legate Bernhard at

Goslar. The Saxon envo s, it seems, had met with de

lays upon the road, and odolf was as yet uninformed

of the pope’s ultimatum. Availing himselfof their ignor

ance,i the king proposed a conference to the Saxons, at

which he gave them to understand that there was now

no difference between him and the pope, and that he was

thenceforward acting in good understanding with him

for the restoration of peace. This communication pro

duced—as, we are informed, it was intended to do—a

great excitement in the minds of the Saxons, and dis

posed them to look upon the pontifl' as ill disposed to

their cause. But the arrival of their messengers soon

afterwards revealed to them the real purport of the papal

commission, and a deputation was sent to the court of

Henry to fix the time and the place for holding the pro

posed congress. But upon their arrival they were coolly

sent back by the king, with the intimation that although

he had, at the solicitation of the pope, granted a free

pardon to all rebels who should without delay tender

their submission, he could not permit any interference

incident as no impeachment upon the '' Berthold. Anna]. an. 1078, ubi sup.

good faith of the pope, or as at all in- ' Which the ennalist insinuates was

cppsistent with his vaunted imparti- caused by Henry himself.

a ity. ‘
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with his prerogative in fixing when and where a general

diet of the empire should be held.j 7

It should be remembered that the duplicity imputed

Renewal‘), to Henry in this narrative proceeds from the

ghe civilwar pen of a declared adversary. It is strange,

1“ German)" at least, that in the whole transaction not an

other word is said about the papal legates at the court,

or what they were doing while the king was carrying

on this game of deceit. At all events, the Saxons re

garded the reply of Henry to their messengers as a

denunciation of the truce which had, up to that time,

been tolerably well observed on both sides. They pro

claimed Henry an excommunicated traitor and rebel

against the papal authority, and plunged into civil war

with passions inflamed by the insults and disappointments

sustained at the hands both of the king and the pope.

Between the months of May and November of the current

year, besides a general battle on the banks of the river

Streu, in which both parties claimed the victory, many

minor actions were fought; murder and devastation,

robbery and violence, stalked with impunity through the

land. Towns, villages, monasteries, churches were pil

laged and destroyed, and the wail ofanguish and distress

was heard throughout the central districts of Germany.

In the interim both kings made incessant appeals to the

pope; they plied him with highly-coloured accounts of

their successes, and vied with each other which should

bid highest for his countenance and support. If he be

lieved the charge of fraud and double-dealing against

Henry and of this the pope could hardly have been kept

in ignorance by his legates in Germany—it is impossible

to discern any ground for hesitation on his part. It 1s

therefore not unreasonable to suspect that the vpublic

duties of the legates either differed from, or were modified

by, private instructions. It is at all events clear that

they did nothing to forward the ostensible objects ofthen

mission. The pope continued all this time to interpose

delays, and to issue solemn exhortations to peace and

 

1 Berthold. an. 1078, pp.310, 311.
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confidence in his good intentions ; till the Saxon party,

heartsick with hopes deferred, and worn down with the

miseries the papal policy was bringing upon them, de

termined to insist peremptorily upon the papal ratifica

tion of the sentence against their enemy pronounced by

his legate at Goslar on the 9th of the preceding month

of November.

That the Saxons believed themselves to have been

unfairly dealt with, is transparent in the indig- The Saxon,

nant memorial they addressed to the pope to- clgagetnglzttilje

wards the close of the year 1078. They told hepdegosmoi.

him plainly that they susplected him of dealing “Henry

with their enemy, while e was holding out encourage

ment to themselves to persevere in their opposition. “ e

had,” they said, “ given no credit to their representations :

in the vain hope of cajoling their enemy, he had inter

posed killing delays and procrastinations: but let him

be assured that he might go on negotiating and asking

for safe-conducts from Henry till doomsday: he would

never obtain them from the tyrant : no road would ever,

with his consent, be opened to him into Germany: the

contest could now be determined by the sword alone:

they therefore demanded that he should once and for

ever cast aside all further trimmings and procrastina

tions, and without more, by his own living voice and

authority, ratify .the act done in his name by his le

gate; so that they might know upon what ground they

stood, and what hopes they might entertain of a remedy

for the existing schism in church and state.” In conclu

sion, they affirmed that, “ if that course had been adopted

at the outset, their adversary’s strength would long since

have departed from him; while the actual policy of the

pope had afforded lamentable proof of the futility of a

scheme which had extended to them just so much of

favour and support as might not be altogether fatal to

their enemy.”k

Though averse from encumbering the narrative with

'‘ Bruno, de Bell. &c. 0. ex. ubi sup. August 1078, as mention is made in it

p. 373. This letter, of which we have of successes obtained against Henr

given only a. meagre abstract, must IV. in that month. Cont‘. Bertha! .

have been written after the month of Annal. an. 1078, ubi sup. p. 812
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The “mom details which seem rather to relate to the civil

5mm, of history of Germany than to the subject of this

theft?“ work, it is impossible to form an adequate

P y' opinion of the policy of Gregory VII. without

some notice of the just complaints of the Saxon party at

this point of time.1 In one of the earlier of these letters

—written probably in the winter of 1078 and 1079—

they laid before the pope a very complete synopsis of

the misdoings of Henry, and of the measures be had

thereupon adopted; and they rightly contended that, after

that, any doubt he might entertain as _to the operative

effect‘ of the excommunication of the 9th of November

by his legate Bernhard must be dissipated. They re

hearsed the proceedings taken against Henry from the

moment of his first excommunication in December of

1076 to that of Goslar in November 1077: the absolu

tion at Canossa, they said truly, was conditional: he

had promised obedience to the pope: he had solemnly

covenanted to abstain from all acts of government: he

had engaged to desist from impeding communication

with the holy see, and from obstructing pilgrims, mes

sengers, legates, and other persons travelling to or from

Rome. All these conditions he had successively broken

and set at naught: he had intercepted correspondence,

and robbed the bearers of their despatches: he had

shamefully assumed the reins of government, as if the

papal interdict had been an empty letter: he had, in

short, falsified every oath, and broken every promise, upon

which he had obtained his absolution. For these offences

the cardinal-legate Bernhard had, by express apostolical

authority, again driven him out of the fold ofthe church;

since which time his conduct had been more flagitious

than ever: he had plundered churches and monasteries

to support his mercenaries: the excuses of‘his advocates,

that he could in no other manner provide funds to pay

' Bruno, to whom we are indebted for

the whole correspondence,has been at no

pains to note the chronology of events;

and hence we have found it difficult to

determine the occasions on which the

four or five letters he inserts in his

history were written. We think, upon

the whole, that two of them at_least

were in reply to the papal letters in the

Registrum, lib. v. ep. xxv. and lib. vi. ep. -

i.—the former dated from Rome, on the

9th of March ; and the second from

Capua, on the 1st of June 1078.
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his mercenaries, was an aggravation of his offence, rather

than an apology for it: whether personally guilty of

'these crimes or not, he is still the patron and instigator

of the enormities committed in his name, and for his

benefit: thus he had put himself out of the pale of Chris

tian communion: and therefore the archbishop-primate

and the bishop of \Viirzburg, with the knowledge and

consent of the c'ardinal-legate, had published the sentence

against him in several provincial synods: after all this,

could there be any reasonable doubt that he was, both

in law and in fact, an outcast from the church? Upon

these grounds they peremptorily insisted that the sentence

should be ratified by the pope, and that all his former

subjects should be prohibited ‘from holding any communi

cation with him, either as a king or a Christian)“

Some time afterwards the Saxons expressed their

view of the policy of Gregory VII. still more Indigmfion

plainly. “When we,” said they, “ your 001' ofthe

sheep, go astray, you are ready enoug to $53),” '

make us feel the rigour of apostolical autho- rarely/mis

rity; but when the wolf’s turn comes, you dis- games‘

play a marvellous forbearance and lenity: surely you

ought to be more mindful of honesty; you ought to have

they fear of God before your eyes—not, it may be, for

our sakes, but that you may discharge your own con

science from the load of remorse for all the bloodshed

which, if not prevented by you, must for ever he at your

door.” “ Thus,” says the indignant annalist, “the whole

year (1078) passed away; nothing memorable was done

in our parts, except perhaps that the pope’s legates

travelled to and fro between both parties, now promising

us, and now our adversaries, the favour of the apostolic

see,“ and carrying away with them, according to Roman

custom, all the money they could extort from both

parties.”"

But at this time the factions in Germany and Italy

were too nicely balanced to hazard any step that might

"1 Bruno, ubi sup. along acting under secret instructions

" This intimation strengthens our from the pope.

suspicion that the legato had been all ° Bruno, ubi sup.

rot. it’. I I
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November endanger the great object of pope Gregory.

synod of Decrees against lay investiture there were in

1078. . . . . .
store ; but no slgn of submlsslon, e1ther1n theory

or in practice, was as yet apparent. Yet while the liti

gants were thus bidding one against the other for his

support, the time might not be far distant, when, bya

dextrous use of the advantages of his present position,

he might make a reliable bargain, or’ perhaps extort

from both that absolute renunciation of ecclesiastical

patronage to which he had for years past looked forward

as the consummation of his most earnest hopes. In the

month of November 1078 he met the usual autumnal

synod at Rome. The ambassadors of the rival kings

were in attendance, each of them clamorously calling

down the papal ban upon the other, and each casting

the crime of obstructing the congress of pacification upon

his adversary, both swearing manfully to the innocence

of their respective parties, and vaunting their fervent

desire, their firm determination to remove every obstacle

which might prevent the immediate convocation of the

congress!’ The pope heard both sides, but took no step

in favour of either. His thoughts, indeed, appeared ‘ab

Reitmted sorbed by the immediate object of the session.

decree Wlth a view to give the greatest possible pub

licity and effect to the prior decree against lay

'investiture, he reiterated the ordinance in a

stricter and closer form of words. In the first place, he

prohibited, under penalty of anathema, all laymen from

becoming possessed, by investiture or infeofifment of any

kind, of ecclesiastical estate, whether it were from prince,

bishop, or prelate. Reciting and reprobating the prac

tice of lay persons conferring ecclesiastical privilege

and estate by manual homage, he decreed that no clerk

should thenceforward accept investiture, whether of bish

Opric, abbey, church, or preferment, from the hands

of emperor or king, or any other lay person; declaring.

all such proceeding altogether unlawful, and subjecting

both giver and receiver to the pains of excommunication:

F Paul. Bernrz'ed. Vit. Greg. VII. 0. cii. ap. Murat. iii. p. 344
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and it was added, that all institution to ecclesiastical

estate or oflicc, not made by the joint act and consent of

the clergy and people canonically expressed, or without

the ratification of the superior .to whom it belonged of

right to confirm and consecrate, should be deemed unlaw

ful, and be void to all intents and purposes. By the

same act all laymen were forbidden, under the usual

penalty, from holding any church-tithe, whether by

grant of churchmen, king, prince, or any other person

whatsoever; and all offenders against that ordinance,

unless they should make immediate restitution, were to

be deemed guilty of sacrilege, and forfeit every benefit

of the Christian covenant.q

‘1 Concil. tom. xii. pp. 620-622. The Moysen dixit, ‘ Non apparebis in con

l2th art. of the decree is remarkable. spectu rneo vacnus.‘ Etenim in C01

" Omnes Christiani procurent ad mis- lectis Ss Patrum liquido ap aret, qnod

sarum solemnia aliquid Deo ofi'erre; et omnes Christiani ofi'erre a iqnid Deo

ducant ad memoriam quod Deus per ex usu Ss. Patrum debent."



CHAPTER II.

FINAL EXCOMMUNICATION AND DEPOSITION or HENRY IV. BY

’ GREGORY VII.

Censure of pope Gregory’s policy—he demands unreasoning confidence—Ex

haustion of the parties, and revived scheme for a. congress of pacififlation

——He excommunicates the king’s friends—Preliminary demands for the con

gress—Insincerity of the parties—Negotiation with the Saxons—The 61188

of Henry against the confederates—Case of Gregory against Henry—Merit?s

of the case on behalf of the pope—Papal demand for the restoration of the

rebel prelates—ignored by the legates—Equivocal conduct of the legates

King Rodolf proposes a prolongation of the existing truce—General agree

ment for a. truce—Gregory suspects the integrity of his legates—Henry

takes the field against the Saxons; and is defeated at Flarchheim—His posi

tion after the battle—General state of parties in Germany and Italy—Th6

judgment of God—State of papal afi'airs at the beginning of the year 1080-—

Last remonstrance against the papal vacillations—Moral merits of the me

morial—Gregory adopts a. more decided policy—Impeachment of king Henry

IV. before the pope in council—Treatment of the king’s envoys to the council

—-Object of this treatment—Second excommunication and final deposition of

Henry—Superb declaration of papal prerogative—Diplomatic character of the

act of excommunication, &c.—Severe decree against lay investiture-Ol‘di'

nance for the election of bishops, &c.—Mora.l aspect of pope Gl‘egoryl-s

policy—Probable intent of pope Gregory—Character and position of king

Henry IV.

THE preceding chapter was brought to a close rather

censure of with a view to a pause in a long and somewhat

Pore Grs- monotonous narrative, than to mark any special

gory s policy. - - . , _

crisis or point of departure from which subse

quent events might be said to flow. Throughout the

whole administration of Gregory VII. since the conven

tion of Canossa, there is nothing positive but the decrees

against investitures; all the rest was dilatory or negative;

1'0 was a halting policy, unwilling to sacrifice the fruits

of his great victory, yet not knowing well how best to

improve it. Nothing could be more unintelligible 01'
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vexations than his dealings with his confederates; nothing

in the end more advantageous to the enemy he anxiously

desired to crush. His uncertainty as to the dispositions

of his allies, the paucity of intelligence, and the vigilance

or cunning of his adversary, had in a great degree de

prived him of the means of forming a correct judgment

of the steps necessary to reduce both parties to the re

quired degree of resignation to his will, or to enable him

to ascertain with which of the two he might strike the

most advantageous bargain. The great problem of his

life was, how to set about rearranging the relations be

tween church and state in such wise as so wholly to

master the former, that, with it as an instrument, he

might shape the latter to the purposes of the spiritual

autocracy, of which he never lost sight. It surprises us

to find him paying so little attention to the well-founded

assurances of the Saxon party, that any compact with

Henry IV. likely to answer his purpose was altogether

impracticable. ‘Yet he still clung to the hope of holding

the king to the promises extorted from him at Canossa,

though he himself had altered the most material of the

conditions under which those promises were given. This

course, however, he continued to pursue for full two years

longer, till driven from it by the force of circumstances

he felt himself no longer able to control.

And these circumstances were no other than those

he had had all along to contend with; namely, He demands

the impracticable nature of the obligations im- unreasoning

posed upon the king; the spasmodic twistings confidence‘

and doublings of Henry to elude them, and provide for

his personal safety and that of his friends; and, lastly,

the difliculty of persuading the long-suffering Saxons

that the miseries they endured were all for the best. We

do not find among his ‘extant correspondence any direct

replies to the Rodolfine memorials. But on the 30th of

December 1078 he wrote to duke WVelf of Bavaria in ex

planation of his conduct, as far as he thought such expla

nation consistent with the dignity of the holy see. “ His

ways,” he said, “were not the ways of man, but of God

and the blessed Peter, by whose spirit of rigid impar
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tiality and even-handed justice the holy see was always

governed: the Germans were therefore not to murmur

because they did not at once see his drift, or comprehend

the whole scope of his conduct; for only they who with

a simple and candid mind should put their trust in him,

could claim to be his friends; but if they looked to him

to promote their own selfish projects, he should be com

gelled to regard them as disloyal to the cause of God and

t. Peter.”'

Perhaps Gregory trusted that the mutual exhaustion

Exhaustion of the belligerents in Germany would at length

asglxfifvséd bring them to the submissive state of mind he

scheme a,“ desired to produce. And, in fact, such was the

“We” weakness to which both parties were reduced

by their preternatural exertions, as to drive them to a

suspension of hostilities during the winter and spring of

the year 1079. A council was held at Rome in the

month of February of that year, attended by the envoys

of both kings: the pope at length permitted the publica

tion of the Rodolfine memorials, and heard the mutual

complaints and recriminations of the two parties with

patience and attention. In these there was nothing new

on either side. The confederates flung the Whole blame

of impeding the congress of pacification upon Henry:

the latter retorted the charge, and protested that hitherto

the inveterate hostility of the rebels had rendered it im

possible to provide for his own defence, and at the same

time _to furnish a proper escort for the pope: yet now

that it was in his power to perform his engagement, he

promised without delay to send the requisite force for the

protection of the pontiff on his journey, and in all things

to glve due obedience to the papal commands. Upon

these assurances, Gregory gave the king till Ascension

day (2d May) for the performance of his promise, and

republished with increased emphasis the curse upon all

who should in any manner obstruct the assembling of

the proposed congress.

But the judicial robe sat awkwardly and uncomfort

‘ Regist. lib. vi. ep. xiv- p. 438: “ Ad Welfonem duceim"
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ably upon pope Gregory VII. He knew not well how

to adapt the secret “ways of God and theHeexcommu_

blessed Peter” to the ordinary rules of that nicstesthe

“ even-handed impartiality and justice” by kmgsfmnds'

which he professed to be guided. Instead of that quies

cent demeanour which his assumed character demanded

until the time of judicial action should arrive, he once

more assailed the king in the persons of his ministers

and friends: thus, he excommunicated duke Dietrich of

Lorraine, earl Folmar of Metz, and all who had taken

pprt in the recent expulsion of archbishop Siegfried of

aintz and Hermann of Metz, though it was notorious

that these acts were done in the king’s service, with his

knowledge, and as military measures of essential import

ance to his defence.b It is not improbable that the return

of the legate Bernhard from Germany had brought him

more perfect intelligence of the state of affairs in that

country, and infused irritating doubts into his mind of

the expediency of pursuing much longer the dilatory sys

tem upon which he had hitherto relied. Yet before he

discarded the long-cherished vision which the glories of

Canossa had conjured up in his mind, he determined upon

a last attempt to organise a congress of pacifi- Preliminary

tion upon his own plan, and for that purpose demands for

he despatched the bishops Henry of Aquileiafhemgms'

Peter of Alba, and Ulrich of Padua, to the court of

Henry, with instructions to lay before the king a com

plete programme of the steps he was expected to adopt for

the convocation of the congress; leaving only the time

and the place to his discretion. As conditions precedent,

and to which the pope would listen to no objection, the

king was required—(1) faithfully to observe the existing

K_=-z_sra§==1_2sLs—;"3_€-5.‘%=*§"—_E15;i€-§

b Berthold. Annal. an. 1079, ap. Pertz,

v. pp. 316, 317. The terms of the ex

communication were general; but as by

throwing the net of Peter too wide he

might enclose too many fish at a time,

he generously excepted from the ex

treme penalties the wives, children,

serfs male and female, household ser

vants and others belonging to the es

tablishments of the delinquents; and

gave liberty to all labourers, strangers,

and travellers within the demesne of the

excommunicated, to accept aims, and

to urchase from them the necessaries

of life: and he even directed that if any

one so disposed should administer to the

bodily necessities of the criminals, with

out intent to support or comfort them

in their contumacy, but simply from

motives of humanity, he should not be

aifected by the curse. Berthold, ubi

sup. p. 318.
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truce till the determination of his cause; (2) to reinstate

without delay all the bishops whom he had expelled, and

to restore to them the undisturbed disposal of their funds

and revenues; and (3) before the time appointed for the

opening ofthe congress, to send to Rome seven persons of

the highest rank in his state and court, who should, upon

their oaths, give security for the safety of the legates in

going to the place ofmeeting, for the free execution oftheir

duties there, and a safe return ‘home at their conclusion.c

The insincerity of both parties was by this time clear

Insincerity eras the light ofday. The demand for the resto

‘he Pmies- ration of the rebel bishops could appear to the

king in no other shape than as an attempt to disarm him

before trial; while the pope on his part was so little soli

citous to conceal his rancorous hostility, that be permitted

the cardinal Bernhard to publish to the world the full

particulars of the sentence of excommunication and de

position, which, under the delegated powers of the holy

see, he had fulminated a year and a half before against the

king at Goslar.d In fact the pope had been singularly

unfortunate, or palpably imprudent, in the selection of

his legates. The patriarch of Aquileia and the bishop of

Padua are depicted to us as traitors to the papal cause;

Peter of Albano as a pious simpleton, without influence

or control over his colleagues.e The patriarch made all

haste to acquaint the king with the terms of the papal

message, and delayed his own journey to enable him to

take measures to defeat its objects. As if ignorant of the

approaching legation, Henry hastened to send messengers

to Rome, so as to arrive before the 2d of May, to assure

the pope that he was now prepared to receive him with

every honour, and to redeem all his engagements. SO

far, however, from any intention to disarm, he filled up

the vacancy of the great duchy of Swabia, created by the

c Berlhold, ubi sup- PP‘ 318, 319; Re- ' Henry ofAquileia had been invested

gist. lib. vii. ep. iii. p. 458. Hugo of Fla- by king Henry by delivery of ring and

vigny (Chron. ap. Pertz, viii. p. 450) crosier, but had obtained the papal dis

does not mention the clause respecting pensation by taking an Oath that when

the warranty of safe-conduct; so nei- he accepted institution he was ignorant

ther Bom'zo, nor Paul Bernried. Conf. of the papal decree against lay investi

Concil. xiii. . 457. ture. B th Id b' . .317
'‘ Bertholrfubi sup. p. 318. er 0 , u 1 Sup p
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forfeiture of Rodolf, by appointing his friend Frederic of

Hohenstaufl'en—ancestor of that great line ofprinces who

afterwards occupied the imperial throne for one whole cen

tury. But, more than this, he gave away the rich abbey

of lieichenau to Ulrich, the Henrician abbot of St. Gall,‘

——-oflences which, when known at Rome, could not but

open the eyes of the pope to the improbability of success

in binding the hands of Henry by further conditions.

After some needless delays, the legates reached the

court at Ratisbon. Henry received them with Negotiation

all due ceremony, and consented—though with with the

some reluctance—to negotiate with his enemies Sums‘

for a prolongation of the existing truce. After some

further procrastination—the blame of which is cast by our

informants upon the king—a meeting was agreed upon

to take place at Fritzlar, a town between Frankfort and

Cassell, for the purpose of settling the preliminaries of a

general diet of the realm, for the adjustment of the rights

of both parties, to be held under the personal presidency

of the pope. That the king did not intend honestly to

submit his title to the crown to the proposed tribunal must

have been well known to the legates; yet this appears to

have been the form in which the matter was presentedby

them to the Saxons. On the appointed day deputies of

the Rodolfine party appeared at Fritzlar. The Saxons

insisted that no reliance could be placed in Henry’s pro

mises, and that an exchange of hostages was essential to

their security; the legates, after some hesitation, engaged

that their request should be granted by the king; and the

deputies in turn promised, on behalf of Rodolf and the

confederates, that, upon the arrival of the hostages, they

would» appear, and abide by the papal decision. But

though pliant even to fawning in his communications

with the pope, neither threats nor arguments could in

duce him to yield an inch to his rebel subjects. In reply

to the demand of hostages, he declared that, though he

had from deference to the wishes of the pope agreed to

l The resources military and financial cause that they should he in the hands

of these two great abbeys were equal of friends, as it was that the duehy of

to those of many principalities. It was Swabia should no longer be held by his

of as great importance to the king’s rival Rodolf.
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extend the amnesty to all who should without delay or

reserve return to their allegiance, yet that he had always

made that submission a sine qud non of negotiation, and

was not minded now to depart from it.g

The ideas as well as the language of the annalists of

Th the age flow in so turbid a channel, that it is
e case of . . .

Henry very dlflicult to reduce their diplomacy to any

effi‘jilaitrjltfs precise bases or issues. If Henry had at this

'moment possessed a minister capable of putting

his cause upon its natural grounds, it must have run thus:

“True it is I have engaged to defend my crown and

honour before the pope as my judge for certain offences

of which my enemies have accused me before him ; but I

did not promise to stake my cause against that of a rival

potentate to the throne. By treating Rodolf of Swabia

as king, myjudge has altered the terms of my submission

to my disadvantage : neither that submission, nor any en

gagements I may have subsequently entered into, compel

me to acknowledge open traitors and rebels as parties to

the existing compacts between me and the holy see; and

although I am ready to meet them at the proposed con

gress as my accusers, they must come in the character of

aggrieved subjects, and not as rebels and traitors.”

We must not, however, overlook the case which, upon

Case of GW the facts before us, might have been made on

- ' ' 77go!‘ ezgrrpnst behalf of pope Gregory. “ It is true, he could

arbitrament have been changed—not, indeed, by me, but

by you, Henry; you have broken every one of the con—

ditions upon which you obtained absolution. You have

yourself put an end to the treaty of Canossa; and have,

0th before and after I entered into communication with

your rival, acknowledged me as your judge, and promised

to submit to such terms as I should determine for bring

1ng you before a competent court of inquiry, and to abide

y my decision afterwards, though even it might cost

you your crown. My communications with your adver

sary then became a necessary part of the duty devolving‘

I Berthold, ubi sup. an. 1079, pp. 318, 319, 320.

 

allege, “ that the terms of the reference to my "
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upon me by the consent of both parties; for how other

wise could I bring about the proposed congress, or hope

to take my proper place as judge at the time and place

appointed? I have proved my impartiality by treating

both you and your rival as kings dcfacto, leaving it open,

as I had a full right to do, to myself to say who should

be king dc jurc. By refusing the necessary securities

to your adversaries, and declining to meet them upon

equal terms before me, you have in fact, though, it may

be, not in words, repudiated me as your judge; and in

so doing have falsified the last of all the oaths you had

not previously broken.”

An argument, we say, of this kind might have been

constructed out of the materials before us onM ,t “h
behalf of pope Gregory. But the fact was, that 0:; we

be had all along held on by treaty of Canossa. “will”

The several submissions of the king to the ar- '

bitrament of the pope were regarded both by king and

pope as the natural consequences of a continuing obliga

tion, and not as a new compact, or the results of inde

pendent negotiation. Since the humiliating scenes at

Canossa, there had been no such negotiation between the

king and the pope; all the efforts of the latter had been

directed to the means of compelling Henry to abide the

trial there proposed and agreed upon. But in the in

terim Gregory had availed himself of every opportunity

of weakening the king’s powers of resistance to domestic

treason and rebellion: he had encouraged his enemies;

he had kept up their spirits by exhortations and pro

mises ; he had entertained a resident legate at the court

of his rival; he had excommunicated his friends; and

lastly, he had insisted upon the reinstatement of the bit

terest of his foes in oflices of the highest military and

financial importance: a stipulation which could have had

no other object than to drag him in fetters to the judg

ment-seat, and place him at the mercy of those enemies

whom he (the pope) had all along treated as friends;

whose conduct he had eulogised; whose complaints he

had entertained; whose envoys he had caressed; whose

cause he had, in short, espoused in all but in name. Gre
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gory had therefore no claim to the character for imparti

ality he so loudly demanded for himself.‘ His acknowledg

ment of Rodolf as king was an infraction of the orlgmal

treaty. And if the prior disregard of his oaths had dis

entitled Henry to the benefit of the treaty of Canossa as

it stood, the pontiff had equally disqualified himself to

assume the character of judge under an altered state of

circumstances brought about, in a great degree, by his

own procurement. _ _ _

But it was the fate of this vigorous pontiff, as it had

Papaldemndbeen of some of his ablest predecessors, to be

‘will? m‘ but indifferently served by his agents abroad.

“233.1121” To this misfortune we may in part ascribe the

Prams’ vacillation in his policy which disgusted h1s

friends, and placed him in that false position, retreat from

which must bring with it the abandonment of his most

cherished plans, and perseverance involve the perpetuation

of those civil broils from which alone he could hopetor

any chance of success. Of the three legates sent 1nto

Germany for the pacification of that troubled realm, two

 

had, it was believed, sold themselves to king Henry. Thus '

the summer of the year 1079 was wasted in fruitless le

gatine journeys backwards and forwards between the rival

courts; “making,” says the annallst,h “ fine promises

to both, and carrying away with them as much money

as they could scrape together.” The pope had heard of

these misdoings, but declined to give credit to the com-i

plaints which reached him from several quarters at once.

Nevertheless he directed them to endeavour with them

most earnestness to impress upon both parties how rlgldly

he had resolved to show no partiality, or to extend undue

favour to either; but, with singular inconsistency, in the

same breath he commanded them to insist upon the 1m

mediate reinstatement of Henry’s capital enemy Egg‘en

hard, the exiled abbot of Reichenau, in possession of that

h Bruno, de Bell. 8w.

' “ Sunt multi, quibus tamen non ere

dimus, qui de legatione vestra ”—thus

he writes to the legates themselves—

“ murmurare incipiunt, suspicantes vos

aliter velle incedere quam a nobis pree

ceptum est; et alter-um vestrum (Peter .

of Albano) nimis simpliciter, alterum

vero non adeo simpliciter acturum esse

causantur.” Hugo Flavin. Ch_r0n. ap.

Pertz, viii. p. 450. This letter is not in

the Registrum.
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abbey and all its immense possessions and resources.

“ For,” said he, “ no man shall sit in judgment upon one

whom I have consecrated?” But, inasmuch as ignored by

it was obvious that as long as any hope could “negates

be entertained of Henry’s concurrence in the papal pro—

ject of pacification, such a demand must dissipate it al

together, the legates wisely gave the go-by to this article

of their instructions. The Rodolfine party, on the other

hand, imputed this forbearance to corruption; and such

was their sus icion of the integrity of the legates, that a

rumour got a oat, that they had, on the part of the pope,

confirmed Henry’s title to the throne, and cut off Rodolf

from communion as a traitor and usurper.k Gregory,

however, persevered in defending his legates against all

inculpations: he excused whatever might appear amiss

or ambiguous in their conduct, partly on the ground of

the difliculty of their position, and partly on that of the

deceit and falsehood which had been practised upon them :I

“ If they had done any thing contrary to his precepts, he

was sorry; he could not- approve ;"‘ but such errors ought

not to shake their confidence in his justice and imparti

ality, or make them swerve from their profound love and

reverence for God and St. Peter, remembering always

that only he that persevereth unto the end shall be

saved.”“

Appearances, however, told too strongly against the

legates not to warrant the most serious appre- Equivocal

hensions. They had, it seems, adjourned the conduct of

meeting at Fritzlar to Wiirzburg, a city devoted the legate"

to Henry, and then actually under the interdict for the

expulsion of their bishop. No Rodolfine deputy would

of course venture upon such dangerous ground since the

1 Hugo Flavin. ubi sup. The abbey

of Reichenau was built upon a fertile

island in the lake of Constance, and

was at this period, and for many ages

afterwards, one of the wealthiest and

castles and hill-forts along the margin

of the lake, and far into the interior of

the duchy of Swabia.

k 1d,, ubi sup. This annalist gives

the report as a fact. But he is clearly

most powerful ecclesiastical foundations

of the empirev The abbey possessed

widely-spread domains, both in the

shape of original endowment and of

feudal grant, commanding a martial

vassalage, and occupying numerous

in error.

' “Tum violenter coacti, tum dolo

decepti fuerunt.” Regist. lib. vii.ep. iii.

"1 “ Dolemus, non luudamus.”

" Hugo Flavin. ubi sup. p. 451. This

brief is dated 1st Oct. 1079.
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refusal of the safe-conduct to their envoys. Henry, how

ever, presuming upon the default of his rival, called upon

the legates to excommunicate the latter for contumacy and

disobedience. The legates, however, replied that they had

no power to deal out the censures of the church against

either party; and that their functions were strictly con

fined to the duties of keeping the peace, and settling the

day and place for the great congress of pacification, pre

paratory to the arrival of other legates, or of the pontiff

in person, to inquire into the respective causes, and to put

an end to existing commotions and civil wars.°

The ex parte meeting at Wiirzburg had been held on

King Rode“ the .15th of August. The legates had by this

Proposes *1 time forfeited the confidence of all but the king

rolou ation .

Enheixise and those who were behlnd the scenes. But

ing mic“ that which they had been unable or unwilling v

to bring to pass was accomplished by the good sense

and humanity of the leaders on both sides. Trusting

to the general sentiment in favour of a prolongation of

the truce, Bodolf appealed to Henry and the belligerents

on both sides against the iniquity of civil bloodshed, and

the inexpiable guilt of neglectin any possible means of

putting an end to the unutterab e miseries under which

the country had so long laboured. He protested that he

was personally resolved to submit to any sacrifice to ob

tain the desired end, and that he was prepared to give

unreserved obedience to whatever decision the pope might

pronounce. This disposition on his part, he contended,

entitled him to demand the like on that of his adversary;

and he denounced all gainsayers as enemies of God and

man—as outcasts, and rebels against the sacred cause of

justice and humanity.

In the mind of Henry these considerations had little

General or no weight. He was eager to avail himself

arrangement of the exhaustion of his enemies to push on
f“ a truce‘ the war, and to end it at a blow. The bishops

of his party, always less under the influence of spiritual

alarm than the laity, urged him to brave the dangers of

0 Berthold. Aunal. an. 1079, ap. Perlz, v. p. 321.
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ecclesiastical censures, which to them had few terrors,

excepting as they might affect their temporal interests.

But the lay members of the king’s councils, by whom al

most the whole burden of the war had been borne, firmly

insisted upon the king’s acquiescence in the proposal for

a further prolongation of the truce. The papal legates

in some degree retrieved their character by unreservedly

falling in with the general wish: they denounced all who

should be guilty of infringing the truce when concluded,

and established an understanding between the leading

members of both parties, that it should extend to any.

period to which the negotiations for the congress of pacifi

oation might be drawn out ; and lastly, that both should

ultimately acknowledge as their sovereign him who by

the award of the assembly should he declared entitled to

the crown.p

Henry, however, and a considerable party among his

more intimate courtiers and friends—his bish
. . , Gregory

ops In particular, most of whom were chafing suspecmhe

under papal censures—had kept aloof from this ingelgefigit'ggf

arrangement. Of the rest, many persons of g '

rank had taken part in the agreement, less from any de

sire for peace, than from the want of a little breathing

time to recruit their exhausted forces. Henry had been

compelled to dispense with the services of these barons

for a term, but found no difliculty in obtaining from them

a promise to hold themselves in readiness at a short

notice to rejoin his banner. Meanwhile the legates, ex—

ulting in their unexpected success, and unwilling to let

that opportunity pass them to set themselves right with

the pope, sent forward the legate Ulrich of Padua to

Rome, with a highly-coloured account of the result of

their mission, enlarging more especially upon the sub

missive spirit, the good faith, and truly filial disposition

of king Henry towards the holy see. Unfortunately,

however, for both king and legates, the Saxon party had

despatched a counter-report to the pope, teeming with

proofs of what they deemed the treacheries of Henry,

F Berthold. Annal. an. 1079, ubi sup. p. 322.
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set forth in a tone of vituperative eloquence, which in

that age was currently allowed to stand in the place of

truth and argument. When confronted with the legate,

the Saxon envoy gave the lie to all his allegations. The

pope, in his perplexity between the two reports, sent

for the simple Peter of Albano, the colleague of Ulrich,

to Rome, and from that inexpert but truthful observer

collected enough to convince him of the unfaithfulness or

partiality of the bishop of Padua’s representations. It

was, however, inexpedient to relinquish the advantage

obtained, such as it was, from mere resentment of the

dishonesty of his agents; he therefore wrote to Rodolf

expressing his sincere regret at much that had occurred;

he did not conceal his doubts as to the result of his efforts,

but protested before God against any inference preju

dicial to his own impartiality and integrity that might

be drawn from the misconduct of his agents.q

Henry himself hastened to verify the worst appre

Henr takes hensions of Gregory, and practically to give
theyfield the lie to the eulogies of the legates. Wlth a

view to defeat the project of his rival to gain

’ time, he took the field in mid-winter of the year

1080, with a formidable force, numbering among its best

troops several seceders from the confederate cause, and

not a few native Saxon barons. But, though superior in

numbers, the composition of his army was unfavourable

to combined operations or steadiness in the field. The

spirits of his host were unsupported by that strong na

tional feeling which (upon his own soil) animated every

Saxon combatant. The armies encountered each other

at a spot called Flarchheim, not far from Miihlhausen,

and is in the heart of Saxony; and here king Henry

defea‘ed- sustained the severest defeat that had ever be

fallen him throughout his vexed career.r But the winter

seasonimpeded the advance of the enemy; and the un—

‘InBerthold, ubi sup. p. 323; Stenzel correctly, regards it as an independent

(Frank. Kais.) thinks this letter was communication, not inserted in the Re

ldentical with No. 3 of the vii‘h book gistrum.

of the Registrum, and dated 1st Oct. 'The battle ofFlarchheim was fought

1079. But Pertz, in his note to the on the 27th Jan. 1080.

_\B.ssage of Berthold, we think more
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daunted spirit and activity of the king soon placed him

once more at the head of a force strong enough to check

any important movement of his adversary. The struggle

continued much in the same state throughout the winter.

But at Rome it soon became apparent that the victory of

Rodolf had materially altered the king’s position; and

that, though upon his own ground he still stood uncon

quered and erect, his cause, as far as it depended upon

the disposition of the pope, was already lost.

The earliest effect of the king’s misfortune was the

necessity of abandoning his recently-converted H, _ _

Saxon friends to the vengeance of his rival. 55.353112“

Many of his adherents cooled in their zeal for Flbame ‘If

. . . . . archheim.

lns service ; a still greater number, disappomted

of the expected rewards of their venal loyalty, seceded

from him altogether. The great municipal cities of the

empire, though for the most part sincerely devoted to his

cause, could not materially contribute to the numerical

strength of his armies in the field. Under such circum

stances, his available means for bringing the war to a

conclusion by any decisive operation were altogether in

adequate. But his adversary was in this respect no

better provided than himself; and the contest on both

sides dwindled into that petty guerilla warfare which

nothing but time and a long period of suffering could

bring to close. I

The clergy of the empire—German and Italian—

were divided into three distinguishable sections : G 1
the first, consisting of devout papists, was not ofgziiiesstilie

perhaps the most numerous. These persons glfd'lftmlly

had devoted themselves to the service of the ay'

pope, more perhaps from conviction than from party mo

tives or personal interest, submitting themselves to every

pontifical ordinance for the Lord’s sake, and espousing

the cause of Rodolf because they believed it to be the

cause of God and his church. The second party was

that which we venture to call the moderate or semi-papist

party. Most of its members had declined to withdraw

their allegiance from king Henry at the pope’s bidding.

They gave a general denial to his assumed power to ab

von. W. K K
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solve them from the obligation of their oaths, or, indeed,

to cancel any religious promise or vow whatever; but

they fully concurred in his measures for the abolition of

simony and clerical marriage, and did not greatly differ

from him in disapproving of lay investiture. This class of

ecclesiastics, anxious to maintain their personal integrity,

and not to forfeit their communion with the presumed

centre of unity, observed with serious misgivings the

glaring contradictions between the king’s professions and

his practice in dealing with the papal decrees upon these

several topics. The third party, on the other hand, and

that the most numerous of all, rejected those decrees

altogether; some from motives of conscientious aversion,

others with more or less mixed views of personal interest.

They denounced the papal ordinances as perverse, illegal,

and immoral; yet were unable to give their whole confi

dence to the king, while they saw him courting the favour

of their foe, sending him embassies, receiving and enter

taining his legates, and making professions of subservi

ency which, though in contradiction to his daily practice,

yet still pointed to a day and a time when either his

policy or his necessities might fling them out as a sop to

the Cerberus of Rome.

Among his subjects generally, Henry’s popularity

Theiudg- could not but suffer from the anxious doubts

ment °fG°d- which the conflicting pretensions, the divided

allegiance, the mutual anathemas of the contending par

ties had engendered in the minds of the timid, the pious,

and the superstitious. Success might for the time set

such doubts at rest; but adversity and failure were pre

cisely the state of things best calculated to revive and

strengthen them, by giving to the mishaps that befel him

the semblance of a divine judgment in the cause. The

contemporary annalists aiford abundant proof of the

propensity of the age to discern, in the more remarkable

events bothof public and private life, an immediate mter

ference of Providence, rewarding or punishing according‘

to the opinion entertained in the secret conscience of the

subject as to the goodness or badness of his cause. To

this prepossession we ascribe the expedient of ordeals for
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the detection of guilt; and thus also, when opposing

parties staked their fortunes upon the result of a battle

~ or single combat, it was generally taken for granted that

God himself had decided in favour of the winner. We

cannot therefore wonder that the issue of the battle of

Flarchheim should have produced a similar effect upon

the minds of many persons of a station far removed

above the lowest class.

Gregory VII. was now in the seventh year of his

pontificate ; yet up to this moment he had- notsme “papal

accomplished any material part of his magni- '{gaiigitg‘}

ficeut scheme of spiritual autocracy: simony, 51G yeagr

in his sense of the term, was still rampant 108°

in Christendom; clerical celibacy had still to contend

against general aversion and resistance; and lay inves

titure had as yet hardly engaged the attention of the

state or the hierarchy. Hitherto the humiliation of the

king at Canossa had been the culminating point of Gre

gory’s career; the three succeeding years showed a de

cline of power and influence clearly traceable to his

descent from the proud position of supreme lord and dis

poser of mundane affairs, to that of an ordinary worldl

schemer. In the former character he had triumphantly

brought his adversary to his feet. But then came the

perplexing questions, how much to ask? how to secure

the fruits of his toils? Would his principle of ecclesias

tical polity be safer in the keeping of a victorious faction

than in that of a trembling and acquiescent client?

Would the successful chief of the Germanic insurgents

be more ready to relinquish the gains and advantages of

simony—to surrender the patronage of the wealthiest

and most influential dependencies of the empire—to in- _

cur the odium of internecine warfare against the most

powerful instinct, the dearest affections of human beings

——than the man who had felt the deadly chill of the

curse to his heart’s' core? The replies which his own

experience and penetration suggested threw him, after

all, upon a precarious calculation of chances, and drove

him for refuge into an ambiguous middle course, irksome

to the lofty impetuosity of his character, and injurious to
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the power 'of the spell which a persistent will and a uni

form course of action exercise over all human affairs.

A character like that of Hildebrand could not long re

main insensible to an error which had alienated so many

friends, and drawn upon him the contempt and derision of

his adversaries.s His equivocal moderation was ascribed

to the hypocrisy of weakness, his circumspection passed

for shallow cunning, and his professions of disinterested

ness for the common cant of double dealing. The anti

papal clergy of Lombardy and Germany laughed at his

thunders ; while his Saxon friends were at no pains to

conceal their resentment against that systematic deceit

which, after plunging them overhead into all the miseries

of civil war, left them to struggle out of it in the best

way they could; and all this, for the apparent purpose

of appropriating to himself, without eX. ense or danger,

all the advantages they had purchased 'or him with their

blood and substance.t '

The conviction of the false position in which he stood

Last remon- Was at length forced upon him by the last and

agltirlfs‘ffhe most emphatic memorial laid before him by the

papal vacilla-ROdOlfiIlG party. We are uninformed whether

twn' this remarkable document was drawn up before

or after the battle of Flarchheim. It is most probable,

however, that it did not come under his serious consider

ation till after that event. At the semestral synod _0f

the month of March 1080, the pope caused the memorial

to be publicly read. It began with a strong remon

strance against the impracticable scheme of a synodal

congress to decide the right to the crown ‘between

_Rodolf and his rival. “ You cannot,” they Said; “be

ignorant that almost all the bishops of the empire who

are still faithful to the holy see have been driven fi'Om

their churches, and are now flying before their perse

cutors, or lurking in secret places to evade their p111‘

suers. Now, how, we ask you, can these persons ever

take counsel or confer with their oppressors in a cause

' The anllfllists Berfllold, Bruno, and ridicule exhibited in the anti-pill)Bl

B07112‘0, as well as the biographer Paul writings of the day.

.‘Bernried, are beyond measure scandal- ‘ See the Saxon remonstrances,

lead by the hardened spirit of soot? and chap. i. p. 479 of this Book.
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on behalf of which some of their colleagues have been

put to death, others detained in dungeons, and the rest

despoiled of all they had in the world? Then, again,

we are at a loss to comprehend how you can lay upon us

a command to discuss the cause of the man Henry, after

that the legates of your holy see, by your authority and

precept, had cast him and his associates—with whom,

forsooth, we are now to consult together—out of the pale

of the church? Upon what grounds can you ask us, or

we consent, to reconsider the question, whether the man

whom, only three years ago, you did absolutely anathe

matise and dethrone, is entitled to resume the crown or

not? Ought not the inquiry rather to have preceded

than followed the judgment? But, in point of fact, had

not the question been before then already sufficiently dis

cussed? And, if so, where can be the necessity for a

second investigation? Supposing, however, it be, as

you tell us it is, still an open question, how comes it

that, by your authority, and under your order, we have

been taught to elect and obey another king, before you

had finally determined to which of the two our allegiance

was lawfully due?“ For that you did so separate him

from the communion of the church, and depose him from

the throne; that your legates did in your name esta

blish and confirm another king, whom we had chosen,

and command the people of this realm to obey him as

king, we confidently vouch your own letters and instruc

tions now in our possession. Are all these things now

to go for nothing? Yet it is clear that, unless the dis

solution of our oaths of allegiance to him, solemnly and

in open synod pronounced, by you, is not to remain a

dead letter, this man can never be our king.‘ No one

can be king to whom no allegiance is due: no king can

rule his people who has no authority to impose the

oaths requisite for the administration ofjustice. If, on

the other hand, that apostolical dispensation—which God

forbid—be held to be of no force or validity, what is to

_ “ This is in allusion to the construc- ' It is pretty clear that the ignorant

tion put upon the conduct of the papal Saxons had not yet arrived at a right

legates at Forchheim and at Goslar. See understanding of the power of the keys.

chap. i. p. 456 of this Book.
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be our fate, both clergy and laity, who upon the faith of

that dispensation have given our oaths to the winds? Shall

we not thereby have incurred the guilt of perjury? For

if, under any consideration, or in any contingency what

ever, his title be still 'ood, they who have cast off the

yoke of their plighted 'aith are evil-doors. One question

remains behind: how are we to deal with the oaths which

we have, by your authority, and at your command,

pledged to king Rodolf? Both not all this present to

' you a most admired confusion of conflicting duties and

obligations, all of your creation? Look abroad, beloved

lord, and behold the whole world is-moved with trouble

and dismay! If you really desire to bind up our bruises,

and to heal our wounds, revert, we beseech you, boldly

to the course upon which you started: destroy not your

own work! But if, deterred by the difficulties which still

obstruct the plain path before you, you seek to compass

your ends by byways, you will not only fail in heahng

the wounded limbs, but will infallibly wound the sound;

If, by reversing now that which your authority has esta

blished, you abandon us to the fury ofthe storm, to WlllCll,

on your behalf, we have exposed ourselves, we call heaven

and earth to witness that you will have unjustly con

signed us to undeserved ruin.”“’

But, after all, it may be questioned Whether the

Moral merits Saxon confederates had a strict right to lay

ofthqnjemo-the question before the pope in this shape. The
ma‘ memorial would lead us to imagine that they

had always held the same language—that they had

entered a standing protest against the papal scheme of

pacification, and insisted upon the finality of the decrees

of Canossa, of Forchheim, and of Goslar. Yet at several

stages the confederates had explicitly adopted that scheme,

and professed their readiness to submit the cause of their

king to the supreme arbitrament of the pope. From the

ostentatious subserviency, they had promised themselves

the inestimable advantage of dragging their enemy be

fore a tribunal in which they should have the assistance

W Bruno,'de Bell. 800. c. cxiv. ubi sup. p. 376.
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of the pontiffin excluding from the congress all the king’s

friends,‘ and thus securing a triumphant majority against

him. But when, by his persistent refusal to acknowledge

them in any other character than as subjects, whose re

bellion was to be as much a matter of inquiry as their

charges against himself, the scheme for his destruction

receded further and further out of the range of proba

bility, they threw themselves back upon their antecedent

position, and invoked the fulfilment of pledges‘ they had

kept out of view as long as that course suited their

ulterior projects. -

But since the result of the battle of Flarchheim had

become known to the pontiff, his opinion upon Gregory

the state of affairs in Germany had taken the adopts ade

desired direction. Success had crowned the mded pohcy'

elforts‘of his struggling clients: the judgment of God

was pronounced in favour of their cause by an event

antecedently so improbable as the defeat of Henry ;’

and the scruples of the pope appear to have taken flight

with the chances in favour of his enemy.

The Saxon memorial was, as before observed, publicly

read before the Roman Lent-synod of 1080, in Impeachment

the presence of the ambassadors of the compe- finlgv

titors. Both parties had come loaded with a berm); as;

budget of mutual complaints and criminations. P°Pe

But the confederate envoys—assuredly not without the

knowledge and consent of the pope—at once took the

offensive, and presented formal articles of impeachment

against king Henry. “ In the name,” said they, “ of

our lord king Rodolf, and the lords of his council, we

do hereby impeach before God and St. Peter and your

paternity, as also before this holy synod, the man Henry,

whom you, by apostolical authority, did depose from the‘

kingdom, in that he did falsely and tyrannically, and

against your interdict, usurp the said kingdom 3 in that

he hath desolated the land with fire and sword, and ruined

it by universal pillage; in that, with cruel and impious

’‘ All the excommunicated bishops, de Bell. &c. c. cxvii. ap. Pertz, v. p.

princes, and barons of the empire. 377 ; and conf.Stenzel, Frank. Kais., and

I See Bruno’s account of the battle, Luden, vol. ix. pp. 165, 166.
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hand, he did drive out archbishops and bishops from their

sees, and did distribute their bishoprics among his accom

plices ; in that, by his procurement, archbishop Werner

of Magdeburg, of pious memory, was done to death ;2 in

that he still detains in the pains of captivity Adalbert

bishop of Worms,8 against the express mandate of the,

holy see ; in that he hath caused and procured the

slaughter of many thousands ofhuman beings; in that he

hath burnt and destroyed churches without number; and

lastly, in that—besides many other crimes committed

against us and the princes of the empire for our obedience

to the apostolic command to reject him as our king-he

hath caused and procured that your decree for the as

sembling of a congress to inquire into his cause should

be and remain uuexecuted : for all which causes we

humbly beseech your clemency now to pass final judg

ment between us and the holy church of God on the one

part, and this sacrilegious robber on the other.’"’

Henry had selected three persons of unexceptionable

Treamlent of character as his representatives at this synod.

the king’s Liemar, archbishop of Bremen, is described by
envoys’ Lambert of Aschaffenburg as a thoroughly con

scientious prelate, who, though zealous for the liberties of

the national church, was averse from strife; a person of

strict morals, and an anxious lover of peace.0 His col

league, Ruprecht bishop of Bamberg, had been instituted

' by the king after the deposition of Hermann for malver

sation and simony.d The third of the king’s envoys was

the archdeacon Burchard, of whom nothing more is re

corded. But the high standing and character of these

persons could not rescue them from the slanderous charge

of consenting to be the bearers of a blundering and 1n

solent message to the pope, tending to precipitate a breach,

which, at that moment, was any thing but conduclve t0

the1r master’s interests.e A very different version of thell‘

1 He had borne arms in the battle of tive of his enemies.

Melrichstadt on the river Streu, and h Concil. tom. xii. p. 460'

was slain by the Sclavic peasants of the '= See the eulogillm 0f Liemar, ap

country on his flight from the field of Pertz, v. pp. 190, 210, 231

battle, 1]]. August 1078. Beriwld. an. *1 Cont’, Book X. c. vii. p. 361

1078' . ° The implacable Bom'zo affirms that
I One of the most mahgnant and 110- they delivered a. message to the pope 1n
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share in the transactions may be collected from a letter of

Theodorich of Verdunf to pope Gregory VII. From this

document we infer that the German prelacy of the king’s

party had complained to the pope of the shameful par

tiality of the court of Rome for the ecclesiastics of king

Rodolf’s faction. These persons, they said, whether

rightly or wrongly appointed, were never refused conse

cration at Rome ; their personal attendance was even ex

cused, and their pallia were sent to them from the pope at

their own homes; while the applicants of the king’s party

were not only rejected, but were not even admitted to lay

communion, though convicted of no offence but that of

keeping faith with their sovereign, and entertaining a

conscientious dread of involving themselves in the guilt

of perjury : thus it had happened that the efforts of these

ecclesiastics for the reestablishment of peace had been

frustrated; yet, in the determination to neglect no means

that might contribute to so desirable a consummation,

they had submitted to address a supplicatory letter to the

pope, couched in the humblest terms of submission; but

that when the king’s ministers, to whom the address was

intrusted for delivery, arrived in Rome, they found them

selves exposed to every kind of persecution and insult.

The pope had refused to admit them to an audience; the

court-sycophants had followed them about with sour

om. 11.] COMPLAINT or THE IMPERIAL ENVOYS.

' rilous jests ; the blusterers had threatened them with

their daggers; and when present in council, they were

not permitted to inspect and verify the canons appealed

to in their causefi. Regarding this as the more probable

report, it would appear that the king’s envoys Objecgofthis

had come prepared to admit the jurisdiction, treatment

but at the same time to ascertain the real intentions, of the

pope. But any regular or canonical inquiry must have

open council, to the effect, “ that if‘

he (the pope) should, without further

inquiry, excommunicate Rodolf, he

(Henry) would render him all due obe

dience; if otherwise, he would make a

pope of' his own, who would do his plea

sure.” Bonizo, ad Amic. ap. aifel. ii.

p. 817. The malignant anecdote is not

to be found in any other contemporary

writer. Yet M. Luden adopts it with—

out suspicion. Geseh. d. Deutsch. vol.

ix. p. 173. Stenzel takes no notice of

it. See Frank. Kais. i. pp. 459, 460.

' Theodorich,or Dietrich of Verdun,

belonged to the moderate papists among

the Germanic prelacy. Conf. p. 497 of

this chapter.

I Martens, Thesaur. Anecdot. tom. i.

p. 228.
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involved the latter in serious difliculties; it must have

brought to light the wofnl duplicity and vacillation which

had tainted the papal diplomacy for the last three years.

If Liemar and his colleagues had called for—as they had

every right to do, and probably did call for—all the do

cuments and correspondence which had passed between

the pontiff and the confederates, the result must have

been, in case of a refusal to produce them, a‘ vehement

suspicion of the vaunted impartiality of Gregory; and in

case of compliance, a revelation of double-dealing which

would have struck the ground from under him, and de

prived him of all title to the character of an upright and

impartial judge. The king’s ambassadors were danger

ous because they were moderate—because they were

learned, and because they knew their business. It was

therefore resolved that they should not be heard; that

they should, if possible, be deterred from claiming a

hearing; and with that view, they were threatened,

insulted, and obstructed; their adversaries both publicly

and privately entertained and caressed by the pope, and

permitted to present a bill of pains and penalties upon

which udgment without trial or defence was peremptorlly

demanded, and as quickly and readily granted.

We shall not encumber our narrative with the wordy

second ex_ form of the renewed excommunication; the

frothy address to the apostles Peter and Paul

position of and the Virgin Mother of God; the vaunting

Hem)" description of his own preeminence as then‘

earthly representative; the malicious spirit in which every

error, every calamity which had resulted from the rebel

lion in Germany and the schism in Italy, was laid to the

charge of Henry; the invidious recital of his bitter hu

miliation at Canossa, and the impracticable terms imposed

upon him ; the pope’s brazen admission that the insurrec—

tion was‘ sanctioned by himself, and his impudent clahll

to the character of an impartial judge between partles

thus inequitably dealt with. These strong features in the

act of excommunication we pass over. The grai'alllena

however, -of the charge against Henry was his presumed

rejection of the congress of pacific-ation proposed by the
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pope, thereby “causingthe death of myriads of Christians,

the ruin of churches, and the desolation of the realm of

Germany. For these causes he bound Henry and his

accomplices in the chain of the anathema; interdicted him

from all royal right, power, and dignity ; prohibited all

persons from obeying him as their king; and released

from their oaths all who might theretofore have sworn, or

should thereafter swear, any such oath to him in respect

of the government of the said realm.” Then, in a strain

of malevolence never before indulged in by Roman pontiff,

but soon to become familiar enough in the annals of the

Latin church, he exclaims: “ And may he, the said

Henry, and his fellows in iniquity, never more enjoy any

earthly success; may their strength fail them in battle;

may no victory crown them in this life! But unto the

said Bodolf and his followers . . . . we do give, grant,

and concede absolution from all their sins . . . for as

Henry for his pride, disobedience, and falsehood, is justly

cast down from the throne, so hath Rodolf, by his hu

mility, obedience, and truth, been exalted to royal dig

nity and dominion.”

The peroration of this remarkable harangueh must be

recited in full. “ And now”~—so the pontiffS ha 1
concludes—“ 0 ye princes and fathers, most “.22... a'

holy apostles Peter and Paul, deal ye with us in Peraltrrm

such wise thatall the world may know and un- ga we'

derstand that you, having the power to bind and to loose

in'heaven, have the like power upon earth, according to

men’s merits, to give and to take away empires, kingdoms,

principalities, duhedoms, maryuisatcs, curldoms, and all

manner of human rights and properties ; for have you not

oftentimes taken away patriarchates, primacies, arch

bishoprics, and bishoprics from the unworthy, and given

them to religious men ? And, having such mighty power

in spiritual things, what is there on earth that may tran

scend your authority in temporal things? And if you

judge the angels, who are high above the proudest of

princes, what may you not do unto those beneath them ?

h It was orally delivered by the pope in full synod.
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Let the kings and princes of the earth know and feel how

great you are—how exalted your power! Let them

tremble to despise the commands qfyour church! But

upon the said Henry do judgment quickly, that all men

may know that it is not by fortune or chance, but by your

power, that he hath fallen ! May he thus be confounded

unto repentance, that his soul may be saved 1n the day of

the Lord 1”‘ ' _ _

The terms of the papal sentence are skilfully chosen,

Diplomatic with a view, as much as possible, to keep out of

e‘isight that essential inequality in the position of

communica- the two parties—an inequality created by the
‘M’ 8w‘ pontiff himself—which rendered any impartial

or equitable decision between them a simple impossiblhty.

While by the conditions of the convention of Canossa

Henry was reduced to a cipher, denuded of all kmgly

power, and deprived of every means of defence against

the host of enemies besetting him on all sldes, h1s r1val

had been treated with as king defacto, and a new state

‘of the question introduced, which not only altered his

relation to the pope, but which, had he adhered strlctly

to his compact, must have speedily ended n1 h1s tOtal

ruin. This aspect of the affair had therefore to be kept

out of sight, yet without abandoning the advantage de

rivable from a literal construction of the treaty of abso

lution. Henry’s perjury was to be depicted 111 glqwlflg

colours, while the trap which had been laid for his 1n

tegrity was to be withdrawn from profane prymg, as a

 

‘ Concil. tom. xii. pp. 635-639. The this did not co'me true literally, it was

act is dated at Rome, the 30th of March

1080. Conf. Paul. Bemried, Vit. 800.

c. cvii. ap. Murat. v. pp. 346, 347;

Bonizo, ubi sup. The latter writer re

ports that after the sentence, Gregory

added the words, “Be it known unto

all men, that if between this time and

the festival of St. Peter (Monday the

29th of June) Henry shall not have re

pented, he will be either dead or have

been deposed from the throne; if he be

neither, let no one hereafter credit my

words—‘ mihi amplius credi non opor

tet.’ ” The event, however, did not

answer the prediction; for which Bon

izo apologises; “for,” said he, “ though

nevertheless fnlfilledin aspiritualsense;

for at the instant he-hailed the antipope

Guibert atBrixen (the 25th of June), he

died the death of the soul; and it was

this spiritual death, and not theldeatl’l’

of the body, that the pope. predicted.

No other contemporary writer that we

know of notices the anecdote. Stenzel

adopts it; Luden rejects it. It has pro

bubly no better foundation‘ than the

story told by Otto of Freysmgen (De

Gest. Fred. I. lib. i. c. 7) of thecrown

sent by Gregory VII. to Rodolf, with

the vaunting inscription— '

“ Petra. dedit Petro, Petrns diadema

Rodolphe."
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matter between God and the pope, and falling within

that inscrutable discretion which he claimed as the re

presentative and depositary of the secret dispensations of

the Almighty. The vehicle through which those powers

were conveyed was cleverly put forward to cover the

nakedness of personal ambition. The man Gregory was

nowhere: like the prophets ofold, he was the involuntary

organ of the spirit, the mouthpiece of the apostles, the

passive instrument of a divine dispensation: temporal

considerations had no place in his mind: obedience, the

highest of ecclesiastical virtues, was his set rule and

measure of merit: Henry was the disobedient, Rodolf

the obedient, son of the church: the latter had obeyed

the precept of pacification, the former had thwarted the

dictates of inspirationj itself: this was now the meritori

ous ground for the rejection of Henry, and.‘ the accept

ance of Rodolf

And assuredly the pontiff had need of the amplest

fund of assurance, if he desired successfully to Severe decree

carry through the dashing measure for which egainstlay

this identical synod was to be made the instru- memme'

ment. For now the true reason for his extraordinary ap

preciation of the Rodolfine party came to light. At the

opening session Gregory had again moved the question

of lay investiture ; and before its close the following

comprehensive ordinance was adopted, with the fullest

concurrence of all parties present, ecclesiastical as well

as temporal: “ If any one shall take or accept bishopric,

abbey, or other ecclesiastical preferment, from lay hands,

' he shall not be bishop, abbot, or incumbent, and to him

no obedience shall be given in those characters; and

such an one is hereby shut out from the grace of St.

Peter, and prohibited from putting a foot inside a church

or sacred building, until he shall have repented, and re

linquished the ofiice or dignity, which, in the spirit of

i “ Tandem inspirante Deo, sicut cre to understand that they had all along

do, statui in eadem synodo . . . collo regarded his scheme of pacification as

quium fieri,” 8w. Concil. ubi sup. The

obedience of the Rodoltines was of no

very steady character, if we are to be

lieve their last memoriahgiving the pope

wholly impracticable and tending to

their detriment, whatever purpose the

pope might have in view for his own

advantage.
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disobedience—which is idolatry—he hath usurped: and

if any emperor, king, duke, markgrave, earl, _or secular

power or person whatever, shall presume to give investi

ture of any bishopric, or other_ ecclesiastical office, rank,

or dignity, let him be bound in the like sentence; and

unless he repent and restore the church ‘to her rightful

liberty, may he feel the vengeance of divine wrath, both

in his body and in his worldly fortunes, in order th’at at

the coming of the Lord he may save his soulalive!

Subsequently sentence of excommunication and de

. position was republished against Tedaldus of

053.222.35.23,” Milan, Guibert of Ravenna, and Roland of

°fbish°ps' Treviso: the predatory Normans of Galabl‘la

8w‘ and the Abruzzi were threatened with the

severest visitations of the church for their inroads and

depredations upon the patrimony, real ‘or titular, of St.

Peter; and in the last place, an organic ordinance was

drawn up and agreed to for regulating the election of

bishops and prelates of all ranks, in the following’ form:

“ As often as by death a vacancy shall occur in any

church, let the clergy and people of the church, at the

desire of the visiting bishop, who shall be thereimto sent

unto them by the apostolic see, or from the metropolitan

of the province, without any motive of secular ambition,

fear, or favour, by and with the assent ‘of the said @1708

tolic see or the metropolitan, canonically elect a fit and

proper person in the room of the deceased: and if any

evil-minded person shall contravene this precept, he shal,

if elected, lose all benefit of his appointment, and become

 

1‘ Concil. ubi sup. If we were writing
true repentance but the abandonment of

an ecclesiastical history, we should be
the sin or vice by which the penance was

glad to find that the monstrous ambi

tion which tainted almost the whole pub

lic life of Gregory VII. had not wholly

quenched the Christian spirit. The fifth

resolution of this council indicates, we

think, what would have been the temper

of this pope’s private ministration had

be filled an inferior position in his

church. This resolution conveys an

emphatic caution to the clergy “ not to

accept or encourage penances in lieu of

penitence; they are to remember that

there is no nnerring mark or sign of

incurred: thus, the thief must first re

store the stolen goods; the oppressor

must subdue his vindictive passion; 'thq

cheat, the impostor, the liar, must hrs

abandon his evil practices, pr the pen

ance must be utterly unavailing. The;

laity are at the same time cautioned no

to resort to clerks of evil lives or igno

rant minds for the benefit of confession

and penance; but rather to such asdare

well grounded in religious tputh, an” in

knowledge of the Holy Scriptures.
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ineligible for any other: if an elector, he shall forfeit his

privilege, and the appointment shall lapse to the apos

tolic see or to the metropolitan.”1 . .

Thus, then, stood the parties which divided Christen

dom at this critical epoch: king Henry wasM‘mlaspect

too deeply involved with the sections in church of pqre Gre

and state most hostile to the pope to afford gmy sP°h°y'

the remotest prospect of making him subservient to the

scheme of government to which Gregory VII. had dedi

cated all his powers of mind and body: it might by this

time have been clear to both parties that the question of

lay investiture admitted of no solution but that of the

sword: but it was not yet so clear in his mind, as it soon

became in that of his successors, that as the representative

of St. Peter he wielded both the temporal and the spi

ritual sword,m and that he was thereby empowered to

avail himself to the utmost of the vicarious agency of all

who “ for the love of God and St. Peter” could be in

duced to unsheathe the sword of the flesh on his behalf:

the suggestion, indeed, had gone forth from the chair of

Peter, “Cursed be the man that keepeth back his sword

from blood,” but though pope Gregory was not ignorant

that on one occasion St. Peter had produced two swords,n

the real significance of the incident remained for fuller

exposition thereafter; for to him it had not yet been fully

revealed. Thus, though not in name, yet in effect this

second excommunication of Henry was a declaration of

war; a war, not of nation against nation, but of families

and friends and kindred; a war which encouraged, if it

did not command, men to shed each other’s blood, issuing

from the lips of the chief pastor of the church of Christ,

in His cause and service. We gladly believe Probableim

that Gregory VII. had not dared to look this, tent of pope
the natural aspect of his policy, fairly in- the Gregmy'

face. He was, like his greater predecessor the first Gre

' Concil. xii. p. 635. i the weapon with which he cut of!‘ the

' J" The two swords, temporal and spi- ear of Malchus when the Saviour was

ritual, the latter in virtue of the “ Tu betra ed by Judas Iscariot.

es Petr-us,” and the former in virtue of " Zulu: xxii. 38.
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gory,° willing to accept, perhaps to anticipate, the inter

ference of Providence in furtherance of a scheme he be

lieved to be conducive to the glory of God, and the ex

tension of His kingdom upon earth, identified as it was

with his own position in that kingdom; yet it is probable

that he wished the consummation to be God’s work rather

than his own: and although he had boldly proclaimed

himself the organ of the divine legislator, his hand trem

bled when he stretched it out to grasp the executive

powers of providential government.

Over against him stood, in ireful mood, the revengeful,

Oh the unscrupulous, the indefatigable king of the
aracter . . -

and position Germans, supported by a numerical majority of

‘gels? the princes, barons, and prelates of Germany

' and Italy: a king, “ay, every inch a king,’

exasperated by a series of trials, humiliations, and insults

such as no monarch since the world began had been

called upon to endure, and yet to live; injuries followed

up by a system of policy so instinct with duplicity and

' deceit, as to invite, almost to compel, resort to weapons

of the same forge and temper in his defence: bishops and

clergy struggling with envenomed spirits, on the one

hand, for the maintenance or restoration of abuses and

sources of emolument which had alarmed the public con

science, and incurred the censure of all honest men, both

in church and state ; and on the other, fighting for the

dearest rights of man as a social and moral being; and

ultimately for the rescue of the civil state from a bondage

which offered no better warranty for the general welfare

of mankind than could be found under the existing con

stitution of society, anarchical and defective as it was.p

° Cont‘. Book III. 0. vii. p. 237 of prospective advancement of social im

this work- provement lay in the struggle between

‘ P Philoso‘phical historians have long feudalism and priestcraft, and not in

since arrive at the conclusion that the the success of either. 1

 



CHAPTER III.

FINAL EFFORTS AND DEATH or GREGORY VII.

Results of the excommunication as to the prospects of Gregory VIL—Pope Gre

gory and the Normans—Dangerous extension of’ the Norman conquests—

Treaty of’ Aquino between the pope and the Normans—Advantages of the

treaty—Impressions of the exeommunication in Germany—Deposition of‘ pope

Gregory proposed—Invective of Egilbert of Treves, and of Henry of Speyer

—Manif‘esto of the Germanic synod—Impeachment of Gregory VII—Synod

of Brescia—Henry deposes Gregory, and elects Clement III. (Wibert of Ra

venna)—Henry returns to Germany—Defeat of’ the king, and death of Rodolf'

in battle—Effects of the defeat—Critical state of pope Gregory’s affairs—Plan

of Gregory to encounter the crisis—Energy of’ Gregory VIL—His instructions

for the election of a rival king of Germany—Papal oath to be taken by the

new king—he is to be the uassal of the holy see—Object of his instructions, &c.

-.Henry in Italy—Gregory’s quarrel with the Capuans—Fidelity of‘ the coun

tess Mathilda—Embarrassment of Henry—relieved by a Byzantine subsidy—

He operates a diversion in favour of the Byzantines—Robert Guiscard eva

cuates Epirus—Prudent policy of Henry—Fortitude of Gregory—Henry’s

treaty with the Romans—Falsehood of Gregory—he endeavours to pack a

synod against Henry—Improved aspect of papal afi'airs—Tergiversation of

the Romans—they desert the cause of' Gregory, and introduce Henry into

Rome—he is crowned emperor by pope Clement IIL—Title of Henry to the

empire—The pope delivered by the Normans—Rome plundered and burnt-—

The pope evacuates the city—he retires to Monte Cassino—Illness of Gregory

—his last injunctions, and death—Panegyric of Bernold of‘ Constance upon

Gregory VII.—his unbounded self-reliance—his views as to his successor—

and solicitude for the perpetuation of the pontifical policy.

THE second excommunication of Henry IV. had effected

a breach which defied the healing powers ofRM11
' _ u ts ofthe

time or circumstances. It was clear to both excommuni

combatants that one of them must go to the 61:21:32;

wall. The bitterness of spirit which this con- of Gre ory

viction engendered can be imagined only in that W '

kind of warfare in which the religious element is pre

dominant. A glance at the position of pope Gregory

VII. after throwing off the incubus of that procrastinat

ing and dishonest policy inIwhich he had allowed himself

LVOL. 1V.
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to be enthralled, reveals advantages which he himself

had hardly foreseen,—advantages of which, both in an

ecclesiastical and political point of view, he was not slow

to avail himself. Strong in head and heart, and im

placably bent upon the overthrow of all obstacles to the

one great scheme of pontifical omnipotence: armed in the

full panoply of decretal lore, and wielding his weapons

with equal dexterity and vigour: on his right hand a

band of trained canonists, subtle disputants, and devoted

admirers,a ready to do battle to the death in the cause

of sacerdotal ascendency: covering his front, the single

hearted, the heroic countess Mathilda, commanding the

hearts and the arms of the princes and people of central

Italy: the intrusive king Rodolf threatening the flanks

and rear of his enemy, at the head of a body of warriors

fulfilled with wrath against the reputed author of all the

calamities which for the last seven years had desolated

their country, wasted their strength, and reduced them

to the extremities of penury and distress: more than all

this, a host of timid, superstitions, or time-servingwa

verers, who, though as friends little trustworthy, were as

little formidable as enemies, yet very serviceable in spread

ing alarm in the ranks and uncertainty in the movements

of his adversary: to these advantages add the support

derived from definite principles of action, an iron will,

unity of purpose, daring assertion of authority, confident

in promising, undoubting in his convictions, and implac

able in resenting resistance; and we have before us, Wlth

one exception only, a complete view of the spirit and

the attitude in which Gregory was about to meet the

storm he had raised and was prepared to subdue.

In the south pope Gregory had for some years past

PopeGmgor stood on no very friendly terms with the Nor

and the yman princes of Apulia and Campania. The

N‘mn’ms- difficulties he had to encounter in dealing with

these incorrigible fl'eebooters had demanded sacrifices

mortifying to the pride of the pope, and obstructive t0

‘the pontifical projects. With every confidence in ‘the de

! _e.g. Anselm of Lucca, Bonizo of Bemried, the monks Berthold, Bel'noldl

Sutn, Placid-us of Nonantula, Paul and Hugo of Flavigny
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votion of the countess Mathilda and his friends in central

Italy, he felt the weakness of his position as long as he

remained destitute of a- safe station in his rear, on which

he could retreat if overborne by the united forces of his

Germanic and Lombard enemies, directed as they were

by the vigorous hand of his great adversary. To this

weak point of his position his attention was imperatively

called by the perils to which he foresaw the late decisive

step might at any moment expose him.

It has been noticed, that, in the year 1059, the Nor

man chiefs Robert and Richard had obtained

from pope Nicolas II. investiture of the princi- Haggis?‘

palities of Capua, Calabria, and Apulia,“ to hold "clgnNgggn

them of the see of Peter in chief upon payment q '

of a quitrent, but unencumbered with any stipulation for

military service, or any right reserved on the part of

their new superior to set bounds to their future acquisi

tions, or to limit their right to appropriate all the territory

within their reach. Not many years afterwards, Robert

and his brother Roger had wrested the island of Sicily

from the Saracens of Africa.0 The last of the Greek

possessions in southern Italy speedily followed the for

tunes of all who attempted resistance to the ever-growing

power of the Norman chiefs. A quarrel which arose in

the year 1070 between Robert and his cousin Gisulph,

prince of Salerno, ended in the annexation of that im

portant principality to the already formidable dominions

of duke Robert (AJ). 1077'). Amalfi followed the example

ofthe capital, and surrendered to the conqueror; Gisulph

took refuge at the court of Gregory; and the latter

became seriously alarmed by the rapid extension of the

Norman encroachments. They had, it appears, presumed

to pursue the fugitive prince of Salerno into the heart of

the Petrine patrimony, and had appropriated a part of

‘the march of Ancona. For this offence Gregory had

launched sentence of excommunication against them; but

in defiance of his censures they had laid siege to Bene

‘1 See Book X. c. i. pp. 166, 167 of enough included b pope Nicolas ILin

this work. the t'eofi'ment to ichard and Robert,

= This island had been cunningly though still in the hands of the infidels.

n
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ventum, a city and territory to which the pope laid clalm

as an escheat, after the death wlthout issue of the last

Lombard duke Landulph VI. By force of arms the pope

drove the Normans out of the march of Ancona, and

prevailed upon Jordan, son of Richard of Capua, to whom

the prosecution of the siege of Beneventum was intrusted,

to withdraw his forces; and when Robert marched to chas

Treaty of tise his nephew for making peace wlth Rome,

Cassi“ be- Desiderius abbot ofMonte assmo was fortunate

pggjiiildliiie enough to negotiate a treaty on behalf of the

Nwmns- pope, which, while 1t. left the Norman 1n pos

session of the entire duchy, with the exception of the

city of Beneventum itself, was at this moment _of vltal

importance to Gregory. A very friendly lntervlew was

arranged between the pontiff and his refractory vassal,

and the latter not only renewed his oath of fidehtyto the

holy see, but covenanted to defend the pope, the patrimony

of St. Peter and its appurtenances, and to pay a year);

uitrent for all the lands and territories he occupled.

he act of enfeofiinent was, in fact, a treaty of alllance

Advantages offensive and defensive against all theenemies

"f the “eat!” of the church, and contained an ostenslble sur

render of the patronage and investiture of all the churches

of the ceded districts to the holy see.e Both the pope,

however, and the duke considered themselves as gamers

by the treaty of Aquino. Robert retained the entire

duchy, excepting‘ only the city of _Beneventum, and villcas

now at liberty to pursue the ambitious project he had 01'

d This treaty was concluded in the nor the deed of feofl'ment. It is not

month of June 1080. The Normans,

however, refused to do homage for the

territories of Spoleto, Amalfi, and the

march of Fermo, which the pope

thought very hard; but he granted in

vestiture of the rest, “ in the pious hope

that he (Robert) would some day re

pentantly restore to the church all the

territories of which he had unjustly de

prived her.” For the general facts, see

Giannone, Stor. Civil. di Napoli, lib. x.

cc. ii. iii. iv. The oath and deed of

feofi'ment are set out in Regist. cone. xii.

pp. 479, 480, 481, hearing date at Ci

prani, 29th June 1080.

' Giannone notices neither the oath

very easy to suppose, however, that

Robert intended to renounce any thing

more than investiture by ring and cro

sier, without abandoning the patronage

or right of presentation. The wor‘s

are, “ Omnes quoque ecclesias quip In

mea persistnnt dominatione, cum H'

rum possessionibus tiep‘nttamer131 511:.

a ae otestate; et 2 ensor _ y;
aiipfidelitatem S. Rom. ecc’l’esnei

The “defensor” or “advocatus of a

church was in that age m0st_frequenlt,11y

the patron; so that it is not lmproba he

that Robert, as patron, engaged for t e

fidelity of those churches to the Roman

see.
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some time past entertained of conquering the Byzantine

empire. The pope had got rid of a formidable enemy,

made a firm friend, and secured a safe retreat at Bene

ventum, whither, while under the protection of the Nor

mans, it was not likely that any adversary could pursue

him.

The second excommunication of king Henry IV. was

in some respects attended with the same con- Impression

sequences as the first. The moderate party ofthe Ger—

among the Germanic prelacy at once discardedtheir scruples, and lent their undivided sup- mungefim

ort to the crown. The respectable names of 0'

heoderick of Verdun, Henry of Speyer, and Egilbert

of Treves, now appear among the foremost of the pope’s

adversaries. For several years past this section of the

German episcopacy had listened with silent disgust to

the haughty accents of pope Gregory. The king him

self was not more alarmed ‘at his proclaimed intention

to deprive him of the rights of presentation and inves

titure, than the bishops of Germany and Italy at his

pretty obvious intention to appropriate these rights to

imself.f '

King Henry received the intelligence of his second

excommunication while he was celebrating the Deposition of

Easter festival at Bamberg. He had long since Pope Gregory
cast off all conscientious fears of the papal cen- Pmpmed'

sures. As long, therefore, as the late papal aggression

was not attended by injury to his political interests, he

felt his spiritual welfare—if he ever thought much about

the matter—at least as safe in the hands of his bishops

‘ Conf. the decree of election of 1080,

ch. ii. p. 510 of this Book. The pass

ages in italics show clearly that the

pontifical interference there provided

for might transfer at any time the in

stitution from the metropolitan and hi

shops of the province to the pope. But

it is highly probable that the summary

or text-book ofpapal prerogative, called

the “Dictatus Papas,” was by this time

in general circulation. We only men

tion here, that almost every article of the

“Dictatus” is doctrinally set forth in

Gregory's letter to bishop Hermann

of Metz, written one year only after the

synod of 1080. See Regist. lib. viii. ep.

xxi. p. 497. This letter is dated the

15th of March 1081. With all due re

gard for father Pagi’s doubts, we think

the “Dictatus Papas” not only a faith

ful transcript of pope Gregory's theory,

but also that it was published with his

knowledge, if it was not the actual pro

duction of his pen.
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as in those of the pope. But there were advantages to

be derived from the irritation produced by the papal

edicts, which he did not fail to improve with promptness

and effect. Among all sections of the imperialist party

there was now but one cry: “This man cannot be our

pope!” Henry hailed the loyal effusion with delight,

and called a meeting of the bishops and prelates of the

empire at Maintz for the avowed purpose of deposing

Gregory, and electing a new head of the church in his

place. " Theoderick bisho of Verdun opened the pro

posal to the churches of (germany in a long and verbose

epistle, addressed both to the lay and ecclesiastical estates

of the empire: he proclaimed Hildebrand “ the author

of all the calamities afiiicting the commonwealth: the

head of the church was her bitterest persecutor: his in

tolerable arrogance had rent in tatters the fair vesture of

unity: he had striven to overthrow the Catholic king and

kingdom: he had perverted the canons of the church:

he had set up a false king: he had threatened to ex

tinguish the very name and memory of their free and

legitimate monarch: would they acknowledge a schzs

mate's and a heretz'c as their pope? would they accept

astheir father and their chief him who had stolen from

them their sacerdotal honour? Let them then combine

to rid the world of the incubus that oppressed it, and

elect another pope, who should vindicate the honour of

the priesthood, and rescue king and kingdom from the

yoke prepared for them.”g

Egilbert archbishop of Treves seconded these exhorte

Invective of tions in a fiery invective, in which he rested the

Eg‘ilberb of distinction between a true and a false pope upon

reves . - o o u

~ . ’ the agreement of his regimen, In principle and

practlce, with the precepts and example of Christ and

hls apostles: “Great as would be the crime of disobey

Eng‘ E} true pontiff, equally great were'the guilt, equally

lmmment the peril, of offering no resistance to the wolf

that invades the fold and Worries the sheep; the man of

blood !—the enemy of peace !-—the fomenter of discord!

I Udalrici, Codex Epist. no. 159, ap. Eccard, Corp. Histor. t0m.~ii- P' 169'

_

,
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——one who dares to make a question of the bodily pre

sence of the Lord in the sacrament of the eucharist 1”“

To these general imputations Egilbert added his own

private grievances: the pope had treated him with per

sonal indignity; though freely and canonically chosen

by the clergy and people 'of Treves, he had refused him

consecration; and in spite of the unanimous remon

strances of his sulfragans, and the complaints of his

flock, his church was still mourning her widowhood:

but now, setting aside private considerations, he-took it

upon himself to declare before God and the World that

he would never more obey Hildebrand as pope; nor

should that person, after all the pernicious innovations,

the intolerable decrees he had published, ever again, with

his consent, sit upon the chair of Peter.”i

Bishop Henry of Speyer seconded the king’s mo

tion in similar terms. That synod, he said, and ofHenry

had been convoked to restore the peace of the "f SPeYer

kingdom, and to vindicate the authority of church and

king: this could be in no other wise accomplished than

by striking off the head of that pestiferous hydra, whose

poisonous breath had distempered the whole body of the

state: therefore it had been resolved, by common con

sent, that Hildebrand be thrust out, and that another be

elected in his room, whose task it should be to collect

together the scattered members, to bind up the broken

limbs, and to chase away discord from church and state.j

Early in the month of June 1080, nineteen arch

bishops and bishops, and a numerous assem- Manifesto of

blage of the clergy of the kingdom, met inthe Germanic

solemn synod at Maintz, and, without a dis- symd'

sentient voice, adopted the proposal of the court. Hil

debrand was declared unworthy of the pontifical chair,

and formally deposed ; and bishop Henry, to whom the

h It was very commonly believed that

Gregory was favourable to the doctrine

of Berengarius of Tours, the denier of

the corporeal presence of Christ in the

eucharist. Conf. Book IX. 0. v. p.

136 of this work. The doctrine of

transuhstantiation had taken deeper

root in the theological school where it

was bred than either in Rome or Italy.

' Udalr. Cod. Epistol. ubi sup. p. 1 70.

The decrees here alluded to are beyond

doubt those against lay investiture and

upon episcopal elections, enacted in the

Lent synod of 1080. Cont‘. pp. 509,

510 of this Book.

1 Udalr. Cod. Ep. ubi sup. p. 171.
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management of the records of the synod had been in

trusted, drew up and published the letters patent of the

council in the form of an address to Hildebrand, stating

the principal grounds on which his rejection was founded.

1m eachment They knew, it was said,that his election had been
ofpGresory defective from the beginning, and they excused

V the patience with which they had borne with

him by the hope they had hitherto entertained, that he

would in some degree redeem the vices of his elevation

by the‘ probity and justice of his administration: but

the lamentable state of the church, and the unparalleled

pertinacity with which he had persevered in his evil

courses, proclaimed their disappointment: it was clear

that the spirit of peace and charity, with which the Lord

had inspired His true disciples, had no place in his bosom:

he had delighted ‘in making for himself‘ a great name

rather than a good one: instead of establishing peace and

good-will, he_had put himself forward ‘as the herald of

schism: he had, with proud and cold-hearted cruelty,

lacerated the members of Christ’s spiritual body, and

fanned the flames of discord in every church of Italy and

Germany, of France and Spain: he had done his best to

filch from the bishops the sacred powers conferred upon

them by the Holy Ghost: he had exposed them to the

mob-depredation,‘ by denying the dignity of bishop 01‘

presbyter to all who had not basely begged his orders or

promotion from his exorbitant pride: thus he had de

prived the episcopacy of life and vigour as an apostoli

cal institution, and had confounded together the several

parts of that harmonious combination so highly extolled

by the great Apostle of the Gentiles :k by his blustering’

decrees he had banished the name of Christ from the

world, and ‘filled it with his own: by the breath of l1!s

nostrils he had blown away all the privileges of the pre

lacy; for had he not published, that any accusation that

mlg‘ht reach his ear against any one of their order;

though it were by a mere rumour, at once causedall

ls powers as bishop to cease, and devolve upon him

'‘ In allusion probably to Ephes‘. ii. 20-22.
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self, or upon any one to whom he might think fit to

delegate them? To submit any longer to such tyranny

appeared to them as the worst of all evils; and they

therefore now declared that they would no longer permit

him to occupy the chair of Peter: and, in fact, he had

by his own act rendered himself incapable of that high

dignity; he had'pledged his corpora-l oath to the em

peror Henry 111., that, neither in his lifetime nor in that

of his son, the present king, would he take upon him

the papacy, and that he would permit no one to assume

it without the assent of the said emperor; and of this

oath there were still surviving eye- and ear-witnesses:

again, when certain ambitious cardinals had solicited

votes for the papacy, he persuaded them to desist, in

consideration of a solemn vow by himself, that he would

never solicit that dignity for his own person :' both these

oaths he had broken: neither could his election be sus

tained under the ordinance of pope Nicolas 11.,m—an -

ordinance which, they alleged, was his own Work: be

sides all this, he had brought scandal upon the church by

his unseemly, if not criminal, familiarity with a strange

woman:u it was, in fact, well known that the judg—

ments and decrees of the holy see, the whole government

of the church, was subject to the influence of women :°

yet no complaint of theirs could adequately describe the

indignities heaped upon the bishops, whom he had called

“ sons of whores,” and bespattered with much other

abuse of the same kind. And thus they conclude: “1n

asmuch, therefore, as your entrance into the fold was

polluted by perjury, and the church of God has ever

since been imperilled by storms which your unprincipled

innovations have evoked; and inasmuch as you have

disgraced your life and conversation by so many infa

mies; we do hereby renounce that obedience to which we

1 This allegation is in some degree

countenanced by the pains which Gre

gory VII. took to persuade the world

that his acceptance of the papacy was

altogether involuntary—that he was, in

fact, compelled by force to mount the

papal chair. See our account of his

elevation, Book X. 0. iv. p. 250.

m Conf. Book X. c. i. p. 161.

“ The countess Mathilda.

° Alluding probably to the intimate

' friendship in which Gregory had lived

with Mathilda, Adelaide of Sass, and

the dowager empress Agnes.
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were never lawfully bound, and are henceforth resolved

never again to pay: finally, as you have openly declared

that you hold no one among us to be true b1shops,s0

shall you never be to us a true pope”? _

Armed with this important document, the blshop of

Synod of Speyer, at the representation of the Germamc

Bram“ prelacy, presented hlmself before a numerous

synod of the provinces of Milan and Ravenna

gmyiand assembled at Brescia.q Kmg Henry hlmself

01511120135111. followed his emissary on the heel; and the party

(Wibe")- of the discontented in Rome sent their deputies

to the meeting. The proceedings of the preparatory

synod at Maintz were unanimously adopted: 1t was 11':

solved that pope Gregory had usurped the holy slee. y

open bribery and corruption; that he had set _ecc esias

tical law and order at defiance, harassed the civilstatei

compassed and imagined both the temporal and spiritua

-death of the king, defended the intrusive and perjlll‘ed

pretender Rodolf, favoured the heresy of Berengarllllls,

and polluted himself with the guilt of sorcery: fina y,

that unless he should repent, and descend from hls usurpe

throne, he should be smitten with the curse of the ana

thema. After this, they proceeded, at the kings suggesé

tion, without more ado to elect a new pope, and HES‘;

the archbishop-patriarch ofRavenna, l/Vlbert, to the 2%;

see by the name of Clement III. ; they QXCOIIIIHIIIIICakG

king Rodolf, and Welf duke of Barvala; and too a

solemn engagement to accompany the lung to Rglfifé

there to receive the imperial crown at the hands 0 the

new pope. But Henry was recalled into Germany byR _

urgency of political affairs in that country,‘ and the r 0

man expedition was postponed to the following year. t

It is remarkable that the articles of 1mpeachmell

P Udalr. Cod. Epist. no. 172, ubi sup.

pp. 171-173.
I! Both Stenzel (i. p. 462) and Luden

(ix. p. 177) erroneously transfer the

' fi'en orof the hlstor of the Hohenstau'
Swabian dyniilsty. He was the fnlendrd’

the great emperor Frederlc_Red _9flb

and was regarded as a. schematic y
s nod to Brixen, a German town of the

yrol, at the foot of the Brenner pass.

' Chron. Urspergens. in Concil. xii.

pp. 645, 646. Conrad, abbot of Urs

perg, the author of these annals, is the

principal authority for the earlier period

8' al art . Conf. also Bonizo,

Eng. 1381;; Bernold. an. 1085;

P6112, v. 436: but Bernold reverses t d

Order of the two synods of Maintz an

Brescia.
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exhibited at the imperialist synods of 1080 are Henry

almost literal transcripts of those of Worms return-aw

and Pavia in the year 1076.8 With some va- Germany‘

riance in point of order, the same charges are repeated

almost in the same words. Some clauses only are

added, barely marking the altered position of the parties.‘

Henry, after once more indulging his humour in a letter

of vulgar invective addressed to the pope personally,u

‘ wended his way back to Germany, leaving his natural

son Henry behind him, with the assistance of the Lom

bard estates, to establish the authority of the new pope

in Italy. .

By extraordinary exertions the king had assembled

a numerous but miscellaneous force on the Defeatof

Saxon borders with which he again penetrated Henry, and

2 death of

7 into the heart of the country. The two armies Rodolf in

encountered each other on the banks of the river battle

Elster. Here again the Saxons remained masters of the

field; but Henry’s losses were amply compensated by

the fall of his rival Rodolf in the battle. His death

spread dismay and confusion in the ranks of the con

federates. The king, whose indomitable spirit no reverse

could depress, soon succeeded in rallying the dispersed

remnants of his army, and restoring, in some degree, the

courage of his su porters. Counting upon the mutual

jealousies of the Saxon chiefs, he entered into separate

negotiations with the leaders of the now headless faction;

he plied them with promises, and inflamed their mutual

suspicions by opening prospects equally agreeable to

some, and fatal ‘to the ambition of others, more espe

cially to the notorious pretensions of Otto of Nordheim

to the throne vacated by the fall of Rodolf.

The unfortunate result of the battle ‘of the Elster had

no further detrimental influence on the king’s meets of

affairs than to disable him

‘ See Book X. 0. viii. pp. 378, 379 of

this volume.

' Chiefly the accusations of favouring

the heresy of Berengarius of Tours,

and patronising the intrusive king.

‘' It is doubtful whether the letter in

the Cod. Epist. ofUdalrich, p. 173, is to

from pursuing his the defeat.

be referred to this occasion, or to the

preceding epoch of 1075. Conf. the

corresponding document in Bruno, de

Bell. 850. c.1xvii. The German his

torians generally refer it to the prior

occasion.
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scheme for the reduction of the revolted provinces. The

death of Rodolf, and the dispersion of the Saxon foras

which followed that event, relieved him for the present

from all apprehension of offensive operations on their

part, and left him at liberty to turn his attention to the

state of affairs in Italy, with a view to the expulsion of

his great enemy from Rome, the installation of pope

Clement III. in the chair of Peter, and his own imperial

coronation in the capital of the Christian world.

At this point of time the position of pope Gregory

Criticalmte VII. had become critical. The alliance so

ofpope lately concluded with duke Robert of Apuha

Gggi‘i’rrsfs had not produced the advantages he had pro

' mised himself from it. The. bishops of his own

party showed little activity on his behalf; the Normans

could not be persuaded to stir; to add to his difficulties,

the king’s son Henry had defeated an army collected by

the countess Mathilda at Volta near Mantua,v on the

selfsame day on which the pope’s great client Rodolf lost

his life in the battle of the Elster. The latter of these

mishaps had disconcerted all his plans for detaining Henry

at a distance; the election of Clement III. had placed

a chief at the head of his ecclesiastical opponents; the

defeat of Mathilda, and the coolness of her subjects in h1s

interests, had proved to the pope that no present assistance

from that quarter could be relied upon. These consider

ations—as obvious to the friends and advisers around him

as to himself—introduced despondency into his counsels,

and the unanimous advice tendered to him was to avail

himself ofRodolf’s death to make the best terms he could

with Henry. They urged the notorious fact, that almost

all Italy was at the king’s feet; that as for the Ger

mans: he had nothing to expect from them at this junc

ture; and that the countess Mathilda could now olfel‘

no effectual resistance, and must either make her sub

mission to the king, or abandon her estates,—unless,_

mdfedi military aid Could be immediately afforded, of

whlch, however, there was at present no pi'ospect.

' On the 15th Oct. 1080; Bernold. an. 1080, ubi sup.
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In reply to these sinister prognostics, Gregory frankly

admitted the facts before them; but with great f
calmness assured his friends that any sacrifice G,ega;;to

was, in his and their position, better than a sa

orifice ofprinoiple : the adoption of the course '

they recommended would amount to an abandonment of

the cause of God and His church, merely to relieve them

selves from a temporal and momentary danger: with his

accustomed clearness and vigour of intellect, he pointed

out the measures necessary to encounter or to divert the

danger; among which, however, he did not mean to in

clude the smallest relaxation of the severity of ecclesi

astical government, or the most insignificant compromise

of the papal prerogative. His eye rested upon duke

Welf of Bavaria as his champion in Germany; and,

with a view to ascertain his fitness for that post of dan

ger, he instructed his agents, Altmann bishop of Passau

and \Villiam abbot of Hirschau, to remind him of a pro

mise said to have been witnessed by the empress Agnes

and the bishop of ‘Como, whereby he engaged to do hom

age to the holy see for the fiefs which had fallen to

him by the death of his father.w “ We desire,” said

Gregory, “ to gain him over wholly to the cause ‘of St.

Peter, and to stir up his whole soul in his service; if,

therefore, you shall observe in him and other persons in

authority such good dispositions, in the love of St. Peter,

andfor the absolution of their sins, you will do your

utmost to give effect thereunto, and to inform us as soon

as possible of your success.” ‘

But the views disclosed in this remarkable letter in

dicate a far wider project than the mere relief Energy of

from present danger. The primary object was, Gregmy VII

no doubt, to create a diversion in the rear of the king,

which should cripple his operations in Italy, if it might

not detain him on the other side of the Alps. It was,

however, a remarkable feature in the character of this

pontiff, that, in proportion as the political atmosphere

"’ It is not said whether these fiefs homage to a stranger would in either

lay in Germany or Italy. But that case be equally flagrant.

would make no difference in the cha- X Regist. Greg. VII. lib. ix. ep. iii. p.

racter of the act; the treason of doing 508.
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darkened around him, his own view expanded, and 'hlS

powers of discernment became clearer and more definite:

The mighty plan of universal dominion which filled h1s

soul, and identified itself with h1s whole being, became

more and more vivid as the diflicultles of the executlon

multiplied around him; and thus, at the ‘very momen?

when his fate seemed to depend upon a wee balance 91

chances, he was engaged—regardless ofthe extremelpegl

of his position—in a daring scheme for sweeping‘ a t e

constituencies of the empire into the eccles1astlcal net- h

In explanation of his plan for the defence of Italy, 6

_ _ desired his agents in Germany to watch b11311?

tlfii’éii‘i‘fig rowly the proceedings of the electoral_ 0};

el?°“°n.°fa when they should take in hand the choice 2)

malkmg' another king in place of the deceased ROdOl -

they were instructed to take special care that the electors

“ were not swayed by motives of personal 1nterest,hane

that they Should Place upon the1r throne no 021% W 122d

principles and dispositions might not be thoroug _y reeli

upon for the defence and nurture of~the Ckmstmnhr Se

gion.y Rather than that in their haste they should (Ci 90 d

one who might not answer this descrlptlo’n, he edvlieis

delay, as the least of two evils: “ the d6V1l,. he 831.”, un

always in a hurry ; the church, always dehberateb- (rent

less, therefore, the new king should turn out as 0 e 361"

and as humbly devoted to the serv1ce of the pope afiellfi

Christian king ought to be, and as the deceasedb 0f 11;

if he had lived, promised to become, let h1m 1? “n2;

assured that holy church would not only show _ 1111 it

favour, but would altogether discard and cast him 011“;

As to the subsisting engagements between the emplet

and the holy see, he reminded them of certam 830%)

matters that had passed between the late klng (RQfOH

and himself, with the nature of which they were 11 );

acquainted; and he enjoined them to regard it as one (1).—

their most important duties to impress upon the empero

Y “Cujus mores et cetera quae regi

oportet inesse, a suscipienda Christianae

religionis defensione et curd discord

ent.” Remembering that the interests

of the “ Christian religion”.and'_0f:ll::

holy see were always identified in

mind of Gregory VII.
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elect, that in such times as these, and, indeed, at all times,

nothing less would be accepted.

Though it was deemed expedient that the “ secret

matters” in question should not be prematurely Papal oath“,

divulged, yet their nature is clearly revealed in be takenhy

the appendix or schedule annexed to this im-the “ewkmg;

portant brief: “ In order,” saith the pope, “ to clear away

all difficulties, or ambiguities, we send you herewith the

form of the oath you are to tender to the new king.”

The formula ran thus: “ I do swear that from this hour

I will bearfaith and true allegiance to the blessed apos

tle Peter and his vicar pope Gregory, who is now in the

flesh : whatever the said pope shall command by the words

and in the form ‘ by thy true obedience’ (per veram obe

dientiam), I will faithfully observe and perform: as con

cerning the appointment to churches and the territories,

renders and revenues heretofore given by the emperors

Constantine (the Great) ( l) and Charles (Charlemagne),

or by any other person or potentate whatsoever, be he

man or woman, at any time, unto the holy see, and which

either have now fallen, or may hereafter fall, into my

possession, I will come to such agreement with the pope

that I may not incur the peril of sacrilege and eternal

damnation; and that I may thereby, and by Christ’s

assistance, requite unto God and St. Peter all the honour

and service due to them: and I do swear that, upon the

very first occasion of my coming into the pre- to bethe

sence of the pope, I will BY MY HANDS faith- vassal (miles)
fully engage and profess myself the rassal qf‘vntheholym'

the blessed Peter and the pope.”

The object of these instructions was, in the first place,

to constitute the pope the judge of the personal OHM of

qualifications of the candidate for the throne,thesg_instruc

and thus to make himself master of the election ; mm‘

and in the next, to convert the emperor-elect into the

professed rassal of the holy see. Law and custom had

‘ “Et eo die quando illum (papam) The word “miles” in this conjunction

primitus videro, fideliter. per MANUS bears always the sense of vassalage.

MEAS miles S. Petri et illim(pap:e) efli- See Ducange, Gloss., voc. “miles” and

ciar”—the well-known form of doing “militia."

homage by the vessel to his liege lord.
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impressed upon the words “ true obedience,” as used in

the common oath of fealty, a definite meanin , denoting

the legal relation between lord and vassal. %3ut in the

code of Rome all limitation of secular law was stifily re

pudiated; and the pope became the sole judge of what

should amount to “true obedience” on the part of the

vassal. Gregory himself had taken great pains to assure

the world that nothing short of implicit submission to his

will, in regard either to the temporal or the religious in

terests of the holy see, would satisfy those terms in his

acceptation. If further evidence were required of the

unlimited nature of the submission claimed, we should

find it in the pregnant allusion to the fictitious donation

of Constantine the Great, and to the vague concessions

of Charlemagne,a as much as in the implied abandonment

of all ecclesiastical patronage on the part of the temporal

vassal to his spiritual superior by the act of homage itself

It is a remarkable circumstance that Gregory should

have selected this the most perilous crisis of his fortunes

to expose stark naked to the world the full proportlofls

of the scheme upon which he had staked labour, life, and

worldly credit. A mandate “ per veram obedientiam”

was to supersede all political action disagreeable to Rome;

every plan and purpose of secular government must be

submitted to the pope, with the View to ascertain its coll

gruity with papal intent or interest; and every order

om Rome, consistent or otherwise with the wishesor

advantage of government or people, must be conlplled

with, on pain of damnation.

the earth must become the passive agents and ministers

of the bishop ofRome ; and states and nations be reduced

to the condition of obedient subjects of a scheme of polity

whose only merit lay, not in its inherent capacity 1001‘ the

better government of the world’s affairs, but in its theo

retical and practical antagonism to many of the existing‘

evils by which that world was afflicted.

But neither these instructions nor the efforts of the

Henry in pope’s emissaries in Germany were of any avall

Italy' against the apathy or the disorganisation of the

' See Book IV. c. vii. pp. 313-317 of this work.

In this way the princes of
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confederate party in that country. Early in the spring

king Henry was enabled to visit Italy, and to establish

his head-quarters at Ravenna. Gregory took the alarm,

and desired Desiderius, abbot of Monte Cassino, to sound

Robert Guiscard’s disposition to fulfil‘ his feudal duty,

and to take up arms in defence of the holy see, with the

whole force of his fiefs; but if he should find him disin

clined, he commanded the abbot to take the field in per

son, and to urge Robert at least to send such a body of

men as should suffice for the personal defence of his liege

lord, and the security of the patrimony of St. Peter.b

Before he could receive a reply to these overtures, in

telligence arrived from the countess Mathilda that Ro

bert was at that moment engaged in secret negotiation

with Henry; that it had been agreed that Henry’s son

Conrad should marry a daughter of Robert, and that the

March of Ancona should be ceded to the latter as the

price of his alliance. It had, however, been at the same

time ascertained that the king’s military powers were in

suiiicient to hazard any forward movement; and the pope

had collected around him a compact body of dependents

and mercenaries, strong enough to secure him against a

surprise. In this attitude he awaited the attack of his

enemy, with the firm resolution, as he expressed it,

“ rather to perish than yield to the impious demands of

God’s enemies, or to swerve a hair’s-breadth from the

path of righteousness.”c

But the rumour of a hostile compact between Henry

and Robert of Apulia turned out a false alarm. Gregg ,8

It is not improbable that some attempt at ne- quarrel viiith

gotiation had been made, and that the wily the Cap“““'

Norman may have been made sensible of the danger of

establishing so formidable a neighbour as Henry on the

frontier of his own states. The duke was at this moment

busily engaged in preparing for the invasion of the

Byzantine empire, with the intent of placing a pretender

upon the throne of the emperor Alexius Comnenus, and

had actually embarked with his army for the coast of

Epirus. The king, however, had found Jordanes, prince

b Regist. lib. ix. ep. iv. pp. 509, 510. ‘ Ibid., lib. ix. ep. xi. p. 515.

VOL. W. M
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ofCapua, open to solicitation. Not long before this, Gre

gory had, for some offence that does not very clearly

appear, excluded him from communion, and directed the

archbishop of Naples to renounce his obedience; at the

same time interdicting all his subjects, including more es

pecially the magistrates and militia of the city of Naples,

from rendering him service as their sovereign, under

penalty of the severest visitations of the wrath-divine in

case of neglect or disobedience.d Jordanes and, fol

lowing his example, the prince of Salerno turned over

incontinently to the king. Meanwhile the bishops of

Lombardy, and many of the superior clergy within the

dominions of the countess Mathilda herself, met In

synod at Pavia, where they solemnly recognised Cle

ment III. as pope, and repeated their abjuration of Gre

Fidelity of gor . The heroic countess stood alone with

the OOupress uns aken fidelity to the cause of her friend,

Mathllda‘ although her principal cities of Pisa, Lucca,

Sienna, Arezzo, Pistoia, and others, had declared in favour

of Henry. She herself took refuge in her strongholds

among the Apennines, and supplied from thence the eX

hausted exchequer of the pope with the contents of hel‘

own treasury, and every ounce of gold, silver, or salable

commodity she could collect from friends, or from the

religious establishments still under her influence.‘ In

these fastnesses she attached to her service every German

or Italian who had incurred the king’s displeasure; and

in this way supplied her castles with numerous and zeal

ous garrisons. The king was detained in central Italy

by ineffectual attempts to reduce the hill-forts of Tus

cany, and, after the loss of much valuable timeLWaS

compelled to pass on, leaving a numerous and Vig'llant

enemy in his rear.

Gregory had diligently improved the time afforded

Embmu, by the gallant resistance of his Tuscan ally

lilfgrof WheIrHenry arrived before the walls of Rome:

y he waited in vain for the performance of the

‘1 Regist. lib. ix. ep. xxvi. p. 525.

' Domzo, Vit. Mathild. lib. ii. 0. ii.,

up. Mural. v. p. 368; Hugo Flav. Chron.

lib. ii., ap. Pertz, viii. p. 462. Conf

Stenzel, i. p. 475, note (40)
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promises of his friends within the city. The gates re

mained closed against him, and he found to his dismay

that the treasures of Mathilda had supplied the pope with

that kind of argument to which the Roman capitani and

militia were never known to turn a deaf ear. He was

unprovided with the materials or the machinery necessary

for a siege, and justly dreaded the deleterious effects of

the summer-heats of the Campagna upon the northern

constitution. Accordingly he withdrew his forces lei

surely to the hill-country, and busied himself for a time

in the fruitless siege of Florence. But many principal

towns, won by liberal gifts, and by grants of corporate

privileges, declared in his favour. The bishops and

clergy of course shared largely in the royal bounty, and

Henry’s popularity swelled in the exact proportion as his

treasures dwindled. How long this game could have

been carried on, we cannot conjecture; but the king was

enabled to play it out by a seasonable supply which acci

dent threw in his way. ‘

After a successful battle, Robert Guiscard had en

dered himself master of the city of Durazzo on relieved by a

the coast of Epirus ; and the emperor Alexius Byzantine

Comnenus found himself at the same moment “bs‘dy'

hard pressed by the Normans on the western, and the

Turks on the eastern, frontiers of his dominions. He had,

however, by liberal subsidies, enga ed a few of the in

dependent barons of Apulia and Ca abria to harass the

lieutenants of Robert in those countries; but be per

ceived the far greater importance of purchasing a diver

sion from the arms of the king of Germany; and it was

speedily agreed between them that the emperor should

immediately disburse the sum of 143,000 golden bezants,

with a future payment of 216,000 more as soon as Henry

should have invaded Calabria, and operated an effectual

diversion in his favour.f The king hastened to H t

profit by this seasonable supply; and in theadttliiflfi

month of March 1082 he again appeared before ‘$212322?

the walls of Rome. But the resources of the y '

countess Mathilda were not yet exhausted, and again she

/.+.H<-F=.Er=~§€22§

' Gibbon, Decl. and Fall, vol. p. 127, from Anna. Comnena.
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found the means of opening the eyes of the Romans to

their spiritual interests. The wealthy convent of Canossa,

at her solicitation, emptied its treasury of the last rem

nant of its vast hoards; yet nine pounds of gold and

seven hundred pounds of silver was all she could draw

from this source. For the present, however, it proved

sufficient to detain the new converts under the papal ban

ners. Henry made no progress in the favour of his late

partisans within the walls; and it soon became of ex

ceeding importance to him to earn the additional subsidy

promised by the Byzantine emperor. Uniting his forces

with those of the Tusculan nobles—the constant enemies

of the reigning pontiff, whoever he might be—he invaded

Apulia, destroyed many of duke Robert’s castles, ravaged

the open country, and received the homage of several of

his cities and towns. At the same time the mercenary

archbishop of Naples and the prince of Capua had tasted

the sweets of the Byzantine connection ; among Robert’s

barons dangerous symptoms of disaffection, arising either

from their insubordinate habits, or the hope of profitmg

by the like windfalls, became apparent ;- the original 1n

habitants of the rural districts, inflamed by the bitterest

animosity against their merciless tyrants, flew to arms;

and many ofthe more powerful Norman chiefs among

them, more especially prince Jordanes of Capua, appre

hensive of the total loss of their hold upon the country,

openly renounced the papal connection, did homage tot-he

king, and threw themselves upon his protection agamst

these formidable domestic enemies.g

Meanwhile the decisive defeat of the Byzantines by

Robert the Normans at Durazzo had laid open the

cgimcfi“; provinces of the empire to the very gates of

mpe e , _ , .toevacuate Constantlnople. But the lntelhgence of the

EP‘m- disastrous events which had occurred in his‘

Italian provinces arrested Robert in the full career of

VICtOI'y. Not a moment was to be lost in facing and

8' Bernold- Annal. an. 1084, ap. Pertz, with still more advantageous offers 111

v. 44.0. Bernold postdates the treaty of the early part of 1082, after the 108.5

subsidy between Alexius Comnenus and of the battle of Durazzo. Stenzel, 1

Henry IV. It was probably concluded p. 478.

in the month of July 1081, and renewed .
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repelling the dangers which beset him at home ; leaving

behind him his gallant son Boemund to retain and, if

possible, to extend his conquests in Epirus and Thrace,

he hastily retraced his steps into Italy; and, with his

accustomed vigour and the weight of his great name,

was enabled to retrieve his position and reestablish his

authority. But the invasion of the Germans had disap

pointed Robert’s hopes of foreign conquest; the Greek

empire was saved, and Boemund, deserted by his father’s

faithless barons, many of whomhad taken service with

the Greeks, was compelled to retreat to the coast, whence
he succeeded in rejoining his father in Apulia.h

After the fulfilment of his engagements with the By

zantines, no further purpose was to be answered Prudent

by braving the dangers of war and climate in Policy of

southern Italy. Henry prudently withdrew awry‘

during the summer months to the more salubrious valleys

of the Apennines, and employed his troops in checking

the sallies and besieging the castles of the countess Ma

thilda. During the winter and the early spring of the

year 1082 his partisans had, under his superintendence,

blockaded the city of Rome, intercepting its supplies and

piundering the property of the pope’s friends. While

enry was thus patiently awaiting the result of his ope

rations, the Romans’ zeal for the service of the pope was

gradually cooling down ;- and ajudicious distribution of

the Greek subsidy speedily made him master of the Leo'

nine city. Gregory took refuge in the. castle of St. An

gelo, and kept possession of the quarters lying on the

left or southern bank of the Tiber. But by this time

the Romans were thoroughly disgusted with a. contest

in which they were the only sufferers.i Henry, at the

same time, allowed it to be understood that he was open

to negotiation, and might still be prevailed upon to accept

the imperial crown at the hands of Gregory: as to his

pope Clement 111., he might be easily disposed of, when‘

the proper moment for his exit should arrive. The re

)‘ Henry had thus amply redeemed that the stipulated arrears of the sub

his engagement with the Greeks; and, sidy were paid.

1n the absence of all complaint to the l Bernold. AnnaLan. 1083, ap. Pertz,

contrary, we have a right to 'conclude v. p. 438.
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port of these pacific dispositions sorely perplexed the

pontiff, alienated his friends, and increased the popular

Fortitude discontents. Gregory was made to appear as

°fP°Pe the sole obstacle to the restoration of public‘

Gregmy' tranquillity : on the king’s behalf it was urged

that so self-denying a pro osal imperatively called upon

the pope to meet him hal -way on the path of reconcilia

tion: laity and clergy, bishops and abbots, monks and

populace, vociferously importuned him to put an end to

the public calamities, and to come to terms with the king

upon the basis proposed. The moment was critical: the

pope did not disguise from himself that, in every worldly

point of view, he had involved himself in an unequal con

test. Yet no hesitation appeared in his conduct as to

the course it behoved him to pursue: his warfare was

systematic; he fought not for himself; he lived, it 18

true, and moved in an atmosphere of his own creation;

but within that atmosphere no man of ancient or me

dern times entertained a clearer, a larger, or a nobler

view of his own destination. The spiritual ground he

had taken up was the key of his position, political and

religious; and rigid consistency, whether in prosperity

or adversity—in the latter case more emphatically then

in the former—was the only mode of successfully defend

ing it. To quit that ground, though but for a moment,

from personal considerations, or even in the interests of

his temporal power—important as that power was to the

external strength of the sacerdotal schema—involved a

sacrifice of principle fatal to the character he had as

sumed: it gave the lie to his reiterated pledges and de

claratlons, and degraded the immutable dispensation he

professed to represent to a level with the vulgar and

ephemeral powers he was accustomed to identify with

the kingdom of Satan in this world. Thus, unmoved

by the menaces, the supplications, the tears of his friends,

- he returned the short reply: “ Between Henry and the

pope there can be no communication until he shall, by a

public penance, have relieved himself from the curse of

the church.”J

3 Bom'zo, ap. (Efel. ii. p. 818.



‘the tide in his favour: his will had appeared “1

CHAP. IIL] HENRY TREATS WITH THE ROMANS.

This imperturbable adhesion to the principles by

which his life and government had been inva- Hmfi

riablv regulated, had more than once turned treaty with
a e Romans.

as the will of God ; his commands immutable as the di

vine decrees. But as, in viewing some broad and dash

ing production of the artist’s pencil, the general effect is

injured by too close an inspection, so also in Rome pope

Gregory was too closely and constantly under the public

eye to permit the coarser aspect of the work in hand to

pass unobserved. The godlike attributes, so strikingly

delineated in the distant prospect, sank into the meaner

expedients of an astute policy; and the respect which

the Romans entertained for the character of their bishop

rarely inclined them to an active sympathy with his spi

ritual claims, or induced them to lose sight of their own

interests in deference to those of the vicar of Christ. In

this juncture, notwithstanding the protestations of Gre

gory, they still relied upon external pressure to bring

him to reason; they promised the king that, when the

semestral synod should meet in the November following,

they would either by persuasion or force prevail upon

the pope to come to a settlement of existing disputes;

and they assured him that he should receive the imperial

crown, either from the hand ofGregory himself, or if the

pope proved intractable, they would elect another pontiff

who should perform that ceremony for him. On his part

the king engaged to afford effectual protection to men of

all parties in going and coming to and from the synod.

Forty hostages were placed in his hands by the Romans

for the performance of their romise; and Henry, after

building a strong fort within t e walls to keep the ground

already won, and to watch the pope and the garrison of

St. Angelo, removed his troops into Tuscany, and again

amused himself during the summer months in besieging

the castles of the countess Mathilda, and visiting her

vassals and adherents with fire and sword.’ That prin

cess, though much reduced by the loss ofmany defensible

points, and the ruin of almost all her funds, still sustained

with an undaunted spirit the assaults of her enemy. As
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sisted by the civil and military. talents of Anselm bishop

of Lucca, whom Gregory had placed by her side, she

never relaxed her exertions, or lost her confidence in the

final triumph of her spiritual friend and director."

Anxious at this critical moment not to appear to the

Falsehood world in the light of a wilful disturber of the

of Gresvry- public peace, Gregory instructed his agents to

assure his friends throughout Christendom that he was

not the author of the political schism in Germany. He

took God to witness that he had no share in the election

of Rodolf, whom the Germans had chosen for their king;

but, on the contrary, that he had expressly and publicly

declared, that unless the prelates who had crowned him

could show good grounds for what they had done, he had

determined to punish them, and to depose the said Rodolf

himself.1 But that this was in every view of the assertion

a deliberate falsehood could be unknown to no one ac

quainted with the instructions of the pope to his legates,

and their conduct throughout the transaction in question.

Such an assurance could not, therefore, restore the Pope

to the eminence to which he aspired in the opinion of the

The pope world; and it became essential to resort to the

6115133"? vulgar expedients of a packed synod, 'Whlflll

synod against should have no other duty than to do his bid

“"3" ding. In defiance of the understanding that

all parties should be freely represented in the ensuing

assembly, Gregory restricted his citations to his own

partisans 5 treating the king’s adherents, prelates and

clergy, as ecclesiastical nonentities. Such a mode of con

vocation put an end to all prospect of compromise or ac

commodation, and the king naturally regarded himself

as discharged from his obligation to extend his protection

to a' meeting composed exclusively of enemies.“1 The

'‘ Berna/d. Anna]. an. 1083, ubi su . dates it with diflidence in the ear1082

}?- 438- D'mizo. Vit. Mathild. lib. ii. ii. in Bernold. ubi sup. p. may The all

1I. Cont. Anselm. cont. Wibert. lib. i., nalist of course contends that the synod

ap- Cams. Lect. Antiq. tom. iii. 0. i. p. was convoked in conformity with the

37,771? . . , ' previous understanding; and thatHen
“ eylf’t- hb- 1_x- 8P- XXVlll- P- 526, ry, finding he could not obtain 8- ma

411 Hmversos fideles.” The date of jority,treacherously withdrew his safe

this letter is, however, not free from conduct,’ and prevented the attendance

double Jllfib, Reglst. Pom. Rom. p. 440, of the pope’s friends
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envoys of the German confederates were accordingly

arrested before they reached Viterbo, and plundered of

money and baggage; many prelates and monks were

captured on their road to Rome; and, although a few

bishops from France reached their destination, all the

most devoted of the pope’s adherents, and many whose

counsels and support he most desired—more especially

those of Hugh archbishop of Lyons, Anselm of Lucca,

and Reginald of Como—~were either stopped on the road

or warned off by the king's patrols.

A synod, indeed, was collected, but in such insigni—

ficant numbers and depressed spirits, that no Improved

advantage could be derived from its labours. aspectof

Gregory alone appeared unimpressed by the un- papal alfalfa’

promising state of affairs. He moved the renewal of the

excommunication against Henry; but the proposal met

with no echo in the breast of the meeting; an almost

unanimous distaste for extreme measures was manifested;

and it was not without difiiculty that the pope procured

their assent to a general vote of censure against all who

had up to this time, or_ should thereafter, prevent or ob

struct intercourse with Rome and the pontifi'. But the

fathers could not be prevailed upon to excommunicate

any one by name ; a reticence which deprived the censure

of all force and effect. The Romans, on the other hand,

had conceived some discontent with the existing relation

between themselves and the king; and the pope had, by

the tardy liberality of Robert Guiscard, been supplied

with the means of gratifying their appetite for gain.“

They accordingly intimated that their engagement with

Henry did not imply that he (Gregory) should be com

pelled with his own hand to place the crown upon the

head of the king, but simply that “ he should give him

the crown ;” so that the act might, “ if it pleased him,”

be accompanied with the papal benediction; but if that

were 1mpract1cable, mth the curse. Selzmg on Tergiverw

the quibble; Gregory adopted the expedient tion of the

Suggested; and the Romans sent word to the Ema“

" Stenzel, i. p. 434.
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king, that he might now, if he liked, come and take the

crown; nay, that, if so disposed, he might be reconciled

with the pope, and be crowned by him; otherwise he

might still obtain it, but that it would be handed down

to him from the ramparts of St. Angelo at the end of a

rod or pole.° Henry rejected the contemptible compro

mise with becoming indignation; and the Romans, pro

testing that they had now redeemed their engagements,

declared openly against the king. The garrison he had

left to keep possession of the Leonine city was by this

time reduced by sickness to incapacity; the surviving

remnant quitted their post; the castle itself was speedily

razed to the ground; and the entire city was once more

cleared of the pope’s enemies.p

But the funds so absolutely necessary to keep the

They desert citizens in good humour soon began to fail;

Grew)" the old discontents reappeared; and within six

months they had again changed their minds. Mean

while the king’s fast friends, the counts of Tusculum and

Galera, had established a strict blockade upon every road

leading to the city, and intercepted the supplies necessary

for the subsistence of the inhabitants. Reduced to ex

tremity by distress and famine, the hungry multitude

once more appealed to king Henry for relief; they 8.1g‘

nified their submission, and invited him to take possession

of the city in the full assurance of their future fidelity.

No one was more surprised than Henry himself at this

sudden change in the current of affairs. His position in

Italy was not at this moment suificiently encouraging. to

outweigh the imperative demands for his presence WlllCll

reached him from Germany, where the deadliest strife of

political and religious faction was fast consuming every

element of national prosperity. At that moment, indeed,

he was on the point of breaking up his camp and retir

mg fI'Om Italy. But the unexpected offer of surrender

arrested his retreat, and he lost no time in making hls

and introduce triumphant entry into Rome, where he was re

Helgrylnw ceived as a deliverer by the versatile populace.

me‘ The whole circuit of the walls, excepting only

° Bernold. ubi sup. p. 438. P Ibid., ubi sup. ‘
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the impregnable castle of St. Angelo, was occupied by

his troops; his pope, Clement III., was hastily summoned

to Rome, and installed in the palace of the Lateran.q A

synod assembled at a pinch ratified the election of Cle

ment by the synod of Brescia; he was thereupon solemnly

consecrated pope by the bishops of Arezzo and Modena;

and on the self-same day Henry himself was He ismwned

anointed and crowned emperor by the restored emperor

pontiff.r

7 It was not until the twenty-ninth year of his reign

that Henry IV. arrived at the summit of right- Title of

ful ambition. He was now in the thirty- 'fth Henry _to the
year of his age, and within that period had empu'e'

undergone more vicissitudes of fortune, and by the more

force of character extricated himself from greater diffi

culties, than had hitherto befallen any sovereign within

the purview of European history. He was now in his

own right emperor of the Romans. Like his predeces

sors, the crown of empire had, at his command, been

placed upon his brows by a pope of his own nomination;

and no one among his contemporaries, friend or foe, was

found to dispute his title. The simple fact that he had

been crowned at Rome in the church of St. Peter satis

fied public opinion. The nations of Europe had yet to

learn that imperial and royal crowns were in the gift and

disposal of the vicar of St. Peter.

la- hapelle and Rheims, in a subsequent age—was the

Rome—like Aix- _

'1 See Henry’s letter to bishop Theo

dorick of Verdun, in the Gesta Treviro

rum, ap. Pertz, viii. p. 185.

'' Benzonis Panegyricon in Hen. III.

(IV.) lib. vii., ap. Mencken, Ss. Rr.

Germ. tom. i. p. 1059. It is difiicult

to extract any precise facts from this

stupid and furious declaimer. Nor can

much reliance be placed upon the facts

he speaks to, though probably an eye

and ear-witness of the transactions of

the period. From his account it would

appear that the imperial synod pro

ceeded to summon Gregor into their

presence to defend himse f, and that

they affected to wait three entire days

for his appearance. The Codex Epis

tolaris of Udalric (up. Eccard. Corp.

Histor. Med. 1Evi,ii. p. 181) informs us

that the Hildebrandine prelates were

summoned in the same form, and upon

their non-appearance were condemned

for contumacy ; that pope Clement

forthwith issued letters monitory repro

batiug a variety of heresies which had

crept in under the mail-administration of

Hildebrand; chiefly the encouragement

of perjury by pretending to relieve sub

jects from their oaths of allegiance; the

excommunication of kings and empe

rors; the condemnation and deposition

of bishops without canonical trial; and

some others relating to the eucbarist

(probably the so-called Berengarisn

heresy), to baptism, and confirmation.

For the facts stated in the text, see

Bernold. an. 1084, ubi sup. p. 440.
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locality to which the prerogative of crowning the sove

reign attached. As emperor of the Romans, the citizens

of the metropolis of the empire possessed the customary

right to place the crown upon his head. The pope, in

deed, performed the ceremony, but the citizens saluted

and proclaimed him. The act was, in its nature, a civil

proceeding, though, like marriage, regarded as incom

plete without the blessing of the church; yet even if it

were admitted that Henry’s title was in this respect

theoretically defective, still it possessed all that, in the

popular sense, was essential to its validity. Henry IV.

stood before the world as emperor and patrician. The

citizens, relieved from the pressure of famine, and weary

of that pontifical government from which they saw no

prospect of further advantage, and every chance of total

ruin, turned to their new monarch with a cordiality of ~

attachment they had rarely displayed for any govern

ment since the time of the great consul Alberic.

These advantages, however, constituted the whole

The Pope de_ amount of the new emperor’s gains. Gregory

livered by VII. defended himself with unabated courage

the Nmmans' in the castle of St. Angelo. Besides this 1111.

pregnable fort, he held the Septizonium Severi, a forti

fied post upon the Palatine hill, from which he was en—

abled to hold out his-hand to his ally Robert of Apulla

.The emperor lost much precious time in the fruitless

siege of these strongholds; Robert became alarmed at

the approach of an adversary who had already inflicted‘

upon him an irreparable injury, and tardily prepared to

ward off the apprehended danger. His nominal depend

ence upon the holy see gave him neither trouble nor

anxiety; but if he permitted the emperor to acquire ‘a

firm footing in Italy, he would not only fix a limit to h1s

prospects of further acquisition, but impose upon himself

the disagreeable alternative, either of fi hting a hard

battle for what he already possessed, or of

a superior little inclined to put up with the lax perform

ance of the feudal duties which the weakness of his eccle

siastical suzerain compelled him to tolerate. In order,

therefore, to disperse the approaching storm before It

submitting to ‘
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should burst upon him, he collected a force of 30,000

irregular infantry and 6,000 Norman cavalry, and put

them in march for Rome. Meanwhile Desiderius abbot

of Monte Cassino, who had hitherto played a trimming

game on his own behalf between the emperor, the pope,

and the Normans, had given Henry timely notice of the

movements of Robert, and at the same time conveyed to

the pope an intimation of his approaching deliverance.“

After his failure in expelling Gregory from Rome, the

emperor felt his inability to maintain the city against

the overwhelming force moving to the relief of the be

leaguered forts. He therefore withdrew his forces, and

took up a strong post of observation at Civita Castellana,

about thirty miles north-east of Rome. The Romans,

equally unprepared for their defence, hardly made a

show of resistance; the gate of St. Lawrence was

speedily forced, and the pontiff was released from his

long confinement in the castle of St. Angelo. For this

service the Norman host received the pontifical Rome Plum

thanks and solemn blessing. Thus edified, they dered and

spread themselves over every quarter of the bum“

city, plundered the houses, and violated the wives and

daughters of the citizens, without distinction of friend or

foe. Made aware too late of the calamity their pusilla

nimity had brought upon them, the inhabitants flew to

arms, and had almost succeeded in overpowering the

plunderers, when the latter bethought them of creating

a diversion by setting fire to the city. At the sight of

their burning homes, the enraged multitude dispersed to

save what they might from the flames; the Normans now

turned upon their pursuers; multitudes were slain in the

streets, and many prisoners taken, several thousands

of whom were carried away into Calabria, or sold to

eager purchasers as household slaves by the way.t

The miserable Romans hastened now to make their

' Leo ofOstia (lib. iii. c. 1. ap. Murat. iv. p. 469; Hug. Flav. lib. ii. ap. Peril,

iv. p. 466) gives a not unamusing ac- viii. pp. 461, 462; Bom'zo, ubi SEP- P

count of the shifts and doubles of Desi- 818; Landulph. Mediol. lib. iv. c. 111. ap.

derius to keep upon terms with all the Murat. iv. p. 120; Ber'lol‘L ‘m- 1084'

three parties at once. ap. Pertz, v. pp. 440, 441

‘ Leo Ostiens. lib. iii. 0. liii. ap. Murat.
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The Pope peace with the pope, were it only in the hope

evacuates of gaining a little breathing-time. To that end
R‘me' they entered into a treaty with Gregory, and

the murderous hordes to whom he was indebted for his

escape. The terms of the treaty are not known; but no

one was better acquainted than the pope with the value

of Roman oaths or treaties, their habitual disregard of

engagements, their sordid avarice, and that secret dis

affection for the pontifical government which they had

inherited from their ancestors, stimulated as these pro

pensities now were by a burning thirst for revenge upon

imself and the rutfians to whom he had sacrificed them.

N0 special sympathy, therefore, for his suffering flock

withdrew the attention of Gregory from the advantages

of the present contingency. Placing himself at the head

of duke Robert’s hands, he issued forth against the out

lying estates of the capitani and suburban nobility, the

bitterest and most persistent enemies of the pontifical

government; he ravaged their lands, destroyed their

houses; and, on his return from these pontificalcxcur

sions, busied himself in strengthening and multlplylng‘

his fortified posts within the walls of Rome. The hope,

however, of keeping military possession of the city after

the departure of his Norman allies was too famt to en

courage him a second time to risk his person and fortunes

within the ramparts of St. Angelo. After throwing

strong garrisons into the castle and other defensible

points, and carrying away forty hostages, selected from

the principal families of the city, for the future submis

Retires to sion ofthe Romans, he accompanied the retlr

CMozlte ing host of his protector, and took up his abode

855m‘ 1n the convent of Monte Cassino, whlther he

was followed by a train of emigrant cardinals and un

seated bishops, the residue of that numerous body of

ecclesiastics devoted to the promotion of his lofty pl‘O

Jects.“ I

_ But the labours of Gregory, whether for good or ‘for

evll; were drawing to a close. From Monte Cassino

" See the authorities quoted in the lib. iii. 0. liii. ubi sup

precedmg note, particularlyLeo Ostiens.
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he removed to Salerno, where he assembled, Last illness

for the last time, the bishops and clergy of his °f Greg“?

party in solemn synod. Here, again, be repeated the

curse against the rival pope Clement, the emperor Henry,

and all opponents,“ and took measures for the widest

circulation of the pontifical ban both in France and

Germany.w His health had been declining for some

time past; “ and now,” says his friend abbot Hugo of

Flavigny, “knowing that the day of his departure was

at hand, he called before him his fellow-exiles,x and

foretold to them the day and the hour of his departure.

After this he conformed to all the ordinances of the

church, and again on the 18th day of May’ collected his

companions around his bed, and charged them by their

obedience, and by the terrors of the great day ofjudg

ment, without reserve to mark and reprehend whatever

they might see amiss in his past life and conduct: but

they, touched to the heart, broke forth in praise of his

whole life and conversation, his excellent discipline, his

holy doctrine, his fervent and enlightened zeal! There

upon he adjured them all by the apostolical His last in_

authority, and caused each of them to pledgejunctionsand

to him the right hand of promise, never to re- death‘

ceive to communion the heretical usurper of the holy

Roman see (Clement III.) until he should have repented

and stripped himself of all ecclesiastical oflice and dignity,

and made a pure confession to the cardinal-bishops: as

to the tyrant and robber Henry, he commanded them to

give all diligence in making known to the world the

sentence of eternal reprobation passed upon him, until

he should resign the crown, and put off all the insignia

of his usurped dignity: he then confirmed the vicarial

authority of all his legates, and renewed their powers to

bind and to loose throughout Christendom, as already

conferred: lastly, he absolved from all their sins those

who should persevere unto the end in the faith which

'1 Bernold. an. 1084, ubi sup. p. 441. x U Concaptivos."

W In France by his legate Peter of Al- Y The fourth Sunday after Easter,

bins); and in Germany by Otho bishop AD. 1085.

o stia. '
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he had preached; and surrendering his spirit into the

hands of his Creator, he departed this life, a martyr and

a confessor of the faith.”2

To this account of the last moments of the extra

Panegyric of ordinary man_who has engaged so large a share

Bernold of of our attention, the monk Bernold of Con

Constance' stance adds some important particulars. “ And

now,” he observes, “ it pleased almighty God to remove

his servant from the pains and labours of this life to his

eternal reward. For some time past he had suffered

from bodily infirmities; but his mind remained clear

and firm as ever, even unto the death he was to suffer

in the cause of righteousness. He was taken away on

the 31st of May in the year 1085; and was interred at

Salerno, in the church of St. Matthew, which he had

himself consecrated that same year. His death was

mourned by the religions of all ranks and sexes, but

chiefly by the poor. For he was a fervent preacher of

Catholic doctrine, and a most strenuous champion of ee

clesiastical liberty. It was, indeed, his fixed PM???“

that the orders qf the church should no longer be sulgeet

to lag control, but that they should be exalted ahoee the

laity both by the holiness of their lives and the dignity

of their rank; and of this his intention no one who dili

gently reads and considers his collected epistles can en

tertain any doubt.“

The short eulogium of Bernold sums up in the fewest

His um words the entire scope and purport of Gregory S

bmm‘ledSelf-life-long policy, and at the same time assures
relmnce' us that it was fully understood and appreciated

by his followers. The steps necessary to maintain and

perpetuate that policy occupied his thoughts even in the

hour of death, to the exclusion of every personal con

‘ Hug. Flavin. lib. ii., ap. Pertz, viii. he narrates. His chronicle commences

p’ 46‘? Hugo of Fla-Vlgny begins his in the year 1055, or perhaps more_prf)

chronicle at the Nativity, and brings it perly in 1073, with transactions with"!

down to the year 1090. He was a. con- his personal knowledge, and closes with

temporary, it‘ not an intimate, of Gre- the year 1100. See the pref. of Parts’,

8")’ VII‘ v. p. 385. The letters of Gregory VII’

“ Bernold. an. 1085, ubi sup. pp. 443, must therefore have been collected imfl

444. Bernold lived and wrote during published not many 'years after 1115

the last half of the eleventh century, death.

and was a contemporary ofall the events
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sideration. The scheme that had engrossed his mind

throughout his whole life appeared to him to be pos

sessed of an immortality of its own; it could not die with,

him; it was his law and his righteousness; and in its

imputed merits he trusted with,a fulness of conviction

that left no room for conscientious doubt or misgiving.

The firm persuasion that he was the chosen instrument

in the hand of God to deliver His church from the cor

ruptions contracted in its unhallowed contact with the

world and the princes of the world, accompanied him to

the-tomb; neither did he in that solemn hour look back

upon his past life for any other purpose than to enable

' him to sum ufp in his mind What had been done, nor for

ward to the uture but to ascertain what had still to be

done, towards the accomplishment of the one great object

of his existence. The first step was to designate a suc

cessor who should give a practical perpetuity to the

principle of sacerdotal ascendency—a person devoted to

the propagation of the religion of his own life. With
that view, we are informed by his friend Leo of Ostia,b

that when, shortly before his death, he was con- His views as

sulted by his friends as to whom he would re- tOhissuc

commend to them as his successor, he pointed mm’

out Desiderius of Monte Cassino as, upon the whole, the

fittest; but if he should decline the office, they could not

do wrong in electing either Hugo archbishop of Lyons,

bishop Anselm of Lucca, or Otto bishop of Ostia; at all

events, they ought not to lose an instant in filling the

vacant throne.c His recommendations, therefore, in

cluded some of the most advanced pupils of the decretal

school. A second step was the perpetuation of .

the legatine scheme, with a View to that omni

present superintendence and control by which Eg‘l’llgsmgfiign

he proposed to keep a strict watch and a per- P y'

b Chron. Cassin. lib. iii. c. lxv, up.

Murat. iv. p. 474.

‘= Our national annalist, William of

Malmesbury, gives a. somewhatdifi‘erent

account of the interview. He does not

mention either Hugo or Anselm as in

cluded in the recommendation. Desi

derius, he says, was named first; and

in case they should rather desire a

profound scholar and theologian, Otho

ishop of Ostia was their man. See

Muratori’s note to the above-quoted

passage in the Chron. of Leo of Monte

Cassino.

VOL. W. N N
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petual check upon the powers of the world. A last exe

cutive step was the final overthrow of the proudest of

earthly princes—of him who had dared to lift his heel

against the Lord and His anointed—who had exercised

sacrilegious dominion within the sacred precincts of St.

Peter’s patrimony—who had profanely withdrawn him

self from the power of the keys, and repudiated the

judgment-seat of God’s Viceroy upon earth. Unto him,

therefore, the curse was to cling inexorably, until he

should pay the penalty of his iniquity to the uttermost

farthing. When thus much should be effected, the rest

of the reat providential scheme would, he trusted, ac

complis itself: the su pression of simony, the abolition

of investitures, and of clerical concubinage, would be

then only questions of time and management. I11 ‘51113

persuasion pope Gregory VII. died as he had hved—

the same vigorous, systematic, unflinching, conscientlous

bigot.d

d It is re orted of him, that with his exile.” Where this last dying speech

latest breath he whispered audibl , “ I is reported, we do not know. Slflflzel

have loved righteousness, and ated reports it from Voigt’s Life Of Gl‘egc’r-Y

iniquity; and for that cause I die in VII.
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URBAN II. AGAINST PHILIP I. OF FRANCE—THE CRUSADES.

Election of Victor IIL—Opposition—Decrees of Victor III.—Death of Victor—

Election of Urban IL—Character of Urban—his first measures—his modera

tion—Afl'airs of the papacy—Marriage of the countess Mathilda-Expulsion

of pope Urban from Rome—Danger and heroism of the countess Mathilda—

Arrogance and defeat of Henry 1V.—Defeat of Bianello—-The “truce of God”

—Consequences of the defeat of Bianello—Prince Conrad—his rebellion—his

coronation as king of Italy—Exaltation of the papal party—Story of the

empress Praxidis—Motives of Conrad’s defection—Forlorn position of Henry

IV.—Measures of his enemies—The crusading mania—Synod of Piacenza; its

objects—The empress Praxidis rehearses her own shame—Acts of the council

of Piacenza—Homage of king Conrad to pope Urban—Divorce and marriage

of Philip I. king of France—Urban II. in France—Council of Clermont—Acts

of the council——Sermon of Urban II. on behalf of the crusade—General abso

lution of sins—Use of the “ truce of God” by pope Urban—Encroachments of

the clerical judicature—Activity of pope Urban—Statutory exemption of the -

clergy from the lay judicature—Advantage to the clergy from the crusades—

Dealing of pope Urban with Philip of France—Submission of Philip I.—-La.

hours of pope Urban in France—his return to Italy and Rome.

GREGORY VII. had died in the persuasion that his prin

ciples of church-government had taken root Election of

in the minds of his companions and disci les. Vim‘ In

With a view to deprive his adversaries of t e advantages

to be derived from a vacancy of the holy see, he recom

mended them to elect Desiderius abbot of Monte Cassino.

The chair was therefore promptly offered to the latter, in

preference to three other candidates whom the late pontiff

had named provisionally as qualified for the succession.

Desiderius, however, pertinaciously declined the intended

honour. For two Whole years he continued to offer the

most determined resistance to the supplications of his

party; but permitted himself at length, to the greatdis

appolntment ofhis competitors, to be overcome by the_]01nt
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entreaties of the Norman princes, the cardinals of his

party, and the prefect of Rome, and to assume the papacy,

to which he had been formally elected nearly a twelve

month before.8 The new pope took the name of Victor III.

But the installation of Victor had not passed without

contradiction. Hugh archbishop of Lyons, and

Otto bisho of Ostia—two of the candidates

named by Gregory II._objected to his-elevation, on

the ground of a previous renunciation, and upon the

gi'aver charge of a secret negotiation with the ex-king

enr , with a view to help the latter to the imperial

crown, and to introduce him into the city of Rome itself.

Otto of Ostia had, however, deserted his companion, and

had done homage to Victor, with a view, it is said, not

to endanger the privilege of his see to crown theneW

pontiff. Hugh of Lyons now stood alone in opposltlon,

and his objections fell to the ground.b

Victor III. was accordingly introduced into Rome

Decrees of by his Norman allies. ” The rival pope Clement
Vimrm- III. was expelled from the Vatican, and the

man of their choice was solemnly enthroned in the church

of St. Peter on Ascension Sunday, the 9th May 1087

But the greater part of the city continued in the p08

session of the imperialists; and after the retreat of the

Normans Victor was once more compelled to seek safety

in flight. But he had no sooner withdrawn than (316111611t

recovered almost all the ground he had lost, and contlnued

to hold it for more than a year against all adversaries

Victor meanwhile had retired to Beneventum, from whence

he issued sentence of excommunication against his accuser

Hugh of Lyons, and renewed the decrees of precedmg'

pontifl's against investitures, with an additional clause en

acting that all who should thereafter communicate wltll

* On the 21st March 1086. His 110- Harduin, Concil. vi. p. 1621. 99”‘

ceptance is dated in the Lent of 1087. Hugo Flavinac. Chron. ap.Perlz, V1": p’

Leo Ost. 11b. iii. cc. lxv.-lxvii. p , 476, 7_ 456, Among many other delinquencies,

Bernold. Annal. an. 1087, ap. g’ertz, v. Hugo charges that Desiderius had been

Opposition.

' 406' Gregory VII. died on the 31st for one whole year under excommuni- ‘

ay 1085. More than ten months had cation by Gregor)’ VII‘ This is not'lm

therefore elapsed between that event probable, but could weigh little against

an‘? the electron of Desiderius. the preferential nomination of that Pre

See the lengthy epistle of Hugh of late for the papal chair by the late Pon -

Lyons to the countess Mathilda, ap. tiff
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the simoniacal givers or acceptors of lay feofi'ment, or join

in worship with them, should incur the like condemna

tion with the principal offenders.6

The bodily health of Victor had, however, for some

time past been declining. After recommending Death of

Otto of Ostia as his successor, he expired at “cm

Monte Cassino, a few days only over five months after

the date of his final acceptance of the papacy.‘1

Notwithstanding the urgency of the times, the car

dinals present at the death of Victor were in Election of

no hurry to fill the vacant chair. Overcome U‘b‘m 11'

at length by the solicitations and remonstrances of their

friends at Rome, but more especially of the zealous

countess Mathilda, the prelacy of Campania, Principato,

and Apulia, together with the cardinal-clergy of the

Gregorian communion, met at Terracina on the 15th of

March .1088, and, after a decent delay of three days,

unanimously elected Otto bisho of Ostia, and forthwith
enthroned him by the name of rban II.e

The new pope was, in fact, one of the most zealous

disciples of the Gregorian school. The great Ch ter of

master himself had hardly a more intimate ap- 113:3, his

prehension of his own scheme than the pupil he fif‘fr‘ga'

had formed. The latter, indeed, though not '

more scrupulous, was more judicious in the selection and

application of the means for its accomplishment. At the

outset of his pontificate he proclaimed to the “Catholic

world” his determined adherence to the principles of his

immediate predecessors,f more especially those of their

late “blessed father Gregory ;” adopting all his opinions

and views without exception or qualification.g Yet the

cooler judgment of Urban speedily disclosed to him the

= Leo 0st. lib. iii. 0. lxxi. ubi su . pp.

481-483. See also Hard. Conci . vi.

pp. 1627, 1628. He recommended that

if there should be no orthodox priest at

hand duly to administer the rites of the

church, the faithful should “ communi

cute in spirit,” which kind of commu

nion should he accepted as a. true sa

crament.

_d Sunday 17th Oct. 1087. Leo 0st.

1. iii. c.1xxiii. ubi sup. pp. 483-485; Pet.

, Dian. Chr. Cassin.’ lib. iv. o. i. p. 491.

e Pet. Dias. Chron. Cassin. lib. iv.

ubi sup. pp. 491, 492. This election

seems to have followed more closely

the ordinance of Nicolas II. than any

that preceded it. Cont‘. Book X. c. l.

p. 161 of this volume.

r “ Omnibus catholicis." See Bernold.

Chron. an. 1088, up. Pertz. v. p. 447.

I See the letter, ap. Martene, Coll.

ampliss. i. p. 581.
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necessity of relaxing some of the ordinances of his more

impetuous preceptor, especially those which touched the

treatment of excommunicated persons, and those who

might have been drawn into illicit intercourse with

them. It was manifest to him that, if those ordin

ances were to be rigidly insisted upon, there would be

no end of civil and religious strife, and that eve?r door

for pacific negotiation would be closed. He there ore 1n

structed his legates in Germany, Gebhard of Constance,

and Altmann of Passau, while enforcing with theutmost

severity the decrees against the rival pope, agamstlay

investiture, and simonians in general, to treat with gen

tleness those who had simply defiled themselves by seelal

intercourse—such as salutations, embracings, converse;

table-companionship, or merely undesigned association;

and to receive this descri tion of offenders into cathollc

communion upon the perfgrmance of such moderate pen

ances as should suit each particular case. As to all the

clergy who might have derived their orders from lapsed

bishops, provided their orders were unpolluted with s1

mony, they were, upon examination into their past hfe

and conduct, to permit such of them whom they should

deem entitled to mercy to retain their orders, yet Wltllout

prospect of further promotion in the church, except upon

the ground of rare or unforeseen necessity, or urgent

expediency.h

It appeared by this time to the pope that the'num'

His modem bers of clergy ordained by imperialist bishops

ation- had greatly exceeded those who derived thell‘

orders from an untainted source; and inasmuch as all

bishops who had accepted investiture from king Henry,

OI‘ any lay patron, came within the damning clauses

against simonian heresy, it had become very difficult:1f

not impossible, for conscientious papists to cecal)e the

spiritual detriments of heretical communion.i All the

advantag‘es resulting from this state of things had a0

crued to the schismatic prince, all the disadvantages to

h Bernold.Chron an 1059 a P - .. .I 1089.

' ' i P- ertz, xiv. Kal. Mali 18th Apri)

X: pp‘ 448’ 449‘ . Ha'tzh- Con'3- Gel‘m. ‘ Bernold. Ch(ron. an. 1093, ap. Pertz,

in. p. 210. This decretal bears date v. p. 456,
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the pontifical interests. The former, satisfied with having

made themselves masters of the field, threw the gates of

the church wide open to all who, upon an terms, were

willing to enlist under the banners of enry andhis

pope. The Gregorians, on the other hand, had closed

them inexorably against the returning or hesitating sin

ner, except upon terms too mortifying to be embraced

by any but the most useless and most worthless of the

number. The ordinance of Urban, though with a great

parade of severity, and without any sacrifice of pontifical

dignity, tended so to enlarge the Gregorian fold, as not

entirely to shut out, without hope of mercy, even the

blackest sheep of the truant flock; and, in fact, the

numbers of those who, from any time-serving or selfish

motive, availed themselves of the opportunity, speedily

justified the change in the executive policy of Rome.

And, indeed, up to this moment the affairs of the

papacy in Germany and Italy had worn a Afi'airsof

gloomy aspect. Of the twenty-five or thirty the papacy

prelates of the former country, only the five bishops of

Wiirzburg, Passau, Worms, Constance, and Metz, had

been able to maintain possession of their sees. In the

south, the city of Rome was almost wholly in the power

of Clement III.; while the civil war which had broken

out between Roger and Boemund, sons of Robert Guis

card, had deprived Urban of the only protectors he could

rely upon in southern Italy. The able pontiff, however,

soon succeeded in reconciling the brothers; and in the

following year he recovered some parts of the city of

Rome, hitherto occupied by his adversary. Here the

rival popes amused themselves, and edified the spirits of

their adherents, by hurling anathemas at each other,

while their respective clients were as busily engaged in

mutual robbery and murder. As in Rome, so also in

many other cities of Italy, the infuriated factions per

secuted one another with merciless cruelty. In the

course of these intestine broils, the zealous Bonizo of

Sutri——at this time bishop of Piacenza—fell into the

hands of an exasperated populace, and was torn limb

from limb, and his remains cast into the common sewer.

AFFAIRS IN ROME, 80c. 551_
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, .

With merits, or rather demerits, so nearly‘ balanced, the

speedy triumph of one or the other party could not but

be a gain to humanity.j

In central Italy, the position of the countess Mathilda

Marriage of wore a disheartening aspect. Urban was im

the countess pressed with the conviction, that unless he

Math‘m" could strengthen her hands,-he must lose the

only faithful adherent interposing between him and his

ruthless enemy the king ofthe Germans. Mathilda was

a Widow, and had lately lost her trusty minister and

friend Anselm of Lucca, whom Gregory VII. had placed

by her side. The pope had the address to persuade the

middle-aged princess, now in her forty-third year, 'to

unite herself in matrimony with Welf, the son of Welf

duke of Bavaria, the most powerful of the emperor’s

enemies in Germany. The bridegroom had barely ‘com

pleted his nineteenth year at the time of his marriage;

the pious and self-denying bride sacrificed her own 1n

clinations to the necessities of her spiritual father; and,

indeed, it was high time; for the indefatigable emperor

was on the point of directing all his forces upon northern

Italy, with a view to put an end to the war at a single.

blow.k

Early in the s ring of the year 1090, Henry, Wlth ‘5

Expulsion ofpowerfu army, sat down before Mantua, the

pope Urban capital of the countess. The fall of the 0115)’;

mm mm‘ after a siege of eleven months, was balanced

on the other side by the expulsion of Clement III. from

Rome. Symptoms of weariness of this interminable and

unprofitable warfare a peared on both sides. Thfmgh

Henry was not unwiling to sacrifice Clement, 1f_he

might thereby rid himself of his German and Itallell

enemies, yet the Clementine bishops easily succeeded 111

persuading him that the fall of their pope must, from

the known temper of their adversaries, draw after it the

J Bernold. Chi-on. an. 1089,'uhi sup. entiii; videlieelifllli1191"")"il'iliuss‘a'nctiae

449._ _ Romanse ecclesiee contra excomm‘fm'

'‘ IbuL, an. 1089, up. Pertz, v. p. 449. catos posset subvenire. . - ' .Henncus

BernPldcharacteristicallydescribesthis Rex dictus multum ex PM"dlcto con

n'narriage as “non tam pro incontinen- jugio tristatur.”

tia, quam pro Romani pontificis obedi

p.
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ruin of the clergy of his party. The conference for

peace accordingly broke up, and the war was continued

with increased acrimony on both sides. The imperialists

in Rome, meanwhile, had again chased Urban out of the

city, and reintroduced Clement. The former had taken

refuge under the wing of his Norman allies at Gapua;

but here again he found no rest for the sole of his foot.

An insurrection of the citizens against their Norman

tyrants drove him from his asylum, and shut him up

within the walls of the distant Beneventum, whence he

revenged himself upon his rival by republishing the ana

thema of his predecessors, awaiting there with unabated

courage the turn which affairs might take in the north.1

The active prosecution of the war in the north of

Italy had reduced the countess Mathilda to the D
. . . anger and

most imminent peril. Henry had procured a heroism of

judicial sentence against her, by which all her “1;51%;”

possessions became forfeited to the crown, and '

her lands and fiefs in Lorraine were handed over to the

bishops of the imperial party.rn This blow led to an at

tempt at negotiation upon terms which might have been

accepted without discredit to either party; their rejection

drove the Germanic confederates to extremities; and

duke Welf of Bavaria returned to Germany determined

to set up another pretender to the imperial crown in lieu

of Henry of Luxemburg, who had died in the month of

September 1088.” In his actual position Henry was not

inclined to enter into any compromise with his adversa

ries. He alienated his pope Clement III. by ungenerous

and supercilious neglect. He ostentatiously shocked the

prejudices of the papal party by publicly investing the

newly-appointed bishops of Prague and Olmiitz with the

ring and crosier; and prepared to pursue the countess

Mathilda to her last refuge in the mountains of Tuscany.

The princess, driven to extremity by the vigour of the

attack, was upon the point of yielding to the difliculties

of her position, and the importunities of her suffering

' Bernold. Chron. an. 1091, ubi sup. Stenzel, Frank. Kais. i. p. 544.

p. 451 ; Harduin, Conc. vi. p. 1695. “ Bemold. Chron. an. 1091, ubi sup.

Conf. Stenzel, Friink. Kais. i. p. 544. p. 452.

'“ Calmet’s History of Lorraine, up.
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vassals and subjects, when at the moment of despairing

hesitation her resolution was revived, and her spirits

strengthened, by the startling eloquence ofa holy eremite,

who placed before her and her friends the deadly nature

of the sin they were about to commit, in words of such

power as to sweep away all considerations of worldly

interest, and to wind up the spirits of his audltors to

a state of enthusiastic resolution fittest to encounter the

perils to which they were exposed. The negotiation in

hand was accordingly broken oil, and a resolutlon to

resist to the last extremity was adopted.°

This was the turning-point in the fortunes of Henry

Arrogance IV. Hitherto all the incidents of warfare had

and defeatoffallen out to his advantage. But it was his

Henry IV’ evil destiny never to have arrived at a compre

hensive or dispassionate view of his own position. HIS

sanguine, irritable, and self-reliant temper deprlved him

of the faculty of profiting by experience, though 1t_sup

plied him with a store oftemporary shifts and expedlents,

in the dextrous application of which he was surpassed by

no man of his age. The depression of his adversaries at

this point of time had opened a prospect of accommoda

tion which never recurred. His pope Clement III. was

prepared to yield to the necessities of his position. Urban

himself in his exile saw little prospect of a restoration to

his see but thr0ugh_the aid of a powerful protectol"

Rome was in a state of unutterable anarchy; the Nor

man chiefs, ill at ease among themselves, were not dis

posed to make any vigorous exertion on his behalf; a

state of things in which it is incredible that he should

have been indisposed to some compromise, even upon the

subject of investitures, if the opportunity had been ‘afforded

him in good faith. At all events, a breathing-tune was

essential to his interests. Yet all these advantages were

wantonly thrown away by his infatuated adversary; and

we shall have henceforth to follow him along a labyl'lnth

of mortification, misfortune, and sorrow, such as few

mortals have been doomed to pass through.

° Donizo, Vit. Mathilcl. ubi sup. p. 373
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The movements of the emperor at this point of time

are marked by an infirmity of purpose diffi~ Defeatof'

cult to explain. The fortress of Montevio was Rimm

bravely and successfully defended by the vassals of the

countess Mathilda; and in an attempt at a coup-de-main

upon the strong castle of Canossa, the imperial army was

' surprised by the countess at Bianello, and suffered a total

and irretrievable defeat.p At the same time the aspect

of Henry’s affairs in Germany had become every day

more threatening. The citizens ofAugsburg, at that time

one of the wealthiest and most flourishing commercial

cities of the empire, had risen upon and expelled the im

perial bishop Siegfried, and introduced the papist prelate

Eberhard. The bishops of Metz, Toul, and Verdun had

renounced obedience to the Henrician primate of Treves.

A convention of the confederate princes of Germany had

deposed the emperor’s friend Frederick of Hohenstauifen,

and installed his enemy Berthold of Zahringen in the

great duchy of Swabia. The new duke and his patron

Welf of Bavaria did public homage to the pope, in the

hands of the legate Gebhard, for all their lands and

honours, and declared themselves the devoted vassals of

the holy see. The estates ofthe duchy ofSwabia pledged

their oaths in support of their new chief; and Therrmce

the assembly then unanimously voted that from °fG°d-"

and after the 25th of November next ensuing until the

Easter festival in the following year, there should be a

general truce and suspension of the right of private war

fare. The proclamation included every class and de

scription of persons, ecclesiastical and civil; it embraced

the interests of all, and pledged every member of the

convention to give his utmost endeavours to procure the

largest extension of the engagement among their vassals

and subjects.q

Politically this ordinance operated wholly to the ad

vantage of the confederates. It connected theircmmquences

cause with the interests of industry and com- of the defeat

merce, and earned for them the lasting grati- “Bmek”

7|’ Donizo, Vit. Mathild. ubi sup. p. q Bernold. Chron- an- 1093, PP- 456,

3 8. ' 457.
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tude of the urban and mercantile classes, who had hitherto

been the greatest sufferers by the license of private war

fare. At the same time it imparted an impulse to the

rising municipalities of Germany, calculated to detach

them from the imperial cause, and bring them into more

cordial contact with their benefactors of the revolutlonary

party. In Italy, meanwhile, the consequences of1 the

defeat of Bianello Were rapidly unfoldmg themse Wis.

Anselm archbishop of Milan had hastened to ma (2

his peace with pope Urban; and with him the girlear

cities of Milan, Oremona, Lodl, and Piacenza, tiog‘e tsd

with many other important places. in Lombardy, 111562111‘

the imperial cause. But a heavler blow than a fist

awaited the unfortunate monarch. At the outsetlpmlfi

expedition to Italy, the emperor had brought W1:h tlhe

his son Conrad, the eldest of 1118 children by Belt: Sa Sat

granddaughter of the marchioness Adelaide 9 ll 01-1

Prince The youth, who was at that t1me verging upla

Conmd- the seventeenth year of h1s age, had beelrit r

spatched by his father with an 1ndependent mlftil

command, to take possession of the 1nher1tancei 0 The

great-grandmother, Adelaide, then lately deceage .averse

young prince is described to us as singular y d con

from worldly aflairs, devoted to a life of ‘study 831 iet

templation, delighting in acts of _char1ty_ 3? t‘Pcourteous and affable to all men wlthout dlstmeh103ler

ranks, and so given to chastity that 1t 1s doubted v} Se: i1 7

after his union with the daughter of Roger duke o 10 y;

he even consummated the marriage.5 _ _

Such a character was peculiarly accessible to thy: p132:

Rebellion suggestions of his father’s enemles. a 3m
°f Cwmd- the quarter from which such suggestions y

1' Bertha died in the year 1087,1eav

ing several children. Conrad, the eldest

of these, was at that time about thirteen

years old. Two years after the death

of Bertha, Henry had married the

daughter of Vsevolod grand~duke of

Russia. Karamsz'n, Hist. de Russie,

" . This princess we shall

hear of in the sequel under the several

names of Agnes, Adelaide, and Fund

dis. Dietrich of Engelhausen

a . Leibnitz, Rr. Brunsw. Se. ‘11. and

om'zo, in his Life of Mathilda-“is.

Bernold of Constance, call her Brig} tor,

while the monk Doa'echm (ap. Xde:

RI‘. Germ. Ss. i. 661) calls her

1m?VE/zkehurd. Chron. U_'niv. an. 1333,

ap. Pertz, vi. 211; Annahsta Sa.r0,1 -

731.
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have proceeded, it is certain that it was during this

temporary absence from his father’s influence that the

emissaries of the papal party had gained his ear,‘ and at

length persuaded him that, for the salvation of his own

soul, as well as that of his misguided parent, it was ne

cessary that he should place the crown of Italy upon his

own head.“ Circumstances, of which we possess no inti

mation, had led the emperor to suspect his son’s fidelity;

and he caused him to be secretly apprehended and placed

in confinement. But after the disastrous defeat of Bia

nello, no reliance could be placed on the attachment of

the persons surrounding him; and very shortly after the

capture of the young prince, means were found for liber

ating him from his confinement, and placing him under

the guardianship of the renegade archbishop of Milan.

The immediate effect of these treasonable proceedings

was the restoration of the communication between the

German and Italian enemies of Henry, the occupation of

the Alpine passes, and his complete isolation between the

Adige, the Adriatic, and the Julian Alps.v The con

spirators meanwhile had hurried their dupe to His corona_

Monza, and there caused him to be crowned tionasking

king of Italy by the hand of archbishop An- "f 1m)“

selm.W iVe may add to the black list of misfortunes

which befell the emperor at this juncture the evasion or

abduction of his consort Praxidis, who is reported by his

enemies to have taken refuge from his untamed temper

and brutal passions at the court of the countess Mathilda,

‘ Auctur. Vit. Hen. IV. ap. Maseou,

Comment. 800. vol. i. p. 111, with the

author's notes.

‘I It appears that the sinister impres

sions on the mind ofthe prince were pro

duced in the first instance by doubts as

to the legitimacy of his father"s reten

sions to the inheritance of Adeiiaide of

Susa, there being then a male descend

ant of the counts of Susa living at the

papal court, whose title was preferable

to that of his mother Bertha. The pre—

tenderis called Frederic of Montbeliard.

See Bernold. Chron. an. 1092; Pertz, v.

p. 454, with the notes to the passage.

' Bernold. Chron. an. 1093, ubi sup.

“' Donizo, the friend and biographer

of Mathilda, connects this ' rebellion

with a long and very revolting story of

insults and cruelties inflicted upon his

consort the empress Praxidis. By the

procurement of Mathilda. he tells us, the

injured princess was enabled to escape

the brutalities of her incorrigible hus

band. “ And thus," he continues, “ was

a memorable victory won for the cause

of the flock of Christ, and for Urban

their shepherd. The story she told of

the wrongs she had endured excited

universal indi ation : so that the names

of Henry an Guibert (Clement III.)

became bywords of scorn and detesta

tion; and the horn of St. Peter was

lifted up on high.”
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where the bare recital of her wrongs had raised a storm

of indignation in every manly and womanly heart.

Long and loud was the cry of triumph among the

Exulmfion pontifical party: the enemy of God and man

of the Papal had fallen, they believed, never to raise his head

at ' again. “ Mathilda,” they said, “ had dealt with

the miscreant Henry as Esther had dealt with Haman:

she boasted aloud that at one blow she had bereft him of

wife and child.”" . . . . “ The pontiff (Urban), seeing

now that the hour of victory over the Canaanite was at

hand, he, the dauntless leader of the hosts of the Lord,

hurried to the presence of his beloved daughter (Mathilda)

in Lombardy, and was by her received as if he had been

the blessed Peter in person; and he laid his hands upon

her and blessed her. The Pharaoh of the day Was thus

smitten with the direst of the plagues; his firstborn was

taken from him; not, indeed, that he died the death of

the body, but that he died to him; that living he _m_1gh_t

become his mortal foe because of his unutterablelnlqel

ties: the wise andpiaus prince, therefore, abhorring hlg

own flesh for righteousness’ sake, took shelter under her

powerful wing, and was received by her as a Worthy and

very dear son,” &c.y _

Upon a deliberate view of the several narratl‘fes 0f

story'oflhe the alleged wrongs ofthe empress Praxid1s,n0

£32122: doubt can rest upon our mind that they have

party hatred.’ At all events, we are assured that, not‘

withstanding his rebellion, the young king COllfad T?‘

fused to give credit to the current slanders against hlS

father. “ For,” says the annalist Ekkehard, “though the

whole Roman world rang with his infamy, yet the son

would not permit a Whisper against his father’s h0110111' to

be uttered in his presence ; but, on the contrary, always

..‘.‘ Danizo, Vit. Mathild. lib. ii. 0 .Leibm'tz ss. Rr.Bruns. ii.

"IL-x!" 'f'p' Murat- V- P- 373- c . idiabmliz 351d :1 difl'erient version 0f the

y Domzo’ ubi.s“P' stor): of‘ Praxidis. From this latter ee

'2! T-he story’ m ‘in its disgusting 116- count it should seem that Henry S“.S'

ml 8, Is to be read in the Chron. of the peoted his wife's chastity, and that’ fall—

gionk Dodechm, ap. Pistar. Rr. Germ. ing to convict her, he exposed her to

s- 1- p. 661. In the Chronicle of Eu- the insults of his courtiers.

been much exaggerated by the malignity 0f
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spoke of him with the utmost deference and dutiful re

spect.”" The conduct of the youthful Conrad is not difii

cult of explanation. Having once admitted the Motives of

idea that the curse of the church must cling to Conrad‘s

all who should hesitate to sacrifice every tie of defecmn‘ -

duty and natural affection towards those upon whom it

'attached, there was no alternative but the promptest

renunciation of all communion of worldly interest, and

religious or social intercourse. The sensitive mind of

young Conrad was peculiarly susceptible of impressions

of this nature ; and this disposition laid him open to the

suggestion that by robbing his parent of an earthly king

dom, he was taking the best‘ course to procure for him

_ a heavenly crown. He was, however, anxious to escape

the conscientious dilemma in which he was involved.

His thoughts were strongly bent upon retirement from

the world; but the entreaties and gentle violence of his

new friends diverted him from his design, and prevailed

upon him to sacrifice all ersonal considerations to the

duties and obligations he ffad contracted by his accept

ance of the crown.

After the disaster of Bianello, Henry had taken re

fuge within the Paduan territory; and there, cooped up

in a corner of the country, and cut off from Forlam

all his remaining friends in Germany and Italy, position of

he spent the gloomy years of 1094 and 1095, Henry W‘

“ divested,” says the exulting annalist, “ of almost every

sign or token of imperial and royal majesty.” ‘‘ Here,

however, he remained unassailed by the countless ene

mies by whom he was beset. Protected by the wealthy

citizens of one of the richest and most powerful commu

nities of northern Italy, and surrounded by a knot of

faithful friends, he continued to bid defiance to the shafts

of his adversaries.c Those adversaries, meanwhile, were

*1 Ekkeh. Chron. an. 1099, and Annal. enable Henry to struggle against such

saw. as quoted in note (5)- a “ sea of troubles" is consistent with

1‘ Bernold. Chron. an. 1095, ubi sup. that unfathomable moral corruption

And cont‘. Donizo, lib. ii. 0. xi. p. 374. imputed to him by his detractors._ A

c It may be worth considering whe- being so utterly lost to all sense of rlght

ther so much moral courage as could and wrong as he is described to have
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Measures of busy in strengthening their confederacy and

hisenemies- drawing more closely the bonds which con

nected them with their pontifical chief. Duke Welfof

Bavaria had hastened to present his homage and ser

vices to the young king Conrad. In the month of April

1094, the duke and his confederate, Berthold of Swabia,

met the legate Gebhard at a provincial council held at‘

Constance. The synod was attended by a great con

course of clergy and lay lords of the Swabian duchy.

The anathema against the wivedv priesthood, investitures,

and communion with excommunicated ministers and b1

shops, was republished with increased severity of denun

ciation. The story of the supposed wrongs of the em

press Praxidis was rehearsed by the legate in the latest

Italian edition, at great length, with all possible part1

cularity, and with every circumstance that could give

poignancy to the disgusting narrative, and enhst all the

antipathies of the audience against the presumed enemy

of God and man.

Dismissing for a moment from our consideration the

The 0mm declining fortunes of the emperor, we fOllOW

ing ""mia- pope Urban II. upon his eventful progress to

France. While Henry IV. was ‘lurking in the remote

districts of Venetia, awaiting, like the hardy diver, the re

coil of the Whirlpool which should sweep him once more

to the surface, the pontiffhad received news from France

which put all the active faculties of his mind 1n requl'

sition. A delirium of enthusiastic religion had fired the

heart and brain of all classes of society in that country’

Letters had arrived from the East describing in burning

words the deplorable state of the Christians of Palestine

Others from the emperor Alexius Comnenus craved’ the

aid of the churches and people of the West against the

enemies of the cross now on their march to besiege hl_m

in his ancient capital. An op ortunity thus presented 113'

self to the far-seeing pontiff of gathering up into his own

hand all the threads of a great religious movement; and

been, could hardly have retained a sin
' many such, the course of our narrative

gle real friend. Yet that be retained

will abundantly prove.

_.-_

r‘n:
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directing it to the advancement of the power and influ

ence of the holy see. Though his capital was still for

the most part in the hands of his opponent, he had bent

his whole mind to the task of strengthening his position

in northern Italy, and completing the introduction of the

Gregorian scheme into that country. With synod of

this view he had summoned a great synod of Pimple;

German, French, and Italian clergy to meet “NbJm'

him at Piacenza in theLent season of the year 1095.

The successes of Mathilda had effected a reat revolution

in the fickle minds of the Lombard preIacy. In com

pany with archbishop Anselm of Milan, a majority of

the prelates of that important region had abandoned the

imperial standard, and made their peace with the pope.

Accordingly an unusual concourse of bishops, abbots,

and clergy, to the number of no fewer than four thou

sand, together with thirty thousand of the laity of all

classes, streamed to Piacenza, on the appointed day. So

vast was the multitude, that Urban was obliged to ad

journ the meeting to an open plain in the vicinity of the

city. His first step was to hold up his fallen Th

adversary to public execration; for which pur- B25351?’

pose he' produced before the meeting the em

press Praxidis in person, and caused her to '

rehearse in public, and with a disgusting minuteness of

detail, the “ unspeakable filthiness of fornication” to which

she had been subjected by her satanic husband.d The

pope, in presence of the assembly, solemnly endorsed and

authenticated the shameless story; he absolved her from

all uncleanness,and remitted every penitential observance,

“ because she had not blushed to make public and volun

tary confession of her involuntary transgression.” “

Having in this fashion as it were sealed the damna

‘1 Bernold. an. 1095, ubi sup. p. 462. sus ect the motives, of a woman who

‘ “Unde etdepoenitentifiprohujusmo- cou d thus set at defiance the natural

di flagitiis injungendfi illam clementer

absolvit, qua; et peccatum suum sponte

et ublice confileri non erubuit.” Ber

no d. ubi sup. Making every allowance

for the coarser moral habit of the age,

we must still question the veracity, and

VOL. 1v.

reserve of her sex, and discard‘every

sentiment of self-respect, not for her

own justification, but for the gratifica

tion of her resentment against the al

leged author of her wrongs.

OO
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Acts ofthe tion of his enemy, Urban proceeded to repub

cqmwil of lish and confirm the canons of all former synods

Piacenza. - . . . . . .
against simoniacal and schismatic oi'dmations.

After this, the wived clergy—now currently described

as the Nicolaitan heretics—were condemned; and, in the

last place, the capital offender, Wibert of Parma (pope

Clement III.) , with all his accomplices, were again smit

ten with the anathema, with every formality that could

tend to impress the minds of the vulgar, and enhance the

terrors of the pontifical thunders. With him all who had

heretofore been nominatively excommunicated were in

cluded in the general curse, excepting only those clerks

who had accepted orders from them in ignorance of their

prior reprobation. A similar exception was made in fa

vour of those legitimately ordained-priests who had lapsed

into schism; yet only upon satisfactory proof of their sin

cere repentance, and of a fair reputation for erudition and

purity of life.f It was, indeed, of the greatest importance

that the pope’s new converts should be for the moment re

lieved from the apprehension ofimpending disabilities and

penalties; and it was therefore not intended that these con

ditions1 (é reconciliation should be made a mataelil' of any

great i cult , or of an ver minute in uiry. us ma
ters were made to passysmodthly ; and (Ilrban closed the

sittings by introducing to the assembly the envoys 0f

the emperor Alexius Comnenus, and hearing them on

behalf of the Oriental churches. The pope seconded their

Supplication in an eloquent address, and registered innu

merable vows for the rescue of the Holy Land from the

defilement of the heathen, and the defence of the eastern

capital, at this moment threatened by the pagan hosts,

“filo had advanced up to the very gates of the imperial

c1 y. i

One precaution more seemed requisite before the v}

Homage of gilant pontiff could safely quit the scene of 1115

king Conrad late successful labours. For this purposehe

$52K’ appointed an interview with the young king

Conrad at Cremona. On his approach to the 7

city, the prince went forth to meet him, and strictly P61"

‘ Bernold. Chron. an. 1095, ubi sup. 462. Cont‘. Hard. Concil. vi- P- 17H‘
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formed the whole ceremonial of homage and obeisance,

regarded both as the symbol and the evidence of that

supremacy now undlsguisedly claimed by the pontifl's of

Rome over all earthly potentates. At the first appear

ance of the pope, Conrad dismounted, and for some space

walked humbly beside the palfrey of the pope, performing

the menial service of bridlegroom (stratoris to

his spiritual and temporal lord. A few days after this

humiliating ceremony, the pious youth solemnly pledged

his oath to pope Urban, that he would faithfully defend

him against all his enemies; that he would in all emer

gencies be helpful to him in the safe enjoyment of the

Roman pontificate; and that he would do his utmost to *

recover for him' all the possessions and immunities of

the see of Peter, and him therein protect and maintain

against all manner of persons and powers. Upon the

strength of this oath, the pope solemnly adopted the

usurper as the “ son of the church,” and promised to aid

and protect him in obtaining and holding the kingdom ;

and, when he should proceed to Rome to sue for the im

perial crown, joyfully to confer that boon upon him, and

faithfully to support him in all his aifairs,—szwing always

the legitimate jurisdictions of the church and the aposto

lical decretals, more especially those relating to the inves

titure of bishops and prelates.g

While thus securing his position in Italy, pope Ur

ban had been diligently smoothing the ath for D, ' d

the extension of the papal authority in rance.Some time prior to the council of Piacenzafigfilill’ri’lllgef'g

events had taken place in that country which '

o ened brilliant prospects to the enterprising pontiff.

hilip I., surnamed the “Amorous,” had in his youth

married Bertha, daughter of earl Florence of Holland.

After some years of connubial life, he had become deeply

enamoured of Bertrada, wife of Folk earl of Anjou and

8 See particularly the note in Pertz,

._-r-au-n

viii. p. 474, ad Chron. Hugonis Flavi

macensis, an. 1095. Conf. Bernold. ad

the infant dau hter of Rpger of Sicily

and the young ing Conr . Berthold.

describes the bride as “ adhuc admodum

eund. ann. ubi sup. Pope Urban had

further strengthened the union between

his Norman allies in the south and his

northern vassal by a marriage between

parvula,” ad ann. 1095, ubi sup. This

flagrant abuse of the institution of mar

riage was not thought amiss when it

served the purposes of the papacy.
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h
H

Maine, the beautiful daughter ofAmaury of Montfort.

The understanding between the king and the lady \ylas

mutual, and the husband of the latter comphant. I’hl

found no difliculty in packing a court of prelates lea y

to pronounce the double divorce necessary for the atom:

plishment of his wishes; and the ceremony of mlal'l'lais

was dulv performed between the adulterous coup el._t f
additionvto other impediments to the canonical'lega 1317i:t

the union, some kind of consanguinity was said tr;1 spas

between the king and his new queen; and upon t- Mist

well as other manifest defects, the renowned (‘113210112116

Ivo bishop of Chartres had ut in and _trans_m1tt§_ ‘(1)1511

pope a vehement protest. n conformity wlth t 1s Iiiu h

mation, the latter instructed h1s legate 1n Franlcfi aid

archbishop of Lyons, to proceed agamst thel mgPm

his concubine with all the rigour of the canon- pug nu

suant to these instructions, the legate assemb; {1094

merous synod at Autun in the month of Octo el' rdotai

Upon this occasion a single broadcast of the sacee Cle

net enclosed in a sweeping anathema the agttpgPtrans

ment, the heretical (iamperoé' IhIenry IV., all

ressors Phili and ertra a. .
g At the grlfeat council of Piacenza, 1n ‘the (Iinggtlilafii

Urban IL March ofthe following year, Phlllp ha 8 it: of

in Fm“- it prudent to apply ‘to the pope for a 1'8 PWhat

the censures Pronounced agamst him at Autun.but Soon

was done upon this application does' not appeal‘, b n has_

after the dismissal of the fathers of Placenza, U1‘ a my

tened into France and took up his abode in tha: 00:1‘ lief

under the protection of his friend the earl of uihugnce

On‘ his arrival he found his reputation and I? of the

increased by the newly-awakened rellglous 23a am to

nation, as much as by the odium of the ‘crime hi6 th the

Punish; and he revisited the land of his blrth Wneck of

animating prospect of placing h1s foot upon tle in rank

his own sovereign ;—that sovereign second on y

'1 Hard. Cone. vii. p.

an. 1094, ubi sup. p. 461

‘ Urban was a. native of the town of

Chatillon-sur-Marne, and originally a

aka‘ ‘ k. Some. accounts in
gildinhmpdiisfdh of humble hlrth,eotherfi

describe him as of gentle lineag .

11 ; Bernold.

l

t
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and dignity to the monarch whom he had already hurled

from his throne.

On the octave of St. Martini a numerous council was

assembled at Clermont in Auvergne. The busi- Council of

ness which was regarded by all present as the 01mm‘

paramount object of the meeting, appeared, however, to

the pope as a matter of very secondary importance. The

promised vengeance of the enemies of Christ; the libera—

tion of the holy places from the polluting presence of the

heathen ; the peace and pardon looked orward to by the

pious pilgrim languishing to cast off the burden of his

sins upon the spot on which the cross of the Redeemer

had been planted,-—all these topics of popular aspiration

were ostponed to the ninth and last session of the coun

cil. The more urgent matters of business brought before

the fathers related exclusively to the interests of the

papacy. The ordinances against simony were Am ofthe

republished ;" kings and princes were inter- “uncu

dicted from giving investiture of ecclesiastical oflice and

estate, and all bishops and abbots who should accept in

vestiture from lay hands, or should, under any circum

stances, become the liegemen, or do homage to a layman

for any such oflice or estate, were to incur all the penal

ties of simony.l The married clergy in a mass were placed

under interdict, and their sons declared bastards and in-

capableof orders, or of holding any preferment in the

_ church,“‘ except it were as professed monks, or when

attached as canons regular to some church other than

that of the putative father. The right of asylum against

vindictive, and even legal, pursuit was regulated and en

larged.“ The payment of tithes was strictly enjoined;

and minute ordinances issued for the protection of the

persons and property of bishops, abbots, and ecclesi

astics of every degree.° Some provision was made for

J The 18th November 1095. purpose of other unatoned and deadly

‘‘ By canon vi. sins.”

‘ “For,” says canon xvii., “shame

it were that hands consecrated to God

should be enclosed between the profane

hands of the layman, stained perchance

with murder or adultery, or serving the

'“ Canons ix. and xi.

‘‘ Canons xxix. and xxx. It was

even extended to crosses on the way

side.

” Canon xxxii.
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the observance and maintenance of the “Truce of God”

(Treuga Devi)?’ and it was resolved that no priest should

assign or remit any penance to those who should wrong

fully possess themselves of the lands or chattels of ano

ther, or should in any way overreach, cheat, or deforce a

neighbour or a stranger. The next business was the so

lemn republication of the anathema against the rival

pope Clement III. Philip and his adulterous consort

were next excommunicated, and in all due form con

signed to Satan and his angels. Then was the pope at

leisure to give his attention to that which had brought

together the assembled multitude,—that for which the

expectant laity had now for nine whole days lain patlently

encamped around him, amid the rains, the cold and gloom

of the dreary month of November. _

Urban ascended a lofty pul it in the open plain, and

s addressed the assemb y in a discourse of some
ermon of ' .

Urban on length, more remarkable for scholastlc and rhe

belc‘jlllgsgethe torical flourish than for genuine warmth of feel

' ing for the cause he advocated. In h1s ex

ordium he quoted numberless passages from Scripture,

inculcating the duty of overthrowing and destroy1ng"§he

enemies of God and His church: he described Palestllle

as God’s special inheritance; and exhorted all present to

hasten to the aid of their persecuted brethren oi the East;

and boldly to do battle against the enemies of the cross;

for the remission oftheir sins. “ Go forth,” he exclalmed;

“go forth, and the Lord go with you. Go forth, and

turn those weapons you have hitherto so wantonly dyed

in each other’s blood against the enemies of the name

and faith of Christ! Redeem the robberies, the burnlngsi

p The “Treuga Dei” was no doubt the following Tuesday at mm“ m

by this time introduced into the king- such wise that within these several pe

dom of France. In the year following riods no man should assllm.’ wound’ or

the council of Clermont, a general synod kill another, 01' take from h'm hostage’

held at Rouen decreed its observance pledge. 01' booty‘ Upon these temls

from the Sunday before the first day of scarcely a hundred days in the who 8

Lent (Caput Jejunii) until the Thurs- year would remain for the customary

day after the octave of Pentecost, and adjustment of private disputes .bet-Ween

from the Thursday before Advent Sun- gentlemen. Conf. Ordericus Yltalw' ap.

day at sunset until the octave of the D. Bouq. Hist. des Gaules, xu. P- 623,

Epiphany; also during every day in the note (a); and Hard. Concil. v1. p- 17 '

week from the sunset of Thursday until
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the rapines, the homicides, the unnumbered crimes you

have committed, by that obedience which is so well pleas

ing in the sight of almighty God; so that by this pious

work, and through the mediation of the blessed saints,

you may merit the pardon of all those sins whereby you

have so justly provoked His wrath and indignation. . . .

And now we, trusting in Him, and by the full power

and authority given unto us, and in the name and by

the authority of the a ostles Peter and Paul, do hereby

remit unto all pious hristians who shall take up arms

against these pagan outcasts, and shall freely take upon

themselves the yoke of this great enterprise, all the in

finite penances and penalties they have incurred by their

past sins. Therefore let all who, in a spirit of true con

- trition and penitence, shall go forth in this great cause,

entertain no manner of doubt that they shall Genmlm

obtain forgiveness of all their sins here below, solution of

and reap the full fruits of their eternal reward Ems‘

hereafter: and as to all such who shall so go forth, we

do hereby take them under the immediate protection of

the blessed Peter and Paul and of the holy church; so

that, while thus engaged, they may have perfect security

against all loss or molestation, as well of their persons as

of their worldly estate and property; and so we receive

them as the faithful children of obedience; and if any

one be found daring enough to do them wrong or injury,

let him be stricken with the ban of anathema until he

shall make full restitution and amends for the things

taken or stolen, with all due compensation for their loss

or privation to the proprietors.”q

The promised settlement of accounts between the

almighty creditor and the host of insolvent U f h

debtors who surrounded the pontifical pardoner, “ o? ,

and the covenanted security to all whom they Gmgrgilfm

should leave behind them, excited the profound- '

est sentiments of gratitude in all hearts. The next step

of the pope was to give additional security to the pilgrims,

‘1 Hard. Conc. vi. p. 1724; Orderic. ro honore ant pecuniae adeptione, ad

Vit. ubi sup. xii. p. 661. The iid canon, iberandam ecclesiam Dei, Jerusalem

respecting the holy war, runs thus: profectus fuerit, iter illud pro omni

“Qulcunque pro sola devotione, non pmnitentia ei reputatur."
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by placing their wives and children, together with all

their estate and effects, under the protection of the “ Truce

of God,” until their return from the crusade.r But this

proceeding had a further and far more comprehensive

object. After blessin and despatching the great expe

dition of Godfrey of Eouillon and his brothers Baldwin

and Eustace, pope Urban entered with his habitual ac

tivity into all the minutiae of ecclesiastical management.‘s

A synod assembled at Rouen under his auspices rehearsed

and confirmed the ordinances of Clermont; it extended

the protection ofthe “ Truce of God” to every imaginable '

interest of the crusaders, whether clergy or laity: it was

' ordained that every male above the age of twelve years

should take an oath to observe the truce in all points as

defined by the council :‘ they were required to swear that

they would be ready at all times with arms in their

hands, at the command of the bishop ofthe diocese or his

archa'eacon, to coerce and punish every one who should

decline the oath or break the truce: the open times for

the indulgence of private feuds were taken away on be

half of all who should have taken the cross: all trans

gressors were to be punished by excommunicationand

interdict, and all priests to be prohibited from admmls

tering to them the rites of religion in life or in death. _

A further step in advance, taking advantage of thlS

Emmm singular juncture, cannot fail to strlke the at

ments of the tentive student ofsacerdotal history. The synod

cle‘jgfdge‘ldi' of Rouen decreed the same penalties agalnst

' civil crimes, such as coining, the utterance of

base money, highway robbery, receiving of stolen goods;

&c., as well as a ainst all who should follow the camp

for the purpose of plunder; and all leaders and captallls

who should afford countenance and shelter to such vaga

bonds in their tents or quarters.“ In this wise the 111

strumentality of the “ Truce of God” was not only taken

exclusively into the hands of the clergy, but that WhlCll

'' Baron. an. 1095, §l. . 31. Confl a Hard, Cone. vi. pp. 1741-1744

Sisrnondi, H. de Fr. iv. 534. This ‘ See the formula of the oath, 8P

ordinance dates from the city of Arles, Hard. Cone. ubi sup

where Urban had taken up his winter ‘I 0rd. Vit. ubi sup. p. 662, note (a)

quarters.
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was in its nature a pure matter of police was drawn into

the vortex of the ecclesiastical judicature. A court was

thus constituted, with bishops and priests as judges; and a

vast bevy of runners and bailiffs was sworn in, whose duty

it was to carry out theirjudgments by all the ordinary me

thods of military execution. An innovation of this descrip

tion tended perceptibly to obliterate in the minds of men

the limits between the civil and ecclesiastical judicatures;

and to that extent to countenance the Gregorian theory

of the “regimen universale,” by the simple expedient of

presenting to the world every permissive or occasional

encroachment upon the civil power as a practical acknow

ledgment of a preestablished principle of public law. And,

in fact, the obvious intent of these regulations did not

wholly escape the censure of the more liberal members

of the Gallic hierarchy. Gerard bishop of Cambray ob

jected, that they tended to confound the royal and the

sacerdotal powers: that it was the duty of the clergy to

avoid meddling with arms or armed interventions, or

with’warfare in any shape: they were to offer up prayer

to God for the success of the good cause and on behalf

of those who should fight for it: but that it was the

king’s business to suppress seditious, to punish crime,

and reestablish peace in his realm: that the decree was

therefore a dangerous device, manifestly intended either

to involve the subject in the censures of‘the church, or to

compromise him with his sovereign. But though Gerard,

it seems, was satisfied with a simple statement of his

apprehensions, the event but too surely justified his cen

sure, inasmuch as in the result very few persons escaped

the defilement of perjury.v

After the council of Clermont, po e Urban succes

sively visited almost every district of Ifrance, Activity of

holding synods, consecrating churches, deciding POPe Um"

disputes between the conventual bodies, enforcing ecclesi

astical ordinances, and preaching the crusade with zeal

and success. He received the submission ofEinhard, the

schismatical bishop of VViirzburg, and restored the peni

' The anecdote of Gerard's opposi- ‘ accurate authority of Ducange, Gloss.

tion is adopted upon the learned and ad voc. “Treuga Dei.”
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tent Otto of Strasburg to communion on easy terms.w

At a council held at Tours in the year 1096, the ordi

nances of Clermont were republished and widely circu

lated ; and in the following July in the same ear he

assembled a numerous synod of Gallican pre ates at

Nismes for the regulation of the monastic bodies. The

cupidity of the bishops, who, as ordinaries and visitors,

claimed an exorbitant share of the tithes and other profits _

which, in consequence of the general enthusiasm for

crusading adventure, had begun to flow into the colfers

of the monks, was seasonably rebuked and redressed.‘

The doubt whether monks could canonically be admitted

to priests’ orders was decided in their favour." The

ordinances of Clermont and Tours, for the protection of

the persons and estate of the clergy, and the payment 0f

tithes by the laity,‘ were republished; and by the seventh

canon all manner of persons were prohibited, under palm

of excommunication, from claiming or possessing any

ecclesiastical estate or land as of hereditary right; and F111

such claims and holdings were declared absolutely VOld

In connection with this ordinance stand the reiterated

prohibition of lay investiture, and the remarkable. rovi

sion that no one, upon any pretence, should be entit ed to

reclaim or repossess himself of any benefice once collated

to any church or monastery, whether by himself or hls

ancestor; and that no lag; lord should compel any filef’k 1?’

orders, or any monk, to appear and answer before has m

bunal ; “ for that,” says the canon, “ were mere robbery

and sacrilege.“

This last canon is, we believe, the first statctorll

Statutory oi'dinance establishing the exemptilon Ol fhf’

exemffi‘m 0 er from the la 'urisdiction civi or crimi
disiaoyhiiiiyi-nahgyFrom the phrfitifical deciietals, no donbt:

cm"- abundance of authority for this innovation

might be produced. It may perhaps be assumed that

‘v Bernold. an. 1096, a . Prtz . .

464; Hard. Cone. vi. p. $746? ’ v P

X See the “ Canones Nemaucenses,”

can. i.; Hard. Cone. vi. p. 1749.

! By canons ii. and iii. ubi sup.

1 Canons iv. v. and vi.

“ Canones Nemaucenses, can. xiv.

Canons x. and xii. shortly refer to‘ sub

sisting ordinances respecting marriage;

between blood-relations, adultery, an

clerical marriage. The xiiilh canon

directs that no girl shall marry under

twelve years of age.

-‘mm—.—
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Ivo of Chartres, the great canonist of his age, was present

at this council. His works are in a reat measure com

piled from such materials,b and it is t erefore not impro

bable that the fourteenth canon of the council of Nismes

was suggested by him. Periods, indeed, of that epidemic

enthusiasm in which the whole interest and attention of

the people are engrossed by a single absorbing idea or

pursuit, are the harvest-time of the systematic schemer ;

and more especially favourable to the unobserved intro

duction of principles, at variance with the general in

' terest of society, for the private benefit of the contrivers.

When men of all ranks and conditions sold their estates,

alienated their patrimonies, abandoned wives, children,

and every domestic duty, and relinquished all the beaten

paths of ambition, in the headlong pursuit of an object

which derived no little of its charm from its hazy remote

ness and romantic perils, the cooler brains of the stay

at-homes could not fail to perceive, nor scruple to avail

themselves of, the advanta e. Thus bishops, abbots, and

religious bodies expended t eir accumulated treasures in

advances, upon good security, to the needy soldiers of the

cross, or exchanged them for their broad lands, strong

castles, and lucrative feudal rights. The Jews, and the

wealthier laity who had escaped the general contagion,

bought up, for inconsiderable sums, from their infatuated

superiors and neighbours, new lordships, more ample

fiefs, and extended privileges. The citizens of the greater

towns profited inore particularly by this kind of barter,

and purchased from their lords charters of privilege,

a firmer and more formal title for their hitherto precarious

and unsanctioned customs and immunities.c

The removal of so great a number of the most intract

able and turbulent spirits among the aristo
. . Advantage to

cracy to a distant and perilous scene ofwarfare, the clergy

in some degree relieved society from that be- $333?

numbing pressure which paralysed industry, '

'’ See Book VI. 0. viii. p. 217 of this Hist. de Languedoc; see particularly

work. vol. ii. lib. XV. pp. 290, 291, 295, 296,

° Many instances of the like sales 335, &c. Conf. Sismondi, H. des Fr.

and purchases are noticed in Vaisselte, iv. p. 542.
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depressed the public spirit, and threatened the West of

Europe with the same kind of moral asphyxia as that

under which the Byzantine empire was at this moment

labouring, and to which we attribute the downfall of that

of ancient Rome. Though all classes in a measure pro

fited by the movement, the clergy and the rising munici

palities were the greatest gainers. To the former it pre

sented an opportunity for the extension of their territorial

wealth, which, in an age in which it was scarcely posslble

for men to distinguish between the influence acquired and

the power necessary to maintain it, could not be over

looked. When religion is made to rest rather upon the

fears than the hopes of its subjects, those who hold the

reins of the public conscience must possess the physical

powers requisite to give effect to their admonitions, or

they must abandon their position. But that object was

now accomplished by adroitly mastering and stimulating

the spirit of crusade. From this point of time step after

step was gained upon the domain of temporal governlllellt

and local police. By ordinances having'all the force of

civil law, the priesthood lifted itself out of the reach'of

temporal responsibility, and were enabled to assert, Wlth

a boldness beyond that of any former period, the right of

coercive superintendence over the moral and rellglolls

conduct of the world.

In this disposition the clergy affected to trehhde'

Dealingsoflinquents of all descriptions, without dist-inc

Pope Urban tion of rank or dignity, by the invariable rule

312$:l‘éleiP of canon law—a rule wholly independent. and 11'

_ ' respective ofcivil legislation. And by that law

pppe Urban now proposed to deal with the royal culpl'lll

hilip Of France. In his case there was every induce

ment to the most daring experiments against- the POWer

of the “prince of this world,” and his presumed repre

sentative, the ruler of France. The moral influence of

Philip, even within the circumscribed domain in which he

might still play the tyrant, was at the lowest ebb. But

he had assumed that kind of passive or strictly defenslve

position, upon which the pontifical artillery was likely to

make the least impression. Without any unbecoming
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show of irritation, he permitted the thunders of the papal

legate to die away of themselves. At that moment,

indeed, the sound was almost drowned in the tumult of

martial preparation, the fgathering of the armed multi

tudes, and the shouts o the fanatical throng pressing

forward to earn the promised pardon, and to repeat in an

aggravated form the very crimes it was to wipe away.

Philip neither sued for mercy, nor parted with his royal

concubine; but he affected a seeming deference to the

papal authority, and, in token of compunctious humility,

discontinued the use of the crown and the royal robes. '

But Urban did not propose to deal with the king as his

predecessor Gregory VII. had dealt with Henry of Ger

many.‘1 He professed to accept for the present the in

stalment of submission tendered, and affected to treat the

truant with that kind of paternal forbearance through

which a naughty child is often reclaimed by a tender and

judicious parent. He is even believed to have addressed

Philip as “ his dear son.” Although the priesthood was

instructed in every town in which he might sojourn to

suspend divine service, and as long as he remained there

to silence the bells in all the churches, yet he allowed

masses to be sung before him in his private chapel—an

indulgence which gave serious offence to the more rigid

canonists of the Gregorian school.e

But the pope had, it seems, imposed upon himself a

somewhat delicate task. A arty in the Gallican submission of

church was deeply offended) by the humiliating Philip 1

spectacle of a soverei n of France excommunicated by

a foreign prelate wit in his own dominions; and they

threatened, by their own pastoral authority, to absolve

the king from the papal ban. Urban replied that it had

been unanimously agreed by their brethren in council that '

no bishop had power to loose one whom the holy see had

bound; and be summoned the objectors to meet him at

Nismes, in the following July,f to sustain their remon

‘* Conf. Book X. c. viii. p. 416 ct sqq tom. iv.

of this work. ' mi). 1096. Jafi'é, Regist. 8cc. p.

6 Hugo Flavim'ac. Chron., ap. Pertz, 467. Conf. Art de vér. 8m, and Vaissette,

viii. p. 493. Cont‘. Sismondi, H. des Fr. H. de Langued. liv. xv. p. 294.
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strance. Whether they came or not, does not appear;

but some steps were in the mean time taken by Philip to

appease the pope. ~ It is said that he signified his resolu

tion to abandon his concubine, and recall his ~legitimate

consort; and that, upon this assurance, Urban granted

the desired absolution. But whether granted or not,8

Urban saw the necessity of temporising with his incor

rigible penitent. He professed himself for the present

satisfied with the verbal submission of the king to the

corrective authority of the holy see. The triumph of the

pontifical power, though less strikingly displayed in the

‘case of Philip of France, was quite as effectual as would

have been a repetition of the scene at Canossa, and was

unattended by the inconveniences and dangers which that

mortifying ceremony‘ had drawn after it.

The labours of pope Urban in France were coming

Labom of to a close, and he was preparing to retrace his 1

rope Urban steps into Italy, after a laborious sojourn in

m France‘ that country of thirteen months,11 during which

period he had successively visited almost every province;

consecrated many churches, and inaugurated many new

altars and images of worship ; he had heard and deter

mined numerous ecclesiastical causes ;‘ settled disputed

limits, jurisdictions, and duties between the conventual

bodies and their bishops, and in some cases exempted the

former from episcopal visitation, and taken them under

the direct government and protection of the holy see; he

had granted new, and confirmed ancient, privileges to

forty monasteries and religious houses; he had raised

munificent subscriptions for new churches; issued a

countless number of monitions and censures for offences

against discipline, and the security of church-estate

against encroachments and false claims; he had holden

8 D. Vaissette, ubi sup. thinks that the

absolution was not actually ex edited

till the commencement of the fol owing

year.

h From July 1095 to Sept. 1096.

His numerous acts, diplomas, charters,

&o. are dated from towns and monas

teries in the provinces of Dauphiné,

Provence, Auvergne, Languedoc, Ly

onnais, Bourbonnais, Maine, Touraine,

Anjou, Poitou, Saintonges, and_ ‘Le

Mans; more especially from the cities

and districts of Valence Adige, Taras

con, Tricontin, Macon, Cluny, Souvig

ny, Clermont, Aurillac, Bordeaux, Tou

louse, Carcassonne, the Isle Magne

lonnes, dzc.

o
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three great national synods, and rigidly and successfully

enforced the attendance of the prelates and clergy of

France and the adjoining regions of the Burgundian and

Arelatian kingdoms. In addition to all these labours, he

had preached to unnumbered audiences assembled from

the most distant quarters to listen to the voice of the
chief pastor of Christendom,i while he exhorted them to

repent of their sins, and to prove the sincerity of their

conversion by dyeing their hands in the blood of as many

of the enemies of Christ as they could bring within

reach of their swords.

The homeward progress of Urban resembled rather a

triumphal procession than the return of a Chris- Rem", of

tian pastor to his forsaken fold. Surrounded by POPe Urban

a bevy of princes and prelates, he repassed the t° Rmne'

Alps, and made his first halt in Italy at the town of Mor

tara, where he celebrated the festival of the Elevation of

the Cross with vast pomp and show. On his arrival at

Rome, he found the city almost wholly in possession of his

friends, and was enabled to preside with more than the

accustomed magnificence at the festival of the Nativity.j

' For the particulars of. this para- 3 “ Cum magno tripudio." Bernold.

graph, see Jaflé, Rcgist. 8w. pp. 463 an. 1096, ap. Pertz, v. p. 464.

to 470.



CHAPTER V.

LAST STRUGGLE AND DEATH OF HENRY IV.

The Crusades—Return of HenryIV. to Germany—Popular measures of Henry IV.

-—Resentnient of the papal party—Henry IV. causes his son Henry to be

crowned king—Deaths of king Conrad, Urban II., and Clement III—Schism;

Sylvester IV. antipope—Pope Pascal II. and Robert of Flanders—Papal

theory of persecution, as applied to the clergy of Liege—Remonstrance of

Siegebert of Gemblours—Reforms of Henry IV., and consequent discontente—

Complaints of the nobles—The emperor excommunicated by pope Pascal II.—

Decree against indifi'erentism—Position of Henry, and pontifical intrigue—

Popular excesses, how improved by the conspirators—Murder of earl Sige

hard—The emperor’s projected crusade—how treated by the papal party—Se

duction of the young king Henry—Pascal absolves Henry the younger from

his oath, &c.—Convention of Nordhausen—Hypocrisy of Henry the younger

-—Treas0n of Henry the younger—Dispersion of the two armies on the Regen

—Consequences of the dispersion—Betrayal of the emperor by his son—Im

prisonment of the emperor-Diet of Maintz adjourned to Ingelheim—Resigna

tion of Henry IV.—Henry’s confession—Escape of the emperor—Exultation

and bigotry of the papal party—Improved prospects of the emperor—Battle

and victory of Viset—The emperor proposes a congress of reconciliation—

Henry’s Proposal rejected by the papists—their connter-proposal—Insulting

message—Death of Henry IV.—Popular mourning for the death of the em

peror—Burial and exhumation of the body of Henry—Removal of the body to

Speyer—Second disinterment of the remains of Henry IV.—Reaction in the

public mind.

WHILE Urban was pursuing his successful career in

The on“des_ France, the kingdom of Germany had fallen a

prey to the severest calamities. During ‘the

years 1095 and 1096 that country had been the high

road for the earlier crusading movements. Numberless

hordes of licensed rabble had spread rapine and murder

through the midland and southern circles. Massacre

and robbery of an aggravated character had converted

some of the richest districts on the line of march to

dreary Wastes. In the Rhenish cities, and others that

lay 1n their path, many thousand Jews had been

_

=-
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slaughtered in cold blood. This wanton and improvi

dent devastation had reduced the pilgrims themselves to

subsist by multiplied robbery and murder, as their last

refuge from the extremity of famine. But of all the

earlier offsets of this barbarous fanaticism, few survived

to tell the tale of their crimes and sufferin s. Many

wisely abandoned their companions before it was too

late; others perished before they reached the eastern

confines of Germany. For the rest, as they moved on

wards, difficulties of all kinds increased; still violence

and rapine were the order of the day; without a sem

blance of discipline, and destitute of confidence in their

leaders, they fell by thousands beneath the blows of the

exasperated landfolk of Hungary and Bulgaria; the

remnant dispersed in all directions; and of the multi

tudes which joined the earlier crusading expeditions, a

few only of the hardier and more provident were after

wards picked up by the disciplined hosts which, in the

month of Au ust 1096, followed the banners of the noble

Godfrey of ouillon and his gallant companions on the

same desperate errand.a .

The rude shock which this inundation of ferocious

banditti inflicted upon Germany had unhinged Return of

the whole fabric of society in that country. Henry IV‘ to

Internal intercourse had ceased, commerce was Germany‘

suspended, and internal life and movement were paralysed.

The pope, it is true, had gained some converts from among

the Henrician prelacy ; but he had not dreamt that the

encouragement held out to the crusading mania might

open to his adversary the road to his native country and

dominion. Yet so it was; the results of the utter terror

and confusion into which the empire had been thrown

had diverted attention from the almost forgotten enemy;

and Henry promptly seized the opportunity to plant his

foot once more upon the soil from which he had been so

ignominiously driven. The man whom his enemies de

scribed as without a friend in the world—he upon whom

guile and treachery, rebellion and slander, had done their

I See Ekkehard. Chron. Univ. an. 1096, ap. Pertz, vi. p. 208.

voL. W, P P
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worst—now returned without let or hindrance through

the mountain - passes that had been hitherto closed

against him, and arrived in safety at Ratisbon, about the

feast of Pentecost 1097. Under the protection of the

faithful citizens there and at Niirnberg, he tarried until

the autumn of that year, and removed thence once more

to the shelter of the friendly walls of the loyal burghers
of Worms.b

It would be interesting to follow the footsteps of

Popular Henry in Germany, by which he succeeded

measures of within a few years in retrieving the lost con

Hemy IV’ fidence of his people. But, with the necessity

of avoiding episodic narrative as much as possible before

our eyes, we call the reader’s attention to but a few_ of

the leading incidents which led to that result. During

an absence of nearly seven years great changes had.

taken place, both in the political and religious stateof

the country. The supporters of the papal pretension

had every Where lost ground. The champion of the pon

tificate, Welf duke of Bavaria, had become disgusted

with the part assigned to him as the consort of Mathilda,

and maintained a neutral position in ever way favour

able to the emperor. Berthold duke of wabia, a mall

in whose bosom the warmth of genuine patriotism still

glowed, resigned his duchy in favour of the gallant Fre

derick of Hohenstauffen, a stanch friend of the emperor;

and Welf himself at length condescended to accept the

imperial feoffment or confirmation of his duchy of Ba

varia. Throughout these transactions nothing was said

—probably little was thought—about the papal anathema;

and affairs seemed to slide back naturally and noiselessly

into their accustomed channel. The humane interference

of Henry on behalf of the persecuted and plundered Jews

had indeed offended the aristocratic and clerical free

booters who had most largely partaken of the profits of

robbery and slaughter, and in some measure impaired hls

popularity. His advocacy of the miserable remnant of

that ill-used race, and his resumption of their plunder;

b Bernold. Chron. an. 1097, up. Pertz, ubi sup. P- 465
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drew down upon him the bitter resentment of the lay

and episcopal rufiians who had hoped to retain the pro

ceeds of the crimes they had encouraged or connived at.

Ruthard archbisho of Maintz, whose city had been the

scene of the most frightful enormities against the Jews,

had obstinately resisted all inquiry into these terrible

crimes, and was believed to have partaken most largely

of the booty. For the present, however, Henry was

too firmly seated to be seriously disturbed by his machi

nations. The popularity of the emperor was augmented

by some acts of military vigour and administrative

ability, which proved that he had not passed without

profit through the school of adversity. He had caused

the “ truce of God” to be universally adopted and sworn

to throughout the realm, under the severest penalties

against transgressors. “ And now,” his biographer as

sures us, “ the navigator of the rivers glided in safety

by the, dungeons of the robber-chiefs, who had hitherto

fattened upon his spoils: the roads were no longer in

fested by marauding bands; the forests afforded no

shelter to the lurking brigand; the highways were laid

open to the trader and the Wayfarer to pass on their way

in peace; and the professional depredators themselves

were reduced to that beggary and penury they had so

long inflicted upon others :’ . . . . “ the peasant, the

artisan, the merchant, blessed the name of the prince to

whose generous efforts they owed this precious immu

nity; for now the tiller of the soil, the industrious handi

craftsman, the careful citizen, might look forward with

some certainty to the enjoyment of the fruits ofhis toils.”°

The advantages of restored order, and the enthusiasm

of the crusade, which had by this time spread Resen'tment

through every part of Europe, had drowned ofthe papal

the sound of the papal anathema. The ban of Why‘

the church had for the moment lost its terrors, and the

zealous papists now complained that even religious men,

and those who till then had been the most forward in the

cause of the Catholic faith, had strayed away from the

= See the assage at length, up. Sten- and Luden, Gesch. der Deutsch. vol. ix.

zel, Frank. ' iser. i. p. 576, note (55), p. 616, ex Vit. Hen. IV.
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_ fold, and, without fear of the penalty, had sought profit

and promotion in the ranks of the reprobate :_d then, to fill

to the brim the measure of iniquity, Henry had _eon

tinued without shame or remorse to grant investlture,

of ecclesiastical estate in the proscribed form. “But,

writes the fervid annalist, “ holy church was not to be

moved from her resolution to tolerate no departure from

the course she had dictated towards the accursed, there

in following the example of the apostles, who, after the

treason of Judas, only stood the more firmly by thelr

Lord.”e Henry could not, in fact, have struck out a

course of policy more fatal to the pontifical schemethan

the steady pursuit of a conciliatory internal administra

tion. The papal party thoroughly comprehended the

necessity of putting an end to a paclficatlon founded on

a growing indifferentism among all classes; and from

this moment all their faculties were bent upon the safest

means of shaking that 10 alty of feeling WhICll pal‘figlysed

the nerve of the pontifical influence, and substltuted

material for sacerdotal interests. And, in fact, a future

too full of promise lay before them to tempt them to aw;

precipitate measures to recover their lost ground. Wlt

a view to secure the crown in his family, since the defec

tion and forfeiture of his eldest son Conrad, he had pre

' Causeshis vailed upon the estates of Germany to grown

8011 Henry tothe youn er Henry as he colleague an 5110'
be i‘igwfled cessor. lglnder the strange deluslon, that an

oath would secure him against a repetition of

'that filial rebellion which had already so deeply aflhcted

him, be caused the young prince to swear 1n the most

binding form that, during his father’s lifetlrrlea he would

take no part in the government, nor interfere in any man"

ner with the private or public domain and revenue of the

crown. This oath was taken without reserve or scruPle;

and on the 6th of January 1099, the prince was cl'o.Wned

king of the Germans, and emperor-elect, at Alx-la

Chapelle.f

d Bernold. Chron. an. 1100, ubi sup.

p. 467.

9 Ibid., ubi sup. We read the story

rather difi‘erently: “ Then all the dis

ciples forsook him and fled." Mati

xxvi. 56.

1' Ekkelzard. Chron. Univ. an. 1099,

ap. Pertz, vi. p. 210.

—-_,--—--—q|,.--I
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In Italy, meanwhile, the weak and amiable Conrad

had fallen helplessly into the hands of the coun- Deaths of

tess Mathilda and the papal party. His death kiI'Jlgbgg'fiad’

at Florence, in the year 1101, relieved his pa- and Clemeiit

trons from auseless andexpensive encumbrance.g m

In the month of July 1099 pope Urban II. preceded him

to the tomb, and the cardinals of his party proceeded to

elect Rainer, or Renier, a monk of Clugny, and an ad

vanced disciple of the Gregorian school, to succeed him

by the name of Pascal II. Later in the same year died

the imperialist pope Clement III. WVeary of the world,

and of the part he had been made to play in it, he quitted

this life with the reputation of a man of integrity and

piety, and distinguished among his contemporaries for

the gentleness and dignity of his carriage.h But now

all those who still adhered to the privilege of marriage,

or clung to the traditions of the empire, or still enter

tained any prospect of advantage from the connection

with Germany, foresaw the ruin of their prospects if

they should be left without a head to encounter the shafts

of the papists. The imperialist clergy of Rome Schism;

were the foremost in the race of schism. With SylvqsterIV

the usual sacerdotal instinct, they began ope-‘ “mqmpe'

rations by spreading rumours of marvellous appearances

and miraculous cures performed at the tomb of their

departed pontiff.i They advanced charges of simony and

other misdemeanors against Pascal II.; and consum

mated their labours by electing Maginfred, cardinal arch

priest of the Roman church, pope, by the title of Syl

vester IV.j

Notwithstanding the asseverations of his enemies,

CHAP. V.] CONTINUED SCHISM IN ITALY.

I His death is noticed by the Anna_ ' Treatise “De miraculis Wiberti

lzsta Sazo, Bernold of Constance, Lan Papae, qui et Clemens dicitur,” in the

dulph jun., and Donizo, with varying

circumstances. Landulph (ap. Murat.

v. c. i. p. 472) says he died of poison;

Donizo (Vit. Mathild. lib. ii. 0. ix. p.

374), that he died of a fever in the third

year after the death of Urban II. Of

course he left no issue.

1‘ Elzkeh. Chron. an. 1100, ubi sup.

p. 210. Ekkehard aflirms that he never

took the title of “ apostolicus.”

Codex Epistolaris of Udalric, ep. no.

173, ap. Eceard. Corp. Hist. Med. Ev.

ii. p. 194. A strange medley of fictions,

invented to serve the purposes of a fac

tion.

3 Dodeclzin. Chron. an. 1099, ap. Pis

tor. ubi sup. i. p. 664; but principally

Siegebert of Gemblours, an. 1105, ap.

Pertz, vi. p. 368. Cont‘. Elzkeh. an.

1102, ubi sup.
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Pope Pascal there is no good ground to believe that the

11, and emperor Henry had any share in this trans

gglfgrgf action.k Pope Pascal meantime had hit upon

' an expedient for effectually disturbing Henry’s

government in Germany. Robert earl of Flanders had

returned from the holy wars boiling with zeal for the

cause of God and the pope. His first business was to

assail the imperialist bishop of Cambray with a view to

detach him from heretical communion. At the sugges

tion of Pascal he caried fire and sword into the territories

of the bishop; and for this service he was rewarded by a

letter of thanks in the warmest terms of pious approval.

“ Though,” said Pascal, “ you have but this moment re

turned from the far distant earthly Jerusalem, you have

again set forward on your way to the heavenly Jeru

salem : and this is the righteous warfare, that a man do

pursue to the utmost of his power the enemies of his

heavenly sovereign : therefore we bless and render thanks

unto you that you have not delayed to execute our pre

cept in respect of the diocese of Cambray: we now do

sire you to deal in like manner with the pseudo-clergy of

Liége; for it is just that they who wantonly separate

themselves from the Catholic church should be put out of

the protection of that church : yet not only in those parts,

but in all others within the reach of your arms, it is_youl'

duty to persecute Henry, the chiefqfheretics, and his ac

complices: neither can you ofl‘er unto God a more accept

able sacrifice than by doing battle manfully against lllm

who exalteth his horn above the Lord of hosts—~ttg‘tlmSt

him who striveth to wrest the KINGDOM of God out Of

the hands qfIIis priests, and setteth up the idol of Simon

Magus in the holy places, —against him whom the

princes of the house of God, the holy apostles and thell‘

wears on earth, have driven out of His temple : and these

thmgis We Command you and your companions to do for

the remission pfyour sins, and the maintenance of you!‘

membership 0 the household of the holy see; so that by

k Ekkehard (Chmn' 811- 1102, ubi friends in Italy, and the charge must

sup-l Stoutly affirms his participation. rest upon a supposed concurrence 0H

"t Hem‘_ could not at this time have his part in any act done in his name and

had any irect communication with his for his presumed benefit
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such labours and triumphs you may in the end arrive at

the heavenly Jerusalem.”l -

Gregory VII. himself had not yet raised rapine and

carnage into meritorious services, or specific Papal

remedies for sin. But the opinion that pardon theory 9f

might be obtained by shedding the blood of Persecutmn’

God’s enemies had become familiar to men’s minds by

the preaching and practice of the crusade, and naturally

led to this further advance in the theory of persecution.

The ecclesiastical logician speedily learnt to disallow any

distinction between the infidel and the heretic in the list

of “ God’s enemies ;” and the merit and the duty of de

stroying all who came within either description was in

all cases the same. Nay, they taught—and, from their

point of view, with reason—that the pagan and the Jew

were far less formidable enemies of God than the heretic ;

for wretches of the former class sinned rather from

ignorance than from malice ; whereas the latter rebelled

against the light of truth in their hearts, doing despite to

Christ Himself in the person of the standard-bearer of

His gospel: such crimes they believed must be ascribed to

the personal suggestions of the devil, and surely no doubt

could remain on the minds of the faithful of the lawful

ness of unsheathing the sword of the flesh against the

instruments and organs of satanic agency in the world.

The moderate course hitherto pursued by the clergy

ofLiege had rendered them especially odious to as applied to

pope Pascal. Under the guidance of the excel- the clergy of

cut Siegebert of Gemblours, they had avoided L‘ege'

the appearance of siding with either party in these un

happy disputes. They had kept faith with their temporal

sovereign without pledging themselves to the propriety

or lawfulness of his acts; nor were they, on the other

hand, blind to the many vices both in the doctrine and

the practice of the Gregorian fanatics. They had never

theless discountenanced the schisms of Cadalo and Wibert,

and had given canonical obedience to popes Gregory, Vic

tor, and Urban: but they had declined to sacrifice their

' Anna]. Leodiens. an, 1102; Pertz, iv. p. 29. Udall‘. Cod. Epist., ap. Ec

card, ubi sup.
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Q‘

honour and their oaths,’ or to dip their hands in the

.blood of the pope’s enemies; and for this pope Pascal

condemned them as heretics, and ordered them for im

mediate execution.

The enlightened and heart-stirring remonstrance in

R dited on behalf of his brethren by the eloquent
emon- I I o - s -

seams of Slegebert agamst this implous decree, demos to

$25332‘ its author all claim or title to be the “father

' of his church and people :” he denounces the

instrumentality of carnal weapons as an outrage upon

the sacerdotal character, and a breach of the plain com

mands of God. “ Can any one,” he exclaims, “ by such

means as these, expect to arrive at the ‘heavenly Jeru

salem’ ? It may be, indeed, that by agents like those to

whom the ‘ father of Christendom’ intrusts his bloody

work, God is sometimes pleased to punish the sins of

men; but are they therefore entitled to any reward?

May they claim any merit? Nay, rather shall not re

probation and punishment be their portion? Yet, saith

this pope to his headsman Robert of Flanders, ‘ we ren

der thanks to your wisdom for the execution done on'the

lands of Cambray’ ! But what was this execution but

the destruction of the guilt-less, the ruin of the widow

and the orphan, unbounded robbery and rapine, the pro

miscuous massacre of good and bad? All_th1s by the

command of God—by the hand of His mlnisterl—by

apostolical precept! None would believe the except

he had seen it under the hand of the ‘ shepherd of the

flock of Christ.’ . . . . But this we know, that no pope

hath the power to repeal the laws of God, or to 0111'86

any Christian man for obeying the Gospel commandment

to ‘honour the king, and to be subject to the powers

that be.’ Neither can any pope absolve as from 01"‘

oaths, nor devote us to destruction for observing them

' We are, forsooth, accused of simony ; but all the World

knows that the charge is a fiction: our real offence 15:

that we are determined to be guided by Scripture, and

to abide by the ancient usages of our church. Therefore

we pay no regard to those vagrant legates a latere ofhw;

who, going forth from Rome, run up and down, filmy

n4AIL.._..'?=._-.
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at

their pockets with ill-gotten pel , exhorting to bloodshed,

and plundering the church of God! . . . . Hitherto we

believed'ourselves safe under the wing of apostles, evan

gelists, and prophets; but this letter throws us off our

balance; we know not what to say, or how to answer.

For, if we were to turn over a whole library of comment

ary upon holy Scripture, nowhere should we find a trace

of any promise of reward for shedding human blood.“1

None but a Hildebrand could have tacked on such a

matter to the sacred canons; as when he instructed Ma

thilda to make war upon the emperor Henry. Whence,

then, this new authority to grant remission of sins with

out confession or penance? Whence this novel preten

sion to hold out encouragement and reward for the repe

tition of the foulest of sins? See what a door is here

opened for the admission of evil in all its malignity!

May the Lord deliver thee, 0 our mother, from such a

calamity as this! May the Lord Jesus Christ be now

and ever the only door; He the only doorkeeper of His

kingdom! May He deliver thee and thy chief pastor

from those who are the seducers of God’s people, . . . .

who, while they preach the Gospel of peace, proclaim

war against all, and hallow the shedders of the blood of

all who will not echo'their song.”n

Unhappily, there was no place in the world for such

men as Siegebert of Gemblours; and ifthe church [Moms of

for which he spoke so boldly and so well had Heélry IV»

not had arms of a different temper for her de- 2.1.8::3:’.

fence, the threats of the papal cut-throat would mm“

have been too surely verified. But in the mean time the

position of Henry in Germany had become irksome and

perplexing. The pope and his party were fully alive to

the danger proceeding from that quiescence which was

gradually creeping over the public mind by the reaction

of the stormy passions which had for so long a time

agitated society. They perceived that a few years of

undisturbed pursuit of the salutary measures inaugurated

by Henry would place his popularity upon a foundation

"1 A hazardous proposition. Epist. no. 234, ap. Ekhehard. Corp.

“ See the original, ap. Udalric. Cod. Bistor. i. p. 238.
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# i!

it might be diflicult to shake. True it was, he had

succeeded in checking the extortions of the officers of the

crown; he had brought his dukes, earls, military g0

vernors, but more especially the rapacious advocates or

patrons of the ecclesiastical foundations, within the reach

of the law ; he had introduced regulations for improving

the administration ofjustice; the commonalty were learn

ing to look up to him for relief from some of the worst

evils of feudal oppression ; and the merchant and mechanic

anticipated a new era of safety and prosperity. But the

measures which brought peace to the doors of the peasant,

the burgess, and the trader, were a sore grievance to

that whole class with whom the military power of the

country rested. By this time that class had become so

inured to a life of rapine and extortion, that any attempt

to withdraw their victims from their grasp passed for an

unpardonable invasion of their rights. They accused the

emperor of a contempt of his hereditary counsellors; he

had conspired, they said, with the vulgar herd of citizens

and serfs against the peers ofhis realm. \Vhat though the

commonwealth was reviving, and the industrious classes

beginning to eat of the fruits of their labour; the noble

baron had been gradually reduced to wear more scurvy

apparel, to eat coarser food, or even to feel the pangs of

hunger; his armour was rusting on the walls, his gal’

ments were Waxing shabby; his gay retinue had disap

peared: it was manifest that a few years of such fatal

tranquillity must reduce him to a level with his own serfs

There was the same character of heedless impetuosity

Complaints Orin the virtues as in the vices of this unfortunate

“18 mmes- monarch. It is more than probable that he

had pursued his projects of reform with little regard to

the impediments that might be thrown in his path by hls

lay as Well as his ghostly enemies, or reflection upon the

consequences to himself that might result from them.

The complaints of the military class became every day

louder and more bitter. Unprepared as yet for Open re

bellion, “they put on a false face” ofloyalty, and secretly

ap. Stenzel. i. p. 576, note (25), quoted

in extensa.

° vSee the lively description of these

baronial grievances in Vita Hen.v IV.
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plotted to undermine his newly-acquired popularity by

covert defamation; by aggravated repetitions of the ob

solete stories of his youthful vices, and general charges

of maladministration and neglect of public duty. In

allusion to his vigorous and successful expedition against

the rebel earls of Flanders and Limburg, they accused him

of destroying the cities and towns of his subjects, and of'

conciliating the rabble by a systematic impoverishment of

his princes and lieges.p His conscientious enforcement of

the “truce of God” gave infinite offence to the numbers

who lived by plunder; and their resishnce but too fre

quently baffled his power, and exasperated the passions of

the delinquents themselves.

Though the emperor’s mind rarely showed itself cap

able of grasping more than one object at a time, Th

yet amid all his popular reforms we cannot “$011232?

suppose him to have been quite blind to the “$23513?!”

dangers which surrounded him. The ephemeral '

pope Sylvester IV. had disappeared noiselessly from the

stage.q In Italy, pope Pascal reigned without a balance

or a rival. -In Germany, Henry was assailed with im

portunities to resume negotiation with Rome; and it be

came obvious that, at whatever risk, some steps must be

taken to content the complainants. He had yielded some

thing to the prejudices of the papal party by permitting

his bishops to apply for the papal confirmation of their

appointments ;' and had thought proper to evince a desire

for religious peace by publishing his intention to proceed

to Rome for the purpose of there holding a great council

for the impartial examination and reconciliation of all

differences and mutual causes of alienation between him

self and the holy see.‘ The pope was, however, not

disposed to afford his opponent any facility for the pro

posed visit.

barred by the forces of the countess Mathilda, and that,

from the shortness of the time allowed, Henry would be

P Annal.Hildesh.an. 1103, ap.Pertz, Udalric. Cod. Epist. ubi sup. no. 227,

iii. p. 107. p. 231. _

‘1 Dodechin. an. 1099, ap. Pistor. i. p. ' Ekkehard. Chron. an. 1102, ubi sup.

664. p. 223.
" As in the case of Otto of‘ Bamberg,

He knew that the road into Italy was '
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unable to give the promised attendance. But the notifi

cation afforded pope Pascal an opportunity of exposing

the supposed duplicity ofthe emperor, and of imputing to

him a fraudulent attempt to throw dust in the eyes of his

judges; for in that light he wished it to be understood

that the proposed assembly was regarded by the ex-king

of Germany and his accomplices. Shortly after the ex

piration of the emperor’s notice, a numerous synod was

assembled at Rome.t The failure of Henry to appear

before his self-constituted judges was construed as a

criminal breach ‘his engagement. Upon this ground,

as Well as upon the (probably unfounded imputation of

having participated in the intrusion o the antl-pope

Sylvester, with numberless other crimes and mlsde

meanors—more especially his repeated excommunica

tions by the holy popes Gregory and Urban—he was

now finally and irretrievably consigned to the palns of

the perpetual anathema both here and hereafter.-“ The

council at the same time took‘ under. considerationthat

Deme dangerous quiescence of the public conscience

egainstjn- which had so seriously alarmed the pontifical

dnferenmm' party. All persons who should thereafter deslre

reconciliation with the church were to be required. to

anathematise all heresy, more articularly that deadllest

of heresies which taught that t e anathema of the church

might be evaded or set at naught, or her binding few”

be disregarded; and they were to swear uncondltlonal

obedience to pope Pascal and his successors." ,

The indefatigable industry of the pontiff and i118

Position of friends in Germany had by this time succeeded

Henry, and In bringing all the machinery for the ruin 0f

il‘lftlgglfl their enemy into tolerable working order. The

mental resources of one man were probably 111

capable of encountering successfully so many elements of

mischief as were now brought together against the em

peror. His general policy was at this moment ill adapted

‘ The notice expired on the 1st of ann. . 140

Feb. 1102I and the synod was held on Y lizard. Conc. vi. pp. 1861-1861};

the 15th March in that year. Ekkehard. Chi-on. ubi SUP‘? Dodechm'

‘1 Ekkehard. Chron. an. 1102, nbi sup. ubi sup- ap- Piston i‘ P- 664'

pp. 223, 224. Conf. Pagi, Crit. ad eund.
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to rop up his reputation as a ruler of men.w But while

he ept a single engrossing object in view, his eyes were

often closed against the obstacles and dangers which at

tended this position. Thus the intrigues of the papal

legates, the revival of the foul charges which encumbered

his past life, the hostility of the great body of the nobility

and gentry, the ominous insolence of the pope—all these

menacing circumstances made little impression upon him

as long as he could bask in the applause of the admiring

multitude. Driven as he was into the arms of the com

monalty by the scarcely dissembled disaffection of the su

perior orders, he had bent all his energies upon those re

forms which might, he thought, best tend to secure him

a refuge in the gratitude and affection of the mass of his

subjects. But he had built his house upon the sand. In

the elements of his popularity there was neither substance

nor cohesion capable of balancing the organised tyranny

of feudalism; and the love of his people was one danger

more to be added to the list of the perils which surrounded

him. Gebhard, the legate of pope Pascal in Germany,

stimulated the prevailing discontents by alternate coax

ings and threatenings, as well as by frequent messages

and addresses; and this, with such skill and secrecy, that

the emperor obtained no information of the intrigue till it

was ripe for execution. The hopes of the conspirators,

indeed, rested upon producing a general persuasion on the

mind of the feudal constituency that the popular measures

of the emperor were in reality only a mask to cover

a treacherous plot, in alliance with burghers, hucksters,

the rabble of the towns and villain populace, to impoverish

and ruin the ancient nobility of the realm.‘

But it was no part of the design of the conspirators

to precipitate an outbreak. Sacerdotal plotters popular ex.

are habitually patient. The chapter of ac- Passe/911°"
. . . improved by

cidents, when duly 1mproved, is an excellent the con-'

instrument in the hands of a vigilant and saga- slimm

cious enemy. Henry IV. was a child in the manage

W He had offended his hitherto steady Cnsmas Pragens. an. 1101, ap. .Pertz.

allies the Bohemians by his vacillating ‘ Vit. Hen. IV. ap. Ludezt and Sten

policy in reference to the rival claim- zel. ubi sup.

ants of that important dependency. See
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ment of great national interests and prejudices. His

adversaries were scarcely ever at fault in anticipating

errors that must, with their aid, defeat his best inten

tions, and enable them to array against him a mass of

obloquy fatal to his character and credit in the world.

The effect of the late liberal measures had been, in some

instances, to stimulate the indignation of the suffering

classes against their oppressors, and to encourage them

to take personal vengeance upon their tyrants.y Every

incident of this kind was added to the list of proofs of

the revolutionary intentions of the emperor. The severe

measures he had adopted against the tyrannies and pecu

lations of the lay advocates of monastic and ecclesiastical

bodiesz had given mortal offence to many greater and

lesser barons who had hitherto participated in the plun

der of church—lands. With that exuberance of insubor

dination, inconceivable in any other state of society,

Murder of earl Si ehard, one of the most powerful of

ea'lsigehard- these “ gchutzvogte,” or advocates, boldly rode

into Ratisbon, where Henry held his court, at the head

of a numerous escort, and for a time bade defiance to

the sovereign. Thither he was pursued by many of the

sufferers by his tyranny, clamorously craving Justlce at

the hands of the monarch. Henry temporised; Slgeha-rd

was thrown off his guard, and the citizens of Ratisbon,

with the assistance of the petitioners from the country,

suddenly attacked the house in which their enemy had

barricaded himself, dragged their victim into the Publlc

place, and, allowing only a few minutes for confession

and viaticum, struck his head from his shoulders.“ _ _

The murder of Sigehard, and others of a slmilall;

Henrys character which occurred about the same time,

projected were all laid at the door of the emperor; thls

crusade’ last under circumstances which might 1mpal‘t

1 Ekkeh. Chron. ubi sup. p. 225.

1 As to the law and custom of the

so-called “Advocatio," see Ez'chhorn,

Deutsch. Staats- u. Rechtsalterthiimer,

§ 343, vol. ii. p. 485. Conf. Ducange,

Gloss. sub. voce “ Advocatio."

' Ekkehard. ubi su . p. 225; Annal.

Hildesh. an. 1104, ibid‘.) iii. p. 107.

b Thus about the year 1102 the pea

santry of Friesland, maddened by_the

tyranny of their earl Henry, had risen

upon and slain him. Again, in 1103,

his brother earl Cuno, thoughat person

of a gentle and humane disposition, had

fallen by the hand of an obscure assas

sin. Eklzehard, as above.
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a shade of probability to the charge. He might, it was

said, have prevented the crime, had he been so disposed.

The relatives of Sigehard, and others who had grievances

similar to those for the redress of which he had sacrificed

his life, had jumped to the conclusion that Henry was

the secret instigator of the murder.” But every act of

the emperor, whether in his public or domestic character,

was open to the most inveterate misconstruction. At

the Christmas of the year 1103 he had—with what view

it is perhaps not very diflicult to imagine—announced

his intention to commit the reins of government to his

son king Henry, and to visit the holy sepulchre for the

remission of his sins. If intended to divert attention

from existing discontents, the roclamation for the mo

ment answered the purpose. "he conspirators were not

a little alarmed at the alacrity with which a large num

ber of the nobility prepared to follow their sovereign

upon the holy expedition. The assembled notables of

the empire cheerfully engaged to prolong and strictly

maintain the “truce of God” for a period of four years,

the emperor engaging meanwhile to spare no effort in re

establishing concord between the empire and the church.

Henry, however, wished it to be understood that the de

parture of the expedition must depend upon his success

in this respect. The alarm of the papal party subsided:

it was clearly foreseen that a considerable time must

elapse before the requisite preparations could howtremd

be completed: it was, moreover, manifestly in by the papal

their power to protract the period of reconcili- Party‘

ation to any length it might please them: Henry had

named no day, nor taken any definite measures for the

accomplishment of his vow: all was vague and ambi

"guous in the whole project. How it could have been

otherwise at that stage of the affair, it is difficult to con

ceive; but appearances were as they represented them;

and this was enough to give a colour to their inculpa

tions. The whole proposal, they said, was a manifest

deception: it never had been the emperor’s intention to

c Conf. Stenzel, i. p. 583, note (8). the murder would have answered to the

It is difficult to conceive what purpose emperor.
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do more than amuse the people by empty promises, with

a view to detain them at home in idleness, to ruin their

fortunes b useless expense, and in the end to render
himself independent of their constitutional control.d

By this time the plans of the conspirators were ap

seduction of proaching to maturity. All that was wanted

the young was a fit and proper instrument to head the

kmg Henry'movement. and to give the required impetus.

And for this purpose effectual steps had been for some

time in preparation. The young ‘king Henry was un

endowed by nature with any strong moral instincts. To

this son, now the last male scion of his house, the em

peror was fondly attached; but, in that heedless spirit

of indulgence which had so seriously impaired his own

character and conduct in life, he had exposed him to the

seductions of the fiatterers and sycophants of the court.

He had permitted him to enjoy the utmost freedom of

intercourse with the junior members of those noble fami

lies whose disaffection was hardly a secret from any but

himself. Instructed by their elders, these noble youths

easily succeeded in alienating him from his father; they

involved him in licentious pleasures, and at length esta

blished that companionship of vicious indulgences whlch

rendered the task of suggesting the last crlme to the

ambitious and unprincipled youth of easy_ accomplish

ment. The flagitious thought once entertained, all that

remained was to release his facile conscience from any

scruples his coronation oath might still whisper in his

car. But in this there was little difliculty. “ Had not,

the seducer urged, “ the church long since rejected and

condemned his reprobate parent? Had not the mag‘—

nates of the empire in their hearts repudiated hlm? He

(the king) was not bound to observe the oath he had

ignorantly and incautiously sworn; nay, it was by boldly

breaking with the excommunicated heretic that he would

. . - ,7‘take the surest means of sanctlfylng hls own cause. e

Fortified by these assurances, the prince entered

d Ekkehard. Chron. an. 1 103, ubi sup. si juramentum excommunicato JUN-Wm

P- 225; Annal. Hildesh. ad eund. ann. irritum faceret.” Vit. Hell- IV- 8'1)‘

Ubl su . p. 107. Stenzel. ii. p. 588.

e “ mmo tum demum se sanctificasse
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eagerly into the parricidal plot. Taking ad- Pascalab

the emperor for st‘illzesogfng

the suppression of certain disturbances in “Z... 111%

Saxony, he secretly quitted the host, and m1" &c

joined the friends of the murdered earl Sigehard. He

was welcomed as the avenger of blood, the champion of

aristocratic rights, the hope and trust of the noble ex

tortioner, the golden-spurred robber. To the frequent

messages and remonstrances of his distressed father he

replied with cold contempt, and dismissed the bearers

with the intimation, that he could hold no communica

tion with one who still laboured under the curse of the

church.f Upon this point the prince, or his ghostly ad

visers, had taken care to procure ample assurance. As

early as the Christmas of the year 1104, a secret mission

to Rome brought back the reply of the pope to the in

quir , whether, notwithstanding his coronation-oath, the

young king might take u on himself the overnment of

the empire. “The ponti ,” we are told, “ elieving that

the rising dissension between parent and child was of

divine appointment, sent in return the apostolic benedic

tion, promising him absolution from the bond of his oath

at the judgment to come, provided he should approve

himself a just king and a righteous defender of the

church, and thereby compensate to her the injuries she

had sustained from the crimes of his father.”5

The young king hastened to assure the pope of his

unconditional obedience to the papal precepts. Convention of

A general synod of his party was convoked at Ngrdha‘Kseni

Nordhausen; and “there,” says the friendly “£53185...

annalist, “ he, with many tears, protested that ywnger

he desired not to usurp his father’s kingdom, or to deprive

him of his throne; but rather to evince his commis'eration

for that blind obstinacy and disobedience which had been

his ruin; declaring at the same time that if he repented,

he would gladly replace the government in his hands, and

be unto him as a hired servant.” “ This declaration,” our

' Ekkehard. an. 1105, ap. Pertz, vi. IV. ubi sup. p- 585. '

pp. 226, 227; Annal. Hildesh. an. 1104, 8 Annal. Hildesh. an. 1105, ubi sup.

1105; ibid. iii. pp. 107, 108; Vit. Hen. vi. pp. 107, 108.

voL. 1v. Q Q
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informant adds, “ was received by the audience with tears

of pleasure, and the loudest applause; the whole assem

bly joining in prayer for the conversion of the parent,

and the rosperity of the son.” The zeal of the synod

next dispihyed itself in the formal deposition of the Hen

rician prelates; the exhumation of the bones of deceased

heretics; the reordaining of those priests who had re

ceived their orders from schismatic bishops; the absolute

exclusion of the wived clergy from all divine oflices; and

the deposition and ejection ofthose who had incurred the

guilt of simony!"1

With the papal discharge from every duty of natural

Treason of aifection and allegiance in his pocket, httle credit

Henry the is due to the young traitor’s protestatlons of

ymmge" filial attachment to his erring father. There

can be, indeed, no doubt that, if deceit and intrigue should

fail to deliver his victim into his hands, he was fully pre

pared to commit the decision to the arbitrament of the

sword. Dismissing the synod of Nordhausen, he setior

ward in company with the Saxon chiefs towards Malntz,

where the emperor at that moment resided.1 He was,

however, foiled by the removal of all the boats from the

right bank of the Rhine to the left. Retracing hlS steps,

king Henry laid siege to and took the city of Nurnberg

Some time was lost in fruitless negotiations; the emperor,

by a rapid movement, recovered possession of that 1111

portant place, and the rebel son retreated upon a strong

reinforcement then advancing to his support. Several

sanguinary encounters took place on the river Regen, not

far from Ratisbon, where the two armies stood opposed

to each other, prepared, as it seemed, for mortal strife

But, as if by enchantment, in one night both parllles

vanished from each other’s presence Without striking a

blow. As on the famous “ field of lies,” where sacerdotal

deceit and filial treason had accomplished the downfall of

the pious son of Charlemagne,j so, in this case, the ram‘

ficatlons of conspiracy had spread from the camp of the

-“ Ekkeh. ubi sh _ j Cong Book V}, c, v, p, 143 of this

p ‘16481111411. Hildesli. an. 1105, ubi sup. work.
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confederates to that of the emperor. While encamped

over against each other, secret communications between

the chiefs of the two armies had ended in a resolution

that no advantage on either side could compensate for

the miseries to arise from a continuance of this fratricidal

warfare, and that the unnatural strife between father and

son was not entitled to the national countenance and sup

port. The duke of’Bohemia undertook to communicate

the common sentiment of both parties to the emperor,

and the latter retreated in haste to his prior asylum

within the friendly walls of Maintz.k

The dispersion ofthe contending armies was probably

due to a movement of genuine patriotism ;‘ yet D, ,
IS GI‘SIOH

no event could have been more advantageous to on 9, two

the papal arty, or more fatal to that of the “fig:emperor. t was understood that the Henrician g '

forces had withdrawn from the field with intent to avoid

the effusion of blood, but with no desire to promote the

views of the confederates, or to prejudicethe emperor’s

cause further than to disappoint him of a possible victory

they had no mind he should purchase at their expense.

They were not disposed to deliver the sovereign a risoner

into the hands of his son; and that son himsel was for

a time relieved from the necessity of holdin so sinister

a pledge. But the triumph of the papa party was

brought as near as possible to completion: the Henrician

prelates were dispossessed, and their own friends restored:

the papal ban was no longer the “ brutum fulmen” so

feelingly lamented by pope Pascal: facts enough there

were to ap eal to, to confound “ the enemies ofConsequences

God and is church,” and to stren then the of the_disper
impression that the “judgment of 0d” had Sm"

gone forth on behalf of His flock and their shepherd. It

is not impossible that some impression of this kind may

have found a place in the mind of the emperor himself.

Few men are exempt from the influence of the ordinary

modes of contemplating the events of life common to their

" Ekkeh. Chron. an. 1105, up. Pertz, slaughter committed at Hohenbeng

vi. p. 228. ' might be in the recollection of many.

I The remorse engendered by the Conf. Book X. 0. vii. p. 349.
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day and generation. Henry IV. had, at this crisis of

his affairs, entered his fifty-fifth year. But his constitu

tion, both of mind and body, was broken down by the

exhausting activity of a life of toil and disappointment,

and latterly by the anguish of wounded affections. His '

actual condition, therefore, opened to his pontifical ad

versaries a prospect of driving him to that moral and

political suicide which they regarded as the approprlate

doom of the heretic and the blasphemer, and of basing

the power of their chief upon the spiritual prostration

and the temporal degradation of their victim. Such an

example exhibited in the person of the first monarch of

Christendom was an object worthy of the utmost efforts

of their skill—a rich compensation for any sacrificeof

truth, justice, or religion. At the moment the peculiar

dangers of this rude experiment upon the “corpus vlle”

of the lay estate had not crossed their minds; nor was it

likely to occur to them till they perceived that the pup11

they had trained to their purpose already surpassed his

instructors in the craft and readiness of the execu

tion.

We spare our reader the dreary narrative of the

treachery and intrigues by which the harassed and dis

pirited prince was lured into the toils of his enemles. It

is sufficient for the purpose of marking the character of

pontifical management at this stage of papal history’,t0

notice the more prominent features of the tragedy Whlch

speedily brought its victim to the grave, and placed upon

the throne of Germany one who, as they soon dlscovered

to their dismay, had not failed to profit by the lessons of

his sacerdotal instructors.

The dispersion of the armies 0n the Regen had 1101‘:

Betrayal of left the emperor so wholly destitute ofresources

tlljle iryfreror as to place him in a more forlorn posltlon than

y I“ m‘ that in which he had found himself prior to 1115

adventurous journey into Italy in the terrible winter of

the year 1077. He was still surrounded by a falthful

band of personal friends and clients, and supported by

the‘ attachment of his people. .But at this juncture ills

mental resources suddenly deserted him; his facultles
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were benumbed by adversity and bodily infirmity; his

spirit was too deeply wounded by the perfidy of an only

son to recover that elasticity which had supported him

through the sea of troubles which had so often threatened

to engulf him during his stormy voyage of life. Among

the many vices and errors of his past life treachery had

never found a place; nor could he now bring himself to

believe it to exist in so perfect a measure in the heart of

the child whom he had loved and cherished from his

birth. Forgetful of the catastrophe ofthe Regen, Henry

permitted himself to be enticed into a personal interview

with his son, at which no pains was spared by the amiable

youth to persuade his father of the sincerity of his desire

for his restoration to favour, and his disinterested anxiety

to work with him for the peace of church and empire.

The emperor listened to the flattering prospect with eager

credulity. Under the most sacred promises of personal

safety, he was induced to separate from his friends, and

to throw himselfinto the arms ofthe faithless prince. In

the course of the ominous journey from Bingen on the

Rhine, where the first interview took place, towards

Maintz, no protestations of affectionate attachment were

spared by the younger Henry to lull the elder into false

security, till, under pretence of care for his safety, the lat

ter was induced to take up his quarters for the night in

the strong castle ofBiickelheim, not far from Kreutznach.

But he had scarcely entered the gate when the portcullis

fell behind him; he found himself out off from his retinue,

and a close prisoner in the hands of Gebhard bishop of

Speyer, one of the bitterest of his foes.

The object of the conspirators was to extort from

their captive a resignation of the crown, and a Imprisom

formal surrender of the symbols ofthe imperial ment ofthe

dignity into the hands of the young king. To empemr'

this end his episcopal jailer had, by way of penance,

reduced the diet of his already exhausted prisoner to a

minimum, and, in his character of an excommunicated

delinquent, deprived him of the consolations of religion

during the Christmas festival. After these enfeebling

exercises, arude soldier, named Weibert, was introduced
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to his cell, with a peremptory demand for ‘the immediate

delivery, on pain of death without confession or absolu

tion, of the crown, the sacred lance, the cross, and the

sword of empire. The demand was complied with, and

the order for the delivery of the symbols formally signed

and placed in the hands of the messenger by the prisoner,

with the single request that he might be brought before

the assembled diet, and be allowed to defend h1s his

and honour as he best might. _

That assembly then sitting at Maintz had been con

Diet of voked prior to the emperor’s 1mpr1sonment,and

Maintz nd- preparatory to that event, and was attended by

£352.33 the bishops of Albano and Constance as the

Resignation papal legates. Their first care was to rehearse

“Henry IV‘ before the meeting and to republish the several

anathemas issued against the emperor by the present and

former pontiffs. But, from the well-known attachment of

the citizens of Maintz to his person and government, It

was thought dangerous to admit him, even as a prison?

within the walls of the city. The legates therefore a -

journed the diet to Ingelheim, a village some miles wrist

of Maintz, where they directed their captive to 6

brought before them. Under the persuasion that 11119

thing short of unqualified submission to the Wlll off 15

captors would save his life, he prostrated himself bri 0,1'6

the papal legates: he confessed that he had too 011g;

laboured under the curse of the church 5 that he had 88f

up two anti-popes; that he had suffered the. affairs 0

the empire to go to ruin; that he had been Justly 6011

victed of the crime of heresy, and every other ofi'enfie

his judges might think fit to impute, exceptlng‘ 0111)’ the

crime of idolatry. In so desperate a predicament, Z

admitted that ‘he was no longer Worthy of crown an:

empire, and resigned both into the hands of the states.

0

"I A careful examination of the evi

dence on both sides can, we think, leave

little doubt that the confession and ab

dication were made under immediate

apprehension of a violent death. In

the A ology which Henry IV. subse

quen y published, he neither admits

nor denies the confession and abdica

tion. But when we take into consider

ation, that the report of what occur:

at Ingelheim proceeds from the pen we

the most malignant of his enemiesf, 8

cannot doubt that the account 0

transaction is in a high degree ofvg';

charged. We borrow our sketch'o of

whole afl'air from the several writings
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Allowing for the colouring which party prejudice

and religious rancour may ave imparted Henry'scon

to the picture transmitted to us of this piti- fessi‘m

able scene, our sketch of the facts of the case, .we

think, comes as near to the truth as the conflicting ac

counts will warrant. From the manifesto of the em

peror, subsequently published, we learn that the legate

- plainly informed him that he could expect no mercy but

by and through a plenary confession of the crimes laid

to his charge: that he fell at the feet of the legate, and

barely claimed the common privilege of a fair trial by

his peers: that he was assured by the legate, in reply,

that the confession could be delayed by no formality—

that it must be plenary, immediate, unconditional. “But,”

asked the disconsolate prince, “ if I confess all that is de

manded ofme, will that act be followed by immediate ab

solution?” “ In no wise,” replied the legate: “ none but

the pope hath power to absolve so great an offender: yet

if you really desire to be relieved from the anathema, you

have only to hasten to Rome, and there give due satis

faction to him, from whom alone pardon for so heinous a

trespasser can flow.”

After extorting the degrading confession and abdica

tion, it should almost seem that the conspirators Escape ofthe

hardly knew what to do with their captive. At e“1P9”

all events, the wardship under which he was kept was of

so loose a kind as to make it not very difficult to effect his

escape. He still retained some friends among his captors

themselves; others, we may readily conjecture, could not

witness the insolent treatment of the chief of the empire

by the agents of a foreign power with indifference: these

persons, no doubt, shared in the emperor’s apprehensions

of danger to his life: immediate steps for‘his rescue were

adopted; and Henry was enabled to evade his guards,

and to find refuge within the friendly walls of Cologne;

Ekllehard (Chron. Univ. a . Pertz, vi. Epistle of Henry to k. Phillviip of France

pp. 230, 231); and theAnna esHildeshei- (ap. Eccard. Corp. Hist. ed. JEvi, n.

menses (an. 1104, 1105, 1106, ibid. iii. . 222); Epistle of Hen. IV. to the ab

pp. 109-111). On the Henrician side we bot of Cluny (ap. D’Achery, Spicileg.

have consulted Vita Hen. I V. (ap. Urs- iii. p. 441); Siegebert of Gemblours, 811

titium, Ss. Rr. Germ. p. 396); the 1105,1106 (ap.Pertz, vi. p. 369 et sqq.).
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yr.

whence, after a hort rest, he removed to Liege, under

the protection of the bishop of that city, and ofhis steady

friend Henry duke of Lower Lorraine.

The sacerdotal conspirators and their friends were

Exultation not greatly disturbed by the evasion of Henry.

“13%?” In the full persuasion of the completeness of

Pflpists- their victory, they sat down to compute the1r

gains. “After the abdication of Henry the elder,” says

the monk of Aurach, “the diet despatched a solemn enj

bassy to Rome, with full instructions to take the popes

commands as to the steps necessary for the correction of

the inveterate evils which afliicted the church ofGermany,

and, to that end, to move him to pass the Alps, and by

his presence to give countenance and direction to the

measures of his servants: and of a truth, the 8_1111 0f

orthodoxy, ‘for so many years overclouded in thls our

atmosphere, had begun to shine out more fully and

clearly. Following fast upon conviction, an enlarge

ment and purification of our church had been accom

plished: the mere savour of false doctrine was spewed

out of the mouth of men: the Wibertine and Henrician

heresiesn were effectually condemned and repudlated by

the resignation and expulsion of the heretics themselves,

and the substitution of Catholic bishops in then‘ room

. . . yea, the pious zeal for the divine law so boiled over,

that even the dead bodies of the false bishops were dug '

up and cast out of the churches, and those Whfl hFld re‘

ceived ordination from them were suspended till further

orders: for now, by divine dispensation, was the 1101’11

of the holy Roman church lifted up on high; and ter'

ror was stricken into the hearts of the disobedlellt; by

causing the foul ‘carcass of the false pope Wlbel'ti the

head and chief of the schism,'to be cast out of the Sepul'

chre where it had lain for the last six years, and by

reversing all his acts, as the acts of a false pretender and

sacrilegious usurper.”°

But the exultation of the papal party Was Premature’

The movement in Germany, they ought to have known,

" The party of Clement III_, and the

° Ek/zelz. Ohron. Univ. an. 1106, ubiadvocacy of 1%’ investiture.

sup. p. 233.
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“if was far more of a political than a religious Improved

“ml character. The majority ofthe estates, with the Prospects of

_| young king Henry at their head, cared little the empem"

{51" for the papal interests, any further than as they fell in

H“ with their own. A spirit of loyalty and patriotism was

still alive, incapable of submission to the benumbing

Km pressure of religious despotism. The narrative of his

tilt’! sufferings, which the emperor had taken care to circu

“it late in multiplied copies throughout Christendom, did

my him good service.p The sneers of the monks, and the

com maledictions of their masters, were drowned by a sense

:r'tn of the enormous guile and treachery by which the friend

QM: and father of the people had been betrayed into the

aim hands of his enemies. Under the influence of duke

{54; Henry of Lorraine, many of the nobility and gentry

m; flocked to his standard, and he was soon at the head of

m an army capable at least of holding its ground, and Well

In‘; disposed to strike a blow in his defence. A strong ad

m' vanced guard of the hostile forces, under the command

m of king Henry the younger, sustained a bloody defeat at‘
M}, the bridge of Viset on thev Maas; this mishap Battle and

in‘? compelled him to beat a precipitate retreat to victqry of

mi,‘ the Rhine; and the victory left the emperor in mm‘

m unmolested possession ofthe Transrhenane provinces ofthe

m empire. The spirits of his party rose; victory had once

w more waited upon his standard, and hope once more

id, cheered his fainting heart. Relieved from the resence

T, of his persecutors, he revisited his faithful city of ologne.

hm To a man the citizens swore to avenge him of his enemies,

“I and to shed their blood to the last drop in his defence.

h In proof of their zealous attachment, they wrought night

a, and day, and expended their substance upon the enlarge

u; ment and improvement of their fortifications. These

y efforts were crowned with success. King Henry ad

a vanced to the assault with a numerous army. The

citizens repelled the storming parties of the besiegers

wlth great loss, and, with the assistance of a body of .

mercenaries thrown into the place by the duke of Lor

P See the document itself, ap. Eccard. of Ekkehard, ibid.

Corp. Hist. &c. ii. p. 222, and the sneers
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raine, compelled the young king to abandon the siege

after three weeks of sanguinary and unsuccessful as

saults.‘I

Still the infatuated sovereign refused to abandon the

The emperor hope of a reconciliation with his rebel son and

$333: 8 subjects. While his enemies were wasting their

Tet-mina- strength before the impregnable walls of Co

tim“ logne, Henry made a last effort to awaken

feelings of honour and duty in the hearts of the besieging

host. “ Confiding,” he said in his address, “ to the hon

our of the country, pledged to him by those in whose

veracity he had every reason to rely, he had been be

trayed, ill-treated, robbed, and finally deposed: by threats

of instant death the insignia of empire had been extol-ted

from his unwilling hand ; and an abdication from whlch

his heart and conscience revolted had been drawn from

him by lawless violence: some redress for these injuries

was surely due to him : he therefore implored his lieges

to point out to him without reserve how he might obtaln

' justice for these enormous wrongs; they would find him

ready to compensate richly all who might have suffered

wrong or injury at his hands; he was prepared to glve

all due satisfaction and obedience to the pope, and to

concur in any proposals they might make for the good

estate of church and empire: but if his son should stlll

persist in his late career of persecution and rebell_10n,_-—

if this last appeal should prove ineffectual to restram hlm

and them from pursuing the dictates of that base am

bition which had proved so fatal to church and state,—

then he should put in his solemn appeal to the pontiff

and the assembled church-catholic against this flagrant

denial ofjustice.” _
But any settlement of existing disputes upon a basls

Henry’s Proposed by Henry by no means suited the

proposal papal party. With the dethroned and accursed"

:flieectsdislg' heretic there could be no negotiation, no treaty.

P P ' The emperor’s protest was therefore treated as

‘1 Annal. Hildesh. an. 1106, ubi sup. emperor, and his undntiful behavi'gllll‘

Ekkeh. Chron. &c. an. 1106, ubi sup. to his excellent son, is mexpressl Y

The whining cant of these writers disagreeable.

over the inexplicable obstinacy of the
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an additional proof of that “ Protean system of subter

fuge and deceit” by which he had so often deluded the

world. The reply, drawn up b the archbishop of Mag

deburg in the name of the con ederates, recited in exag

gerated terms all the evils which his misgovernment had

brought upon the empire: it laid to his sole charge the

whole mass of slaughters, sacrileges, murders, perjuries,

robberies, and burnings which, they alleged, had trans

formed the realm into a bowling wilderness; which had

fostered apostasy from the catholic faith, and reduced

the world to a state of pagan darkness : but now that it

had pleased the divine clemency once more to look down

upon His disconsolate church, they, her devout sons, had,

through the working of His spirit within them, rejected

and degraded the head and chief cause of all these evils ;

they had deposed Henry, who still styled himself em

peror, and elected in his place a catholic king, though he

e of the seed of the reprobate: yet now the said Henry

vainly pretendeth that this his voluntary abdication and

absolute renunciation, witnessed by the spontaneous sur

render of the imperial regalia into the hands of his son,

was extorted from him by violence: thus, instead of ob

serving bis solemn covenant to renounce all earthly rank

or dignity, and to devote the rest of his days to the care

of his perishing soul, they. now beheld him resorting to

all his bygone subtleties and intrigues; disseminating

among aliens and foreigners—French, English, Danes,

and other neighbouring nations— drawling complaints

of imaginary wrongs, with the obvious intent to excite

these strangers to take up his defence, and to plunge

their swords into the bosom of his country : this re

monstrance, therefore, was only another attempt to intro

duce discord into the camp of the Lord—to disarm the

army of Christ, and, like some wild beast, again to lay

waste that vineyard of God now just beginning to put

forth leaves: thus he would again let loose upon them

that herd of wolves, those priests of Belial,r which follow

in his train: again he would bring back upon them the

I’ The Henrician bishops, to wit.
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curse of the anathema, and crucify afresh in all their

hearts that Saviour who had but just risen again in His

church.

Yet they professed themselves willing, if such were

Counter- his wish, to permit him to come before them,

Prorosal- but only in the character of a condemned male

factor appearing before his judges, to hear his offences

rehearsed, and with liberty to urge what he might think

fit in mitigation of the judgment to be pronounced: and

this, if done at all, must be done promptly and without

delay; lest, in conformity with his ordinary practice, he

should take that occasion to agitate the country, and

create fresh disturbance by vexatious controversies and

disputes.5 In this form, if any inquiry were possible,

it must have extended over nearly the whole course of

Henry’s life; and the prosecution and the defence would

have required nearly an equal period of time. It is there

fore improbable that he would have submitted to such an

inquest. But it might suit his accusers to misrepresent

his non-compliance; and the mode they adopted of com

municating the result of their deliberations was probably

Insulting intended to produce the desired refusal. I Two

message‘ ecclesiastics of the meaner sort, accompanied by

some others disguised as laymen, were selected to con

vey the reply of the estates to the emperor’s head-quarters.

On their arrival the deputation refused to hold any pub

lic communication with the deposed and excommunicated

prince, and their letters were of course rejected as unau

thenticated documents. The emissaries were then dls

missed with the intimation that thenceforward no nego

tiations would be entertained with any but ‘accredited

agents of a lawfully assembled diet‘ of the emplre.

Messages, however, still continued to pass between

Death of the father and the son, as if the latter deslred

Henry “7- that the acts of the ecclesiastical faction should

' It was indeed allowed that “ all the

causes of strife from the beginning of

the schism were to be thoroughly and

impartially sifted;" but this was an ob

vious impossibility if the needful time

for the inquiry was denied. The “ prompt

decision" required was out of the ques

tion, if, as proposed, the whole course of

Henry's life and administration should

have to be investigated. But it is hard

ly possible to convey a. just idea. of

the profdund hypocrisy of this docu

ment without rehearsing 1t m eztenso.
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not pass for his own. But these symptoms of approxi

mation led to no result; the young king continued the

war with unabated activity, and during the summer of

the year 1106 carried fire and sword into the heart of

the duchy of Lorraine; the imperial and rebel hosts ap

proached each other, and a general action was impending;

when movements on both sides were suspended by the

news that the emperor had expired suddenly at Liége on

the 7th of August in the latter year. The intelligence

spread consternation among the imperialists, and was a

source of boundless exultation to the insurgent priests

and barons. Not many hours after his death, the impe

rial chamberlain Erkenbald arrived in the young king’s

quarters, bearing the diadem and the sword—the only

symbols of his dignity still in the hands of the monarch

—with his dying orders to deliver them into those of his

successor, accompanied by the simple request that his

son would extend the royal pardon to all those who

had supported him in his adversity, and that he would.

cause his body to be deposited with those of his ancestors

in the imperial sepulchre beneath the great church of

S eyer.‘
P ew princes have descended to the tomb under such

a load of obloquy as the emperor Henry IV. P 1

During his lifetime he was charged by his ad- mug-525;“

versaries with every crime in the vast registry 5111*“ death °*

of human infirmities, against many of which eempem'

his friends—and he had many friends—have found it a

diflicult task to defend him. His best defence may, after

all, be most successfully sought in the malignity of his

enemies. If we were to believe one-half of their inculpa

tions, so worthless a being must have been an outlaw

from human sympathy and society. We adopt, with

some misgiving, even the half that might fairly be writ

ten to his account, because we hardly know how to dis

tinguish it from that which is provably false in the

reports of his enemies. Yet, branded as he was by the

church with the mark of the Beast, and hated by the no

‘ Annal. Hildesh. ubi sup.
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bility of the empire as a traitor to his order, he still found

an asylum in the hearts of his people. At the tidings of

his death their love overflowed in deep and bitter lamen

tations. “ A great cry was heard in the streets of the

city of Liége; the court and the people, the widows and

the orphans, the multitude of the poor and indigent of the

city and country flocked to the obsequies of their sove

reign, their friend, their benefactor. With uplifted voices

they bewailed the loss of their father; dissolved in tears,

they kissed the cold rough hand; the embraced the in

animate limbs, and could with difficu ty be persuaded to

give place to the attendants in waiting to prepare the

body for burial. Nay, nor could they be persuaded to

quit the tomb; but for many days relieved each other

day and night to watch and pray beside the place where

they had laid him.”“ .

At the news of these funereal honours performed to

B r_ land the body of the deceased outcast of the church,
exiidlmion the wrath of the papal agents at the court of

°§ftlgeggdy Henry V. boiled over. “ If,” said they, “the

y' king permits the body of the heretic to receive

Christian sepulture, he shall surely draw down upon hlS

own head the curse under which his impious parent hath

already perished: therefore let the accursed remains be

exhumed, and for the present deposited in some unconsc

crated spot; then, if such a proceeding be posslble, let the

pope be a plied to for apost-marten» absolution.” It W3?)

indeed, o the utmost importance to the legates and their

friends that the papal anathema should at this ‘juncture

lose nothing of its terrors, and that execution should be

done to the letter upon the body of the deceased smner, as

it had already been done upon his soul. Bishop Albert 0f

Liége was commanded with his own hand to dismter the

body which that hand had contumaciously consigned to a

resting-place among the faithful. The stone sarcophagus

containing the remains was accordingly removed to all

island in the Maas; the usual services were discontinued ;

the mourning crowd which followed were chased from.

“ Vit. Hen. IV. ap. Stenzel, i. p. 606.
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the spot and a single chance pilgrim from Palestine per

mitted to abide near the spot, reciting psalms and litanies

day and night for several days successwely."

It soon, however, appeared that the legates and their

friends had overshot the mark. The young Removal of

king could not be brought to stomach tamely the bodyto

this spiritual terrorism. He had already freely speyer'

forgiven and received his father’s friends into favour, and

thus far fulfilled the first of that father’s dying requests;

and he now resolved to fulfil the rest. By his order the

body was removed to Speyer, and solemnly deposited in

the tomb of his ancestors.w The clergy, the citizens, and

the whole population of the city—at that time one of the

most considerable in Germany—accompanied the roces

sion to the cathedral church of St. Mary, which enry

himself had built and richly endowed. The service for

the dead was performed with every ceremony and honour

usual on such occasions. All this was done in the ab

sence of bishop Gebhard, the temporary jailer, and always

one of the fiercest of the late emperor’s persecutors.

The news of the profanation of his church brought

him in all haste to Speyer: he caused the body 8 d d,

to be forthwith exhumed, and conveyed to an ,..i§;’.‘;.n,‘i;,

unconsecrated chapel-beyond the precinct ofthe ‘Ffi'emailey

cathedral; and interdicted all services in the0 my '

‘ church until it should have been duly purified from the

pollution contracted by the resence of the unhallowed '

remains. But the voice of a ectionate regret could not

be silenced here, as it had been at Lié'ge. The popula

tion of the city in a body attended the corpse to it rest

ing-place with loud lamentations ; “ for,” said they, “ he

loved our city and our people above all others.” For

several years neither the menaces of the priesthood nor

the power of their bishop could deter them from frequent

visits to the spot where the dishonoured remains of their

lost friend and patron were deposited.

The fact appears to have been, that the severities of

sacerdotal management had been carried too far, and

‘I Annal. Hildesk. an. 1106, up. Pertz, iii. pp. 110, 111.

W Sept. 3, 1106. i
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Reacfionin that a gradual reaction was taking place in

the public the public mind. It is beyond doubt that the

mm memory ofHenry IV. was cherished by a large

class—a class every year rising in wealth and import

ance—among his subjects. The clever youth now at the

head of the empire was not slow to perceive that the

inexorable hierarchs who had persecuted his father to his

death, and even in his grave, might not be more manage

able in his own hands ; and their broad hints, that in

their dealings with him nothing less than that subjection

they had required from his father would satisfy them, had

not been lost upon him. The results of this incipient mis

understanding will appear in the following chapter.‘

1‘ For these particulars, see Annal.

Hildesh. ubi sup., but chiefly the work

of the monk Ekkehard of Aurach. In

this work we detect a singular anomaly,

illustrative of the unscrupulous charac

tor of the monastic writers of the day—

excepting, always, from this general

censure, the honest Lambert of Aschaf

fenburg, and the pious and learned

monk Siegebert of Gemblours. Two edi

tions of the work of Ekkehard are ex

taut. In the prior edition the author

writes under the influence of the papal

party; the second was drawn up sub

sequently to the restoration of peace

between the emperor Henry V. and the

pope. In the first he rakes up all the

filthy stories of the youthful profligacy

of the father propagated by the ponti

fical party; in the second, all these tales

disappear; the admirable qualities and

the pious death ofthe late emperor are

described with wonderful unction; all

mention of the exultation of the papal

party at his death is omitted; not a

word is said about the subsequent ex

humation of the body. or its e'ection

from the cathedral of Speyer; t e loy

alty of the people of Liege is lauded;

he observes that the emperor Henry,

when at peace with the pope, showed n.

pious respect for the pontifi‘ and the

Roman clergy; but admits that when

they became troublesome, and endea

voured to humble the kingdom of Germany,

he was compelled to oppose them. See

the two editions in parallel columns, ap.

Pertz, vi. pp. 23.8, 239. The change of

tone in the later editionY from unquali

fied vituperation to almost equally eii

thusiastic eulogium, may perhaps ‘be

taken as a recantation of his earlier

censures; or, we may suppose that the

slanders by which the papists Justified

their severities had so lost all credit

that they would not bear repetition.

Even the zealous Dodeehin, one of the

bitterest of Henry’s detractors, bears

strong testimony to his generous and

placable temper. See his Contin. Chron

Mariani Scoti, ubi sup. There are few

histories in which we encounter greater

difiiculties in distinguishing the true

from the false than in that of the empe

ror Henry IV. "



CHAPTER VI.

SEQUEL OF THE PONTIFICATE OF POPE PASCAL II.

Donation of the countess Mathilda—Political state of Rome—Disafi'ection of the

Romans; its causes—Antipopes Theoderick, Albert, Maginulph —Mutua1 sus

picions of Pascal and Henry V.—Synod of Guastalla—Pascal cousecrates

bishops without election or license—Indignation of the Germans—Pope Pascal

‘m France—Rupture between Henry V. and pope Pascal—Pope Pascal against

investiture—Council of Troyes—Anarchical state of Rome—Henry V. claims

the imperial crown—Expedition of Henry V. into Italy—his proclamation to

the Romans—Negotiation—Mutual renunciations proposed—Treaty upon the

basis of these renunciation—Crafty policy of Henry V.—Insolence of pope

Pascal—Henry’s reception in the church of St. Peter—Rejection ofthe treaty—

Pope Pascal a prisoner—Henry retreats with his prisoners—Pope Pascal re

nouuces the treaty—New treaty of Ponte-Mammolo—Coronation of Henry—

The Gregorians repudiate the treaty ot‘Ponte-Mammolo—Pascal apologises for

the treaty—Insufficiency of pope Pascal's excuses—His correspondence with the

emperor—Synod of Vienne, and excommunication of the emperor—Objection

of the moderate party in France—untenable—Their remonstrauce rejected—

Henry V. performs the obsequies of his father—his dangerous policy—Con

spiracy—Outbreak of the conspiracy—Civil war—Efforts of the papal party

to give effect to their excommunications—Albert archbishop of Maintz; his

imprisonment, and release—Henry again in Italy—Synod of Rome—Pascal

directly implicated in the acts of his legates—The anathema proclaimed—Do

mestic troubles—Pacific dispositions—Mysterious correspondence between the

pope and the emperor—The emperor in Rome-His management of the R0

mans—Retreat of the emperor—Restoration and death of pope Pascal.

THOUGH out of the recise chronological order, we must

notice in this place a ew particulars requisite to the better

comprehension of the papal policy, and the peculiarities

of the domestic affairs of the holy see, since the death

of Gregory VII. ‘

The county, marquisate, or duchy of Tuscany was an

ancient fief of the kingdom of Italy, the domi- Donation of

nium supremnm of which was vested in the king the may?“

as lord of the fee, and was by feudal law inaliena- a‘ ‘l a‘

ble by any act of the tenant. By such act, or any other of

R RVOL. IVI
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a nature to prejudice the prerogative of the superior lord,

he acquired an immediate right of reentry in order to

provide for the due performance of the duties attached

to the fief. Yet on the 17th of November in the year

1102 the countess Mathilda executed an absolute deed

' of donation of all her fiefs and possessions to pope Pascal

for the sole use and benefit of the holy see, discharged

from all prior obligations or conditions; so that thereafter

they might form an integral portion of the estate of the

Roman church, to be dealt with by that church at plea

sure, rnn'thout reserve on her part, or that (forty one claim

ing under or through her.3 It was by this time a well

understood principle of pontifical law, that every acces

sion to the patrimony of St. Peter, however acquired,

passed absolutely out of the hands of the lord or grantor

into those of the pope. It was an equally clear provlsion

of feudal law that all such transfers were in the nature

of treason, and operated a forfeiture of the lands so trans

ferred or demised. But at this moment Henry IV. was,

even if he had had notice of the transaction, in no condi

tion to put in his protest, or to take any steps to resent

the insult to his crown. \

But no accession of outward dominion or influence

Politicalstate could convert the city of Rome into an endura

°f Rmne- ble residence for the pope. Since the extinctlon

of the Saxon dynasty, neither pope nor papacyhad been

properly domiciled in the capital. The authority whlch

bound other nations to the papacy was stifled in Rome

itself by the never-ending conflicts of faction, venahty,

and intrigue, which furnish the materials of her‘history

throughout the greater portion of the middle ages. In

theory, the emperor was still the sovereign, and Rome the

‘ See the document ap. Leibnitz, Rr. unreserved and unconditional. “If ‘19,

Brunsw. Ss. i. pp. 687, 688. The con- moreover, said to be an ofi'ernggf 111""

veyance is described as an “ofi‘ertio” tegrum,” i.e. for and on heh of that?

and “ oblatio,” words borrowed from entirety or totality of the thing convey_e -

the Levitical law, denoting an absolute Upon the Germanic law on the ‘summit

appropriation and dedication of the of the alienation of fiefs, see Ezchhom,

thing offered; a. gift irrespective of and Deutsche Staats- u. Rechts-Geschichte,

Bnperseding all other rights; and, like ii. §§ 301, 355, 356, and 364.

the ofi'ering on the altar, in its nature
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capital of the empire. A constructive allegiance, at least,

was due to him, which might be claimed as a privilege, or

adopted as a convenient pretence. Though no de facto

connection existed, the authority of the pope and the

emperor might be set against each other to suit a par

ticular purpose. Such a state of things was inconsistent

with regular government. The character of the consti

tuency of the republic rendered any concurrence of the

parts for the benefit of the whole almost impossible, ex

cept when an accidental equipoise of parties, or a pre

ponderant pressure from without, afforded a breathing

time to the agitated elements of government. The prin

cipal families (capitani, consnlari, nobili) claimed a cus

tomary right to the superior magistracies, and formed

a species of senate, under the presidency or control of the

pope. They regarded themselves as entitled by virtue

of their rank to all the richer prizes in the gift of the

church; they retained a lively recollection how that in by

gone times they had made popes, cardinals, bishops; and

had mono olised the honours of church and state. The

reforms of Gregory VII. had inspired this powerful class

with unmitigated disgust. The popes of the Gregorian

school, dating from the pontificate of Leo IX., had

thrown open the gates of preferment to all who dwelt

within the bosom of the Roman church, both at home

and abroad. Foreign ecclesiastics flocked to Rome; and

the encouragement which zeal and talent in the service

of the church met with, amply compensated the popes

for the disfavour of their native subjects; while it tended

to draw closer the bonds which connected them with the

great outlying body of the Latin clergy. A cordon of

nations was, as it were, drawn round the discontented

native priesthood; and a fulcrum of support provided,

which the latter could only shake by irregular and dis

creditable brawls, generally ending in defeat.

Yet throughout the whole of this period the nobili

and gentry of the patrimony of St. Peter, when Disafiecfion

at variance with the popes, could always com- of the

mand a formidable party among the rabble of $312:

the city and neighbourhood, as well as among '
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the urban and rural clergy, who had suffered most

severely by the reforms of Nicolas, Alexander, and

Gregory. With their aid it was never very diflicult to

excite the populace to sedition and violence. It hap

pened occasionally when the pontiffs, either by their own

vigorous policy, or by the aid of their friends abroad,

were in the ascendant, that they too came in for their

share of mob-favour. In such cases, as in most others,

the game of seduction and bribery was carried on with

equal assiduity on both sides. \Vhen the pope was popular

the nobili and their clerical adherents were induced to

side with the enemies of the papacy abroad, with a vlew

to keep open a prospect of recovering those sourcesof

influence, emolument, and domestic comfort, of which

they had been deprived by the Gregorian reforms. op

portunities of this kind were abundantly supphed by the

rupture between the empire and the pontificate. The

nobles looked forward to the restoration of then former

power and glory; the riesthood to relief from the bur

den of celibacy, and t e recovery of those profits and~

advantages upon which, till recently, they had thrlven

and fattened.”

The popes Victor, Urban, and Pascal, had suffered

Tti‘iil’éli’fii, Wibert (Clement III.) in the year 1099, the

Ma’elil’lflfph nobili and imperialist clerg had elected The

g P ' Odel‘ick, cardinal-bishop 0 St. Rufina, and

enthroned him in the basilica of St. Peter. But, as 11'

luck would have it, in attempting to esca e ‘to the court

of the emperor, he fell into the hands 0 h1s rival, and

was shut up in a remote monastery in Apulla.c In the

year 1102, the same party started a second pretender 1h

the person of Albert, cardinal-bishop of Sabina. Thls

election was promoted by Johannes Ocdolmus, a leader

of the imperialist party; the antipope took refu e from the

attacks of a pontifical mob in the church of St. arcellus,

but Pascal found means to bribe Ocdolinus to betray

b Conf. Annalee Romani, ap. Perlz, v. this age. _ 7_ Pam

PP- 468-480; a valuable contribution to c Ann. Rom. ubi sup- p:__47 1355

the domestic history of the papacy in dulph. Pisanua, ap. Murat. m- P’ '

much from this faction. After the death of
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his client; Albert was dragged from the altar, and with

every mark of contumely consigned, like his predecessor,

to perpetual imprisonment. Within less than three years

after this failure, a third pretender appeared in the per

son of Maginulph, cardinal-archpriest of the Roman

church. This pretender proved more dangerous than

either of his predecessors. Under the patronage of Go

dolinus, be persuaded the populace that Pascal was a

simonian heretic: Maginulph was supported by a con-

federacy of the nobili and consular families bent on as

serting their right to elect their pontiff; and with the aid

of Werner, the imperialist markgrave of Ancona, and a

body of German soldiers, he was put into possession of the

Lateran, and there consecrated by the name of Sylvester

IV. But, instructed by the fate of Albert, he soon saw

reason to suspect his Roman supporters, and retired with

his friend Werner to Ancona, where he lived unmolested

for several years, pretending to no share in the govern

ment of the churc , and contentedly resigning his equi

vocal dignity at the appearance of Henry V. in Italy in

the year 1111.d But the troubles of Pascal did not end

here. He had still to maintain a precarious warfare

against Corsi, Colonna, Ocdolini, and other leaders of

the imperial faction, within the walls of Rome itself.

Stephen Corsi had possessed himself of the church of St.

Paul, and from the sanctuary as his headquarters dis

tributed his banditti over every part of the city, to the

total interruption of all civil occupations and business of

life. Pascal, indeed, succeeded in dislodging him, though

with difliculty, and not without bloodshed. But with all

this, Home was an uncomfortable abode, and he betook

himself to the protection of his friend the countess Ma—

thilda, until, by the death of Henry IV., he was called

to that new field of pontifical activity to which our at~
tention must now be directed.e

_......=.<-?-n_nwanna-5&3‘.

‘1 Annal. Rom. ubi sup.; Pand. Pisan. The deed by which Sylvester IV. re

inVit. Pascal. II. ubi sup. p. 355 ; Ekke- signed the papacy may be read in Perlz,

hard, Annal. an. 1102, ubi sup. p. 224; Arehiv der Deutschen Geschichte, vol.

Annal. Leodierw. ap. Pertz, iv. p. 29; x. p. 464.

Siegebert Gembl. Chron. ibid. vi. p. 368. = Pandulph. Pisan. ubi sup. p. 355.
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From the first moment of the accession of Henry V.

M to the throne of Germany, the papal interest in
utual sus- . -

Ipicions of that country was 1n danger. From that point

£123‘? of time, if not before 1t, pope Pascal and king

' Henry had suspected each other. It 1s sm

gular that, notwithstanding the reiterated promises of

general obedience on the part of the latter, no specific

pledge against the resumption of investitures had been

required. No genuine papist could entertain a doubt

that investiture by ring and staff—nay, that any lfllld of

lay nomination to spiritual oflice—was an act of simony.

Yet it was open still to the imperialist to contend that

the crime could not be construed to extend beyond the

direct purchase and sale of such offices; and that the

external act of induction had no connection with the

spiritual graces imparted by the act of consecratlon.

The issue thus raised was, however, fatal to any cordial

understanding between church and state. The bond

which at this moment connected them was that of a

common crime. But the pontiff had the best of‘the bar

gain. His great enemy was no more: “ the vlctory (ff

the Lord” was thus far accomplished; and though It

were by the hands ofwicked men and by wicked means;

he might still (more ecclesiastico) regard it as a“P1'°‘

vidential dispensation,” and improve it with a clear con

science for the benefit of religion. His secular s11 -

porters, meanwhile, troubled themselves little about t 9

providential aspect of the late transactions in Germany,

and thought of nothing but how to make the best of the

advantages obtained, and to avoid the inconvemencesof

their alliance with the sacerdotal instigators of their

crime. The indignities heaped upon the lifeless body of

their late master furnished a very significant indicatlon

of the treatment the son would have to encounter upon

the first symptom ofuneasiness under the pontifical yoke

Associates in evil agree pretty well while engaged m

deceivmg the rest of the world, but afterwards hate each

other the more cordially in proportion to the guilt con

tracted, the success of the fraud, and the value of the

spoil to be divided.
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Pope Pascal was the first to speak out. It was, in

fact, necessary that the new king, and the lay synod of

estate in general, should be apprised of the Guasmlla

papal demands. He was at this time dwelling in the

tents of the countess Mathilda. A synod was accord

ingly summoned to meet at Guastalla, within her domi

nions and under her protection. The attendance was

numerous; among others, envoys from Henry V. After

disfranchising and dismembering the church of Ravenna

by way ofpunishment for participation in the late Wiber

tine schism, excommunication was denounced against all

the Henrician bishops, and their orders annulled.f The

synod then passed on to the principal business of the

session. Reciting that “ for a long time past the Catholic

church had been trodden under foot by wicked men, both

clerks and laymen, whence manifold schism and heresies

had sprung up; and seeing that now, by the good provi

dence of God, the authors of these mischiefs (Henry IV.

and Clement III.) had been removed from the world,” it

was resolved and enacted by that council, in conformity

with the “constitutions of the fathers,” that all kind of

investiture by the lay hand be prohibited on pain of

degradation against the clerk who shall accept, and

excommunication against the layman who shall confer,

such investiture.g

This ordinance alike affected the interests ofthe crown

and of all lay patrons. Both kinds of patron— Pascal con

age, imperial as well as lay, were exercised in bisfgrgfzm

the same form of homage and symbolical de- out ellection

livery of the temporalities; so that the decree, "r 11cm"

if successfully carried into execution, must have the effect

of severing the church from the state, and ultimately de

E‘riving the latter of the revenues and services derivable

om a third, or even a moiety, of the productive lands of

the empire. But this was but a small instalment of the

gains the pope roposed to himself from his late victory.

On the 28th of) October he, of his own mere motion,

' Ekkehard,Chron.an. 1106,ubi sup. pp. 1881-1886. This council was held

p. 240. on the vi. kaL Nov. (27th Oct.) 1106

I Conc. Guastall. ap. Hard. Cone. vi. Conf. Jafi'é, Regist. p- 491
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and without the king’s license or privity, consecrated

Conrad to the archbishopric of Salzburg, and Gebhard

to the bishopric of Trent. Moreover, by “apostolical

authority,” and without form of election, he nominated

and inducted several prelates in the place of the ejected

Henrician bisho s, thus disposing of some of the richest

and most power 1 fiefs of the empire to his own friends.

He granted immunities and exemptions from the con

trol of their bishops and advocates (Sckutzeb'gte) to

various reli ious houses: usurpations not justified by

any principle of canon or civil law, and operatlng an

amortisation of temporal estate equally inconslstent with

the acknowledged rights of patrons and the govern

ment.h

The envoys of king Henry witnessed in silence these

Ind, MiG-n daring inroads upon their master’s prerogatlve.

O the The object of their mission appears to have been
Germans‘ simply to prefer a humble request to the pope

officially to recognise and confirm the title of the km to

the crown, and to invite him to a general councll _1n er

many, for the final adjustment of all questions whlchhadl

arisen between church and state during the late schlsm.

What kind of settlement might be expected from pope

- Pascal was, by this time, tolerably apparent. The report

of the king’s envoys produced a general feeling oflndlg'

nation and resentment for the late outrages upon the na

tional liberties; and Pascal was speedily convinced ofthe

inexpediency of the proposed visit until the popular ef

fervescence should have had time to subside. The best

informed among his advisers warned him agamst the

eminently deceitful and treacherous character of HGHII'Y

V. ; such a person, they said, could onl be dealt wltll

from a safe distance; the people of ermany would

certainly resent the decree against investitures, and the

other ordinances of Guastalla; finally, the mind of the

_ h “He acted,” says Aventinus, an es

timable writer of the fifteenth century,

“ as if his own will were the on] foun

tam of right and law.” Anna . Boio

rum, lib. v1. p. 582. The work ofAven

tinus of course has found its way into

a In x." .
th'e Dongjo, Vit. Mathild. c. xvu- aP

Murat. v. 377. How the request YVB?

understood by the pope m8: _be @021“

tured: “ Quserens utjus s: 2 ref!” no"

cedat," 8w.
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young king was still too rash and inettlesome to be as

yet “ thoroughly broken in to the yoke of the Lord.”j

Under such circumstances, it was thought that France

might afford a safer basis for effecting the con- Pope Pascal

templated transfer of the whole estate of the “Emce

church into the hands of the holy see. The abbot Suger

of St. Den s has very well described his motives for the

journey to rance. “ The pontiffcame,” he says, “to con

sult with the king about certain differences and grievances

which had arisen between himself and the emperor Henry,

whereby he was much harassed and discomforted; for

that he (Henry) was a person destitute of natural affec

tion, inhuman, and one who had cruelly persecuted and

dethroned his own father . . . . and by blows and insults

impiously compelled him to surrender the insignia of

empire; therefore, as well on that account as of the

mercenary disposition and deceitful character of the

Romans,k he thought it safest to discuss all matters in

dispute under the rotectionof the king and church of

France.” At St. enys the pope was entertained with

the most magnificent hospitality; but to the great sur

prise of the brotherhood, in lieu of all the gifts and obla

tions usually acce ted or extorted by migratory popes

and legates, he as ed for no more at his departure than

a fragment of the blood-stained robe of St. Dionysius the

martyr.1

The progress of Pascal through France is described

to us as one continuous ovation. The principal R b
scene of his operations, however, lay so suspi-twggfiuifeng}

ciously near to the frontiers of the empire that V-lfimi 5P"

king Henry thought it necessary to keep a “so

sharp eye upon him, and consequently shifted his quar

ters to the border province of Lorraine, still affecting

to expect his promised visit to his court.“1 This move

ment of the king was significant; and Pascal thought

i Ekkeh. ubi sup. p. 242. missed such 0 portunities of transfer

'‘ Conf. . 612 of this chapter. ring a large share of the treasures of

l Sager fVit. Ludov. Grassi, up. D. the convents and churches they visited

Bouq. H. des Gaules, xii. pp. 18-20) to their own pockets.

notices this as very unusual conduct ‘1' Ekkehard,ubi sup. an. 1107,P- 242

among the Roman officials, who rarely
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it prudent to withdraw for a time from the dangerous

neighbourhood, to enjoy the honours and caresses heaped

upon him by monks and clergy, the king and the people

of France.“ In reply to his earnest request for the

(military) aid of Philip against the “enemies and

tyrants of the church,” more especially against the em

peror Henry,° both the king and his son promised to lay

their kingdom at his feet; and they escorted him per

sonally to Chalons-sur-Marne, where a deputation from

Henry himself had been appointed to meet him. The

demeanour of the Henrician envoys, when they arrived,

was suspicious and offensive.p The spokesman of the

party, archbishop Bruno of Treves, tenderedon behalf

of his master all respectful homage and service, seemg

always the rights of the empire. These rlghts he then

rehearsed in detail: “ It had,” he said, “ been the custom

from all time, that, before a bishop was elected, the

name of the candidate be sent in to the emperor, In

order that he may judge of his fitness; after which he

is promoted by the chapter, at the reguest of the peo

ple, and by the election of the clergy; he emperor then

confers upon him the temporalities by dehvery of the

ring and pastoral staff, he doing homage and swearing‘

fidelity for the same: and this is but reasonable, seeing

that the government of cities and provinces, the collec

tion of the imperial revenues, and many other lillPOI'tant

public duties, are intrusted to bishops and abbots; theSe

powers flowing from the imperial digmty, and therefore

not to be conferred by any other hand: by consentmg to

this arrangement, the pope would secure perpetual con

cord between the empire and the church.” “

Pope Pascal, in reply, declared roundly that the

Pope Pascal church, redeemed and made free by the preeleus

against blood of Christ, can by no human custom OI‘

lemme‘ device be reduced to servitude under the world!

n - . ' ‘ rchtheséiiiilnfiii’wiilngiil’é)ugiiffil’es iiiiiiil$53231?illirvtei’ftiiaiiiilois

0 It was the custom of many writers Halbetstadt andMiinster,thedukeWelf

of this age to designate the king of of Bavaria, with several great earls age

Germany, as emperor-elect, by the im- barons, all bent upon showing’ “1 “1

perial title before coronation. Teutonic fashion, their indignation at

p The deputation consisted of the the late pontifical encroachments
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if the church he debarred from choosing her pontiffs

without the consent of the emperor, then hath Christ died

in vain; for then she is again reduced under servitude

to the world: investiture by ring and staff, seeing that

these things are s iritual and appertaining unto the altar,

is an invasion of od’s prerogative; it is a derogation of

the divine ordinance of holy unction that the hands hal

lowed by the body and blood of the Lord should be en

closed between the mailed and bloodstained hands of the

layman in the ceremony of homagre.” The effect of this

declaration upon 'the haughty eutonic warriors was

alarming. They gnashed their teeth, and indulged in

ver unbecoming expressions of passionate indignation.
“Nyot here,” they exclaimed, “ but at Rome, our good

swords shall settle this quarrel.” After a while, however,

more moderate counsels prevailed; the pope was per

suaded that time was necessary for the violent efferves

cence of the German spirit to cool down; and it was

settled that the whole question should be adjourned to

the decision of a general council to meet at Rome some

time in the following year.q Henry had, in fact, never

taken any notice of the papal prohibition, and all along

continued to appoint to, and give investitures of, vacant

sees in the usual form, and the pope to issue threatening

notices to the prelates so elected, and their consecrators.

In this way Ruthard archbishop of Maintz and Reinhard

of Halberstadt underwent a wordy castigation, the for

mer for having lent himself to the‘ consecration of schis

matically inducted bishops, and the latter for accepting

investiture in the accustomed form.r -

These censures were promulgated at a council held

at Troyes a few days after the conference at Council“

Chalons. Lay patronage was altogether con- Troyes

demned as a usurpation of ecclesiastical rights ; the per

sons and estates of the clergy were declared sacred and

inviolable, and their causes, clvil and criminal, withdrawn

from the jurisdiction of the secular tribunals: the “truce

q Ekkeh. ubi sup. p. 242. vol. i. pp. 616-620; A'mal- Hades“- an‘

f See the apal letters to these pre- 1107, ubi sup. p. 111.

lates, ap. artene, Collect. Ampliss.
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of God” was pronounced permanent, and the severest

spiritual enalties denounced against feuds and pri

vate war are: lastly, the pope declared his intention

to abandon his visit to Germany, “ because he did

not find in the hearts of the Germans the requisite

humility to hold out any prospect of advantage to the

church.” ‘

When, in the year 1107, pope Pascal returned to

Mammal Rome, he found afl'airs much in the same state

state of as that in which he left them. The Wibertme

Rome’ party was still alive and doing. Civil war

raged in the streets and purlieus of Rome, and the pen

tifl' was at length compelled to resort in person to'the

Normans, to call in their aid to put down the factions

which had once before driven him from his capital. But

during his‘ absence the friends to whom he had intrusted

the government coalesced with his enemies; the various

parties of the Ptolomei, Frangipani, Corsi, Colonna, and

Cenci, in league with the excommunicated abbot ofFarfa,

had closed every road by which he could approach the‘

city. But by a judicious distribution of money among

the captains of the hostile cordon, and the VIg‘OI‘OUS 0n

slaught of his allies, he fought his way into Rome, p08

sessed himself of the Capitoline hill, gave battle to the

Corsi and their mobs in the streets, stormed thelr castel

lated mansions, and razed them to the ground. The

Wibertines were effectually intimidated, and compOllllded

with the pope for the enjoyment of what was rlghtfuny

theirs, by surrendering all church-property 1nto h1s hands

and giving security to kee the peace towards the Pope

and the municipality of the city. A cessation of arms

was thus obtained, “which lasted,” says the hlog'rapher

of Pascal, “until a dispensation of the divine wrath

brought Henry the destroyer, son of Henry the h61'6t107

into Italy.” '

The interval of rather more than three years between

the close of the civil war and the arrival of Henry V‘

‘ Cone. Hard. vi. pp. 1889, 1890. Murat. p. 356.

‘ Pandulph. Pisan. Vit. Pascal. II. ap.
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in Rome to claim the imperial crown, formed H

the only tranquil period in the pontificate of chififl’fi...

Pascal II. In the year 1109 king Henry sent

a solemn embassy to the pope to apprise him

of his intention to claim the imperial crown at his hands.

Pascal replied that he should be ready to receive the king

with all paternal affection, assured that he would pre

sent himself as a true Catholic prince, afaithful son and

defender ofthe church, and thefriend ofrighteousness and

truth.“ This answer boded the king no good. The Ger

manic princes repelled the claim of the pontilfs to make

- conditions, or to hold them to terms for a dignity which

they regarded as a simple legal consequent of their posi

tion as kings of Germany. With equal pertinacity the

court of Rome had insisted that the imperial crown was

an article of pontifical patronage; that the right of the

Germanic sovereign was a. merely preferential claim, and

subject to such terms and conditions as should promote

the interests of the. church and her supreme head." These

adverse principles were now to be brought to a practical

trial. At the feast of the Epiphany 1110, Henry an

nounced to his assembled lieges his intention to visit his

kingdom of Italy, with a view to consolidate the union

of the two crowns and to receive the imperial diadem in

the capital of the empire. The assembly unanimously’

pledged themselves to hear him company with all their

forces, and the king rewarded their loyalty by liberal

grants of the funds necessary to speed their preparations.

In the month of August ‘the array of the empire was

on foot, and passed the Alps in two divisions, Expedition

with rendezvous in the plains of Roncaglia. qfHenry V
From that point both corps passed the Po, and mm may‘

encamped under the walls of Piacenza. The march of

the army had not been unopposed. The Italian munici

palities were beginning to breathe the fresh air of liberty

and self-government ; Milan had closed her gates against

“ Annal. Hildesh. an. 1109, ap. Pertz, The same principle is involved in the

vi. p. 112; Dom'zo,Vit. Mathild.c.xviii. epistles of Gregory to William I. of

ap. Murat. v. p. 378. ‘ England; ibid. epp. xxv. and lxix.

' See the Registrum Greg. VII. lib.i. Conf. Book X. 0. vi. p. 288.

ep. xx. p. 231; ibid. lib. 1. ep. xxxvii.
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the Germans, Novara resisted and was burnt to the

ground; other cities furnished the usual supplies for the

army reluctantly and scantily; and the king was often

driven to visit the refractory towns by arbitrary mulcts

and fines in money and produce.w The countess Mathilda

offered no resistance to the march of the army through

her territories, and received the royal confirmation of all

the fiefs and regalities which she and her ancestors had

held of the empire. The passage of the Apennines was

attended with hardship and distress to the troops. A

long halt in Florence, however, restored their strength

and efficiency; Arezzo resisted, was stormed, and aban

doned to pillage; and the army pursued its march en

riched with plunder and ins irited by success. From

his pmdamm his camp at Arezzo Elem-y had issued a procla

tion to the mation to the magistrates and citizens ofliome,

R‘mm' informing them that he was about t0_v1s1t the

“ metropolis and heart of the empire,” with intent to

confer upon them all the benefits which a “bemgmnt

lord” is always anxious to bestow upon “faithful sub

jeets,” a father on his children, a citizen upon his fellow

citizens: he had, he said, combated and subdued those

external disturbances which had hitherto prevented him

from “assuming” the imperial crown; he had hastened

q'nto Italy, and had found that kingdom, evenmore than

any other part of his dominions, torn by domestlc factions;

yet here too he had restored the reign of law and order;

and now, in compliance with the joint solicitation of the

pontiff and the city, he was about to visit them In peace;

to dojustice, and to “ receive his right :” he therefore com

manded them to send to him persons properly quahfled

and instructed to settle the mode and manner of a_ recep

tion such as might do all due honour to the imperial ma

jesty, and at the same time suit their own COIIVCI'IICIICG:

This mandate was sent forward by imperial commls

Negofimm sioners, and a place for conference was named;

w ere the preliminaries of the reception were

v " 1mm, Vit. Mathild. c. xviii. ubi Eecard. @266; Pet” Diac' Chiin'

sup- Mont. Cassin. lib. iv. e. mv. up '1'

1‘ Udalrici Cod. Epist. no. 257, ap. rat. tom. iv- p- 513
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to be arranged. Pascal, however, fully alive to the danger

of any negotiation with the versatile consulari and no

‘ bili of Rome, took the matter into his own hands. When,

therefore, the imperial commissioners reached the place

of meeting, they found a deputation from the pope with

orders to negotiate in his own name“ regarding the terms

and conditions ofcompliance with king Henry s demands.

Though their instructions did not empower the imperial

envoys either to negotiate or to discuss conditions with

the pope, they could not refuse to listen to the ponti

fical delegates; and it was roundly intimated to them

that the pope could on no account permit him to assume

the imperial crown, unless he should, in writing under

his own hand, algjure and renounce the right of investi

ture over all the churches of the empire. The commis

sioners asked, what then was to become of the govern

ment—what was it worth to their sovereign, when all

power should be transferred to the clergy, and the crown

e shorn of the honours and rerogatives necessary to

the maintenance of the imperial) authority ‘I’

The rejoinder of the papal agents is remarkable.

“ The church,” they said, “ is satisfied with her Mutual w

tithes and oblations: let, therefore, the king mmcintions

take back all lands, temporal privileges and Propmd'

jurisdictions, regalia of every kind, rightfully belonging

to his crown in the days of Charlemagne, Louis, Otto,

Henry, and others his predecessors.” After a feeble

remonstrance on the part of the commissioners against

the privations to the churches that must result from such

an arrangement, it was agreed that a simultaneous renun

ciation of investitures on the one part, and of all tem

poral rights, powers, or possessions on the other, should

be proposed to the emperor-elect and the pope, as the

most eligible mode of putting an end to present and

future controversy.I

_T‘.‘-.aw—wii3-KEFE‘

A provlslonal treaty upon this basis was readily

_ Y The remonstrauce 0f the commis- I See letter of Henry V. to the city

sioners ran nearly in the terms of of Parma, givin an account pf this

archbishop Bruno's apology at the con- negotiation, ap. dalr. Cod. Epist. ‘Dbl

ference of Chulons. See p. 618 of this sup. ii. p. 269.

chapter.
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agreed to. by the imperial envoys. The terms

3215553? purported that the emperor-elect should,_w1th

the?“ ."n‘m' out reserve, renounce investiture of all splritual
cmmns' dignity or estate: that he should warrantto

the pope and his supcessors the undisturbed possession

and enjoyment of the patrimon of St. Peter, as com

prehended in the donations of C arlemagne and his suc

cessors,a and give ample security to the pontlif, h1s court

and attendants, for their personal safety 1n life, hmb, and

worldly honour, during the ensuing ceremony. In con

sideration of this renunciation, the pope covenanted that,

as soon as the emperor should have complied with these

terms, he would transfer and make over to him all the

regalia properly appertaining to empire or kingdom 1n

the days of Charlemagne and h1s successors; to w1t, all

cities, dukedoms, markgraviates, countles, protectorates

of convents and churches, court-dues, fines, forfeltures,

judicatures, and lands held in fief from the crown, and

all other things which are in their nature and by law the

subjects of secular grant and prerogative ; and herelm

more especially all such oflices or estates as 1mply m1

tary services, or rights of free quarter (castm); andh e

moreover engaged for all bishops and abbots thatt ey

should, for themselves and the1r successors, by deed

under their hands, conform to such renunclatlon in

surrender, upon fpain of anathema. It was furt e5‘

covenanted that, or the security both of the popehan

the emperor, persons of rank should surrender t em

selves as hostages on both sides; and that the most dis- '

tin ished princes nobles and churchmen should mutuallyg'lirouch their warranty for the punctual fulfilment of

the treaty.b

' A diflicult question what those do

nations were, and what they really im

plied!

‘' In the Codex Epistolaris of Udalric

of Bamberg (a . Eccard. Corp. Hist. ii.

p. 270) we fin a diploma purporting

to have been addressed by Pascal to

Henry V., accounting for the abandon

ment of the regalia belonging to the

churches in terms utterl subversive of

the Gregorian theory. The pope con

fesses that it is interdicted by the di

vine law to the clergy to involve them:

selves in secular cares and occupations,

that, nevertheless, bishops and abbolsl

had become so absorbed in the pnrsui

of wealth and ambition as to partner:

pate largely in all the crimes a; dog:

ruptions of the laity; that they a of

come oflicers of police and agents (1

government rather than bishopsrans

this, because of the possession of citie ,
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On the 9th of February 1111, king Henry ratified

the compact upon oath, but with the express Craftypolicy

proviso, that it should not be binding unless °f Henry V

accepted and confirmed by the estates of the empire, both

lay and ecclesiastical. N0 one knew better than the

king the impracticable nature of the obligation the pope

had loaded upon his own shoulders. Neither could it

be objected, on his part, that he had not had ample

notice of the difficulties he would encounter in persuad

ing or compelling the prelacy of Germany and Italy to

surrender all that gave them rank and consideration

among the estates of the empire. It was equally ob

vious that the princes and barons of the realm would

seriously resent the proposed abandonment oftheir lucra

tive protectorates, their lay tithes, their advowsons, their

ecclesiastical patronage, and all the means which that

patronage afforded of providing for children and depen

dents. Henry foresaw that the treaty must defeat itself,

and he was prepared to seize all the advantage that

might result from the unfettered position in which the

expected rejection would place him. The ratifications

were nevertheless exchanged—on Henry’s part, with

the ominous proviso annexed. But, as if a tone of

puerile arrogance could cover or disguise a grave poli

tical blunder, Pascal intimated to the king his devoutest

thanksgiving to almighty God that He had at length

opened his heart to a sense ofthe crimes that had rendered

hisfather's memory infamous among menfor all genera

tions. And when, in the course of the late negotiations,

Henry desired permission to remove the remains of the

late emperor from their unhallowed place of Insolence of

deposit to the royal mausoleum at Speyer, the P°P° Pascal

pope refused the request, observing that “ it was contrary

CRAFTY POLICY OF HENRY V.

dukedoms, palatinates, markgraviates,

rights of mint, civil judicatures, &c.:

whereby the abominable practice had

stepped in, that bishops and abbots

could not be consecrated until they

should have received investiture of all

these temporalities by the hand of the

king; to the great increase of the

crime of simony, and the decay of good

SVOL- 1V.

discipline in the church. And for these

causes his pious predecessors had con

demued iuvestiture b lay hands, and

excommunicated all w 0 should give or

receive it, &c. If we place confidence

in this document, it indicates a wide

departure from the opinions and policy

of his predecessors on the part 0 pope

Pascal.
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t0_scripture ('2); neither would the saints and martyrs per

mit the carcass of the reprobate to be deposited within

their sanctuary; nor could the faithful be associated in

death with those with whom in life they had nothing in

common.” ‘

A few days before the signature ofthe treaty, Henry

Hmys w had put the army in motion towards Rome.

caption in The pontiff, in great alarm, had withdrawn his

otl‘gtcliigél; mercenaries and the Roman militia within the

' ' city Walls; the bridges were barricaded, the

ramparts carefully manned,—not a postern was 1111

watched; and the gates of the Leonine city,c which en

closed the basilica of St. Peter, alone remained un

barred. The hostages, however, were exchanged; and

the remaining preparations for the admission ofthe

emperor completed. The gates of the sacred pl‘eclllct

were then thrown open, and no observance omltted that

could give solemnity and effect to the august ceremonl"

Processions of the clergy and oflicials of the holy See:

and the magistracy of the city, accompanied by a11_1m1u'

merable populace, streamed forth to salute the soyereign 011

his way to the church, and escorted him, “Wlth Psalms

of praise and thanksgiving, to the porch of St. Peters

At the second flight of steps the pontiff and the cardinal—

clergy awaited him; the emperor-elect bent the knee

before him, and, after thrice kissing his cheek, proceeded

hand in hand with him to the “ silver gates,” Where; 36'

cording to custom, the king made oath that he would be

a true and faithful protector of the holy Roman 61111110115

the gates flew open; thrice the pontiff kissed the lung,

and proclaimed him emperor-elect of the Roman} As

soon as he and the princes of church and empire had

taken their seats, Pascal arose and solemnly demanded

the definitive renunciation of investitures, and in return

Rejection of engaged to perform all that he had promised

the "m5" on his part. A space of nearly an 1101?’ was

consumed in private consultation; at the expll'fltlon

of which the pope was drily informed that the treaty

° The modern 'Drastevicino.

r
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was inadmissible and impracticable, and that the king’s

council had unanimously declined to recommend it to

the estates of the empire there assembled. Argument

and remonstrance were unavailing. The treaty was

publicly read, and unanimously rejected and condem

ned. One of the party, bolder than the rest, stepped

from the imperial ranks, exclaiming in harsh tones,

“ What‘ need of further parlances? Do we not all know

that our lord the emperor hath resolved to take the

crown, as it hath been heretofore taken by his prede

cessors? Let the coronation be resumed without de

lay!” The importunity of the armed concourse of the

enemies which surrounded him made no impression upon

the pope: but Henry had foreseen and provided for

the emergency. Pascal found himself suddenly cut off

from all communication with his friends beyond Pope Pascal

the precincts of the church: the pope was a aPrime“

prisoner, and the treaty a dead letter. Reduced thus

by his captors to the position of the first subject and

prelate of the empire, whose ministerial duty it was to

crown the king of the Germans when at Rome, his re

fusal rendered him legally liable to the penalty of dis

obedience to the lawful command of his sovereign; and

that penalty he was now called upon to pay, or make

good his contempt by compliance. With the pope the

attendant cardinals, with the exception of two, and all

who had attended him to the church, were committed to

close custody, and conveyed to a mansion at a safe dis

tance within the German cantonments. The cardinals,

John of Tusculum and Leo of Ostia, had, however, con

trived to escape into the city. The cry of “treason”

and “sacrilege” resounded through the streets. The

armed populace rushed to the rescue of their pastor, but

were re ulsed with loss of life by the German soldiery,

and befdre nightfall all was quiet around the great

basilica.d

hard. Chron. 8:0. eod. ann.; .Pertz.y vi.

p. 244. There are, however, consider

able variances in these accounts.

4 Our account of this transaction is

taken from Peter Diac. Chron. Mont.

Cassin. ubi supra; Annal. Hildesh. an.

1111, ap. Pertz, iii. p. 112; and Elzke
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But on the following morning, at break of day, the

Hem}, attack was renewed, in such numbers and with

retreats with so much resolution as to tax the personal prowess ‘

his Primers‘ of the king to the utmost, and to expose him

and the troops at hand to imminent danger. The Ro

mans were, however, at length driven back across the

Tiber; yet not so much discouraged as to deter them

from mustering for a renewal of the assault on the fol

lowing day. But no purpose was now to be answered

by retaining possession of the Leonine city; the king‘

therefore evacuated the place in the night-time, and,.o'ol

lecting his forces around his prisoners, took up a position

on the Tiburtine hills ofl'ering unusual facilities for de

fence ; enabling him at the same time to cut oif the sup

plies of the city, and giving him the command of the

strong castles of Trebicum and Corcodilum, where he

might secure his captives against any attempts at a

rescue.

At the moment of his captivity it happened, unfortu

Pope Pascal nately for pope Pascal, that civil dissenslolls

renounces among the Norman allies of the holy see had

thematy' deprived him of the hope of succour from ills

southern friends. In alarm for the safety of their 0W_11

frontiers, the nearest chieftains busied themselves 111

strengthening their border-castles against their Germ-all

foes, or entered into communication with the invader, wit

a view to make the best terms for vthemselves. III thls

unpleasant position, the pope had nothing to 1'61)’ UP011

but his own powers of endurance, and the steady support

of his fellow-captives. The former, we believe, would 110t

have failed him ; but it surpassed his capacity fol: Buffer‘

ing to witness from the bars of his prison the dallXrav'

ages of the German soldiery u on his lands and subject?

He could not listen unmove to the complaints 0f hls

companions in misfortune, or resist their daily lInPOl'tu'

nities to liberate himself and them from their Presient

sufferings, and his subjects from the miseries of famine,

by yielding to the emperor’s demands. By glvlng up

the ‘question of investiture, they urged, he would be aban

domng no more than what, upon the principles lle Pro'
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fessed, the church could not rightfully enjoy; they con

jured him to have compassion upon the church-catholic,

which must fall to ruin if this pernicious schism were

perpetuated by his obstinacy ; the imperialists about him

vaunted their sovereign’s anxiety to secure the cordial

union of the church and the empire, the two great powers

that ruled the world : Henry himselfjoined his personal

solicitations to those of the pope’s friends: he condes

cended to entreat forgiveness for the past, and promised

' the amplest fulfilment of every other stipulation of the

late treaty, if the pope would but consent to his .undis

turbed enjoyment of those rights which he had inherited

from his predecessors. Assailed by such urgency of en

treaty on all sides, the firmness of Pascal at length

exhaled itself in a flood of bitter tears: “ So, then,” he

exclaimed, “ let it be; for thus only can I set my church

and people free : for this I consent to do an act which,

had it been to save my own life, no power on earth

' would have wrung from me.” ‘’

Whatever deviation from the strictness of his plighted

word may appear in the subsequent acts of the Treaty of

life of pope Pascal, we believe that he was at Pente

the time sincere in his intention to keep the ex- Mmmh'

torted promise. In a conference at Ponte-Mammolo on

the Anio, he concluded a concordat with the king, con

firming to him and his successors the right ofinvestiture

to all the imperial prelacies and abbeys, by the delivery

of the ring and crosier, in the form in which it had al

ways been hitherto conferred: the pope agreed to sur

render all hostages, and to confer upon the king the

imperial crown; in consideration of which concessions,

he and his companions were, immediately after the coro

nation, to be dismissed in safety and honour: the em

peror engaged to maintain him in peaceable possession

of the holy see ; to restore all patl‘imonies and possessions

then in his hands, and to be helpful to him for the reco

very of all that might have been lost or alienated: lastly,

he promised to yield to Pascal such true obedience as all

‘ Annal. Hildesh. an. 1111, ubi sup. p. 112; Pet. Bias. 0. x1. ubi sup. pp. 513’

519. -
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Catholic emperors had theretofore yielded to alltiatholic

popes,——"’ saving always the honours (prerogat1ves)of

the empire and the kingdom.”f ThIS treaty, signed by .

king and pope, and witnessed by the cardlnal-clergy, and

all the princes and barons of the empire there present,

was declared and published with every solemnity the r1

tual of the church could su ply. The pope, durmgthe cele

bration of a pontifical high mass, broke and administered

the consecrated bread to the emperor-elect as a pledge

and warranty of the peace so concluded;g after which

Coronation the army marched to Rome, and. the act of

“Henry- coronation was performed without 1mped1ment

and with all the accustomed forms; duphcates _of the

treaty were compared, rehearsed, and mutually delivered,

and the ceremony concluded with a sacramental denun

ciation of God’s wrath against both part1es and all other

persons who should violate that solemn compactofpeafle

and good will between the emp1re_and the priesthoo -

As far as oaths and professions mlght afford Secllmlii’i

no precaution that the diplomatic mg'enulty or thedrzhé

gion of the age could sigpply was wanting to bill tbs

parties to the treaty. et scarcely had a few mond h

elapsed before it was torn up and scattered to the w1nt s-s

After a complimentary visit to the ageillnétlllllihzsn

Mathilda whose su ort was nowrrgiili: ever necdssary to thldpmaintenance of the pea?

3:52;? of Italy, and the safety of the army ‘0121:

Ponte- homeward march, the emperor retraced his 5 ep

Mammolo' across the Alps. In Rome, meanwhlle; '59

 

risime, in remissionem peccatorun;Z1611;

rum, et in conservationem conserv Me

pacis et verse amicitiae mter me e to;

et regnnm et sacerdotium 0911581755 "

et confirmator verse concordue pa .

‘ As if it were to guard against the

pretensions advanced by Gregory VII.

in the oath he proposed to the king

whom the Germans were to elect in lieu

of the deceased king Rodolf. See c. iii.

p. 527 of this Book.

8 See the form ap. Pet. Diac. Chron.

Mont. Cass. 0. x1. ap. Murat. iii. p. 519.

“ Sicut pars ista vivifici corporis di

visa est, ita. divisns sit a. regno Christi

et Dei quicumque pactum istud dirum

pere temlptaverit.” Somewhat difl'er

ently in dalric (Cod. Epist. no. 264,

.l'gccard. ii. pp. 272, 273): “Hoe domi

nicum corpus . . . damus tibi,fili ca

' d eachP e and em eror then klsse _

ofiihr, and pariiook of the sacramentasls

multaneously. Peter the Deaplondzg'k

that this ceremony followed, tded the

ment in Udalric that it prece e ,

nation. _coil.oConf. Ekkehard, an. 1111, ubi sap‘i

p. 245. Peter the Deacon, Udatlzlctties

Ekkehard are the material an On

for these transactions.
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treaty of Ponte-Mammolo burst upon the Gregorian

party like a shell in a magazine of combustibles. “ That

detestable instrument,”they averred, “combined in it every

element of heresy and schism; it was a breach of the

laws of God and the canons of the church; it had been

extorted by violence and fraud, and was therefore, on

that ground alone, absolutely void. The saintly Bruno,

bishop of Segni, who happened to be a pluralist, and not,

of course, upon the best terms with the canon law to

which he professed so zealous an attachment,i was pun

ished by the pope for the indecent violence of his lan

guage by banishment to his bishopric.j But the burning

spirit and the bitter tongue are not to be silenced by such

means, and Bruno might now make pope Pascal acutely

sensible of the dilemma in which he had involved himself;

for how was he, after this, to escape the alternative oftrea

son to the church on the one hand, and the perjury which

a breach ofthe treaty must load upon his soul on the other?

At the semestral synod held at Rome in the Pascalapm

month of March 1112, Pascal tendered to the losiseg for

assembly an elaborate apology for his partici- the treaty‘.

pation in the treaty of Ponte-Mammolo, together with

a narrative of the sufferings he and his companions

had endured while in.the custody of the emperor Henry:

the treaty, he said, had indeed been extorted from him

by the force of circumstances and his anxiety to liberate

his captive fi'iends from the hands of the oppressor; yet,

notwithstanding these irregularities, he was resolved, as

far as his personal responsibility extended, to keep faith

1 He held the abbey of Monte Cassino

together with his bishopric of Sntri.

He was afterwards canonised by pope

Lucius IL, somewhere about the year

1181.

.i Finding that he would be obliged

to resign his abbey of Monte Cassino,

he attempted to impose one of his own

relatives upon the community; the lat

ter, however, barred him out; and the

warlike saint on the day of election in

troduced a body of soldiers into the

monastery; but the enraged brethren

rose upon the military, and succeeded

in repulsing them. His apologist, Mu

ratori, urges a variety of arguments in

excuse for this peccadillo of the saint.

“ Saintlike men—holy though they be

—are, after all, but men, and subject to

' human infirmities. There is no human

sanctity erjure and substantially per

feet but the humanity of Christ, and

that of those who by incidental grace

have received the gift ofperseverance,

whereby they are made free from sin,”

—not an uncommon doctrine even in

this enlightened age, but also a good

reason for keeping a sharp eye upon

saints of this peculiar stamp.

1
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with the emperor, and to maintain the treaty: he ad

mitted at the same time, that, whatever vhis individual

obligations might be, a compact extorted by compulsion,

and denuded of the consent of his brethren, could not be

binding upon the church: it was therefore open to the

synod to deal with it as they chose ; and he intimated to

the fathers, that, by thus leaving their hands free to pur

sue the course they might think best, he had consulted

at once the independence ofthe church and the peace of

his own conscience: at the, same time he professed for

himself personally his hearty adhesion to the ordinances

of Gregory VII. and Urban II. against lay investiture,

and all other the crimes and offences they had condemned,

in their verbal and literal import; and thus herepelled

the charges of heresy and schism preferred agamst hlm

by his intemperate accuser Bruno.

The significant hint thrown out by the_ pope was

Insuficiency adopted; and the treaty was rejected and

of’pope Pas- quashed by a large majority of the prelates pre
cals muses‘ sent, on the grounds of fraud and vlolence; the

pope being allowed to stand passively by, without ex

pressing an opinion either way.k But Pascal possessed

neither thecunning of the casuist nor the courage Ofa

martyr. If at the first moment of his liberatlon from

bondage he had boldly stricken the emperor with the

anathema for a sacrilegious violation of his sacred office

and person, he might have set his cause upon 1ts legs;

on the moral ground that promises extorted by personal

duress are not binding when the pressure 15 TGmQVed'

Without afiirming that such a plea could be sustained;

the course adopted by Pascal deprived him of the benefit

of the excuse. He waved the duress; he acknowledged

the obligation of his oath, but, with signal perfidy, 811g‘

gested the mode in which it might be most conveniently

evaded; thus giving to the late concordat the character

of a mere fraud upon the emperor, by falsely pretendmg

that an engagement binding upon himself personally

could not bind those in whose name and behalf he had

k Hard. ‘Cone vi_ Pp 1399 at s _ P . h M Cass. lib. in p_

' ' qq» et. Dzac. C ron. .
EM, Chron. an. 1112, ubi sup. p. 246; 522’ ubi sup
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contracted it. And now the very act of presiding over

an assembly convoked for the avowed purpose of annull

ing his own act, gave the lie to his professions, and left

him loaded with‘ the guilt of encouraging a perjury, the

effects of which upon his own spiritual interests he dared

not contemplate.l

But Pascal had, it seems, succeeded in whispering

peace to his own conscience. And perhaps he H.

believed that by keeping up a friendly corres- P1513132:

pondence with the emperor he might prevent 3:12:31?‘
or mitigate some of the worst consequences of P '

the revived schism. He complained to Henry of the per

secutions inflicted upon him by his enemies; he assured

him of his firm determination not to take any active part

to the prejudice of his oath; reminding him at the same

time of the obligations he‘ the emperor) had contracted

to protect the holy see, an requesting him to reinstate

the church in all those possessions of which she had been

unjustly deprived.‘n But while thus striving to assume

the character of a neutral in the impending conflict, the

necessities of his position compelled him to give at least

a passive sanction to acts standing in direct contradiction

to his professions. He had, in fact, allowed the reins of

government to slip from his hands, and they were at

once gathered up by the Gregorians, with the firm de

termination to keep no measures with the reprobate

monarch and his part .

Guido archbishop of Vienne, the pontifical legate in

France, opened the attack. On the 15th of synod of

September 1112 he convoked the Gallic prelacy 2:235:34

at Vienne, and procured an unqualified con- nication of

demnation of the late concordat: “Since the ‘he “Per”

' Adopting the distinction between

the personal and the oificial character

of the Roman 1pontiii“, it might perhaps

be suggested t at pope Pascal, in deal

ing with Henry V., was contracting for

himself personally, and subject to the

ratification of his church. But if this

was his idea at the time, it was carefully

kept out of sight; and thus the negoti

ation was tainted with fraud from the

first. But of this we fully acquit him.

The suggestion adverted to in the text

was an afterthought, oxtorted b dis

tress and confusion of mind, an os

sibly by his conscientious dissent rom

the extreme Gregorian views of the na

ture of the property for which the right

of investiture was claimed. See p. 624

note (b) of this chapter.

"1 Udalr. Cod. Epist. nos. 266, 268,

269, ap. Eccard. ii. pp. 274-276.
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days of Judas Iscariot,” they declared, “there had been

no example of so detestable a treason as that which had

been perpetrated upon the vpope and cardinals by Henry

of Germany ; and, for that act of unspeakable sacrilege

and perfidy, they did now caccommunicatc and cast out of

the church the said Henry, until he should make plenary

satisfaction for the unutterable crime.”n In his report to

the pope of these resolutions, Guido observed that certain

letters that were alleged to have passed between him and

the emperor had been laid before him, but that they were

too'inconsistent with accounts he had received from Pas

cal himself to command belief: but, he added, if he (the

pope) should refuse to confirm the decree of the s nod

of Vienne, and should not discontinue all correspon ence

with the tyrant, the churches would deem themselves,

by his own act, discharged from all obedience to him as

pope. A synod of the archdiocese of Lyons, assembled

at Anse by their primate John, adopted the resolutions

of Vienne, and in like manner reported them to the

pontifff’ . _

Now, however, it appeared that a_ considerable section

OHM,“ of ofthe Gallic church took a differentview ofthe red

theJmodel-ate ligious character of lay investiture, and decllne

to concur in censures cast upon the pope, 01' the

excommunication of the emperor by the coun

cils ofVienne and Anse.. “ Investiture,” they sa1d,“WaS

unconnected with any doctrine of the chureh, and conse:

quently could not come within the description of heresy

they declared themselves incompetent to slt 1n Judgment

upon the pontiff of the holy see: they were, on the con

trary, bound rather to protect him, than to eXPQSB _h1m

to the obloquy of the world: they were therefore incllned

to construe the late transaction with the emperor in con

formity with the strict law of charity, and to suppose

that the pope had acted u on a due consideration of the

exigencies of the times, an with an anxious deslre to pre

vent bloodshed and to preserve the peace of the chm'qh

till times should mend: it was, indeed, right to 8115133111

‘1 Hardg Cone. tom. Vi- P. 1913. of Ilara'uin before us (Paris, 1714)’ the

~ Conczl. vi. p. 1915. In the edition paging is very irregular
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the laws against investitures, and to keep alive the pro

hibition of so pernicious a practice; but that it was

equally right to avoid extremes, and to wait patiently

until a providential change of circumstances should make

the abolition of the objectionable custom practicable.”p

But, with reference to the actual state of de

cretal law in that age of the Latin church, it

is very clear that the argument of the remonstrants was

untenable. No canonist of the day would have ventured

to deny the power of the pontiff in council to declare

what was or was not to be regarded as heres ; and it is

manifest that, by this time, the definition of that crime

had been extended to all systematic or wilful disobedi

ence of the laws of the church: investiture had been

prohibited by many positive statutes; so that to confer,

or to set up any claim to confer it, was “ as the sin of

disobedience, which is idolatry?’ though, therefore, the

mere external act of giving investiture be not heresy,

yet he who teaches as doctrine the lawfulness of the act,

whether the preacher be pope, priest, or layman, teaches

heresy. On these grounds archbishop Guido Their w

rejected the remonstrance, and assured the pope monstrance

that if he should, to serve any temporal object, “Jmed'

or any purpose of secular expediency, assent to or con

nive at the adoption of such doctrine, he would himself

he chargeable with heresy.q Under the terrors of this

menace, pope Pascal’s dream of neutrality vanished in

smoke: he hastened to signify to the legate his “ devout

thanks to God for all that had been done in the Gallic

synods for the good of His church, and to seal all their

resolgtions with the impress of the Pontifical approba

tion.

untenable.

Immediately after his arrival in Germany, Henry V.

P Hard. Conc. ubi sup. The protest

of the province of Sens is extremely

diffuse, and abounds in inappropriate

quotations from the fathers, the canons

of the church, and the Isidorian fictions.

It is signed b Daimbert archbishop of

Sens, Ivo b" of Chartres, Walo bi

shop of Paris, John of Orleans, and

other prelates of the province. We be

lieve the document to have been drawn

by Ivo himself’, who certainly enter

tained a strong opinion on the subject.

Conf. Book VI. 0. p. 217 of this

work.

4 Hard. ubi sup. pp. 1913-1916.
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Henry pep made it his first duty to-celebrate the obsequies

forms. the of his father with a magnificence beyond former

$158823??? precedent. With a view to retrieve the losses

his danger: sustained by his exchequer during the late civil

°“s P°h°y' wars, he irritated his lawless lieges by rigorous

resumptions of alienated crown-lands and revenues. The

disturbances to which these measures led were speedily

suppressed; and, as in like cases most frequently happens,

the success obtained was followed by a long series of con

fiscations and extortions, alike inconsistent with law and

regardless of the effect upon the public mind. The resent

ments which these acts of injustice occasioned were em

bittered by the sullen and reserved demeanour of the em

peror to all around him. He trusted no one, and was him

self trusted by none. And so it happened that, at the very

summit of his fortunes, brute force had become the main

instrument, and fear the principal support of his throne.

Among the mass of real grievance and angry feeling

gathering around him, the anathema of the Gallic church,

pontifical as it now was by the papal seal, began t0 tell

with fatal effect. Under the impression produced by the

sudden arrest of earl Louis of Thuringia in the midst of

the festivities of the emperor’s marria c with the pl'lllcess

Mathilda, daughter of king Henry of lilng‘land,r @111

the extortionate fine imposed upon the palatine Fredei'lek

Cons . of Saxony, general dissatisfaction ripened into
piracy. .

conspiracy. But a greater error than this 18

traceable to Hem'y’s dealing with the prelacy of the

empire. Uninstructed by his father’s fate, his hand

had weighed as heavily upon the hierarchy as HPOII any

other class of his subjects. It was whispered from

mouth to mouth that the liberties of all were in dan

ger ; and the churchmen found a tongue to proelalm

then‘ wrongs in every sufferer under a government

69111111)’ at War with aristocratic pretension and national
rig s.s

Within four years after the return of the emperor

om h1s triumph in Italy, the papal legates in France

' January 7,A.1>. 1114. Armal Hildesh. an. 1113 ubi WW ‘4"’

’ Ek/lelzard. Chron. an. 1112, 1113; nalist. Sara. ubi sup. ’
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had convoked no fewer than six provincial Outbreak of

councils,t in all of which excommunications and the con

anathemas were launched against the “ tyrant sp‘my'

of Germany.” Under favour of archbishop Frederick,

the legate Cuno established himself at Cologne, and, by

the joint exertions of the papal agents and the primate,

the spiritual and temporal elements of the conspiracy

were duly marshalled and organised.“ While the em

peror was engaged in the extreme north in the arduous

duty of repressing and punishing the piratical hordes

which infested the coasts of Friesland, the citi

zens of Cologne, at a signal from the primate,

rose upon and drove out the imperial garrison. At the

same moment the confederates in Lorraine, Westphalia,

and the lower Rhine, took the field in support of the

centre of insurrection. The tidings of these events

brought the emperor by forced marches to the gates of

Cologne. Failing in a first assault upon the city, he

turned his arms against the confederate chiefs concen

trated upon the Rhine; but without decisive success.

Meanwhile duke Lothar of Saxony, with the earl’s

marchers of his duchy, and the bishops of Halberstadt

and Magdeburg, had collected their forces, and advanced

to the aidof their western allies. Henry met this new

danger with promptness and vigour ; but again failed in

making any impression upon the confederate army.

After a sanguinary campaign, and the sacrifice of some

of his best officers and warriors, he was compelled to

resume his prior position on the Rhine.v

Reverting for a moment to some incidents which oc

curred within the two years preceding the out- mom ofthe

break of the conspiracy, we are struck by the pepelperty

difliculties the papal party had to encounter “$25.55;?”

in the reluctance of pope Pascal to concur comynunice

, . tions.

personally 1n the censures launched against the

' Besides those of Vienna and Anse, '1 The grounds ofthe revolt are fully

already adverted to, the legate Cuno of rehearsed in a letter of archbishop

Preneste had held synods at Beauvais Frederick t0 Otto bishop of Bamberg,

(7th Dec. 1114), Rheims (28th March in Udalric’scollection,ap. Eccard. Corp.

1115)I Cologne (at Easter 1115), and Histor. . 578.

Chalons-sur-Marne (the July follow- ' Ek eh. Chron. an. 1115, p. 248.

ing). Hard. Concil. vi. pp. 1925 et sqq.

Civil war.
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emperor by the Gregorian zealots. It gives us some

surprise to find that, from the time that Henry quitted

Italy in 1112 till near the close of Pascal’s pontificate,

there had been hardly any interruption of the friendly

correspondence between them.“ The pontiff was still

reluctant to be thought to have relinquished his merely

passive position, and, although he ave an oflicial sane.

tion to the acts of his legates, neit er argument nor 1n

timidation could drive him to pronounce the sentence of

excommunication, and thus personally to identify hllhself

with the acts of his agents. Owing partly to the|v1g11

ance of Henry V. in suppressing all external manifesta

tions of ill—humour, and partly to the general 0pi11_1011 that

it was reserved to the pope alone to excommumcate an

emperor, the censures of the legates in France had 110t

produced the effect they expected. Enraged at the

little impression his reiterated maledictions had left upon

the minds of the German prelacy, (June of Preneste ex

hausted his rhetoric to prove to them, that though a

single diocesan or metropolitan bishop might have no

such power, yet that any collective body of the church;

acting under pontifical instructions, was fiilly competent

to inflict ecclesiastical penalties upon sinners of every

rank and station.x _

These exhortations would probably have made httle

Albert arch- impression upon the pride and preJndwes of

Mlfihtglf if the Germanic hierarchy, if they had not been
' I i’ .18 backed b a s nse of ersonal in'ur and ‘1

lmpr son y e P .l y’

ment’ lively apprehension of still further encroach

ments upon ecclesiastical privilege and revenue. About

two years before the insurrection broke out, Albert, the

emperor’s chancellor, and archbishop-elect of Maintz,

was detected in a treasonable correspondence wlth the

disaffected barons. Like Thomas a Becket, he had been

trusted and caressed by his sovereign till raised '00 the

primacy, and had acquired an intimate knowledge of hls

" In Udalrz'c’s Collection (ubi sup. the treaty of Ponte-Mammplo to i/he

1108. 266 to 276, both inclusive) there second expedition of Henry into Italy.

are no fewer than seven confidential l Ep. Conon. episc. Praanest. ad Fred

letters which appear to have passed archiep. ColOIL, B-P- Marten’ collect.

between the emperor and the pope from Ampliss. tom. i- P- 664
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designs, lawful and lawless, upon the liberties of his

lieges. Immured in a dungeon at Speyer, he lingered

for a period of two years, maturing all the while his

plans for the overthrow of his adversary, till, in the

month of July 1115, an unexpected event opened his

Ellison-doors. On the 24th of that month the countess

athilda had sunk into the tomb; a contingency by which,

in the course of law, her vast estates escheated to the

empire. Henry felt that no time was to be lost in

rescuing so valuable a prize from the hands of the

enemies of the state. He became anxious for some such

settlement with the insurgents as might set him at liberty

to get possession of the rich cities and territories which

had hitherto presented so serious an obstacle to his

government in Italy. With that view, he proposed and

obtained asuspension ofarms, and called upon the estates

to meet him at Maiutz on the 1st of November of the

year 1115. But though, to mark his confidence in the

loyalty of his friends, and the sincerity of his desire to

redress all grievances, he appeared on the appointed day

with a slender escort, he found but a meagre attendance

of the princes and barons. At the instigation of the dis

alfected clergy, the populace of Maintz clamor

ously demanded the release of their archbishop.

Henry was in no condition to disregard the disloyal

requisition. Albert emerged from his prison, wearing

rather the appearance of a moving skeleton than a being

of flesh and blood. He renewed his oath of fidelity, and

gave hostages for his future loyalty. But he was no

sooner beyond the reach of the sovercign’s arm, than be

spared neither invective nor libel to extend the flame

of rebellion—hitherto confined to the rovinces of the

lower Rhine and Saxony—over the who e kingdom. To

that end he issued general letters of convocation to all

the bishops of the realm, to meet him at Cologne for the

purposes of carrying the anathema against the emperor

into plenary execution, and performing his own too long

delayed consecration to the primacy.y

___.-raifi'ija‘.

and release.

! Ekkeh. Chron. an. 1115, ubi sup. p. See also ep. Hen. V. ap. Udalric. God.

249; Anna]. Hildesh. an. 1115, p. 113. Epist. no. 319, ap. Eccard. u. .p. 333.
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But the project of Albert ended in smoke. Though

Henry again the emperor was betrayed by the bishop of

111ml)’' Wiirzburg, to whom he had intrusted hisin

terests, and the prelates refused to hold communication

with him as long as he remained under the ban; all

further roceedings were brought to an end by the Sudden

death 0 the legate Theoderick on his journey to Cologne

to preside at the council; the zeal of the laity for the

support of naked objects of sacerdotal interest cooled

rapidly; and Hour , assured of the fidelity of the dukes

Frederick of Swabia, Conrad of Franconia, and Wolf of

Bavaria, appointed these princes co-re ents of Germany,

and hastened across the Tridentine lps, eager to put

himself in possession of the rich escheats of the Countess

Mathilda.z

At Rome, in the interim, the position of pope Pascal

Synod at had become intolerably irksome. Suspected by

Rome- his court and council of a secret leanlng t0 the

imperial party, it was resolved, at all events, to dnve

him from that quasi-neutrality behind whlch he had

hitherto intrenched himself. By the assidulty 0? the

legates in all parts of Christendom, an extraordlpafl’

concourse of prelates, abbots, ecclesiastics, and damn

guished laymen had been collected at Rom8,a_f°1' the

avowed purpose ofpassing sentence ofcondemnation FPO“

all voluntary participators in the treaty of Ponte-Mam

molo, its advocates and defenders. To elude the dreaded

discussion, pope Pascal interposed delays, and consumed

two whole sessions and a part of a third in debates upon

collateral matters. Bruno of Segni, however, at length

succeeded in forcing on the principal question by mov'

ing that “ the perpetual anathema be now Pronounced

against that diabolical deed or compact which had caused

so much scandal in the church.” The motion was Carried

by an enthusiasticmajority ; pope Pascal assentlng' Wlth

the rest. Bruno, however, was not to be drlven from

In this letter Henry disabuses the citi- 1 Ekkeh. Chromubi suP- PP'249’250'

zens of Maintz by an account of the Conf. Stenzel i- P- 667*

perfidy ‘of Albert after his liberation by I On the 6th Of March “16'

their mistaken intercession.
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his‘ purpose. “ If the document,” said he, “contain

heresy, he that signed it is a heretic.” Cardinal John of

G‘raetah replied: “ The deed is, it is true, an'evil deed;

but it containeth no heresy, and was moreover intended to

save life and redeem the church from captivity.” “Then

was it a good deed,” rejoined the bishop; “ for are we

not commanded to save life; yea, to lay down our own

lives for the brethren ?” Irritated by this manifest sar

casm, pope Pascal lost his equanimity; he protested ve

hemently against the charge of heresy; “the successor

ofSt. Peter,” he exclaimed, “ cannot be guilty of heresy;

for the Son of God hath prayed for him that his faith

fail not.” It is obvious that the council must have felt

its own incompetency to encounter this plea.‘ But car

dinal 011110 of Praeneste, the late papal legate in France,

accomplished by a side wind that which no direct pro

ceeding could have effected. After enumerating at great

length, and with extraordinary particularity, all that he

had done in that country, he challenged the pontifi' to

declare Whether the legatine acts so done were in con

formity with the powers committed to him; and, if so,

then and there to aflirm them with his own lips, and in

the presence and hearing of the council. ‘ There pascal

was no room for hesitation; and the pope ro- difec'tlydi‘P'
nounced that all that had been done by (‘limo lihleczdts

and his associates in the commission had been his legates

done by the authority of St. Peter and St. Paul, and of

the holy see; and he (the pope) in their name, as well

asfor himselfpersonally, thereby ratified and confirmed

those acts and proceedings ; approving all that they had

approved, and condemning all that they had condemned.d

The shiftings and doublings of Pascal to escape the

dreaded dilemma were at an end. The overt The am

act of perjury was, in all moral contemplation, them pm

as complete as if the sentence of excommunica- ‘flamed’

tion had passed from his own lips, and in the form in

b Afterwards pope Gelasius II.

c There was no tribunal competent

to try a pope for heresy. Nor is it pro

bable. even if it had been ex edient, that

pope Pascal would have ollowed the

VOL. 1v. '1‘ T

example of Gregory VI. Conf. Book

IX. 0. iii. p. 75 of this volume.

‘1 Ekkeh. Chron. an. 1116, ubi sup.

pp. 250, 251.
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which it issued from those of Gregory VII. against

Henry IV. The zealots determined that no degree of

publicity should be wanting to give effect to the oihcial

sentence of the church against the emperor and his asso

ciates in sacrilege ; and on their arrival at their homes,

the banded prelates proclaimed the anathema from church

to church, and from house to house, with all the venom

that the alembic of party hatred and theological spite

could distil from their tongues.e

But the emperor was by this time in secure posses

Domestic sion of the fiefs and estates of the countess

"Wbles- Mathilda. This was not the moment, had he

been so inclined, for the pope to put forward the claims of

the holy see under the donation ofthe deceased princess

Domestic troubles were now added to the perplexities of

the aged and conscience-stricken pontiff. In the month

of March 1116 the ofiice of prefect of the city of‘Home

became vacant. By virtue of their corporate privileges,

the people elected the son of the late prefect to the pre

sidential chair, and demanded the customary ‘confirm?

tion of the pope. But Pascal designed the chief magis

tracy for Peter Leonis, a nephew of the turbulent (‘.Olllllt

Ptolemy of Tusculum ; he declined, therefore, to confirm

the people’s candidate, and was compelled to quit fill? 01h)’

to elude the importunities ofthe populace. This ‘incident

was but the first of a monotonous series of civil bI'Olls}

which embittered the declining years of Pascal II. He

succeeded indeed in collecting a body of troops numer

ous enough to enable him to regain his position within

the city, but too weak to control the heated elements

ofdomestic strife, which continued to seethe around hinl

to the end of his days.f A further cause of uneasi

ness lay in the close vicinity of the emperor to the state

of the church. But the disordered condition of Henrys

affairs at home, combined with a terrible inversion of the

order of the seasons, accompanied as it was by earth

_ ' Ehkeh. ubi sup.; and see Landulpli Murat. iii. pp- 357, 358. See alifli

Jun. Hist. Mediolan. c. xxxi.; Murat. Falco Benevent. Chron. an- 1116' u

v. . 500. su . tom. v. . 90.
‘pPandulph. Pisanus, Vit. Pascal TL; P P
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quakes and tempests of an appalling character, inclined

him to cast anxious] about him for the means of avert

ing visitations whic might appear to himself, as they

did to the mass of his subjects, in the light of divine

chastisements.‘g

Under such impressions Henry renewed his negotia

tions with the Roman curia; nor can it be IPIwli‘iO

doubted that pope Pascal’s wishes pointed inthe same direction. If We could rely on the correspond

genuineness ofthe documents before us, it would Eggepgggwjjg

appear that, notwithstanding the recent proofs the emperor

of renewed hostility, the pope had still maintained his

corres ondence with the emperor; that he had assured

him 0 his most cordial sympathy; that he had denied

the authority of his legates to pronounce the censures of

the church against him, and disavowed all their acts ;"

and that, with reference to the defamatory libels which

had been circulated against him,i he called God to wit

8 The description of the state of

Germany given by the monk Eklzehard

of Aurach (Urangiensis) is truly ap

palling. Private warfare devastated the

fields and destroyed the substance of the

people; famine and pestilence stalked

through the land. Natural calamities

of themost destructiveeharacter accom

panied these afiiictive visitations. “In

our wretched country,” he writes, “the

crimes of homicide, falsehood, and er

jury, such as were of old denounce by

the wailing voice of the rophet, grew

overhead, inveterate; an blood flowed

unto blood; nor did the noise thereof

ascend unto the ear of the Almighty

less loudly than ofyore the cry against

the guilty cities of the plain. And so

it was that, even before the Christmas

festival had come to an end, on Janu

ary 3d at eventide the solid earth was

moved at the fierce anger of the Lord;

houses were thrown down, and cities

destroyed: then, again, on the 30th of

the same month came terrible thunder

ings and lightnings, with hurricanes

and storms of hail; the air illumined

with threatening meteors . . . These

judgments were aggravated by destruc

tive floods; the appearance of double

moons; stars warring against each other

in the firmament; blood-red clouds

shooting forth their ominous fires from

the horizon to the zenith, and striking

terror into every human bosom,” 8w.

Ekkeh. Chron. an. 1116, 1117, ubi sup.

p. 252. Conf. Annal. Hildesh. an. 1116,

ubi sup. p. 113. The state of Italy was

scarcely less disastrous—earthquakes

which subverted cities and rent the most

solid towers; springs turbid and un

drinkable; trees torn up bythe roots ; sub

terranean thunders, volumes of smoke

and flame issuing from fissures in the

earth; drops of blood mingled with the

rain of heaven; men and cattle perish

ing without number—all these visits

tions, regarded as manifestations of di

vine wrath against a wicked and adul

terous generation. Chron. Mont. Cass.

lib. iv. ubi sup. p. 529; Landulph jun.

Hist. Mediol. c. xxxi. tom v. p. 500.

These annalists agree with Eklzehard

as to dates. In Italy the earth-convul—

sion continued at intervals for many

days. Mountain slips impeded the

passes of the T rol for some time. In

the cities of erona, Venice, Farms,

and other large towns, thousands ofthe

inhabitants perished.

0.--:‘w

'1 Udalr. God. Epist. nos. 317, 318;

ap. Eccard. ubi sup. pp. 330, 331.

l Namely, the recent publication of

the anathema.
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. sequently that no valid sentence of exclusion from the

"1

ness that he had had no hand in them. But the report

from which these protestations are derived was that of

the emperor Henry himself. We have no hesitation in

believing that he would stoop to any artifice to create an

impression among his subjects that he had all along stood

upon the best possible terms with the pontiff, and con

communion of the church could ever have passed against

him. It is not improbable that the pope, on his part, had

indulged in the dream that, by continuing these secret

communications, he might hold out hopes which would

have the effect of keeping Henry at a distance from

Rome. But these hopes, if he had ever entertained them,

were speedily dissipated. A message was conveyed to the

latter from the disaffected prefect, consuls, and Hllegls'

trates of Rome, assuring him of the friendly dlsposltlons

of the citizens, and inviting him at once and without

delay to take up his abode among them. If the emperor

had ever believed that Pascal was a party to the invite

tion, or that he would await his approach, he was deemed

 

to disappointment. The invitation, however, was not to ‘

The emperor be neglected; and he entered the city amid

inR‘m‘e- the most boisterous demonstrations of loyalty

But pope Pascal had fled, and with him vanished his

best prospects of accommodation with the cum, At 111;

earnest solicitation, indeed, the pontifical council depute

three cardinals to meet him ; but trammelled by lhs'fl'uc'

tions to enter into negotiation upon no other basis than

an unconditional abandonment of the prerogatlve of 111'

vestiture, and at the same time rigidly to withhold from

him every recognition of rank or title, and those cus

tomary honours always claimed and religiously conferred

upon the emperor when he visited his capital. Wlth

such dispositions, no approach on either side was We"

possilille, and no further steps were taken to heal the

reac .

There was, however, but one road open to the hearts of

His Dung‘, the Romans. As long as largesses, donation-S,

ment ofthe and honours were forthcoming, their vrvafrlOllS

“"- loyalty knew no bounds. While his irilrwvel'lshtd
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exohequer permitted‘ these outlays, Henry was no niggard

of the required stimulants. He distributed money among

the populace; he caused his empress to be crowned with

all imaginable pomp; hesbowed himself to the people

crowned and robed with the imperial purple; he gave to

the consul Ptolemy of Tusculum his natural daughter

Bertha to wife, and with the bride all the lands and

estates which that aspiring noble had ever claimed or

coveted! In public be indulged the people with shows,

processions, and popular assemblies; he harangued them

in their “ comitia,” and even bore with good humour the

fanatical ribaldry of the pontifical clergy.k But no fur

ther advantage was to be gained by a longer residence,

and the emperor withdrew to Sutri on his march Retreat of

to the north. Assisted by a party of Normans,Pascal approached the capital, driving before and death of

him a small body of imperialist troops left by P°Pe Pm“

the emperor for the support of his friends in Rome. The

pope was thus enabled to gain possession of as much of

the city as he had ever held, and to occupy himself for

the remainder of the season with the reduction of such

portions of the Petrine patrimony as had been lost during

the late invasion. The exertions he underwent in the

course of these operations exhausted his powers of mind

and body; and not many days after his restoration, a

short illness of only forty-eight hours consigned him to

the tomb. Pope Pascal II. died on the 21st of Januaryl

1118. His remains» were refused the honours of sepul

ture in the basilica of St. Peter by the hostile magistracy,

J Chron. Mont. Cass. lib. iv. ap. Mu

rat. iv. p. 519; Pandulph. Pisan. Vit.

Pascal 11.; ibid. tom. iii. p. 358.

k Pandulph of Pisa (Vit. Pascal IL

ubi sup. p. 359) recites a speech of

Henry, delivered on one of these occa

sions, with a view to engage the people

to support him in obtaining a mitiga

tion of the papal ultimatum. In reply,

we are told, the pontifical spokesman

reviled him as a hypocrite, a murderer,

a robber, and a heretic, and taunted

him with the absence of all those hon

ours which wouldihave been granted to

an orthodox emperor, &c. &c.l But the

whole story has too much the air of an

empty flourish of the sacerdotal trum

pet to be entitled to credit as a genuine

address.

' Pandulph (ubi sup.) dates his death

on the 18th of January; Peter the Dea

con (Chron. Cassin. c. lxiv.) on the

2lst. He is confirmed by the Annales

Romani (Pertz, v. p. 478). But the two

latter writers differ as to the date of

his restoration ; the one dating his

death on the 18th, the other on the se

cond day after that event. The ponti

ficate ofPascal II. extended to eighteen

years five months and either eight or

eleven days. Art a'e vér. lee Dates.
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and were deposited in the church of the Lateran. He

offers a singular instance of a Roman pontiff striving to

establish in his own mind a distinction between his ofli

cial and his private conscience.

 



CHAPTER VII.

GELASIUS IL-CALIXTUS IL-CONCORDAT or WORMS.

Parties in Rome—Election of cardinal John of Gaéta as Gelasius II.—The empe

ror at Rome; evasion of Gelasins—The emperor cites Gelasius before himself

at Rome—Papal reply—Indignation of the people of Rome—Maurice of Braga

pope as Gregory VIIL—his character—how described by his opponent—Gela

sius deserted by the Normans—he quits Rome, and goes into France—and dies

there—Guido archbishop of Vienne pope as Calixtus IL—Reported applica

tion to the Romans for confirmation—Calixtus holds a council at Toulouse—

' Emancipation of church-estate, &c.— The council of Rheims --Negotiation

with the emperor—Preliminaries of a treaty, &c.—Misunderstanding of the

preliminaries—The emperor requests time to consult, Sam—Rupture of the

conferences—Resistance of the French to the pontifical scheme—Solemnity of

excommnnication, &c.—Rome not the home of the papacy-Advantages of

France as a fulcrum of papal power—Character and influence of pope Calix

tus II. in France—Advantages and activity of Calixtus in France and else

where—Return of pope Calixtus to Rome—Capture of Gregory VIII.—his

treatment, and death—State of Germany—Position of Henry V. in Germany

—Approximation of parties—Jealousies—Pacification—Diet of Wiirzburg—

Statutory repeal of the excommunications—Position of pope Calixtns—Intent

of the estates of Germany—Efi'ect of the cessation of the civil war—Pope Ca

lixtus withdraws his opposition, &c.—Treaty or concordat of Worms—on the

papalpart—on the part of the emperor—Remarks on the treaty—Ambiguity of

the treaty as to what is simony—as tofreedom of election—as to the pretended

supremacy of the pontifical power—General ambiguities—Open question as

to whether consecration was to precede or follow investiture—The convention

of Worms a temporary compromise, &c.—a personal compact.

AT the moment of pope Pascal’s death we perceive——

though perhaps somewhat dimly—the existence Parties in

of three factions in Rome; namely, the ponti- Rm"

fical or sacerdotal, the municipal, and the opular. The

first of these parties was obnoxious to the hitter hostility

‘of the second, or municipal, then acting under the in

finance of the nobili or capitani. The rincipal magis

tracies of the city were in the hands 0 the latter body,

with the powerful family of the Frangipani at their
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head. But, though without immediate participation in

their own government, the mass of the populace, or non

privileged population, continued in their comitia or

general assemblies to claim its share in the general

direction of public affairs. The interferences of this

body had always been rather of a tumultuary than a

formal character; their existence, as a constitntionaL

power, was acknowledged, but their fiinctions 1n the

republic were so vague and indefinite that they had.

sunk down to a mere brute-force, at the disposal of

those who possessed the skill or the influence to put it 111

action for their own purposes. About the period of -

Pascal’s death they seem to have occupied a neutral posi

tion between the nobili and the papal curia. The former

had for the moment attached themselves to ‘the imperial

standard, though probably with no other view than to

regain that preponderant share in the papal elections of >

which the Gregorian reforms had deprived thern, and

to retrieve the losses sustained in their feuds with the

later pontifl's and their Norman allies. _

In this state of things in Rome, the cum saw 110

Election of prospect of carrying the election of_a successltlir

cardinal Johnto the late pope in the form prescribed byt 6

ordinance of Nicolas II. The cardinal John

' of Gaeta, the secretary or chancellor of Pascal

IL, was summoned in all haste to Rome; the cum

assembled in a monastery remote from observatlqn;

called the Palladium; and there elected John of Gaeta

pope by the name \of Gelasius II.“ The secret of the

meeting had, however, crept out; and the church was

beset by the Frangipani, the doors burst open, and the

new pope dragged by the hair of the headuto a remote

dungeon belonging to the leader of the assailants. The

people, however, were not disposed to put up will thls

arbitrary interference on the part of the HOblll- The

comma demanded the immediate release of Gelaslusi

 

I The election passedb the concur- a . Murat. iii. p. 379; Pet. Duzc. 71189

rentvotes ofthree cardbisgops, twenty- \dir. illust. Monast._Mont. Cass. p-3- :

five card. presbyters, and eighteen card. with note (12)

deacons. .Pund. Pisan. Vit. Gelasii II.

f“—
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the captors were not prepared to resist the formidable

importunity; and Gelasius was conducted in triumph

from his prison to the Lateran, where he was en

throned and crowned amid the acclamations of the

peoprle.b . ‘

he news ofthe death of Pascal, and the approaching

election of a successor, brought the emperor by Th

a forced march of extraordinary celerity to the $331.13“

gates of Rome before the new pope—then onlyin deacon’s orders—could canonically assume '

the reins of government. Not even a rumour ofHenry’s

approach had reached the papal court; the curia dis

persed in consternation; and Gelasius hid himself in the

remote church of St. Maria ad Tiberim. On the follow

ing morning he embarked on board two galleys, then

accidentally lying in the river, near the place of his con

cealment, and, after a series of hairbreadth escapes from

storms and the pursuit of his enemies, he found himself

safely lodged within the walls of his native Gaeta.c Here

the scattered members of the curia collected around him;

the bishops and abbots of Apulia and Campania congre

gated to witness the ceremony of ordination and con

secration ; the great Norman vassals, with duke William

of Apulia and Robert of Capua at their head, did him

homage for their territories in the form observed by

Robert Guiscard to pope Gregory VII., and by duke

Roger to Urban II., and received in return from the

pontiff feoifment of all lands, jurisdictions, and pre

rogatives theretofore granted in right of those princi

palities.d

- In the election of Gelasius II. we remark two cano

nical defects. If the decree of Nicolas II. was to hold

" Pa'nd. Pisan. ubi sip. p. 384; Anal.

Rom. ubi sup. p. 478; kkeh. Chron. an

1118, p. 253.
'= According to Jafl'é (Regist. Pout.

Rom. p. 522) Gelasius was elected on

the 24th January 1818; imprisoned and

released the same day; he fled from

Rome on the lst of March; remained

in the church of St. Maria on the 2d;

was at Ardea on the night of the 3d;

at Terracina on the 4th; and at Gwiita

on the 5th of that month. See the ac

count of Pamlulph, ubi sup. The writer

shared in the adventures of his master

till his death.

'1 “ Cum honore ducatus.” The term

“honos” denoted both possession and

all the rights of sovereignty, saving

only the duties and renders appertain

ing to the lord of the fee. Conf. Pet.

.Diac. Chron. M. Casein. lib. iv. p.531,

with Muratori’s note (9).
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good, the imperial concurrence had not been
The em eror . . . a .

cites Geiasinsasked or obtained in any form. Neither can the

‘2,123,123; election be said to have had the popular assent,

unless indeed the tumultuary release of Gelasius

could be construed as an act of popular confirmation.

Upon the strength of these defects, the emperor, soon

after his arrival at Rome, summoned “ John of Gaéta,

the pontiff-elect of the holy Roman see, together with

the electoral college and curia, to attend him in the

church of St. Peter, and there in due form of law to

complete the election, according to Catholic usage,_1n

his presence and that of the Roman people.” Gelaslus

I, replied by a counter-proposition: he should
apal reply. . . ~be ready, he said, to discuss all matters in i

ference between church and empire at a proper time and

place, and for that purpose he named Milan or Cremona

as the fittest localities; and the 18th of the following

month of October as a proper season: “ at that time

and place he should be prepared, by the advice of hls

brethren in council, to dojusticc: he and they being the

sole judges in ecclesiastical causes, no such cause could

be entertained but in their presence, and by their coun

sels.” If required, the pontiff engaged to dehver hls

written pledge to that effect.f

This reply, when communicated to the Roman people,

Indignafion excited their utmost indignation: it was, they eX-f

of£16 People claimed, manifestly intended to deprive them 0

me‘ their ancient and undoubted privilege of a cer

porate assent to the election of their bishop: the comitlfl

pronounced it to be “contrary to all laws and canons

that the election of a Roman pontiff should take pliwe

any where but in Rome, and that the capital should thus

f See Book X. c. i. pp. 164, 165 of ordinance, nor even at a_subsequehh

this work, In addition, however, to the _ period; witness the application of Greg

?emarks 1“ the Passage of this work VII. himself for the royal confii'matiolp

Just quoted, we may observe that the See Book X. 0. iv. p. 250 {if thls Wm.‘ '

words “salvo honors,” 8m. were fully ‘ Ep. Gelas. II. ad Eplsc- Emmm’

open to the construction put upon them Cone. vi. p. 1941. The letter 1.5 an”;

by the emperor; namely, that they de- neously dated the xvii.kal. Feb. insteh

noted’not merely honorary distinction, of the xvii. kal. April (16th March)

but right or prerogative. Nor can any 1118. See Ja é’s amendment of t 9

doubt rest upon the prerogative ofcon- date. Conf. and. 1""- Hist' Mediol

currence having existed prior to, the ap. Mum‘- V- P- 502'
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be robbed of its ancient rights and prerogatives; the

proper mode, therefore, of vindicating their violated pri

vileges was at once to elect a pope in all due form of

law in lieu of him who, after this, could no longer be

regarded as their bishop.” This proposal was adopted,

if not sug ested, by the emperor. The choice of the

citizens felI upon Maurice archbishop of Braga, then

residing at Rome upon the business of his see. With

out further formality, Henry led the prelate by the hand

to the bema of the basilica; the usual question was put:

“ \Vill you have this man to be your bishop ?”—and the

people saluted him ope, without a dissentient voice. The

emperor and the c ergy of his party formally recorded

their consent to the popular choice, and Maurice of Braga

was saluted pope by the name of Gregory VIII.

The new pope, or antipope, enjoyed a high character

for learning, piety, and purity of life. He had Maurice of

taken no step to obtain the patronage of the 13mga elected

imperial court, or to solicit the sufl'rages of the 1mg? 2%?"

people; his only error was, that, in accepting g y '

the papacy, he lay under the delusion that he could, by

the power of the gospel and the eloquence of preaching,

dispose men’s minds to peace and charity. “To that

end,” says his biographer, “ he preached frequentl , and

with admirable unction, concerning the perfect aw of

God, and the practice of the primitive church; inculcat

ing the precepts of peace and goodwill towards men

without vehemence or rancour, nay, not even against his

rival, John of Graeta.”g In the religious aspect

the character of Gelasius contrasts somewhat

singularly with that of Gregory. He too, we are in

formed, was a man of learning, piety, and religion: “ that

is,” adds our authority cautiously,“ as far as any reli

gion could be borne with in Rome.”h If the religion of

Gelasius did not exceed the amount of that virtue tole

His character.

8 Landulph. Med. Hist. c. xxxiL; papal advocates,and raises grave doubts

Murat. v. p. 503; Steph. Baluz. Vita as to the validity of the election of Ge

lMaui-itii Burdini, Misc. Hist. ed. Mansi, lasius IL; but without dispersing those

1. pp. 137 et sqq. Baluzius rescues the which tainted the title of Gregory

memory of Maurice from the obloquy VIII.

‘cast upon it by the mendacity of the " “In quantum Romse-patitur.”
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rated by the Romans, it could have been no serious hur

den upon his conscience; and it soon became apparent

that the accidental claims of a holy and religious life and

conversation might be a good title to martyrdom, but

no proper qualification for the Roman pontificate in that v

a e.
g If we accept the character of Maurice of Braga from

How de_ his opponent, we have the picture of an aban

scribed by doned associate of heretics and rebels, the chief

h“ °PP°“°'“' of a faction consisting of the refuse of thebertine schismatics, supported by certain excommuni

cated outcasts among the Roman nobili, and a miserable

rabble of cutthroats and brigands among the populace

But the description applies rather to the party then

the person of the intruder. True, he was promptly

published to the world as the vilest of monsters, a per

jurer, an adulterer, a violator of the church and the

Catholic faith; but these were technical terms, apphcahle

to the losing party only, and adopted with a yleW to

justify any amount of vindictive cruelty in which the

winners might be- inclined to indulge. From Capua,

where Gelasius had taken up- his quarters, he‘ 1ssued

sentence of excommunication and anathema against hls

rival, and included in the same condemnation the em

peror Henry, together with all his aiders, ahettol's, and

associates in heresy and rebellion. But the spiritual tem

pest in the south rolled harmlessly over the head of Henry

Gelasius and his friends at Rome. The Normanvassals

deserted by of the pope, satisfied with repelling the attacks
the Nmmans' of the emperor upon their own frontier, _00111d

not be vinduced to stir a step to speed the restoration of

their ghostly suzerain to his capital. On the approach

of the summer heats, they retired to their homes; at the

same period, the emperor withdrew his army to the

healthier highlands of Tuscany; and the imperial part)’

in the city was, as usual, left-to maintain its ground In

the best wa it could. The simultaneous retreat of both

armies, in ffict, left the pope and the Romans to settle

matters at their leisure. Gelasius had 6Xhausted hls

treasury in gifts and largesses to his allies; and when
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in this state of isolation he claimed the protection of his

fellow-townsmen of Gaeta, the latter, “ finding that he
had no more money,” closed their gates against him.i

Nothing doubting, however, he pushed on slowly and

stealthily towards Rome; where he arrived at H ,t

length “rather in the guise of a tattered va- R012?L111

grant than as lord and master of a great city.” :2

Under the protection of a small party .among ’

the civic nobility, he lurked for a time in an obscure quarter

of the town; but, with the total want ofmen and money,

there was no prospect of dislodging an antagonist who

could command both. The treachery of his supposed

friends threatened greater perils than the efl‘orts of open

enemies. _ A conspiracy against his liberty or his life

failed rather by accident than the zeal or vigilance of his

defenders.j The Romans, in fact, played the game of the

rival pontifl‘s at the least possible expense to themselves;

that of Gelasius was for the moment an unpromising

venture; and the latter, weary of the hopeless task of

dealing at once with hollow and craving friends and

open enemies, resolved to quit the graceless city, and

cast himself on the faithful clergy of France. “ Let us go

forth,” said he to his little band of cardinals and follow

ers, “ let us flee from this Sodom, this filthy Gomorrah,

this modern Babylon, this den of blood-guiltiness and

every crime . . . for verily, if we were to remain here, it

were better for us to live under the one tyrant than under

the many that beset us.” This resolution was acted upon

without delay. The pope, accompanied by six cardinals,

two of the nobles of his party, and the small body-guard

he had been able to keep on foot, embarked on board

certain Pisan galleys, and after a prosperous voyage

landed at St. Gilles in Provence, whence he journeyed

to the hospitable walls of Cluny in Burgundy. He was

received by the brotherhood with open arms; and dies

brighter prospects seemed to dawn upon him; ‘here

fi._“n-:.fi-E-EAJB‘B?‘S‘5.51''‘?F."if?‘Tflltzifill-li

i Pandulph. Pisan. Vit. Gelasii II. caped from a sudden attack of the hos

ubi sup. 1). 394. tile nobili. The traitor had up to that

i He was enticed by a certain cardi- time been regarded as afast friend of

nal Desiderius from his asylum under a. the pope.

false pretence, and very narrowly es
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but his revived hopes were cut short by a violent attack

of pleurisy, which brought his pontificate to a close, after

a reign of a few days over the twelvemonth from the

date of his election at Rome in the preceding year.k

It might be thought that when Gelasius abandoned

Rome he had scarcely a friend left in the city; that the

pontifical party was extinct, and the triumph of the im

perialist, laity and clergy, safe under the wing of Gre

gory VIII. and his German allies. But the commonalty

of Rome had so long worshiped the demon of faction,

that no motive of action remained but the interest or the

whim of the hour. Thus the friend of yesterday was

often the enemy of to-day, and any trivial turn of for

tune’s Wheel sufficed to convert their railings into bene

dictions, and their curses into hallelujahs of praise and

thanksgiving. This observation may, perhaps, account

for the strange revolution in the temper and feelmgs of

the Roman populace to which we have now to advert. _

With a rival pontiff in possession of the capital, 1t

Guido mm seemed dangerous to the curla 1n France to

bishop of delay the election of a legitimate successor to

the late pope. A properly-qualified person pre

‘ 'sented himself to the cardinals assembled around

his death-bed in the person of Guido archblshop 0f

Vienne, a man of princely birth and powerful lay_con

nections. He had up to this time proved of emlnent

service to his party in France: no man among them all

had pledged himself to a more uncompromising adop

tion of the Gregorian policy, or a more determined hos

tility to imperialism wherever a blow was to be dealt at

the chief or his satellites.‘ He had carried the torch of

discord into the heart of his home and empire; ended

this moment little more seemed wanting to cast hlm

headlong from his throne, and consign him ‘to the un

hallowed grave of the parent whom he had dlShOIlOllTed

and betrayed. Accordingly, on the 1st or 2d of Feb

ruary 1119, archbishop Guido was chosen pope at Cluny

  

by the name of Calixtus II. But, with the decree of

‘‘ Pandulph. Pisan. in Vit. Gelas. II. on the 29th of Japuary 1119. _ B k

ubi sup. pp. 391-415. Gelasius II. died I Cont‘. chap. v1. p. 633 ofthis w -
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Nicolas II. before his eyes, he declined consecration

until he should have fortified his title by the popular

confirmation required by law—a resolution apparently

involving insurmountable difliculty. Yet we are as

sured that the operation of obtaining and re- Reported ap

cording the suffrages of the Romans in his tphlicgfionw

favour required no longer time than was neces- ‘018001233:

sary for his messengers and agents to travel ti‘m

from Vienne to Rome, to collect the votes, and return

with them in their pockets, a distance of nearly one‘

thousand English miles, within the nine days intervening

between the day of election (the 1st) and the 9th of

the same month, the date of his consecration at Vienna (!).'n

We are therefore driven to conjecture, either that the

documents appealed to are forgeries, or that some strange

error has crept into the dates they hear. The only sup

positions consistent with their genuineness We can im

agine are, either that the letters and lists of suffrage

were antedated with a view to fit them to the date of the

consecration, or that the ceremony itself has been errone

ously assigned to the month of March instead of that of
April 1119.n

It is, however, plain enough that the news of the

election of Calixtus had produced a strange re
. . . . C l' tus

actlon 1n the public mind at Rome. The elec- {2,131 3

tion was, we are assured, afiirmed by the una- (“men at

Toulouse.

nimous vote of every rank and condition, and

that Within an incredibly short period the imperial ranks

were thinned by the secession oftwo schismatic cardinals,

two archpriests, nine presbyters, and four urban abbots

and priors.° In the interim Henry had returnedpto

Germany, and was then hovering on the French frontier

with a view to watch the proceedings of his adversary.

This was, therefore, no time to try his new-born popu

'“ The letters of the cardinals of death of Gelasius. No fewer than six

Sabina and Alba (ap. Martene, Coll.

ampliss. tom. i. p 644) afiirm that the

people were convoked for the purpose

of recording their votes on the let of

February, consequently not only be

fore the election of Calixtus, but be

fore they could have heard of the

of these pretended letters of adhesion

are extant in the collection of Martens.

" Pandulph. Pisan. in Vit. Calixti

II. ap. Murat. iii. 418. Conf. Jafi'é,

Regist., &c. p. 527.

° See the “ Literse hereticorum,” ap.

Martene, ubi sup. pp. 649, 650.
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larity at home, or to relinquish the advantages he enjoyed

in the devout support of the monarch and the churches

of France. A great council was held on the 8th of July

1119 at Toulouse, and severe ordinances adopted against

the embezzlement or detention of church-dues, estate, and

effects. The most important of the resolutions of this

Emancipm synod purported that no clerk in orders should

tion ofchurch render duty or service to any lay-man for or

“Me's” on behalf of ecclesiastical estate or benefice.“

“Thus,” exclaimed Calixtus exultingly, “ we have, by

the grace of God, and at a single blow, wholly con

demned and rooted out the vile heresy of lay investi

ture.”q But Galixtus was soon made sensible that he

had reckoned too confidently upon the submission of the

_ French. The powerful lay patrons of ecclesiastical bene

fices were not inclined to abandon without a struggle the

advantages they derived from their _protectorates, or to

relinquish the services of the clerical vassals and under

tenants of their estates. To help him out of thls dif

ficulty, or to try the disposition of the churches of

France and Germany to support the project of unlimited

emancipation so‘clearly indicated in the resolutlon of the

council of Toulouse, the pope convened a general councll

at Rheims for the 29th of October 1119. The meeting,

when assembled, numbered fourteen archbishops, tWO

hundred bishops, and many abbots and notable eccle

siastics; “representing,” we are informed, ‘f the churches

of Italy, France, Spain, Britain, and the 1slands of the

ocean, disposed unanimously to yield obedience to the

commands of the pontiff”

_ At this critical moment the emperor Henry Twas

The council found to have taken up a threatening position

°f Rh‘fims' at Verdun on the Meuse, at a distance of little

more than seventy miles from the city of Rheims. It

became, therefore, of some importance to ascertam'hls

designs, and, if possible, to entangle him in negotiations

Pagan $315,; Q‘eiiilil'emaiselrliis,

.tur.” The word “servire" denoted the
praestolare, exsolvere.”

'1 Hard. Cone. vi. p.197 8.

_ P “Nullus clericorum pro ecclesias

ticis beneficiis servire laico compelle

services, renders, and dues payable by

the tenant to the lord of the fee. So

-n__-|
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that might prevent any disturbance to the deliberations

of the council. With that view the bishop of Chalons

and the abbot of Cluny were sent to the imperial head

quarters. The bishop assured the emperor that the pope

entertained no desire to invade or detract from the pre

rogatives of his crown, or to divest it of any Negotiation

of its legitimate rights; but that nothing could with the
be done for him until he should have renounced emperor‘

the investiture of hishopm'es and abbeys,- and, by, way

of proof that he would sustain no real injury by the re

linquishment of the accursed practice, the bishop urged

that, although the French clergy did no homage to the

crown for the estate of their churches, yet the king

suffered no injury; nor was it ever alleged that they had

at any time refused to render him the secular services

due in respect of their ancient endowments, although in

fact these services were precisely, and neither more nor

less than, those the emperor himself enjoyed by virtue of

that right of investiture which had drawn down upon

him the anathema of the church.

It is not improbable that the threatening canon passed

at Toulouse, scarcely more than three monthsPreliullilmries

before this, may have been brought to the em- ofatreaty.
peror’s knowledge. If this were the fact, it is M’

not likely that he would forego all security for the safety

ofhis prerogative, or consent to place himself upon a level

with the powerless and impoverished Louis of France.

It was, at all events, not difiicult to perceive that the

proposal of the legate involved the abandonment of every

security for the fulfilment of the prospect held out to

him ; and he intimated in reply that he should not object

to discontinue the objectionable practice, if a suflicient

guarantee were given against any derogation of his

honours, or of the essential prerogatives of his crown.

This basis of negotiations was reported to the pope, and

approved by him. The discussion of the terms Went on

smoothly enough, and the following preliminaries were

agreed to and signed by Henry: the emperor relinquishes

the right of investiture ; grants a full amnesty to the

pontifical partisans, and restores their forfeited sees, pos

VOL. W. U U
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sessions, and property to all ecclesiastics who had suffered

for their adoption of the papal cause: on the other part,

the pope grants to the emperor and his party the peace

of the church, and restores all estate and effects in his

hands, or those of his allies, belonging to the emperor or

his friends: and it was further provided and agreed on

both sides, that, if any dispute should occur as tothe

settlement of the claims arising out of the restitution

clause, all ecclesiastical rights should be determined by

the canon law, and all secular differences by the Clvll

tribunals.

It is not easy to imagine how any satisfactory set

Misundeb tlement could be built upon_such vague and

standing of indefinite preliminaries; and 1t speedily became

‘higlffimi' apparent that both parties had either lgnorantly

' or wilfully misunderstood one another. The

pope construed the relinquishment of investlture to eX

tend to the absolute abandonment of all right or control

over estate, franchise, exemption, or privilege, held or

enjoyed with any ecclesiastical oflice or dlgnlly- The

emperor naturally restricted it to the sacrifice of a merely

ceremonial usage, destitute of any further consequence

or significance than as it bore upon the splrltual status

of the recipient. The amnesty- and restitution-clauses

were understood by Calixtus to imply an absolute sur

render by the emperor of his ecclesiastical adherents t0

the tender mercies of his opponent, together Wlth the

transfer of some of the richest escheats and most ImPOI,"

tant lay fiefs of the empire, into the hands of the pope‘s

friends. The papal negotiators had, it seems, dextrously

enough cluded the promised security for the safety ofthe

prerogative; and Calixtus resolved to hold the limpet.“

to the literal performance of his engagement, With all Its

consequences on its back. Counting, probably, uponrthe

precarious state of the emperor’s affairs in Germany; he

had made up his mind that his adversary must CO{ne

to his terms; it was therefore determined that the 111'

a x

, ' The Saxon‘ provinces were still in empire to an almost unprecedented 6

open ‘insurrection, and civil disorders tent.

prevailed in every other part of the
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tended interview between him and the pope at Pout-au

Mousson on the frontier should not take place; and that

the former should be peremptorily called upon to make

the renunciations and transfers named in the preliminary

agreement, as a condition precedent to his reconciliation

with the church. With instructions to that effect, the car

dinal John of Crema, the bishops of Ostia and Chalons,

and the abbot of Cluny, were sent to the emperor. The

latter was required by them definitively to adopt the

pontifical exposition of the preliminaries. Henry and

his advisers protested that he had never contemplated

any such construction of the deed as that contended for

on the other side: the whole proceeding, he declared,

appeared to him more like a snare than a negotiationfor

peace. By way of reply, the bishop of Chalons held up

the instrument, and, pointing to the emperor’s signature,

“ Dare you,” said he, “ to deny your own handwriting?

If that be your intent, here am I and other men of reli

gion ready to swear upon the holy gospels that you are

pledged by hand and word to the fulfilment of all these

things in their literal sense.” The emperor angrily de

nied that he had ever assented to the terms insisted upon;

and affirmed that the pope intended to entrap him into

engagements manifestly detrimental to his honour and

interests, and in direct contradiction to the assurances he

had so recently given. The legate rejoined, that it were

mere blasphemy to accuse a Roman pontiff of wilful de

ceit; that if the emperor believed that under the pretence

of right, custom, or prerogative, he would be permitted

to traffic in bishoprics and abbeys, he had deceived him

self, and must bear the consequences of his miscon

ception.

But a little reflection upon the dangers of his actual

position disinclined Henry to abandon every The emperor

chance of peace with the church. He therefore requestsfime

declared himself incompetent to make the sacri-to °°ns“1°’&°'

fices required without the sanction of the estates of the

empire, and requested time to take the advice of a con

stitutional diet of the realm upon the terms proposed to

him. The delegates now believed that they had the game

A".
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- periment.

in their bands; they granted a delay of twenty-four hours

only, and at the expiration of that time eremptorily

insisted upon the unconditional acceptance 0 their terms.

The emperor still entreated delay to consult the con- _

stitutional authorities of the empire, without which any

treaty he might conclude could not bind his estates. In

real or affected anger, the legates rudely turned their

backs upon him, and hurried the pontiff, who had ad

vanced some leagues towards Pont-au-Mousson to await

the issue, to the castle of the count of Troyes, affecting

to believe that Henry had enticed him thus far from his

supports in the hope of seizing his person and repeating.

the treason he had perpetrated against Pascal 11. But

neither the time nor the circumstances of the moment

promised any advantage from the success of such an ex

N0 one was more chagrined at the departure

Rupture of the legates than Henry himself. He sent an

ofthe imploring message after the fugitives, anxiously

“Me'mes' requesting a delay of forty-eight hours to delibe

rate how he might give full satisfaction to the pope. rlhe

latter returned for answer, that he had already gone fur

ther than any pontiff had ever done before him: he had

adjourned a general council with the devout hope ofrecon

ciling him with the church; that he had travelled at great

personal inconvenience and fatigue to meet 1n peace One

in whom he had found no faith; that not a moments de

lay could be granted ; and that now he (the pope) Would

return to his expectant brethren, in the humble hope

that God would soften the heart of the evil-mmded man

he had endeavoured to amend, and that he might be en

abled hereafter—when and wherever that might be——-t0

embrace him once again as a beloved and obedient son of

the church. ,

Upon his return to Rheims, Calixtus resumed his pro

Resismnce ofject for the accomplishment of the programme

the French to sketched out at Toulouse. He proposed a reso

‘heslc’ggigmllution that the council do absolutely condemn;

' and by every means in their power engage to,

put an end to, all inoestiture of any church, eccleswstwa‘

benqfice 0'!‘ property, and to prohibit that ‘it do thereafter
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pass in any form by or thro h the lag/‘hand. But

though the feeble sovereigns 0' France may have seen

Can’. VIL] EXCOMMUNICATION OF HENRY V.

‘with indifference their spiritual patronage pass from the

crown to the great feudatories, the latter had no mind to

abandon the spoils, or to part with the valuable patron

age which had fallen to their share in the course of the

dismemberment of the sovereignty in that country. The

lay lords present, reasonably enough, suspected the pope

of an intent to divest them of their ecclesiastical profits,

and to sweep them into his own lap. This broadcast of the

sacerdotal net, in fact, enclosed too many fishes at once

even for the successor of Peter to draw to land. The read

ing of the proposition excited an uproar which no efforts

of the pope or his friends could allay. From morn till

dusk there was no cessation of the clamour, and Calixtus

was compelled to amend his motion by substituting the

words “ bishoprics and abbeys” for the general terms in

the original resolution. This was thought to open the

meshes of the net wide enough to let the smaller fishes

escape, and the measure thus amended met with no in

superable opposition.s .

The business of the synod was at an end, as far as

that assembly could be made serviceable to the Solemn“), of

objects for which it was convoked. The ill- excqmmuni

humour of the pontifical party, however, found mm’ 8m‘

relief in a simultaneous discharge of the ecclesiastical

artillery against the great offender and his accomplices.

At the close of the sessions, four hundred and twenty

seven blazing torches _ the precise number of the

bishops and abbots present—were )roduced: with one

of these each hand was armed; a long list of the un

happy caitiffs doomed to suffer extinction of spiritual

life was read out; at the head of the list ap eared the

name of “Henry, retended king of the ermans ;”

next, the heretic “ urdinus” (Gregory VIII.), with a

' But Calixtus could not refrain from

rating the objectors roundly for their

8w. (Jolm vi. 53), were offended, and

walked no more with Him; so they,

blindness and obstinacy. He compared

himself to the Saviour, and them to the

backsliding disciples, who, when they

heard the words, “ except ye shall eat,”

when he had proposed a measure ne

cessary to secure the liberty of the

church, were scandalised, and walked

no more with him. .
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long catalogue of abandoned schismatics and heretics to

be devoutly consigned to Satan and his angels. All

these were then solemnly cursed and driven out of the

church; in token whereof, at a signal given, all the

torches were reversed and extinguished. The ceremony

closed with a solemn absolution of the subjects and de

pendents of the reprobate from their oaths and engage

ments; and the assembly was dismissed with the pon

tifical blessing.t

The most convincing proof that neither Rome nor

Home notthe even Italy was the proper home of the papacy

home ofthe may be found in the contrast between 1ts'111

papmy‘ fluence abroad and its domestic insecurity.

Since Gregory VII. threw off the imperial protectorate,

the only chance of safety for the pontiifs in Rome lay 1n

the Norman alliance. But even that alliance'could be

relied upon no longer than the funds for the hue 0r_the

reward of their mercenary services were forthcomlng.

When these funds failed, Gregory and h1s successors

were each in turn put to flight by Wibertines, nobill,

citizens or imperialists, singly or in combination, till

the harassed 'pontiffs found no place where to lay the"

heads in safety within the city-walls. No reliance could

be placed upon the natural means of upholding the do

mestic government of the popes. Against such a state

of things, a revival of their connection with the secular

powers, under one form or another, offered the only

remedy. Their quarrel with their oflicial protector cut

them off from their party in Germany; and thus It

happened that France now afforded the Only tolerably

safe anchorage for the bark of St. Peter.

Advantages _ The state of the kingdom was’, hOWeVFg';

of France as singularly favourable to the working‘ 0f the

153151312: pontifical machinery. Under, Phlllp I- 36

'royal authority had fallen into a state of e

‘ The authorities for the statements ations with the emperor. But the

in the text are Ordericus Vitalis and work wears rather the appearance

Hesso Scholasticus, ap. Hard. Concil. a rhetorical exercise than of a sober

vi. 1990 .et sqq. The narrative of narrative ofevents ofwhich the author

Hesso concerns principally the negoti- was an eye-witness.
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crepitude, comparable to that of the later Merovingian

kings. The feudal principle, it is true, still breathed a

breath of life into the languid body of the state, yet

without constitutional unity, or any common objects or

interests to bind together in one corporate association

the numberless independent princes, barons, and eccle

siastics among whom the kingdom was parcelled out.“

There Was, therefore, no central influence or interest

powerful enough to conflict with, or‘to check, the opera

tion of the papal scheme. In France there was no

necessity for treaties, alliances, negotiations, or precau

tions to remove impediments or clear the field of action.

The progress which the canon or decretal law of Rome

had made among the Gallic clergy, the eager zeal of the

monastic bodies for the extension of clerical exemptions

and privileges, had served to fix the attention of every

party in the church upon the chief dispenser of that

scheme of law from which all orders hoped to profit s0

largely. Pope Urban II. had seized upon, and rofited

by, these advantages with skill and diligence. y put

ting himself at the head of the crusading movement, he

had centered in himself the religious and martial sympa

thies of the people; by upholding the “ truce of God,” he

had clothed himself with the character of the prince of

peace, and‘ elevated himself to the undisputed censor

ship of the morals and religion of Christendom.

This lofty character, which Pascal had failed to

maintain, was resumed by Calixtus II., and Character

supported with excellent industry and discern- “ndinfluem

ment. While he resided in France the whole caniflfin

ecclesiastical government had assed into his Fran-“

hands. Between the 2d of ebruary 1119 and the

28th March in the following year, he had traversed the

kingdom in its length and breadth; he had visited and

inspected numerous churches, hospitals, and monas

teries, reforming abuses, restoring discipline, and esta

blishing regulations for their better government 5 he had

confirmed the privileges and endowments of more than

thirty churches and conventual bodies; he had taken

" Cont‘. Sismondi, Hist. do FL, v. pp. 3 and 250. '
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man ‘of the latter under the immediate protectorate of

the oly see ,' and, in return for this inestimable benefit,

he had reserved certain quitrents and annates, by may of

acknowledgment only, to the apostolic treasury. Besides

these profitable labours, he had decided numerous ap

peals. With the authority of a monarch he had decreed

restitutions and indemnities; .he had redressed wrongs,

regulated ecclesiastical dues and duties; determined the

boundaries of disputed dioceses and jurisdictions; Settled

and approved rules of discipline; granted privileges and

exemptions where he thought them merited or expedl

ent;~ and every where—from the monarch on the throne

to the meanest vassal or priest— exacted the most obse

quious attendance upon his person, and the most p111_10

tilious obedience to the precepts of the apostohc councll

His position in France was at the same time highly

Advantages advantageous for communication w_1th the re

ofilgafi‘jftilvlistfll moter portions of the Latin communlon. From

France and Toulouse, Gluny, Lyons, Rheims, Chalons, and
elsewhere- Troyes, he was at hand to entertain appeals

from foreign churches, to issue his precepts, to summon

his councils, to receive advices, and to send out_ h1s orders

with safety and despatch. And, in fact, theireg‘lstl'y of?“

correspondence displays a surprising actlvlty of superm

tendence. In Germany he kept up a continuous mter

change of letters with the chiefs of his party. In Spam

he erected a new archbishopric,v and assigned a province l

to the metropolitan. In England he suspended the

primate Ralph of Canterbury for disobeylng h1s com

mand to consecrate Thurstan archbishop-elect of York;

and as a penalty for his contumacious resistance tothe

introduction of the legatine commission into the king

dom.W He directed the bishop of Durham, and the

whole prelacy of Scotland and the Western Islands, to

acknowledge Thurstan as their primate, and consecrated

him to that office with his own hand. His decrees were

heard and obeyed in the remotest regions of the north;

and even the kings Aistan and Seward of Norway a0

' St. Iago de Compostella. v. England, ii- 258

" Eadmer, ap. Lappenberg, Gesch.

 

Lee
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cepted from him the protectorate of the remote churches

of the Orcades.‘

Whatever degree of credit we may attach to the

alleged unanimity of the Romans in favour of Return of

Calixtus II.,y it is certain that for rather more pope Calixms

than a twelvemonth after his election his rival t° .R‘m‘e'

Gregory VIII. resided in peace at the Lateran, under

the protection of the Tusculan nobili and the still nume

rous Wibertine party. During that period he devoted

himself to works of charity, religion, and public virtue:

vain titles to honour or respect among a generation

destitute of all these attributes! And, in truth, by the

time Calixtus thought of returning to Rome, the people

had become weary of the decorous idol they had set up.

‘On the approach of his enemy, Gregory, anticipating his

own downfall, retired to the provincial town of Sutri,

where the old attachment of the people still held out

some prospect of personal safety. No impediment now

stood in the way of the restoration of Calixtus. We are

assured by his panegyrists that his march from the Alps

to the banks of the fiber was one long ovation. In the

Provence, at Milan, Lucca, Pisa, he was received with

all but divine honours.z His entry into Rome was cele

brated by the most extravagant demonstrations of joy;

the storm-clouds which had obscured his prospects had

left scarcely a trace behind; and Calixtus was enabled

to resume the sceptre which had fallen from the hands

of his feebler predecessors, with no other task before him

but that of improving the advantages which were to help

him to still more triumphant results. Duke William of

Apulia, and with him the principal Norman dynasts, did

._._w~<=L~-fl"‘vi'R"'3.‘E-‘J‘use'nJiIi-ii

* Our account of the administration neral facts. They are certainly very

of pope Calixtus in France is princi- disagreeable reading. These lives are

paly extracted from Philip Jafi‘é’s principally: Vit. Calix. II. a Card.

Regist. Pontif. Romse, Berlin, 1851, Aragon. ap. Murat. iii. 419; Pandulph.

'pp. 527-534. The documents there Pisan. Vit., &c. ubi sup. p. 418, a pro

given in abstract have been compared

with the originals in the Concilia and

elsewhere.

Y See p. 655 of this chapter.

I The fulsome eulogies of his bio

graphers are to be trusted only for ge

duction tainted with all the factor of

sacerdotal malignity; Narratio Udes

chalci, ap. Canis. Lect. Antiq. tom. iii.

pt. ii. p. 18; Ekhehurd. Anna]. an. 1119,

ubi sup., a more trustworthy autho

rity.
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him willing homage; a force was despatched under the

Capture of cardinal John of Crema to reduce the rebellious

Gxrfgiry city of Sutri, and drag thence the helpless rival,

' whom it would have been the more generous,

probably the wiser, course to consign to oblivion, to his

presence, with every circumstance of cruel triumph that

could add poignancy to the agony of the aged sufferer.

Mounted on a mangy camel, the decrepit captive was

paraded in miserable triumph before the pope, after ex

posure to the insults and mockeries of a brutal mob; till,

covered with dust and filth, he was at length consigned

to his dungeon: “after which righteous act,” quoth hls

bio rapher, “the blessed Galixtus repaired to the church

of t. Peter, Where be mounted the throne; that august

ceremony concluded, he marched in triumphant proces

sion, beneath arches of honour and with great glory, to

His treatment his palace of the Lateran.” The unfortunate

and death- Gregory VIII. lingered for a time in the castle

of Fermo, and ended his days in the obscure monastery

of Cava.’ There is little doubt that his deathwas hast

ened by the cruel rigour perpetrated upon him Wlth a

view to extort a public confession and penance; but We

are drily told that “ the archheretic and impostor d1ed at

(lava stillperscvering in his rebellion.“

We turn with a sensation of relief from 1.10m; her

State of popes, her factions, her multiplied perjprlesq her

Germany- shameless venality and hypocritical P16t13m2t0

inquire for a moment how in. the meantime the papal

cause had thriven among a people who, with all the“

sins upon their backs, were still mindful of their common

a An extant epistle of Calixtns to the diflicult to doubt that Gregory lg“ 01::

Gallic bishops (up. Hard. vi.) bears a of those thus “ done to death. E.'

revolting testimony to the callousness Irehard of Aurach observes ‘Won ‘hls

ofheart engendered by religious hatred. subject: “ Sunt enim '11" mm)“ eum

In this epistle the cent of spurious piety (Gregorium) deprehensum assel‘lmt fla"

is intoned with the edifying twang at gitiis, qua; nostris indignum duxlmus

all times acceptable to the ear of the fa- tradere scriptis.” Chron. Ufang' an‘

natic. “ The idol of the German king,” 1121, ubi sup. p. 256. But the BOPe

he tells his correspondents, “and all himelf has taken care to leave l‘lttle

his enemies, have been taken Prison-- doubt on our minds of what these fls"

9T5, and some done even unto death by gitia” amounted to

tlze maceration Qf the dungeon.” It is
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“ fatherland,” still bore in mind that they belonged to a

race which had given the law to Christendom, and might

even now occupy the same lofty station in the world,

could they but impart to the elements of greatness within

the outward unity requisite to give momentum and direc

tion to that internal moving force Whose irregular action

had hitherto been productive of a mere waste of power, and

brought upon them an unspeakable amount of public ca

lamity. Albert archbishop of Maintz was at this point of

time the legate in ordinary of the holy see in Germany.

It is hardly possible to picture to ourselves a more fin

ished specimen of the ecclesiastical tyrant. Armed with

full pontifical powers, he managed in a short time to

alienate some of the most devoted sup orters of the papal

policy.b At the same time that indi erentism as to the

papal censures, of which the pope had of late complained

so bitterly, seems to have suffered little abatement in

Germany; and though the emperor’s affairs wore no

flattering appearance, the cause is to be sought rather

in the numberless enemies which his despotic temper had

raised up, than in any special deference to the Position of

pontifical menaces. To add to his other mis- Henry V-in

fortunes, his ablest minister and almost his only Germany‘

friend, the bishop of Miinster, had died. But against this

may be set off the important advantage, that Henry V.

had no son to seduce; he had no child who could serve

the purpose ofa fulcrum for the ecclesiastical lever, such as

that with which he and his brother Conrad had furnished

their father’s enemies; and, in this respect resembling

his father, he never despaired of his ability to sustain

himself against any amount of disaffection or resistance

on the part of his subjects. And now that resistance

was already languishing into apathy ; the world was

getting weary of the monotony of bloodshed and devas

tation. Even the redoubted Frederick of Arnsberg,4the

l

b More particularly Bruno, arch- seems probable that the legatesalatere

bishop of Treves. For his protection here meant were the “ laterales ex fa

against the lawless interferences of Al- milia papze"——the college of cardinals,

bert, pope Calixtus granted him a brief namely, who are commonly described

of exemption from all legatine jurisdic- ' as of the family or household of the

tion but such as should come a Iatere. pope.

Martene, Coll. ampliss. i. p. 660. It
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Approxima_ “ beau ideal” of the robber chivalry of the age,

tion_of dropped his arms, and made his SUbmISSIOIl

1mm‘ to the emperor. The Saxon principalities, ex

hausted by the fatigues and privations of a state of

warfare which had lasted for more than half a century,

had come to an agreement with one another to put an

end to their private feuds. This pacific measure led to

an opening for negotiation 'with the court. An amicable

conference was brought about at Goslar, where the duke

Lothar of Saxony, the palatine Frederick, the mark

grave Rodolf, and other Saxon chiefs and barons, were

received into favour. About the same time the restless

archbishop of Cologne entered into pacific relatlons with

the sovereign. It is obvious that the thunders of Rherms

had almost died away upon the ear of the German laity.

The spiritual army, however, still kept the field; and

Albert of Maintz stemmed the ebbing tide of secular zeal

with address and courage. A false step of the emperor

had neaply proved fatal to the fair prospects which had

late dawned upon the nation. In the hope (.Jf drivlng

the refractory archbishop into the pacific circle, Wlth

which he had surrounded himself, he laid siege to the me

tropolitan city of Maintz: a. step so clearly irreconcilable

Jealousies with his late beneficent professions, that Albert

' found it no difficult task to reawaken the sus

picions of the Saxon princes. With one accord they flew

to arms. Henry hastened to encounter the unexpected

danger; the armies stood in each other’s presence, ap

parently prepared for the deadly encounter. But the

lust of battle was extinct on both sides; the flame of

civil and religious discord had been quenched 111 the

floods of calamity, or lingered only in the breast of the

Pacificafion fanatic or the brigand. The yearnings of every

' eart, the demands of every social and family

interest commanded peace; and when the two great di

vlsions of the nation came into each other’s pfesence, the

spirit of nationality and brotherhood burst forth In a

unanimous prayer to the God of mercy to save them fl'Om

this further crime of mutual murder. As if by a single

nnpulse, twelve notables were selected from each army 5
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and after a short conference, it was agreed that a diet of

the whole empire should assemble at Wiirzburg upon

the following feast of St. Michael, to decide upon the

terms of a general religious and national pacification:

meanwhile an inviolable truce was to be observed by all

classes and conditions throughout the realm.‘

On the appointed day the parties approached each

other with some misgivings. ut these soon Diem;

gave way before the frank explanation of the Wi'll'zbuig

motives of both parties. In the simply political branch

of the question little remained to be done but to agree

upon the police regulations for putting an end to civil

disorder, and for the mutual restoration of forfeited or

sequestrated estate. As to the standing ecclesiastical

disputes, it was resolved that the emperor should give

all lanful obedience to the pope: that as to subsisting

differences, they should be adjusted at a free conference

between the emperor and the pontiff, by the counsel and

advice of the estates of the realm; yet so that ‘the em

peror shouldfreely enjoy all the ancient rights and pre

rogatives of his crown; and that in like manner the

church should be in no respect curtailed of its just rights

and privileges: that the bishops in possession should so

remain until the adjudication of the pope in council upon

their several titles; and that in the interim the bishops

of the realm and all good Catholics should, without spi

ritual or worldly detriment, be permitted to hold true

communion with the emperor.d For some cause

or other, the estates of the great duchy of Ba- ,fife‘ffl‘lfitfilw

varia had not been present at the diet of Wiirz- excmPmu'li'

burg; but their concurrence in the resolutions catwns'

adopted was obtained without difficulty. Messengers of

high rank were then despatched without delay to lay the

a‘‘Tasha-J:R‘I-iER‘:

‘ Elzheh. Ui'ang. Chron.:m. 1121, ubi On the meaning of the word “ honos”

, sup. pp. 256, 257. ‘

d The terms of agreement on behalf

of the prerogative run thus: “Prin

cipes, sine dolo et dissimulatidne”-—

there had been enough of both in the

preceding dealings between church and

state—“inteudunt ut in hoc regno

honorem suum (imperator) retinest.”

see note (d), p. 649. In this instance it

is synonymous with our word “ prero

gative;" all the legal incidents ofa good

title, with the advantages of personal

possession—the estate itself. The words

“ sine dolo” express an obligation to do

a thing in its literal import, and in ac

cordance with the intent of the parties.
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treaty before the pope, and to require him to convoke a

general council; “ in order,” said they, “ that matters

which no human sagacity can unravel may be at once set

at rest upon apostolical authority, and by the immediate

sug estion of the Holy Spirit.” "

owever deferential the language ofthe diet towards

Position the pontiff, it must have been abundantly clear

ofpope to him that they had taken the question in all

Cl‘ ms‘ its principal bearings into their own hands, and

that nothing remained for him but either to decline the

task imposed upon him, or to slip out of the dlfliculty

with the least possible loss of credit or influence. In the

latter course there were still many chances in his favour.

The estates of Germany foresaw serious inconveniences

in permitting either pope or emperor to obtain a decisive

triumph. With every disposition, for the sake of peace,

to put up with the losses they had sustained diurlilg“ the

civil wars, they had no mind to abandon the 1nc1dental

gains which had accrued to them from the hardships

they had undergone, or to allow any such expansion 0f

the prerogative as might be dangerous to their hard-W011

' Intent of the liberties. On the other hand, they were Wise

estates of enough to foresee that, if the pope should win

Germany‘ the day, they would have to surrender all then‘

acquisitions in the shape of broad lands, tithes,'tolls, and

renders of every kind, advowsons and infeudatlons, they

had extorted from the monasteries, churches, and colle

 

giate clergy of the kingdom. The only object the di- I

plomacy of the age could entertain'was the status qwii

The question whether the proposed congress was to en

in a constitutional settlement, or in a merely temporary

I suspension of the evils they had suffered under, seems

not to have engaged their attention. They knew; how'

ever, that the maintenance of the prerogative 0f t e

crown was an essential element in the title of every man

who possessed an acre of land; and that if the church-_

 

men were permitted to sever their holdings from those 0i

'’ Ekkehard. Urangi. Chron. an. 1121, 673; reédited by Peril’ Mon- Germ‘ 8w‘

ubi sup. pp.257, 258; Code: San erma- “Le m ” tom. ii. p. 74
nensis, ap. Martene, Coll. ampgliss. i. gu ,
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the rest of the feudal proprietary, the very principle which

held the whole fabric of the state together would be dis

solved, and imminent risk of a collapse of the whole

social system be incurred. With this view, they had

pledged themselves irrevocably, that, come what might,

no serious inroad upon the constitutional prerogative

of their crown, as they understood it, should be sub

mitted to.

Pope Calixtus could not but be sensible that his ana—

thema had been cancelled by a stroke of the Effectoflhe

pen; that the cessation of civil discord had cessation of

stricken his weapons from his hand; and thatthecmlwar'

the ad interim absolution of the diet had dissolved the

charm which had paralysed the arm of his enemy. Many

of the most zealous partisans of the papacy had freely

communicated withthe excommunicated emperor.f The

opportunity now afforded for observation and reflection

brought to light manifold proofs of the utter corruption

of the curia and its political agents. A disputed elec

tion to the bishopric of VViirzburg proved a striking in

stance of the venal character of the papal legates.g It

appeared, in fact, that the crime of simony was in a state

of transition from the laity to the clergy ;“ an observa

tion which could not but tend to open the eyes of the

people to the kind of custody to which they had so heed

lessly surrendered their interests and their consciences.

With such prospects before him, pope Calixtus thought

it expedient to take the intelligence of the resolutions

of Wiirzburg in good part. His legates were instructed

' We mention particularly the al

lant confessor, archbishop Conra of

Salzburg, who had suffered heroically

in the cause of the papacy. On the

strength of the pacification of Wiirz

burg, he and many other expatriated

prelates had returned to their sees

and communicated with the emperor.

Chron. incerti auct. ap. Canis. Lectio

nes Antique, ed. Basnage, tom. iii. pt.

ii. p. 359; Stenzel, i. p. 701.

I’ The imperial candidate, Gebhard,

publicly impeached the legates of put

ting their support u to auction. See

the statement of Ge hard, ap. Udalric.

Cod. Epist. no. 335, ap. Eccard. ii. p. _

345

h TheGerman papist Bruno of Merse

burg, and the devout abbot Suger, be~

sides other authorities adverted to in

former passages of this work, leave no

question that legatine bribery and cor

ruption were common offences. In

deed the practice is hinted at with cen

sure by Gregory VII. himself. Conf.

Book xy 0. vi. p. 304; Book xi. c. ii. p.

492, and 0. vi. p. 617, note (1). As to

the Wiirzburg controversyl see Ekkeh.

Urang. Chron. an. 1122, ubi sup. pp.

258, 259.
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Pope Calm to convoke a general council of all the bi

‘mxthhi; shops and clergy of France and Germany'at

opposition, Maintz, to meet on the feast of the Natlvity

&°- of the Virgin, for the purpose of taking into

consideration the reestablishment of concord between the

holy see and the empire, and of consulting generally

upon the state of the churches of both realms. The le

gates were at the same time directed to assure the empe

ror that no attempt to infringe upon the prerogative of

his crown was in contemplation; but that the pontiff

was, on the contrary, anxiousyby a wise and religious

compromise, to strengthen and secure the same.‘ What

ever we may think of the consistency of the Roman cum,

2 suspension of the disabilities imposed by the papal (fell

sures had become a necessary preliminary of negotiation.

Henry had by this time arrived at the convlctlon that he

was safer in the hands of the estates than in his own.

N0 material diversity of views encumbered the confer

ences; and as soon as the treaty was reduced into forth,

the assembly adjourned from Maintz to a spacious plain

in the vicinity of the city of Worms. Here unnumbered

multitudes assembled to witness the exchange ofthe ratt

fied copies of the treaty which was to bring back clvll

and religious peace to the wasted and wearied land. The

ceremony concluded with a solemn mass and Te Dwm

by the cardinal-bishop of Ostia, during whlch the legate

communicated with the emperor, and in the name of the

pope imparted the kiss of eace.

The stipulations of this celebrated treaty or concordat

were the following: .

The pope granted to the emperor, that the electloHS

Treaty or to all bishoprics and abbeys of the emp'll'e he

concordatofmade in his (the emperor’s) presence, ifvlthollt

Zggflfzrtthesimony, or any kind ofcompulsion; and 1n such

' wise that ifthereupon any disputeshould arise,

the emperor be at liberty, by the advice and consent of

the metropolitan and comprovincial bishops, to pronounce

infa-oour of the person who should appear to him t0 have

the best claim :

That the candidate thus elected should receive from
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the emperor the temporalities of his see or abbey by the

delivery ofa rod or sceptre, but without bargain or valu

able consideration of any kind, and should ever there

after render unto the emperor all such duties and services

as by law he was bound to render.

These articles, however, referred to the Germanic

dominions of the emperor only. As to other parts of

the’ empire—probably Italy—it was agreed that the

consecration of the prelate might precede the investiture

by “ rod or sceptre,” but that the new bishop or abbot

should, within six months of his consecration, apply for

and receive the temporalities in the same form, but with

out bargain or compulsion, and should thereupon be

bound to perform the like duties and services in respect

thereof.

But as to all the temporalities, whatsoever and where

soever, belonging to the Roman church, none of these

stipulations was to apply. '

On the papal part, the instrument concluded with

general promises of support and goodwill, and the grant

of a true peace to all who, within the period of the late

disturbances, might have attached themselves to the im

perial party.

The emperor, on his part, explicitly abandoned in

i'estiture by delivery ofthe RING AND CROSIER, on the m

and granted that in all the churches ofthe em— viii;

pire there should be madefree canonical elec- mpe'o"

tions and consecrations:

The properties and temporalities of the blessed Peter,

which, since the commencement of the late disorders,

whether in his late father’s or his own time, might have

passed out of the possession of the holy see, or might then 4

be in his (the emperor’s) hands, or in those of others,

he did_thereby promise to restore, and cause to be re

stored:

He engaged, by the advice of his council, and in due

course of law, to restore, and cause to be restored, all

the properties of churches and laity, of which, during

the late wars, they, or any of them, might have been

unlawfully disseised :

VOL. W. X X
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\

And lastly, the emperor promised that, in all mat

ters and things in which the Roman church should de

mand his aid, he would faithfully afford the same, and

that in all things in which she should make complalnt

to him he would be ever at hand to do her rlght and

justice.i . .

It would lead us too far to enter upona deta1led

Remarks on comparison of the antecedent position of the

the "my- papacy with that contemplated by the Call;

tine convention or concordat. For such a purpose It

would be requisite to place before the readers hterary

history of the several controversies of 1nvest1tures,lay

and clerical marriage, the right of general moral super

intendence, and the absolute subordmatlon of the secular

to the ecclesiastical statef—a history whlch, however

succinctly drawn up, would swell the contents of thls

volume to an unmanageable bulk. _Qne or two P0111ts

in the ecclesiastical and political pos1t10n 0f the PaPiillcl’

before the concordant may, however, be mentioned,w1t a

* See the original in full form, up. and Placidus of l\l_onantl(l)lfl’tg:veH::i

Pertz, Mon. Germ. Leg'nm, tom. ii. come under our_vleWfl-l g0 Ebert of

pp. 75, 76. The document was at- rieian or imperial s: e, 19

tested by the three archbishops-pri

mates, six bishops, the abbot of Fulda,

Henry duke of Bavaria, Frederick of

Hohenstaufl'en duke of Swabia, Berth

old duke of Ziihringen, Diephold mark

grave of Vohburg, Engelbert mark

grave of Istria, Godfrey earl palatine

of the Rhine, Otto earl alatiue of

Wittelsbacb, Berengar ear of Herbs

burg, &c. The deed was sealed with

the golden seal of the empire by the

prince-archchancellor of Cologne.

3 Such an abstract lies before the

author of these pages, drawn up in

two chapters, and originally intended

to form the concluding portion of this

Book. But the great extent to which

the purely historical series had ex

panded itself precluded the insertion

of all episodical matter. It may, how

ever, be interesting to the reader to

learn at least the names of the dis

putants on either side. On the ponti

fical side several of these writers have

been quoted in the text, such as Berth

old of Constance, Bruno of Merseburg,

Hugo of Flavigny, and Bonizo of

Sntri; others, as Anselm of Lucca

emblours has been mentioned; but

the purely controversial trestisesplf

Waltram of Naumburg, of Guenncf

0r Henrich of Treves, Theaa’erwlfl ‘i1

Verdun, and Guido of Qsnabruc ,

however useful to throw light :hpo:

the opinions and feelings of hen

party, contain too little of purelytorical interest to find a place m a

text or at the foot of these pagers

The most distinguished ofthese writeof

are, on the papal side, Plemdusfll

Nonantula, and, on the 1mper1 l;

Waltram of Naumburg. ' The YR!‘

of the former is inserted 1n Pezi e

saurus novissimus Auecdotorum, 201s;

ii. pt. ii. p. xxiii.; the latter 1n Frag;1_

Rr. Germ. Scriptores, tom. 1.Pp.h so

326. These writings, as well as t 310

Of Gueurich, Theoderick, and G111].

are almost forgotten, and are rare]:

quoted by historians. But they ‘Close

tain some remarkable instances ot 0n

bright gleams of light whlch occailioct

ally broke upon the minds of re 81

ing men even in that age of Spll‘l u

darkness and self-delusion.
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view to ascertain the true character of that document,

and the altered posture—if altered it was-in which it

placed the pretensions of tip holy see in its relation to

the secular state.

The most important in all respects is that which

relates. to the adopted definition of simony. InA _ ‘
- . . . . . . mbigultyof

Its pr1m1t1ve meaning the word 1mplies a cor-t11e "my a,

rupt dealing with the gifts of the Holy Ghost. ‘13);? is

But in the papal intendment no distinction 1'’

was allowed between the temporal possession and the

spiritual faculties of the church; both Were regarded as

essential parts of one indivisible entirety; so that it was

as impos ible to attribute visible existence to the dis

embodie spirit as to the ‘church denuded of its tem

poralities: therefore, if it be simony to buy or sell spiri

tual oilice, it is equally simony so to treat that which

sustains its visible existence and external power of ac

tion.k

Again, the document before us stipulates for the

freedom ofelection. This point also is capable a, tofreedom

of elucidation from the pontifical theory of the 481mm;

derivative powers of the church. The pope is, as we

have seen, the original source or fountain-head of all

ecclesiastical authority: he alone can impart a perfect

title to spiritual office in its integrity; he alone can

bring the spiritual and invisible function into visible con

junction. The “freedom of election,” therefore, meant

no more than the permissive exercise of a delegated‘

power, ‘revocable by the giver, and entitling him to ex

ercise a discretionary right to interfere, when he might

think it expedient, in the distribution of the endowments _

forming an essential ingredient in the ecclesiastical cor

poreity claimed.l This freedom of election amounted at

the utmost to a simple initiative; and the stipulation to

that effect in the treaty of \Vorms was not intended to

give to the capitular bodies any absolute right as against

the pontifical prerogative.

‘‘ Placidus of Nonantula labours this

point with great zeal and industry.

1 Conf. Book X. 0. vi. p. 303. See

also the “Dictatus Papae” in Regist.

Greg. VII. lib. ii., inserted between

the 54th and 55th epistle. See the

long note of Philip Jafi'é in his Regist.

Pontif. Roman. pp. 403, 404.
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A third point in the antecedent position of the pa

,“ to the pacy is to be found in the Gregorian principles

“pretended that, for all spiritigl purposes, worldly princes

premwcy of . . . ,

the pontificalal'e the subjects and ministers of Gods repre

P‘We‘“ sentative upon earth,m and that, by virtue of

the moral censorship vested in him, every movement of

the secular body was liable to his correction and cen

sure.“ It is incontrovertible that these pretensions, 88

far as they had found admission into the public mind,

must have defied the ingenuity of adverse disputants; It

must have battled their utmost sagacity to discern any

visible limit to the omnipotence of the pontificate. The

key to the great mystification was ‘not f0rthc0m1ng-_ T0

the laity the theory was utterly unknown; the Pentlfical

teachers were contented for the present to let it he perdll

in the inextricable labyrinth of decretal law. The con

cordat of Worms touched not upon it in the remoteet

sense; the question as between the church and the State

remained 'in statu quo ,- and while the former contended

for the merging of the temporal in the spintefil Power;

the latter was reduced to an irregular and desultory re

sistance, which in the end decided nothing one We)’ 01'

the other. _ .

These observations, we think, afl'om some eirplanatlon

General am- of the ambiguity and uncertainty whleh appeal‘

biguities' so conspicuously in the concordat of Worms

A whispered sneer, a disguised falsehood, an Ol'FGIlSlVG sub

terfuge, seems to lurk in almost every line: the emperor

abandons investitures, but takes them back in the next sen

tence; it is the same thing in a scarcely varied form: he

' renounces the right to interfere in the election of bishops

and abbots; but if he objects to the person, he has “0111i?

to absent himself, and the ‘election falls to the ground,

he must be present—but to what purpose? Was It

merely to Pl‘eserve decency and regularity; or was he to

possess a veto? If the former, his oflice was that ofchief

constable only; his presence was a burden, not a Privl'

lege ; 1f the latter, what became of the “freedom of elec

- m Conf‘ Book X- 0- Vi- p. 304 of this " This point is extremely well treated

work. by Waltram of Naumburg.
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tion” ? A veto, with the power of withholding investi

ture, must fix the election on the favoured candidate;

here, therefore, the deprecated severance of the body

and soul in the church is—to say the least of it—hypo

critically connived at. Again; disputes in the church

were to be decided by the emperor, “ by the advice’’_ of

the bishops of the province: but in time of peace what

vassal bishop would venture to contradict or appeal? In

disturbed periods, no legal decision could be obtained;

no title could be good; no bishop or abbot lawfully

seated. \Vhen canon or decretal law should be brought

to bear upon this clause of the treaty, it must fly off in

smoke ; "for the single reason that all the majores eausre

—'—episcopal suits and disputes—are by that law irrevo

cably reserved to the decision of the pope. The conven

tion appears, in fact, to have carefully provided for a

future collision between the two powers upon almost all

these grounds.

Again; the material question, whether the consecra

tion was to precede or to follow the investiture,0 en mation

is left in obscurity. It seems to have been left a:to iihether

open, whether the induction and livery were orwere not to be conditions precedent to institu- cedeorfollow

tion and consecration. In reading the treaty it ""est‘t‘m’"

is difficult to determine whether archbishop or pope might

not perform the latter ceremonies without waiting for

investiture. If this was meant, a schism was inevitable ;

if otherwise, no one could be elected without having be

forehand made sure of the grant of the temporalities by

the usual means and methods ; court-favour, to wit, soli

citation, infiuence—money ; that is, by direct or con

structive simony. In this view the pretended “ freedom

of election” appears as a simple provision for future dis

putes. If an absolute veto was contemplated, it mattered

little whether the livery was to precede or to follow the

consecration; for in neither case could an obnoxious can

didate become a member of the visible church, whatever

might be his position in the invisible.

The truth comes out—the convention of Worms was

not meant to be other than a temporary expedient to

AMBIGUITIES on THE CONCORDAT. 617 _
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The comm gain a breathing-time fora generation weary of

tion a tem- a state of CIVll and rehglous dlscord of half a

Pogfggicszel- century’s duration. This temporary character

is as strongly marked in what it omits as In

what it specifies. Not a syllable is breathed touching

the political relation Qf the pope, the patrimony, or the

republic ofRomc, to the empire,—not a word is bestowed

upon the claim of the holy see under the donation of

lllatln'lola. Was the city of Rome still to be regarded

as the seat and capital of the empire? That it was so

_ regarded by the sovereign and people of Germany is 1111

questionable. Yet the saving-clause in the election law

of Nicolas II. has no place in this solemn settlement of

the affairs of church and empire. The real value ofthe

document is in a great degree revealed by the form 1t

assumed : it appears as a simply and exclusivelypersonal

compact between pope Calixtus and Henry OfGel'manyi

“ We Calixtus grant to you Henry,” &C. ; “ We Henry

remit to you Calixtus,” &c., without mention of bars or

successors on either side. Neither party was therefore

bound by it beyond the term of his natural life.‘ NOT

was it long before a voice from Rome audihly intimated

that the convention of Worms was accorded to Henry

V. personally and for the sake ofpeace, but not to 1115

successors.° The pope had, indeed, accorded a_m0me{1t'

ary advantage to the emperor, but in terms so 1ndefimte

as to bind neither party beyond the expedlency which

dictated the treaty. The world, however, was made i0

believe that the long and calamitous quarrel between

church and empire was at length brought to a close; and

the World was too sensible of the present blessing to look

too curiously for future causes of uneasiness in the docu

ment which brought with it so great a present relief.

° Otto Frey-sing. ap. Laden, ix. note 27, P- 662
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